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Frederick Engels 

KARL MARX1 

Karl Marx, the man who was the .first to give socialism, and 
thereby the wh,ole lab()lJX I}lovement of our day~ a scientifi~ (ounda
tion, was born at Treves in 1818. He studied in Bonn and 
Berlin, r first taking up law, but he soon devoted himself exclu
sively h the study of history and philosophy, and in 1842 was 
on the tJOint of becoming lecturer in philosophy when the polit
ical movement which had arisen since the death of Frederick 
William III directed the course of his life into a diff.erent chan
nel. With his collaboration, the leaders of the Rhenish liberal bour
geoisie, Camphausen, Hansemann, etc., had founded, in Cologne, 
the Rlieinische Zeitung and in the autumn of 1842, Marx, whose 
criticism of the proceedings of the Rhenish provincial diet had 
excited very great attention, was put at the head of the paper. The 
Rheinische Zeitung naturally appeared under censorship, but the 
censorship could not cope with it.2 The Rheinische Zeitung almost 
always got through the articles which mattered; the censor was first 
supplied with insignificant fodder for him to strike out, until he 
either gave way of himself or was compeJled to give way by the 
threat that then the paper would not ·appear the next day. Ten 
newspapers with the same courage as the Rheinische Zeitung and 
whose publishers would have allowed a few hundred extra thalers 
to be expended on type-setting-and the censorship would have 
been made impossible in Germany already in 1843. But the German 
newspaper owners were petty minded, timid philistines and the 

i This biographical sketch was originally published in the Volkskalender for 
1878, issued in Brunswick.-Ed. 

2 The first censor· of the Rheinische Zeitung was Police Councillor Dolle
schall, the sam€ man who once struck out an advertisement in the [(olnische 
Zeitung of the translation of Dante's Divine Comedy by Philalethes (later King 
John of Saxony) with the remark: One mt~st not make a comedy of divine 
affairs. [Note by F. Engels.] 

1--/!,1) 



FREDERICK ENGELS 

Rheinische Zeitung carried on the struggle alone. It wore out 
one censor after another; finally it came under a double censor
ship; after the fiirst censorship the Regierungspdisidene had once 
more and Hnally to censor it. That also was of no avail. In the 
beginning of 1843, the gov.ernment declared that it was impossible 
to keep this newspaper in check 'and suppressed it without more ado. 

Marx, who in the meanwhile had married the sister of von 
Westphalen, later minister of the reaction, removed to Paris, 
and there, in conjunction with A. Ruge, published the Deutsch 
Franzosisclze Jahrbiicha in which he opened the series of his 
socialist writings with a Kritilc der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie 
[A Criticism oj' the Hegelian Pililosophy of Law]. Further, together 
with F. Engels, Die beilige Familie. Gegen Bruno Bauer und 
Konsorten [Tile Holy Family. Against Bruno Bauer and Co.], a 
satirical crilidsm of one of the latest forms assumed by German 
philosophical idealism at that time. 

The study of political economy and of the history of the 
Great French Revolution still allowed Marx time enough for oc-
casional attacks on the Prussian government; the latter revenged 
itself in the spring of 1845 by securing from the Guizot· min:,stry 
his expulsion from France-Herr Alexander von Humboldt is .said 
to have acted as intermediary. Marx shifted his domicile to Brussels 
and he published lhere in French in 18,17: Misi?re de la Philo
sophie [Tile Poverty of PlzilosopllyL a criticism of Proudhon's 
Philosophic de lo Misi:rc JPlzilosopy oj' Poverty], and in 1848 
Discours sur lc libre echanoc [Discourse on Free Tmdel. At the 
same lime he made use of the opportunity to found a German 
workers' soeicly in Brussels and so commenced practical agitation. 
The latter becmne still more important for him when he and his po
litical friends in 184 7 entered the secret Communist League, 
which had already been in existence for a number of years. Its 
whole structure was now radically changed; this confederacy, 
which previously was more or Jess conspiratorial, was transformed 
into a simple organization of communist propaganda, which wns 
only secret because necessity compelled it to be so, the firsl 
organization of the German social-democratic party. The League 
existed wherever Gennan workers' unions were to be found; 
in almost :::.11 of these unions in England, Betgium, France and 
Switzerland, and in very many of the unions in Germany, the 

1 Regierungspriisident: In Prussia, regional representative of th~ central 
excculive.-Ed. 
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leading members belonged to the League and the ,share of the 
League in the incipient German labour movement was very consid
erable. Moreover, our League was the first which emphasized 
the international character of the whole labour movement and 
realized it in practice, which had Englishmen, Belgians, Hungar
ians, Poles, etc., as meniliers and which organized international 
labour meetings, especially in London. 

The transformation of the League took place at two Congress
es held in 1847, the second of which resolved on the elaboration 
and publication of the fundamental principles of the Party in 
a manifesto to be drawn up by Marx and Engels. Thus arose the 
Mani{esto of the Communist Party, which appeared in 1848 short
ly before the February Revolution and which has since been trans
lated into almost all European languages. 

The Deutsche Briisseler Zeitung, in which Marx participated 
and which mercilessly exposed the blessings of the police regime 
of the fatherland, caused the Prus1sian government to try to effect 
Marx's expulsion once more, but in vain. When, however, the 
February Revolution resulted also in popular movements in 
Brussels, and a radica~ change in Belgium appeared to be immi
nent, the Belgian government arrested Marx without ceremony 
and depmted him. In the meanwhile the French Provisional Gov
ernment had sent him through Flocon1 an invitation to return to 
Paris, and he accepted this call. 

In Paris, he came out especially against the swindle, widespread 
among the Germans there, of forming the German worl{ers in France 
into armed legions in order to carry the revolution and the republic 
into Germany. On the one hand, Germany had to make her rev
olution herself, and on the other hand, ·every revolutionary 
foreign legion formed in France was betrayed in advance by the 
Lamartines2 of the Provisional Governmt'nt to the goVlernment 
which was to be overthrown, as occurred in Belgium and Baden. 

After the March Revolution, :Marx went to Cologne and f'Jiund
ed there the Neue Rheinische Zeitung, which was in existence 
from June 1, 1848 to May 19, 1849-the only paper which repre
sented the standpoint of the proletariat within the democratic move
ment of the time, as shown in its unreserved championship of the 
Parisian June insurgents of 1848, which cost the paper almost 

1 Ferclinrrnd J-?locon (1800-66): Editor of the Paris ne\vspaper La RCfoi'nLe.~Ed. 
2 Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869): French poet and moderate republican 

politician; was foreign minister and virtual head of the Provisional Government 
formed in France after the triumph of the Revolution of February 1848.-Ed. 

]* 



4 FREDERICK ENGELS 

all its shareholders. In vain the /{reuzzeitung pointed to the 
"Chimborazo impudence" with which the Neue Rheinische Zei
tung attacked everything sacred, from the king and Reicltsverwe
ser [vice-regent of the realm] down to the gendarme, and that, 
too, in a Prussian garrison town with 8,000 troops at that time. In 
vain was the rage of the Rhenish liberal philistines, who had sud
denly become reactionary. In vain was the paper suspended by mar
tial law in Cologne for a lengthy period in the autumn of 1848. In 
vain the Reich Ministry of Justice in Frankfor't denounced article 
after artiole to the Cologne Public Prosecutor in order that judJcial 
proceedings should be taken. Under the very eyes of the Military 
C1uurd the paper vent on being edited and printed, and its distribution 
and reputation increased with the vehemence of ils attacks on 
the government and the bourgeoisie. When the Prussian coup 
d'iilol took place in November 1848, the Neue Rheinisclte Zeitunu 
called at the head of each issue upon the people to refuse to pay 
taxes and to meet violence with violence. In the spring of l84!J, 
both on this. account and because of another article, it was pros
ecuted before a jury, but on both occasions it was acquitted. 
Finally, when the May; risings of 1849 in Dresden and the Rhine 
province had been suppressed, and the Prussian campaign against 
the Baden-Palatinate rising had been inaugurated by the concen
tration and mobilization of considerable masse.s of troops, the gov
ernment believed itself strong enough to suppress the Neue Rhei
nische Zcitung by force. The last number-printed in red ink-- -
appeared on May 19. 

Marx l[tgain went to Paris, but only a few weeks after the dem
onstration of June 13, 184,9, he was faced by the Freneh government 
with the choice of either shifting his residence to Brittany or leaving 
France altogether. He preferred the latter and moved to London, 
where he has lived uninterruptedly ever since. 

An attempt to continue to issue the Neue Rheinische Zeilung in 
the form of a review (in Hamburg, 1850) had to be given up ,af
ter a while in view of the ever-increasing violence of the re
action. Immediately after the coup d'etat in France in December 
1851, Marx published: Der 18. Brumaire des Louis Bonaparte 
[The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte], (Boston 1852; 
second edition, Hamhurg 1869, shortly before the war). In 1853 
he wrote: Entiliillungen iiber den Kolner Kommunistenprozess 
[Revelations About 'the Cologne Communist Trial] (first printed in 
Basic, later in Boston, and again recently in Leipzig). 

After the condemna'tion of the members of the Communist 
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League in Cologne, Marx withdrew from political agitation and 
for ten years devoted himself on the one hand to the study o{ the 
rich treasures offered by the library of the British Museum in the 
sphere of politica'l economy, and on the other hand to writing 
for the New York Tribune, which up to the outbreak of the Amer
ican Civil War published not only contributions signed by him but also 
numerous leading articles on conditions in Europe and Asia from 
his pen. His attack.s on Lord Palmerston, based on a detailed 
study of English official documents, were reprinted in London as 
pamphlets. 

As the first fruit of his many years of study of economics, 
there appeared in 1859: Zur Kritik der politisclzen Oekonomie. 
Erstes Heft [A. Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, 
Part I] (Berlin, Duncker). This work contains the first coherent 
exposition of the Marxian theory of value, including the the
ory of money. During the Italian War, Marx (in the German 
newspaper Das Volk, appearing in London) attacked both Bo
napartism, which was then pretending to he liberal and playing 
the part of liberator of the oppressed nationaliHes, and also the 
Prussian policy of the time, which under the cover of neutrality 
was seeking to fi-sh in troubled waters. In this connection it was 
also necessary to attack Herr Karl Vogt, who at that time, on the 
commission of Prince Napoleon (Plon-Plon), and being in the pay of 
Louis Napoleon, was carrying on agitation for the neutrality, and 
indeed the sympathy, of Germany. When Vogt heaped upon· him the 
most abominable, deliberately lying calumnies, Marx answered with: 
Herr Vogt (London, 18130), in which Vogt and other gentlemen of 
the imperialist :sham democratic gang were expo~ed, and Vogt 
himself on the basis of both external and internal evidence was 
convicted of receiving bribes from the December empire. The con
firmation came just ten years later: in the list of the Bonaparte 
hirelings, found in the Tuileries in 1870 and published by the Sep
tember government, there was the following entry under the letter V: 
"Vogt-in August 1859 there were remitted to him-Frs. 40,000." 

Finally, in 1867 there appeared in Hamburg: Das I<apital. 
l(ritik der politischen Oekonomie. Erster Band. [Capital, a Criticrtl 
Analysis of Capitalist Productio~, Volume I], Marx's chief work, 
which expounds the bases of ihis economic··socialisi conceptions and 
the main fe,atures of his criticism of existing society, of the capital
ist mode of production and its consequences. The second edition 
of this epoch-making '\York appeared in 1872; the author is en
gaged in the elaboration of the second volume. 
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Meanwhile the labour movement in various countries of Europe 
had so far regained strength that Marx conld entertain the idea of 
realizing a long-cherished wish: the foundation of a \Vorkers' Asso
ciation embracing the most advanced countries of Europe and Amer
ica, which would demonstrate bodily, so to speak; the international 
character of the socialist movement both to the worJu~rs themselves 
and to the bourgeois and the governments--for the encouragcnwnt 
and strengthening of the proletariat, for striking fear into the hearts 
of its enemies. A mas's meeting in favour of Poland, which was 
just then again being crushed by Russia, held on September 28, 
1864, in St. Marlin's Hall in London, provided an occasim1 for 
bringing forward the maller, which was enthusiastically taken up. 
The Jnternotional Worldn[J Men's Association was founded; a 
Provisional General Council, wilh ils seat in London, was elected 
at the meeting, and Mllrx wa:s the soul of lhis <liS of :t!l subsequent 
General Councils up to the Hague Congress. He drafted al
most ew~ry one of the docmnents issued by the General Council 
of the Inlernational, from the Jnauuural Address, 1864, to the 
Address on the Civil vVar in France, 1871. To describe Marx's activ
ity in the International is to write the history of ,Lhis Association, 
which 'in any ~as'e still livos in tho memory of European work<·rs. 

The fall of the Paris ·commune put the International iu an 
impossible position. It was thrust into the forefront of Enropean 
history at a n~coment when it had everywhere been deprived of all 
possihilil~· ol' successful praelie~tl ;teliO'IJ:. The (~vents which raised 
il to the po..~ilion of the seventh Great Power ,simultaneously for
hade it Lo mobilize its fighting fon~es and employ them in 
action, on pain of inevitable defeat and the setting back of lhe 
labour Jnovcment for decades. In addition, limn various sides el
ements were pushing thems.elves forward that sought to exploit tlw 
suddenly enhan~ed fmne of the Association for purposes of person
al vanity or personal ambition, without undershmding the real 
position of the International or without regard for it. A heroic 
decision had Lo be taken and it was again Mm·x who took it and 
who carried it through at the Hague Congress. In a solemn reso
lution, the International disclaimed all responsibility for the do
ings of the Bakunists,l who formed the central point of all those 
unreasonable and unsavoury clements. Then, in view of the1 im
possibility of also meeting, in the face of the general reaction, 

1 Balcunisis: follow.ors of Michael Bakunin (1814-76), ideologist of anarchism 
and inveterate foe of Marxism.--Ed. 
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the increased demands which were being imposed upon and 
of maintaining its complete efficacy other than by a series of 
sacrifices which would have drained the labour movement of its 
life-blood-in view of this situation, the International withdrew 
from the stage for the time being by transferring the General 
Council to America. The results have proved how correct was 
lhis decision-\vhich was at the time, and has been since, so often 
censured. On the one hand, it put a stop then and since to all 
attempts to make useless putsches in the name of the Internation· 
al, while on the other hand the continuing close intercourse between 
the socialist workers' parties of the various countrie~ proved that 
the consciousness of the identity of interests and of the solidarity 
of the proletariat of all countries evoked by the International is able 
to find expression even without the bond of a formal international 
association, which for the moment had become a fetter. 

After the Hague Congress, Marx at last found peace and lei· 
sure again for resuming his theordical work, and ILt ils to be 
hoped he will be able before long to have the second volume of 
Capital ready for the press. 

Of the many imporlant discoveries through which Marx has 
inscribed his name in the annals of science, we can here men
tion only two. 

The first is the revolution brought about by him in the whole 
conception of woTld hi,story. The whoLe previous view of history 
was based on the conception that the ultimate causes of 
aU historical changes are to be looked for in the changing ideas 
of human beings, and that of all historical changes, political 
changes are the most important and are dominant in the whole 
of history. But the question waiS not wsked as; to whence theideas 
come into men's n1inds and what the driving causes of the polit
ical changes are. Only upon the newer school of French, and part
ly also of English, historians had the conviction forced itself that, 
since the Middle Ages at least, the driving force in European his
tory had been the struggle of the de,veloping bourgeoisie with the 
feudal aristocracy for social and political domination. Now Marx 
has proved that the whole of previous history is a history of class 
struggles, that in all the diverse and complicated political strug
gles the only thing at issue has been ,the 1Social and political rule 
of social classes, the maintenance of domination by older clasiSes 
and the conquest of domination by newly arvsing olasses. To what, 
however, do these classes owe their origin and their continued 
existence? They owe it to the particular material, physically sen~ 
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sible conditions in which society at a giv.en period produces and ex
changes its means of subsistence. The feudal rule of the Middle 
Ages rested on the self-sufficient economy of small peasant commu
nities which themselves produced almost. all their requirements, in 
which there was almost no exchange and which received from the 
arms-bearing nobility protection from without and national or at 
least political cohesion. When the towns arose and with them sepa
rate handicraft industry and trade intercourse, at first internal and 
later international, the urban bourgeoisie developed and even dur
ing the Middle Ages achieved, in struggle with the I).Obility, its inclu
sion in the feudal order as a privileged estate as well. But with the 
discovery of the extra-European world, from the middle of the 
fifteenth century onwards, this bourgeoisie acquired a far more 
extensive sphere of trade and therewith a new stimulus for its 
industry; in the most important branches handicrafts W<'re sup
planted by manufacture, now on a factory scale, and this again 
was supplanted by farge-scale industry, which became possible 
owing to the discoverie!S of the previous century, especially that 
of the steam-engine, and which in its turn reacted on trade 
by driving out the old handicraft labour in backward countries, and 
creating the pr€,scnt-day new means of communication, steam
engines, railways, electric telegraphy, in the more developed ones. 
Thus the bourgeoisie came more and more• to combine social 
wealth and social power in its hands, while it still for a long 
period remained excluded from po.litical .power, which was 
in the hands, of the nobility and the monarchy 1supported by the 
nobility. But at a certain stage-in France after the Great Revolu
tion-it also conquered political power, and from then on became 
a ruling class over the proletariat and small peasants. From this 
point of view all the historical phenomena are explicable in the 
simplest possible way-with sufficient knowledge of the particular 
economic condition of society, which it is true is totally lacking 
in our professional historians, and in the same way the concep
tions and ideas of each historical period are most simply to be ex
plained 'from the economic conditions of life and from the social 
and political relations of the period, which are in turn determined 
by these economic conditions. History was for the first time placed 
on its real basis; the obvious but previously totally overlooked 
fact that men must first of all eat, drink, have shelter and clothing, 
therefore must work, before they can fight for domination, pursue 
politics, religion, philo~>ophy, ·etc.-this obvious fact at last came 
into its historical rights. 
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This new conception of history, however, was of supreme signif
icance for the socialist outlook. It showed that all previous his
tory moved in class antagonisms and class struggles, that there 
have always existed ruling and ruled, exploiting and exploited 
classes, and that the great majority of mankind has always been 
condemned to arduous labour and little enjoyment. Why 
is this? Simply because in all earlier stages of development of 
mankind production was so little developed that the historical de
velopment could only proceed in this antagonistic form, that his
torical progress as a whole was dependent on the activity of a 
small privileged minority, while the great mass remained con
demned to producing by their labour their own meagre means 
of subsistence and also the increasingly rich means of the priv
ileged. But the same investigation of history, which in this way 
provides a natural and reasonable explanation of the previous 
class rule, otherwise only explicable from the wickedness of man, 
also leads to the realization that, in consequence of the so 
tremendously increased productive forces of the present time, 
even the Ia.st pretext has vanished ·for a division of mankind into 
rulers and ruled, exploiters and exploited, at least in the most 
advanced countries; that the ruling big bourgeoisie has fulfilled its 
historic mission, that it is no longer capable of the leadership of 
society and has even become a hindrance to the development of 
production, as the trade crises, and especially the last great col
lapse and the depressed condition of industry in all countries, 
have proved; that historical leadership has passed to the proletariat, 
a class which, owing to its whole position in society, can only 
free itself by abolishing altogether all class rule, all servitude 
and all exploitation; and that the social productive forces, which 
have. outgrown th!e control of the bourgeoisie, are only waiting for 
the associated proletariat to take possession of them in order to 
bring about a state of things in which every member of society 
will be enabled to participate not only in production but also in 
the distribution and administration of social wealth, and which 
so increases the social productive forces and their yield by planned 
operation of the whole of production that the satisfaction of all 
reasonable needs will he assured for everyone to an ever-increas
ing degree. 

The second important discovery of Marx's is the final eluci
dation of the relation between capital and labour, in other words, 
the demonstration how, within present society and under the exist
ing capitalist mode of production, the exploitation of the worker 
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by lhe capitalist lakes place. Ever since political economy had 
put forward the proposition that labour is the source of all wealth 
and of all value, the question became inevitable: "How is this then 
to be reconciled with the fact that the wage worker does not re
ceive the whole sum of value created by his labour but ha<s to 
surrender a part of it to the capitalist?" Both the bourgeois econ
omists and the socialists exerted themselves to give a sc~ntifically 
valid answer to this question, but in vain, until at last Marx came 
forward with the solution. This solution is as follows. The pPes
ent-day capitalist mode 'Of production presupposes the ·existence 
of two social chts,sres: on the one hand that of the capitalists, who 
an~ in possession of Lhe nwaus of prod nction and sul>sislence, and 
ou Uw other hand that of the proletarians, who, being excluded 
from this possession, have only a .single commodity Jor sale, their 
l·ahuur power, and who therefore have to sdl this labour power 
of Lheirs in order to obtain possession of means of subsistence. 
The value of a commodity i<s, however, determined by the socially 
necessary quantity of labour embodied in its production, and there
fore also in its reproduction; the value of the labour power of an 
average human being during a day, month or year is determined 
therefore by the quantity, of labour embodied in the quantity of 
means of subsislcnee necessary for the maintenance of this labour 
power during a day, month or year. Let us assum.e that the means 
of subsistence of a worker for one day reqltire six hours of labour 
for Lheir produdion or, what is the same thing, that the labour 
contained in them represents a qu::mlily of labour of six hours; 
then the value of labour power for one day will be expressed in 
a sum of money which also embodies six hours of labour. Let us 
assume further that the ·Capitalist who employs our worker pays 
him this sum in return, pays him, therefove., the full value of his 
labour power. If now the worker works six hours of the day for 
the capitalist, he has completely replaced the latter's outlay-six 
hours' labour for six hours' labour. But then there would be noth
ing in it for the capitalist, and the latter therefore looks at the 
matter quite differently. He says: "I have bought the labour pow
er of this worker not for six hours but for a whole day," and 
accordingly he makes the worker work 8, 10, 12, 14 or 
more !hours, .accOI'ding to circumstances, so that the p·roduct of the 
seventh, eighth and following hours is a product of unpaid labour 
and wanders, to begin with, into the pocket of ·the capitalist. 
Thus the worker in the service of the capitalist not only reproduces 
the value of his labour power, for which he receives pay, but 
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over and above that he also produces a surplus value which, 
appropriated in the first place by the capitalist, lS in 
its further course divided according to definite economic laws 
among the whole capitalist class and forms the basic stock from 
which arise ground rent, profit, accumulation of capital, in short, 
all the wealth consumed or accumulated by the non-toiling class
es. But this proved that the acquisition of riches by the present
day capitalists consists just as much in the appropriation of the 
unpaid labour of others as that of the slave owner or the feu
dal lord exploiting serf labour, and that all these forms of exploita
tion are only to be distinguished by the difference in manner 
and method by which the unpaid labour is appropriated. This, 
however, also removed the last justification for all the hypocritical 
phrases of the possessing classes to the effect that in the present 
social order right and justice, ·equality of rights and duties and a 
general harmony of interests prevail, and present-day bourgeois 
society no less than its predecessors was exposed as a grandiose in
stitution for the exploitation of the huge majority of the people 
by a small, ever-diminishing minority. 

Modern scientific ~socialism is based on these two important 
facts. In the second vo]ume of Capital these and other hardly 
less important scientific discoveries concerning the: capitalist sys
tem of society will be further developed, and thereby those aspects 
also of political enonomy not touched upon in the first volume 
will undergo revolutionization. May it be vouchsafed to Marx to be 
able soon to have it ready for the press. 



Frederick Engels 

SPEECH AT THE GRAVESIDE OF KARL MARX 

(DELIVERED AT HiGHGATE CEMETEHY, LONDON, MAUCH 17, 18831) 

On the 14th of March, at a quarter to three in the afternoon, 
the greatest living thinker ceased to think. He had been left alone 
for scarcely two minutes, and when we came hack we found him 
in an armchair, peacefully gone to sleep-but forever. 

An immeasurable loss has been sustained both by the militant 
proletariat of Europe and America, and by historical science, in 
the death of this man. The gap that has been left by the departure 
of this mighty spirit will soon enough make itself felt. 

Just as Darwin discovered the law of evolution in organic na
ture, so Marx discovered the law of evolution in human history; 
he discovered the simple fact, hitherto concealed by an overgrowth 
of ideology, that mankind must first of all eat and drink, have 
shelter and clothing, before it can pursue politics, science, art, 
religion, etc.; and that therefore the production of the immediate 
material means of subsistence and consequently the degree of eco
nomic development attained by a given people or during a given 
epoch, form the foundation upon which the state institutions, the 
legal conceptions, the art and even the religious ideas of the people 
concerned have been evolved, and in the light of which these 
things must therefore be explained, instead of vice versa as had 
hitherto been the case. 

But that is not all. Marx also discovered the special law of 
motion governing the present-day capitalist mode of production and 
the bourgeois society that this mode .of production has create<l. The 
discovery of ,surplus value suddenly threw light on the problem, in 
trying to solve which all previous investigators, both bourgeois 
economists and socialist critics, had been groping in the dark. 

Two such discoveries would be enough for- one lifeiime. Happy 
the man to whom it is granted to make even one such discovery. 

1' The speech, held in English, was translated by Engels himself (Das 
Begriibnis von Karl Mar.x) and published in the Zurich Sozialdemokrat, No. 13, 
March 22, 1883. The present English t€xt 1is a retranslation from the German, 
Engels' English notes being consulted.-Ed. 
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But in every single field which Marx investigated-and he inves
tigated very many fields, none of them superficially-in every 
field, even in that of mathematics, he made independent discoveries. 

Such was the man of science. But this was 111ot even half the man. 
Science was for Marx a historically dynamic, revolutionary force. 
However great the joy with which he welcomed a new discovery in 
some theoretical science whose practical application perhaps it was 
as yet quite impossible to etnvisage, he experienced quite another kind 
of joy when the discovery involved immediate revolutionary changes 
in industry and in historic,al ;development in general. For ,example, 
he followed closely the development of the discoveries made in the 
field of electricity and recently those of Marc Deprez.1 

For Marx was before all else a revolutionist. His real mission 
in life was, to contribute in one way or another to the overthrow 
of capitalist society and of the state institutions which it had 
brought into being, to contribute to the liberation of the present
day proletariat, which he was the first to make conscious of its 
own position and its needs, of the conditions under which it could 
win its emancipation. Fighting was his element. And he fought 
with a passion, a tenacity and a success such as few could rival. 
His work on the first Rheinische Zeitung (1842), the Paris Vor
wiirts {1844), the Brussels Deutsche Z.eitung (184 7), the Neu-e 
Rheinische Zeitung (1848-49), the New York Tribune (1852-61), 
and in addition to these a host of militant pamphlets, work in 
unions in Paris, Brussels and London, and finally, crowning all, 
the formation of the International Working Men's Association2

-

this was indeed an achievement of which its founder might well 
have been proud even if he had done nothing .else. 

And consequently Marx was the best hated and most calum
niated man of his time. Governments, both absolutist and repub
lican, deported him from their territories. The bourgeoisie, whether 
conservative or extreme democrat, vied with one another in heap
ing slanders upon him. All this he brushed aside as though it 
were cobweb, ignoring it, answering only when necessity com
pelled him. And now he has died-beloved, revered and mourned b\' 
millions of revolutionary fellow-workers-from the mines of Si
beria to California, in all parts of Europe and America-and I 
make bold to say that though he may have many opponents he 
has hardly one personal enemy. 

His name will endure through the ages, and so also will his work! 

1 Marc Deprez (1843-19,18): French physicist.-Ed. 
2 The First Internalional.-Ed. 
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KARL MARX1 

Karl Marx was born May 5, 1818, in the city of Treves (llhen
ish Prussia). His father was a lawyer, a Jew, who in 1824 
adopted Protestantism. The family was well-to-do, cultured, but 
not revolutionary. After graduating from the mJmnasium in Treves, 
Marx enl.ered university, first at Bonn and Jaler at Berlin, where 
he studied jurisprudence and, chiefly, history and philosophy. He 
concluded his course in 1841, submitting his doctoral disserlalion 
on the philosophy of Epicurus. In his views Marx at that lime 
was still a Hegelian 1idealist. In Berlin he belonged to the circle of 
"Left Hegelians" (Bruno Bauer and others), who sought to draw 
atheistic and revolutionary conclusions from Hegel's philosophy. 

After graduating from the university, Marx moved to Bonn, 
expecting Lo become a professor. But the reactionary policy of the 
government-which in 1832 deprived Ludwig Feuerbach of his 
chair and in 18:H) refused to allow him to return to the university. 
and in 1841 forbade the young professor, Bruno Bauer, to lecture 
at Bonn-forced Marx to abandon the idea of pursuing an academ
ic career. At !hal time the views of the Left Hcgelians were 
developing very rapidly in Germany. Ludwig Feuerbach began to 
criticize theology, particularly so in 1836 and after, and to turn to 
materialism, which in 1841 gained the upper hand in his philosophy 
(Das We sen des Cllrisfentums [The Essence of Christianity]) ; in 
1843 his GrundsiHze der Philosophic der Zukunft [Principles of 
the Philosophy of the Future] appeared. "One must himself have 
experienced the liberating effect" of these books, Engels .subse
quently wrote of these works of Fcuerbach. "We [i.e., the Left 
Hegclians, including Marx] all became at once Feuerbachians." 2 

At that time some Rhenish radical bourgeois who had certain 
points in common with the Left Hegelians founded an opposition 
paper in Cologne, the Rheinische Zeiiun!J-the fir-st number 

1 This article was written between July and November Hll4, and was 
originally published (abridged) in the seventh (1915) edition of the Granat 
Encyclopxdia.-Ed~ 

2 F. Engels, Llldwig Fel!erbacll, p. 364 of this volume.-Ed. 
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appeared on January 1, 1842. Marx and Bruno Bauer were in
vited to be the chief contributors. In October 1842 Marx became 
chief editor and removed from Bonn to Cologne. The revolution
ary-democratic trend of the paper became more and more 
pronounced under Marx's editorship. The government first 
su'bjected the paper to double and triple censorship and then, 
on January 1, 1843, decided to suppress it altogether. Marx had 
to resign the ·editorship about that time, but his resignation 
did not save the paper, which was c

1
losed down in March 1843. 

Of the more important articles contributed by Marx to the 
Rheinische Zeitung, Engels notes, in addition to those indicated 
below (see Bibliography) ,1 .an article on the condition of the 
peasant wine-growers of the Moselle Valley. His journalistic 
activities convinced Marx that he was not sufficiently acquainted 
with political economy, and he zealously set out to study it. 

In 1843, in Kreuznach, Marx married Jenny von vVestphalen, 
a childhood friend to whom he had been engaged while still a 
student. His wife came from a reactionary family of the Prussian 
nobility. Her elder brother was Prussian Minister of the Interior 
at a most reactionary period, 1850-58. In the autumn of 1813 
Marx went to Paris in order, together with Arnold Ruge (born 1802, 
died 1880; a Left Hegelian; in 1825-30, in prison; after 1848, a 
political exile; after 1866-70, a Bismarckian), to publish a radical 
magazine abroad. Only one issue of this magazine, D.eutsch-Fran
zosische Jahrbiicha, appeared. It was discontinued owing to the 
difficulty of secret distribution in Germany and to disagreements 
with Ruge. In his articles in this magazine Marx already appears 
as a revolutionist; he advocates the "merciless criticism of every· 
thing existing," and in particular the "criticism of arms," and ap
peals to the masses and to the proletariat. 

In September 1844 Frederick Engels came to Paris for a few 
days, and from that time forth became Marx's closest friend. They 
both took a most active part in the then seething life of the rev
olutionary groups in Paris (of particular importance was Prou
dhon's doctrine, which Marx thoroughly demolished in his Poverty 
of Philosophy, 1847), and, vigorously combating the various doc
trines of petty-bourgeois Socialism, worked out the theory and 
tactics of revolutionary proletarian Socialism, or Communism 
(Marxism). See Marx's works of this period, 1844-48, in the Bibliog
raphy. In 1845, on the insisteni demand of the Prussian govern-

--1-f. e., the Bibliography of Marxism, which ~Rf ~g~l«~d to the original 
article, but which, for Jack of space, is omitte~ this edition~Ed. 

\. G_lgr.··Q It ~ " · o · ~ 0 z UBRARY· • 
'., :;:I .rt 

1 0 ,i~il 1968 .. ~· 
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ment, Marx was banished from Paris as a dangerous revolutionist. 
He removed to Brussels. In the spring of 184 7 Marx and Engels 
joined a secret propaganda society called the Communist League, 
took a prominent part in the Second Congress of the League (Lon
don, November 184 7), and at its request drew up the famous Com
munist Manifesto, which appeared in February 1848. With the 
clarity and brilliance of genius, this work outlines the new world
conception, consistent materialism, which also embraces the realm 
of social life, dialectics, ihe most comprehensive and profound 
doctrine of development, the theory of the class struggle and of 
the historic revolutionary role of the pr9letariat-the creator of 
the new, Communist society. 

When the Hevolution of February 1848 broke out, Marx was 
banished from Belgium. He returned to Paris, whence, after the 
March Hevolution, he went to Germany, again to Cologne. There 
the Neue Rheinische Zeitung appeared from June 1, 1848, to 
May 19, 1849; Marx was the chief editor. The new theory was 
hrillianlly corroborated by the course of the revolutionary events 
of 1848-49, as it has been since corroborated by all proletarian 
and democratic movem.cnts of all countries in the world. The vic
torious counter-revolution first instituted court proceedings against 
Marx (he was acquitted on February 9, 1849) and' then banished 
him from Germany (May 16, 1849). Marx first went to Paris, was 
again banished after the demonstration of June 13, 1849, and then 
went lo London, where he: lived to the day of his death. 

His life as a political exile was a very hard one, as the cor
respondence between Marx and Engels (published in 1913) 1 clearly 
reveals. Marx and his family suffered dire poverty. Had it not been 
for Engels' constant and self-sacrificing financial support, Marx 
would not only have been unahle to bring his work on Capital to a 
conclusion. hut would have inevitably perished from want. Mo~e
over, the prevailing doetrines and trends of petty-bourgeois Sodal
ism, and of non-proletarian Socialism in general, forced Marx to 
carry on a continuous and merciless fight and sometimes to repel 
the most savage and monstrous personal attacks (Herr Vogt). 
Holding aloof from the circles of political exiles, Marx developed 
his materialist theory in a ,number of historic works (see Bibliog
wplty), de-.·oting his efforts chiefly to thP. study of political econo
my. Marx revolutionized this science (see below, "The Marxian 
Doctrine") in his Contribution to tbe Critique of Political Economy 
( 1859) and Capital (Vol. I, 1867). 
----1· Heieafter referred to as the Briefwecl!sel (Correspondence) .--Ed. 
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The period of revival of the democratic movements at the end 
of the 'frfUes and in the 'sixHes recalled Marx to practical activity. 
In 1864 (September 28) the International Working Men's Associa
tion-the famous First International-was founded in London. 
Marx was the heart and soul of this organization; he was the 
author of its first Address and of a host of resolutions, declara-

. tions and manifestoes. By uniting the labour movement of various 
countries, by striving to direct into the channel of joint activity 
the various forms of non-proletarian, pre-Marxian Socialism (Maz
zini, Proudhon, Bakunin, liberal trade unionism in England, Las
sallean vacillations to the Right in Germany, etc.), and by combat
ing the theories of all these sects and schools, Marx hammered 
out a uniform tactic for the proletarian struggle of the working 
class in the various countries. After the fall of the Paris Com
mune (1.871)-of which Marx gave such a profound, clear-cut, bril
liant, effective and revolutionary analysis (The Civil War in France, 
1.871.), and after the International was split by the Bakunists, the 
existence of that organization in Europe became impossible. After 
the Hague Congress of the International (1872) Marx had the Gen
eral Council of the International transferred to New York. The 
First Ipternational had accomplished its historical role, and it made 
way for a period of immeasurably larger growth of the labour 
mo·vement in all the countries of the world, a period, in fact, when 
the movement grew in breadth and when mass Socialist labour 
parties in individual n::~tional states were created. 

His strenuous work in the International and his still more stren
uous theoretical occupations completely undermined Marx's health. 
He continued his work on the reshaping of political economy and 
the ;completion of Capital, for which he collected a mass of new 
material and studied a number of languages (Russian, for instance); 
but ill-health prevented him from finishing Capital; 

On December 2, 1881, his wife died. On March 14, '1.883, Marx 
peacefully passed away in his armchair. He lies buried with his 
wife and Heiene Demuth, their devoted servant, who was almost 
a member of the family, in the Highgate Cemetery, London. 

THE MARXIAN DOCTRINE 

Mw·xism is the system of the views and teachings of 'Marx. 
Marx was the genius who continued and completed the three main 
ideological currents of the nineteenth century, belonging to the 
three most advanced countries of mankind: classi~al German phi· 

2 ·-760 
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losophy, classical English political economy, and French Socialism 
together with French revolutionary doctrines in general. The re
markable consistency and integrity of Marx's views, acknowledged 
even by his opponents, views which in their totality constitute mod
ern materialism and modern scientific Socialism, as the theory 
and program of the labour movement in all the civilized countries 
of the world, oblige us to present a brief outline of his world-c~m
ception in general before proceeding to the exposition of the princi
pal content of Marxism, namely, Marx's economic doctrine. 

PHILOSOPHICAL MATERIALISM 

From 1844-45 on, when his views took shape, Marx was a ma
terialist, in particular a follower of Ludwig Feuerbach, whose weak 
sides he even later considered to consist ,exclusively in the fact that 
his materiaHsm was not consistent and comprehensive enough. 
Marx regarded the hisloric and "epoch-making" importance of 
Feuerbach to be that he had resolutely broken away from Hegelian 
idealism and had proclaimed materialism, which already "in the 
eighteenth century, especially in France, had been a struggle nol 
only against the existing political inst.it.utions and against ... religion 
and theology, but also ... against all metaphysics" (in the sense 
of "intoxicated speculation" as distinct from "sober philosophy"). 
(Tlze Holy Family, in the Literm·isclzu Nachlass). 

"To Hegel ... " wrote Marx, "the process of thinking, which, nuder thl• name 
of 'the Idea,' he even transforms into an independent subject, is the demiurgos 
[creator] of the real world .... With me, on the contrary, the ideal is 
no,fuing else than the material world reflected by ,the human mind, and trans
lated into forms of thought." (Capital, Vol. I, p. XXX; Author's Preface to tlw 
Second Edition.) 

In full conformity with this materialist philosophy of Marx's, and 
expounding it, Frederick Engels wrote in Anti-Diihring (which 
Marx read in manuscript) : 

"The unity of the world does not consist in its being. . . . The real unity 
of the world consists in its materiality, and this is proved ... by a long ancl 
tedious development of philosophy and natural science .... " 1 "Motion is tile 
mode of existence of matter. Never anywhere has there been matter without 
motion," "motion without matter," "nor can there be .... " 2 "If the ... question is 
raised:., what then are thought and consc.;lousness, and whence they con1e, it be· 

1 Herr Eugen Diilrring's Revolution in Science ( Anti-Dtihring), Eng. eeL 
1934, p. 54.-Ed. 

2 lbid., p. 71.-Ed. 
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comes apparent that they are products of the human bram and that man himself 
is a product of Nature, which has been developed in and along with its environ
ment; whence it is self-evident that the products of the human brain, being in 
the last analysis also products of Nature, do not contradict the rest of Nature but 
are in correspondence with it."l "Hegel was an idealist, that is to say, the 
thoughts within his mind were to him not the more or less abstract images 
[Abbilder, reflections; Engels sometimes speaks of "imprints"] of real things 
and processes, hut, on the contrary, things and their development were to 
hiin only the images made real of the 'Idea' ex.isting somewhere or other 
already before the world existed."2 

In his Ludwig Feuerbach-in which he ·expounds his and Marx's 
views on Feuerbach's philosophy, and which he sent to the press 
after re-reading an old manuscript written by Marx and himself 
in 1844-45 on Hegel, Feuerbach and the materialist conception of 
history-Frederick Engels writes: 

"The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of modern philosophy, 
is that concerning the !'elation of thinking and being, . . . of spirit to nature .... 
Which is primary, spirit or nature? ... The answers which the philosophers gave 
to this question split them ihto two great camps. Those who asserted the primacy 
of spirit to nature and, therefore, in the last instance, assumed world creation in 
some form or other ... comprised the camp of idealism. The others, who re
garded nature as primary, belong to the various schools of materialism."3 

An~ other use of the concepts of (philosophical) idealism ,and ma
terialism leads only to confusion. Marx decidedly rejected not only 
idealism, always connected in one way or another with religion, 
but also the views, especially widespread in our day, of Hume and 
Kant, agnosticism, criticism, positivism in their various forms, re· 
garding such a philosophy as a "reactionary" concession to ideal
ism and at best a "shamefaced way of surreptitiously accepting 
materialism, while denying it before the worid."4 On this question, 
see, in addition to the above-mentioned works of Engels and Marx, 
a letter of Marx to Engels dated December 12, 1868, in which 
Marx, referring to an utterance of the well-known naturalist 
Thomas Huxley that was "more materialistic" than usual, and to 
his recognition that "as long as we actually observe and think, we 
cannot possibly get away from materialism," at the same time re
proaches him for leaving a "loophole" for agnosticism, for Hume
ism. It is especially important to note Marx's view on the relation 

2* 

1 Ibid., pp. 44-45.-Ed. 
2 Ibid., p. 31.-Ed. 
3 F. Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach, pp. 366 and 367 of this volume.-Ed. 
4 Ibid., p. 368.-Ed. 
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between freedom and necessity: '' 'Necessity 1s blind only iH .w 
far as it is not understood.' " "Freedom is the appreciation of 
necessity.". (Engels, Anti-Dz1hriny) .1 This means the recognition of 
objective law in nature and of the dialectical transformation of neces
sity into freedom (in the smne numiH~r as: the transformation or 
the unknown, but knowable, "thing-in-itself" into the "thing
for-us," of the "essence of things" into "phenomena"). Marx and 
Engels considered the fundamental limitations of the "old" ma
terialism, including the materialism of Fcuerbach (and still more 
of the "vulgar" materialism of Biichner, Vogt and MoleschoU), to 
be: (1) that this materialism was "predominantly mechanical," 
failing to take account of the latest developments of chemistry and 
biology (in our day it would be necessary to add: and of the 
electrical Lhcory of maHer); (2) that the old materialism. was noll
historical, non-dialectical (rnclaphysieal, in the sense of anti
dialectical), and did not adhere consistently and comprehensively 
to the standpoint of development; (3) that it regarded the "human 
essence" abstractly and not 'as the "ensemble" of (concretely 
defined historical) "social relations," and therefore only "intf'r
preted" the world, ·whereas the point is to "change" it; that is 
to say, it did not understand the importance of "revolutionary 
praelical aetivity." 

DIALECTICS 

Hegelian dialectics, as the most eompn·hensiV!\ thC' mosl: rich 
in content, and Lhe musl profound doclrine of development, was 
regarded by Marx and Engels as the greatest achievement of 
classical 'German philosophy. They considered every other fornlll
lation of the principle of development, of evolution, one-sided and 
poor in content, and distorting and mutilating the real course of 
development (often proceeding hy leaps, catastrophes and rev
olutions) in nature and in society. 

"Marx and I were pretty well the only people to rescue conscious dialec
tics [from the destruction of idealism, including Hegelianism] and apply it in 
the materialist corweplion of nature .... 2 Nature .is the test of .dialectics, and iL 
must be said for modern natural science that it has furnished extremely rich 
[this was written before the discovery of radium, cleetrons, the transmutation of 
elements. etc.!] and daily increasing maLer,~als for this test, and has thus proved 

that in the last analysis nature·'s process is dialedical and not metaphysical." a 

t Op. cit., p. 130.-Ed. 
2 Anti-Diihring, p. 15.-Ed. 
3 Ibid., p. 29.-Ed. 
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"The great basic thought," Engels writes, "that the world is not to be 
comprehended as a complex of ready-made things, but as a complex of 
processes, in which the things apparently stable, no .less than their mind
images in our heads, the concepts, go through· an uninterrupted change of 
coming into being and passing away ... -this great fundamental thought has, 
especially since the time of Hegel, so thoroughly permeated ordinary 
consciousness that in this generality it is now scarcely ewr contradicted. But to 
acknowledge this fundamental thought in words and to apply it in reality 
in detail to each domain of investigation. are two different things." l "For it 
[dialectical philosophy] nothing is final, absolute, sacred. It reveals the transitory 
character of <!Verything and in everything; nothing can endure before it except 
the uninterrupted process of becoming and of passing away, of endless ascend
ency from the lower to the higher. And dialectical philosophy itself is nothing 
moPe than the. mer•0 reflection of this process in the thinking brain." 2 

Thus, ~wcording to Marx, diaiectics is · "the science of the gencrai 
laws of motion--both of the external world and of human 
thought." 8 

This, the revolutionary, side of Hegel's philosophy was adopted 
and developed by Marx. Dialectical materialism "no longer needs 
any philosophy standing above the other science~." 4 :Of former phi
losophy there remains "the science of thought and its laws-formal 
logic and dialectics." 5 And dialeciics, as understood by Marx, and 
in conformity .with Hegel, includes what is now called the theory 
of knowledge, or epistemology, which, too, must regard its subjecl 
matter historically, studying and generalizing the origin and de
velopment of knowledge, the transition from non-lmowled~e to 
knowledge. 

Nowadays, the idea of development, of evolution, has pene
trated th.e .social conscio-usness almost in its entirety, but by dif
ferent ways, riot by way of the Hegelian philosophy. But as for
mulated by Marx and Engels on the basis of Hegel, this idea is 
far more comprehensive, far richer in content than the current 
idea of evolution. A development that seemingly, repeats the 
stages 1already passed, but repeats them otherwise, on a higher 
basi.s ("negation of negation"), a development, so to speak, in 
spina-Is, not in a straight line;--a development by leaps, catas~ 
trophes, revolutions ;-"breaks in continuity" ;-the transformation 
of quantity into quality;-the inner impulses to development, im-

1 L,'!«llJiJL E~.~l~~g~h~Jl,R:,).l'§1:§J> .5'.L!l:!},s .. vplume.-Ed. 
2 Ivid., pp. 359-60.-Ed. . . 

•. 3 Ibid., p. 384.-Ed. 
4 Auti-Diihring, p. 32.-Ed. 
5 Ibid., p. 32.-Ed. 
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parted by the contr.adiclion and conflict of the various forces aud 
tendencies acting on a given body, or within a given phenomenon, 
or within a given society;-the interdependence and the closest, 
indisso1uble connection of all sides of every phenomenon (while 
history constantly discloses ever new sides), a connection that 
provides a uniform, law-governed, universal process of motion
such are some of the features of dialectics as a richer (than the 
ordinary) doctrine of development. (Sec Marx's letter to Engels 
of January 8, 1868, in which he ridicules Stein's "wooden trichot
omies," which it would he absurd to confuse with materialist dia
lectic!'.) 

THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTOHY 

Having realized the inconsistency, incompleteness, and onc
..sidedncss of the o,ld materialism, Marx became convinced of the 
necessity of "bringing the science of society ... into harmony with 
the materialist foundation, and of reconstructing it thereupon."1 

Since materialism in general explains consciousnes1s as the out
come of being, and not conveiisely, materialism as applied to the 
social Jife ·of mankind has to explain social consciousness as the 
outcome of social ~being. 
"Technology," writes Marx: (Capital, Vol. I), "discloses man's mode of deal
ing with nature, the process of production by which he sustains his life, and 
thereby also lays bare the mode of formation of his social relations, and 
of the mental conceptions that flow from them." 2 

In the preface to his ConiTibution to the Critique of Political Econ
omy, !\IJar:Jt. gives an integral formulation of the fundamental prin
ciples of materialism as extended to human society and its history. 
in the following words: 

"In the social production of their life, men enter into definite rela
tions that arc indispensable and independent of their will; these relations of 
production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material 
forces of production. The sum total of these r.elations of production consti
tutes the economic structure of society-the real foundation, on which rises a 
legal and political superstructure and lo which correspond definite forms of 
social consciousness. The mode of production of material life determines the 
soda!, political and intellectual life process in ,general. It i.s not the conscaousness 

1 Ludwig Feuerbach, p. 373 of this volume.-Ed. 
2 Capital, Vol. I, p. 367. 
Marx's Capital, Vol. 1, is quoted in this edition from either the English edi

tion published in 1938 by Al:len & Unwin Ltd., London or that published in 1939 
hy the Tntemational Publishers, Ne'w York.-Ed. 
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of men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, theur social being that 
determines tbcir consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, the 
material productive forces in society come in conflict with the existing rela
tions of production, or-what is but a legal expression for the same thing-, 
with the property relations within which they have beeri at work before. 
From forms of developm~nt of the productive forces these relations turn 
inio their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social revolution. With the change 
of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or less 
rapidly transformed. In considering such transformations a distinction should 
always be made between the material transformation of the economic condi
tions of production, which can be determined with the precision of natural 
science, and the legal, political, religious, ::esthetic or philosophic-in short, 
ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it 
out. Just as our opinion of au individual is not based on what he thinks of 
himself, so can we not judge of such a period of transformation by its own 
consciousness: on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained rather 
from the contradictions of material life, from the existing conflict between 
the social productive forces and the relations of producti01t .. , . In broad 
outlines we can designate the Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal, and the modern 
bourgeois modes of production as so many progressive epochs in the ,economic 
formation of society."l (See Marx's brief formulation in a letter to Engels dated 
July, 7, 1866: "Our theory that the organization of labour d1s determined by the 
means of production.") 

The discovery of the materialist conception of hi story, or 
rather, the consistent continuation, extension of materialism to the 
domain of social phenomeil!a, removed two of the chief defects of 
earlier historical theories. In the first place, they at best examined 
only the ideological motives of the historical activity of human beings, 
without investigating what produced these motives, without grasp
ing the objective laws governing the development of the system of 
social relations, and without discerning the roots of these relations 
in the degree of development of material production; in the sec
ond place it was precisely the activities of the masses of the popu
lation that the earlier theories did not cover, whereas historical 
materialism made it possible for the first time to study with the 
accuracy of the natural sciences the social conditions of the life 
of the masses and the changes in these . conditions. Pre-Marxian 
''sociology" and historiography al best provided an accumulation 
of raw facts, collected at random, and a depiction of certain sides 
of the ,historical process. By ~examining the ensemble of all the 
opposing tendencies, by reducing them to precisely definable con· 
ditions. of life and production of the various classes of society, by 

1 Marx, Critique of Political Economy, pp. :~00-01 of this volume.-Ed, 
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discarding subjectivism and arbitrariness in the choice of various 
"leading" ideas or in their interpretation, and by, disclosing that 
all ideas and an the various tendencies, without exception, have 
their .roots in the condition of the material forces of production, 
Marxism pointed the way to an all-embracing and comprehensive 
study of the process of the genesis, development, .and decline of 
social-economic formaifions. People make their own history, Bi1t 
what determines the motives of :people, of the rnass of p·eop1e, 
that is; what gives ris.e to the clash of conflicting ideas and slr·iv
ings; what is the ensemble of all these clashes of the whole mass 
of human societies; what are the objective conditions )of produc
lion of Tnaterinl life that form the hasis of all historica~ activity 
of men; what is the law of development of these conditions-to all 
Lllis Marx drew attention ·and pointed out the way to u scienti1ie 
study of history as a uniform and law-governed )Process in all its 
immense variety and contradictoriness. 

THE CLASS STRUGGLE 

That in any given society the strivings of some of its mcmhcrs 
conflict with the striviugs of others, that social life is full of con· 
tmdictions, thai. history discloses a struggle within nations and so
cieties as well os between nations and societies, itmd, in addition, 
an alternation of periods of revo.lution and reaction, peace and 
war, stagnation and rapid progress or· decline-are facts that arc 
generally known. Marxism provided the clue which enables us to 
discover the laws governing this seeming labyrinth and chaos, 
namely, the theory of the class struggle. Only a study of the en
semble of strivings of all the members of a given society or group 
of societies can lead to a scientific definition of the result of these 
strivings. And the source of the1 :conflict of strivings lies in the dif
ferences in the position and mode of life of the classes into which 
each society is divided. 

"The history of ull hitherto existing society is the history of class strug
gles," wrote Marx in the Communist Manifesto (except the history of the 
primitive community---Engels added). 

''Fr·eernan and slave, patrician and plPhP.ian, lord and serf, guild-master 
and journeyman, in ·a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant 
opposition to ene another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now 
open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitu
tion of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes .... 
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''The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted from the ruins of 
feudal society has not done away with class antagonisms. It has but estab· 
lished new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in 
place of the old ones. 

"Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this distinc-
tive feature: It has simplifi~d the. class antagonisms. Society as a whole is 
more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into two great 
classes directly facing each other-bourgeoisie and proletaTiat."1 

Ever since the Great French Revolution, European history has 
very clearly revealed in a number of countries this real under
surface of events, the struggle of classes. And the Restoration 
period iDJ France already produced a number of historians (Thier
ry, Guizot, Mignet, Thiers) who, generalizing from events, could 
not hut recognize that the class struggle was the key to all 
French history. And the modern era-the era of the complete 
victory of the bourgeoisie, representative institutions, wide (if not 
universal) suffrage, a cheap, popular daily press, etc., the era of 
powerful and ever-expanding unions of workers and unions of 
employers, etc.-has revealed even more manifestly (though some
times in a very one-sided, "peaceful," ''constitutional" form) that 
the class struggle is the mainspring of events. The following. pas
sage from Marx's Commwtlst Manifesto will show us what Marx 
required of social science in respect to an objective analysis of 
the position of ·each class in modern society in connection with an 
analysis of the conditions of development of each class: 

"Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisie today. 
the proletariat alone ,is a really revolutionary class. The other classes decay 
and finally disappear ln the face of modern industry; the proletariat is its 
special and .essential product. 

"The lower middle class: the small manufacturer, the shopkeeper, the 
artisan, the p1~asant-all these fight against the bourgeoisi·e, to save from 
extinction their existence as fractions of the middle class. They are therefore 
not revolutionary, but conservative. Nay more, they are reactionary, for they 
try to roll back the wheel of history. If by chance they are revolutionary, 
they are so only in view of their impending transfer into the proletariat; 
they thus defend not their present, but their future interests; they desert their 

own standpoint to place themselves at that of the proletariat."2 

In a numher of historic works (see Bibliopraphy), Marx has 
given us brilliant and profound examples of materialist histori-

1 Marx-Engels, Communist Manifesto, pp. J 10-11 of this volume.-Ed. 
Ibid., p. 120.~Ed. 
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ography, of an analysis of the position of each individual class, 
and sometimes of various groups or strata within a class, showing 
plainly why and how "every class struggle is a political struggle."1 

The above-quoted passage is an illustration of what a complex 
network of social relations [lnd transitional stages between one 
class and another, from the past to the future, Mar:x: analyses in 
order to determine the resultant of historical development. 

The most profound, comprehensive and detailed confirmat1on 
>md application of Marx's theory is his economic doctrine. 

MAHX'S ECONOMIC DOCTH.INE 

"II is the 11ltimatc aim of this work to lay bare the economic: 
law of motion of modern society"2 (that is to say, capitalist, bour
geois society), says Marx in the preface to Capital. The investiga
tion of the relations of production in a given, historically defined 
society, in their genesis, development, and decline-such is the 
eontent of Marx's economic doctrine. In capitalist society it is the 
produetion of commodities that dominates, and Marx's analysis 
lhercfore Legins with an analysis of the commodity. 

VALUE 

A commodity is, in the first place, a thing that satisfies a 
human want; in the second place, it is a thing that can be 
exchanged for another thing. The utility of a thing makes it a use
value. Exehange·valuc (or simply, value) pr,esents itself first of all 
as a relation, as the proportion in which a certain number of use
values of one sort arc {'xchanged for a certain number of use
values of another sort. Daily experience shows us that millions 
upon millions of sueb exchanges are constantly equating one with 
another every kind of use-value, even the most diverse and in
comparable. Now, what is there in common between these various 
things, things constantly equated one with another in a definite 
system of social re,lations? What is common to them is that they 
are products of labour. In exchanging products people equate t~ 
one another the most diver,se kinds of labour. The production of 
commodities is a system of social relations in which the single 
producers create diverse products (the social division of labour), 
and in which all these products are equated to one another in ex:-

t Ibid., p. 119.-Ed. 
~ Cnpitnl. Vol. T, p. XIX.--Ed. 
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change. Consequently, what is common to all commodities is not 
the concrete labour of a definite branch of production, not labour 
of one particular kind, Jmt abstract human labour~human labour 
in general. All the labour power of a given society, as represented 
in the sum total of values of all commodities, is one and the same 
human labour power; millions and millions of acts of exchange 
prove this. And, consequently, each particular commodity rep
resents only a certain share of the socially necessary labour time. 
The magnitude of value is determined by the amount of socially 
necessary labour, or by the labour time that is socially necessary for 
the production of the given commodity, of the given use-value. 

" ... Whenever, by an exchange, we equate as values our diffen~nt product~, by 
that very act, we also equate, as human labour, the different kinds of labour 
expended upon them. We are not aware of this, nevertheless we do it."' 

As one of the earlier economists said, value is a relation between 
two persons; only he ought to have added: a relation screened by 
a mater1al integument. We canr understand what value is only when 
we consider it from the standpoint of the system of social relations 
of production of one particular historical formation of society, 
relations, moreover, which manifest themsdves in the mass pheno
menon of exchange, a phenomenon which :repeats itself millions 
upon millions of times. 

"As values, all commodities are only definite masses of congealed labour
time."2 

Having made a detailed analysis of the twofold character of the 
labour incorporated in commodities, Marx goes on to analyse the 
forms of value and money. Marx's main task here is to study the 
origin of the money form of value, to study the historical process 
of development of exchange, from isolated and casual acts of ex
change ("elementary or accidental form of value," in which a 
given quantity of one commodity is exchanged for a given quan
tity of another) to the universal form of value, in which a' number 
of different commodities are exchanged for one and the same 
particular commodity, and to the money form of value, when gold 
becomes this particular commodity, the universal equivalent. Being 
the highest product of the development of exchange and commod
ity production, money masks and conceals the social character of 
private lrabour, the sociH l tie hetween the individual producers 

t Ibid., VoL l, p. 4!J.-Rrl 
~ Thirl .. p. r..-Rd 
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like Lhe value of every other commodity, is determined by the 
socially necessary labour time requisite for its production (i.e., the 
cost of maintaining the worker and his family). Having bought 
labour power, the owner of money is entitled to use H, that is, 
to set it to work, for the whole ·day--twelve hours, let us suppose. 
Yet, in the course of six hours ("necessary" labour time) the la
bolirer produces product sufficient to cover the cost of his own 
maintenance; and in the course of the next six hours ("surplus" 
labour time), he produces "surplus" product, or surplus va1ue, for 
which the capitalist does not pay. In capital, therefore, from the 
standpoint of the process of production, two parts must be dis
tinguished: constant capital, expended on means of production 
(machinery, tools, raw materials, etc.), the value of which, with
out any change, is transferred (all at once or part by part) to 
the finished product; and variable capital, expended on labour 
power. The value of this latter capital is not invariable, hut grows 
in the labour process, creating surplus value. Therefore, to express 
the degree of exploitation of labour power by capital, surplus value 
must be compared not with the whole capital but only with the 
variable capital. Thus in the example given, the rate of surplus 
value, as Marx calls this ratio, will be 6:6, i.e., 100 per cent. 

The historical conditions necessary for the genesis of capital 
were, firstly, the accumulation of a certain sum of money in the 
hands of individuals and a relatively high level of development of 
commodity production in general, and, secondly, the exi.~tence of 
a labourer who is "fr€e" in a double sense: free from all con
straint or r·estriction on the sale of his labour power, and free 
from the land and all means of production in g·eneral, a free and 
unattached labourer, a "proletarian," vrho cannot subsist except 
by the stale of his labour power. 

There are two principal methods by which surplus value can 
he increased: by lengthening the working day ("absolute surplus 
value"), and by shortening the necessary WOI'king day ("relative 
surplus value"). Analysing the first method, Marx gives a most 
impressive picture of the struggle of the working class to shorten 
lhc working day and of governmental interference to lengthen 
the working day (from the fourteenth century to the seventeenth 
century) and to shorten the working day (factory legislation of 
the nineteenth century). Since the appearance of Capital, the his
tory of the working-class movement in all civilized countries of 
the world has provided a wealth of new facts amplifying this 
picture. 
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Analysing Lhe production of relative surplus value, .Marx in
vestigates the three main historica,l stages by which capitalism has 
increased the productivity of labour: (1) simple co-operation; (2} 
division of labour and manufacture; (3} machinery and large-scale 
industry. How profoundly Marx bas here revealed the basic and 
typical features of capitalist development is incidentally shown 
by the fact that investigations of what is known as the "kustar" 
[home] industry of Russia furnish abundant material illustrating 
the first two of the mentioned stages. And tlle r-evolutionizing 
effect of large-scale machine industry, described by Marx in 1867, 
has been revealed in a number of "new" countries (Russia, Japan, 
etc.) in the course of the half-century that has since elapsed. 

To continue. New and important in the highest degree is 
Marx's analysis of the accumlllation of capital, i.e., the transfor
mation of a part of surplus value into capital, its use, not for satis
fying the personal needs or whims of the capitalist, but for new 
production. Marx revealed the mistake of all the earlier, classical 
political economists (from Adam Smith on), who assumed that the 
entire surplus value which is transformed into capital goes to form 
variable capital. In actual fact, it is divided into means of 
production and variable capital. Of tremendous importance to the 
process of development of capitalism and its transformation into 
Socialism is !.he more rapid growth of the constant capital share (of 
the total capilal) as compared with the variable capital share. 

The accumulation of capital, by accelerating the replacement of 
workers by machinery and creating wealth at one pole and pover
ty at the other, also gives rise to what is called the "reserve army 
of labour," to the "relative surplus" of workers, or "capihtlist 
overpopulation," which assumes the most diverse forms and en
ables capital to expand production at an extremely fast rate. This, 
in conjunction with credit facilities and the accumulation of cap
ital in the means of production, incidentally furnishes the clue to 
the crises of overproduction that occur periodically in capitalist 
countries-at first at an average of ,every ten years, and later at 
more lengthy and less definite intervals. From the accumulation 
of capital under capitalism must be distinguished what is known 
as primitive accumulation: the forcible divorcement of the worker 
frorn the r.oeans of production, the driving of the peasants from 
the land, the stealing of the commons, the system of colonies and 
national debts, protective tariffs, and the like. "Primitive accumu
lation" creates the "free" proletarian at one pole, and the owner 
of money, the capitalist, at the other. 
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The "historical tendency of capitalist accumulation" is described 
by Marx in the following famous words: 
·'The expropriation of the immediate producers was accomplished with merci
less Vandalism, and under the stimulus of passions the most infamous, the 
most sordid, the pettiest, the most meanly odious. Self-earned private property 
[of the peasant and handicraftsman], that is based, so to say, on the fusing 

together of the isolated, independent labouring-individual with the conditions 
of his labour, is supplanted by capitalistic private property, which rests on 
exploitation of the nominally free labour of others .... That which is now to 
be expropriated is no longer the labourer working for himself, but the cap
italist exploiting many labourers. This expropriation is accqmplished by the 
action of the immanent laws of capitalistic production itself, by the centraliza
tion of capital. One capitalist alway:< kills many. Hand in hand with this 
centralization, or this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develop, on 
an ,ever-extending ,scale, the co-operative form of the labour process, the con
scious technical application of science, the methodical cultivation of the soil, 
the transformation of the instruments of labour into instruments of labour 
only usable in common, the economizing of all means of production by their 
use as the means of production of combined, socialized labour, the entangle
ment of all peoples in the net of the world market, and, with this, the 
international character of the capitalistic regime. Along with the constantly 
diminishing number of the magnates of capital, who usurp and monopolize 
all advantages of this process of transformation, grows the mass of misery, 
oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation; but with this too grows the 
revolt of the working class, a class always increasing in numbers, and disci
plined, united, organiz,ed by the very mechanism of the process of capitalist 
production itself. The monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the mode 
of production, which has sprung up and flourished along with, and under it. 
Centralization of the means of production and socialization of labour at last 
reach a point where they become incompatible with their capitalist integument. 
This integument is burst asunder. The knell of capitalist private property 
sounds. The expropriators are expropriated." (Capital, Vol. I.)l 

New and important in the highest degree, further, is the anal
ysis Marx gives in the second volume of Capital of the reproduc
tion of the aggregate social capital. Here, too, Marx deals not 
with ,an individual phenomenon but with a mass phenomenon; not 
with a fractional part of the economy of society but with this 
economy as a whole. Correcting the mistake of the classical econ
omists mentioned above, Marx divides the entire social production 
into two big sections: (I) production of means of production, and 
(11) production of articles of consumption, and examines in detail, 
with arithmetical examples, the circulation of the aggregate social 

' Lapaal, Vol. J, pp. 788-89.-Ed. 
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capital-both in the case of reproduction in ils former dimensions 
and in the case of accumulation. The third volume of Capital 
solves the problem of the formation of the average rate of profil 
on the basis of lhe law of value. The immense advance in eco
nomic science made by Marx consists in the fact that he conducts 
his analysis from the standpoint of mass economic phenomena, of 

·the social economy as a whole, and not from the standpoint of 
individual cases or of the external, superficial aspects of compe· 
tition, to which vulgar political economy and the modern "theory 
of marginal utility" are frequently .limited. Mar,x lirst analyses 
the origin of siuplus value, and then goes on lo consider its divi
sion into proJit, interest, and ground rent. Profit is the ratio be
tween the surplus value and the total capital invested in an under
taking. Capital with a "high organic composition" (i.e., with a 
preponderance of constant capital over variable capital exceeding 
the social average) yields a lower than average rate of profit; 
capital with a "low organic composition" yields a higher than 
average rate of pro!it. The competition of capitals and the free
dom with which they transfer from one branch of production to 
another reduce the rate of profit to the average in both cases. 
The sum total of the values of all the commodities of a given 
society coincides with the sum total of prices of the commodities; 
hnl, owi11g to competition, in individual undertakings and hrnnehcs 
of production commodities are sold not at their values but al the 
prices of prodrzction (or production prices), which are equal to the 
expended capital plus the average profit. 

In this way the well-known and indisputable fact of the di
vergence between prices and values ~and of the equalization of prof
its is fully explained hy Marx on the basis of the law of value; 
for the sum total of values of all commodities coincides with the 
sum total of prices. However, the reduction of (social) value to 
(individual) prices does not take place simply and directly, but in 
a very complex way. It is quite natural that in a society of sep
arate producers of commodities, who are united only by the market, 
law can reveal itself only as an average, social, mass law, when 
individual deviations to one side or the other mutually compensate 
one another. 

An increase in the productivity of labour implies a more rapid 
growth of constant capital as compared with variable capital. And 
since surplus value is a function of variable capital alone, it is 
obvious that the rate of profit (the ratio of surplus value to the 
whole capital, and not to its variable part fllone) tends to fall. 
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Marx makes a detailed analysis of this tendency and of a number 
of circumstances that conceal or counteract it. Without pausing 
to give an account of the extremely interesting sections of the third 
volume of Capital devoted to usurer's capital, commercial capital 
and money capital, we pass to the most important section, the 
theory of ground rent. Owing to the fact that the land area is 
limited and, in capitalist countries, is all occupied by individual 
private owners, the price of production of agricultural products is 
determined by the cost of production not on average soil, but on 
the worst soil, not under average conditions, but under the worst 
conditions of delivery of produce to the market. The difference 
between this price and the price of production on better soil (or 
under better conditions) constitutes differential rent. Analysing this 
in detail, and showing how it. arises out of the difference in fertility 
of different plots of land and the difference in the amount of capital 
invested in land, Marx fully exposed ,(see also Theories of Surplus 
Value, in which the criticism of Rodbertus 1 deserves particular at
tention) the error of Ricardo, who considered that differential rent 
is derived only when there is a successive transition from better 
land to worse. On the contrary, there may be inverse transitions, 
land may pass from one category into others (o,ving to advances 
in l'!gricultural technique, the growth of towns, and so on), and 
the notorious "law of diminishing returns" is a profound error 
which charges nature with the defects, limitations and contradic
tions of capitalism. Further, the equalization) of profit in all 
branches of industry and national economy in general presupposes 
complete freedom of competition and the free flow of capital from 
one branch to another. But the private ownership of land creates 
monopoly, which hinders this free flow. Owing to this monopoly, 
the products of agriculture, which is distinguished by a lower 
organic composition of capital, and, eonsequently, by an individ
ually higher rate of profit, do not participate in the entirely free 
process of equalization of the rate of profit: the landowner, being 
a monopolist, can keep the price above the average, and this mo
nopoly price engenders absolute rent. Differential rent cannot be 
done away with under capitalism, but absolute rent can-for 
instance, by the nationalization of the land, by making it the 
property of the state. Making the· land the property of the state 
would put an end to the monopoly 1of private landowners, and 
would lead to a more systematic and complete application of fl'ee-

1 See note 2, p. 296 of lhis volume.-Ed. 
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dom of competition in the domain of agriculture. And, therefore, 
Marx points out, in the course of history bourgeois radicals ha vc 
again and again advanced this progressive bourgeois demand for 
the nationalization of the land, which, however, frightens away the 
majority of the bourgeoisie, ,because it too closely "touches" an
other monopoly, which is particularly important and 1'sensitive" 
in our day--the monopo~y of the means of production in general 
(Marx gives a remarkably popular, concise, and clear exposition 
of his theory of the average rate of profit on capital and of ab
solute ground rent in a letter to Engels, dated August 2, 1862. 
See Briefwechsel, Vol. III, pp. 77-81; also the letter of August 9, 
1862, Vol. III, pp. 86-87.) 1 For the history of ground rent it is 
also important to pote Marx's analysis showing how labour reul: 
(when the peasant creates surpLus product by labouring on the 
lord's land) is tmlflsformcd into rent in produce or in kind (when 
the peasant creates surplus product on his own land and cedes it 
to the lord due to "non-economic constraint"), then into money 
rent (which is rent in kind transformed into money, the obroli:2 

of old Russia, due to the development of commodity production), 
and finally into capitalist rent, when the peasant is replaced by the 
agricultural entrepreneur, who cultivates the soil with the help of 
wage labour. In connection with this aD!alysis of the "genesis of 
oapitalist ground rent," note should be made of a number of subtle 
ideas (especially important for backward countries like Russia) 
expressed by Marx on the evolution of capitalism in agriculture. 

'The transformation of n~nl: in kind into money rent is not only necessarily 
accompanil'd, hut ev-en <anticipated hy the formation of a elass of propertyless 
day labourers, who hire themselves out for wages. Dur,ing the period of their 
rise, when this new class appears but sporadically, the custom necessarily 
develops among the better situated tributary farmers of exploiting agricultural 
labourers for their own account, just as the wealthier serfs in feu(Ial times 
used to employ serfs for their own benefit. In this way they gradually acquire 
the ability to accumulate a certain amount of wealth and to transform them
selves even into future capitalists. The old self-employing possessors of the land 
thus give rise among themselves to a nursery for capitalist tenants, whose de
velopment is conditioned upon the general development of capitalist production 
outside of the rural districts" (Capital, Vol. LII) .a "The expropriation and 
eviction of a part of the agricultural population not only set free for indus-

1 The references are to the ·German edition, Dietzgen, Stuttgart 1913 (4 vols.). 
See Marx-Engels Selected Correspondence, Martin Lawr'encc Ltd., London, pp. 
t2fl .. :J3 and 137-38.-Ed. 

2 Equivalent to quit-rent.-Ed. 
a r:apital, Vol. III, p. 928.-Ed. 
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lrial capital the labourers, their means of subsistence, and material for labour; 
it also created the home market."1 

The impoverishment and ruin of the agricultural population lead. 
in their turn, to the formation of a reserve army of labour for 
eapital. In every capitalist country 

''part of the agricultural population is therefore constantly on the point of 
passing over into an urban or manufacturing proletariat.... (Manufacture is 
used here in the sense of all non-agricultural industries.) This source of rela
tive surplus population is thus constantly flowing. . . . The agricultural labourer 
is therefore reduced to the minimum of wages, and always stands with one 
foot already in the swamp of pauperism" (Capital, Vol. 1).2 

The private ownership of the peasant in the land he tills consti
tutes the basis of small-scale production and the condition for its 
prospering and attaining a classical form. But .such small-scale 
production is compatible only with a narrow and primitive frame
work of production and society. Under capitalism the 
"expi6itati<>n [of the peasants] differs only in form from the exploitation 
of the industrial proietariat. The exploiter is the same: capital. The tindividual 
capitalists exploit the individual peasants through mortgages and usury; the 
capitalist class exploits the peasant class through t!le state taxes" (The Class 
Struggles in France 1848-50) .3 ,"The small holding of the peasant is now only 
the pretext that allows the capitalist to draw profits, inter,est and rent from 
the soil, while leaving H to the tiller of the soil himself to see how he can 
extract his wages."4 

As a rule the peasant cedes to capitalist society, i.e., to the capital
ist class, even a part of the ,wages, sinking "to the level of the 
Irish tenant farmer-all under the pretence of being a private 
proprietor" (The Class Struggles in France 1848-50) .5 

What is 

"one of the causes which keeps the price of cereals lower in countries with a 
pvedominance of small farmers than in countries with a capitalist mode of 
production"? (Capital, Vol. III.)6 

It is that the peasant cedes to society (i.e., to the capitalist class) 
part of his surplus product without an equivalent. 

1 Capital, Vol. I, pp. 771-72.-Ed. 
2 Ibid., pp. 657-58.-Ed. 
3 See Karl Marx, Selected Works, Vol. II, p. 282, Moscow 1936.-Ed, 
4 See Karl Marx, Tlze Eiglzteenih Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, in Selected 

Works, ibid., pp. 418-19.-Ed. 

3* 

5 See Karl Marx, Selected Works, ibid., p. 282.-Ed. 
6 Capital, Vot III, p. 937.-Ed. 
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"This lower priee [of cereals and other agrieullural produce] is also a result 

of the poverty of the producers and hy no mc;ms of the produelivily of th<'ir 

labour" (Capital, Vol. lll).1 

The small-holding system, which is the normal form of sma:ll
scale production, deteriorates, collapses, perishes under capitalism. 

"Small epeasanls' pr,operty excludes by its very nature lhe development of 
Uw soeial powers of produelion of lahout·, !he social forms of lahour, lht• 
soeial concentration of capitals, catlk raising on a large scale, and a progn•s

sive applicalio·l! of science. 
"Usury atHl a system of tax·alion must .jmpoverish it everywhere. The 

expenditure of capital in tlw price of thee land withdraws this capita.J from 
ntltivation. An infinite dissipation of means of prodndion and an isolation 
of the producers tlwmsdv<:s go wilh il. ICo-OJWralive soeiet•i.es, i.e., assoeiulions 
of small peasants, whiJ,. pluying an extrenwly progrj~ssive bourgeois role, only 

weaken this lendeney without eliminating <il; nor must it he forgotten llwl 
these co·operatiw· sodelies do mneh for Uw well-to-do peasants, and V<'l"Y 

little, almost nothing, for the mass of ·poor peasants; and then the assoeiations 
themselves breonH' ·exploill•rs oi' wage labour.] Also an enormous w~le o!' 
human CIWI"gy. A progre.'isive clcleriornlion or the conditions of produ.;lion r.,nd 

a raising of the prie<' ol' means of protltwtion is a necessary law of small 
pPasanls' properly."~ 

In agricullnre, as in industry, capitalism transforms the process 
of produetion only al Ill(~ prie(' of the "martyrdom of the pro
ducers." 

"Tiw dispersion of th<' rural J.nhourPrs over larger areas hr.enks tlwir powt•r 
of resistance while eo!H"{'nlralion illl'l"''ases thai of the town opPralives. In 
modern agrieullun•, as in the urban i1ulnst:ries, the increased produelivell(~s.s 

and (]Uan\.ily ol' the labour set in motion are hought at the cost of laying 
waste~ and consuming hy disPas·P labour powpr ilself. Moreover, all progress 

in capitalistic ngriculll!l·e is a progress in the arl, not ouly of robhing the 
labourer, hut of rohhing lhc soil. ... Capitalist production, therefore, de¥elops 

technology, and the eomhi·ning together of various processes into a soeial 
whole, only by sapping lite original sources of all wealth-the soil and the 
labourer" (Cnpital, Vol. I)·" 

SOCIALISM 

From the foregoing it is evident that Marx deduces the in 
evitabi!ity of the tr:msfonnation of capitalist soci-ety into Socialist 
society wholly and exclusively from the economie law of motion 

~ 

I Ibid., p. 937.--Ed. 
Ibid., pp. 9:~8-ml.-Ed .. 

3 Capital, Vol. I, pp. 514-lf>-Ed. 
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of contemporary society. The socialization of labour, which is 
::tdvancing ever more rapidly in thousands of forms, and which 
has manifested itself very strikingly during the hal~-century that 
has elapsed since the death of Marx in the growth of large-scale 
production, capitalist cartels, syndicates and trusts, as well as in 
the gigantic increase in the dimensions and power of finance cap
ital, forms the chief material foundation for the inevitable coming 
of Socialism. The intellectual and moral driving force and the 
physical executant of this transformation is the proletariat, which 
is trained by capitalism itself. The struggle of the proletariat 
against the bourgeoisie, which ,manifests itself in various and, as 
to its content, increasingly richer forms, inevitably becomes a po
litical struggle aiming at the conquest of political power by the 
proletariat ("the dictatorship of the proletariat"). The socialization 
of production is bound to lead to the conversion of the means of 
production into the property of society, to the "expropriation of 
the .~:xpropriators." Th'is conversion will directly result in an im
mense increase in productivity of labour, a reduction of working 
hours, and the replacement of the remnants, the ruins of small
scale, primitive, disunited production by collective and improved 
labour. Capitalism finally snaps the bond between agriculture and 
industry; but ,a't the same time, in its highest development it pre
pares new elements of this bond, of ::-t union between industry 
and agricultun~ based on the conscious application of science and 
the combination of collective labour, and on a redistribution of 
the human population (putting an end at one and the same time 
to the rural remoteness, isolation and barbarism, and to the un · 
natnral concentration of vast masses of people in big cities). A 
new form of family, new conditions in the status of women and 
in the upbringing of the younger generation are being prepared by 
the highest forms of modern capitalism: female )and child labour 
and the break-up of the patriarchal family by capitalism inevitably 
assume the most terrible, disastrous, and repulsive forms iu mod
ern society. Nevertheless 

"modern industry, by assigning as it does an important part in the process 
of production, outside the domestic sphere, to women, to young persons, and 
to children of both sexes, creates a new economical foundation for a higher 
form of the family and of the relations between the sexes. It is, of cours<', 
just as absurd to hold the Teutonic-Christian form oj lhe family to be abso
lute ano final as it would be to apply that character t~ the ancie~t Roman, the 
ancient Greek, or the Eastern forms which, moreover, taken together form a 
series in historic rievelopment. Moreover, it is obvious that the fact of. the 
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collective working group being composed of individuals of both sexes and all 
ages, must necessarily, under suitable conditions, become a source of humane 
development; although in its spontaneously developed, brutal, capitalistic form, 
where the labourer exists for the process of production, and not the process 
of production for the <labourer, that fact is a pestiferous source of corruption 
and slavery" (Capital, Vol. 1).1 

In the factory system is to ,be found 

"the germ of the education of the future, an education that will, in the 
case of every child over a given age, combine productive labour with instruc
tion and gymnastics, not only as one of the methods of adding to the effi
ciency of production, but as lhe only method of producing fully developed 
human be,ings" (ibid.).2 

Marxian Socialism puts the question of nationality and of the state 
on the same historical footing, not only in the sense of explain
ing the past but also in the sense of a fearless forecast of the 
future and of bold practical action for its ach'ievement. Nations 
al'e an inevitable product, an inevitable form in the bourgeois 
epoch of social development. The working class could not grow 
strong, could not become mature and formed without "consti
tuliug itself within the nation," without being "national" ("though 
not in the bourgeois sense of the word"). But the development 
of capitalism more and more breaks down .national barriers, 
destroys national seclusion, substi'tutes class 'antagonisms for 
national antagonisms. It is, therefore, perfectly true that in tihe 
developed capitalist countries "the working men have no coun
try" and !hal "united action" of the workers, of the civilized 
countries n l least, "is one of I he first: conditions for the eman
cipation of the proletariat" (Communist Manifesto) .3 The state, 
which is organized violence, inevitably came into being at a def
inite st,age in the development of society, when society had split 
into irreconcilable classes, and when it could ,not exi.st without 
an "authority" ostensibly standing above society and to a certain 
degree separate from society. Arising out of class contradictions, 
the st•ate becomes 

"the state of the most powerful class,' the class which rules in economics 
and with tits aid l)ecomes also the class which rules in poUtics, and thus 
acquire~ uew means of holding down and exploiting the oppressed class. Thus, 
the state of antiquity was primarily the state of the slave owners for the purpose 

1 Ibid., p. 496.-Ecl. 
Ibid., p. 489.-Ed. 

·" (~ommunist M.gnifesto, p. 128 of this volume.-Ed. 
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of holding down the slaves, as the feudal state was the organ of the nobility 
for holding down the peasant serfs and bondsmen, and the modern represent
ative state is a tool for the exploitation of wage labour by capital" (Engels, 
The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State, a work in which 
the writer expounds his ·own ,and Marx's views).' 

Even the freest and most progressive . form of the bourgeois 
state, the democratic republic, in no way removes thi.s f:act, but 
merely changes its form .(con11ection between the government 
and the stock exchange, corruption-direct and indirect-of the 
officialdom and the press, etc.). Socialism, by leading to the 
abolition of classes, will thereby lead to the abolition of the state. 

''The first act," wci,tes Engels in A.nti-Diihring, "in which the state really 
comes forward as the representative of society as a whole-the taking posses
sion of the means of production in the name of society-is at the same time 
its last independent act as a state. The interference of the state power in 
social relations becomes superfluous h1 one sphere after another, and then 
ceases of itself. The government of persons is replaced by the administration 
of things and the direction of the process of production. The state is not 
'abolished,' it withers away."2 

"The society that will reorganize production on the basis of the free and 
equal association of the producers will put the machinery of_ state where ·it 
will then belong: iuto the Museum of Antiquities by the side of the spinning 
wheel and the bronze axe" (Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Prop
erty and the State).3 

Finally, as regards the attitude of Marxian Socialism towards 
the small peasantry, which will continue to exist in the period of 
the expropriation of the expropriators, we must refer to a decla
ration made by Engels which expresses ,Marx's views. 

"When we are in possession of the state power, we shall not even think 
of forcibly •e·xpropriating the small peasants (with or without compensation), 
as we shall have to do in relation to the large landowners. Our task as regards 
the small peasants will first of all be to lead their private enterprise and 
private property into co-operative lines, not forcibly, hut by example and by 
granting public aid for this purpose. And then, of course, we shall have 
ample Il1'"ans of showing the small peasant advantages which -even now 
should become obvious to him" (Engels, "The Peasant Question in France and 
Germany." Original in the Neue Zeit).4 

1 Op. cit., Moscow 1940, p. 14t.~Ed. 
2 Anti-Diihring, p. 315.-Ed. 
3 Op. cit., p. 143.-Ed. 
4 Neue Zeit: Theor·etical magazine of the German Social-Del)locratic Party, 

published from 1883 to 192'3.-Ed. 
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TACTICS OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE OF THE PROLETAHIAT 

Having as early as 1844-451 examined one of the chief , de
fects .of the earlier materialism, namely, its inability to under
stand the conditions and appreciate the importance of practical
revolutionary activity, Marx, along wHh his theoretical work, all 
his life devoted ·unrelaxed attedtfon to the tactical problems of 
the class struggle of the proletariat. An immense amount of ma
terial hearing on Lhis as 1contained in rall the works of Marx and 
particularly in the four volumes of his C(lrrespondence with En
gels published in 1913. This material is still far from having 
been assembled, eollatcd, studied and examined. We shall there
fore have Lo coniine ourselves here to the most general and 
briefest remarks, emphasizing that Marx justly considered that 
without this side lo it materialism was irresolute, one-sided, and 
lifeless. Marx defined the fundamental task of proletarian tactics 
in strict conformity with all the postulates of his materiulisl
dialectical conception. Only an objective considerat,ion of the 
sum total of reciprocal relations of all the da:sses of a given 
society wiN1o·ul exception, and, consequently, a consideration of 
the objective stage of devdopmenl of that society and of the 
reciprocal relations between it and other societies, .can serve 1as 
a basis for the correct tactics of the advanced class. Al the 
.same ltime, all classes and all conntri·es are not regarded static
ally, but dynamically, i.e., not in n state of immobility, hut in 
motion (the lnws of which are determined by the ·economic con
ditions of existem~e of each class). Motion, in its turn, is re
garded not only from the standpoint of the paist, but also from 
the standpoint of the future, and, .1at the same time, not in ac
cm·dance with the vulgar conception of the ."evolutionists," who 
see only slow changes, but dialectically: in Mstorical develop
n1:ents of such 1111agnitude twenty years are no more than a day, 
Marx wrote to Engels, "although later there may come days in 
which twenty years are concentrated" (Briefwechsel, Vol. III, 
p. 127) .2 At each stage of development, at each moment, pro
letarian tactics must take account of this objectively inevitable 
dialectics of human history, on the one hand utilizing the pe· 
riods of political stagnation or of sluggish, so-called "peaceful," 

1 Lenin is referring to Marx's and Engels' The Holy Family and German 
Ideology and to Marx's Tlteses on Feuerbach.-Ed. 

2 The references are tto the German edition of 1913. See p. 34, note 1 o( 
this· volume.~ Ed. · 
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development in order to dev.elop the class-consciousness, strength 
and fighting capacity of the advanced class, and, on the other 
hand, conducting all this work of utilization towards the "final 
aim" of the movement of .the advanced class and towards the 
creation in it of .the fa,culty for _,practically ,performing great 
tasks in the great days in which "twenty years are concentrat
ed." Two of .Ma·rx's arguments are of .special importance <in 
this connection: one of these is contained in The Poverty of 
Philosophy and concerns the economic struggle and economic 
organizations of the proletariat; the other is contained in the 
Communist 'Manifesto and concerns the poJitical tasks of the 
proletar:iat. The first argument ·runs as follows: 

"Large-scale industry concentrates in one place a crowd of people un
known to one another. Competition divides their interests. But the maintenance 
of wages, this common interest which they have against their boss, unites 
them .in a common thought of resistance-combination. . . . Combinations, at 
first isolated, constitute themselves into groups . . . and in face of always 
united capital, the maintenance of the association becomes more necessary to 
them [i.e., the workers] than that of wages .... In this struggle-a veritable civil 
war--are united and developed all the elements necessary for a coming battle. 
Once it has reached ~his point, association takes on a political character."! 

Here we have the program and 'tactics of the economic sltruggle 
and of the ,ti~ade union nwvement for several decades to come, 
for •the whole long period in which the proletariat will muster 
its forces for the "coming ,battle." Side by side with this must 
be placed numerous re~erences by Marx and Engels to the 
example of the British labour movement: how industrial "pros
perity" leads to attempts "to buy the workers" (Briej'wecllsel, 
Vol. I, p. 136), to divert them from the struggle; how this pros
perity generally "demoralizes the workers:'' (Vol. II, p. 218); 
how the British .prole'tadat becomes "bonrgeoisified"-"this most 
bourgeois of all na•tions" (the British) "seems to want in the end to 
have a bourgeois aristocracy and ,a bourgeois proletariat side by 
side with the bourg•eoisie" (Vol. II, p. 290); how its "revolutionary 
energy" "oozes away" (Vol. III, p. 124), how it will be neces
sary 'to wa'it a more or less long time "before the British work
ers rid lhemselves of their apparent bourgeois corruption" (Vol. 
III, p. 127); ihow the British la'bour movement lacks "the mettle 
of the Chartists"2 (1866; Vol. III, p. 305); how the British worl,-

1 Karl Marx, The Poverty of Philosopily, Eng. eel., HJ35, p. 145.--Erl. 
2 See note 1, p. 168 of this volume.-Ed. 
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ers' leaders are becoming a type midway between "a radical 
bourgeois and a worker" (in reference to Holyoake, Vol. IV, p. 
209); how, owing to Brirtish monopoly, and 'US long as this mo
nopoly lasts, "the Brlitish working-man will not budge" (Vol. 
IV, p. 433). The tactics of the economic struggle, in connection 
with the general course (and 'outcome) of the .labour movement, 
are here considered from a remarkably broad, comprehensive, 
dialectical, and genuinely revolutionary standpoint. 

The Commu:nis,t Manifesto set forth the fundamental Marxian 
principle on the tactics of the political struggle: 

"The Communists fight for the attainment of the immediate aims, for 
the enforcement of the momentary interests of the working class; but in the 
movement of the present, they also represent and lake care of the future of 
that movcmcnl."l 

That was why in 1848 Marx supported the party of Hw "agrar
ian revolution" in Poland, "the party which initiated the Cra
cow insurrccLion in 'the year 1846." In Germany in 1848 and 
184U Marx suppoded (the extreme revolutionary democracy, and 
subsequently never retracted what he had then said about tac
tics. He regarded Lhe German bourgeoisie as an element which 
"was inclined from the very beginning to betray 'the people" 
(only an alliance with the peasantry could have brought the 

bourgeoisie the integral fulfilment of its aims) "and to compro
mise with the crowned representatives of the old society." Here 
is Marx's summary of the analysis of the class position of the 
German bourgeoisie in the era of the bourgeois-democratic rcv
olution-~an analysis which, incidentally, is a sample of that 
malerialis1p. which examines society in motion, and ·examines it, 
at the same time, not only from the side of the motion which 
is \directed backwards ... 

"lacking faith in itself, lacking faith in the people, grumbling at those 
above, trembling before those below . . . intimidated by the world storm .. . 
nowhere with renergy, everywhere with plagiarism . . . without initiative .. . 
an execrable old man, doomed to guide the first youthful impulses of a 
robust peopJ.e in his own senile interests .... " (Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 1848; 

see Literarisclzer Nachlass, Vol. III, p. 212.) 

About twenty years later, in a letter to Engels (Briefwechsel, 
Vol. III, p. 224), Marx declared that the cause of the failure 
of the Revolution of 1848 was that the bourgeoisie had preferred 

1 See p. 141 of this volume.-Ed. 
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peace with slavery to the mere prospect of a fight for free
dom. When the revolutionary era of 1848-49 ended, Marx op
posed every attempt to play a-t revolution (the fight he put up 
against Schapper and Willich), and insisted on the ability to 
work in the new phase which 1in a seemingly "peaceful" way 
was preparing for new revolutions. The spirit in which Marx 
wanted the work to be carried on is shown by his estimate of the 
situation in Germany in 1856, the blackest period of reaction: 

"The whole thing ,in Germany will depend on the possibility to back the 
proletarian !'evolution by some second edition of the Peasant ·war" (Brie{
wechsel, Vol. II, p. 108). 

As long as the democratic (bourgeois) revolution in Germany 
was not finished, Marx wholly concentrated attention in the tac
tics of the Socialist proletariat on developing the democratic ener
gy of the peasantry. He held that Lassalle's attitude was "objec
tively ... a betrayal of the whole workers' movement to Prussia" 
(Briefwechsel, Vol. III, p .. 210), because Lassalle, among other things, 
connived at the actions of the Junkers and Prussian nationalism. 

"In a predominantly agricultural country," wrote Engels in 1865, exchang
ing ideas with Marx on the subject of an intended joint statement by them 
in the press, ... "it is dastardly ... :in the name of the industrial proletariat 
to attack the bourgeoisie exclusively, and never to say a word about the 
patriarchal ,cudgel exploitation of the rural proletariat by the big feudal 
nobles" (Briefwechsel, Vol. III, p. 217). 

From 1864 to 1870, when the era of the completion of the bour
geois-democratlic revo~ution in Germany, the era of the efforts 
of the exploiting classes of Prussia and Austria to complete this 
revolution in one way or another from above, was coming to 
an end, Marx not only condemned Lassalle, who was coquetting 
with Bismarck, but also corrected Liebknecht, who had inclined 
towards "Austrophilism" and the defence of particularism. Marx 
demanded revolutionary tactics which would combat both Bis
marck and the Austrophiles with equal ruthlessness, tactics which 
would not be acdapted to the "victor," the Prussian Junker, but 
which would immediately renew the r-evolutionary struggle against 
him also on the b':asis created by the Prussian military victories 
(Briefwech\sel, Vol. III, pp. 134, 136, 147, 179, 204, 210, 215, 
4J8, 437, 440-41). In the famous Address of the International 
Working Men's Association of September 9, 1870, Marx warned 
the French prolt-tariat against an untimely upris•ing; but when 
the uprising nevertheless took place (1871), Marx enth1\siastically 
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hailed the revolutionary inil1ative of the masses, who were "storm
ing heaven" (letter of Marx to KugeLmann) .1 The defeat of the 
revoJultionary action in this situation, as in many others, was, 
from the standpoint of Marxian dialectical matertialism, a lesser 
evil in the genera'! course and outcome of the proletarimn strug· 
gle than lhe abandonment of a position already occupied, than 
a surrender without battle. Such a .surr·endet· would have demor
alized the proletariat and undermined its fighting capacity. Fully 
appreeia1ting Lhe use of legal means of struggle during- periods 
wheu political stagnation prevails and bourgeois legality dominates, 
Marx, in 1877 ~md 1878, after the passage of the Anti-So
eiali.st Law,~ sharply condemned Most's "revolutionary phrases''; 
huL ll<~ no less, if not more sharply, uttacked the opportunism 
!hal had lcmpormily gaiued sway in the ofHcial Social-Demo
eralie Parly, which did not at once display resoluteness, firmness, 
revolul ion a ry spiri I and a readiness to resor't to an ill ega I stnrg
glt: in n'8ponse to the Anti-Socialist Law (Bri'elweclzsel, Vol. IV, 
pp. iHl7, 404, 418,422, 424; sec also letters to Sorge). 

1 Karl Marx, Letters to D'r. [(ugelmazw, Eng. cd., 1934, p. 123.-Ed. 
• 

2 Ant~-Socialist Law: An exceptional law against Socialists introduced by 
Bismarck .m 1878, the express purpose of which was to suppress the Social. 
Democrahc movement in Germany. The law was repealed in 1890.--Ed. 
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THREE SOURCES AND THREE COMPONENT PARTS 
OF MARXISM1 

Throughout the civilized world the teachings of Marx evoke 
the utmost hostility and hatred .o.f all bourgeois science (both 
official and liberal), which regards Marxism as a kind of "per
nicious sect." And no other a~titude is to be ·expected, for there 
can be no "impartial" social science in a society based on class 
struggk In one way or another, all official anCL liberal science 
defends wage slavery, whereas Marxism has declared relentless 
war on wage slavery. To expe'ct science to be impa,rtial in a wage
slave society is as silly and naive as to expect impartiality from 
manufacturers on the question whether workers' wages should be 
increased by decreasing the profits of capital. 

But this is not all. The history of philosophy and the history 
of social science show with perfec1t clarity that there is nothing 
resembling "sectarianism" <in Marxism, in the sense of its being 
a hidebound, petrified doctrine, a doctrine which arose away from 
the highroad of development of world civilization. On the con
trary, the genius of Marx consists predsely in the fact that he 
furnished answers to questions which had already engrossed the 
foremost minds of humanity. His teachings arose as a diredt and 
immedia<te continuation of the teachings of the greatest represent
atives of philosophy, political economy and Socialism. 

The Marxian doctrine is omnipotent because it is true. Ft is 
complete and harmonious, and provides men with an integral 
world conception which is irreconcilable with any form of super
stit<ion, reaction, or defence of bourgeois oppression. It is the le
gitimate successor of the best ~hat was created by humanity in 
the nineteenth century in 'the .shape of German philosophy, Eng
lish political economy and French Socialism. 

On these three sources of Marxism, which are al the same 
time component parts of it, we shall briefly dwell. 

1 Originally published in the magazine Prosveshcheniye (Enlightenment) 
No. 3. March 1913.-Ed. 
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The philosophy of Marxism i.s mute'l'ialisw. Throughout Lhc 
modern history of Europe, and especially at the end of the eight
eenth cenrtury in France, which was the scene of a decisive battle 
against every kind of mediawal rubbish, against feudalism in 
institutions and ideas, materialism has proved to be the only 
philosophy that is consistent, true to all the teachings of natural 
science and hostile to superstition, cant (and so forth. The enemies 
of democracy Lherdo·re tried in every way to "refute," under
mine and defame mart:erialism, and advocated various fonns of 
philosophical idealism, which always, in one way or another, 
amounts to an advocacy or support of religiou. 

Marx awl Engels always defended philosophical materialism 
in the most determined manner and rep en tedly explained the pro
found erroneousness of every deviation from this basis. Their 
views nrc most clearly and fully expounded in the works of Engels, 
TAzdwiy FenerlJacli and linli-Diiluing, which, like the Communist 
ivlanifeslo, are handbooks for every class-conscious worker. 

But Marx did not stop at the materialism of the eighteenth 
century; he advanced philosophy. He enriched it with the ac
quisitions of German classical philosophy, especially of the Hegel
ian system, which in its turn led to the materialism of Feuer
bach. The chief of these acquisitions is dialectics, i.e., the doe
trine of development· in its fullest and deepest form, free of one
sidedness-the doctrine of the relativity of human knowledge, 
which provides us with a reflection of eternally developing mat
ter. The latest discoveries of natural science-radium, eleetrons, 
the transmutation of elements-have remarkably confirmed Marx's 
dialectical materialism, despite the teachings of the bourgeois phi
losophers with their "new" reversions to old 'and rotten idealism. 

Deepening and developing philosophical materialism, Marx 
completed it, extended its knowledge of nature to the knowledge 
of human society. Marx's historical ma'terialism was one of the 
greatest achievements of scientific thought. The chaos and ar
bitrariness that had previously reigned in the views on history 
and politics gave way to a strikingly integral and harmonious 
scientific theory, which shows how, in consequence of the growth 
of productive forces, out of one system of social life another and 
higher system develops-how capitalism, for instance, grows out 
of feudalism. 

Just as man's knowledge reflects nature (i. e., developing matter), 
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which exists independently of him, so man's social knowledge 
(i.e., his various views and doctrines-philosophical, religiuos, po
litical, and so forth) reflects the economic system of society. Po
litical institutions are a superstructure on the economic founda
tion. We see, for example, that the various political forms of the 
modern European states serve to fortify the rule of the bourgeoi
sie over the proletariat. 

Marx's philosophy is finished philosophical materialism, which 
has provided humanity, and especially the working class, with 
powerful instruments of knowledge. 

II 

Having recognized that the economic system is" the foundation 
on which the political supers'tructure is erected, Marx devoted 
most attention to the study of this economic system. Marx's prin
cipal work, Capital, is devoted to a study· of the economic system 
of modern, i.e., capitalist, society. 

Classical political economy, before Marx, evolved in England, 
the most developed of the capitalist countries. Adam Smith and 
David Ricardo, by their investigations of the economic system, 
laid the foundations of the ldbour theory of value. Marx con
tinued their work. He rigidly proved and consistently developed 
this theory. He showed that the value of every commodity is deter
mined by the quantity of socially necessary labour time spent 
on its production. 

Where the bourgeois economists saw a relation of things (the 
exchange of one commodity for another), Marx revealed a rela
tion of men. The exchange of commodities expresses the tie by 
which individual producers are bound through the market. Money 
signifies that this tie is becoming closer and closer, inseparably 
binding the entire economic life of the individual producers into 
one whole. Capital .signifies a further development of this tie: 
man's labour power becomes a commodity. The wage worker sells 
his labour power to the owner of the land, factories and instru
mPnts of labour. The worker uses one part of the labour day to 
cover the expense of maintaining himself and his family (wages), 
while the other part of the day, the worker toils without remu
neration, creating surplus value for the capitalist, the source of 
profit, the source of the wealth of the capitalist class. 

The doctrine of surplus v~alue is the corner-stone of Marx's 
economic theory. 
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Capital, created by the labour of the worker, presses on the 
worker by ruining the small masters and creating an army of 
unemployed. In industry, the victory of large-scale production is 
at once apparent, but we observe the same phenomenon in agri
eullure as well: the superiority of large-scale capitalist agricul
ture increases, Lhe application of machinery grows, peasa111l eoon
omy falls into the noose of money-capital, it declines and sinks 
inlo ruin, burdened by its backward technique. In agriculture, 
the decline of small-seale [prOdHction assumes different forms, 
hnl the decline itself is :m indisputable fact. 

By dPslroying small-sc:de produetiori, capital leads lo an in
crease in produclivily of labour and to the creation of a monop
oly position for llw associations of hig capitalists. Production it
self becomes nwn• and more soci:.ll----hundn~ds or thousand"' and 
mi IJ ions of ·workr:rs ht•come hound together in a systematic ceo
nomic organism--hut the product of' lhe collective labour is up
propria ted by a handfnl of capitalists. The anarchy of produc
tion grows, as do crises, Lhe furious chase after marl<cts and tlw 
insecurily of cxistcmcc of the ~nass of lhe population. 

While iucn•:tsing the dependence of the workers on capital, 
the capilalist system crPates the great powc>r of unitPd labour. 

Marx traced lhf' dev<elopnwnt of capitalism from the first germs 
of commodity Peonomy, from simple exchange, lo its highesl 
forms, to large-seale product.ion. 

And lhc \'XlH'riPilC(~ of all capitalist countries, old and new, is 
clearly dpmonslraling llw Lrulh of this Marxian doctrine to in
creasing numbers of workers every year. 

Capilalism lw.~ triumphed all over the world, but this triumph 
•s only tlw prelude lo llw triumph of labour over capitnl. 

HI 

\Vhen fe"udalism was overthrown, and "free" capitalist society 
appeared on ,God's earth, it at once became apparent that this 
freedom nwanl. a new system of oppression and exploitation of 
I he toilers. Various Socialist doctrines immediately began to arise 
as a reflection of and 

1
protest against this op.pression. But early 

Socialism was utopian Socialism. It criticized capitalist society, 
it condemned and damned it, it dreamed of its destrudion, it 
indulged in fancies of a :better orde1; .and endeavoured to convince 
lhe rich of the immorality of exploitation. 

But utopian Socialism could not point the real way out. It 
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could not explain the essence of wage slaYery under capitalism, 
nor discover the laws of its development, nor point to the social 
force which is capable of becoming the creator of a new society. 

Meanwhile, the stormy revolutions which everywher€ in Eu
rope, and especially in France, accompanied the fall of feudalism, 
of serfdom, more and more dearly revealed the struggle of classes 
as the basis and the motive force of the whole development. 

Not a single victory of political freedom over the feudal class 
was won except against desperate resistance. Not a single capital
ist country evolved on .a more or less free and democratic ])asis 
except by a life and death struggle between the various classes 
of capitalist society. 

The genius of Marx consists in the fact that he wa·s :..;hle 
before anybody else to draw from this 1and cons,istently apply the 
deduction that world history teaches. This deduction is the 
dnctrine of the class struggle. 

People always were and always will be the stupid victims of 
deceit and self-deceit in politics until they learn to discover the 
interests of some class behind all moral, religious, political and 
social phrases, declarations and promises. The supporters of re
forms and improvements will always be fooled by the defenders 
of the old order until they realize that every old institution, how
ever barbarous and rotten it may appear to he, is maintained by 
the forces of some ruling classes. And there is only one way of 
smashing the resistance of these classes, and that is to find, in 
the very society which sunounds us, and to enlighten and or
ganize for the struggle, the forces which can--and, owing to their 
social position, must-constitute a power capable of sweeping 
away the old and creating the new. 

Marx's philosophical materialism has alone shown the prole
tariat the way out of the spiritual slavery in which all oppressed 
classes have hitherto languished. Marx's .economic theory has 
alone explained the true position of the proletariat .in the general 
system of capitalism. 

Independent organizations of the proletariat are multiplying 
all over the world, from America to Japan and from Sweden to 
South Africa. The proletariat is becoming enlightened and edu
cated by waging its cla•ss struggle; it is ridding itself of the 
prejudices of bourgeois society; it is rallying its ranks ever more 
closely aiid is learning to gauge the 1neasure of its successe~s; ii is 
steeling its forces and is growing jrresistih1y . 

. J. r1.Jo 
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ories fundamentally hostile to it. In the first half of the 'fortit's 
Marx and Engels demolished the radical Young Hegelian.;;, who 
professed philosophical idealism. At the end of the 'forties the 
struggle invaded the domain of economic doctrine, in opposition 
to Proudhonism. The 'fifties saw the completion of this struggle: 
the criticism of the parties and doctrines which manifested 
themselves in the stormy year of 1848. In the 'sixties the struggle 
was transferred from the domain of general theory to a domain 
doser to the direct labour movement: the ejection of Bakunism 
from the International. In the early 'seventies the stage in Ger· 
many was occupied for a short while by the Proudhonist Miihl
berger, and in the latter 'seventies by the positivist Diihring. 
But the influence of both on the proletariat was already abso
lutely insignificant. Marxism was already gaining an unquestion
able· victory over all other ideologies in the labour movement. 

By the 'nineties this victory was in the main completed. Even 
in the Latin countries, where the traditions of Proudhonism held 
their ground longest of all, the labour parties actually based their 
programs and tactics on a Marxist foundation. The revived in
ternational organization of the labour movement--in the shape 
of periodical international congre-sses-from the outset, and al
most without a struggle, adopted the Marxist standpoint in all e.s

sentials. But after Marxism had ousted all the more or less con
sistent doctrines hostile to it, the tendencies expressed in those 
doctrines began to seek other channels. The forms and motives 
of · the struggle changed, but the struggle continued. And the 
second half-century in the ·existence of Marxism began (in the 
'nineties) with the struggle of a trend hostile to Marxism vdthin 
Marxi•sm .. 

Bernskin, a one-time orthodox Marxist, gave his name to this 
current by making the most U{)ise and advancing the most in
tegral expression of the amendments to Marx, the revision of 
Marx, revisionism. Even in Russia, where, owing to the e-conomic 
backwardness of the -country and the preponderance of a peasant 
population oppressed by the relics of serfdom, non-Marxian So
cialism has naturally held its ground longest of all, it is plainly 
passing into revisionism before our very eyes. Both in the agrar
ian question (the program. of the municipalization of all land) 
and in general questions of program and tactics, our social-Nar
odniks are more and Inore substituting "amendments" to Marx fm 
lhe moribund and obsoles~ent remnants of the old system, which in 
ii.s own way was integral and fundamentaHy hostile to Marxism. 

4* 
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Pre-Marxian Socialism has been smashed. It is now continu
ing the struggle not on its own independent soil hut on ihe gen·· 
oral soil of Marxism-as revisionism. Let us, then, examine '1111·· 
ideological content of revisionism. 

In the domain of philosophy, revisionism clung to the skirts 
of bourgeois professorial "science.'' The professors went "back to 
Kant"-and .revisionism followed in the wake of the Neo-Kantl
ans. The professcms repeated the threadbare banalities of the 
priests against philosophical materialism--and the revisionists, 
smiling condescendingly, nunnblcd (word for word after the 
latest Ilandbucb) that rnalerialism had been "refuted" long ago. 
The professors treated Hegel as a "dead dog," nnd whil·e they 
lhemselvcs preached idealism, only an .idealism n thousand times 
more petty and banal than Hegel's they contemptuously shrugged 
lhcir shonldcrs at dialeelies-:md the revisionists floundered after 
them inlo the swamp of philosophic;d vulgarization of science, re
placing "artful" (and revolutionary) dialectics by "simple" (and 
tranquil) "evolution." The professors earned their official salaries 
by adjusting both their idealist and "critical" syslems lo llw domi
nant medi:rw:ll "philosophy" (i.e., lo 111cology)-and Uw revisionists 
drew dose lo them :tJHl endeavoured lo make n•ligion a "privale 
afl'air,'' not in relation lo the motkrn slate, hut in relation (o flw 
party of lhe adv:meed cbs-;;. 

Whal l.he rPal class signi!leaHec of sueh "a.mcndmenls" to 
Marx w:1.s net·d not he said----it is cknr Pnough. \Ve shall simp!~· 

note that !he only Marxist in the intemal.ional Social-Democr:1lic 
movement who criticized from the standpoint of eonsistPnt dinkc
l.ioal mal<·rialism llw incn•dihk hau:llities utlered hy lhe revisionists 
was Pleklwnov. This must he stressed all the more emphatically 
since thoroughly mislakcn attempts are lwing made in our d:~y 1o 
smuggle in lhe old and rcaclionary philosophical rubhish under tlw 
gT!ise of criticizing Plekh:mov's !actical opporlunism.1 

Passing to political economy, it must he noted first of all 
that the "amendments" of the n~visionists in tbis domain wen· 
Mwch more eomprehcnsive and eircumstnntial; attempts were 
made to influence the public hy adducing "new data of ceo-

1 See Studies in the Pl1ilosopllg of Mar:dsm l1y Bogdnnov, Baznrov and 
oi.he.rs. Thi~ i~ nol lhe place to discus,'; this book, and 1 n1nst al pr(·se~ll 
confine myself to slating that in the Y<~ry near future I shall show in a series 
of articles or in a separate pamphlet that everut11illg I hav·c snid in the text 
ahout !he Neo-Kanlian r·evisionists essentially applies [!Jso 1o H1ese ''new" 
Neo-Humisl and Neo-Berkeleian rcvisionisls.-~Note l>u Lenin. (Sec Lenin, Motc
.rirrlism riri'rl Rmpirio-Crificism.)--·I-:r/. 
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nomic development." It was said that concentration and tlw oust
ing of small-scale production by large-scale production do not 
occur in agriculture at all, while concentration proceeds ex
tremely slowly in conunerce and industry. It was said that 
crises had now become rarer and of less force, and that the car
tels and trusts would probably enable capital to do away with 
crises altogether. It was said that the "theory of the collapse," 
to which capitalism is heading, was unsound, owing to the 
tendency of class contradictions to become Jess acute and milder. 
It was said, finally, that it would not be amiss to correct Marx's 
theory of value in accordance with Bohm-Bawerk.1 

The fight against the revisioni:;;ts on these questions resulted 
in as fruitful a revival of the theoretical thought of interna · 
tiona! Socialism as followed from Engels' controversy with 
Duhring twenty years earlkr. The arguments of the revisionists 
''vere analysed with the help of facts and figures. Jt was proved 
that the revisionists were systematically presenting modern small
scale production in a favourable light. The technical and com
mercial superiority of large-scale production over small-scale pro
duction both in industry and in agriculture is proved by irre
futable facts. But commodity production is Jar less developed 
in agriculture, and modern statisticians and economists are usual
ly not very skilful in picking out the special branches (some
times even operations) in agriculture which indicate that agri
culture is being progressively drawn into the exchange of world 
economy. Small-scale production maintains itself on the ruins 
of natural economy by a steady deterioration in nourishment, by 
chronic starvation, by the lengthening of the working day, by 
the deterioration in the quality of cattle and in the care given 
to cattle, in a word, by the very methods whereby handicraft 
production maintained itself against capitalist Inanufacture. 
Every advance in science and technology inevitably and relent
lessly undermines the foundations of small-scale production in 
capitralist society, and it is the task of Socialist economics to 
investigate this process in all its-often complicated and in
tricate--forms aud to demonstrate to the small producer the 
impossibility of holding his own under capitalism, the hopeless
ness of peasant farming under capitalism, and the necessity of 
the peasant adopting the shmdpoint of the proletarian. On this 

t Bohm-Bawerk (1851-1914): Bourgeois economist.-Ed. 
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question the revisionists sinned from the scientific standpoint 
by superficially generalizing from facts selected one-sidedly and 
without reference to the system of capitalism as a whole; they 
sinned from the political standpoint by the fact that they in
evitably, whether they wanted to or not, invited or urged the 
peasant to adopt the standpoint of the master (i.e., the stand
point of the bourgeoisie), instead of urging him to adopt the 
standpoint of the revolutionary proletarian. 

The position of revisionism was even worse as far as the 
lheory of crises and the theory of collapse were concerned. Only 
for the shortest space ,of time could people, and then only the 
most shortsighted, think of remodelling the foundations of Uw 
Marxian ~loclrine under the iniluc~1ce of a few years of industrial 
boom and prosperity. Facts very .soon made it clear to the 
revisionists that crises were not a thing of the past: prosperily 
was followed by a crisis. The forms, the se<1uence, lhe picture of 
the particular crises changed, but crises remained an inevitable 
component of the capitalist system. While uniting production, the 
cartels and trusts at the same Lime, and in a way that was obvi
ous to all, aggravated the anarchy of production, the insecurity 
nf existence of the proletariat and Lhc oppression of capital, thus 
intensifying class contradictions to an unprecedented degree. ThaI 
capitalism is moving towards collapse--in the sense both of in
dividual political and eeonomic crises and :of the complete wreck 
of the ·entire capitalist system-has heen made very clear, and on 
a very large scale, prc,cisely by the latest giant trusts. The recenl 
!lnancial crisis in America and the frightful increase of cncmploy
ment all over Europe, to say nothing of !he impending industrial 
crisis to which many symploms are pointing--all this has brought 
it about that the rece.nt "Lheorics" of the revisionists are being 
forgotten by everybody, even, it seems, by many of the revision
ists themselves. But the lessons which this instability of tl](' 
intellectuals has given the working class must not be forgotten. 

As Lo the theory of value, it should ·only be said that apn rl 
from hints and sighs, exceedingly vague, for Bohm-Bawerk, the 
revisionists have here contributed absolutely nothing, and hav1· 
therefore left no traces whatever on the development of scientific 
thought. 

In the domai11 of politics, :revisionis1n tried to revise tl1e very 
foundation of Marxism, namely, the doctrine of the class struggle. 
Political freedom, democracy and universal suffrage remove the 
ground for the cla'>s struggle-we were told-and render untrue the 
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old proposition of the Communist 111anifesto that the workers 
have no country. For, they said, since the "will of the majority" 
prevails under democracy, one must neither regard the state as 
an organ of class rule, nor reject alliances with the progressive, 
social-n;formist bourgeoisie against the reactionaries. 

It cannot be disputed that these objections of the revisionists 
constituted a fairly harmonious system of views, namely, the old 
and well-known liberal bourgeois views. The liberals have always 
said that bourgeois parliamentarism destroys classes and class 
divisions, since the right to vote and the right to participate in 
state affairs are shared by all citizens without distinction. The 
whole history of Europe in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, and the whole history of the Russian revolution at the 
beginning of the twentieth, clearly show how absurd such views 
are. Economic distinctions are aggravated and accentuated rather 
than mitigated under the freedom of "democratic" capitalism. 
Parliamentarism does not r·emove, but rather lays bare the innate 
character even of the most democratic bourgeois republics as 
organs of class oppression. By helping to enlighten and to or
ganize immeasurably wider masses of the population than those 
which previously took an active part in political events, parlia
mentarism does not make for the ·elimination ·of crises and polit
ical revolutions, but for the maximum accentuation of civil wal' 
during such revolutions. The events in Paris in the spring of 1871 
and the events in Russia in the winter of 1905 showed as clear 
as clear could be how inevitably this accentuation comes abou L The 
French bourgeoisie without a moment's hesitation made a deal 
wi!h the common national enemy, the foreign army which had 
ruined its .fatherland, in order to crush the proletarian movement. 
Whoever does not understand the inevitable inner dialectics of 
parliamentarism and bourgeois democracy-dialectics tending to au 
even more acute decision of a dispute by mass violence than former
ly-will never be able through parliamentarism to conduct propa
ganda and agitation that are consistent in principle and really prepare 
the working-class masses to take ,a victorious pari in such "disputes." 
The experience of alliances, agreements and blocs with the social
reformist liberals in the West and with the liberal reformists 
(Constitutional-Democrats) in the Russian revolution convincingly 
showed that these agreements on'ly blunt the consciousness of the 
masses, that they weaken rather than enhance the actual significance 
of their struggle by linking the fighters with the elements who are 
least capable of fighting and who are most vacillating and treacher-
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ous. French .Millerandism1-the biggest experiment in applying 1"1'

visionist political tactics on a wide, a really national scale-has 
provided a practical judgment of revis,ionism which will never he 
forgotten by the proletariat all over the world. 

A natural complement to the economic and political tenden
eies of revisionism was its attitude to the final aim of the Social
is!. nwve1nent. "The movement is everything, the ultimate purpose 
is nolhing"-this catch-phrase of Bernstein's expresses the suh
slance of revisionism better than n:wny long argumenls. The policy 
of revisionism consists in determining its conduct from case to 
easP, .in adapting itself Lo the events of the day and to the chops 
and changes of petty politics; it consisls in forgetting the hnsie 
interests of the proletariat, the main features of the capit:disl 
system as a whole and of capitalist evolution as a whole, and iu 
.~aerilicing these basic interests for the real or assumed advantng('s 
of the moment. And it :patently follows from the very nature of 
!his policy that it may assume an infinite variety of forms, and 
!lwt every more or kss "new" quc.slion, every more or less 
LlllL~xpected and unforeseen turn of events, even though il 
may change the basic line of development only to an insiguili
eant ,degree and only for rthc shorlt>sl pPriod of lime, will 
always inevitably give rise to one or anothC'r variely of n~\'i

sionism. 
The inevitabili'ty of revisionism i,s deLC'rmined by its clns~ 

rools in modern ~oeidy. Hevisionism is an international phenom
enoiL No more or kss informed and thinking Socialist ean 
have lhe slightest doubt lha't the relation between the orthodox 
aud the Bernsleiniles in 'Germany, the Gnesdih~s and the Jaurb
ih's (and now parlicnlnrly the Broussit.es) in France, the Social
Democratic FcdPra!ion and the Independent Labour Party in 
Grent Britain, de Brouckcre and Vandervelde in Belgium, tlw 
integralists and lhf? reformists in Italy, and the Bolsheviks awl 
the Mensheviks in Hussia is everywhere essentially similar, not
withstanding the gigantic variety of national and historically
derived condition.s in the present state of all these countries. In 
reality, the "division" within the present international Socialist 
movement is now proeceding along one line in all the various 
countries of the world, which Lcsf;ifies to a tremendous advance 

1 Millerandism: From the Soeialis't Millerand',s entry, in Hl99, ;into the 
reactionary bourgeois Government of Franc~~, o>1e of whose mrm!Jer~ was G;•n. 
f;,:llfifl'l, llw hnl~her of the Pnris Commune.-Ed. 
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compared with thirty or forty years ago, when it was not lH>:e ten
dencies within a united international Socialist movement that were 
combating one another within the various countries. And the "revi
sionism from the Left" which has begun to take shape in the Latin 
countries, such as "revolutionary syndicalism," is also adapting itself 
to Marxism while "amending" it; Labriola in Italy and Lagardeile 
in France frequently appeal from. Marx wrongly understood to 
!v1arx rightly understood. 

\Ve cannot stop here to analyse the ideological !Substance of 
tlt(s revisionism; it has not yet by ,far developed to the extent 
that opportunist revisionism has, it has not yet become interna
tional, and it has not yet stood the test of one big practical battle 
with a Socialist Party even in one country. \Ve shall therefore 
confine ourselves to the "revisionism fr'Om the Right" described 
above. 

Wherein li.e.s its inevitability in capitalist society? Why is it 
m.ore profound than the differences of national peculiarities and 
degrees of capitalist dev-elopment? Because always, in every capi
talist country, side by side with ~he proletariat, there are broad 
strata of the petty bourgeoisie, small masters. Capitalism arose and 
is constantly arising ont of small production. A number of "middle 
strala" are inevitalJly created anew by capitalism (appendages to 
the factory, homework, and small workshops scattered all over 
the country in view of the requirements of big industries, such 
as the bkycle and automobile industries, etc.). These new small 
producers are just as inevitably cast back into the ranks of the 
proletariat. It is quite natural that the petty·-bourgeois world con
ception should again and again crop up in the ranks of the broad 
labour parties. It is quite natural that this should be so, and it 
alway.s will be so right up to the peripety of the proletarian 
revolution, for it would be a grave mistake to think that the 
"complete" proletarianization of the majority of the population is 
essential before such a revolution can be achieved. 'What we now 
frequently experience only in the domain of ideology-disputes 
over theoretical amendments to Marx-what now crops up in 
practice only over individual partial issues of the labour move
ment as tactical differences with the revisionists and splits on 
these grounds, will all unfailingly have to be experienced by the 
working class on an incomparably larger scale when the proletari
an revolution accentuates all issues and concentrates all differences 
on points of the most immediate importance jn determining the 
conduct of the masses, and makes it necessary in the heat of the 
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fight to distinguish enemies from friends aud to cast out had allies, 
so as to be able to deal decisive blows at the enemy. 

The ideological struggle waged by revolutionary Marxism against 
revisionism at the end of !he nineteenth century is but the prelude 
to the great revolutionary battles of the proletariat, which is march
ing forward to the complete victory of its cause despite an the 
waverings and weaknesses of the petty bourgeoisie. 



V. I. Lenin 

THE HISTORICAL DESTINY OF THE DO(:TRINI': 
OF KARL MARX1 

The main thing in the doctrine of lVllarx is that it brings out 
the historic role of the proletariat as the builder of a Socialist 
society. Has the progress of world events confirmPd this doctrine 
"ince it was expounded by Marx? 

Marx first ;advanced it in 1844. The Commzmist lV!arn:ifesto of 
,Marx and Engels, published in 1848, already gives an integral 
and systematic exposition of this doctrine, which has remained 
the best exposition to this day. Subsequent world history clearly 
falls into three main periods: 1) from the Revolution of 1848 
to the Paris Commune (1871); 2) from the Paris Commune to the 
Hussian Revolution (1905); 3) since the Russian Revolution. 

Let us see what has been the destiny of M<1rx's doctrine in 
each of these periods. 

At the beginning of the first period Marx's doctrine .by no 
means dominated. It was only one of the extremely numerous 
fnctions or trends of Socialism. The forms of So-cialism which 
did dominate were in the main akin to our Narodism: non-com
prehension of the materialist basis of historical movement, in
ability to assign the Tole and significance of each class in capital· 
ist society, concealment of the bourgeois essence of democratic 
reforms under diverse, pseudo-socialistic phrases about "the peo
ple," "justice," "right," etc. 

The Revolution of i1848 strUJck a fatal blow at all these vocif. 
erous, motley and ostentatious forms of pre-Marxian Socialism. In 
aU countries the revolution revealed the various classes of so
{'i·ety in action. The shooting do'vvn of the workers by the re
publican hourgeoisie J.n the June Days of 1848 in Paris finally 

1 Or.iginally published in Pravda of March 14 (1), 191<!.-Ed. 
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established that the proletariat c~lone was Socialist by nal nrc. 
The liberal bourgeoisie feared the independence of this class a 
hundred times more than it did any kind of reaction. The em v..;n 
liberals grov·eUed before reaction. The peasantry was content ·wit I! 
the abolition of the relics ·.of feudalism and joined th~ supporters 
of order, only wavering at times between workers' demoCl'acy and 
bourgeois liberalism. All doctrines of non-class Socialism and 
non-cta.ss politics proved to' be sheer nonsense. 

The Paris Commune (1871) completed this development ol 
bourgeois reforms; the republic, i.e., the form of state organiw
!.ion in which class relations appear in their most unconceah•d 
form, had only the heroism of the proletariat to thank for its 
t'onsolidalion. 

ln all llw olhcr Europeau countries a more eulangled ~uHI 

Jess finished development also led to a definitely shaped bour
geois society. Towards Lhe end of the iirst period ( 1848-71) ---a 
period of storms and revolutions---,prc-Marxian Socialism died 
away. Independent proletarian partie<> were horn: the First lnler
uation:ll (1R64-72) nnd the German SoeinH)emoemtic Party. 

li 

The second period ( 187:2- U)04) was cli'~Linguished from lllv 
lirsl by its "pe:weful" chal'aeter, by the a,bsence of rcvolu'tions. 
The West had finished with bourgeois ,r.evolut,ions. The East luHl 

not yet reached Lhat slage. 
The \Vest entered a phas·e of "peuceJul" prq>'nrat.ion fur il!e 

future er·a of change. Sodalist parties, basically proletarian, were 
formed everywhere and learned to mnke use of bourgeois par
!iamentarism and to Cl'eate their own 'daily press, their edtwa
!ional institutions, their trade unions and their co-operative so
cieties. The Marxian doctrine gained a complete victory and sprewl. 
The~ process of selection and a·ccumulation of the forces of the 
proletariat and of the preparation of the proletariat for tlw im
pending ba'ttles progressed slowly but steadily. 

The dialectics of history was such that the .thc;oretical vidurv 
of Marxism obliged its enemies to disguise themselves as Marxi;;\;. 
Liberalism, rotten to the core, attempted .a revival in the form ul' 
Socialist opportunism. The opportunists interpreted the period of 
preparation of forces for the great battles as a renunciation of 
these battles. The improvement of the position of the slaves for 
the strnggle against wage slavery they reprcsent·ed as the ;nti.'C's-
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sity for the slaves to sell their right to liberty for a mess of pot
tage. They pusillanimously preached "social peace" (i.e., peace 
with the slave owners), the renunciation of the class struggle, and 
so forth. 'they had many adher.ents among Socialist members of 
parliament, various officials ·of the labour movement, and the 
"sympathetic" intellectuals. 

III 

But the opportunists had scarcely congratulated theinselves on 
"social peace" •and the needlessness of storms under "democracy" 
when ·a new source of great world storms opened up in Asia. 
The Russian revo1ution was fiollowed by the Turkish, the Persian 
and the Chinese revolutions. It is in this ·era of storms and their 
"repercussion" on Europe that we are now living. Whatever may 
b1• the fate of the great Chinese Republic, agairnst which the vari
ous "civilized" hyenas are now baring their teeth, no power on 
earth can restore the old serfdom in Asia, or wipe out the heroic 
democracy of the masses of the people in the Asiatic and semi
Asiatic countries. 

Certain people, who were inaUentive to the conditions of prt;
paration and development of the mass struggle, were driven to 
despair and to anarchism by the prolonged postponements of the 
decisive struggle against capitalism in Europe. \Ve can now see 
hmv shortsighted and pusillanimous this anarchist despair is. 

The fact that Asia, wlth its population of eight hundred mil
lion, has been drawn into the struggle for these same European 
ideals should inspire us with courage and nol despair. 

The Asiatic revolutions have revealed the same spinelessness 
and baseness of liberalism, the same exceptional importance of 
the independence of the democratic masses, and the same sharp 
line of division between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie of all 
kinds. After the experience both of Europe and Asia, whoever 
now speaks of non-class politics and nrm-class Sociallsm simply 
deserves to be put in a cage and exhihit>:>d alongside of Ihr: 
Australian kangaroo. 

After Asia, Europe has also begun l.o stir, although not in 
the Asiatic way. The "peaceful" period of 1872-Hl04 has p·assed 
completely, never to return. The high eosl of living and the op
pression of the trusts is leading io an unprecedented aceentua
lion of the economic struggle, which has roused even the British 
\\·orkcrs, who have been most conupted hy liberalism. Before our 
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eyes a political cns1s ·is brewing ·even in that extreme "diehard,'' 
bourgeois-Jmikcr country, Germany. Feverish armaments and th{: 
policy of imperialism are turning modern Europe into a ''social 
peace" w·hich is more like a barrel of gunpowder than anything 
else. And at the same time the decay of all the bourgeois partie~ 
and the maturing of the proletariat are steadily progressing. 

Each of the three great periods of world history since tlw 
appearance ·of Marxism has brought Marxism new confirmalion 
and new triumphs. But a still greater triumph awails Marxism 
as the doclripc• of tlw proletariat. in the period of history that h 
.now opening. 



} • .Stalin 

FROM THE INTERVIEW GIVEN TO THE FIRST 
AMERICAN LABOUR DELEGATION IN RUSSIA 

(SEPTEM.BER 9, 1927) 1 

FIRST QuESTION PuT BY THE DELEGATION AND STALIN's ANSWER 

Queslion: ':Vhat new principles have Lenin and the Com· 
munist Party added to Marxism in practice? \Vould it be correct 
.to say that Lenin believed iln "constructive revolution" whereas 
Marx was more inclined to wait for the culmination of the de
velopment of economic forces? 

Answer: I think that Lenin "added" no "new principles" to 
Marxism nor did he abolish a:ny of the "old" principles of Marx
ism. Lenin was, and remains, the most loyal and consistent pupil 
of Marx and Engels, and he wholly and entirely based himself 
on the principles of Marxism. But Lenin did not merely carry 
out the doctrines of Marx and Engels. He developed these doc
trines still further. What does that mean? It means that he de
veloped the doctrines of Marx and Engels in accordance with the 
new conditidns of development, wi'th the new phase of capitalism, 
with imperialism. This means that in developing the doctrines of 
Ma,rx in the new conditions of the class struggle, Lenin con
tributed something new to the general treasury of :Marxism as 
compared with what was contributed by Marx and Engels and 
with what could be contributed ·in the pre-imperialist period of 
capitalism. The new contribution Lenin made to the treasury of 
Marxism is wholly and entirely based on the principles laid down 
by Marx and Engels. It is in this sense that we speak of Leninism as 
Marxism of the era of imperialism and proletarian revolutions. 
Here are a few questions to which Lenin contributed something 
new in development of the doctrines of Marx. 

1 Published in Pravda of September 15, 1927.---Ed 
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First: the question of monopoly capitalism--of imperia'lism as 
the 111ew phase of capitalism. In Capilal Marx 1a:nd Engels analysed 
the foundations of capitalism. But Marx and Engels lived in the 
period of the domination of pre-monopoly capitalism, in the 'pe
riod of lhe smooth evolution of capitalism and its "peaceful" ex
pansion all ovPr the world. This old phase of capitalism came to 
a close toward,; Lhe end of the nineteenth and the lJeginning of 
lhe twentieth cenlury, when Marx and Engels were already dead. 
Clearly, Marx ·and Eng Pis could only •cdnjecture the new condi
tions of development of capitalism ~hat arose out of the new 
phase of capitalism----which succeeded the old phnse-out of the 
imperialist, morwpoly phase of development, when the smooth 
evolution of capi 1:11 ism gave wny lo spasmodic, 'cataclysmic de
velopment, when Uw lliH'Vl'HlH~ss of developnwnt and the contra
dielions of capitali)•m lwcamc particularly pronounced, and when 
I he struggle for markels and spheres for capital export, in view 
uf the extreme unevenness of development, made periodical im
perialist wars for 1periodical redivisions of the world and of 
spheres of influence inevitable. The service Lenin ri•mlered here, and, 
consequently, his ·new contribution, was !hal, on llw basis of the 
main principles enunciated in Capital, he made a reasoned Marx
ist analysis ,of imperialism ~~s the lnsl phase of capitalism, and 
exposed iLs ulcers mHI the eondilions of Hs inevitable doom. On 
the basi.~ of this analysis arose Lenin's well-known principle thai 
Lhe conditions of imperialism make possible the victory of So
dalism in individual capitalist countries, taken separately. 

Second: lhc question of the dictatorship of the pn>lclarial. 
The fundamental idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat as 
the political rule of the proletariat and as a method of overthrow
ing the rule of eapiL•al ,by force was advanced by Marx and 
Engels. Lenin's new contribution in this field was: ia) that he dis
covered the Soviet form of government as the state form of the 
dictatorship ·of the proletariat, utilizing for this purpose the ex
perience of ihc Paris Commune and the Russian revolution; 
b) that he deciphered the formula of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat from the angle of the problem of the allies of the 
proletariat, and defined the dictatorship of the proletariat as 'a 
special form of class alliance between the proletadat, as the 
lead-er, and the exploited masses of the non-proletarian classes 
(the peasantry, etc.), as the led; :c) that he }aid particular em
phasis on the fact that the dictatorship of the proletariat is the 
highest type of democ>racy in class society, the form of proletarian 
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democracy, which expresses the interests of the majority (the ex
ploited), as against capitalist democracy, which expr,esses the 
-interests of the minority (the exploiters). 

Third: the question of the forms and methods of successfully 
building Socialism in the period of the dictatorship of .the prole
tariat, in the period of transition from capitalism to Socialism, 
in a country surrounded by 'capitalist states. Marx and Engels 
regarded the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat as a 
more or less prolonged one, full of revolutionary conflicts and 
civil wars, in the course of which the proletariat, being in power, 
would take the economic, political, cultural and organizational 
measures necessary for creating, in the place of the old, capitalist 
society, a new, Socialist society, a society without classes and 
without a state. Lenin wholly and entirely adhered to these fun
damental principles of Marx and Engels. Lenin's new contribution 
in this field was: a) he proved that a complete Socialist society 
could be built in a country with a dictatorship of the proletariat 
surrounded hy imperialist states,· prov1ded the country were not 
crushed by the military intervention of the surrounding capitalist 
states; b) he outlined the specific lines of economic policy '(the 
"New Economic Policy") by which the proletariat, being in com
mand of the economi·c key 'positio'ns (industry, ll1nd, transport, 
the banks, etc.), could link up socialized industry with agriculture 
("the bond between industry and peasant farming") and thus lead 
the whole.national economy towards Socialism; c) he outlined the 
specific ways of gradually guiding and drawing the basic mass 
of the peasantry into the channel of Socialist construction through 
Lhe: medium of co-operative societies, which in the hands of the 
proletarian dictatorship are a po~er1ful ilnstrument for the trans
formation of small peasant farming and for the re-education of 
the mass of the peasantry in the spirit of Socialism. 

Fourth: the .question of the hegemony of the proletariat in rev
olution, in all popular revolutions, both in a 'revolution against 
tsardom and in a revolution against capitalism. M·arx and Engels 
presented the main' outlines of the idea of the hegemony of the 
proletariat. Lenin's new contribution in this field was that he 
developed and expanded these outlines into a harmonious system 
of the hegemony of the proletariat, into a harmonious sy:;tem of 
proletarian leadership of the working masses in town and colin
try not only as regards the overthro; of tsandom and capitalism, 
but also as regards the building of Socialism under the dictator
ship of the proletarint. vVP know tha't, thanks to Lenin and his 
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Party, the idea of 'the hegemony of the proletariat was applied 
in a masterly fashion in Russia. This incidentally explains why 
the revolution in Russia brought a:bout the power of the proletar
iat. In pr.evious revolutions it usually happened that the workers 
did all the fighting on the ,barricades, shed their blood and over· 
threw the old order, but that the power rfell into the ha11ds of 
the bourgeoisie, which then oppressed and e~ploited the workers. 
That was the case in England and France. Tha.t was the case iu 
Germany. Here, in Bussia, however, things took a different turu. 
In Russia, the workers did not merely represent the shock troops 
of the revolution. While it represented the shock troops of the 
revolution, the Russ'ian proletariat at the same time strove for 
the hegemony, 'for the political leadership, 10f all the exploited 
masses of town and country, rallying them around itself, wresting 
I hem 'from lhe bourgeoisie and politically isolating the bourgeoisie. 
Being the leader of the exploited masses, the Russian proletariat 
all the time fought to take the power into its own hands, and to 
utilize it in its own interests, against the bourgeoisie, against 
capitalism. This in fact explains why each powerful outbreak of 
the revolution in Hussia, whether in October 1905 or in February 
1917, gave rise to ,soviets of Workers' Deputies as the embryo or 
the new apparatus of power-whose rfunction it is to suppress the 
bourgeoisie-as against the bourgeois parliament, the old appa · 
ratus of power-whose function it is lo suppress the proletariat. 
Twice did the bourgeoisie in Hussia 1:ry to restore the bourgeois 
parliament and :put an end to the Soviets: in August HH7, at the 
time of the "Pre-parliament," before the seizure of power by the 
Bolsheviks, and in January 1918, at the 'time of the "Constituent 
Assembly," after the seizure of power by the proletariat. And on 
both occasions it suffered defeat. Why? Because the bourgeoisie 
was already politically isolated, the millions of working people 
regarded the proletariat as the sole leader of the revolution, and 
because the Soviets had already· been tried and tested by the mass
es ias their own workers' government, to exchange which for a 
bourg~ois parliament would have meant suidde for the proletariat. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that bourgeois 'parliamentarism did 
not tal.e root in Russia. That is why the revolution in Russia led 
to the rule of the proletariat. Such were the results of the ap
plic·ation of Lenin's system of the hegemony of the proletariat in 
revolution. 

Fifth: the national and 'colonial question. Analysing in their 
time the events in Ireland, India, China, the Central European 
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countries, Poland and Hungary, Marx and Engels developed the 
basic and initial ideas on the national and colonial question. Lenin 
in his works based himself on these ideas. Lenin's new contribu· 
tion in this field was: a) that he gathered these ideas into one 
harmonious system of views on national and colonial revolutions 
in the epoch of impt!rialism; b) that he connected the national 
and colonial question with the overthrow of imperialism; and 
c) that he declared the national and colonial question to be a 
component part of the general question of international proletarian 
revolution. 

Lastly: the 'question of the Party of the proletariat. Marx and 
Engels gave the main outlines of the idea of the Party as the 
vanguard of the proletariat, without which (the Party) the pro
letariat could not achieve its emancipation, either in the sense of 
capturing power or in the sense of reconstructing capitalist so
ciety. Lenin's contribution in this field was that he developed 
these outlines further and applied them to the new conditions of 
the struggle of the proletariat in the period of imperialism, and 
showed: a) that the Party is a higher form of class 'organization 
of the proletariat ·compared with other forms of proletarian ·Or
ganization (labour unions, co-operative societies, the organization 
of state) whose work it is 'the Party's function to generalize and 
to direct; b) that the dictatorship of the proletariat can be realized 
only through the Party, the directing force 'of the dictatorship; 
c) that the dictatorship of the proletariat •can be complete .only 
if it is led· by one party, the Communist Party, which does not 
and must not share the leadership with any other party; and 
d) that unless there is iron discipline in the Party, the task of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat of suppressing the exploiters 
and transforming class society into Socialist society cannot be 
accomplished. 

This, in the main, is the new contribution made by Lenin in 
his works, giving more specific f01<m to and developing Marx's 
doctrine as applied to the new conditions of the struggle of the 
proletariat in the period of imperialism. 

That is why we say that Leninism is Marxism of the era of 
imperialism and proletarian revolutions. 

It is clear from this that Leninism cannot be separated from 
Marxism; still less can it be contrasted with Marxism. 

The question submitted by the delegation goes on to ask: 
"Would it be correct to say that Lenin believed in 'constructive 
revolution' whereas Marx was more inclined to wait for the cui-

6* 
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mination of the development of economic forces?" I Lhink it 
.would be absolutely incorrect to say that. I think that every 
popular revolution, if it 'really is a popular revolution, is a con
structive revolution, for 'it breaks up the old system and con
structs, creates 'a new one. Of course, there is nothing con
structive im rsuch revolutions--if they may be called thal-as take 
place, say, in Albania, in the form of comic opera "risings" of 
lribe against tribe. But Marxists never regarded such comic opera 
"risings" as revolutions. ~We are obviously not referring to such 
"risings," hut to a mass popular revolution in which the oppressed 
classes rise up 'against the oppressing classes. Such a revolu
tion cannot hut he constructive. And it was precisely for such a 
revolution, and only for such a revolution, that Marx and Lenin 
stood. H goes without saying that such a revolution cannot arise 
m1der nil eondilim1s, lhal it ean hreak out only under definite 
favourable economic and poliiical conditions. 
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DIALECTICAL AND HISTORICAL l\iiATERIAI..ISM1 

!SEPTEMBER 19~111) 

Dialectical materialism is the world outlook of the Marxist
Leninist Party. It is called dialectical materialism because its ap
proach to the .Phenomena of nature, it>s method of studying and 
apprehending them, is dialectical, while its interpretation of the 
phenomena of nature, its conception of these phenomena, its the
ory, is materialistic. 

Historical materialism is the extension of the principles of dia·· 
Jectical materialism to the study of social life, an application of 
the principles of dialectical materialism to the phenomena of the 
life of society, to the study of society and. of its history. 

When describing their dialectical method, Marx ·and .Engels 
usually refer to Hegel as the philosopher who formulated the 
rmdn fe::ltur:e.s qf dialectics. This, however, does not mean that the 
dialectics of Marx and Engels is identical with the dialectics of 
Hegel. As' a matter of fact, Marx .and Engels took from the 
Hegelian dialectics only its "rational kernel," casting a•side its 
idealistic shell, and developed it further so as to lend it a modem 
scientific form. 

"My dialectic method," says Marx, "is not only different from the ~ 

Hegelian, but is ii:s direct opposite. To Hegel ... the process of thinking, which, 
under the name of 'the Idea,' he even transforms into an independent subject, 
is the demiurgos of the real world, and the real world is only the external, 
phenomenal form of 'the Idea.' \Vith me, on the contrary, the ideal is nothing 
else than the material world reikcted by the lmman mind, and translated into 
forms of thought." (Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. XXX.) 

'Vhen describing their materialism, Marx and Engels usually 
refer to Feuerbach as the philosopher who restored· materialism 
to its rights. This, however, does not mP~n that the materialism 

_ 1 Originally published in History of the Communist Party of the Souiet 
Union (Bolsheviks)-Slwrt Course, Moscmv 1938.---Ed. 
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of Marx and Engels is identical with 'Feuerbach's materialism. As 
a matter of fact, Marx and Engels took from Feuerbach's mate
rialism its "inner kernel," developed it into a 'scientific-philosoph
ical theory of materialism and cast aside its idealistic and reli
gious-ethical encumbrances. "T e know that Feuerbach, although 
he was fundamentally a materialist, objected to the name mate
rialism. Engels more than once declared that "in spite of the" 
materialist " 'foundation,' " Feuerbach "re:mained ... bound by the 
traditional idealist fetters," and that "the real idealism of Feuer
bach becomes evident as soon as we come to 'his philosophy of 
religion and ethics," (Pp. 373, 37 5 of this volume.) 

Dialectics comes from the Greek dialego, to discourse, to de
bale. In anci1.~nl times 'dialectics was the art of arriving at the 
truth by disclosing the contradictions in the argument of an oppo· 
nent and 'overcoming these contradictions. There were philosoph· 
ers in ancient times who believed that the disclosure of contra
dictions in thought and the clash of opposite opinions was the 
best method of arriving at the truth. This dialectical method of 
thought, later extended to the phenomena of nature, developed 
into the dialectical method of apprehending nature, which regards 
the phenomena of nature as being in constant movement and 
undergoing constant ehange, and the development of nature as 
the result of the development of the contradictions in nature, as 
the result of the interaction of opposed forces in nature. 

In its essence, dialectics is the direct opposite of metaphysics. 
1) The principal features of the Marxist dialectical method 

are as folloWB: 
a) Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics does not regard nature 

as an accidental agglomeration of things, of phenomena, uncon
nected with, isolated from, and independent of, each other, but ·as 
a connected and integral whole, in which things, phenomena are 
organically connected with, dependent on, and dE-termined by, 
each other. 

The dialectical method therefore holds that no phenomenon in 
nature can be understood if taken by itself, isolated from !SUr· 
rounding phenomena, inasmuch as any phenomenon in any realm 
of nature may become meaningless if it is not considered in con
nection with the surrounding conditions, but divorced from them; 
and that, uice uersa, any phenomenon can he understood and 
explained if considered in its inseparable connection with surround
ing phenomena, as one conditioned by, surrounding phenomena. 
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b) Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics holds that nature is not 
a state of rest and immobility, stagnation and immutability, but a 
state of continuous movement and change, of continuous r·enewal 
and development, where something i>S always arising and develop· 
ing, and something always disintegrating and dying away. 

The dialectical method therefore xequires that phenomena 
should be considered not only from the standpoint of their inter. 
connection and interdependence, but also from the standpoint of 
their movement, their change, their development, their coming 
into being and going out of 'being. 

The dialectical method regards as important primarily not 
that which at the given moment seems to be durable and yet is 
already beginning to die away, but that which is arising and de· 
veloping, even though at the given 'moment it may appear to be 
not durabJ.e, for the dialectical method considers invincible only 
that which is arising and developing. 

"All nature," says Engels, "from the smallest thing to the biggest, from 
grains of sand to suns, from the protista [the primary living cells-J. S.J to 
man, has its existence in et•ernal coming into being and going out of being, in 
ceaseless flux, in unresting motion and change." (F. Engds, Dialectics of Natzzre.) 

Therefore, dialectics, Engels says, ''takes things and their per
ceptual images essentially in their interconnection, in their con· 
catenation, in their movement, in their rise and disappearance." 
(Anti-Dii.hring p. 29.) 

c) Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics does not regard the 
process of development as a simple process of growth, where 
quantitative changes do not lead to qualitative changes, but a•s a 
development which passes from insignificant and imperceptible 
quantitative iChanges to· open, fundamental changes, to qualitative 
changes; a development in which the qualitative changes occur not 
gradually, hut rapidly and abruptly, taking the form of a leap 
from one state to another; they occur not accidentally but as the 
natural result of an accumulation of imperceptible and gradual 
quantitative changes. 

The dialectical method therefore holds that the process of 
development should be understood not as !movement in a circle, 
not as a simple repetition of what has already occurred, but as 
an onward and upward movement, as a transition from an old 
qualitative state to a new qualitative state, as a development 
from the simple to · the complex, from the lower to the higher, 
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''Nature," says Engel~, "is !he test of dialectics and il must he said for 
nuidern natural science that it has f\u·nished extremely rich and daily increas
ing materials for this test, and h:.s thus proved !hat in the last analysis 
nature's proct•ss is dialeelical and· not metaphysical, that it does not move 
in an eternally uniform and constantly repealed cir.cle but passes through a 

re:'ll history. Her·e prime mention should be made of Darwin, who dealt a 
severe blow to the metaphysical conception of nature by proving that the 
organic world of today, plants and animals, and eonsequently man too, is all a 

product of a process of developmen L that has hL'<'ll in progress for millions of 
Y'~ars." (F. Engels, Sociulism: Ulopirm rmd Scientific, p. H\5 of this volume.) 

Describing dialccticnl development as a transition from quanti
tative changes to qualitative ehanges, Engels says: 

"In physics ... every elwuge h a passing of quantity into quality, a result 
of a quantitative ehange of 1lw quautity of motion, of one form or another, that 
is inherent iu a hody or i111parted to it. 'For exampk, the temperature of water 

has at Jirsl no ell'eel on its li<rni<l slnte; hut as the temperature ol' liquid wut<;r 
rises or falls, a IIIOIIll,lll arrives wh<,n this stall' of eolwsion chang'l'S nnd the water 

is converle<l in one case into steam and in the other into ice .... ' A definite 
minimum current is requir~d to make platinum wire ... glow; every metal 
has ils ... melting l<'mpPr:t lure; every liquid has a de tillite freezing point and 
boiling point al a givcon pn;:>slll'l'. as far as we arc able with the means at 
our dispos:d lo allain tlH· n•qnin•d l<'llll'PI'alures; linally, every gas has its 

crilieal point :II which, hy prop•·r pn·~sun· and eooling, ·il nm he ·converted 
inlo ;t liquid sl:tl<· .... \Vh:II. an~ known :Is !he eonslunts of physic.~ [the poinl 
at which Oil<' slate passes into anolhn·~--·.1. S.J an~ in most ca~es nothing hut 
desigualiolls of lhc nodal points al whieh a qmtntiluUve [dwnge] iuerease or 
decrease of motion <'.:n1s.·s a qnalilalive ehang<• in the slate of !he giv<~ll body, 
and at whielt, eonsl'lJIWnlly, quantity is lransforl1l<'d into quality.'' (JJialecNcs 
of Nature.) 

Pas•sing lo chemistry Engds continues: 
''Chemistry mny he c:Illcd the science of the qualitative chang·es whi(~h 

iakc plaer~ in ho<lies as the d'f.cel. of chang"s of quantitative composition. This 
was already lmown to Hcgc,]. ... Tal\e oxygen: if the molecule contains three 
atoms instead of the usual two, ·we g'ct ozone, a body definitely distinct 
in odom· and reaction from ordinary oxyg·en. And what shall we say of the 
difl:'erent proporlions in whieh oxygen eomhines with nitrogen or· sulphur, :l!lcl 

each of which produces a body qualitatively diffe;ent from aU other bodies!" 
(Ibid.) 

Finally, crilicizing Diihring, who scolded Hegel for all he was 
worth but surreptitiously borrowed from him the well-known 
thesis that the transition from the insentient world to the sen· 
tient world, from the kingdom of inorganic matter to the kingdom 
of organic life, is a leap to a new state, En~Zels says: 
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"This is precisely the Hegelian nodal line of measure relations, in which, 
at certain definite nodal points, the purely quantitative increase or decrease 
gives rise to a qualitative leap, for example, in tbe casl' of water whieh is 
heated or cooled, where boiling point and freezing point nre the nodes at 
which-under normal pressure-the leap to a new aggregate slate takes place, 
and where consequently quantity is transformed into quality." (F. Engels, 
Anti-Diihring, p. 55.) 

d) Contrary to metaphysics, dialectics holds that internal con
tradictions are inherent in all things and phenomena of nature. 
for they 'all have their negative and positive sides, a past and a 
future, something dying away and something developing; and thai 
the struggle between these opposites, the .struggle between the old 
and the new, between that which is dying away and that which is 
heing bom1, between that which is disappearing and that which i.~ 

developing, constitutes the internal content of the process of de
velopment, the internal content of the tran•sformation of quantita
tive changes ihto qualitative changes. 

The dialectical method therefore holds that the process of 
development frOm the lower to the higher take•s place not as a 
harunonious unfolding of phenomena, but as a disclosure of the 
contradictions inherent in things and phenomena, as a "struggle" 
of oppo1site tendencies which operate on the basis of these contra
dictions. 

"In its proper meaning," Lenin says, "dialectics is the study of the contra
diction within the very essence of things." (Lenin, Philosophical Notebooks. 
Russian edition, p. 2133.) 

And further: 
"Development is the 'struggle' of opposites." (Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. 

XI, J>'i)~"s{-82.). 

Such, 'in brief, are the principal features of the Marxist dia
lectical method. 

It is easy to understand how immensely important is the exten
sion of 1he principles of the dial·ectical method to the study 
of social life and the history of society, and how immen·sely 
important is the application of these principles to the history of 
society and to the 1Jractical activities of the party of the prole
tariat. 

If there are no isolated phenomena in the world, if all phenom
ena are interconnected and interdependent, then it is clear that 
every social system and every sociai movement in history must 
be evaluated not from the standpoint of "eternal justice" or some 
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other preconceived idea, as is not infrequently done by historianiS, 
but from the standpoint of the conditions which gav·e rise to that 
system or that social movement and with which they are con
nected.· 

The slave system would be senseles~S, stupid and unnatural under 
modern conditions. But under the conditions of a disintegrating primi
tive communal system, the slave system is a quite understandable 
and natural phenomenon, since it represents an advance on the 
primitive communal system. 

The demand for a bourgeois-democratic republic when tsardom 
and bourgeois society exi~Stcd, as, let us say, in Russia in 1905, 
was a quite understandable, proper and revolutionary demand, 
for at that time a bourgeois republic would have meant a step 
forward. But now, under the conditions of the U.S.S.R., the de
mand for a hourgeoi~S-democra Lie republic would be a s·enseless 
and counter-revolutionary demand, for a bourgeois republic would 
be a retrograde step compared wilh the Soviet republic. 

Everything depends on the condi lions, time and place. 
It is clear that without such a historical approach to social 

phenomena, the existence and development of the science of his
tory is impossible, for only such an approach saves the science of 
history from becoming a jumbh~ of accidents and an agglomera
tion of most absurd mistakes. 

Further, if the world is in a state of constant movement and 
development, if the dying away of the old and the upgrowth of 
the new is a Jaw of development, then it is clear that there can be 
no "immutable" social systems, no "eternal principles" of private 
property and exploitation, no "eternal ideas" of the subjugation of 
the peasant to the landlord, of the worker to the capit~list. 

Hence, the capitali.st system can be replaced by the Socialist 
system, just as at one time the feudal system was replaced by 
the capitalist system. 

Hence, we must not base our orientation on the strata of 
society which are no longer developing, even though they at 
present constitute the predominant foree, but on those strata 
which are developing and hava a future before them, even though 
they at present do not constitute the predominant force. 

In the eighties of the past century, in the period of the strug
gle betwe<'n the Marxists and the Narodniks, the proletariat in 
RusiSia constituted an insignificant minority of the population, 
wherea-s the individual peasants constituted the vast majority of 
the population. But the proletariat was developing as a class, 
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whereas the peasantry as a cla>Ss was disintegrating. And just 
because the proletariat was developing as a class the Marxists 
based their orientation on the proletariat. And they were not mis
taken, for, as we know, the proletariat subsequently grew from an 
insignificant force into a first-rate historical and political force. 

Hence, in order not to ·err in policy, one mu>St Iook forward, 
not backward. 

Further, if the passing of slow quantitative changes into rapid 
and abrupt qualitative changes is a law of development, then it 
is clear that revolutions made by oppressed classes are a quite 
natural and inevitable phenomenon. 

Hence, the transition from capitalism to Socialism and the 
liberation of the working class from the yoke of capitalism cannot 
be effected by slow changes, by reforms, but only by a qualitative 
change of the capitalist sy-stem, by revolution. 

Hence, in order not to err in policy, one must be a revolution
ist, not a reformist. 

Further, if development proceeds by way of the disclosure of 
internal contradictions, by way of collisions between opposite 
forces on the ba-sis of these contradictions and so as to overcome 
these contradictions, then it is clear that the class struggle of the 
proletariat is a quite natural and inevitable phenomenon. 

Hence, we must not cover up the contradictions of the capital
ist system, but disclose and unravel them; we must not try to 
check the class struggle, but carry it to its conclusion. 

Hence, in order not to err in policy, one must pursue an un
compromising proletarian class policy, not a reformist policy of 
harmony of the interests of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, 
not a c'ompromisers' policy of "the growing of capitalism in~o 
Socialism." 

Such is the Marxist dialectical method when applied to social 
life, to the history of society. 

As to Marxist philosophical materialism, it is fundamentally 
the direct opposite of philosophical idealism. 

2) The principal features of Marxist philosophical materialism 
are us follows: 

a) Contrary to idealism, which regards the world as the em
bodiment of an "absolute idea," a "universal spirit," "conscious
ness," Marx's philo..sophical materialism holds that the world is 
by its very nature material, that the multifold phenomena of the 
world constitute different forms of matter in motion, that inter
connection and interdependence of vhenomena, as established by 
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the dialectical method, are a law of the development of lll\>V ini; 
matter, and that lhe world develops in accordance with the law;.; of 
motion of matter and stands in no need of a "universal spirit.'' 

"The materialistic uull<:>0k on nature," says Engels, ''means no more thau 
simply conceiving nature ,inst as it exist.-;, without any foreign admixture.'" 
(F. Engels, Ludwig Feuerbncll, Moscow 1934, p. 7'9, Appendix.) 

Speaking of the maleri:dist views of the aneiel1l philosopher 
Heraclitus, who hckf thai "lhe world, the a,Il in onP, wa•s not 
n·c·ated hy any god or any man, hut was, is and ever will be a 
living flame, syslemalieally flaring up and sy•slematieally dyinl:! 
dow11," Lenin commeul~: ".\ very good exposition of the rudi· 
meuls of dialeelie:ll m:llcriaii:.;m.'' ( l ,en in. Pltilosoplticul Notebooks, 
Hussiau edition, p. ~H8.) 

h) Conlrnry lo idt•nlism, w ltiell asserts tlw l only our mind 
really exists, and !hal the material world, being, nalnre, exists 
only 'in our mind, in our sensations, ideas and perceptions, th<' 
Marxist materialist philosophy holds that matter, nature, heing, 
is an objective reality ·exisling outside and independent of our 
mind; that maller is prim:u·y, si nee i I is l h(' souree of sensations, 
ideas, ilnind, ~111d that mind i·s seeondary, derivative, since it is a 
retlection of mallcr, a rdlcclion .of being; thnt thought is a product 
of matter which in its development has reached a high degree 
of perfedion, namely, of the brain, and lhe brain is the organ 
nf thought; and that tlH'rdore one cannot separate thought from 
maller wilhoul commii.Ling a grave error. Engels says: 

"The question of the relation of thinking to heing, the relation of spirit 
to nature," is ''the paramount <juestion of I he whole of philosophy .... Th!' 
answers which the philosophers gave to this qu•estion split them inlo two great 
camps. Those who ass,crt.cd the primacy of spirit to nature ... eompriscd the 
camp of idenlisw. The others, who r'"•garded nature as primary, belong to the 
various schools nf materialism." (Pp. 3G6-H7 of this volume. Stalin's italics.) 

And further: 

"The material, s•cnsuously perceptible world to which we ourselves belong 
is the only reality .... Our consciousuess and thinking, however suprasensuous 
they may see,nJ, are \he produd of a material, hodily org~m, the hrain. Malter 
is not a product of mind, but mind itself is me-rely the highest product of 
matter." (Ibid., p. 370.) 

Concerning ihe question of matter and thought, Marx says: 

"It is impossible to separate thought from maltP.r tlwl thinks. This matter 
is the substratum of all changes." (Ibid., p. 335.) 
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Describing the Marxi-st philosophy of materialism, Lenin says: 

"]Vfaterialism in general recognizes obJectively real being (matter) as inde
pendent of consciousness, sensation, experience. . . . Consciousness is only the 
reflection of being, at best an approximately true (adequate, ideally exact) 
reflection of it." (Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. XI, p. 377.) 

And further: 
---"Matter is that >vhich, a ding upon our sense-organs, produces sensation; 

matter is the objective reality given to us in sensation... . Malter, nature, 
being, the physical-is primary, and spi.ril, conseiousness, sensation, the 
psychical-is secondary." (Ibid., pp. 207-08.) 

-"The wmld p'cture is a picture -of how matter moves and of how 
'ma1tter thinks.'" (Ibid., p. 402.) 

-'·The braih is the organ of thougllt." (l/;id., p. 214.) 

c) Contrary to idealism, which denies the possibility of know
ing the world 'and its lavvs, .\vhich does not believe in the authen
ticity of our knowledge, does not recognize objective truth, and 
holds that the world is· full of "things-in-themselves" that can 
never be known to science, Marxist philosophical materialism holds 
that the world and its laws are fully knowable, that our !knowl
edge of the laws of nature, tested by experiment ;and practice, 
i·s authentic knowledge having the validity of objective truth, and 
that there are no things in the world which are unknowable, but 
only things which ·are still not known, but which will be disclosed 
and made known by the efforts of science and practice. 

Criticizing the thesis of Kant and other idealists that the world 
is unknowable and that there .·are "things-in-themselves" which 
are unknowable, and defending the well-known materialist thesis 
that our knowledge is authentic knowledge, Engels writes: 

"The most telling refutation of this as of all other philosophical fancies 
is practice, viz., experiment and industry. If we are able to prove the correct
ness of our conception of a nalural process by making it ourselves, bringing 
it into being out of its conditions and using it for our own purposes ,into the 
bargain, then there is an end of the Kantian incomprehensible 'thing-in-itself.' 
The chemical substance<; produced in the bodies of plants and animals remained 
such 'things-in-themselves' until organic chemistry began to produce them one 
after another, whereupon the 'thing· in-itself' became a thing for us, as, for 
instance, alizarin, the colouring matter of the madder, which we no longer 
trouble to grow ,jn the madcler roots in the field, but produce much more 
cheaply and simply from coal !ar. For three hundred years the Copernican 
~olar system was a hypothesis, with a hundred, a thousand or ten thousand 
chances to one in its favour, but still always a hypothesis. But when Lever
rier, by means of the data provided by this system, not only deiluced the ne-
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cessity of the existence of an unknown planet, but also calculated the position 
in the hcm'eHs which this planet must necessarily occupy, and when Galle really 
found this plan>et, the Copernican system was proved:' (P. 368 of this volume.) 

Accusing Bogdanov, Bazarov, Yushkevich and the other follow
ers of Mach of fideism (a reactionary theory, which gives prefer
ence to reliance on faith rather than on science), and defending 
the well-known materialist thesis that our scientific knowledge of 
lhe laws of nature is authentic knowledge, and that the laws of 
science represent objective truth, Lenin says: 

"'Conkmporary 1idcism does not al all reject science; all it rejects is the 
·exaggerated claims' of sdence, Lo wit, its claim to objeelive truth. lf objective 
truth exists (as the materialists thin!,), if nalm·al science, retlecling the outer 
world in human 'experience,' is alone eapahle of giving us objective truth, 
then all lidcism is absolutely rdulPd." (Lenin, :-;elected Wol'ks, Vol. XI, p. 188.) 

Such, in brief, are the characleri5tic features of the Marxist 
pl1ilosophical materialism. 

It is easy to understand how immensely important ls the 
extension of the principles of philosophical materialism to the 
study of social life, of the hl•story of society, and how immensely 
important i.s the application of these principles to the history of 
society and to the practical activities of the party of the prole
tariat. 

If the connection between the phenomena of nature and their 
interdependence are laws of the development of nature, it follows, 
too, that the connection and interdependence of the phenomena 
of social life are laws of the development of society, and not 
something accidental. 

Hence, social life, the history of society, ceases to be an agglom
eration of "accidents," and becomes the history of the develop
ment of society according to regular laws, and· the study of the 
history of society becomes a science. 

Hence, the practical activity of the party of the proletariat 
must not be based on the good wishes of "outstanding individu
als," not on the dictates of "reason," "universal 1norals," etc .. , 
but on the laws of development of society and on the study of 
these laws. 

Further, if the world is knowable and our knowledge of the 
laws of development of nature is authentic knowledge, having the 
validity of objective truth, it follows that social life, the develop-
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ment of society, is also knowable, and that the data of science 
regarding the laws of development of society are authentic data 
having the validity of objective truths. 

Hence, the science of the history of society, despite all the 
complexity of. the phenomena of social life,. can become as precise 
a science as, let us say, biology, and capable of making use of 
the laws of development of society for practical purposes. 

Hence, the party of the proletariat should not guide itself in 
its practical activity by casual motives, but by the laws of develop
ment of society, and by practical deductions from these laws. 

Hence, Socialism is converted from a dream of a better future 
for humanity into a science. 

Hence, the bond between science and practical activity, be· 
tween theory and practice, their unity, should be the guiding star 
of the party of the proletariat. 

Further, if nature, being, the material world, is primary, and 
mind, thought, is secondary, derivative; if the material world 
represents objective reality existing independently of the mind of 
men, while the mind is a reflection of this objective reality, it 
follows that the material life of society, its being, is also primary, 
and .lits spiritual life secondary, clerivati ve, and that the material 
life of society is. an objective reality existing independently of the 
will of men, while the spiritual life of society is a ~reflection of 
this objective reality, a refl.ection of being. 

Hence, the source of formation of the spiritual life of society, 
the origin of social ideas, social theories, political views and 
political institutions, should not be sought for in the ideas, theo
ries, views' and political institutions them~Selves, but in the condi
tions of the material life of society, in social being, of which these 
ideas, iheories, views, etc., are the reflection, 

Hence, if in different periods of the history of society different 
social ideas, theories, views and political institutions are to be 
observed; ,if under the slave system we encounter certain social 
ideas, theories, views and political institutions, under feudalism 
others, and under capitalism others still, this is not to be ex
plained by the "nature," the "properties" of the ideas, theories, 
views and political institutions themselves, but by the different 
conditions of the material life of society at different periods of 
social development. 

Whatever is the being of a society, whatever are the conditions 
of material life of a society, such are the ideas, theories, political 
views and political institutions of that society. 
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In this connection, Marx says: 

"It is not the consciousness of men that uelerrnines their being, hut, on 
the contrary, their social being that determines their eonsciousness." (P. 300 
of this volume.) 

Hcnee, in order not to err ir~ policy, jn order not to flnd itself 
in the position of idle dreamers, the party of the proletariat must 
not base its activities on abstract "princi})\es of human reason," 
but on Lhe concrete conditions of the nmterial life of society, as 
the det,crmining force of social development; not on the good 
wishes of "great men," but on the real needs of development 
of the material life of society. 

The fall of Lhe utopians, including Lhe Narodniks, Anarchists 
and Soeialisl-Hcvolnlionaries, was due, among other things, to tlw 
fnet !hal tlwy did not rceogniz.e lhe primary role which the 
eondilions or the malerinL life of society play in the development 
of society, and, sinking to idealism, did not base their practical 
nclivilies on Lhe need·s of the development of the material life 
of society, hut, imlependeully of and in spite of these needs, on 
''ideal plaus" and "all-embracing projects" divorced from lhe real 
life of society. 

The strength and vilalily of Marxism-Leninism lies in the fact 
that iL docs base ils practical activity on the needs of the develop
ment of Lhe material life ·Of socieliy :md never divorces itself from 
the real life of society. 

H docs not follow from Marx's words, howev<'I~, dtal social 
ideas, theories, political views and political insHtutions are of no 
•significance in the li[e of society, that they do not reciprocally 
afi'ect social being, the developm·cnt of the material conditions of 
the life of society. We have been speaking so far of the origin 
of social ideas, theories, ,views and politica,l institutions, of the 
way they arise, of the fact that the spiritual life of society is a 
reflection of the conditions of its material life. As regards the 
significance of social ideas, theories, views and political institu
tions, as regards their l'Ole in history, historical materialism, far 
from denying them, stre•sses the role and importance of these 
factors in the life of ,society, in its history. 

There are difi'erent kinds of social ideas and theories, There 
are old 1deas and theories which have outlived .their day ,and 
whiCh serve the intereshs of the moribund forces of society. Their 
significance lies in the fact that they hamper the development, 
the progrPss of society. Then there are new and advanced ide~s 
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and theories which servf:' the interests of the advanced forces of 
society. Their significance lies in the fact that they facilitate the 
development, the progress .of society; and their significance is the 
greater the more accurately they reHect the needs of development, 
of the material life of society. 

New social ideas and theories arise only after the develop
ment ·of the material life of society has •set new tasks before 
society. But once they have arisen they become a most potent 
force which facilitrates the carrying out of the new tasks set by 
the development of the material life of society, a force which 
facilitates the progress of society. It i•s precisely here that the 
tremendous organizing, mobilizing and transforming value of new 
ideas, new theories, new political views and new political insti~ 

tutions manifes'is itself. New social ideas and theories arise precise
ly because they are necessary to society, because it is impossible 
to carry out the urgent task's of development of the material. life 
of society without their organizing, mobilizing and transforming 
action. Arising out of the new tasks set by .the development of 
the material life of society, the new social ideas and theories force 
their way through, become the possession of the masses, mobilize 
and organize them against the moribund forces of society, and 
thus facilitate the overthrow of these forces, which hamper the 
development of the material life of society. 

Thus social ideas, theories and political in•stitutions, having 
arisen on the basis of the urgent tasks of the development of the 
material life of society, the development of social being, them
selves then react upon •social being, upon the material life of 
•society, creating the conditions necessary for completely carrying 
out the urgent tasks of the material life of society, and for J'en
dering its further development possible. 

In this connection Marx says: 

"Theory he·comes a material force as soon as tit has gripped the mass,es." 
(Zur Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsplzilosopliie.) 

Hence, in order to !be able to influence the conditions of 
material life of society and to accelerate their development and 
their improvement, the party of the proletariat must rely upon 
such ,3! social theory, 'such a social idea as correctly reflects 
the needs of development of the material life or society, and 
which is therefove capable of setting into motion broad mass,es 
of the people >and of mobilizing them and organizing them into 
a great army of the proletarian party, Jmepared to smash the 

G-/60 
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reactionary forces and to clear the way for the advanced forces 
of society. 

The fall of the "'Economists" .and Mensheviks was due .among 
other things to the fact that they did not recognize the mobilizing, 
organizing and transforming role of advanced theory, of advanced 
ideas and, sinking to vulgar materialism, r<:>duced the role of 
these factors almost to nothing, thus condemning the Party to 
passivity and inanition. 

The strength and vitality of Marxism-Leninism is derived from 
the fact that it relies upon an advanced theory which correctly re
tliects 1the needs of development of the material life of ~Society, 

that it elevates theory to a proper level, and that it deems it its 
duty to utilize every ounce of the mobilizing, organizing and trans
forming power of this theory. 

That is the answer historical materialism gives to the question 
of the relation between social being and social consciousness, he
tween the conditions of development of material lif.e and the 
development of the spiritual life of society. 

3) Historical Materialism. 
It now remains to elucidate HlC following question: what, from 

the viewpoint of historical materialism, is meant by the "condi
tions of material life of society" which in the flnal analysis 
determine the physiognomy of society, its ideas, views, political 
inslilutions, etc.? 

What, after all, are these "conditions of material life of so
ciety," whal. are their distinguishing features? 

There can be no doubt that the concept "condition~ of material 
life of society" includes, first of all, nature which surrounds 
society, geographical environment, which is one of the indispens
able and constant conditions of material life of society and which, 
of course, influences the development of society. Wha't role does 
geographi,cal environment play in the development of society? lcs 
g,e:ographical environment the chief force determining the physi
ognomy of society, the character of the social system of man, the 
transition from one system to another? 

Historical materialism answers this question in the negative. 
Geographical environment is unquestionably one of the .constant 

and indispensable conditions of development of society and, of 
course, influences the development of society, accelerates or re
tards its development. But its influence is not the determining 
influence, inasmuch las the changes and development of society 
proceed at an incomparably faster rate than the changes and de-
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velopment of geographkal environment. In the space of three thou· 
sand years three different .social systems have been successively 
superseded in Europe: the primitive communal system, the slave 
system and the feudal system. In the eastern part of Europe, in 
the U.S.S.R., even four social systems have been superseded. Yet 
during this period geographical conditions in Europe have either 
not changed at all, or have changed so slightiy >that geography 
takes no note of them. And that is quite natural. Changes in geo
graphical environment of any importance require millions of years, 
whereas a few hundred or a couple of thousand years are enough 
for even very important changres in the ,system of human society. 

It follows from this that geographical environment cannot be 
the chief cause, the determining cause of social development, for 
that which remains almost unchanged in the course of tens of 
thousands of years ·cannot .be the chief cause of development of 
that .which undergoes fundamental changes in the course of a 
few hundred years. 

Further, there can be no doubt that the concept "conditions of 
material life of society" also includes growth of population, den
sity of population of one degree or another, for people are an es
sential element of the conditions of material life of society, and 
without a definite minimum number of people there can be no 
material life of society. Is not growth of population the chief force 
that determines the character of the social system of man? 

Historical materialism answers this question too in the negative. 
Of course, growth of population does influence the development 

of society, does facilitate or retard the development of society, 
bu't it cannot be the chief force of ·deve,lopment of society, and 
its influence on the development of society cannot be the determin
ing influence because, by itself, growth of population does not fur
nish the clue to the question why a given social system is replaced 
precisely by such and such a new system and not by another, why 
the primitive communal system is succeeded precisely by the slave 
system, the slave system by the feudal system, and the feudal sys
tem by the bourgeois system, and not by some other. 

If growth of population were the determining force of social 
development, then a higher density of population would be bound 
to give rise to a correspondingly higher type of social system. But 
we do not find this to be the case. The density of population in 
China is four times as great as in the U.S.A., yet i:he U.S.A. stands 
higher than China in the scale of s:Ocial development, for in China 
a semi~feudal system still pr.evails, whereas the U.S.A. has long ago 

6* 
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reached the highest stage of development of capitalism. The den
sity of population in Belgium is nineteen times as great as in the 
U.S.A., and twenty-six times as great as in the U.S.S.R. Yet the 
U.S.A. stands, higher than Belgium in the scale of social develop
ment; and as for the U.S.S.R., Belgium lags a whole historical 
epoch behind this country, for in Belgium the capitalist system 
prevails, whereas the U.S.S.R. has already done away with capitnl
ism and has set up a Socialist .system. 

It follows from this that growth of population ios not, and can
not be, the chief force of development of society, the force which 
determines the character of the social system, the physiognomy of 
sociely. 

a) 'Whal, then, is lhe chief force in the complex of conditions 
of material life of soeiety which determines Lhe physiognomy ot' 
soeidy, the eharacler of the soeial syst.L'Ill, 1hc development of so
ciety from one f!yslcm io another? 

This force, historieal materialism holds, is the method of pro
curing Uzc mcuns oj' li/e necessary for human existence, the mode 
o)' production ol material valzws--food, clothing, footwear, houses, 
fuel, i I!S! I'll lllf'lll..<; of production, etc.-- --which lll'C indispensahle for 
!he life and development of socidy. 

In on!e1· lo live, people must have food, clothing, footwear, 
shelter, fuel, etc.; in order lo have these material values, people 
musl produce them; and in order lo produce them, peopk musl 
have Lhe inslrnmenls of produelion with which food, clothing, fool
wear, sltdtcr, fuel, de., :1rc prodneed; they must be able to pro
duce these instruments and to use them. 

The instruments of production wherewith material values are 
produced, the people who operate the instruments of productiou 
and carry on lhc production of material values thanks to a certain 
production experience and labour skill-all these elements jointly 
con•stitute the productiue forces of society. 

But the productive forces are only one aspect of production, 
only one aspect of the mode of production, an aspect that expresses 
the relation of men to the objects. and forces of nature which they 
make use of for the production of material values. Another aspect 
of pr-oduction, another aspect of the mode of production, is the re
lation of men to each other in the process of production, men's 
relations o)' production. Men carry on a struggle against nature 
and utilize nature for the production of material values not in 
isolation from each other, not as separate individuals, but in com
mon, in groups, in sodeties. Production, therefore, is at all times 
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and under all. conditions social production: In the production of 
material values men enter into mutual relation of one ldnd or 
another within production, into relations of production of one kind 
or another. The.se may be relations of co-operation and mutual help 
between people who are free from exploitation; they may be rela
tions of domination and subordination; and, lastly, they may be 
transitional from one form of relations of production to another. 
But whatever the character of the relations of production may be, 
always and in every system, they constitute just as essential an 
element of production as the productive forces of society. 

"In production," Marx says, "men not only act on nature Lut also on one 
another. They prorluce only by co-operating in st certain way and mutually 
exchanging their activities. In order to produce, they enter into definite con
nections and relations with one another and only within these social connec
tions and relations does their action I'll nature, does production, take place." 

(P. 211 of this volume.) 

Consequently, production, the mode of production, embraces 
both the productive forces of society and men's relations of pro
duction, and is thus the embodiment of their unity in the process 
of production of material values. 

b) The first feature of production is that it never stays at one 
point for a long time and is always in a state of change and de
v-elopment, and that, furthermore, changes in the mode of produc
tion inevitably call forth changes in the whole social system, social 
ideas, political views and political institutions-they C'lll forth a 
reconstruction of ~he whole social and political order. At different 
stages of development people make use of different modes of pro
duction, or, to put it more crudely, lead different manners of life. 
In the primitive commune there is one mode of production, under 
slavery there is :another mode of production, under feudalism a 
third mode of production, and so on. And, correspondingly, men's 
social system, the spiritual life of men, their views and political 
institutions also vary. 

\Vhatever is the mcde of production of a society, such in the 
main is the society its~~lf, its ideas and theories, its political views 
and institutions. 

Or, to put it moi·<~ crudely, whatever is man's manner of life, 
such is his manner of thought. 

This means that the history of development of society is above 
all the history of the development of production, the history of the 
modes of production which succeed each other in the course of 
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centuries, the history of the development of productive forces and 
of people's relations of production. 

Hence, the history of social development is at the same time 
the history of the producers of material values themselves, the his
tory of the labouring masses, who are the chief force in the process 
of production and who carry on the production of material values 
necessary for the existence of socie'ty. 

Hence, if historical science is to be a real sci<ence, it can no 
longer n~duce ;the his·tory of social development to the actions of 
kings and generals, to the actions of "conquerors" and "subjuga
tors" of states, but must above all devote itself to 'the hi~Story of 
the producers of material values, the history of the labouring 
masses, the history of peoples. 

Hence, the clue to the study of the laws of history of society 
must not be sought in men's minds, in the views and ideas of 
society, hut in the mode .of production practised by society in any 
given historical period; it must he sought in the economic life of 
society. 

Hence, the prime ta\Sk of historical science is to sludy and dis
dose the laws of production, the laws of development of the pro
ductive forces and of the relations of production. rthe laws of 
economic development of society. 

lienee, if lhe party of the prol<'fariat is to be a real part.y, it 
must above all acquire a knowledge of the laws of development of 
prodnclion, of the: laws of economic development of society. 

Hence, if it is not to err in policy, the party of the proletariat 
must holh in drafting· its program and in its practical activities 
proceed primarily from the laws of development of production, 
from the laws of economic development of society. 

c) Tbe second feature of production is that its changes and 
development alw:1ys bPgin with changes and development of thi~ 

produclive forces, and in the first place, with changes and 9.evelop
ment of the instruments of production. Productive forces are there
fore the most mobile and revolutionary element of production. 
First the productive forces of society change and develop, and 
then, depending on these changes and in conformity with them, 
men's relations of production, their economic rrelations, change. 
This, however, does not mean that the relation~'> of production do 
not influence the development of the productive forces and that 
the latter are not dependent on the former. While their develop· 
ment is dependent on the development of the productive forces, the 
relations of production in their turn react upon the development 
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of the productiv,e forces, accelerating or retarding it. In this con
nection it should be noted that the relations of production cannot 
for too long a time lag behind and be in a state of contradiction 
to the growth of the productive forces, inasmuch as the productive 
forces can develop in full measure only when the relations of pro
duction correspond to the character, the state, of the productiv~ 
forces and allow full scope for their development. Therefore, how
ever much the relations of production may lag behind the devel
opment of the productive forces; they must, sooner or later, eome 
into correspondence with-and actually do come into correspond
ence with-the level of development of the productive forces, the 
character of the productive forces. Otherwise we would havfl a 
fundamental violation of the unity of the productive forces and 
the relations of production within the system of production, a dis
ruption of production as a whole, a crisis of production, a destruc
tion of productive forces. 

An instance in which the relations of production do not ~or

respond to the character of the productive forces, conflict with 
them, is the economic crises in capitalist countries, where private 
capitalist ownership of the means of production is in glaring in
congruity with the social character of the process of production, 
with the character of the productive forces. This results in eco
nomic crises, which lead to the destruction of productive forces. 
Furthermore, this incongruity itself constitutes the economic basis 
of social revolution, the purpose of which is to destroy the exist
ing relations of production and to cveate new relations of produc
tion corre,sponding to the character of the productive forces·. 

In contrast, an instance in which the relations of production 
completely correspond to the character of the productive forces is 
the Socialist national economy of the U.S.S.R., where the social 
ownership of the means of production fully corresponds, to the 
social character of the process of produc,tion, and where, because 
of this, economic crises and the destruction of productive forces 
are unknown. 

Consequently, the productive forces are not only the most mo
bile and revolutionary element in production, but are also the 
determining element in the development of production. 

Whatever are the productive forces, such must be the relations 
of production. 

While the state of the productive forces furnishes an answer to 
the question-with what instruments of production do men produce 
the material values they need ?-the state of the relations of pro--
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duction furnishes the answer Lo another question--~who owns lhr 
means of prodllction (the lund, forests, waters, mineral resources, 
raw materials, instruments of production, production premises, 
means of transportation and communication, etc.) who commands 
the means of producticon, whether the whole of s~ciety, or individ
ual persons, groups, or classes which utilize them for the exploi· 
tation of other persons, groups or classes'? 

Here is a rough picture of the development of productive forces 
from ancient times· to our day. The transition from crude stOJW 
tools to the bow and arrow, and the accompanying transition from 
the life of hunters to the domestication ·of animals and primitive 
pasturage; the transition fro111 stone tools to m(~tal tools (Lhe iron 
axe, the wooden plough fith·d wilh an iron colter, etc.), with a cor-
responding transition to tillage and agriculture; a further improve
ment in mdal tools for Lhe working up of materials, lhe introduc
tion of the hlacl<smith's bellows, the introduction of pottery, with 
a corresponding development of handicrafts, the separation of 
handicrafts from agriculture, the development of an independent 
handicraft industry and, subsequently, of manufacture; the transi
tion from handicrafl tools to machines and the transformation of 
handicraft :md manufaelun• into machine industry; the transilion 
to the machine system and Lhc rise of modern large-scale machine 
industry-such is a general and far from complete picture of the 
development of the productive forces of society in the course of 
man's hislory. H will lw dear thai the development and improve
JUcnt of llw inslnwu•nls of production was -errected by men who 
were rdatl'd lo produeliou, and not indcp<~ndenUy of men; and. 
consequen-tly, the change and development of the instruments ol 
production was accompanied 'by a change and devdopment of 
men, as the mc>st important clement of the productive forces, by 
a clwngl~ and development of their production experience, their 
labour skill, their ability to handle the instruments of production. 

In conformity with tlw change and development of the produc
tive forces of society in the course of history, men's relations of 
production, their econom.ic relations, also changed and developed. 

Five main types of relations of production are known to his
lory: primitive co11nmunal, slave, feudal, capitalist and Socialist. 

The basi>S of the relations of production under the primitive 
communal system is· that the meaus of rroduction are socially 
owned. This in the main corresponds to the character of the pro
ductive forces of that period. Stone tools, and, later, the bow and 
arrow, precluded the possibility of men individually combating 
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the forces of nature and beasts of prey. In .order to gather the 
fruits of the for,est. to catch fish, to build some sort of habitation, 
men were obliged to work in common if they did not want to die 
of starvation, or fall victim to beasts of prey or to neighbouring 
societies. Labour in common led to the common ownership of the 
means of production. as well as of the fruit's of production. Here 
the conception of p~ivate ownership or' the means of production 
did not yet exist, •except for the personal ownership of certain 
implements of production which were at the same time means 
of defence against beasts of prey. Here there was no exploitation, 
no cla•sses. 

The basis of the relations of production under the .slave system 
is that the slave owner owns the means of production; he also 
owns the worker in production--the slave, whom he can sell, 
purchase, or kill a•s though he were an animal. Such relations of 
production in the main correspond to the state of the productive 
forces of that period. Instead of stone lools, men now have metal 
tools at their command; instead of the wretched and primitiv·e 
husbandry of the hunter, who knew neither pasturage nor tillage, 
there now appear pasturage, tillage, handicrafts, and a division 
of labour between these branches of production. There appears the 
possibility of the exchange of products between individuals and 
between societies, of the .accumulation of wealth in the hands of 
a few, the actual accumulation of the means of production in the 
hands of a minor'ity, and the possibility of subjugation of the 
majority by a minority and the conversion of the majority into 
s•laves. Here we no ;longer find the common and free labour of all 
nwmbers of society in the production process-here there prevails 
the forced ,labour of slave1s, who are exploited by the non-labouring 
slave owners. Here, therefore, there is no common ownership of 
the means of production or of the fruits of production. It is replaced 
by private owner>ship. Here the slave owner appears as the prime 
and principal property owner in the full sens•e of the term. 

Rich and poor, exploiters and exploited, people with full rights 
and people with no rights, and a fierce class struggle between them 
--such is the picture of the slave system. 

The basis of the relations of production under the feudal system 
is that the feudal lord owns the means of production and does 
not fully o'vn th·e worker i11 production~~the s:erf, '\vhom tl1e feudal 
lord can no longer kill, but whom he can buy and sell. Alongside 
of feudal ownership there exists individual ownership by the peas
ant and the handicraftsman of his implements ·of production and 
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his private ,enterprise based on his personal labour. Such relations 
of production in the main correspond to the state of the produc
tive forces of that period. Further improvements in the smelting 
and working of iron; the spread of the iron plough and the loom; 
the further development of agriculture, horticulture, viniculture and 
dairying; the appearance of manufactories .alongside of the handi· 
eraft workshops-such are the characteristic features of the state 
of the productive forces. 

The new productive forces demand that the labourer shall 
display some kind of initiative in production and an inclination 
for work, an interest in work. The feudal lord therefore discardiS 
the slave, as a labourer who has no interest in work and is entire
ly without initiative, ~nd prefers to deal with the serf, who has 
his own husbandry, implements of production, and a certain inter
est in work essential for the cultivation of the land and for thC' 
payment in kind of a part of his harvest to the feudal lord. 

Here private ownership is further developed. Exploitation is 
nearly as severe as it was under slavery-it is only slightly mit
igated. A class stmggle between exploiters and exploited is the 
principal feature of the feudal system. 

The basis of the relations of production under the ·capitalist 
system is that the capitalist owns the means of production, hut 
uot the workers in produetion-thc wage labourers, whom the 
capitalist can neither kill nor sell because they are personally free, 
but who ,are deprived of means of production and, in order lllOL 

to die of hunger, arc obliged to sell their labour power to the 
capitalist and to bear the yoke of exploitation. Alongside of capital
ist property in the mcanls of production, we find, at first on a 
wide scale, private property of the peasants and handicraftsmen in 
the means of production, these peasants and handicraftsmen no 
longer being serfs, and their private property being based 0111 person· 
al labour .. In place of the handicraft workshops and manufactories 
there appear huge mills and factories equipped with machinery. 
In place of the manorial estates tilled by the primitive implement~ 
of production of the peasant, there now appear large capitalist 
farms run on scientific lines and supplied with agricultural ma
chinery. 

The new productive forces I'equire that the workers in produc
tion shall be better educated and more intelligent than the down
trodden and ignorant serfs, that they be able to understand machin
ery and operate it properly. Therefore, the capitalists prefer to 
deal with wage workers, who are free from the bonds of serfdom 
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and who are educated enough to be a'ble properly to operate 
machinery. 

But having developed productive forces to a tremendous extent, 
capitalism has become enmeshed in contradictions which it is un
able to solve. By producing larger and larger quantities of ~om
modities, and reducing their prices, capitalism intensifies compe
tition, ruins the maiSs of small and medium private owners, con~ 
verts them into proletarians and reduces their purchasing power, 
with the result that it becomes impossible to dispose of the com
modities produced. On the other rhand, by expanding production 
and concentrating millions of workers in huge mills and factories, 
capitalism lends the process of production a social character and 
thus undermines its own foundation, inasmuch as the social charact
er of the process of production demands the social ownership of 
the means of production; yet the means of production remain 
private capitalist property, which is incompatible with the social 
character, of the process of production. 

These irrPccncilable contradictions between the character of 
the productive forces and the relations of production make them
selves felt in periodical crises of overproduction, when the capital
ists, finding no effective demand for their goods owing to the ruin 
of the mass of the population which they themselves have brought 
about, are compelled to burn products, destroy manufactured 
goods, suspend production, and destroy productive forces at a time 
when millions of people are forced to suffer unemployment and 
starvation, not ;because there ar'e not )enough goods, but because 
there is an overproduction of goods. 

This means that the capitalist relations of production have 
ceased 1o correspond to the state of productive forces of society 
and have come into irreconcilable contradiction with them. 

This means that capitalism is pregnant with revolution, whose 
mission it itl to replace the existing capitalist ownership of the 
means of production by Socialist ownership. 

This means that the main feature of the capitalist system is 
a most acute class struggle between the exploiters and the exploited. 

The basis of the relations of production under the Socialisl 
system, which so far has been established only in the U.S.S.R., 
is the social ownership of the means of production!. Here there 
are no longer exploiters and exploited. The goods produced are 
distributed according to labour performed, on the principle: He 
who does not work, neither shall he eat." Here the mutual rela
tions of people in the process of production are marked by com-
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radely co-aperation and the Socialist mutual assistance of workers 
who are free from exploitation. Here the relations of production 
fully correspond to the state of productive forces, for the social 
character of the process of production is reinforced by the social 
ownership of the means of production. 

For this reason Sociali·st production in lhe U.S.S.R. knows no 
periodical crises of overproduction and their aceompanying absurd
ities. 

For this reason, the productive forces here develop at an ac
celerated pace, for the relations of production that correspond to 
them offer full scope for such development. 

Such is the picture of' the development of men's relations of 
produclion in the course of human history. 

Sueh is Uw deJwn(lence of lhe development of lhe relations of 
production on the d(~velopmenl: of the productive forces of sotiety, 
and primarily, on the development of the instruments of produe
tion. the dependence by virtue of which the changes and develop· 
ment of the productive forces sooner or later lead to correspond
ing changes and development of the relations Hf production. 

"Tlw us" and fabriealion or ins{rumeu1s of labour,"l says Marx, "although 
:·xi.,ling in llw germ among ,.,,,·!:lin spt:cips of animals, is specifieally ehnraelf'r. 

i., I i<o or I he llllnwn ln hour· proc<'ss, a ud J<'ra n kl in lherel'ore de lines man as a 

lool-maki,ng animal. Belies of 'by-gone instruments of labour possess the sumP 
importance for Ill!' invt·sligalion of <'XIincl econOJJlieal forms of society, as do 

fossil lHJtws l'or Ill.". dd-t·nnin:tl;on or •·xlind sjH~eics ol' auimals. ll is not 
the ::utiel!'s m:Hlt~, hul how !hey are matfl,, :11Hl hy what instruments, thai 

enables us lo tii.~lingui·sh dill'erenl eeouomical epochs. lnslnwwnls of labour nol 

<>nly supply a standard of the d('gr·et' of development to which human Jah<•Ur 
has atl.ained, hut lhcy are also indiealors of llte soe.ial eonditions under which 
that labour is carried ou." (Karl 1\ilarx, CapilHI, Vol. I, p. 1G\l.) 

And furlher: 

-"Soc.ial relatit1ns are elosely hound up wilh prodnC'tivc fore~.s. In acquir· 
ing new productive forces men change their mode of }Jroduction; :md .in 

changing their mode of production, in changing the way of earning theit 
living, they change all their social rdalions. The ltand-mill ~~iv~s you society 
with the feudal lord; the steam-mill, society with the indu;,.trial capitalist." 
(Karl MHl'X, The Povel'ly of Philosophy, Moscow 1935, p. 92.) 

-"Ther~ ,js a ·continual movement of growth in prorluetive forces, of 
destruction in social relations, Dl' formation in ideas: the only immutable thing 
is the abstraction of movement." (1/Ji·d., p. \:l:'l.J 

1 By instruments of labour Ma·rx has in mind primarily instruments of 
proctudion.--J. S. 
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Speaking of historical materialism as formulated in the Com
nnm:ist Mmlifest.o, Engels says: 

"Economic production and the structure of society of every historical 
epoch necessarily arising therefrom constitut2 the foundation for the political 
and intellectual history of that epoch; ... consequently (ever since the dis
solution of the primeval communal ownership of land) all history has been 
a history of class struggles, of struggles between exploitecl and exploiting, be
tween dominated and dominating classes at various stages of social evolution; 
... this struggle, however, has now reached a stage where the exploited and 
oppressed class (the proletariat) can no longer eni.ancipate itself from the 

.class which explaHs and oppresses it (the bourgeoisie), without at the same 
time forever freeing the whole of society from exploitation, oppression and 
class struggles." (Prefaoe to the German 188;'! etlition of the Communist Mani
festo-pp. 100-01 of this volume.) 

d) The third feature of production is that the rise of ne\Y 
productive forces and of the relations of production corresponding 
to them does not 'lake plac•: oSeparately from the old system, after 
the disappearance of the old system, but within the old .system; 
it takes place not as a result ef Hre deliberab and cons~ious 
activity of ma~n, but spontaneously, unconsciously, independently 
of the will of man. It takes place spontaneously a:nJd independently 
of the will of man for two reasons. 

Firstly, because men are not free to choose one mode of 
production or another, because as every new genera:tion enters life 
it finds productive forces and relations of production already 
existing as the result of 'the work of former generations, owing to 
which it i~S obliged at first to accept and adapt itself to everything 
it finds ready made in the sphere of producrtion in order to be 
able to produce material values. 

Secondly, because, when improving one instrument of produc
tion or another, one element of the productive forces or another, 
men do not realize, do not understand or stop to reflect what 
social results these improvements will lead to, but only think of 
their everyday interests, of lightening their labour and of securing 
some direct and tangible advantage for themselves. 

When, gradually and gropingly, certain members of primitive 
communal society pas,sed from the use of stone tools to the use 
of iron tools, they, of course, did not know and did not stop to 
reflect what social results this innovation would lead to; they 
did not understand or realize 'that the change to metal tools meant 
a revolution in production, that it would in the long run lead 
to the slave system. They simply wanted to lighten 'their labour 
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and secure an immediate and tangible advantage; their conscious 
activity was confine.d within the narrow bounds of 1his everyday 
personal interest. 

When, in the period .of the feudal system, the young bourgeoi
sie of Europe began to erect, alongside of the small guild work
shops, large manufactories, and 1thus advanced the productive 
forces of ·socie:ty, it, of com'>Se, .did not know and did not stop 
to reflect what soda1l consequences th'is innovation would lead t·o; 
it did not realize or understand that this "small" innovation would 
lead to a regrouping of social forces which was to end in a revo
lution both against the power of kings, whose favours it so highly 
valued, and against the nobility, to whose ranks its foremost 
representatives not infrequently aspired. It simply wanted to lower 
the cost of producing goods·, to throw larger quantities of goods 
on the markets' .of Asia and ,of recently discovered America, and 
to make bigger profits Its conscious activity was confined within 
the narrow bounds of this commonplace practical aim. 

When the Russian capitalists, in conjunction with foreign cap· 
italists, energetically implanted modern large-scale machine indus
try in Russia, while leaving tsardom intact and turning the peasants 
over to the tender mercies of the landlords, they, of course, aid 
not know and did not stop to reflect what social consequences tl 's 
extensive growth of productive forces would lead to; they did nd 
realize or understand that this big leap in the realm of the produc
tive forces of society would lead to a regrouping of social forces 
lhat would enable the proletariat lo effect a union with the peas
antry and to bring about a victorious Socialist revolution. They 
simply wanted to ·expand industrial production to the limit, to 
gain control of the huge home market, to become monopolists, and 
to squeeze as much profit as possible out of the national economy. 
Their conscious activity did not extend beyond their commonplace, 
strictly practical interests. Accordingly, Marx says: 

"In the social production of their life, [that is, in the llroduction of the 
material values nceessary to the life of men-J. S.] mern enter into definite 
relations that are indispensable and independent1 of their will; these relations 
of production correspond lo a definite stage of development of their material 
forces of production." (P. 300 of this volume.) 

This, however, does not mean that changes in the relations 
of production, and the transition from old relations of production 
to new relations of production p1roceed smoothly, without conflicts, 

1 My italics.-!. S. 
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without upheavals. On the co11trary, £~l1tth '3. trai).sition usually 
tak~s plase .. 1JY.. ~e~~s of the rey()Iution~ry l()yerJlrm.\V. of the old 
,relations of p.rodJJ.ction and the establi~hn1ent ()f new relations of 
I!r.o(luclion. Up to a certain period the development of the pro
duCtive forces and the changes in the r·ealm of the relations of 
production proceed spontaneously, independently of the will of 
men. But that is so only up to a certain moment, until the new 
and developing productive forces have reached a proper state of 
maturity. After the new productive forces have matured, the exist
ing relations of production and their upholders-:!h,twm~L~~,il;~ses 
--:be~ome .. tQ.~t "insuperable" obstacle ~hic,h . c~n only lJe removed 

~T"tk~~e~d~~~~~~-1·;~~~t6~~fro~~B.~~ra~c~~!·~~l~u~; .·.8~i··i~0~~f~e r~~!~ 
the tremenaous . role: "of he'v social ideas, of new political institu
tlon;:"'";;r~···'ii.'e'Wpoiilica1"upower:'""wllose''illission it is to abolish by 
force the old relations of production. Out of the conflict between 
the new productive forces and the old relations of production, out 
of the new economic demands of society, there_arise .11ew social 
ig~Jil,.s.; the new ideas organize and mobilize th~· ;:;t~~~e~·; t:h'e 'masses 
become welded into a new political army, create a new revolution
ary power, and make use of it to abolish by force the old system 
of relations of production, and to firmly establish the new system. 
The spontaneous process of development yields place to the con-

scious· aotion•s of men, P~!l~~!!t!~:£t:X~l£J?.~$.,!!l.,."'t_9'",,YL9.L~ntJm~~t:tval, 
evolution to rt'volution. · · · · · , ' · · 

' ~ .... ,-.;i~~*"!i·")'-··~"'-"*~'"'"i'i""".t<}'!{..:;;•,i.i~~;.<i.0"'"""""'"",~,: -:~ 

"., "Th~ P-roletariat," says Marx~ ''du~ing its contest with the bourgeoisie is 

\c~~p.el~~ .• ~'Y~::~~i:7~!:£~:::oCci,fcTI;i]:1s!~~~e.K~'i<i:§~ijL¥~J!~~eJL~§.,.~ ~~~~; ... by 
J:!l,!e.a)::g; , Qf . 11 J::~X!Jl.ll!i<>cn, it }l1q.k~s itself the . .ruljng .~l:J,!iS, .. !!Ji!\1,,.,_11,~ .. · ~:g£h, . sweeps 
a~.llJL.i,qx.c,e-t;b.e, • .Qld.,$,QUdi!;i()JJ§,..A-C,m:ooY,cti9n.'; (The Comnwni~t M;;~ij;sto-
p,. tSJ.p(.Jhi~ ,volume.) 

And further: 
-"The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by degrees, 

all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralize all instruments of production 
in the hands of the state, i.e., of the proletariat organized as the ruling class, and 
to increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as possible." (Ibid., p. 129.) 

--".EQJ:J.;ll,J.~ .. JJJL~l,_li~wif:e. of eve~y qld, ,~.f>.!;i,\l,tY prl)g~.:.\fll. with ~ R:I:.:~:L?,ne." 
vKf!,~:,LM~Ee• .f:~pjt!!~S-2l:.c.!r.J?:,,~76.) . .. 

Here is the brilliant formulation of the essence of historical 
materialism given by Marx in 1859 in his bjs.tm.:ie: Preface to his 
fa1nous b()ok, Critique~~fi?;~(Jrr:;;;zy~'o""·.''·'···- ·· '"'~"'·······~··" 

"In tile s.o~;W proditcti'o~ of th:tiir life, men .e11ter in.to. 4efinite relations 
that are indispensable and independent of their will; these relations of 
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production correspond .. lo a definite stage of development of their material 

forces of production. '~·!HL~~ffi .. tq~l., ~f . these . !:£A~·<:_ij,tJ,q...~~ls.Litu t"s 
the economic structure of society--f\lC .real foundatioi), on .. whiclt .dsJ:s a legal 

... __ ""' .. -.~.o·AA<'..ru'""""'"'"'"'""·''l'.'~'·"•··•':'"~·w~""l~>mAA*l;l!~ ·. -··· .... ·· 
ancl political stw~r~tri.Icttiri a1uCfo which corrcspon~.,.,,!!~.f~!.llt~ ••• J~~~~~~~·"!?!.social 
COII,~ci.()usness. The mode of production of material life determines the social, 

. political and intellectual life P. rocess i11 ge.nen1!. It is nnt t~e .. conseiotlSnPss 
· "~ ' .... ·~~ .. _, n .. _,·-:~i;,·' ......... $2 1 i~t ~0 iM MiJ PJ!II~,~-w"" " 

<Jf,.~l;.~J\.J}J,\1,~ .. 9r:terlll.~~c4 ... t~ei_r •• 1J~in!:(, .. B9!'"c'·!;J~!Jl~,!<~W.:x..,.~lM;M; •.• ~~,}?,eing 
that (lelermine~ their cOll~C~pUSlless. At a certain stage of their devl'lopmenl. 
the material productive forces in society come .in conflid with H1e existing 

reJa,tions of produelion, or-what is but a lcga,J expression for the samp 
thing-with lilC' properly relations wilhin which thry havp hl'(!ll at work be· 

fore. From forms of development of the produdiv•• force~ fhese rclalions 
turn ·into their feiiPrs. Th(•n hegins an epoch of soda\ revolution. \Vith the 
ehangc of tlw e;~onomie foundation the ent·ire imm<"lSt· superstrnr:lur,, is more 
or Jess rapidly transformed. In eousideriug such lransfonnnlions a dislinetion 
should always he tna<h helween the mal.orinl lransfnrmation .. r the f•t·.onomic· 
conditions of production, which c;~n he determined with llw pn!(•ision of 
naluntl sei••nee, and the legal, political, religious, !eslhetie or philosophie- .. in 

short, ideological forms in whieh men hecome conscious of this conllid and 
li1'ghl ·it out. :.Just as our opiuion of au indiYidnal is nol based 1.111 what hP 

lhinks of himself, so ean we not judge of such a period of trausforn~ation hy 

its own conscionsne.'>s; on the contrary, this consciousness m.usl be explaiiH'd 
rather from the contradictions of material life, from the existing conflict betW<'l'll 

the social productive forces and the relations of production. No sod•al .order 
\'ver rlisap]wars heforp all the produelivn foJ-ePs for which llwre is room in if 

have hecu developed; and new, higher relations of production never uppenr ht• 
fore the mul . .orial C<HHiilions of their exislcHc<' have matured in the womh '>f 

lhc old soeiely itself. TIH"rdore, lll:m kind always spts .itself only such tasks as 
it can solve; sine;,, looking al the maller mort~ olo.~cly, we will alwnys find 
that the task i\seH arises only whN1 lhe malerial <:ondilions •wecssary for its 

solution already exist or are at h'ast in the process of formation." (Pp. 300-01 
of lhis volume.) 

Such is Marxis·l. mat<:'rialism as applied to social life, Lo the 
history of society. 

Such ar,c the principal ft>aturcs of dialectical and historical 
materialism. 



Karl J.lJarx and Frederick Engels 

M~:IFES'FO OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY1 

PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION OF 1872 

We Communist League,2 an international association of 
workers, which could of course be only a >Secret one under ·the 
conditions obtaining at the time, commissioned us, the undersigned, 
at the Congress held in London in November 1847, to write for 
publication a detailed theoretical and practical program of the 
Party. Such was the origin of the following Manifesto, the manu
script of which travelled to London to be printed a few week•s 
before the February Revolulion.3 First published in German, it has 
been 1:~published in that language in at least twelve different 
editions in Germany, England and America. It was published in 
E:n,glish for the first time in 1850 in the Red Republican, London, 
translated by Miss Helen Macfarlane, and in 1871 in at least th1·ee 
different translations in America. A French version first appeared 
in Paris shortly before the June insurrection of 18484 and recently 
in Le Socialisle of New York. A new translation is in the course 
of preparation. A Polish version appeared in London shortly after 
it was first published in German. A Russian translation was pub
lished in Geneva in the 'sixties. Into Danish, too, i~ was translated 
shortly after its first appearance. 

However5 much the state ·Of things may have altered during 
the last twenty-five years, the general principles laid down in this 
1}/anifesto are, on the whole, as correct today as ever. Here and 

1 The Manifesto was written by Marx and Engels in German in December 
1847 to January 1848, and originally printed in London in 1848. The English 
version of 1888, reproduced here, was translated by S. Moore and edit•cd by 
Engels.--Ed. 

2 For further details see Engels, The llisto1·y of the Communist League, in 
Karl Marx, Selected Works, Vol. II, Moscow 1936.-Ed. 

3 The February Revolution in France, 1848.-Ed. 
4 The 'insurrection of the Paris workers. See Marx's The Class Struggle$ 

in France, 1848-50, in Karl Marx, Selected Works, Vol. II, Moscow 1936.- Ed. 
,; The passage from here to the Ias•t sentence ("right to alter") is given 

in Engels' version as cited in his preface to the 18S8 EngNsh edition.-Erl. 
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there some detail m.ight be improved. The practical application of 
Lhe principles will depend, as Lhe iVIanifesto itself states, every
where and at nll Limes, on the historical condilions for the time 
being exisliug, and, for that reason, no special stress is laid on the 
revolutionary measures proposed at the end of Section II. That 
passage would, in many respects, he very differently worded today. 
In view of the gigantic str,ides of modern industry since 1848, and 
of the accompanying improved and extended organization of thl' 
working class, 1 in view of the practical experience gained, first in 
the Fehrnary Bevolution, and then, still more, in the Paris Com-. 
mulle, where the proletariat for the first lime held political power 
l'or two whole months, this program has in some details become 
antiquated. One thing especially was proved by the Connnune, viz., 
that "the working-class cannot simply lay hold ol' the ready-made 
state machinery, and wield it for its own purposes." (Sec Tbe Civil 
War in Fronce,- Addres5' of the General Council of Lite lntemationul 
Wol'kiny i"Jen's ilssociulion, London, Truelove, 1871, p. 15, where 
lh\s poinC is further developed.) 2 Further, il is :;elf-evidenl, that 
Lhe criticism of socialist literature is deficient in relation to the 
present timt\ because it comes down only to 1847; also, that lhe 
remarks on the relation of the Communists to the various oppo
sition parties (Section IV), although in principle still correct, yet 
in practice are anliquatcd, because the political .situ::ition has been 
entirely clian1g:ed, and the progress of history has swept from 
olT the earlh lhe grPater portion of lhe political parties there 'enu
merated. 

But then, llw Manifesto has become an historic:al document 
which we have no longer any right l() ,alter: A subsequent edition 
may perhaps appenr wilh an introduction bridging the gap from 
1847 to the preseni day; hut this reprint was too unexpected lo 
leave us time for that. 

Kml 1vlarx Frederick Engels 
London, .June 24, 1872 

1 .The 'German text reads "and of the Party organization of the working 
dass that is progressing together with it."-Ed. 

2 See Volume II, 1936 edition, op. cit., Lenin in Tl!e State and Revolution 
(1917) says: "Thus, Marx and Engels r·e<garded one of the principal and fun
damental lt>~srms of the Paris Commune as being of sud, luumentous. importance 
lhat they introduced it as a vital correction into Tlze Communist Manij'esto . 
. . . And it is precisely this lesson that has been not only completely forgotten, 
but positively distorted, in the prevailing Kautskyan 'interpretation' of Marx
ism." (Lenin, Selected Works, Two-Vol. ed., pp. 165 and Hio.)-Ed. 



MANJFESTO OF THE COlVIMUNlST PARTY 

PHEFACE TO THE RUSSIAN EDITION OF 18821 

The firs·t Rus•sian edition of the Manifesto of the Communist 
Party, translated by Bakunin, was published early in the 'sixties 
by the printing office of the Kolokol. Then the West could see 
in it (the Russian edition of the Nfanifesto) only a literary curio
·sity. Such a view would be impossibLe today. 

What a limited field the proletarian movement still occupied 
at tha:t time (December 1847) is most clearly shown by the last 
section of the Manifesto: the position of the Communists in re
lation of the various opposition parties in ·the various countries. 
Precisely Russia and the United States are missing here. It was 
the time when Russia cons·titut·ed the last great reserve of all 
European reaction, when the United States absorbed the surplus 
proletarian forces of Europe through immigration. Both countdes 
provided Europe with raw materials 'and were at the same time 
markets for the sale of its industrial products. Both were there
fore, in one way or another, pillars of the existing European 
order. , 

1 

1 ; 

How very diff·erent today! Precisely European immigration 
fitted North America for a gigantic agricultural production, 
wl:iose competition is shaking the very foundations of European 
landed property-large and small. In addition it enabled the Unit
ed States to exploit its tremendous industrial resources with an 
energy and on a scale that must shortly break the industrial mo
nopoly of \Vestern Europe, and •especially of England, ~xisting up 
to now. Both circumstances react in revolutionary manner upon 
America itself. Step by step the small and middle land ownership 
of the farmers, the basis of the whole politioal constitution, is 
succumbing to the competition of giant farms; at the same time 
a . mass proletariat and a fabulous concentration of capital funds 
are developing for the first tin'le in the industrial regions. 

And now Russia! During the Revolution of 1848-49 not only 
the European princes, but the European bourgeois as well, found 
their only salvation from the proletariat, just beginning to awaken, 
in Russian intervention. The tsa•r was proclaimed the chief of 
European r·eaction. Today he is a prisoner of war of the revolution, 
in Gatchina, and Russia forms the vanguar.d of revolutionary 
action in Europe. 

1 Translated from the German original written by Marx and Engels. See 
Preface to the German edition of 1.890, second paragraph.-Ed. 

7* 
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The Communi~;t Manifesto had as its object the proclamation 
of the inevitably impending dissolution of modern bourgeois 
property. But in Russia we find, face to face with the rapidly 
developing capitalist s'vindle and bourgeois property, just begin
ning' 'Lo develop, more than half the land owned in common by the 
peasants. Now the question is: can the B.ussian obslzcllina,1 though 
greally undermined, yet a form of the primeval common owner
ship of land, pass directly to the higher form of communist 
common ownership? Or on Lhe contrary, must it first pass through 
the same process of dissolution as constitutes the historical evolu
tion of the West? 

The only answer to that possible today is this: If the Russian 
Hevolu lion becomes the signal for a proletarian revolution in the 
\Vest, so that both complement each other, the present B.ussian 
common ownership of land may serve as the starting point for a 
communist development. 

Karl Marx Frederick Engels 
London. January 21, 1882 

PH.EFACE TO THE GEHMAN EDITION rOF 188a 

The preface to the present edition I must, alas, sign alone. 
Marx., the man lo whom the whole working class of Europe and 
America owes more . than to any one ehse-rests at Highgate 
Cemetery and over his grave the first grass is a'lrcady growiug.2 

Since his death, there can be even less thought of revising or 
supplementing the Manifesto. But I consider it all the more neces
sary again to stale here the following expressly: 

The basic thought running through the Man.ifesto-that econom
ic production and the structure of society ~f every historical 
epoch necessa,rily arising therefrom . constitute 'the foundation for 
the political and intellectual history of that epoch; that consequent
ly (ever since the dissolution of the primeval. communal owner
ship of land) all history has been a history of class struggles, 
of struggles between exploited and exploiting, hchvccn dominated 
,and dominating classes at yarious stages. of social evohition; that 

. this struggle, :O.owever, has now reached a stage where the exploit-

.l.ob~hchina: Peasant community.-Ed. 
/ 2 Marx died in London on l\fareh 14. 1RR3.~-Rd 

' ', o '".o,'" •,,,r, • • '• ''·•'' 
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ed and oppressed class (the proletariat) can no longer emancipate 
itself from the class which exploits and oppresses it (the bourgeoi
sie), without at the same time forever freeing the whole of society 
from exploitation, oppression and class struggles-this basic thought 
belongs :59lely P:.lld . e)(.clusively to 1vfarx, 1 

I have already stated this many times; but predsely now is 
it necessary that it also stand in front of the Manifesto itself. 

F. Engels 
London, June 28, 1883 

FROM THE PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION OF !1890 

Since the above was written,2 a new German edition of the 
Manifesto has again become necessary, and much has also happened 
to the Manifesto which should be recorded here. 

A second Russian translation-by Vera Zasulich3-appeared at 
Geneva in 1882; the preface to that edition was written by Marx 
and myself. Unfortunately, the original German manuscript has 
gone astray; I must therefore retranslate from the Russian, which 
will in no way improve the text. It reads:4 

[The text is given on pp. 99-100 of this volume. - Ed.] 
At about the .same date, a new Polish version appeared in 

Geneva: Manifest /{omunistyczny. 
Furthermore, a new Danish translation has appeared in the 

Socialdemokratisk Bibliothek, Copenhagen 1885. Unfortunately 
it is not quite complete; certain essential passages, which seem 
to have presented difficulties of the translator, have been omit
ted, ,am:l in addition there 1are signs of carelessness here and there, 
which are all the more unpleasantly conspicuous since the trans-

t "Tl::tis . pnwos}t!()l1•". I wrote .in the. pr~faec,. to .. nw ,~p.g1:is~ t~!lnslation, 
"which, in my opnpon, is dc~tiJ,led to . do for ~~~~toJ,:y. 5\'bi!J Jhmy)I)) theory. 
has done for biology, we, hot!) of us, had. b~~n .· grq..dually approaching for 
some years before 1845. How far I had independently progressed towards it, 
is best shown hy my Condition of the lVorking Class in England. But when I 
again met- Marx at Brussels in spring, 1845, he had it already worked out, and 
put it before me. in terms almost as clear as those in which I have stat-ed it 
here." [No!P by F. Engels.] 

2 Engels is referring to his preface to the German ediiion of 1883. 
" See note 3, p. 106 of this volume.-Ed. • 
• The vriginal MS., which Engels said had "gone astray," was found again 

and ls now in thP archives of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute in Moscow.-Ed. 
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not set out from the principles laid down in the i"Vlanifesio. It was 
hound to have a program which would not shut the door on 
the English trades unions, the French, Belgian, Italian and Sparr1· 
ish Proudhonists and the German Lassalleans. 1 This program
the considerations underlying the statutes of the International
was drawn up by Marx with a master hand acknowledged even 
by Bakunin and the Anarchists. For the ultimate triumph of the 
irkas set forth in the Manifesto Marx relied solely upon the in
tellectual development of the working class, as it necessarily had 
to ensue fTom united action and discussion. The events and vicis
situdes in the struggle against capital, the defeats even more than 
the successes, could not but demonstrate to the fighters the inade
quacy of their former universal panaceas and make their minds 
more receptive to a thorough understanding of the true condi
tions for working class emancipation. And Marx was right. The 
working class of 1874, at .the dissolution of the International. was 
altogether different from that of 18()4, at its foundation. Prou
dhonism in the Latin countries· and 1the specific Lassalleanism in 
Germany were dying out, and even the then arch-conservative 
English trades unions were gradually approaching the point 
vvhere in 1887 the chairman of their Swansea Congress could say 
in their name: "Continental Socialism has lost its terrors for us." 
Yet by 1887 Continental Socialism was almost exclusively the 
theory heralded in the Manifesto. Thus, to a certain extent, the 
history of the Manifesto reflects the history ·of the modern work
ing-class movement since 1848. At pre-sent it is doubtless the most 
widely circul~ted, the most international product of all Socialist 
literature, the common program of many millions of workers of 
all countries from Siberia to California. 

Neverthdess, when it appeared we could not have called il 
a Socialist Manifesto. In 1847 two kinds of people were considered 
Socialists. Orr the one hand were the adherents of the various 
utopian systems, notably the Owenites in England and the Four
ieristsiu France, both of whom at that date had, :;tlready dwin
dled to mere sects gradually dying out. On the other, the mani· 
fold types of social quacks who :wantPrl to eJ.irnjnatc. social abuses 

1 ·Lassal!t• personally, to us, always acknowledged himself to be a "dis
ciple" of :darx, and, as such, stood on the ground of, the ~,fanifcsto. ~Iatters 
were quite difl'erent with regard to those of his followers who did not go 
heyond his ·demand for producers' co-opm·atiYcs 'mpporled hy stale eredils 
and who diYided the whole working class into supporters ol' slate as~islanf'c 
:md ~upporlcrs of ,self-assislm1ce. [.Note by F. Engels,] 
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throqgJ1 their vari0\1-S universal pan;:tceas .and all kinds of pateh
work, without hurting capital mid profit .in the least. ln hoth 
eases, people who stood outside the labour movement and. who 
l.ooked for support .rather to .the "educated" classes. The section 
of the wol'king class, however, which demanded a radical recon
struction of society, convinced that mere political revolutions were 
not enough, then called itself Communist. It was still a rough
hewn, only instinctive, and frequently somewhat crude Commun
ism. Yt~l it was powerful enough to bring intrJ being two systems 
of utopian Communism-in France the "Icarian" Communism 
of Cabct, and in Germany that of 'Weilling. Socialism in 1847 
signified a bourgeois movement, Communism a working-class move
ment. Soeialism was, ou lhe Conlinenl at least, quile respectable, 
whereas Communism was the very opposl!e. And since we wer.:• 
very decidedly of the opinion as early as then that "the emanci
paticm of the workers mu•st be the act of the working class if
self," we could have no hesitation as to which of the two names 
we should choose. Nor has it ever occurred to us to repudiate it. 

"'Vorking meq of all countries, unite!" llut few voice.<> re
sponded when we proclaim.crl these words to the world fm:ty-Lwo 
years ago, 011 lhc eve of the fir•sl Paris H.evolnHon, .in which tht> 
proletariat came out with dc•mands of ih own .. On September 28. 
1864, however, Lhe proletarians of most. of the vVcst.crn European 
eount.ries joined hnnds in the International Working Men'-; A'>so
ciation of glorious memory. True, the International itself lived 
only nine years. But that the elcrual union of the prQlctarians of 
all countries created hy it is still alive and lives stronger than 
ever, ·there is no hetter witness than this day. Because to-day, 
as I write these lines, the European and American proletariat is 
reviewing its Hghting fon~Ps, mobilized for the first time, mobi
lized as one army, under one flag, for one immediate aim: the 
6landard right-hour working day to lw established by legal 
enactment, as proc1aimed by the Geneva Congress of the Interna
tional in 1866, aqd ;'lgaip. by tl1e ParisvVorkers' Congressin 18g!). 
And today's spectacle will open the.. (~yes. of the capffalists and 
landlords of all cou{ltries to the fact that tQ·~J:lY the workingmen 
of all countries are united indeed. ··· . . 

If only Marx were stiU by my side to see this with .. his 
own. eyes! 

F. F.ngels 



MANIFESTO OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 

l PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION OF 1888 1 

The Ma:nzfesto was rpublished as the platform of the "Com
munist League," a workingmen's ar>sociation, first exclusively 
German, later -on international, and, under ·the political condi
tions of the Continent before 1848, unavoidably a secret society. 
At a Congress of the League, held in London in November 1847, 
Marx ·~nd Engels were commissioned •to prepare for publication a 
compl~te theoretical and rpractical party program. Drawn up in 
German, in January 1848, the manuscript was sent to the printer 
in London a few weeks 1before Jhe French Revolution of Febru· 
ary 24th. A French translation was brought out in Paris, shortly 
brfore the insurrection of June 1848. The first English transla
t:!on, by Miss Helen Macfarlane, appeared in George Julian Har
ney's Red Republican, London 1850. A Danish and a Polish edi
t5on had ·also been published. 

The defeat of the Parisian .insurrection of June 1848,--the 
first great battle between proletariat and bourgeoisie--drove again 
into the background, for a time, the social and political aspira
tions of the European working class. Thenceforth, the struggle 
for supremacy was again, as it had been before the revolution of 
February, solely between different sections of the propertied 
class; the working class was reduced to a fight for political elbow
room, and to the position of extreme wing of the middle-class Radi
cals. \Vherever independent proletarian movements continued to 
show signs of life, they were ruthlessly hunted down. Thus the Prus
sian police hunted out the Central Board of the Communist League, 
then located in Cologne. The members were arrested, and, after 
Pighteen months' impris.onment, they were tried in October 1852. 
This celebrated "Cologne 'Communist Trial" lasted from October 
+ fiJI November 12; seven of the prisoners were. sentenced io 
terms of imprisonment in a fortress, varying from three to six 
years. Immediately after the sentelllcc, the League was formally 
dissolved by the remaining members. As to the Manifesto, it 
seemed thenceforth to be dogmcd to oblivion. 

When the European working dass had recovered sufficient. 
strength for another attack on the ruling classes, the Interna
tional ~7orking Men's. Association sprang up. But this association. 
formed with the express aim of welding into one body the whole 
militant proletariat of Europe and America, couid not at once 
pt;oclaim the principles laid down in thP Mnnifesto. The Tnterna-
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lional was bound to have a program broad enough to be ac
ceptable to the E'nglish trades unions, 1to the followers of ~)rou

dhon in France, Belgium, Italy, and Spain, and to the Lassalleans 1 

in Germany. Marx, who drew up this program2 . to the sntis
faction of all parties, entirely trusted to the intellectual develop
ment of the working class, which was sure to result t'<rom com
bined action and mutual discussion. The very -events and vicis
situdes of lhe struggle against capital, the defeats even more 
than the victories, could not help bringing home to men's~l'ninds 
the insufficiency of their various favourite nostrums, and prepar
ing the way for a more complete insight into the true condHiom 
of working-class emaneipnlion. And Marx was right. The Inter
national, on its tbreaking up in 1874, left the workers quite dif
ferenl men fr·ont wl!al il had fouud them in 1864. Pr<)udhouisru 
in Franee, Lassalleanism. in Germany, wen· dying out, and 'evon 
the eollServalive Ei.1glish trades unions, though most of them had 
loug sinee severed their connection with the International, were 
gradually advancing towards fha't point at which, last year at 
Swansea, their President could say in their name: "Confinenlal 
Socialism has lost its terrors fo-r u.~." In fact, the principles of 
the Manifesto had made considerable headway among the work
ing men of all countries. 

The Mm1i{csto Hst'lf lhus ca:mc to the front ag!dn. Tlw GPr
rnan texf'liad.-l.)ccil';'· siricc; '185"0,'repriri{cd s(~vcfallhiH~s in Switz· 
erland, England and America. In 1872, it was translntcd it1lo 
English in New Y<wk, where the trnnslation was published in 
1Voodlnzll and Claflin's lV cckly·. From this English version, a 
French one was made in Le Socialiste of New York. Sinoe then 
at least two more English lrnnslations, m0:re or less mutilalt•d, 
have been brought out in America, nnd one of them has been 
reprinted in England. The first Russian translation, made hy 
Bnkunin, was published al Herzen's Kolok:ol office in Geneva, 
about 1863; a second one, hy the heroic Vera Zasulich,3 also in 

1. Lassallc personally, 1o us, always aclmowlcdge{l himself to be a diseipl(~ 
of Marx, and, as such, stood on the ground of the Manifesto. But in his 
public agitation, 1862-04, he did not go beyond demanding co-opNative work
shops supported by state credit. [Note by F. Engels.] 

2 For this program sec ,the Inaugural Address and the Rules of tlze Working 
Men's International i\Ssociation in Knrl Mnnc, SelPefed 1~rarks, Vol. II, Moscow 
193>6.-Ed. 

3 In the Postscript lo the article "Social Relations in Russia," published in 
Jnternationales nus dem Volksstaat (18.71-75), Berlin 1894, Engels refers to 
this translation as Plekhanov's. Plekhanov himself also assPrls, in the 18\JO 
H.ussian edition of the Mrmifesfn, that tlw 1882 1rmislalion was doiw ]}~· 
!Jim.-Ed. 
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Geneva, 1882. A new Danish edition is to be found in Social
demokratisk Bibliothek, Copenhagen 1885; a fresh French transla
tion ·in Le Socialiste, .Paris 1886. From this latter, a Spanish 
version was prepared and published in Madrid 1886. The German 
reprints are not to be counted, there have been twelve altogether 
at the l-east. An Armenian translation, which was to be published 
in Constantinople some months ago, did not see the light, I am 
told, !?.~cause the publisher was a,fraid of bringing out a book 
with tfe name of :Marx on it, while the translator declined to 
call it his own production. Of further translations into other lan
guages I have heard, but have not seen them. ''tUJJ~.,.tJl.e history 
9.L.,1hg . . )!ig,.nif~§tO .r~!l_ects, hJ a ~reat extent, the history of 'the 
modern. working-class 'illovemenf; a (present it is undoubtedly the 
most widespread, the most 'international produ?tion. of all . Social
ist. literature, the common pia tform acknowiedged ··;ny-inillions 
•>f"';~~k.i"ng men from Siberia to California. 

Yet, when it was written, we could· not have called it a So
cialist manifesto. By Socialists, in 1847, were understood, on the 

one hand, the adherents of !!J.~"");j!f.~§~;.\fl .• J:!:t2g~~.!!"~~!.~~~.: "gwen
it.~.2.1!.1 -~'-2gl?,,!lp1 E9~Ii~r!sts ).n France, ~:wth. or tig;pi .a1j:"e~dy re
duc~_d. to the p()sition ofn:tere sects., .a.ud gradually dying. out; on 
the other hand, the most multifarious. social quacks, who, by an 
manner.s of tinkedng, prqfessed to redress, witho.ut any danger 
to capital and pl'ofit, all sorts of social grievances, in both cas·es 
mell! outside the working-class movement, and looking ra1her to 
the "educated" classes for support. Whatever portion of the 
,working class had become .c-onvinced of the insufficiency of mere 
political revolutions, and had proclaimed the necessity of a total 
social change, that portion, then, called itself Communist. It was 
.a crude, rough-hewn, purely instinctive sort -of. Communism; still, 
it touched 'the cardinal point and was powerful enough amongst 
the workjng class to produce the Utopian Communism, in France, 
of Cabet, and in Germany, of Weitiing. Thus, Socialism was, 
in 184 7, a middle-class movement, Communism a working-class 
movement. Socialism was, on the ·continent at least, "•respectable"; 
Communism was the very opposite. A;nd as our notion, from the 
very beginning, ,was ·that "the emancipation of the working class 
1nus't be the act of the working dass 'itself," there could be no 
doubt as to which of the two names we must tnke. Moreover, we 
l1ave, ever since, been far from repudiating it. 

~he Jlll~~ife:st?. hei11g 2~!~'. joint p1·oltuctiqn. I consider myself 
honi19 .. !~.,~!~.!.~~·-tl~at __ t}~t; __ flinc1an;tC'Dtri}.J?E?Jl.OS!tign, which forms 
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its nt;tcleus, belongs to Marx. That proposition js: th::tt in every 
historical. epoch, the prevailing mode of economic prodttclion and 
exchange,· .. and tJ1e social organization necessarily following from 
it, fo.nn -the basis upo,n wl1kh is built up, and from vvhich alone 
can be explained, the poliHcal and )ntellectual . history of that 
epoch; that conseqt~ently th,e whole history pf mankind (since the 
dissolution of primitive tribal society, holding 'land in common 
ownership) has bgen a history of cl~~ss ~t~~!~SJQ~, eon tests ~tween 
exploiting and exploited, nll~!1g and oppressed classes; thnt the 
history of these clnss struggles forms a series of evolutions in 
which, now::Hlnys, a stage has been reached where the exploited 
and oppressv<l (:bss---lhc prolelariat-eannol: allain its emancipa
tion from the sway o( th;~· exploiling and ruling class-the hour
geoisie---wilhoul, al the smne lime, and once and for all, cman
eipaling society at large from aU exploitation, oppression. class 
distinctions and class struggles. 

This proposition, which, in my opinion,,. is destined to do for 
history what Darwin's theory has done for biology, we, both of 
us, had been gradually approaching for some years before 1845. 
How far I hnd indcpmHll'nlly progressed towards it, is best shown 
by my Condition of tl!c Working Clrl.~s in England.1 Rut when 
1 again met Marx at Brussels, in spring, 1845, he had it nlready 
worked out, and put it before me, in terms almost as clear as 
those ,in which I have st,atecl it here. 

From our joint preface to the. G9rman edition of 1872, I quote 
the following:- ·. · · ·· ' ·· · 

"However mnch lhe state of things may have altered during 
the Jnst twenty-five years, the general prim;iples laid down in 
this llfanifesto are, on the whole, ?-S correct tociay as ever. Here 
and there some detail might be improved. The practical applica
tion of the principles will deprnd, as the Manifesto itself states. 
everywhere and al all time5, on the historical conditions for thP 
time being existing, and, for that reason, no special stress is laid 
on the revolutionary measures proposed at the end of Section II. 
That passnge would. in many respects, be very differently worded 
to-day. In view of the gigantic strides of modern industry since 
1848, and of the accompanying improved and extended organiza
tion of the \voadng class, in view of the practical experience 
gained, first in the February Revolution, and then, still more, in 

l The Condition of the Workinq Class in England in 18lt4. By Frederic!< 
Engels. Transi:J.ted by Florence K. V?ischnewctzky, New York. Lovell--London. 
\V, Reev·es, 18R8. [Note by F. Engels.] 
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the Paris Comm1,me, wh~re the proletariat for lhe first time held 
political power for two whole months, this program has in 
some details become antiquated. One thing especially was proved 
by the Commune; viz., that 'the working class cannot simply lay 
hold of the ready-made state machinery, and wield it for its own 
purposes.' (See Tire Civil War in France; A.dclress of the General 
Cozmcil of the International Working Nfen's Association, London, 
Truelove, 1871, p. 15, where this point is further developed.) 
Further, it is self-evident that the criticism of Socialist literature 
is deficient in relation to the present time, because it comes down 
only to 184 7; also, that the remarks on the relation of the Com
munists to the various opposition parties (Section IV}, although 
in principle stili correct, yet in practke are antiquated, because 
the political situation has been entirely changed, and the progress 
of history has swept from off the earth the greater portion of the 
political parties there enumerated. 

"But then, Jhe .Mrm.ifestQ has becpn~J~ .··.<! l,1istorical cloeu_Inent 
which .. :we.JJJ!Yc~ :n.o.c,lq.~.:~ggr ,any r!s.h! \q aHer." . . . . . . 

The present translation is by Mr. Samuel Moore, the trans~ 

lator of the greater portion of Marx's Capital. We have revised 
it in common, and I have added a few notes explanatory of 
historical allusions. 

Fl'ederick Engels 

Londqn, .January 30, 1888. 
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:L~,e~e~y·e_}~ .lutun!ir~~ ~.urope-t,~!:~-~~LC~~~~~~~~,~~~u.isJLL All 
the powers of old Europe have entered mto a I10Jy alhance to 
exorcise this spectre: Pope and Tsar, Metternich and Guizol, 
French Radicals1 and German police-spies. 

Where is the party in the opposition that has not been de
cried as Communistic hy ils oi>ponents in power? Where is lhe 
opposition lhat has not hurled back the branding rep,roach of 
Communism, against the more advanced opposition parties, as 
wcl! as against ils reactionary adversaries'? 

Two things result from. this facl: 
l. Communism is already acknowledged by all European pow

ers io be itself a power. 
II. It is high lime !hat Comnumisls should openly, in the f:te{~ 

of the whole world, publish their views, their aims, their tend· 
curies, and meet this nursery talc of l.he spectre of Communism 
with a manifesto o[ lhc party itself. 

To this end, Communists of various nationalities have assembled 
in London, aud sketched the following manifesto, to be published 
in the English, French, German, Italian, FIPmish and Dnnish 
languages. 

I 

BOURGEOIS AND PROLETAHIANS2 

~-e l!.,_ is.,_!_.,?_ .. £X~,~·.f·lt_.·;.~.~!! ... ~~iJ!*£t~~~"~~'~i~~"~:~~tf~,~~-~!:~ .. of 
~~~1-~s. ; If t .. ~-' 1 

1 The bourgeois,~·epubliJns of the tin~. Prominent writers and politicians, 
who fought socialism and iJcommunism, §uch as Marrast, were among their 
adherents.-Ed. 

2 By bourgeoisi~ is meimt the class of modern capitalists, owners of the 
means of social production and employers of wage labour. By proletariat, Lhe 
class of modern wage labourers who, having no means of production of their 
own, are reduced to selling their labour power in order to live. [Note !Jy 
F. Engels to tlze English edition of 1888.] 

3 That is, all written history. In 1847, the pre-history of society, the social 
orgnniznli!lll existing previous to recorded history, was all but unknown. Since 
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Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian/ lord and serf, 
guild-master2 and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and op
pressed, stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on 
an uninterrupted, now hidden, :now open fight, a fight that each 
time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at 
large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes. 

In the earlier epochs of history, we find almost everywhere 
a eomplicated arcrangement of society into various orders, a man
ifold gradation of social rank. In ancient Rome we have patri
cians,. knights, plebeians, slaves; in the Middle Ages, feudal lords, 
vassals, guild-masters, journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost 
all of these classes; again, subordinate gradations. 

The modern bourg•eois society that has sprouted from the 
ru<ns of feudal society has not done away with class antagon
isms. It has but established new classes, new conditions uf op
pression, new forms of struggle in place of the old ones. 

Our ·epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, howeve1-, 
this distinctive feature: It has simplified the class antagmnisms. 
Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great 
hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each other
bourgeoisie and proletariat. 

From the serfs of the Middle Ages sprang the chartered burgh
en of the .earliest towns. From these burgesses the first elements 
of the bourgeoisie were developed. 

The discovery of America, the rounding of the Cape, opened 
u1) fresh ground for the rising bourgeoisie. The East-Indian and 
Chinese ma.rkets, the colonization of America, trade with the col
onies, the increase in the means of exchange and in commodities 
generally, gave to commerce, to navigation, to industry, an im-

then Haxthausen discovered common ownership of land in Russia, Maurer 
proved it to be the social foundation from which all Teutonic races started 
in history, and, by and by, village communities were found to be, or to have 
been, the primitive form of society everywhere from India to Ireland. The 
inner organization of this primitive Communistic society was laid bare, in 
its typical form, by Morgan's crowning discovery of the true nature of the 
gens and its r~elation to the tribe. With the dissolution of these primeval com
munities society begins to be differentiated into separate and finally antagonist
ic classes. I have attempted to retrare . this process of dissolution in Del' 
Ursprung der Familie, des Privateigentums und des Staats [The Origin of the 
Family, Private Property and the Slate], 2nd edition, Stuttgart 1886. [Note 
by F. Engeis to tlze Engiish edition of 1888.] 

1 For details of the classes in Rome, see Engels, The Origin of the Family, 
l'rivate ProperltJ and the State.-Ed. 

2 Guild-tnasier, that is, a full member of a guild, a master within, not 
a hf'nd of n gnild. [Note b!J F. Engels to the English edition of 1888.] 
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pulse never before known, and thereby, to the revolutionary el<~

ment in the tottering feudal society, a rapid development. 
The feudal system of industry, under which industrial produc

tion was monopolized hy closed guilds, now no longer sufficed 
for the growing wants of the new ma.rkets. The manufacturing 
system took its place. The guild-masters were pushed on one 
side by lhe manufacturing middle class; division of labour be
tween Uw diJTerent corporate guilds vanished in the face or divisioll 
of labour in each single workshop. 

Meantime the markets kept ever growing, the dernaud ever 
ris~ng. Even manufacture no longer sufficed. Thereupon, steam 
and machinery revolulionized industrial production. The place of 
tn:Jnufaclurc was taken by tlw giant, modern industry, lhe placl' 
of the industrial middle class, by industrial millionaires, the lead~ 
('fS of whole industrial armies, the modern bourgeois. 

Modern industry has established the world market, for which 
the discovery of America paved the way. This market has given 
an immense development to commerce, to navigation, to com
munication by lnnd. This development has, in its turn, reacled 
on the extension of industry; and in proportion as industry, com
merce, navigation, railways extended, in the same proportion the 
bourgeoisie developed, increased ih; capital, and pushed into l.lw 
background every class handed down from the Middle Ages. 

'Ve sec, therefore, how lhe modern bourgeoisie is itself lhe 
product of a long course of development, of H series of revolu
l.ions in the modes of production and of exchange. 

Each step in the development of the bourgeoisie was accom
panied by a corresponding politic:t~ advance of that class.1 An 
oppressed class under the sway of the feudal nobility, an armed 
and self-governing association in the mcdireval commune;2 here 
independent urban republic (as in Italy and Germany) ,'J there tax
able "third estate" of the monarchy (as in France) ;4 afterw~nds, 

1 "Of that class" is not in the German text.-Ed. 
2 "Commune" was the name taken, in France, by the nascent towns even 

before they had conquered from their feudal lords and masters local self
government and political rights as the "Third Estate." Oenerally speaking, for 
the economical development of the ·bourg~oisie, England is here taken as the 
typical country, for its pnliticai development, France. [Note by F. Engels to 
the English edition of 1888.] 

This was the m1me given their urban communities by the townsmen of 
Italy and France, after they had purchased or conquered their initial rights 
of se]f,governmcnt from their feudal lords. [Note by F. Engels to .fhc Gcrmnn 
edition of 1890.] 

3 and 4 The words in parenthes€'s are nol in \he Gl•Tmnn lexi.·---L:rl 
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in the period of manufacture proper, serving either the semi-feudal 
or the absolute monarchy as a counterpoise against the nobility, 
and, in f,act, corner-stone of the great monarchies in general, the 
bourgeoisie has at last, since the establishment of modern indus
try and of the world market, conquered for itself, in the modern 
representative state, exclusive political sway. The executive of the 
modern state is but a committee for managing the common affairs 
of the whole bourgeoisie. 

'!1!~, !;!~..,l!~~*!;!lt~-~~J .. ,"h~.~!?!l.S.~!!X? .. --~-~-~. _ P1~.;x:~St}:L.":ffi.g~t __ £)~?!~.tio_nary 
part. _ 
,_.The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put 

an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has pitilessly 
torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his "na
tural superiors," and has left remaining no other nexus between 
man and man than naked self-interest, than callous "cash pay
ment." It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies of religious fer
vour, of chivaltous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in 
the icy water of egotistical calculat~on. It has_ resolved , personal 
worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless inde
feasible chartered freedonis, has set up that single, unconscionable 
freedom-Free Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled by 
religious and political illusions, it has substituted naked, shame
less, direct, brutal exploitation; 

The bourgeoisie has stripped Of its halo every occupation hith
erto honoured and looked up to with reverent awe. It has con
verted the physician, the lawyer, the priest, the poet, the man of 
science, into its paid wage labourers. 

The bourgeoisie has torn away from the family its sentimental 
veil, and has reduced the family relation to a tnere money relation. 

The bourgeoisie has disclosed how it came to pass that the 
brutal display of vigour in the Middle Ages, which reactionaries 
so much admire, found its fitting complement in the most sloth
ful indolence. It has been the first to show what man's activity 
can bring about. It has accomplished wonders far surpassing Egyp
tian pyramids, Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals; it has 
conducted expeditions that put in the shade all former exoduses 
of nations and crusades. 

The bourgeoisie cannot exist without con:-tantly revolutioniz
ing the instruments of production, and thereby the relations of 
production, and with them the whole relations of society. Conserva
tion of the old modes of production in unaltered form was, on the 
contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier industrial 

R-760 
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' 
classes. Constant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted dis-
turbance of all social conditions, •ev•erlasting uncertainty 1and agita
tion distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All fixed, 
fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable preju
dices and opinions, are swept .away, all new-formed ones become 
antiquated before they can ossify. All th•at is solid melts into air, all 
that is holy is profaned, and man is at ·last compelled to face with 
sober senses his real conditions of life and his relations with his kind. 

The need of a constantly expanding market for its products 
chases the bourgeoisie over the whole surface of the globe. It 
must nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connection.~ 

everywhere. 
The bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world 

market given a cosmopolitan character to production and con
sumplion in .every country. To the great chagrin of reactionaries, 
it has drawn from under the feet of industry the national ground 
on which it stood. All old-established national industries have .been 
destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They are dislodged by 
new industries, whose introduction becomes a life and death ques
tion for all civilized nations, by iuduslries that no longer work 
up indigenous raw material, but raw material drawn from the 
remotest zones; industries whose products are consumed, not only 
:at home, hut in every quarter of the globe. In place of .the old 
wants, satisHcd by the production of the country, we find uew 
wants, requiring for their satisfaction the products of distant lands 
and climes. In place of the old local and; national seclusion and 
self-sufficiency, we have intm:course in every direction, universal 
ii1ter-dependence of nations. And as in material, so also in intel
lectual production. The intellectual creations of individual nations 
beeome common property. National one-sidedness and narrow
mindedness become more and more impossible, and from the nu
merous national and local literatures there arises a world literature. 

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments 
of production, by the immensely facilitated means of communica
tion, draws all, even the most barbarian, nations into civilization. 
The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy artillery with 
which it hatters down all Chinese walls, with which it forces the 
barbarians; intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. 
It compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the · bour
geois mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it 
calls civilization into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois them-

. selves. In one word, it creates a world after its own image. 
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The bourgeoisie has subjected :the country to the rule of the 
towns. It has created enormous cities, has greatly increased the 
urban population as compared with the rural, and has thus res
cued a cons1derr.ble part of the population from the idiocy of 
rural life. Just as it has made the country dependent on the towns, 
so it has made barbarian and semi -ba~rbarian countries dependent 
on the civilized ones, nations of peasants on nations of bourgeois, 
the East on the West. 

The bourgeoisie keeps more and more doing away with the 
scattered state of the population, of the means of production. 
and of property. It has agglomerated population, centralized means 
of production, and has concentrated property in a few hands. 
The necessary consequence of this was political centralization. 
1ndep.endent, or, but loosely connected provinces, with separate 
interests, laws, governments and systems ·of taxration, .became 
Iuwped together into one nation, with one government, one, code' of 
laws, one national class interest, one frontier and one customs tadff. 

The bourgeoisie, during its ,rule of scarce one: hundred years, 
·has created r more massive ano more colossal prOductive . 'for~es 
than have all preceding generations together. Sub)ec'l:ioif of'' n~~ 
lure's, forces' to man, machinery, application· of'chefuiSti:Y' 'to':'fitl 
dustry and agriculture, steam-navigation, · railways1', elect~it 'tHe~ 
graphs,, clearing .. of whole continents for cultiv::lJi<Jn,' '~a:tlalib.tion of 
rivers, whole populMions conjured out of the ground:__wliat earlier 
century had even a presentbnent that such productive fbr~~s siurn
beied·. in 'the ·lap of wcial labour? · · · ·· · . · ' . 

. We see then: the means of production and of' "exch::tnge, on 
whose foundation the bourgeoisie built itself up, were' gene~at~d 
in feudal society. At a certain stage in the development' of t]Jese 
~production and of exchange, the conditions und.er which 
feudal society produced and exchanged, the feudal organization 
of agriculture and manufacturing industry, i.!l,~~~~h~J.~udal 
relations of. property became no longer compatible with the already 
developed proaU.cfi.ve' t<:>rces; fl:ie§ .. becaille Mso'~ill;n.y-re'tters. ·They 
haCf"''to'''lJe~'tJU:'rsCasuncter':'th.e were burst a~~:iJ.d.;~. ... . . . ~~-W""~4 .. ~·,.;~~1~~x.'trfi'\\~'ot'\li~'~~~-~-~"""''lrr"fo£&~, •. w,~,.~. . ,~ 

Into their place stepped free competition, accompanied by a 
social and political constitution adapted to it, and' by the econom~ 
icaU and politkal sway of the bourgeois class. 

A similar movement is going on before our own eyes. Modern 
bourgeois society with its relations of production, of exchange 
and of property, a society that has conjured up such gigantic 
means of productions and of exchange, is like the sorcerer who 

8* 
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is no longer able to control the powers of the nether world whont 
he has called up by his spells. For many a decade past the 
history of industry and commerce is but the history of the 
revolt of modern productive forces against modern conditions of 
production, against the property relations that are the conditions 
for the existence of the bourgeoisie and of its rule. It is enough 
to mention the commercial crises that by their periodical return 
put on its trial, each time more threateningly, the existence of 
the entire bourgeois society. In these crises a great part not only 
of the existing products, but also of the previously created pro
ductive forces, are periodically destroyed. In these crises there 
breaks out an epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would have 
seemed an absurdity-the epidemic of over-production. Society 
suddenly finds itself put back into a state of momentary barbar
ism; it ,appears as if a famine, a universal war of devastation, 
had cut olT the supply of every means of subsistence; industry and 
commerce seem to be destroyed. And why? Because there is too 
much civilization, too much means bf subsistence, too much in
dustry, too much commerce. The productive forces .at the disposal 
of society no longer tend to further the development of the con
ditions of bourgeois property; on the contrary, they have become 
too powerful for these conditions, iby which they are fettered, and 
so soon as they overcome these fetters, they bring disorder 
into the whole of bourgeois society, endanger the existence of 
bourgeois property. The conditions of bourgeois society are too 
narrow to comprise the wealth created by them. And how does 
the bourgeoisie get over. these crises? On the one hand by en
forced destruction of a mass of productive forces; on the other, 
by the conquest of new markets, and by the more thorough ex
ploitation of the old ones. That is to say, by paving the way for 
more extensive and more destructive crises, and by diminishing 
the means whereby crises are prevented. 

The weapons with which the bourgeoisie felled feudalism to ' 
the ground are now turned against the bourgeoisie itself. 

But not only has the bourgeoisie forged the weapons that hring 
death to itself; it has also called into existence the men who are to 
wield those weapons-the modern working class-the proletarians. 

In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is developed, in 
the same proportion is the proletariat, the modern working class, 
~cvcloped_:_a class of labourers, who live only so long as they 
find work, and .who find .work only so long as their )abour in
~reases capital. These labourers, who must sell themselves piece-
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meal, are a: commodity, like every other article of commerce, 
and are consequently exposed to all the vicissitudes of competi
tion, to all the fluctuations of the market. 

Owing to the extensive use of machinery and to division of 
labour, the work of the proletarians has lost all individual char
acter, and, consequently, all charm for the workman. He becomes 
an appendage of the machine, and it is only the most simple, 
most monotonous, and most easily acquired knack that is 
required of him. Hence, the cost of production of a workman is re
stricted, almost entirely, to the means of subsistence that he re
quires for his maintenance, and for the propagation of his race. But 
the price of a commodity, and therefore also of 'labour, 1 is equal 
to its cost of production. In proportion, therefore, as the repul
siveness of the work increases, the wage decreases. Nay more, in 
proportion as the use of machinery and division of labour increases, 
in the same proportion the burden of toil also increases, whether 
by prolongation of the working hours, by increase of the work 
exacted in a given time, or hy increased speed of the machinery, etc: 

Modern industry has converted the little workshop of the pa
triarchal master into the great factory of the industrial capitalist. 
Masses of labourers, crowded into the factory, are organized like 
soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are placed under 
the cmnmand of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. 
Not only are they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bour
geois state; they are daily and hourly enslaved by the machine, 
by the ov·erlooker, and above all, by the individual bourgeois manu
facturer hims.elf. The more openly this despotism proclaims gain 
to be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the 
more embittering it is. 

The l~ss the skill and exertion of strength implied in manual 
labour, in other words, the more modern industry becomes devel
oped, the more is the labour of men superseded by that of wom
en .. Differences of age .and sex have no longer any distinctive 
social validity for the workilllg elMs. All are instruments of labour, 
more or less expensive to use, according to their age and sex. 

No sonner is the exploitation of the labourer by the manu
facturer so far at an end that he receives his wages in cash, than 
he is sat upon by the other portions of the bourgeoisie, the land
lord, the shopkeeper, the pawnbroker, etc. 

1 Subsequently Marx pointed out that the worker does not sell his labour 
but his Jabour power. See in this ~onnection Engels' Introduction to, ,Marx's 
Wage Labour and Capital, 1891, pp. 191-99 of thi~ voluirie.-Ed. 
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The lower strata of the middle class-the smal1l tradespeople, 
shopkeepers, and retired tradesmen1 generally, the handicrafts· 
men and peasants-all these sink gradually into the proletariat, 
partly because their diminutive capital does not suffice for the 
scale on which modern industry is carried on, and is swamped in 
the competition with the large capitalists, partly because their 
specialized skill is rendered worthless by new methods of pro
duction. Thus the proletariat is recruited from all classes of the 
population. 

The proletariat goes through various stages of development. 
vVith its birth begins its struggle with the bourgeoisie. At first 
the contest is carried on by individual labourers, then by tho 
workpeople of a factory, then by the operatives of one trade, in 
one locality, against the individual bourgeois who directly exploits 
ihem. They direct their attacks, not against the bourgeois condi
tions of production, but against the instruments of production 
themselves; they destroy imported wares that compete with their 
labour; they smash to pieces machinery, they set factories ablaz.e, 
they seek to restore by force the vanished status of the workman 
of the Middle Ages. 

At this stage the labourers still form an incoherent mass scat
tered over the whole country, and broken up by their mutua] 
competition. If anywhere they unite to form more compact bodies, 
this is not yet the consequence of their own active union, but 
of the union of the bourgeoisie, which class; in · order to · attain 
its own political ends, is compelled to set the whole proletariat 
in motion, and is moreover yet, for a time, able to do so. At this 
stage, therefore, the proletarians do not fight f'hcir enemies, but the 
enemies of t,heir enemies, the remnants of absolut,e monarchy, the 
landowners, , the . non·industrial bourgeois, the petty bour~geoisie; Thus 
the whole historical movement is concentrated in the 'hands of the 
bourgeoisie; every victory so obtained is a victory for the bourgeoisie. 

But with the development of industry the proletariat not only 
increases .in number; it becomes concentrated in greater masses, 
its strength grows, and, it feels that strength more. The various 
interests and conditions of life within the ranks of the proletariat 
are more ,and more equalized, in proportion as machinery oblit
erates all distinctions ·of labour, and nearly everywhere reduces 
wages to the same low level. The growing competition among 
the bourgeois, and the resulting commercial crises, make the 
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wages of the workers ever more fluctuating. The unceasing improve
ment of machinery, ever more rapidly developing, makes their 
livelihood more and more precarious; the collisions between in
dividual workmen and individual bourgeois take more and more 
the character of collisions between two classes. Thereupon the 
workers begin to form combinations (trades unions) against the 
bourgeois; they club together in order to keep up the rate of wages; 
they found permanent associations in order to make provision be
forehand. for these occasional revolts. Here and there the contest 
breaks out into riots. 

Now and then the workers are victorious, but only for a 
time. The real fruit of their battles lies, not in the immediate re
sult, but in the ever-expanding union of the workers. This union 
is helped on by the improved means of communication that are 
created by modern industry and that place the workers of differ
ent localities in contact with one another. It was just this contact 
that was needed to centralize the numerous local struggles, all 
of the same character, into one national struggle b~tween classes. 
But every class struggle is a political struggle. And that union, to 
attain which the burghers of the Middle Ages, with their miser· 
able highways, required centuries, the modern proletarians, thanks 
to railways, achieve in a f~w years. 

This organization of the proletarians into a class, and conse
quently into a political party, is continually being upset again by 
the competition between the workers themselves. But it ever rises 
up again, stronger, firmer, mightier. It compels legislative recog· 
nition of particular interests of the workers, by taking advantage 
of the divisions among the bourgeoisie itself. Thus the ten-hours' 
bill in England was carried. 

Altogether, collisions between the classes of the old society 
further, in many ways, the course of development of the prole
tariat. The bourgeoisie finds itself involved in a constant 'battle. 
At first with the aristocracy; later on, with those portions of the 
bourgeoisie itself whose interests have become antagonistic to 
the prog'ress of industry; at all times, with the bourgeoisie of for
eign countries: In all these battles it sees itself compelled to ap
peal to the proletariat1 to ask for its help, and thus, to drag it 
into the political arena. The bourgeoisie itself, therefore, supplies 
the proletariat with its own elements of political and genemP 
education, ·in other v,r~rds, it furnishes the ·proletariat w'ith weap .. 
ons for fighting the bourgeoisie. 

1 "Political and general" are not in the German text.-Ed. 
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Further, as we have already seen, entire sections of the rul
ing classes are, by the advance of industry, precipitated into the 
proletariat, or are at least threatened in their conditions of ex
istence. These also supply the proletariat with fresh elements of 
enlightenment and progress.1 

Finally, in times when the class struggle nears the decisive 
hour, the process of dissolution going on within the ruling class, 
in fact within the whole range of old society, assumes such a 
violent, glaring character that a small section of the ruling class 
cuts itself adrift, and joins the revolutionary class, the class that 
holds the future in its bands. Just as, therefore, at an earlier pe
riod, a section of the nobility went over to the bourgeoisie, so now 
a portion of the bourgeoisie goes over to the proletariat, and in 
particular, a portion of the bourgeois ideologists, who have raised 
themselves to the level of comprehending theoretically the historical 
movement as a whole. 

Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisie 
today, the proletariat alo11e is a really revolutionary class. The 
other classes decay and finally disappear in the face of modern 
industry; the proletariat is its special and essential product. 

The lower middle class: the small manufacturer, the shop
keeper, the artisan, the peasant-all these fight against the bour
geoisie, to save from extinction their existence as fractions of the 
middle class. They are thevefore not revolutionary, but conserva
tive. Nay more, they are reactionary, for they try to roll back 
t.he wheel of history. If by chance they are revolutionary, they 
are so only in view of their impending transfer into the proletari
at; they thus defend not their present, but their future intevests; 
they desert their own standpoint to place themselves at that of 
the proletariat. 

The "dangerous class," the social s·cum,2 that passively rotting 
mass thrown off by the lowest layers of old society, may, here 
and there, be swept into the movement by a proletarian revolu
tion; its conditions of life, however, prepare it far niore for the 
part of a bribed tool of reactionary intrigue. 

In the conditions of the proletariat, those of old society at 
large are already virtually swamped. The proletarian is without 
property; his relation to his wife and children has no longer 
anything in common with the bourgeois family relations; mod-

1 The German text has "education'; instead of "e~lightenmenl and woe, 
gress."-Ed. 

2 Tn the German-T,!J"':P"Ilprnh>fqrinf.- Ed. 
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ern -industrial labour, modern subjection to capital, the same in 
England as in France, in America as in Germany, has stripped 
him of every trace of national character. Law, morality, religion, 
are to him so many bourgeois prejudices, behind which lurk in 
ambush just as many bourgeois interests. 

All the preceding classes that got the upper hand sought to 
fortify their already acquired status by subjecting society at large 
to their conditions of appropriation. The proletarians cannot be
come masters of the productive forces ·of society, except by abolish
ing their own previous mode of appropriation, and thereby alsO' 
every other prrevious mode of appropriation. They hav·e nothing of 
their own to secure and to fortify; their mission is to destroy aU 
previous securities for, and insumnces of, individual property. 

All previous historical movements were movements of minor
ities, or in the interest of minorities. The proletarian movement 
is the self-conscious, independent movement of the immense ma
jority, in the interest of the immense majority. The proletariat, 
the lowest .stratum of our present society, cannot stir, cannot 
raise itself up, without the whole superincumbent strata of official 
society being sprung into the air. 

Though not in substance, yet in form, .~tt~ .. ",§!n!B.S1~" .. 9f the 
prolet~r.~at, 'Yitl1. th~. ,bp;t!rg_~g~si«; ... Js ... ~! .... f!:I"~L •. ll •. -a~l~2E~t,~!!uggle.· 
~~ J?IQ!~!;:t!;:i,ll,L9f,~!!Cl1 ,<;9l;l}ltry .. must,,()f eO!l,[~e, P:~~t P.f all settle 
ma!t~rs with its own bourrgeoisie. · · 
""tii"a'~ctl"il.g~n~g~fie':Ntl phases of the development of 

the proletariat, we tr-aced the more or less veiled civil war raging 
within existing society, up to the point where that war breaks 
out into open revolution, and. where the vi~lent .·overthrow of the 

\ bourgeoisie. lays .the foundatTOii-fO'f:''"'iti'e''''sway-;i'Jy.r~tti~~·p'ro1etariat. 
, .... ,,H'rtlleri~~ ... ·~~oT"'"sO'ctet'" ,,,,,,:.~'f"rt'':: · ~~"""trg'~we· have _-,.,"".., .... '"',._,~""..,_,,,,.c_,~.,.,,~.,.*'!!'k"l'i,rY~'>I'j>~~~~~!<,~~iM-'!*:w-~~l.'!'"Jia.~:fi.-hi:"f·~-"''"R'il~Ji&."'"·~~:~~"~- . ~''!Jti.~--. 

~~~~~~t!~·~¥ew~~~e~~:~~~~rH~~~~;~~~~ 
assured to it under which it can, at least, continue its slavish ex· 
istence. The serf, in the period of serfdom, raised himself to mem
bership in the commune, just as the petty bourgeois, under the 
yoke of feudal absolutism, managed to develop into a bourgeois. 
The modern labourer, on the contrary, instead of rising with the 
progress of industry, sinks deeper and deeper below the condi
tions of existence of his own class. He becomes a pauper, and 
pauperism develops more rapidly than · population and wealth. 
And here it hecom~s evide11t. that the bourgeoisie is UJnHt any 
lo~g~I...!Q.Q~.Jhe.Juli,ng·~~~§§ JJl ... s!?~!~!y,, all'c,:l}9 Jflip_ose its. condi, ~· 
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tions of existence upon society as an overriding law. It is unfit 
:'to rule because it is incompetent ·to assure an existence to its 
>Slave within his slavery, because it cannot help letting him sink 
into such a state that it has to feed him, instead of being fed by 

, · him. .So_c.~~~Y.. g:;tn, JW Joi1gCJ:: .. ljye .• Y:J.JJ!~.z:<..,tb},~, l;>.gurgeoisi~, in other 
l\words, its existence )s no longer co.mp;:~.tibJe "'ith society . 

.., The essential condition for the existence and for the sway of 
lhe bourgeois class is the formation and augmentation of capital; 
the condition for capital is wage labou1·. Wage labour .rests ex
clusively on competition between the Iabour·ers. The advance of 
industry, whose involuntary promoter is the bourgeoisie, replaces 
the isolalion of the labourers, due to competition, by their revolu· 
lionary combination, due to association. The development of mod
ern industry, therefore, cuts from under its feet the very founda· 
lion on which the bourgeoisie produces and appropriates products. 
WhaL the bourge(Jisie therefore produces, above all, is . its own 
gravediggers. Its fall and the victory of the prolet~riat are equal· 
tv-*fnevitabie. · · · · ··· ...... ··~,.~ , ~~- -· ·>'·· • .. -
·~~~""'"'"· 

II 

PROLETARIANS AND COMMUNISTS 

In what relation do the Communists stand to the proleta.rians 
as a whole? 

The Communists do not form a separate p:nty opposed to 
·other working-class parties. 

They have no interests separate and apart from those of the 
proletariat as a whole. 

They do not set up any sectarian 1 principles of their own, by 
which to shape and mould ll:he proletarian movement. 

The Communists are distinguished from the other working
class parties by this only: 1. In the national struggles of the pro
letarians of the different countries, they point out and bring ta. 
tlw front the common interests of the entire proletariat, independ
ently of all nationality. 2. In the various stages of development 
which the struggle of the working class against the bourgeoisie 
has to pass through, they always and everywhere. represent the 
interests of the movement as a whole. 

The Communists, therefocre, are on the one hand, practically, 
the most advanced and resolute section of the working-class 

1 The Germal't has "special" instead of "sectarian."--Ed. 
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parties of every country, that section which pushes forward all 
others; on the other hand, theoretically, they have over the great 
mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding 
the line of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general re
suits of the proletarian movement. 

The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that 
"Of all the other proletarian parties: Formation of the proletariat 
into a class, overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy, conquest of 
political power by the proletariat. 

The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way 
based on ideas or principles that have been invented, or dis
covered, by this or that would-be universal reformer. 

They merely express, in general terms, actual relations 
springing from an existing class struggle, from a historical move
ment going on under our very eyes. The abolition of existing 
property relations is not at all a distinctive feature of Com
munism. 

All property relations in the past have continually been ·sub
ject to historical change consequent upon the change iu historical 
conditions . 

. T.h; ... !~:~~~~-!"-~~-~1.!!~~-~~ .... !,?r .-~~~~!U,~!~4,,~£~~~,bS,~--~~;>J>.er· V 
!x,.~,g,.,.~J;:.'?.!!L~~,Ji2.M!~~I.~-. .E!PP.erty,1 

· · · 

The distinguishing feature of Communism is not the abolition 
of property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. 
But modern bourgeois private property is the final and most 
complete expression of the system of producing and- appropriat
ing products that is based on class antagonisms, on the exploita~ 
tion of the many by the few. 

In this sense, the. theory of. the Communists may be summed 
up in the single sentenc€: Abolition of private ,property. 

, We Communists have been reproached' with . the· desire of 
abolishing the right of personally. acquiring property as the fruit 
Qf a man's 'own labour;· which property is alleged to he the ground
work of all personal freedom, activity and independence. 

Hard-won,. self-acquired, self-earned prop-erty! Do you mean 
the property of the petty artisan and of the small peasant, a 
form of property that preceded the bourgeois· form? There is no 
need to abolish that; the development of industry has to a great 
extent already destroyed it, and is still destroying it daily. 

Or do you mean modern bourgeois private property? 
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But does wage 1abour ereate any 'property for the 'labourer? 
Not a bit. It creates capital, i.e., that . kind of property which 
exploits wage labour, and which cannot increase except upon con
dition of begetting a new supply of wage labour for fresh ex
ploitation. Property, in its present form, is based on the antago
nism of capital and wage labour. Let us examine both sides of 
this antagonism. 

To be a capitalist is to have not only a purely personal, but a 
social, stotus in production. Capital is a collective product, and 
only by the united action of many members, nay, in the last 
resort, only by the united action of all members of society, can 
it be set in motion. 

Capital is therefore not a personal, it is a social power: 
When, therefore, capital is converted into common property, 

into the property of all members of society, personal property is 
not thereby transformed into social property. It is only the so· 
cial character of the property that is changed. It loses its class 
character. 

Let us now take wage labour. 
The average price of wage Iabour is the mmnnum wage, i.e., 

that quantum of the means of subsistence which is absolutely re· 
quisite to keep the labourer in bare existence as a labourer. 
What, therefore, the wage labourer appropriates by means of his 
labour merely suffices to prolong and reproduce a bare exist
ence. We by no means· intend to abolish this personal appropria
tion of the products of labour, an appropriation that is made for 
the maintenance and reproduction of huma!l life, and that leaves 
no surplus wherewith to command the labour of others. All that 
we want to do away with is the miserable character of this ap
propriation, under which the labourer lives merely to increase 
capital, and is allowed to live only in so far as the interest of 
the ruling class requires it. 

In bourgeois society, living labour is but a means to increase 
accumulated labour. In Communist society, accumulated labour 
is but .a means to wiqen, to enrich, to promote the existence of 
the labourer. 

In bourgeois society, therefore, the past dominates the pres· 
ent; iri Communist society, the present dominates the past. In 
bourgeois society capital is independent Hnd has individuality, 
while the living person is dependent and has no individuality. 

And the abolition of this state of things is called by the bour
~eois abolition of individuality and freedom t And rightly so. The 
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abolition of bourgeois individuality, bourgeois independence, and 
bourgeois freedpm is undoubtedly aimed at. 

By freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois conditions 
Qf production, free trade, free selling and buying. 

But if selling and buying disappears, free selling and buying 
disappears also. This talk about free selling and buying, and all 
the other "brave words" of our bourgeoisie about freedom in 
general, have a meaning, if any, only in contrast with restricted 
selling and buying, with the fettered traders of the Middle Ages, 
but have no meaning when opposed to the Communistic aboli
tion of buying and selling, of the bourgeois conditions of produc
tion, and of tbe bourgeoisie itself. 

You are horrified at our intending to do away with private 
property. But in your existing society, private property is already 
done away with for nine"tenths of the population; its existence 
for the few is solely;. due to its non-existence in the hands of 
those nine-tenths. You reproach us, therefore, with intending to 
do· away with a form of property, the necessary condition for 
whose existence is the non-exiiStence of any property for the im
mense majority of society. 

In one word, you :reproach us with intending to do away with 
your property. Precisely so; that is just what we intend. 

From the moment when labour can no longer be converted 
into capital, money, or rent, into a social power capable of being 
monopolized, i.e., from the momeht when individual property can 
no longer be transformed into bourgeois property, into capital; 
from that moment, you say, individuality vanishes. 

You must, therefore, confess that by "individual" you mean 
no otber person than the bourgeois, than the middle-class owner 
of property. This person must, indeed, be swept out of the way, 
and made impossible. 

Communism deprives no man of the power to appropriate the 
products of society; all that it does is to deprive him of the power 
to subjugate the labour of others by means of such appropriation. 

It has been objected that upon the abolition of private property 
all work will cease, and universal laziness will overtake us. 

According to this, bourgeois society ought long ago to have 
gone to the dogs through sheer idleness; for those of its mem
bers who work acquire nothing, and those who acquire anything 
do not work. :The whole of this objection is but another expreo;;· 
sion of the ta~tology: The:J;"e can no longer be apy wage labour 
wheti there is no longer any capital. · 
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All objections urged again-st the Communistic mode of produc· 
ing and appropriating material products, have, in the same way, 
been urged against the Communistic modes of producing and ap
propriating intellectual products. J~.s.t .~s.,. to fh~ .. h.,9,l;!J.S~ois, the 
di~~;tppeara.nc() of class prop~rty is the disappearance of production 
~~If,. s2,"!!!.~ .. Ai~aReearapce of class cu1turt! is to him identical 

~.l~J?rl\~~·~~~~~~1t:~1~~'~t''J~~~{~~e.he laments, is, for the enor-
mous majority, a mere training to act as a machine. 

B~t don't wrangle with us so' long as' you . apply, to our in
tended abolition of bourgeois property, the standard of your 
bourgeois notions of freedom, culture, law, etc. Your very ideas 
are but the oulgrowlh of the conditions of your bourgeois pro
duction and bourgeois property, just as your jurisprudence is but 
the will of your class made into a law for all, a will whose es
sential character and direction are determined by the economical 
;;onditions of existence of your class. 

The selfish misconception that induces you to transform into 
eternal laws of nature and of reason, the ·social forms springing 
from your present mode of production and form of property
historical relations that rise and disappear 'in the progress of 
production-this misconception you share with every. ruling dass 
that has preceded you. What you see Clearly in the case of an
Cient property,1 what you admit in the case of feudal property, 
you are of course forbidden to admit' in the case of your own 
bourgeois form of· property. 

Abolition of the family! Even the most radical ·flare up at 
this infamous proposal of the Comm1mists. 

On what foundation is the present family, the bourgeois 
family, based? On capital, on private gain. In its completely de
veloped form this family exists only among the bourgeoisie. But 
this state of things finds its complement in the practical absence 
of the family among the proletarians, and in public prostitution. 

The bourgeois family will vanish as a matter of course when 
its complement vanishes, and both will vanish wHh the vanishing 
of capital. 

Do you charge us with wanting to stop the exploitation of 
children by lheir parents? To this crime we plead guiHy. 

But, you will say, we destroy the most hallowed of relations, 
when we replace home education ·by social. 

1 Property an the ancient world (Greece, Rome), based on the exploitation 
of slave labour.-Ed. 
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And your education! Is not that also social, and determined 
by "ihe'""social"cO'iiditioiis under which you educate, by the inter
vention, direct or indirect, of society, by means of schools, etc.? 
'i'he Communists have not invented the intervention of society in 
education; they ~do but seek to ·alter the character of that inter
vention, and to rescue educationfroll1 the)llfl1lei,?;c,e of the ruling elass. ,- ,, , ,_,,," '"'' , "·' ,. ,,,,,, '"'" ,,. ,, , ,, , 

-The bourgeois claptrap about the family and education, ::tbout 
the hallowed correlation of parent and child, becomes all the 
more disgusting, the more, by the action of modern industry, all 
family ties among the proletarians are torn asunder, and their 
children transformed into simple articles of commerce and instru
ments of labour. 

But you Communists would introduce community of women, 
~creams the whole bourgeoisie in chorus. 

The bourgeois sees in his wife a mere instrument of produc
tion. He hears that the instruments of production are to be ex
ploited in common, and, naturally, 1can come to no other conclu~ 
sion than that the lot of being common to all will likewise fall 
to the women. 

He has not even a suspicion that the real point aimed at is 
to do away with the status of women as mere instruments of 
production. 

For the rest, nothing is more ridiculous than the virtuous in· 
dignation of our bourgeois at the community of women which, 
they pretend, is to be openly and officially established by the 
Communists. The Communists have no need to introduce com
munity of women; it has existed almost from time immemorial. 

Our bourgeois, not content with having the wives and daugh
ters of their proletarians1 at thek disposal, not to speak of com
mon prostitutes, take the greatest pleasure in seducing each 
other's wives. 

Bourgeois marriage is in reality a system of wives in com
mon and thus, at the most, what the Communists might po:nibly 
be reproached with is that they desire to introduce, in substitu
tion for a hypocritically concealed, an openly legalized commun
ity pf women. For the rest, it is ·self-evident that the abolition 
of the present system of production must bring with it the aboli
tion of the community of women springing from t.hat system, 
i.e., of prostitution, both public and private. 

ish ~~~w~;<~a~~:;tfoii;ftri~~ . .Y~Pt:2~ched wi,~.~---~~~~!!:~!.!~_!!?oi . 
..,.~.:.o-.... ~~.~· >.'"·~-' ... ;·-;.,.~:.-~.-,-.,,..£. :{:;. "~-\·~··· ,.,_ _y .. 
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1 ,1 . The working ~n have, no cou~.?.:: \y,", £QW4W~.~i~~.J~lern 
· \,'Yh!liJlteS" .. " .. li'iix:~:n,Q('~,~tme-rtie proletariat must fxrst of all 

acquire political supremacy, must rise to be the leading class of 
the nation, must constitute itself the nation, it is, so far, itseH 
national, though not in the bourgeois sense of the word. 

National differences and antagonisms between peoples are 
daily more and more vanishing, owing to the development of the 
bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market, to 
uniformity in the mode of produclion and in the conditions of 
life corresponding thereto. 

The supremacy of the proletariat will cause them to vanish 
still faster. United action, of the leading civilized countries at 
least, is one of the first conditiontS for the emancipation of the 
proletariat. 

In proportion as the exploitation of one individual by another 
is put an end to, the exploitation of one nation by another wiil 
also be put an end to. In proportion as the antagonism between 
dasses within the nation vanishes, the hostility of one nation to 
another will come to an end. 

The charges against Communism made from a religious, a 
philosophical, and, generally, from an ideological standpoint, are 
not deserving of serious Pxamination. 

Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man':> 
ideas, views, and conceptions, in one word, man's consciousness, 
changes with every change in the conditions of his material ex
istence, in his social relations and in his social life? 

What else does the history of ideas prove than that intel
lectual production changes its character in proportion as materia~ 
production is changed? The ruling ideas of each age have ever 
been the ideas of its rull1\11£16f:fs~:--~·"""~~~~-v"""-'"',"""'" 
"-~\Vh~i;'-peopT~"'-;p~a~f'icteas that revolutionize society, they 

do but express the fact that within the old society the elements 
of a new one have been created, and that the dissolution of the 
old ideas keeps even pace with the dissolution of the old condi
tinns of existence. 

When the ancient world was in its last throes, the ancient 
religions were overcome by Christianity. When Christian ideas 
suecumbeu in the eighteenth century to rationalist ideas. feudal 
society fought its death battle with the then revolutionary bour
geoisie. The ideas of religious liberty and freedom of conscience 
meh:;ly 'gave expression to the sway of free competition within 
the domain of knowledge. 
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"Undoubtedly," it will be said, "religious, moral, philosophical 
and juridical ideas have been modified in the course of his
l.orical development. But religion, morality, philosophy, political 
science, and law constantly survived this change." 

"There are, besides, eternal truths, such as Freedom, Justice, 
ete., that are common to all states of society. But Communism 
abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all religion, and all moral
ity, instead of constituting them on a new basis; it therefore act5 
in contradiction to all past historical experience." 

What does this accusation reduce itself to? Th~ ... J:li§~2f~_pf all 
pgst .sosiety !:Ia~ :consisted in, .t!~.e de"elopment of. class antagonisms, 
aiJ.fagonisms >that assumed ·~iff.~reih forms at different epochs. 

But whatever form they may have taken, one facf is common 
to all past ages, viz., the exploitation qf one part of so<;iety by 
thtL.Q!J:ter. No wonder, ilien:··that the social consciousnes' of past 
'age-S., despite all the multiplieity and variety it displays, moves 
within certain common forms, or general ideas, which cannot 
completely vanish except with the total disappearance of class 
antagonisms. 

The Communist. revolqtion is the most radical rqpture with 
traditional . flroperty relations; no womler that its development 
I"nv;;"!W;~·th'e'·~m:;;si ~radical rupture '\\;ith tniditional ideas. 

But let us have done with the I)o1.rrgecl1s objections to Com~ 
munism. 

'iVe have seen above that the iirst step in the· revolution by 
the working cl;:j.ss .. is .to raise. the proletariat to the position of 
ruling clas•s, tc> 'Yin_ the battle of democracy. 
' ' 'file 'proletariat will ~~e its political supremacy to wrest, by 

degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralize all instru
ments of production in the hands of the state, i.e., of the prole
tariat organized as the ruling class,1 and to increase the total of 
productive forces as rapidly as possible. 

Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be eil'ected e:tcept 
by means of despotic inroads on the rights of property, and on 
the. conditions of b(:nirgeois production; by means of measures, 
therefore, which appear economically insufficient and untenable, 
but which. in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves. 
necessitate further inroads upon the old social order, and arc 
unavoidable a<J a means of entirely revolutionizing the mode of 
prod uctiotL 

1 Len•in makes the following emphatic comment on this passage of Tbt• 
Communist Manifesto: ''The state, i.e., the proleta!'int organized as the rulin!J 

9--760 
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These measures will of course be different in different coun
tries. 

Nevertheless in the most advanced countries, the following will 
be pretty generally applicable.1 

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents 
of land to public purposes. 

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax. 
3. Abolition\ of all. right of inheritance. 
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels. 
5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the. state, by 

Ineans of a national bank with state capital and an exclusive 
monopoly. l 

6. Centralization of the meam of communication anp transport 
in the hands of the stale. 

7. Extension of factories and instruments of p,roduction 
owned by the slate; the bringing into cultivation of waste-lands, 
and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a 
common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to work. Establishment . of indus
trial armies, especially for agriculture. 

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; 
gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country, 
hy a more equable. distributio:n .of the population over the country. 

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Aboli
tion of children's factory labour in its present form. Combination 
of education with industrial production, etc. 

class, is precisely the dictatorship of the proletariat." (Marxism on tlze Stale.) 
On. the basis of the experience of the 1848 ReYolution, Marx in Tlze Ei(tl!teentll 
Brumaire developed and made more specific the doctrine of the dictatorship 
of lhe prolelarint. Here he says that the proletariat cannot simply take pos
session of the bourgeois state machinery, .but must "smash," must "destroy" it 
(See Vol. II of the 1936 edition.) Furthermore, on the basis of the experience of 

the Paris Commune (se·e Tlze Civil War in France, 1871, also in Volume II), 
Marx gives a characterization of the machinery of state (the state of the 
Commune type), with which the proletariat will replace the oppressive bour
geois state maohinery destroyed by it. (See also Lenin, Tlte State and Revolu
tion.)-Ed. . 

1 In the Grundsatze des Kommunisrnus [Principles of Communism], which 
served as an outline for the Manifesto, Engels set forth this program \n twelve 
demands. As early as 1926, at the Fifteenth Conference of the C.P.S.U.(B.}, Stalin 
pointed out that "nine-tenths of this program has already been realized by our 
revolution." With t.he completion of the building of socialism in the U.S.S.R. this 
whole program has not only been fulfilled but overfulfilled. The socialist 
state~ the· fundamental principles of which are unshakeable and have been re· 
corded in the Stalin Constitution of 1936; bas proved its strength during the 
course of the Great Patriotic War against the German fascist invaders.-Ed. 
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When, tin the course of development, class distinctions have 
disapP.eared, ari4 alf production has been concentrated in the 
hands of a vast a~sociation of the whole nation,· the public 
P<,?,"'Yer 'Will lose its p~liticai character. Political power, properly 
so called, Ts "merely tlle"'org:iiiized power of one classfor. oppres
si,ng ,a'nother. If the proletariat during its contest wlth the" bour
gc_O.fsie"'is compelled, by the force of circumstances, to organize 
itself as a class; if, by means of a revolution, it makes itself the 
ruling class, and, as such, sweeps away by force the old condi
tions of production,. then it will, along with these conditions, have 
swept away the conditions for the .existence of class antagonisms 
and of classes generally, and will thereby have abolished its own 
supremacy as a class. 

III 

SOCIALIST AND COMMUNIST LITERATURE 

1. REACTIONARY SOCIALISM 

a. Feudal Socialism 

Owing to their historical position, it became the \'Ocation of 
the aristocracies of France and England to write pamphlets 
a~ainst modern bourgeois society. In the French Revolution of 
July 1830, and in the English reform agitation, these aristocracies 
again succumbed to the hateful upstart.1 Thenceforth, a serious 
political contest was altogether out of the question. A literary 
hattie alone remained possible. But even in the domain of liter
ature the old cries of the 1restoration period2 had become impos
sible. 

1 The July Revolution· (1830) in France overthrew the rule of the landed 
aristocracy and transferred power to the high finance section of the bour
geoisie, forming the July monarchy, the incumbent of the throne being Louis 
Philippe of the House 'Of Orleans. 

The Parliamentary Reform Movement in England achieved, in 1832 a 
c~msiderable extension of the franchise of the trading and industrial bourg~oi
Sie.-Ed. 

2 r-.lot the English Restoration, 1660 to l689, but ihe French Resioration, 
1814 to 1830. [Note by f'. Engels to the English edition of 1888.] 

9* 
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In order to arouse sympathy, the aristocracy were obliged to 
lose sight, apparently, of their own interests, and to formulate 
their indictment against the bourgeoisie in the interest of lhe 
exploited working class alone. Thus the aristocracy look their 
revenge by singing lampoons on their new master, and whisper
ing in his ears sinister proph<ocies of coming catastrophe. 

L1 this way arose f'eudal Socialism: half lamentation, half 
lampoon; half echo of the past, half menace of the future; at 
times, by its bitter, witty and incisive criticism, striking the bour
geoisie to the \very ,heart's core, but always lua.icrous in its effect, 
through total incapacity to comprehend the march of m<Jdern 
history. 

The aristocracy, in order to rally the people to them, waved 
the proletarian alms-bag in front for a banner. But the people, 
so oflen as it joined them, saw on their hindquarters th~ old 
feudal coats of arms and deserted with loud and irreverent 
laughter. 

One section of the French Legitimists1 and "Young England"2 

exhibited this spectacle. 
In pointing out that their 1node of exploitation was different 

to that of <the bourg~oi-sie, the feudalists forget that they exploited 
under circumstances and conditions that wel'e quite difl'erent, and 
that are now antiquated. In showi11g that, under their rule, the 
modern proletariat never existed, they forget that the modci·n 
bourgeoisie is the necessary ofl'spring of their own form of so
ciety. 

For the resL, so liltle do they conceal the reactionary char· 
acter of their . criticism that their chief accusation against the 
bourgeoisie amounts to this, that under the bourgeois regime a 
eh11>~ is being developed which is destined to cut up root and 
branch the old order of soeiety. 

What they upbraid the bourgeoisie with is not so much that 
it creates a proletariat, as that it creates a rcvolutionaty prole
tariat. 

In political practice; therefore, they join in all coercive mea<;· 
ures against the working class, and in ordinary life, despite their 

1 The Legitimists: The most reactionary of the monarchist parties in 
Franec-:wcre the party of thil noble landowners, adherents of the "legitimate" 
Bourbon dynasty.-Ed. 

2 "Young .England": A group of British Conservatives which appeared in 
puhlic in the early eighteen-fortie·s.-Ed. 
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high-falutin phrases, they stoop to pick up the golden 'apples 
dropped from the tree of industry,1 and to barter truth, love, 
and honour for traffic in wool, beetroot-sugar, and potato spirits,2 

A~ the parson has ever gone hand in hand with the land
lord, so has Clerical Socialism with Feudal Socialism. 

Nothing is easier than to give Christian asceticism a Socialist 
tinge. Has not Christianity declaimed against private property, 
against marriage, against the state? Has it not preached in the 
place· of these, c_harity and poverty, celibacy and mortification of 
the flesh, monastic life and Mother Church? Christhm Socialism 
is but the holy water with which the priest consecrates the 
heartburnings of the aristocrat. 

b. Petty-Bourgeois Socialism 

The feudal aristocracy was not the only class that was ruined 
by the bourgeoisie, not the only class whose conditions of 
existence pined and perished in the ~Hmosphere of modern ho~u
geois society. The medireval burgesses and the small peasant 
propriet,ors were the precursors of the modern bourgeoisie. In 
those cmmtries which are but .little developed, industrially and 
commercially, these two da•sses still _vegetate side by side with 
the rising bourgeoisie. 

In countries where modern civilization 'has become fully de
veloped, a new class of petty bourgeois has been formed, flucluat
iug between pr;oletariat and bourgeoisie and ever renewing ito;elf 
as a supplementary part of bourgeois society. The inClividual 
members of this class. however, are ,being constantly hurled down 
into· the proletariat by the action of competition, and, as modern 
industry develops, they even see the moment approaching when 
they will completely disappear as an independent sPction of 
modern society, to be replaced, in manufactures, agriculture and 
commerce, by overlookers, bailiffs and shopmen. 

In countries like France, where the peasants constitute far 
more than half of the population, it was natural that writers 

1 "Dropped from the tree of industry" was added in the English text.-Ed. 
2 This applies chiefly to Germany where the landed aristocracy and 

squi:rearchy have large portions of their estates cultivated "for their own ac .. 
count by stewards, and are, moreover, extensive beetroot-sugar manufacturers 
and distillers of potato spirits. Th·~ wealthier British aristocracy are, as yet, 
rather above that; but they, too, know how to tnake up for declining rents 
by lending their names to floaters of more or less shady joint-stoc'k compa
nies. rNote by F. Engels to tile English edition of 1888.] 
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'who sided witlr the proletariat against the bourgeoisie should use, 
in their criticism ·of the bourgeois regime, the standard of the 
peasant and petty bourgeois, arid from the standpoint of these in
termediate classes should take up the cudgels for the working 
class. Thus arose petty-bourgeois Socialism. Sismondi was the 
head of this school, not only in France but also in England. 

This school of Socialism dissected with great acuteness the 
contradictions in the conditions of modern production. It laid 
barf' the hypocritical apologies of economists. It proved, in.::on
troyertibly, the disastrous effects of machinery and divi<;ion · of 
lahour; the concentration of capital and land in a few hands; 
overproduction and crises; it pointed out the inevitable ruin of 
the petty bourgeois and peasant, the misery of the pro:ctariat, 
the anarchy in production, the crying inequalities in the distribu
tion of wealth, the industrial war of extermination betwee'1 na
tions, the dissolution of old moral bonds, of the old family ;ela
tions, of the old nationalities. 

In its positive aims, however, this form of Socialism aspires 
either to restoring the old means of production and of t>xchange, 
and with them the old property relations, and the old society, 
or to cramping the modern means of production and of PX•~hange 
within the framework of the old property relations that have 
been, and were bound to be, exploded by those means. In either 
case, it is both reactionary and utopian. 

Its last words are: CorporDte guilds for manufacture; patri
an·hal relntions in agriculture . 

. Ultimately, when stubborn historical facts had dispersed all 
intoxicating effects of self-deception, this form of Socia!;sm end
ed in a miserable fit of the blues. 

c. ~German or «True" 'Socialism 1 

The Socialist and Communist literature of France, a Hterature 
that originated under the pressure of a bourgeoisie in power, 
and t11at was the expression of the struggle against this power, 
was introduced into Germany at a time when the bourgeoisie, 
in that country, had just begun its contest with feudal absolutism. 

German philosophers, would-be philosophers, and beaux es• 
prits eagerly seized on this literature, only forgetting that when 

i See Eng!'!ls' article, The History of the Communist League in Karl Marx, 
Selected lVorks, Vol. II, Moscow 1936, p. 14, for the German or "True" Social
ists.-Ed. 
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these writings immigrated from France into Germany, French 
social conditions had not immigrated. along with them. In eon
tact with German social conditions, this French literature lost 
aH its immediate practical significance, and assumed a purely 
literary aspect. Thus, to the German philosophers of the eight
eenth century, the demands ,of the first French Revolution were 
nothing more than the demands of "Practical Reason'' in genecal, 
and the utterance of the will of the revolutionary French bour
geoisie signified in their eyes the laws of pure will, of will as 
it was bound to be, of true human will generally. 

The work of the German literati consisted solely in bringing 
the new French ideas into harmony with their ancient philo
sophical conscience, or rather, in annexing the French ideas 
without deserting their own philosophic point of view. 

This annexation took place in the same way in which a for
eign language is appropriated, namely, by translation. 

It is well known how the monks wrote silly lives of Catholic 
saints. over the manuscripts on which the classical works of an-· 
cient heathendom had been written. The German literati reversed 
this process with the profane French literature. They wrote their 
philosophical nonsense beneath the French original. For instance, 
beneath the French criticism of the economic funct.ions of 
money, they wrote "alienation of humanity," and beneath the 
French criticism of the bourgeois state, they wrote, ' dethrone· 
ment of the category of the general," and so forth. 

The introduction of these philosophical phrases at the hack 
of Lhe French historical criticisms they dubbed "Philosophy of 
Action," "True Socialism," "German Science of Socialism," 
"Philosophical Foundation of Socialism," and so on. 

The French Socialist and Communist literature was thus com
pletely emasculated. And, since it ceased in the hands of the 
German to express the struggle of one class with the other, he felt 
conscious of having overcome "French one-sidedness" and- of rep
resenting, not true requirements, but the requirements of truth; 
not the interests of the proletariat, but the interests of human 
nature, of man in general, who belongs to no class, has :no reality, 
who exists only in the mfsty vealm of philosophical fantasy. 

This German Socialism, which took its school-boy ta,c;k so 
seriously and solemnly, and extolled its poor stock-in"trade iJ1. 
such mountebank fashion, meanwhile gradually lost its pedantic 
innocence. 

The fight of the German. and especially of the Prnssian, hour-
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geobie againsl feudal aristocracy and absolute monarchy; in 
other words, the liberal movement, became more earnest. 

By this, the long-wished-for opportunity was offered to "True" 
Socialism of confronting the political movement with the Social
ist demands, of hurling the traditional anathemas against liberal
ism, against representative government, against bourgeois com
petition, bourgeois freedom or the press, bourgeois legislation, 
bourgeois liberty and equality, and of preaching lo the masses 
that they had not.hing to gain, and everything to lose, by lhis 
bourgeois movement. German Socialism forgot, in the nick of 
time, Lhat French criticism, whose silly echo it was, presupposed 
the existence of modern bourgeois society, with its corresponding 
economic coudilions of existence, Hind the politka~ conslitution 
adapted thereto, Lhe very Lhings whose attainment was the object 
of the JH~nding struggle in Germany. 

To the absolute governments, with their following of parsons, 
professors, country squires and officials, it served as a welcome 
scarecrow against the threatening bourgeoisie. 

It was a sweet fi"nish after the bitter pills of floggings and 
bullets wilh which these same governments, just at that time, 
dosed the German working-class risings. 

While this "True" Socialism thus served the governments as 
u weapon for fighting the German bourgeoisie, it, at the same 
limt•, directly represented a reactionary interest, the interest of 
the German Philistines. In Germany the petty-bourgeois class, n 
relic of the sixteenth century, and since then constantly eropping 
up again under various fm·ms, is the real social basis of the 
existing stale of things. 

To preserve this class is to preserve the existing state of 
things in Germany. The industrial and political supremacy of 
the bourgeoisie threatens it with certain destruction-on the one 
hand, from the concentration of capital; on the other, from the 
rise of a revolutionary proletariat. "True" Socialism ,appeared to 
kill these two birds with one stone. It spread like an epidemic. 

The robe of speculative cobwebs, embroidered with flowers 
of rhetoric, steeped in the dew of sickly sentiment, this transcen
dental robe in which the German Socialists wrapped their sorry 
."eternal truths." all skin and boue, served to wonderfully increase 
the sale of their goods amongst such .a public. 

And on its part, German Socialism recognized, more and 
more, its own calling as the bombastic representative of the 
petty·bom·geois Philistine. 
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[t proclaimed the German nation to be the model nation, and 
the German petty Philistine to be the typfcal man. To every vil
lainous meanness of this model man it gave a hidden, higher, 
Socialistic interpretation, the exact contrary of its real character. 
It went to the extreme length of directly opposing the "brutally 
destructive" . tendency of Communism, and of proclaiming its 
supreme and impartial contempt of all class struggles. vVith 
very few exceptions, all the so-called Socialist · and Communist 
publications that now (1847) circulate in Germany belong to the 
domain of this foul and enervating literature.1 

2. CONSERVATIVE OR BOURGEOIS SOCIALISM 

A part of th~ bo~rg~9isJ~,-A§,5,\~"~ii:BJ,\fi,.Qf,I~,g,I:,tt§~fJU~-s,gcl~l griev
an~es; in order to. §ecure the contin.ued e;x}ste_nce _of bourgeois 
s_~1:y:'· . .. . .. ,_. . .... ··, .. _,., ..... 

To this section belong economists, philanthropists, humani
tarians, improvers of the condition of the working class, organ
izers of charity, members of societies for the prevention of cruel
ty to animals, temperance fanatics, hole-and-corner reformers of 
every imaginable kind. This form of Socialism has, moreover, 
been worked out into complete systems. 

\Ve may cite Proudhon's Philosophie de la Misere as an exam
ple of this form, 

The socialistic bourgeois want all the advantages of modern 
social conditions without the struggles and dangers necessarily 
resulting therefrom. They desire the existing state .of society 

·rninus its revolutionary and disintegrating elements. They wish 
for a bourgeoisie without a proletariat. The bourgeoisie naturally 
conceives the world in which it is supreme to be the best; and 
bourgeois Socialism develops this comfortable conception into 
various more or less complete systems. In requiring the proletariat 
to carry out such a system, and thereby to march straightway 
into the \Soqial New Jerusalem, it but requires in reality that the 
proletariat should remain within the hounds of existing society, but 
should cast away all its hateful ideas concerning the bourgeoisie. 

A second and more practical, but less systematic, form of 
this Socialism sought to depreciate every revolutionary movement 

1 The revolutionary storm of 1848 swept away this whole shabby tendency 
and cured its protagonists of the desire to dab1Jle in Socialism. The chief 
representative (\Tid classical type of this tendency is Mr. Karl Griin. [Note by 
F. Engels to the German edition of 1890.] 
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in the eyes of the working class, by showing that no mere polit
ical reform, hut only a change in the material conditions of ex
istence, in economical relations, could be of any· advantage to 
them. By changes in the material conditions of existence, this 
form of Socialism, however, by no means understands abolition 
of the bourgeois relations of production, an abolition that can be 
effeeted only by a revolution, but administrative reforms, based 
ou the continued existence of these relations; reforms, therf-!fore, 
that in no respect affect the xelations between capital allld labour, 
but, at the best, lessen the cost, and simplify the administrative 
work, of bourgeois government. 

Bourgeois Socialism attains adequate expression when, and 
ouly when, .it becomes a mere figure of speech. 

Free trade: for the benefit of the working class. Protective 
duties: for the benefit of the working class. Prison reform: for 
the benefit of the working class. This is the last word and the 
only seriously meant word of bourgeois Socialism. 

It is summed up in the phrase: the bourgeois is a bourgeois 
-for the benefit of the working class. 

3. CRITICAL-UTOPIAN SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM 

We do not here refer to that literature which, in every great 
modern revolution, has always given voice to the demands (Jf the 
proletariat, such as the writings of Babeuf and others. 

The first direct attempts of the proletariat to attain its CIWJI 

ends, made in times of universal excitement, when feudal society 
was being . overthrown-these attempts necessarily failed, owing· 
to the then undeveloped state of the proletariat, as well as to 
the ab-sence of 'the economic conditions for its .emancipation, .con
diti.ons that had yet to be produced, and could be ,produced by 
the impending bourgeois epoch alone. The revolutionary litera
ture that accompanied these first movements of the proletariat 
had necessarily a reactionary character. It inculcated universal 
asceticism and social levelling in its crudest form. 

The Socialist and Communist systems properly so called, 
those of St. Simon, Fourier, Owen and others, spring into ex
istence in the early undeveloped period, described above, of the 
struggle between proletariat and 'bourgeoisie (see Section I. 
Bourg~ois and Proletarians). 

The founders of these systems see, indeed, the class antago
hisms, as well as the action of the decomposinc- elements in the 
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prevailing form of society. But the proletariat, as yet in its in
fancy, offers to them the spectacle of a class without any histor
ical initiative or any independent political movement. 

Since the development of class antagonism keeps even pace with 
the development of industry, the economic situation, •as they find it, 
does not as yet offer to them the material conditions for the eman
cipation of the proletariat. They therefore search after a new social 
science after new social laws, that are to create these conditions. 

Historical action is to yield to their personal inventive action; 
historically created conditions of emancipation to fantastJc ones; 
anrl the gradual, spontaneous class organization Of the proletariat 
1o an organization of society specially contrived by these in
ventors. Future history resolves itself, in their eyes, into the 
propaganda and . the practical carrying out of their social plans. 

In. rthe formation of their plans they are conscious of caring 
chiefly for the interests of the working class, as being the most 
suiTering class. Only from the point of view of being the most 
suffering class does the proletariat exist for them. 

The undeveloped state of the class struggle, as well as their 
own surroundings, causes Socialists of this kind to consider them
selves far superior to all class antagonisms. They want to im
prove the condition of every member of society, even that of the 
most favoured. Hence, they habitually appeal to ... ociety at large, 
without distinction of class; nay, by preference, to the ruling 
class. For how can people, when once they understand their 
system, fail to see in it the best possible. plan of the best pos
sible state of society? 

Hence, they reject all politic-al, and especially all revolutionary, 
actiolll; they wish to attain their ends by peac~ful means, and endeav
our, by small experiments, necessarily doomed to failure, and by 
the force of exampl,e, to pave the way for the new social gospel. 

Such fantastic pictures of future society, painted at a time 
when the proletariat is still in a very undeveloped state and has 
but a fantastic conception of its own position, correspond with 
the first instinctive yearnings of that class for a general recon
struction of society. 

But these Socialist and Communist publications contain also 
a critical element. They attack every principle of existing society. 
Hence they are full of the most valuable materials for the en
lighienment of the working class. The practical measures pro
posed in them-such as the abolition of the distinction between 
town ,and country, of the family, of the carrying on of industries 
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for the account of private individuals, and of the wage system, 
the proclamation of social harmony, the conversion of the func
tions of the state into ·a mere superintendence of production
ail these proposals point solely 1to the disappearance of class 

. antagonisms which were, at 1that time, .only just cropping up, 
and which, in these publications, are recognized in their earliest, 
indistinct and undefined forms only. These ,proposals, therefore, 
~Jre of a purely utopian character. 

The significance of Critical-Utopian Socialism and 'Commun
ism bears an inverse relation to historical development. In pro
portion as the modern Class struggle develops and takes definite 
shape, this fantastic standing apart from the contest, these fan
'tastic aUa,cks on 1it, lose all practical value •and all theoretical 
justification. Therefore, allhough the originators of these systems 
were, in many respects, revolutionary, their disciples have, in 
every case, formed mere reactionary sects. They hold fast by the 
original views of their masters, in opp,0sition to the progressive 
historical development ,of the proletariat. They, therefore, en· 
deavour, and that consistently, to deaden the class struggle and 
to reconcile the class antagonisms. They still dream of experi· 
mental realization of their social Utopias, of founding isolated 
phalansteres, of establishing "Home Colonies," of setting up a 
"Little Icaria"1-duodecimo editions of the New Jerusalem-and 
to realize all these castles in the air, they are compelled to ap· 
peal to the feelings and purses of the bourgeois. By degrees they 
sink into the category of the reactionary conservative Socialists 
.depicted .above, differing from .these only by more systematic 
pl'danlry, and by their fanatical and superstitious belief in the 
miraculous effects of their social science. 

They, therefore, violently oppose all political action on the 
pa:·t of tl1e working class; such action, according to them, can 
ouly result from blind unbelief in the new gospeL 
· The Owenites in England, and the Fourierists in France, re

spectively oppose the Chartists and the reformistes.2 

1 Plwlansteres were Socialist colonies on the plan of Charles Fourier· 
Jcaria was the na~e given by ·cabet to his Utopia anrl, later · on, to hi~ 
American Communist colony. [Note by F. Engels to the English Edition of 1888.] 

"Home colonies" were what Owen called his Communist model societies. 
Phalansteres was the name of the public palaces . planned by Fourier. Icaria 
was the name given to the Utopian fantasy land, whose Communist institu· 
.lions Cabet portrayed. [Note by F. Engels to tlze German edition of 1890.) 

2 . This refers to the adherents of the newspaper La Reforme, organ of the 
"Social-Democratic" Party.-Ed. 
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IV 

POSITION OF THE COMMUNISTS IN RELATION TO THE 
VARIOUS EXISTING OPPOSITION PARTIES 

Section II has made .clear .the ,relations of the Communists to 
the existing working-class parties, such as the Chartists in Eng
lane! and the Agrarian Reformers in America. 

The Communists fight for the attainment of the immediate 
ainu, for the enforcement of the :momentary ,i!lterests of the 
working class; but in the movement of the present, they also 
represent .and take care of the future of .that movement. In 
France the Communists aily themselves with the Social-Democrats,1 

against the conservative and radical bourgeoisie, reserving, however, 
the right to take up a critical position in regard to phrases and 
illusions traditionally handed down from the Great Revolution. 

In Switzerland they support the Radicals, without losing sight 
of the fact that this party consists of antagonistic elements, partly 
of Democratic Socialists, in the French sense, partly of radical 
bourgeois. 

In Poland they support the party that insists on an agrarian 
revolution as the prime condition for national emancipation, that 
party which fomented the insurrection of Cracow in 1846. 

In Germany they fight with the bourgeoisie whenever it acts . 
in a revolutionaty way, against the absolute monarchy, the feudal 
squirearchy, and the petty bourgeoisie.2 

.8nt t);ley ,never cease, for a single instant, to instil into the 
working class the clearest ,possible ;recognition of the hostile an
tagonism between bourgeoisie and proletariat, in order that the 
German workers may straightway use, .as so many weapons 

1 The party then represented in Parliament by Ledru-Rollin, in literature 
by Louis Blanc, in the daily press by the Reforme. The name of Social
Democracy signified, with these its inventors, a s-eclion of the Democratic or 
Republican Party more or less tinged with Socialism. [Note by F. Engels to the 
English Edition of 1888.] 

The party that called itself the Social-Democratic Party in France was 
represented in political life by Ledru-Rollin and in literature by Louis Blanc; 
thus it differed immeasurably from present-day German Social-Democracy. 
[Note by F. Engels to the German edition of 1890.] 

2 Kleinbiirgerei in the German original. Marx and Engels used this term 
to describe the reactionary ele1nents of the urban petty bourg-eoisie who 
supported the role of the feudal nobility and the absolute monarchy. The 
ideal of thes•e elements was the guild system of the Middle Ages. In Germany 
this section of the popuiation was very numerous in most of the cities and 
towns.-Ed. 
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against the bourgeoisie, the social and political conditioas that 
the bourgeoisie must necessarily introduce along with its suprem
acy, and in order that, after the fall of the reactionary classes 
in Germany, the fight against the bourgeoisie itself may imme
diately begin. 

The Communists. turn their attention chiefly to Germany, be
cause that country is on the eve of a bourgeois revolution that 
is bound to be carried out under more advanced conditions of 
European civilization and with a much more developed proletar
iat than that of England was in the seventeenth and of France 
in the eighteenth century, and because the bourgeois revolution 
in Germany will be )Jut the prelude to an immediately follow
ing proletarian revolution. 

In short, the Communists everywhere . §,UPQEl.r~ every revolu
tionary movement against the existing social and political order 
;,f thinss. · ·• 
•tn"'an these movements they bring to the front, as the lead

in6 question in each, the property question, no matter what its 
degree of development at the time. · 

Finally, they labour everywhere for the union and agreement 
of the democratic part:es of all countries. 

The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. 
They openly declare that their ends can be attained .only by the 
forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. Let. the rul
ing classes tremble at a Communist revolution . .The proletarians 
have nothing to lose but their chains. They have. a world to win. 

Working .men of. all countries, 'unite I 

... 



Frederick Engels 

SOCIALISM: UTOPIAN AND SCIENTIFIC1 

PREFACE TO THE FIRST GERMAN EDITION 

The following work ~s derived from three chapters of my 
book: Herrn B. Diihrings Umwiilzung der Wissenschaft [Herr 
Eugen Diihring's Revolution in Science], Leipzig 1878.2 I put it 
together for my friend Paul Lafargue for translation into French 
and add:ed a few extra remarks. The French translation examined 
by me appeared first in the Revue socialist-e and then independ
ent1y under the title: Socialisme utopique et socialisme scienti
fique, Paris .1880. A render.ing jn'to Polish made from the French 
trans!afion has just appeared in Geneva and bears the title: 
Socyjalizm utopijny a naukowy [Socialism Utopian and Scien
tific], Imprimerie de l'Aurore, Geneve, 1882. 

The surprising success of the Lafargue translation in the 
French-speaking countries and especially in France itself fo:·ced 
me to consider the question whether a separate German edition 
of these three. chapters would not likewise be of value. Then Hie 
editors of the Zurich Sozialdemokrat3 informed me that a de
mand was generally being raised within the German Sodial
Deruocratic Party for the publication of new propaganda pam. 
phlets, and they asked me whether I would not apply those three 

1 The German title is Die Entwieklung des Sozialismus von der Utopie zur 
Wissenschaft [Tile Development of Socialism from Utopia to Science]. This work 
was originally publishfd as a series of articles in the Leipzig Vnrwiirts in 
1877-78. It first appeared as a separate pamphlet (in French, translated by 
Lafargue) in Paris, 1880. 

2 Thi.s ... w.or.k nL.En.g.el~. ,Jl.OPcUlar.ly J~ro~n uJld.er the. title .of.. Anti-.Qiihring, 
is _ ~ne Q.L~hp ·-!TI!!i.!l. ~~~~~!.,c;>,.LJ.b~ .sl.udy .. .nt ¥~~J.!is!. J!I!l.Q.D':: .:F:.?r }~e .P.~m phlet 
enh~d Socralrsm: lJtoprim and Scientific, Engels took one chapter (the first) 
from the introduction to Anti-Diiring and two chapters (the first and second) 
from Part III (Socialism).-Ed. 

3 The Sozialdemokrat, the central organ of the German Social-Democratic 
Party, was published in Zurich, Switzerland, from 1879-88 and in London 
from 1889-90, since Social-Democratic newspapers and books were forbidden 
in Germany during the period of the Anti-Socialist Law (1878-90).-Ed. 
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ehapters to Lhis purpose. ,I ·was naturally in agreement with thai 
and put my work .a:t their disposal. 

It was, however, not originally written for immediate popular 
propaganda. How could what was in the first place a purely scien
tific work be suitable for that? What changes in form and content 
were required? 

So far as form ,is concerned, , only the numerou'i foreign 
words could arouse doubts. But al~·cady Lassalle in his speeches 
and propaganda writings was not at all sparing of foreign words 
and lo my knowledge there has been no ~omplaint about it. 
Since that time our workers have read newspapers to a far 
greater extent an{J far more regularly and to• that extent they 
have become thereby more familiar with foreign words. I have 
restricted myself lo removing all nnnr<cessary foreign words. 

In regard to those thal wt:re unavoidable I have refrained from 
adding so-called explanatory translations. The unavoidable for
eign words, 1tsually generally ·accepted scientHk-technical expres
sio~Is, would not have been unavoidable if they had been trans· 
latable. Translation, 'therefore, distorts the sense; it confuses in
stead uf explaining. Oral informal!ion is of much more assist
auce. 

The conlen't on thl' other hand, I think I can assert, will cause 
German workers few difficulties. In general, only the third sec
tion is difficult, but far less so for .workers, whose general con
dilions of life it concerns, than !for the "educated" bourgeoi'O. In 
the many explanatory additions that I have made here, I have 
had in mind not so much the workers as "educated" readers; 
persons of the type of Deputy von Eyncrn,1 the Gelleimmt Hein
rich von Sybel and other Treitschkes,2 being govr.rned by the 
irrPsisliblc impulse to demonstrate again .and again in blacl~ and 
white their frightful ignorance and their consequently compre
hensible colossal misconception of socialism. If Don Quixote tilts 
his lance at windmills, that is in accordance with his duty, his 
role; but it would be impossible for 11s to permit Sancho Panza 
anything of the sort. 

Such readers will also be surprised that in a sketch of the 
history of the developmen't of socialism they should encounter 
the K~nt-Laplace cosmogony, modPrn mttural scienc·l' •and 

1 Von Eynern: a Bremen manufacturer who wrote a pamphlPt againSI tht" 
Social-Democracy.-Ed. 

2 SrJbel and Treitschke: German bourgeois historiaus.-Ed. 
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Darwin, classical German philosophy and Hegel. But scientific 
soeialism is indeed an .essentially German product and could 
axisf' only in that nation whose classical philosophy had kept 
alive the tradition of conscious dialectics: in Genn:my.1 The 
materialist conception of history ,and its sp1~cia! application to 
the modern class struggle between proletariat anJd bourgeoisie 
was only possible by means of dialectics. And if the schoolmas
ters of the German ibourgeoisie have drowned the memory of the 
great German philosophers and of the dialectics pursued by them 
in a ,swamp of desolate eclecticism, so much so that we are com
pelled to appeal to modern natural science as a witness that dia
lectics proves itself in reality-we 1German Socialists are proud of 
the fact that we stern not only from Saint-Simon, Fourier and 
Owen, but also from Km1t, Fichte and Hegel. 

i. Frederick Engels 
London, September 21, 1882. 

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH GERMAN EDITION 

My .assumption that the contents of this publication \Yill 

present litHe difficulty to our German workers has proven cor
rect. At any rate, since March 1883, when it first appeared, three 
editions totaling 10,000 copies have been disposed of, and this 
under the operation of the now defunct Anti-Socialist Law-which 
again illustrates how impotent police bans against a movement like 
that of the modern proletariat are. 

Since the .first edition various additional translaiiom into for
eign languages have appeared: an Italian rendition h:v Pasqua! 
;>;-1artignetti: II rSocialismo Utopico ed il Sociali.-;mo scientifieo, 
Benvenuto 1883; a Russian one: Razvitie naucznago Socializma, 

1 "In Germany," is a slip of the pen. It should read "among Germans." 
For as indispensabl€, on the one hand, as German ·dialectics were for the 
genesis of scientific socialism, as equally indispensable for it were the devel· 
oped economic and social conditions of England and France. Tlw economic nnd 
political stage of ,development of Germany, which at the beginning of the 
'forli:~s was still more backward than today, could produce at the most cari
catures of socialism (see The Communist Manifesto, Section Ill, 1. c., German 
or "True" Socialism). Only by the subjection of the economic and political con
ditions producerl in En;;land and France to German dialectical criticism could 
a reaL result be achieved. From this angle, therefore, scientific socialism is nol 
an exclusiPrl!l GPrman, but just as much an internalional product. [Note by 

F. Engels.] 
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Geneva Hlb4; a Daui.sh oue: Socialismens Udvilding fn.t Utupi lil 
Videnskah, in Sociulisk Bibliotez,, I. Bind, Kjobenhavn 1885; a 
Spanish one: Socialismo utopico y .Socialismo cientifico, Madrid 
1886, and a Dutch one: De Ontwikkeling van bet Socialisme van 
Utopie lot Welenschap, Haag 1886. 

The• ,present edition has undergone various slight alterations; 
more important additions have been made in only two places· 
in the fin;l chapter on Saint-Simon, who was de,al't with too 
briefly ju comparison wi'lh Fourier and Owen, and towards the 
end of the third chapter on the new form of 'production, Llw 
"1rusts," which meanwhile has beconw important. 

Predetick Enycls 
l.otHloll, May 12, lX\lL 

FHO:VI TilE SPECIAL IN'I'HODUCTION1 TO THE 
ENGLISH EDITJ ON 

of 18H2 

The present little book is, originally, a part of a larger whole . 
. Ahnul 1875, Or. E. f)i.ihriug, priv,atdocent at Berlin U11iversity. 
\;nddcnly and ra~hcr clamowusly .. announced. his . conversi.an to 
.~:ocialic;m, ami pr(·.~er!'led the German pubiic aot only with ~ill 
elaboral c social is!. theory, ,hut :llso wi'th a eomp.lcle practical .Pll.l n 
f<lr thr reorganization or soeiety. As a matter of course he fell 
foul or hi~ predeeessors; above all, he hououred ·Marx hy .pour· 
ing out upon him the full vials of his wrath. 

This look .place ahout the time when the two sections of tlw 
Socialist Party in Germany-Eisenachers and Lassalleans-had 
just effeelecl their fusion, and thus o'btained not only an im· 
meme increase of .strength, but, what .was more, the faculty ot' 
employing the whole of this strength against the common enemy. 
rtw Socialist . .f>;ll'Ly .in .... Ge:p.;t;IJl,,ItY:· .was .. ,J~t.,Q~()01lli:t!K. ~l . J?OWCl'

Bnt lo make il a :POwer, the first condition was that 'the n_'ewly
conqucred unil.y should not be :imperilled. 4P •• !.L .. Jl~,Y.b_ring 
0 ~~~I~ P ~:oC:ef;q~}l , . ts> .. !19PH .,. !i!J19m?-.!;\, ... JJ.,i~t<tt. ·.i;l- i ~~~J~ "tlte,,!l~~}.~u s 
ot __ ~~ .. !PJ~!!::~.~,\:;.E~I~:~J~ ... X~~US.>.::.r~U-Jh.\1.~.~ •• ~s.~.~J;H.~ .•... 'M~~~.s.s.~rx . .!<>. ••. ~.~.1-.e l 1P 
t§~ ... ,.l?~l~.Dlle?:t .... ~~B:R~l?; .. ~l?~~H to us, and l.o fight out the struggle 
whelher we liked it or· not. 



This however, though .iL might not be au vver-diflicull, was 
evident!~ 'a long-winded,. busine.ss. As is well known, we Germans 
are of a terribly ponderous Griindlichkeit, radical profundity o!· 
profound radicality, whatever you ,may lik~ to call rit. \Vhenever 
anyone of us expounds what he considers a new doctrine, he 
has first to elaborate i't into ,an all-comprising system. He has to 
prove that both the first principles of logic and the fundamental 
laws of the universe had existed 1from aU eternity ·for .no other 
pul'pose than to ultimately lead to this newly-discovered, crowning 
theory. And Dr. Diihring, in this respect, was quite up to the 
national mark. Nothing less than a complete System of Phi
losophy, mental, moral, natural, and historical; a complefe Sys
tem of Political Economy and ·Socialism; and, finally, a Critical 
llistOI'y of Pafz.tical Economy-three b'ig volumes in octavo, 
heavy extrinsically and intrinsically, three army-corps of argu
ments mobilized against all previous philosophers and econo
mists in general, and against Marx in particular-in fact, an at
tE'mpt a't a ,complete "revolut•1on in sciencc"---'these were what 
I should have to tackle. ,I had to treat of all and every possible 
subject, .from the concepts of time and space to bimetallism; 
from the eternity of matter and motion to t·he perishable nature 
of moral ideas; from Darwin's natural .seleeti.on to the education 
of youth in a future .suciety. Am:llQ)Y, .U!g, "~lt~1~ll\ati{;. ~9IDJ?.I~pen· 
si :Y_S!!~§_gL my "'.QR.llJ:ln~nt . gay,y m~ , .tbf .Q.ppJ;U;,t\-ll;l1~Y .. "RL"d~x.~lll.Pin g, 
ii1 .... P.Pl?~~j!iQ:Pc ,.JQ,~.htw, .. P;I1g .. )n .... ~,ll19F~ .. cgpp,efte<l. fQ!fP than,);tad 
previously ·been done, the views held by Marx and myself on 
this great variety rof subjects. Aud.Jhat,,)<}.';a_s,"'"~lJ..p,,.,t)J;lncip~l,J:~ason 

~Jt!.£!t ... m~&~ .... !:lJ: .. ~_HE.g.£r~llJi!-i •. ~thk,.9.jlt~.r.Yit~@:"1rl!lgrJ!JM(JJl ..... task. 
My reply was first published in .a series of articles in the 

Leipzig Vorwarts, the chief organ of the Socialist Party, and 
later on .as ,a book: Herrn Eugen D.iihJ·inffS Umwiilzung der 
TVissenschaft (Mz·. E. Diihring's Revolution in Science), a second 
Pdition of which appeared in Zurich, 1886. 

At tb.e r~qu~st of my .. friend, Paul .. Lafl'!.rg.ue, now represent
ative of Lille in the French Chamber of Deputies, L.c.arranged 
thrs_g .. ,..~h.lc\I?i.~.r.~. of tb,i~ boqJ.\. .. ,as. a pamphl~;:t, whic~h be ira,nslated 
a1?:1:L.P,~?E~J:.~~:Li.P:.1~-~21 Yl19.~r ... tn~ title. Sqcia/isliJt; utopi.ql1~ et 
S!!.£lfJl.J§,mt;, . .,.§,c;j.{;.Ji,tiJi.!ll/::,li:,. from this French text a Polish and a 
Spani&h edition were· prepared. In 1883, our German frienc:Is 
brought out the pamphlet in the or·igina1 language. Italian, Rus· 
sian, Danish, Dutch and Rumanian translations, based upo~1 the 
German text, han' sincf' heen published. Thus, with the present 

to• 
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~ 1 ] , English edition, this _litH~ b,Qol>, .. <iln;ula.tgs i.Q.. te11 ... ~H€\L~:;tges. . 
lam not aware ~that any other socialist work, not even our 
',pommunist Manifesto of 1848 or Marx's Capital, has been so often 
~~ranslated. In Germany it has had four editions of about 20,000 
popies in all. 
':. The Appendix, "The Mark,"1 was written with the intention 
of spreading among the German Socialist Party soJ:ne elementary 
knowledge of the history and development of landed properly in 
Germany. This seemed all the more necessary at a tim.e when 
the assimilation by Lhat party of the working-people of the tow111s 
was in a fair w.ay of completion, and when the agricultural labour
ers and peasants had to be taken in hand. This appendix has 
been included in Lhe translation, as the original forms of tenure 
of land common to all Teutonic tribes, and Lhe histoL·y of 
their decay, are even less known in England llwn in Germany. 
l have left the text as it stands in the original, wilhoul alluding 
to the hypothesis recently started by Maxim Kovalevsky, accord
ing to which the partition of the arable and meadow lands 
among the members of the Mark was ·preceded hy Lheir being 
cultivated for joh1L·account by a large :patriarchal family commu
nity embracing several generations (as exelllplificd by the still 
existing Sou'th Siavonian Z,a,druga), and that the partition, later 
on, took place when ·the commun\ity had increased, so ns to be
come too unwieldy 1:or joint-account management. Kovnl·evsky is 
probably quite right, but the maUcr is still sulJ judice. 

The economic terms used in this work, as far as they are 
new, agree wilh those used in the E'nglish edition of Marx's 
Capital. We call "production of comm.odities" that cconomk 
phase where articles are produced not only for the use of the 
producers, but also for purposes, of exchange; that is, as com
modities, ,not as usc values. This phase extends from the first 
beginnings of production for exchange down to our present 
time; it attains its full development under capitalist production 
only, that is, under conditions .where the capitalist, the owner 
of thr means of pwduction, employs, for wages, labourers, people 

1 The Appendix is omitted ,in this edition. It will he found in separate 
pubhcations of Su·ciuUsm: Utopian and Scientific. 

In "The Mark," the name given to the ancient Germanic village commu
nity, Engels briefly related the history of the German peasantry beginning with 
nntiqnity. In 1883 "The Mark" was published as a separate pamphlet (in 
German) entitled The German peasant. Wlzat was lze? Wlzat i.< beP Wllwt 
could be be?-Ecl. 
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deprived of all means of production except their own labour 
power, and pockets the excess of the selling price of the produc·ts 
over his outlay. We. divide tne .. .Qi~~gry .~L ,igP,:gl:?tt:il.li, .pfQ.§,~}.~tion 
sipg~ .. thtL~M!g,\,lL~~~-"·~llt9..,, .. .th.r:~~ .. IMi.J;~QEL~:. 1) l}~Y~1~~,,~"T:all 
master craftsmen. "'ith . :1. f~'Y'. jou1·neymen and apprentices, where 
eacn···Ianorn'er~··'proctl:c~~" 'the···~ompfete article; 2) ~{;ture, 
where greater numbers of workmen, grouped in one large estab
lishment, produce the complete article on the principle of division 
of labour, each workman performing only one partial operation 
so that the product is complete only after having pass·ed succes
sively through the hands of all; 3) ~g,~~~"'I};:.J,P,~~S.!~~~. where the pro
duct is produced by machinery dnven by power, and where the 
work of the labourer is limited to superintending and correcting 
,the performances of the mechanical agent.l 

1 The continuation of the English Introduction to the pamphlet, Socialism: 
Utopian and Scientific was published separately by Engels in the Neue Zeit 
·in 1892-93 under the title On Historical Materialism. See pp. 333-51 of this 
volume.-Ed. 
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I 

Modern socialism is, in iL~ content, primarily the product of 
the perception on the one lumrl of the class antagonisms existing 

in modern society, between possessors and non-possessors, capi
talists and wage workers; and on the other hand, of the anarchy 
ruling in production. In Hs theoretical form, however, it originally 
appears as a further and ostensibly more cons1istcnt extension of 
the principles cslahlishcd by the great French enlighteners of the 
eighteenth century.1 Like every new theory, it had at first to link 
itself on fo the intellectual material which lay ready to its hand, 
however deep its roots lay in material-economic facts. 

The great men who in France were clearing the minds of men 
for the coming revolution themselves acted in an extremely revo
lutionary fashion. They recognized no external authority of any 
kind. Heligion, conceptions of nature, society, political systems, 
everything was subjected to the most merciless criticism; every
thing had to justify its .existence at the bar of reason or renounce 
all claim to existence. The reasoning intellect was applied to every
thing as the sole measure. It was the Lime when, as Hegel says, 
the world was stood upon its head; 2 first, in the sense that the 

1 The reference is to the representatives of the French bourgeoisie in the 
spheres of philosophy and sciene·e during the preparatory period of the 
French bourgeois revolution of 1789.-Ed. 

2 Hegel's passage concerning !he French Revolution is as follows: "The 
thought, ~he idea of right, asserted itself all at once, and against this the old 
framework of wrong could make no stand. In the thought of right, there
fore, a constitution has uuw become established, and henceforth, everything is 
to be based on this foundation. Ever since the sun has been in the firmament 
and the planets have encircled it, it had never yet been witnessed that men 
should stand on their heads, that is on thought, and construct reality accord
ing l.o thought. It was Anaxagoras who first said that nous, r·eason, governs 
lhe worlq; now for the first time man arriv·ed at recognizing that thought 
P!!~hl lo go,·Pnl •piritn~l rPrtlilv. T'hi.• ''"" thrn o qTnrinng •nnri•r ATT fhinlt-
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human head and 'the principles arrived at by its thottght claim.ed 
to be the basis ·of all human action and association; ;and then 
later on also in the wider sense, that the reality which was h1 
contradiction wi'th these principles was in fact turned UJ?S!ide down 
from top to bottom. All previous forms of society and g~v~nment, 
all the old ideas handed down by tradition were flu9-g into Hie 
lumber-room as irra1tional; the world had hitherto allowed itself 
lo be guided solely 1by prejudices; everything in the past deserved 
only pity and .contempt. Now for the first time appeared the light 
of day, the kingdom of reason; henceforth, superstition, injustice, 
privilege and oppression were to lbe superseded by eternal truth, 
eternal justice, equality grounded in nature and the inali:enab1e 
rights of man~ 

We know today that this kingdom of reason was nothing more 
than the idealized kingdom of the bourgeoisie; that eternal justice 
found its •realization in bourgeois justice; that equality reduced it
self to bourgeois equality ,before the law; that bourgeois property 
was proclaimed as one ·of the most essential rights of man; and 
that the government of reason, the Social Contract of Rousseau, 
came into existence and could only come into existence as a bour
geois, democratic republic. No more than their predecessors could 
the great thinkers of the eighteenth century p::lss beyond the limits 
imposed on them by their own epoch. 

But side by side with the antagonism between the feudal nobil
ity and the bourg·eoisie, appearing on the scene as the represent
ative of all the rest of society, was the general antagonism between 
the exploiters and the exploited, the rich idlers and the toiling 
.poor. And it was precisely this circumstance that enabled the rep
resentatives of the bourgeoisie to put 'themselves forward as the 
representatives not of a special class hut of the whole of suffering 
humanity. Still more. From its origin the bourgeoisie had been 
afflicted with its antithesis: that capitalists cannot exist without 
wage workers, and in the same degree as the medireval burgher 
of the guild developed into the modern bourgeois, so the guild 
journeyman and the day-labourer outside the guilds developed in-

mg beings have joined in celebratmg this epoc.ll. .A sublime emotion prevailed 
at that time, an enthusiasm of the intellect sent a thrill through . the world, 
as if the reconciliation of the divine with the mundane had only now been 
arrived at." (Hegel: Philosophie de.r Geschichie, 1R40, p, 535.) Is it not high 
lime to put the Anti-Socialist La'!'' into operation against such a publi~ nuisance 
as the revnlnlinnlHY rlo<'lrinps of the whilom Prnff'ssor Ht>g<"l? [Nnlr h11 
F. PnqPk] 
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to the proletarian. And although, on the whole, the bourgeoisie 
in its strugylc with tbe nobility could claim to represent at the 
same time the interests of the different labouring classes' of 
that period, yet in every grea't bourgeois movement there were 
lndependenl outbursts of that class which was the more or less 
drvcloped fopenmner of the modern proletariat. F·or example, the 
Anabaptists and Thomas MUnzer in the period of the Reformation 
and Peasant vVar in Germany; 1 the Levdlers, 2 in the great English 
Revolution; in the great Freuch Revolution, Baheuf.3 Alongside 
of these rcvoln!ionary armed uprisings of a class which was as yet 
immature, corresponding I hcoretical manifestations made their 
appcnrallec; ill the sixteenth and s·cvenlccnlh cenlnries4 nlopian 
p;1rtrayals of i:le~tl socia~ conditions; in the ciglllce~lh century. 
dm~ct eommmushc theones (Morelly and Mably). 1 he demand 
for cqnalily was no longer limited lo polilieal rights, but was ex
fended also lo the social conditions of individuals; it was 110l 

merely elass privileges that were to be abolished, but class disline
lions themselves. An ascetic communism, seorning all enjoyment 
of life and linked to Spartan conceptions, was the flrst form in 
which lhe new doctrine made its appearance. Then came Lhe three 
great Htopians: Saint-Simon, with whom bourgeois tendencies still 
had a certain influence, side hy side with proletarinn; Fourier; 
and OwC'n, who, in the country where capilalist production was 
lhe most developed, and under Lhe inlluence of lhe antagonisms 
hego!ten ol' I his, wodu~d 011 t his sehemes for the removal of elass 
distinctions .syslemalieally and in direeJ relation to French ma-. 
lerialism. 

It is common to all I hree of these th~t they do not come for
ward as represenlativc~; ol' lhe interests of the proletariat which in 
!he meantime history has hrought into being. Like lhe philosoph
ers of the Enlightenment, they aim at the emancipation of all 
humanity al ouee, and not first of a definite class. Like them, they 
wish !o establish lhe kingdom of reason and eternal justice; bul 

1 The Heformation and the peasm~t. wars in Germany took place at lhP 
beginning of lhe sixteenth century. For the Reformation see Engels, On llistor
ical Materialism, p. i333 of lhis volume.-Ed. 

2 Levellers: name applied to the urban and rural p~ebeii:an elements which 
advanced the most radical democratic demands during the Revolution of 
il348 ,jn Englanrl.-Ed. 

3 Franr;o.is Noel Babe11{ (1760-97): French revoluHonist. A utopian commun
ist, he organized a "conspiracy of the equals," upon the discovery of which he 
was exoecuted.-Ed. 

4 F•Pgels refers here lo the works of the utopi:an socialists Thomas More 
(1478-1535) and Tommaso Companella (1568-1639).-Ed, 
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their kingdom is spheres apart from that of the French philosoph
ers. To them the bourgeois world based on the principLes of these 
philosophers is also iiTational and unjust, and therefore finds its 
way to the rubbish bin just as readily as feudalism and all earlier 
orders of' society. If pure reason and justice have not hitherto 
ruled the world, this has been due only to the fact that men 
have not rightly understood them. What was lacking was just 
the individual man of genius, who has now arisen and has recog
nized the truth; the fact that he has now arisen, that the truth 
has been recognized precisely at this moment, is not an inevitable 
event, following of necessity in the chain of historical develop
ment, but a mere happy accident. He might just as well have 
been born five,,J:mndred years earlier, and would then have saved 
humanity five hundred years of error, strife and suffering. 

We saw how the French philosophers of the eighteenth cen
tury, who paved the way for the revolution, appealed to reason 
as the sole judge of all that existed. A rational state, a rational / 
society were to ·be established; ·everything that ran counter to 
eternal reason was to be relentlessly set aside. We saw also that 
in reality this eternal reason was nothing else than the idealized 
intellect of the average burgher, just at that period developing into 
the bourgeois. When therefore the French Revolution had realized 
this rational society and this rational state, it became apparent 
that the new institutions, however rational in comparison with 
earlier conditions, proved by no means absolutely rational. Thera
tional state had suffered shipwreck. Rousseau's Social Contract 
had found its Tealization in the Reign of Terror, from which the 
bourgeoisie, which had lost faith in its own political capacity, had 
sought refuge first in the corruption of the Directorate, and ulti
mately in the protection afforded <by the Napoleonic despotism. The 
promised eternal peace had changed to an endless war of con
quest. Rational society had fared no better. The antithesis between 
rich and poor, instead of being r·esolved in general well-being, 
had been sharpened by the abolition of the guild and other priv
ileges, which had bridged it over, and of the benevolent institu
tions of the churc'h, which had mitigated its effects; the "freedom 
of property" from feudal fetters, now beeome a reality, turned 
out to be for the small bourgeois and 'small peasants the freedom 
of selling this small property, which was ,being crushed by the 
overpowering competition of big capital and big landed property, 
precisely to these great lords, and thus, for ihe small 'bourgeois 
<cmd small peasants, became converted into freedom from prop-
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erty; the impetuous growth of industry on a capitalist basis 
raised the poverty and .suffering of the working masses to a con
dition of society's ,existence. Cash payment became more and more, 
according to Carlyle's expression, the sole nexus between man and 
man. The numbetr of crimes increased from year to ,year. And if the 
feudal depravities, formerly shamelessly flaunting in the light of 
day, Lhough not abolished, 1were yet temporarily forced into the 
l;ackground, on the other hand the bourgeois vices, until then in
dulged in only in privacy, now bloomed all the more luxuriantly. 
Trade developed more and more into swindling. The "fraternity" 
of the revolutionary motto was realized in the chicanery and envy 
of the competitive struggle. Corruption took the place of violent 
oppress"ion, and money replaced the sword as 'the chief lever of 
soc!al power. The "right of the first night" passed from the feudal 
lords to Lhe bourgeois manufacturers. Prostitution nssumed pro
portions hitherto unknown. Marriage itself remained, as before, 
the legally recognized form, the official cloak of prostitution, and 
was hosides supplemented by widespread adultery. In a word, com
pared with the glowing promises of the prophets of the Enlight
enment, the social and politica I institutions established by the 
"victory of reason" proved to be biltevly disillusioning caricatures. 
The only thing st.ill lacking was :people to voice this disillusion
ment, and these came with the turn of the century. In 1802 
Saint-Simon's Geneun Letters appeared; Fourier's first work was 
published in J 808, although the groundwork of his theory dated 
from 1799; on the first of Janunry, 1800, Robert Owen took over 
the management of New Lanark. 

At this period, however, the capitalist mode of production, and 
with it the antagonism between bourgeoisie and proletariat, was 
as yet very undeveloped. Large-scale industry, which had only 
just arisen in England, was still unknown in France. But it is 
large-scale industry that on the one hand first develops the con
flicts which mak·e a revolution in the mode of production, the 
abolition of its capitalist character, an imperative necessity--con
flicts not only between the classes born of it, but also between the 
very productive forces and forms of eX:change which it creates; 
and on the other hand it develops, precisely in these gigantic pro
ductive fo1'ces, the means through which these conflict,s can be re
solved. If, therefore, about 1800, the conflicts arising from the 
new social ·Order were only just beginning to develop, this is even 
more true ,of t:p.e means through which they •were to he resolved. 
Thnngh dnring tlw Reign of Terror the propertylc.~~ m:Hl~H'<: or 
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P..tris had :been able to win the mastery for a moment, and thus, 
even- agaimt the bourgeoisie, fb lead the bourgeois revolution to 
victory, they had only proved by doing so how impossible, in 
the long run, their rule was in the then existing conditi,ons. The 
proletariat, then only just separating itself from these propertyless 
masses as the nucleus of a new class, as yet quite incapable of 
independent political action, appeared as an oppressed, suffering 
estate of society, to which, in its incapacity to help itself, help 
could at most be brought from outside, from above. 

This historical situation also dominated the founders of social
ism. To the immature stage of capitalist production and · the 
immature class position, immature theories corresponded. The 
solution of social :problems, a solution which still lay hidden in 
the undeveloped economic condi'tions, was to be produced out of 
their heads. Society presented nothing but abuses; it was the 
task of cogitating reason to remove them. What was required 
was to discover a new and more perfed social order, and to im
pose this on society from without, by propaganda and, where pos
si'hle, by the example of model experiments. These new social 
systems were from the outset doomed to be utopias; the more 
their details .were elaborated, the more they necessarily receded 
into pure fantasy. 

This once iestablished, we shall not dwell a moment longer on 
this aspect, now belonging wholly to the past. We can leave it 
to literary retailers to puzzle their brains solemnly over . these 
fantasies, which today !are only diverting, and to ;prove the super
iority of their own insipid mode of thought over such "absurdity." 
We, on the •contrary, delight in the ins!Pired ideas and germs of 
ideas which everywhere emerge through their covering of fantasy, 
and to which those philistines are blind. 

Saint-Simon was a son of the Great French Revolution, at the 
outbreak of which he was not yet thirty. The revolution was the 
victory of the third estate, i.e., of the great masses of the nation. 
working in production and in trade, over the ·hitherto privileged 
idle estates, the nobles and the priests. But victory of the third 
estate soon revealed itself as exclusively the victory of a small 
part of this estate, as the conquest of political power by the socially 
orivileged section of it, the propertied bourgeoisie. And this bour
geoisie had certainly developed rapidly even during the revolution, 
partly lJy speculation jn the lands of Hw nobility and of the 
Church, conflscated arm} afterwards sold, and partly by frauds 
11pon tlw nation hv mr'nn<> of :nmY ""ontrad". Tl '-Vfl<: thP domin:o~-
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Lion of these swindlers that, under the ,Directorate, brought France 
and the Revolution to the verge of ruin, and thus gave Napoleon 
the pretext for his coup d'etat. Hence, in Saint-Simon's mind the 
antagonism between the third estate and the privileged estates 
took the form of an antagonism between "workers" and "idlers." 
The idlers were not merely the old privileged persons, but also 
all who, without taking' any part in production or distribution, 
lived on their unearned incomes [Rent en]. And the "workers" 
were not only the wage workers, hut also the manufacturers, the 
merchants, the hankers. That the idlers had lost the capacity for 
intellectual leadership and political supremacy had heen proved, 
and was finally sell.led by the revolution. That the non-possessing 
classes had not this capacity seemed to Saint-Simon p1'ovcd hy the 
experiences of the Reign of Terror. Then, who was to lead and 
comrnmul? According to Snint-Simon, science and indust,ry, both 
united by a new religious bond, destined to restore that unity of 
religious ideas which hnd been lost since the time of the Refor
mation--a necessarily mystic and rigidly hierarchic "new Chris
lianily." But science, that was the scholars; and inclnslry, thnl 
was, in the first place, the active bourgeois, manufacturers, rn<•r
ehants, hankrms. These bourgeois were, true enough, supposed lo 
transform themselves i nlo a kind of public officials, of social 
tmslees; but they were nevertheless to hold, compared with llw 
workers, a eommanding and cconomieally pri.vilegcd p<1siliou. The 
bankers especially were assigned lh(~ mission of regulating the 
whole of .soeial produetion hy the regulation of credit. This eon
ception was in exnct keeping with a time in which modern indus
try in France and, with it, the chasm between bourgeoisie and 
proletadnt, was only just eomingr into existence. But what Saint
Simon especially lays stress upon is this: what interests him first, 
and <above all other things, is the lot of the class that is the most 
numerous and the most poor (ala classe la plus nombreuse et la 
plus pauvre"). 

In his Geneva Lettel's, Saint-Simon already laid down the 
principle that "all men should work." When he wrote these let
ters he already knew that the Reign of Terror was the reign of 
the propertyless masses. "See," he tells them, "what hnppened in 
France when your comrades were masters there; they created 
famine." But to conceive the French Revolution as a dass war, 
and, at that, not merely one between nobility and bourgeoisie, but 
between nobility, bourgeoisie and the pr:.d,pertyless masses was, in
dP.ed, in the yenr 1802, a discovery of genins. In 1816 he de-
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clared that polihcs was the science of production, and predicted 
the complete absorption of politics in economics. And if the re
cognition that economic conditions are the basis of political insti
tutions here shows itself only in embryo, nevertheless the trans
formation ,of political government over men into the administra
tion of things and the direction of production processes-that is, 
the "abolition of the state" about which so much noise has re
cently been made everywhere-is already dear,ly stated. With 
equal superiority over his contemporaries, in 1814, immediately 
after the entry of the Allies into Paris, and again in 1815, during 
the Hundred Days' War, he proclaimed the alliance of France 
with England, and in the second line, of these two countries with 
Germany, as the sole guarantee of the prosperous development 
and the peace of Europe. To pi"eachi to the French in 1815 an 
alliance with the victors of vVaterloo certainly required in equal 
mea,sure courage and historical foresight. 

If in Saint-Simon we find the breadth of view of a genius, 
thanks to which almost ;all the ideas of later socialists which are 
not strictly economic are contained in his works ;n embryo, in 
Fourier we find a crWque of existing social conditions, which, 
typically French in its wit, is none the less penetrating. Fourier 
takes the bourgeoisie at its word_jboth its enthusiastic prophets 
before the revolution and its interested sycophants after it. Ha 
mercilessly lays ba1re the material and moral poverty of the bour
geois world, contrasting it both with the gliUering promises, made 
by the earlier philosophers of the E;nlightenment, of 1a society 
only ruled 'hy reason, of a civilization which would yield universal 
happiness, of the illimitable perfectibility of man, and with the 
highly-coloured phraseology of his contemporary bourgeois ideol
ogists, showing how everywhere the most pitiable r,eality corres
ponds to the most fine-sounding phrase, and overwhelming with 
his mordant satire this hopeless fiasco of phrases. Fourier is illiot 
only a critic; his irrepressible gaiety maffies him a satirist, and indeed 
one of the greatest ,satirists of all time. He depicts with the touch 
of a master, and at the same time in a most diverting way, the 
speculative swindles which flourished on the decline of the revo
lution, and also the shopkeeping outlook which was characteristic 
of the French merchants of that period. His criticism of the 
bourgeois form of relations between the ,sexes, and of the position 
of woman in bourgeois society, is even more masterly. He was 
the first to declare that in a given society the degree of emanci
pation of women is the natural measure of the general emancipa-
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lion. But it is in his couoeplion of the history of sudely that 
Fourier appears at his greatest. He divides Hs whole past course into 
four stag·es of development: savagery, barbarism, the patriar'chate, 
civilization, the last of which coincides with what is now called 
bourgeois society mtd, therefore, with the social order introduced 
since the sixteenth century; and he shows "that the civilized stage 
raises every vice, practised by barbarism in a simple way, to a 
complex, ambiguous, hypocritical mode of ~existence"; lhal civiliza
tion moves in a "vicious circle," in contradictions which it con
stantly reproduces but is never able to overcome, so that it con
stantly attains the opposite of what it wants or pretends that it 
wants to achieve. So that, for example, "in civilization, poverty 
springs from superabundance itself." Fourier, as we see, handk~s 
dialectics in the same masterly way as his contemporary lle,gd. 
vVilh Lhe same usc .of dialeelics he brings out the fact, in oppo
sition to the talk about the illimitable perfectibility of man, lhnl 
each historical phase has its ascending but also its descending 
curve, and .applies this conception also lo the future of the whole 
human race. As Kant introduced into natural science the ultimate 
destruction of the ~earth, so Fourier introduced into historical 
thought the ultimate extinction of humanity. 

While in France the hurricane of the rev,olution swept through 
the land, in England a quieter, but no less mighty, revolutioniz
ing process was going on. Steam and the new toolmaking machin
ery were transforming manufacture · into modern large~scalc 

industry, and thereby revolutioHizing Lhc whole basis of hour-
geois society. The sluggish march of development in the man-
ufacturing period chang,ed to a l.'eal period of storm and stress 
in production. The division of society into big capitalists and 
propertyless proletarians was taldng place with ever-increasing 
rapidity; and between these two classes, instead of the former 
stable middle class, there was now an unstable mass of artisans 
and small shopkeepers leading a precarious t-'xistencc--the most 
lluctuat.ing' section of the population. The new mode of produc
l.ion was still only at Lhe beginning of its ascending curve; it wa.s 
slill the normal, proper, in existing conditions the sole possible 
mode .of production. But even at that time it was producing cry
ing social abuses: the crowding lugelher of a homeless population 
in the worst quarters of great cities-the rupture of all tradition- · 
al bonds based on descent, of patriarchal subordination, of the 
family-excessive labour, especially of women and children, on 
an appalling scnle--widespread demoralization of the working 

... 
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da~:s, suddenly hurled into completely new eondilious, frum the 
countryside into the town, from agriculture into industry, from 
stable conditions of life into uncertain and daily varying condi
tions. Then a twenty-nine-year-old manufacturer appeared on the 
scene as a reformer, a man of almost sublimely childlike simplic
ity of character and at the same time a born leader of mei1 such 
as is rarely seen. Robert Owen had adopted the teaching of the 
materialist philosophers of the Enlightenment that man's char
acter is the product on the one hand of his hereditary constitu
tion, and on the other, of his environment during his lifetime, 
and particularly during the period of his development. In the 
industrial revolution most of his class saw only confusion and 
chaos, enabling them to fish in troubled waters and get rich 
quickly. He saw in it the opportunity to put his favourite theory 
into practice, and thereby to bring order out of chaos. He had 
already tried it out with success in Manchester, as manager of 
a factory with over five hundred workers; from 1800 to 1829 he 
directed the great cotton-spinning mill of New Lanark in Scot
land, as managing partner, along the same lines but with greater 
freedom of action and with a success which won him European 
fame. He transformed a population which rose gradually to 2,500 
persons, and was originally composed of the most diverse and 
for the most part greatly demoralized elements, into an abso
lutely model colony, in which drunkenness, police, magistrates, law
suits, poor law institutions and any need of charity were things 
unknown. And, in fact, he did so simply by placing the people 
in conditions more worthy of human 'beings, and especially by 
having the rising generation carefully brought up. He was the 
inventor of infant schools, and first introduced them here. From 
two years of age the children came to school, where they enjoyed 
themselves so much that they could hardly be got home again. 
vVhile l1is competitors worked their people thirteen to fourteen 
hours a day, in New Lanark only ten and a half hours were 
wodwd. When a cotton crisis made a four months' stoppage ne
cessary full wages were paid to the idle workers. And with all 
this the concern had more than doubled its value anrl to the end 
hrought in substantial profits to lhe proprietors. 

But for all that Owen was not content. The existence which 
he had wntrived for his workers fell far short in his eyes of 
being worthy of human beings; "the people were my slaves"; the 
relativPly favourable conditions in which he had set lhem were 
still far from allowing them an all-round and rational develop-
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menl of charaeter and mind, and much less a free exercise of 
their faculties. "And yet, the working part of this population of 
2,500 persons was daily producing as much real wealth for society 
as, less than half a century before, it would have required the 
working part of a population ·Of 600,000 to create. I ask·ed myseH: 
what became of the difference between the wealth consumed hy 
2,500 persons and that which would have been consumed by 
600,000?"1 The answer was clear. It had been used to pay the 
owners of the concern five 'percent interest on their invested capi
tal and in addition a profit of more than £ ~WO,OOO sterling. And 
what was true of New Lanar,k held good in still greater mcasun~ 
of all the factories in England. "Jf this new wealth lutd not been 
created by m·achinery, ... the wars ... in opposition to Napoleon, and 
lo supporl the aristoeratic principles of society, could not have 
been maintained. And yet this new power was the creation or the 
working classes."~ To them, therefore, also belonged the fruits. 
To Owen, the new mighty produdive forces, wl1ich unlil then had 
,;e1·vcd only for Ute enriehment of individuals and the enslave
ment of lhe masses, oiTered the basis for a reeonstruction of 
society, and wvre destined, as the common property of all, to 
work only for the common welfare of all. 

The Owcnilc communism arose in this purely business way, 
as the n•,sult, so lo .~peal•, of -commercial calculation. It retained 
this pracliea! character throughout. Thus in 1823 Owen put for
ward a scheme to end Lhc distress in Ireland by means of com
munist colonies; attached to the scheme Wt?re comprehensive 
estimates of the initial eosts, the annual expenditure and the re· 
venue which could he expected. Thus, too, in his definite plan 
for the future the technical elaboration of details, including ground 
plan, front elevation and bird's eye view, shows such practical 
knowledge that, onee the Owenite mdhod . of social reforms i-s 
accepted, there is little lo be said against the actual detailed arrange" 
ments even from the standpoint of an expert. 

His advanee to communism was the turning point in Owen's 
life. As long as he merely pla~ed the part or a philanthropist he 
had reaped nothing but wealth, applause, honour and glory. He 
was the most popular man in Europe. Not only those of his own 

1 From Tl1e Revolution in Mind and Practice, p. 21, a m.emorial addressed 
to all the ''Red republicans, communists and socialists of Europe," and sent 
to the provisional government of France, 1848, and also ···to Queen Victoria 
and her responsible advisers." [Note /)y F. Engels.] 

2 Ibid., p. 22.--Ed. 
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class, hut statesmen and princes listened to him with approval. 
But when he came forward with his communist theories, the 
;;;ituation was entirely changed. There were three great obstacles 
which above all. seemed to him to block the path to social re
form: private property, religion and marriage in its present 
form. He knew what confronted him if he attacked them: com
plete outlawry from official society and the loss of his whole 

social position. But he did not let anything hold him back from 
attacking them regardless of the consequences, and what he had 
foreseen came to pass. Banished from official society, banned by 
the press, impoverished by the failure of communist experiments 
in America in which he sacrificed his 'Whole fortune, he turned 
directly to the working class and worked among them for an
other thirty years. All social movements, all real advances made 
in England in the interest of the working class were associated 
with Owen's name. Thus in 1819, after five years' effort, he se
cured the passage of the first law Jimiting the labour of women 
and children in the factories. He presided at the first Congress at 
which the trade unions of all England united in a single great 
trades association.1 As transition measures to the complete com
munist organization of society he introduced on the one hand 
co-operative societies (both consumers' and producers'), which 
have since at least given practical proof that it is very well 
possible to dispense with both merchants and manufacturers; and 
on the other hand labour bazaars, institutions for the exchange 
of the products of labour by means of labour-notes with the labour
hour as unit. These institutions were necessarily doomed to failure, 
but they completely anticipated the Proudhon exchange bank of a 
much later period, and only differed from it in that they did t¥>t 
represent the panacea for all social ills, but ·only the first step 
towards a far more radical transformation of society. 

The mode of outlook of the utopians for a long time gov
erned the socialist conceptions of the nineteenth century and in 
part still governs them. Until quite recently it received the 
homage of all French and English socialists, and the earlier 
German communism, including WeHling, also belongs to it. To 
all these, socialism is the expression of absolute truth, reason 
and justice and needs only to be discovered to conquer the world 

t The Great National Consolidated Trades Union, founded in 1834, was 
the first attempt to create a united national organization of English trade unions. 
The organization was dissolved at the end of 1834.-Ed. 
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by virtue of its own power; as absolute truth is independent of 
time and space and of the historical development of man, it is 
a mere accident when and where it is discovered. At the same 
time absolute truth, reason and justice are different for the found
er· of each different school; 'and as, euch one's special brand 
of absolute truth, reason and justice is in turn conditioned by 
his subjective understanding, his conditions of existence, the 
measure of his knowledge and intellectual training, so the only 
solution possible in this conflict of absolute truths is that they 
should grind each other down. And nothing could come of this 
but a kind of eclectic, average socialism, such as in fact domi
nates the minds of most socialist workers in France and England 
up to Lhc present time; a mixture, admitting of the most manifold 
shades, of such of the critical observations, economic doctrines 
and delineations of future society made by the various founders 
of secls as excite the least opposition; a mixture which is the 
more easily produced the more its individual constituents have 
the sharp edges of precision rubbed off in the stream of debate, 
as pebbles are. rounded in a hrook. In order lo make a science 
of socialism it had first to be placed upon a real basis. 

II 

Meanwhile, along with and after the FreHch philosophy of the 
eighteenth century, the newer Gennan philosophy had arisen, ter
minating in Hegel. Its greatest merit was the re-adoption of dia
lectics as the highest form of thinking. The old Greek philosophers 
were all natural-horn dialecticians, and Aristotle, the most encyclo-
8:-edic intellect of them, had even already analysed the most essen
tial forms of dialectic thought. The newer philosophy, on the other 
hand, although it too included brilliant exponents of dialectics 
(e.g., Descartes and Spinoza}, had become, ·especially under Eng

lish influence, more and more rigidly fixed in the so-called meta
physical mode of reasoning, 'by which also the French of the 
eighteenth century, 'at all events in their special philosophical 
works, were almost exclusively dominated. But outside philosophy 
in the restricted sense, the French were nevertheless able to pro
duce masterpieces of dialectic; we need only recall Rameau's 
Neph€w by Diderot ·and Discom·se on the Origin of Inequality 
Among Men by Rousseau. We give here, in brief, the essential 
character of these two modes of thought. 
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'When we reflect on nature or the history of mankind or our 
own intellectual activity, there first presents itself to us the picture 
of an endless maze of relations and interactions in which nothing re
mains what, where and as it was, but everything moves, changes, 
comes into being and passes out of existence. vVe see, therefore, at 
Hrst the picture as a 'vhole, in ':vhich the details are still kept more or 
less in the background; "\Ve pay more attention to the motion, the 
transitions, the interconnections than to what it is that moves, changes 
or is interconnected. This primitive, naive, yet intrinsically correct 
conception of the world was that of ancient Greek philosophy, and 
was first clearly formulated by Heraclitus: everything is and also is 
not, for everything is in flux, is constantly changing, cons!antly {:om
ing into being and passing away. But this conception, correctly as it 
covers the general character of the picture of phenomena as a 
whole, is yet inadequate to explain the details of which this total 
picture is composed; and so long as we do not understand these, 
we also have no clear idea of the picture as a whole. In order to 
understand these details, we must detach them from their natural 
or historical connections, and examine each one separately as to 
its nature, its special causes and effects, etc. This is primarily the 
task of natural science and historical research-branches of science 
which the Greeks of the classical period, on very good grounds, 
relegated to a merely subordinate position, because they had first 
of all to collect materials for these sciences to work upon. A 
certain amount of natural and historical material must be collect
ed before there can he any critioal analysis, comparison or arrange
ment in cla.sses, orders and species. The beginnings of the 
exact investigation of nature were therefore first developed 
the Greeks of the Alexandrian period, 1 and later on, in the Middle 
Ages, were further developed by the Arabs.. Real natural science, 
however, dates only from the second half of the fifteenth century, 
and from then on it has advanced with constantly increa.sing rap
idity. The analysis of nature into its individual parts, the group
ing of the diiferent natural processes and natural objects in de
finite classes, the study of the internal anatomy of organic bodies 

t The Alexanddan period of the development of science comprises the 
period extending from the third century B.C. to the sixth century A.D. It 
derives its name from the town of Alexandria in Egypt, which was one of the 
most important centres Qf international economic connections at that time. 
In the Alexandrian period, the exact sciences and natural sciences, such as 
mathematks (Euclid and Archimedes), geography, astronomy, anatomy, 
physiology, etc., attained considerable development.-Ed. 

11* 
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in their manifold forms-these were the fundamental couditions 
of the gigantic strides ii1 our knowledge of nature which have 
been made during the last four hundred years. But this method 
of investigation has also left us as a legacy the habit of observing 
natural objects and natural processes in their isolation, detached 
from Lhe whole vast i:nterconnection of thing's; aud therefore not 
in their molion, bul in their repose; not as essentially chauging, 
but ;~s fixed constants; not in their life, but in their death. And 
when, as wa.s the case with Bacon and Locke, this way of look
ing at things was lransferred from natural science to philosophy, 
it produced the speciLic narrow-mindedness of last century, the 
mc!aphysieal mode of thought 

To the metaphysician, things and their meulal images, idea~, 

are isohllcd, lo he considered 011e after the other, apart from each 
other, rigid, lixcd olJjecls of investigation given Ollice for all. lh: 
thinks in :llJso1ul.cly unmcdialed anlilheses. His communication is: 
·'Yea, Yea; Nay, Kay;" for whatsoever is more than these cometh 
of evil. For him a thing either exists, 'or it docs not exist; it is 
equally impossible for a thing to be itself and at the same time 
something else. Posili ve and negative absolutely exclude one au
other; cause and ell'ect stand in an equally rigid antithesis one to 
the other. At first sight this mode of thought seems to us extreuw
ly plausible, because it is the mode of thought of so-called sounu 
common sense. But sound common sense, respectable fellow that 
he is within the homely precincts of his own four walls, has most 
wonderful adventures as soon as he ventures out into the wide 
world of scientific research. 'Here the metaphysical mode of out
look, justifiable and even necessary as it is in domains whose 
extent varies according to the nature of the object under investi·· 
gation, nevertheless always, sooner or later, reaches '£1 limit beyond 
which it becomes one-sided, limited, abstract, and loses its way in 
insoluble contradictions. And this is so because in considering in
dividual things it loses sight of their connections; in contemplat
ing their existence it forgets their coming into being and passing 
away; in looking at them at rest it leaves their motion out of 
account; because it cannot see the wood for the trees. For every
day 'purposes we know, for example, and can say with certainty 
whether an animal is alive or not; but when we look more closely 
we find that this is often an extremely complex question, as jurists 
know very well. They have cudgelled their brains in vain to dis
cover some rational limit beyond which the killing of a 'child in 
its mother's womb is murder; and it is equally impossible to de-
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tennine the moment of death, as physiology has established that 
death is not a sudden, instantaneous event, but a very protracted 
process. In the 'same way every organic being is at each moment 
the same and not the same; at each moment it is assimilating 
Inatter .drawn from ;wi'thout, and excreting other matter; at each 
moment cells of its body are dying and new ones are being 
formed; in fact, within a longer or shorter period the matter of 
its body is completely renewed and is replaced by 'other atoms 
of matter, so that ·every organic being 'is at all times itself and 
yet something other than itself. Closer investigation also shows 
us that the two poles of an antithesis, like positive and negafive, 
are just as inseparable from each other as they are opposed, 
and that despite all their opposition they mutually penetrate each 
other. It isr just the same with cause and effect; these are con
ceptions which only have validity as s11ch in their application to 

a particular case, but when we consider the partieular case in its 
general connection with the world as a whole they merge and dis
solve in the conception of universal interaction, in which cause'> 
and eff·ects are c,onstantly changing places, and what is now or 
here an effect becomes the1·e or then a cause, and vice versa. 

None of these processes and methods of thought fit into the 
frame of metaphysical thinking. But for dialectics, which grasps 
things and their conceptual images essentially in their intercon
nection, in their concatenation, their motion, their coming into and 
passing out of existence, such processes as those mentioned above 
are so many corroborations of its own method of treatment. Nature 
is the test of dialectics and it must be said for modern natural 
science that it has furnished extremely rich and daily increasing 
materials for this test, and has thus proved that in the last analy
sis nature's process is dialectical and not metaphysical, that it 
does not move in an eternally uniform and constantly repeated 
circle hut passes through a real history. Here prime mention should 
be made of Darwin, who dealt a severe blow to the metaphysical 
conception of nature by proving that ,the 01-;ganic world of today, 
plants and animals, and consequently man too, is all a product of 
a process of development that has been in progress for millions 
of years. But the natural scientists who have learnt to think dia
lectically are ·stiU few and far between, and hence the conflict be
tween the discoveries made and the old traditional mode of thought 
is the explanation of the boundless confusion which now reigns 
in theoretical natural science and reduces both teachers and slu
dents, writers and readers, to despair. 
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An exacl rcpreseutatiou of the universe, of its evolution and 
that of mankind; as well as of the reflection of this evolution in 
the human mind, can therefore only be built up in a dialectical 
way, 1aking constantly into account the general actions and reac
tions of becoming and ceasing to be, of progressive of retrogres

sive changes. And it was along this line that the more recent 
German philosophy worked from the first. Rant began his career 
by resolving the stable solar system of Newton and its eternal 
permanence-after the famous initial impulse had onee been given 
-into a historical process: the formation of the sun and of all 
the planets out of a rotating nebulous mass. Togelher with this 
he already drew Uw conclusion that given this origin of lhe solar 
system, ils ullimale doom followed of necessity. Half a century 
later his views were given a mathematical basis hy Laplace, and 
another fifty years later lhe spectroscope proved the existenec in 
cosmic space of such incandescent masses of ,gas in various stages 
of condensation. 

This newer German philosophy terminated in the Hegelian 
system, in which for the first time-and this is ils great merit--
the 'whole natural, historical and spiritual world was presented as 
a process, lhat is, as in conslant motion, change, transformation 
and development; and !he attempt was made to show the inl.cmal 
interconnections in this motion and development. From this stand
point the history of mankind no longer appeared as a wild whirl 
of senseless deeds of violence, all equally condemnable before the 
judgment seal or l11e 11ow matured philosophic reason, and lmst 
forgotten as quickly as possible, ·lmt ·as the process of develop
ment of humanity ilself. It now became the task of thought to 
follow the gradual stages of this process through all its devious 
ways, and to trace out the inner regularities running through all 
ils apparently fortuitous phenomena. 

That ihe Hegelian system did not accomplish the task it set 
itself is here immateriaL Its epoch-making service was that it 
propounded it.. It is indeed a task which no individual will ever 
be able lo accomplish. Allhough Hegel was-with Saint-Simon-the 
most encyclop:oedic mind of his tim.e, yet he was limited, in the 
first phee, by tlw necessarily restricted ·Compass of his ow111 knowl
edge, and, secondly, by the similarly restricted scope and depth 
of the knowledge and ideas of his age. But there was also a third 
factor. Hegel was an idealist, that is to say, the thoughts within 
his mind were to him not the more or less abstract images of 
real things and ,processes, but on the contrary, things and their 
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development were to him only the images made real of the "idea" 
existing somehow or other already before the world existed. This 
mode of thoUJght placed everything on its head, and completely 
reversed the real connections of things in the world. And though 
Hegel's brilliant mind correctly grasped many individual intercon
nections, yet, for the reasons just given, there is also much that in 
point of detail necessarily turned out botched, artificial, laboured, in 
a word, wrong. The Hegelian system as such was a colossal miscar
riage-but it was the last of its kind. It suffered, in fact, from an 
internal and insoluble ,contradiction. On the one hand, its basic 
assumption was the historical outlook that human history is a process 
of evolution, which by its very nature cannot find intellectual finality 
in the discovery of any so-called absolute truth; hut on the other 
hand, it laid claim to being the very essence of precisely this abso
lute truth. A system of natural and historical knowledge which is 
all-embracing and final for all time is in contradiction to the funda
mental laws of dialectical thinking; which, however, far from 
excluding, on the ,contrary includes, the idea that the systematic 
knowledge of the entire external universe can make giant strides 
from generation to generation. 

The realization of the complete inversion of previous Germau 
idealism led necessarily to materialism, but, it must be noted, not 
to the simply metaphysical, exclusively mechanical materialism 
of the eighteenth century. Instead of the simple and naively rev
olutionary rejection of all previous history, modern materialism 
sees history as the process of the evolution of humanity, and its 
own task as the discovery of the ,laws of motion of this pro
cess. The conception was prevalent among the French of the 
eighteenth century, and still continued with Hegel, that nature was 
a whole moving in narrow circles and remaining immutable, with 
eternal celestial bodies, as Newton taught, and with unalterable spe
cies of organic beings, as Linnreus taught. In opposition to this con-
ception, modern materialism embraces the more recent advances 
of natural science, according to which nature also has its history 
in time, the celestial bodies, like the organic species which under 
favourable circumstances people them, coming into being and pass
ing away, and the recurrent cycles, in so far as they are in any 
way admissible, assuming infinitely vaster dimensions. In both 
cases modern materialism is essentiall:y dialectical, and no longer 
needs any philosophy standing above the other sciences. As soon 
as each separate science is required to get clarity as to its po<>i
tion in the great totality of things and of our knowledge of things, 
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a special science dealing with this totality is superfluous. What 
still independently survives of all former philosophy is the science 
of thought and its laws-formal logic and dialectics. Everything 
else is merged in the positive science of nature and history. 

While, however, the revolution in the con~eption of natun· 
could only proceed to the extent that research furnished the cor
responding positive materials of knowledge, already much earlier 
eertain historical facts had oceurred which led to a decisive 
change in the conception of history. In 1831 the first working
elass rising had taken place in Lyons; between 1838 and 1812 the 
first national workers' movement, that of the English Chartists,1 

reached its height. The class struggle between proletariat and bour
geoisie .came to the fronl. in the history of the most advanced 
European countries, in proportion to the development there, on 
the one hand, of large-scale industry, and on the other, of the 
newly-won political domination of the bourgeoisie. Facts more 
and more forcibly stamped as lies the teachings of bourgeois 
economics as to the identity of the interests of capital and labour, 
as to the universal harmony and universal prosperity that free 
competition brings. All these things could no longer be ignored, 
any more than the French and English socialism which was 
their theoretical, even though extremely imperfect, expression. But 
the old idealist conception of history, which was not yet dis
placed, knew nothing of class struggles based on material inter
ests, in fact knew nothing at all of material interests; production 
and all economic relations appeared in it only as incidenlal, sub
ordinate elements in the "history of civilization." 

The new facts made imperative a new examination of all past 
history, and then it was seen that all past history, with the ex
ception of primitive conditions, was the history of dass struggles, 

that these classes of society warring upon each other are always 
products of the relations of production and exchange, in a word, 
of the economic relations of their time; that therefore the econom
ic structure of society always forms the real basis from which, 
in the last analysis, is to be explained the whole superstrw:;ture of 
legal and political institutions, as weil as of the religious, philo
sophical and other conceptions of each historical period. Hegel 

1 The Chartist movement in England embraced the vast majority of the 
English working class and constituted the first independent political movement 
of the proletariat. It received its name from the "Charter," a petition which 
the workers laid before parliament in 1839, containing their chief de
•nands.-Ed. 
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had freed: the conception of history from metaphysics; he had 
made it dialectical-but his conception of history was essentially 

idealistic. Now idealism was driven from its last refuge, the con- . 
ception of history; now a materialist conception of history was pro
pounded, and the way found to explain man's consciousness by 
his being, instead of, as her.etofore, his being by his consciousness. 

Henceforward socialism no longer appeared as the accidental 
discovery of this or that brilliant mind, but as the necessary out
come of the struggle between two historically developed classes~ 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. Its task was no longer to 
manufacture a system of society as perfect as possible, but to in
vestigate the historical economic process from which these classes 
and their antagonism had of necessity sprung and to discover in 
the economic position thus ereated the means for solving the 
conflict. But the socialism of ;earlier days was just as incompatible 
with this materialist conception of history as French materialism's 
conception of nature was with dialectics and modern natural 
science. It is true that the earlier socialism eriticized the existing 
capitalist mode of production and its consequences, but it could 

not explain them, and so also could not get the mastery over 
them; it could only simply reject them as evil. The more violently 
it denounced the exploitation of the working class, which was 
inseparable from it, the less was it in a position to state clearly 
wherein this exploitation consists ,and how it arises. But what 
had to be done was to show the capitalist mode of production on 
the one hand in its historical interconnection and as a necessity for 
a definite historical period, and therefore also the necessity of its 
doom; and on the other hand also to lay bare its essential char
acter, which was still hidden. This was done by the revelation 
of surplus value. It was shown that the appropriation of unpaid 
labour is the basic form of the capitalist mode of production and 
of the exploitation of the worker effected through it; that even if 
the capitalist buys the labour power of his labourer at its full 
value as a commodity on the market, he yet extracts more value 
from it than ihe paid for: and that in the ultimate analysis 
this surplus value forms that smn of value from which is heaped 
up the constantly increasing mass of capital in the hands of the 
possessing classes. The process both of capitalist producUon and 
of the production of capital was explained. 

These iwo great discoveries, the materialist conception of his
tory and the revelation of the secret of capitalist production by 
means of surplus value, we owe to Marx. With these discoveries 
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;;ocialism became a science. whieh had in the first place to, be 
developed in all its details and interconnections. 

III 

The materialist conception of history starts from the principle 
lhat production, and with production the exchange of its products, 
is the basis of every social order; that in every society which has 
appeared in history the distribution of the products, and with it 
Lhe division of society into classes or estates, is determined by 
what is produced and how it is produced, and how the product 
is exchanged. According to this conception, the ultimate causes of 
all social changes and polilica! revolutions are to be sought, not 
in the minds of men, in their increasing insight into eternal truth 
and justice, but in changes in the mode of production and ex
change; they arc to be sought not in the. philosophy but in the 
economics of the epoch concerned. The growing realization thai 
existing soci:1l institutions are irrational 1and unjust, that reason 
has become nonsense and good deeds a scourge, is only a sign 
that changes have been taking place quietly in the methods of 
production and forms of exchange, with which the social order, 
cut to fit previous economic conditions, is no longer in accord. 
This also implies !hat the mcaus through which the abuses that 
have been revealed can be 1got rid of must likewise be present, 
in more or kss developed form, in the altered relations of produclion. 
These means an~ not lo be invented by the mind, but discovered by 
means of the mind in the existing material facts of production. 

VVhere then, on this basis, does modern socialism stand? 
The existing social order, as is now fairly generally admitted, 

is the creation of the present ruling class, the bourgeoisie. The 
mode of production peculiar to the bourgeoisie-called, since 
Marx, the capitalist mode of production-was incompatible with 
the local privileges and the privileges of estate as well as with the 
reciprocal personal ties of the feudal system; the bourgeoisie 
shattered the feudal system, and on its ruins established the bour
geois social order, the realm of free competition, freedom of 
movement, equal rights for commodity owners, and all the other 
bourgeois glories. The capitalist mode of production could now 
develop freely. From the time when steam and the new tool-mak
ing machinery had begun to transform the former manufacture 
into large-scale industry, the productive forces evolved under hour-
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geois direction developed at a pace that was previously unknown 
and to an unprecedented degree. But just as manufacture, and the 
handicraft industry which had been further developed under its 
influence, had previously come into conflict with the feudal fet
ters of the guilds, so large-scale industry, as it develops more fully, 
comes into conflict with the barriers within which the capitalist 
mode of production holds it confined. The new forces of production 
have already outgrown the bourgeois form of using them; and this 
conflict between productive forces and mode of production is 
not a conflict which has arisen in men's heads, as for example 
the ·conflict between original sin and divine justice; but it exists 
in fact, objectively, outside of us, independently of the will or 
purpose even of the men who brought it about. Modern socialism 
is nothing but the reflex in thought of this actual conflict, its 
ideal reflection in the minds first of the class which is directly 
suffering under it-the worki111g class. 

Now in what does this conflict consist? 
Previous to capitalist production, that is to say, in the Middle 

Ages, small-scale production was general, on the basis of the 
private ownership hy the workers of their means of production: 
the agricultural industry of the small peasant, freeman or serf, 
and the handicraft . industry of the towns. The instruments of 
labouY"--land, agricultural implements, the workshop and tools
were the instruments of labour of individuals, intended only for 
individual use, and therefore necessarily puny, dwarfish, restrict
ed. But just because of this they belonged, as a rule, to the pro
ducer himself. To concentrate and enlarge these scattered, limited 
means of production, to transform them into the mighty levers 
of production of the present day, was precisely the historic role 
of the capitalist mode of production and of its representative, the 
bourgeoisie. In Part IV of Capital1 Marx gives a detailed account 
of how, since the fifteenth century, the latter accomplished this 
historically through the three stages of simple co-operation, man
ufacture and large-scale industry. But, as Marx also points out, 
the bourgeoisie was unable to transform those limited means of 
production into mighty productive forces except by transforming 
them from individual means of production into social means of 

1 Engels refers here to Vol. I of Capital, which in part IV (Chap. XIU 
and XIV) traces the history of the dev,elopment of production from smali 
handicrafts to large-scale Jndustry. Marx also deals briefly with this course 
of evolution in Chap. XXXII. This chapter is reproduced in the present volume. 
See p. 285.-Ed. 
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production, which could be used only by a body of men as a whole. 
The spinning-wheel, the hand-loom and the blacksmith's ham·· 
mer were replaced by the spinning machine, the mechanical loom 
and the steam-hammer; and the factory, making the co-operation 
of hundreds and thousands of workers necessary, took the place 
of the individual workroom. And, like the means of production, 
production itself changed from a series of individual operations 
into a series of social acts, and the products from the products 
of individuals into social products. The yarn, the cloth, and the 
metal goods, which now came from the factory were the common 
product of many workers through whose hands it had to pass 
successively before it was ready. No individual can say of such 
products: I made it, that is my product. 

However, where the spontaneous division of labour gradually 
arisen planlcssly within society is the basic form of production, 
il imprints upon the products Lhc form of commodities, the mutual 
exchange, purchase and .sale of which enables the individual pro
ducers to satisfy their manifold needs. And this was the case dur
ing the Middle Ages. The peasant, for example, sold agricultural 
products to the artisan and purchased from him in exchange the 
products of his craft. Into this society of individual producer~. 

producers of commodilics, the new mode of production thrust 
itself, selling up, in lhc midst of lhe spontaneous, planless division 
of labour which then ,existed throughout society, the planned 
division of labour or1ganizcd in the indivitlual factory; alongside 
of individual produclion social production made its appearance. 
The products of both were sold on the same market, and conse
quently at prices which were at Jcast approximately the same. 
llut the planned organization was stronger than the spontaneous 
division of labour; the factories in which labour was socially 
organized produced . their commodities more rheaply rf:han the 
separate small producers. Individual production suceumbed on one 
field after another; social production revolutionized the whole 
former mode of production. But this, its revofutionary character, 
was so little understood that, on the contrary, it was introduced 
as a means of stimulating and promoting the production of com
modities., In its origin, it was directly linked with certain levers 
of commodity production and ,exchange which were already in 
existence: merchants' capital, handicmft, wage labour. Inasmucl1 
as it itself came into ibeing as a new form. of commodity produc
tion, the forms of appropriation characteristic of commodity pro-
duction remained in full force also for il. 
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In commodity production as it had developed in the Middle 
Ages, the question could never arise of who should be the owner 
of the product of labour. The individual producer had produced 
it, as a rule, from raw material which belonged to him and was 
often produced by himself, with his own instruments of lab.our, 
and by his own manual labour or that of his family. There was 
no need whatever for the product to be appropriated by him; it 
belonged to him as an absolute matter of course. His ownership 
of . the product was therefore based upon his own labour. Even 
where outside help was used, it was as a rule subsidiary, and in 
many cases received other compensation in addition to wages: the 
guild apprentice and journeyman worked less for the sake of 
their board and wages than to train themselves to become master 
craftsmen. Then came the concentration of the means of produc
tion in large workshops and manufactories, their transformation 
into. means of production that were in fact social. But the social 
means of production and the social products were treated as if 
they were still, as they ihad been before, the means of production 
and the products of individuals. Hitherto, the owner of the instru
ments of labour had appropriated the product because it was as 
a rule his own product, the auxiliary labour of other persons being 
ithe exception; now, the owner of the instruments of labour con
tinued to appropriate the product, although it was no longer his 
product, but exclusively the product of the labour of others. Thus 
the products, now socially produced, were not appropriated by 
those who had really set the means of production in motion and 
really produced the products, but by the capitalists. Means of 
production and production itself ihave in essence _become social. 
But they are subjected to a form of appropriation which has as 
its presupposition private production by individuals, with each 
individual owning his own product and bringing it onto the mar
ket. The mode of :production is subjected to this form of appro
priation, although it removes the presupposition on which the 
latter is based. 1 In this contradiction, which gives the new mode 

1 There is no need here to explain that although the form of appropriation 
remains the same, the cl!aracler of the appropriation is revolutionized by the 
process described above to no less a degree than production. My appropriation 
of my own product and my appropriation of another person's product are 
certainly two very 9ifferent forms of appropriation. It may be noted in passing 
that wage labour, in which the whole capitalist mode of production is already 
Jresent in 1embryo form, is a very old institution; in sporadic and scattered form 
it occurred alongside of slavery for centuries. But the germ could only develop 
into the capitalist mode of producHon when the necessary historical conditions 
had come into existence. [Note by F. Engels.] 
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of production its capitalist character, tlw whole conftici of toduu 
is already present in germ. The more the new mode of production 
gained the ascendancy on all decisive Helds of production and io 
all countries of decisive economic importance, supplanting individ
ual production excepl for insignificant relics, _tlw more glari'ng 
necessarily became tlze incompatibility of social production with 
capitalist appropriation. 

The first capitalists found, as we have said, the form of wage 
Labour ,already in existence; but wage labour as lhe exception, ns 
an auxmary occupation, as a supplementary, as a transitory phase. 
The agricultural labourer who occasionally went to work as a 
day labourer had a few acres of his own land, from which if 
need be he could gel his livelihood. The regulations of the guilds 
ensured that Llw journeyman of today hcca me the master-crafts
man of tornorrow. But as soon as the means of produelicm had 
become social and were concentrated in the hands of capilalists. 
this situation changed. Both the means of production and the 
products of the small, individual producer lost more and more 
of their value; there was nothing left for him to do but to go to 
the capitalist and work for wages. Wage labour, hitherto ~m ex
ception and supplemental, became the rule and the basic form. of 
all production; hitherto an auxiliary occupation, it now becam1~ 

Lhc labourer's exclusive aelivily. The occasional wage worket· lw
camc the wage worker for life. The number of life··long wagP 
workers was also increased to a colossal extent by the simul
taneous collapse of the feudal system, the dispersal of the retain
ers of the feudal lords, the eviction of peasants from their 
homesteads, etc. The separation between the means of produclion 
concentrated in the hands ·of the capitalists, on the one side, and 
the producers now possessing nothing but their labour power, on 
the other, was aecomplished. The contradiction betmeen social 
production :and capitalist appropriation became riwnifest a.~ thr 
antagonism betmeen proletariat and bourgeoisie. 

We have seen that the capitalist mode of production thrust 
itself into a society of commodity producers, individual producers, 
whose social interconnection resulted from the exchange of their 
prodncts. But every sociPty h~serl on commodity production has 
the peculiarity that in it lhe producers have lost control of their 
own social relationships. E'ach produces fm: himself, with the 
means of production which happen to be at his disposal and in 
order to satisfy his individual needs through the medium of ex
change. No one knows how much of the article he produces is 
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coming onto the market, or how much demand there is for it; 
no one knows whether his individual product will meet a real 
need, whether he will cover his costs or even be able to sell it at 
all. Anarchy reigns in social production. But commodity produc
tion, like all other forms of production, has its own peculiar 
laws, which are inherent in and inseparable from it; and these 
laws assert themselves in spite of anarchy, in and through anarchy. 
These laws are manifested in the sole form of social interconnec
tion which continues to exist, in exchange, and enforce themselves 
on the individual producers as compulsory bws of competition. 
At first, therefore, they are unlmown even to these producers, and 
have to ibe discovered by them gradually, only through long ex
perience. They assert themselves, therefore, without the producers 
and against the producers, as the natural laws of their form of 
production, working blindly. The product dominates the producers. 

In medireval society, especially in the earlier centuries, produc
tion was essentially for the producer's own use; for the most part 
its aim was to satisfy only the needs of the producer and his 
family. Where, as in the countryside, personal relations of de
pendence existed, it also contributed towards satisfying the needs 
of the feudal lord. No exchange was involved, and consequently 
the products did not assume the character of commodities. The 
peasant family produced almost everything it required--utensils 
and clothing as well as food. It was only when it succeeded in 
producing a surplus !beyond its own needs and the payments in 
kind due to the feudal lord-it was only at this stage that it also 
produced commodities; these surplus products, thrown into social 
exchange, offered for sale, became commodities. The town artisans, 
it is true, had to produce for exchange fi·om the very beginning. 
But even they supplied the greatest part of their own needs them
selves; they had gardens and small fields; they sent their cattle 
out into the communal woodland, which also provided them with 
timber and firewood; the women spun flax, wool, etc. Production 
for the purpose of exchange, the production of ,commodities, was 
only just coming into being. Hence, restricted exchange, restrieteJ 
market, stable mode of production, local isolation from the out
side world. and local unity within: the Mark1 in the countryside, 
the guild in the town. 

With the extension of commodity production, however, and 
especially with the emergence of the capitalist mode of produc-

1 See p. 148, note 1 of this volume.-Ed. 
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tion, the laws of commodity production, previously latent, 
began to operate more openly and more potently. The old bonds 
were loosened, the old dividing barriers broken through, the pro
ducers more and more transformed into independent, isolated com
modity producers. The anarchy of social production became ob
vious, and was carried to further and further extremes. But the 
chief means by which the ·capitalist mode of production accen
tuated this anarchy in social production was the direct oppo
site of anarchy: the increasing organization of production on a 
social basis in each individual productive establishment. This was 
the lever with which it put an end to the former peaeeful stabil
ity. In whatever branch of industry it was introduced, it could 
sull'er no older method of production to exist alongside it; where 
it laid hold of a lumdierafl, lhat handicraft was wiped out. 
The field of labour became a field of battle. The great geograph
ical discoveries and the colonization which followed on them 
multiplied marke~s and hastened on the transformation of handi
eraft into manufacture. The struggle broke out not only between 
the individual local producers; the local struggles developed into 
national struggles, the trade wars of the seventeenth and eight
eenth ccnturies.1 Finally, large-seale industry and the creation of 
the world market have made the struggle universal, and at Lhe 
same time given ii an unparalleled intensity. Between individual 
capitalists, as !Jdwecn •vholc industries and whole countries, ad
vantages in natural or arlificial conditions of production decide 
life or clealh. The vanquished arc relentlessly cast aside. It is the 
Darwinian struggle for individual existence, transferred from 
nature to society 'vith intensified fury. The standpoint of the ani
mal i,n nature appears as the last word in human development. The 
coni radiction between social production and capitalist appropria
tion now presents itself as the antithesis between tlze m·ganization 
o{ production in tile individual factory and the anarchy of pro
duetion in society as a wlwle. 

The capitalist mode of production moves in these two forms 
of manifestation of the contradiction immanent in it because of its 
origin, describes, without hope of escape, that "vicious circle" which 
Fourier long ago discovered in it. But what Fourier in his day 

1 The trade wars of the seventeentl> and eighteenth cenluri~s were waged 
between Portugal, Spain, Holland, France and England for control of the 
trade with India and America, and the exploitation of these two areas as 
colonies.-Ed. 
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was as yet unable to see is that this circle is gradually narrow
ing; that the motion is rather in the form of a spiral and must 
come to an end, like the motion of the planets, by collision with the 
centre. It is the driving force of the social anarchy of production 
which transforms the immense majority of men more and more 
into proletarians, and it is in turn the proletarian masses who 
will ultimately put an end to the anarchy of production. It is the 
driving force of the social anarchy of production which trans
forms the infinite perfectibility of the machine in large-scale in
dustry into a compulsory commandment for each individual 
dustrial capitalist to make his machinery ,mpre and more perfect 
under penalty of ruin. But the perfecting of machinery means 
rendering human labour superfluous. If the introduction and in
crease of machinery meant the displacement of millions of hand 
workers by a few machine workers, the improvement of ma
c!hinery means the displacement of larger and larger numbers of 
machine workers themselves, and ultimately the creation of a 
mass of available wage workers exceeding the average require
ments of capital for labour'--a complete industrial reserve army, 
as I called it as long ago as 18451-a reserve available at periods 
when industry works at high pressure, but thrown out onto thP 
streets by the crash inevitably following the boom, at all times a 
leaden weight on the feet of the working class in their fight for 
existence against capital, a regulator to keep wages down to the low 
level which suits the needs of capital. Thus it comes about that 
machinery, to use Marx's phrase, becomes the most powerful 
weapon in the war of capital against the working class, that the 
instruments of labour constantly tear the means of subsistence 
o.ut of the hands of the labourer, that the very product of the 
labourer is turned into an instrument for his subjection. Thus it 
comes about that the economizing of the instruments of labour 
becomes from the outset a simultaneous and absolutely reckless 
waste of labour power and robbery of the normal conditions 
necessary for the labour function; that machinery, "the most 
powerful instrument for shortening labour time, becomes the most 
unfailing means for placing every moment of the labourer's time 
and that of his family at the disposal of the capitalist for the pur
pose of expanding the value of his -capital. " 2 Thus it comes about 

1 The Condiiio.n of the Working Cla.~s in England, p. 109 (German edition). 
[Note l1y F. Engels.], English ed., London 1926, p. 85.-Ed. · 

2 Capital, Vol. I, ·p. 406.-Ed. 

12-760 
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that the excessive labour of some becomes the necessary condition 
for the lack of employment of others, and that large-scale indus
try, which hunts all over the world for new consume1·s, restricts 
the consumption of the masses at home to a starvation minimum 
and thereby undermines its own internal rnarket. "The law, 
finally, that always equilibrates the relative surplus population, or 
industrial reserve army, to the extent and energy ·of accumulation, 
this law rivets the labourer to capital more firmly than the wedges 
of Vuloan did Prometheus to the rock. It establishes an accumulation 
of misery, corresponding with accumulation of capital. Accumulation 
of wealth at one pole is, therefore, at the s1allle time accumulation 
of misery, agony of toil, slavery, ignorance, brutality, mental degra
dalion, at the opposite pole, i.e., on the side of the class Lhat produces 
its own product in the form ot' capital." 1 And to expect any other 
distribution of the products from Lhc capitalist mode of production 
is like expecting the electrodes of a battery, while they are in contact 
with the battery, not to decompose water, not to develop oxygen 
:1t the positive pole and hydrogen at the negative, 

We have seen how the perfectibility of modern machinery, 
pushed to an extreme point, is transformed, through the medium 
()r the anarehy or production in society, inlo 1a compulsory com
mandment for the individual 'industrial capitalist constantly to im· 
prove his nwchinerv, coHsl:mlly to incnase its productive power. 
The mere adual possiLilily of extending his field of production is 
transformed for him into a similar compulsory commandment. 
The enormous expanding power of large-scale industry, compared 
with which the expanding power of gases is mere child's play, 
now appears to us as a need for bolh qualitative and quanlitativ~t 
expansion that laughs at all counteracting pressure. Such counter
acting pressure comes from consumption, sale, markets for the 
products of large-scale industry. But the capacity of the market 
to expand, both extensively and intensively, is controlled primarily 
by quite other and far less effective laws. The expansion of the 
market cannot keep pace with the expansion of production. The 
collision becomes inevitable, and as it can yield no solution so 
long as it does not burst the .capitalist mode of production itself, 
it becomes periodic. Capitalist production brings into being a new 
"vicious circle." 

'And in fact, since 1825, when the first general crisis broke out, 
the . whole industrial and commercial world, the production and ex-

t Ibid., p, 661.- Ed. 
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change of all civilized peoples and of their more or less barbarian 
appendants, have been dislocated practically once in every ten 
years. Trade comes to a standstill, the markets are glutted, the 
products lie in great masses, unsa1eable, ready money disappears, 
credit vanishes, the factories are idle, the working masses go short 
of the means of subsistence b-ecause they have produced too much 
of them. Bankruptcy follows upon bankruptcy, forced sale upon 
forced sale. The stagnation lasts for years, both productive forces 
and products are squandered and destroyed on a large scale, until 
the accumulated masses of commodities are at last disposed of at 
a more or less considerable depreciation, until production and ex" 
change gradually begin to move again. By degrees the pace quick
ens; it becomes a trot; the industrial trot passes into a gallop, 
and the gallop in turn passes into the mad onrush of a complete 
industrial, commercial, credit and speculative steeplechase, only to 
land again in the end, after the most breakneck jumps-in the ditch 
of a crash. And so on again and again. We have now experience,d 
it fully five times since 1825, and at this moment (1877) we are 
experiencing it for the sixth time. And the character of these crises 
is so clearly marked that Fourier hit them all off when he described 
the first as a crise plethorique, a crisis of superabundance. 

In these crises, the contradiction between social production and 
capitalist appropriation comes to a violent explosion. The circulation 
of commoditie.;; is for the moment reduced to nothing; the means 
of circulation, money, becomes an obstacle to circulation; all the 
laws of commodity production and commodity circulation are turned 
upside down. The economic collision has reached its culminating 
point: the mode of production rebels against the mode of exclwnge. 

The fact that the social organization of production within the 
factory has developed to the point at which it has become incom
patible with the anarchy of production in society which exists 
alongside it and above it-this fact is made palpable to the capi
talists themselves by the violent concentration of capitals which 
takes place during crises through the ruin of many big and even 
more small capitalists. The whole mechanism of the capitalist 
mode of production breaks down under the pressure of the pra
ductive forces which it itself created. It is no longer able to trans
form the whole of this mass of means of production into capital; 
they lie idle, and for this very reason the industrial reserve army 
must also lie idie. Means of production, means of ·subsistence, 
available labourers, all the elements of production and of general 
wealth are there in abundance. But "abundance becomes the 

12* 
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source of distress and want" {Fourier), because it is precisely 
abundance that prevents the conversion of the means of produc
tion and subsistence into capital. For in capitalist society the 
means of production cannot begin to function unless they have 
tirst heeu converted into capital, into means for the exploitation 

,of human labour power. The necessity for the means of produc-
tion and subsistence to take on the form of capital stands like a 
ghost between them and the workers. It alone prevents the com
ing together of the material and personal levers of production; it 
alone forbids the means of production to function, the workers 
to work and to live. Thus on the one hand the capitalist mode 
of production stands convieted ol' its own incapacity any longer 
to coni rol these produelive forces. And on the other hand these 
productive forces themselves press forward with increasing force 
to put an end to the contradiction, 1.o rid themselves of their char
acter as capital, to tlze actual recognition of tlzeir character as social 
productive forces. 

It is this counterpressure of the productive forces, in their mighty 
upgrowth, against their character as capital, increasingly compel
ling the recognition of their social character, which forces the cap
ibllisl class itself more and more to treat them as social produc
tive fon~es, as far as this is at all possible within the frame
work of capilalist relations. Both lhe period of industrial boom, 
with its unlimited credit intla lion, and the ·Crash itself, through the 
collapse of great capitali.~t establishments, urge forward towards 
that form of the socialization or huge masses of means of pro
duelion which we find in the various kinds of joint-stock compa
nies. Many of these means of pl"oduction and communication are 
from the ou I set so colossal that, like the railways, they exclude 
all other forms of capitalist exploitation. At a certain stage of 
development even this form no longer suffices; the large-scale 
producers in one and the same branch of industry in a country 
unite in a "trust," a union for the purpose of regulating produc
tion. They determine the total amount to be produced, parcel it 
out among themselves and thus enforce the selling price fixed be
forehand. But since such trusts as soon as business becomes bad 
usually go to pieces, they for this very reason compel a still more 
concentrated socialization: The whole branch of industry is con
verted into one great joint-stock company; internal competition 
gives place to the internal monopoly of this one company, as hap
pened as early as 1890 with English alkali production, which is now, 
after the fusion of all the forty-eight large works. carried on by 
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a single company, under uniform corrtrol, with a capital of 
120,000,000 marks. 

In the trusts, freedom of competition changes into its opposite 
-into monopoly, 1 the planless production of capitalist society 
capitulates before the planned production of the invading social
ist society. Certainly this is still at first to the benefit and advan
tage of the capitalists. But in this case the exploitation becomes so 
palpable that it must break down. No nation would put up with 
production conducted by trusts, with such a barefaced exploita
tion of the community by a small band of •coupon-clippers. 

In one way or another, with trusts or without, the official 
representative of capitalist society, the state, is finally constrained to 
take over the management of production.2 This necessity of conver
sion into state property makes itself evident first in the big institu
tions for communication: the postal service, telegraphs and railw,ays. 

If the crises revealed the incapacity of the bourgeoisie any 
longer to control the modern productive forces, the conversion of 
the great organizations for production and communication into 
joint-stock companies, trusts and state property shows that for 

1 Monopolies, as Lenin, in developing the doctrine of Marxism, pointed 
out, constitute the principal characteristic feature of imperialism, as the highest 
stage of capitalism. 

"Imperialism emerged as the development and direct continuation of the 
fundamental attributes of capitalism in general. But capitalism only becanie 
eapitalist imperialism at a definite and very high stage of its development, when 
certain of its fundamental attributes began to be transformed into their 
opposites, when the features of a period of transition from capitalism to a 
higher social and economic system began to take shape and reveal thems::lves 
all along the line. Economically, the main thing in this process is the substitu
tion of capUaHst monopolies for capitalist free competition. Free competition is 
the fundamental attribute of capitalism, and of commodity production .generally. 
Monopoly is exactly the opposite of free competition; but we have seen the 
:latter .being transformed into monopoly before our eyes, oreating large-scale 
industry and eliminating small industry, replacing large-scale industry by still 
larger-scale .industry, finally leading to such a concentration of produe
tion and capital that monopoly has be·~n and is the result: cartels, syndicate!! 
and trusts, and merging with them, the capital of a dozen or so banks manip-

- --ulating--thonsands_·of_ ntillicms. _ At. the same time monopoly, which has grown 
out of free competition, docs not abolish ffie latter,- but exists over it and 
alongside of it, and thereby gives rise to a number of very acute, intense antag
onisms, friction and conflicts." (Lenin, Selected Works, Two-Vol. ed., Vol. I. 
"Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism," p. 708.)-Ed. 

2 I say is constrained to. For it is only when the means of production 
or commun>ieatiou have actually outgrown management by share companies, 
and therefore !•heir • transf-er to the state has become inevitable from an 
economic standpoint-it is only then that this transfer to the state, even when 
carried out by the stale of today, repn~sents an economic advance, the attain
ment of another preliminary step towards the taking over of all productiv(· 
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this purpose the bourgeoisie can be dispensed with. All the social 
functions of the capitalist are now carried out by salaried em
ployees. The capitalist has no longer any social activity save the 
pocketing of revenu~, the clipping of coupons and gambling on the 
Stock Exchange, where the difl'crent capitalists fleece each other 
of their capital. Just as at first the capitalist mode of productio,\ 
displaced the workers, so now it displaces the capitalists, relegat
ing them, just as it did the workers, to the superfluous population, 
even if in the first instance not to the industrial reserve army. 

But neither conversion into joint-stock companies and trusts, nor 
eonversion into slate property deprives the productive forces of 
their character as capital. In the case of joint-stock companies 
and trusts this. i.s obvious. And the modern state, too, is only the 
nrgaDizaLion with which bourgeois soc"iely provides itself in order 
to maintain the gcllcral extemal conditions of the capitalist mode 
of production against encroaclunenls either by the workers or by 
individual capitalists. The modern .state, whatever its form, is an 
essentially capitalist machine; it is the state of the capitalists, the 
ideal aggregate capitalist. The more productive forces it takes 
over, the more does it become a real aggregate capitalist, the 
more citizens docs it exploit. The workers remain wa:ge earners, 
proletarians. The capitalist relationship is not abolished; it is 
rather pushed to m1 extreme. But al this extreme it changes radi
cally. State ownership of the productive forces is not the solution 
of the ,conilict, but it contains within itsel r the formal means, the 
key to the solulion. 

This solution can only consist in the recognition in practice of 
!.he social nature of the modern productive forces, in bringing, 

forces by society itself. Hecently, however, since Bismarck became keen on state 
ownership, a certain spurious socialism has made its appearance-here and there 
even degenerating into a kind of tlunkcyism-which declares that all tal,iug 
over by the stale, even the Hismarckian kind, is in itself socialistic. If, 1however, 
the taking over of the tobacco trade by the state were socialistic, Napoleon 
and Metlernich would rani' among the founders of Socialism. If the Belgian 
.state, for quite ordinary political and financial reasons, constructed its own 
main railway lines; if Bismarck, without :c~uy economic compulsion, made the 
main railway lines in Prussia state property, simply in order to be better able to 
organize and use them for war, to train .the railway officials as the government's 
voting caUle, and especially to secure a new source of revume independent 
of parliamentary votes, such actions were in no sense socialist rneasur·es. 
whether direct or indinod, conscious or unconscious. Oiherwise, the Royal Mari· 
time Company, the Royal Porcelain Manufacture, and even the regimental 
tailors in the army would be socialist institutions, or even, as was seriously 
proposed by a sly dog in the 'thirties, during the mign of Frederick William 
HI, the taking over by the state of the~brothels. [Note bg F. Engels.] 
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therefore, the mode of production, appropriation and exchange into 
accord with the social character of the means of production. And 
this can only be brought about ·by society, openly and without 
circuity, taking possession of the productive '1'!forces, whiclh have 
outgrown all control other than that of society itself. Thereby the 
social character of the means of production and of the products
which today operates against the producers themselves, peri:od
ically breaking through the mode of production and exchange and 
enforcing itself only as a blindly operating law of nature, vio
lently and destructively-is quite consciously asserted by the pro
ducers, and is transformed from a cause of disorder and periodic -
collapse into the most powerful lever of production itself. 

The forces operating in society work exactly like the forces 
operating in nature: blindly, violently, destructively, so long as we 
do not understand them and fail to take them into account. But 
when once we have come to know them and understood how they 
work, their direction and their effects, the gradual subjection of 
them to our will and the use of them for the attainment of our 
aims depend entir·ely upon ourselves. And this is especially true 
of the· mighty productive forces of the present day. So long as 
we obstinately refuse to understand their nature and their char
acter-and the capitalist mode of production and its defc:nders set 
themselves against any such attempt-these forces operate in 
spite of us, against us, dominate us, as we have shown in detail. 
But once their nature is grasped, in the hands of the producers 
working in association they can be transformed from demonia
cal masters into _ willing servants. This is the difference between 
the destructive force of electricity in the lightning of a thunder
storm and the tamed electricity of the telegraph and the arc-light; 
the difference between a conflagration and fire in the service of 
man. Such treatment of today's productive forces in accordance 
with· their nature, now become known at last, opens the way to 
the rephicement of the anarchy of social production by a socially 
planned regulation of production in accordance with the needs 
both of society as a whole and of each individual. The capitalist 
mode of appropriation, in which the product enslaves first the 
producer, rund then ~also the appropriator, will thereby be replaced 
by the mode of !Uppropriation of the product based on the na
ture of the modern means of production themselves: on the one 
hand direct social nppropriation as a means to the maintenance 
and extension of production, and on the other hand direct indi
vidual appropriation as a means to life and pleasure. 
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By transforming the great majority of the population more and 
more into proletarians, the capitalist mode of production bt·ings 
into being the force which, under penalty of its own destruction, 
is compelled to carry out this revolution. By driving more and 
more towards the conversion of the vast socialized means Qf pro
duction into state property, it itself points the way for the carry
ing through of this revolution. The proletariat sei.zes the state 
power and transforms the means of production in the first insf(lnce 
into state proputy. But in doing this, it puts an end to itself u . .., 
proletariat, it puts an , end to all class difl"erences and class 
antagonisms; it puts an ,end also to the ,state as state. Former so
ciety, moving in class antagonisms, had need of the state, that ill, 
an organization of the exploiting class at each period for the main
tenance of its external conditions of production; that is, therefore, 
mai:nly for the forcible holding down of lhe explo.ited class in the 
conditions of oppression (slavery, villeinage or serfdom, wage la
bour) determined by the existing mode of production. The state was 
the official representative of society as a whole, its summation in a 
visible corporation; hut it was this only in so far as it was the state 
of that class which itself, in its epoch, rep-resented society as a 
whole: in ancient times, Lhe slate of the slave-owning citizens; in 
Lhe Middle Ages, of the feudal nobility; in our epoch, of the bour
geoisie. \Vhen ultimately it becomes really representative of so
eiety as a whole, it makes itself superfluous. As soon as there is 
no longer any class of society to be held in subjection, as soon 
as, along with class domination and the struggle for individual ex
istence based on the anarchy of production hitherto, the collisions 
and excesses arising from these have also been abolished, there is 
nothing more to be repressed which would make a special repres
sive force, a state, necessary. The first act in which the state reaUy 
comes forward as the representative of society as a whole--the 
taking possession of the means of production in the name of so
ciety-is at the same time its last independent act as a state. The 
interference of the state power in soci:al relations becomes super
fluous in one sphere after another, and then ceases of itself. The 
government of persons is replaced by the administration of things 
and the direction of the processes of production. The state is not 
"abolished," it withers away.1 It is from this standpoint that we 

1 This thesis of Engels' was cited at the Eighteenth Congress of the 
C.P.S.U. (B.) by Stalin who, developing further the doctrine of Marxism
Leninism on the state, said: 
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must appraise the phrase "free people's state"1-both its tempo
rary justification for agitational purposes, and its ultimate scientific 
inadequacy-and also the demand of the so-called anarchists 
that the state should be abolished overnight 

Since the emergence in history of the capitalist mode of pro
duction, the taking over of all means of production by society has 
often been dreamed of, by individuals as well as by whole sects, 

''Is this proposition of Engels' correct? 
."Yes, it is correct, but only on ·either of two conditions: 1) if we study the 

Sodalist state only from the angle of the internal 'development of the country, 
abstracting ourseJv.es in advance from the international factor, isolating, for 
the convenience of investigation, the country and the state from the internation
al situation; or 2) if we assume that Socialism is alrepdy victorious in all 
countries, or in the majority of countries, that a Sooialist encirclement exists 
instead of a capitalist encirclement, that there is no more danger of foreign 
attack, and that there is no more need to strengthen lhe army and the state. 

"Well, but what if Socialism has been victorious only in one country, 
taken singly, and if, in view of this, it is quite ;impossible to abstract oneself 
from international conditions-what then? Engels' formula does not. furnish 
an answer, to this question. As a matter of fact, Engels did not set himself 
this question, and therefore could not :have given an answer to it. Engels 
proceeds from the assumption that Socialism has already been victorious in 
all countries, or in a majo,rily of countr.ies, morP- or less simultaneously. Con· 
sequently, Engels is not here investigating any specific Socialist state of any 
particular country, but the development of the Socialist state in general, on the 
assumption that Socialism has been victorious in a majority of countries-
accordwg to the formula: 'Assuming that Socialism is victorious in a majority 
of countries, what changes must the proletarian, Socialist state undergo?' Only 
this general and abstract character of the problem can expbin why in hi> 
investigation of the question of the Socialist state Engels completely abstracted 
himself from such a factor as international coriditions, the international situation. 

"But it follows from this that Engels' general formula about the destiny of 
the .Socialist state in general cannot be exlend~d to the special and specific 
case of the victory •Of Socialism in one country only, a country which is sur
rounded by a capitalist world, is subject to the menace of foreign military 
attack, cannot therefore abstract itself from the international situation, and must 
have at its disposal a well-trained army, well·o~anized punitive organs, and 
a strong intelligence service-consequently, must have its own stal€, strong 
enough to defend the conquests of Socialism .from foreign attack. 

''We have no right to expect of the classical Marxist writers, separated as 
they were from our day by a period of forty-five or fifty-five years, that they 
should have for.eseen each and ev€ry zi~zag of history in the distant future 
in every separate country. It would be ridiculous to expect that the classical 
Marxist writers should have elaborated for our benefit n~ady-made solutions 
for each and every theoretical problem that might arise in any particular coun
try fifty or one hundred years afterwards, so that we, the descendants of the 
classical Marxist writers, might calmly doze at the fireside and munch ready
made solutions." Stalin, Problems of Leninism, pp. 6:14-35, Moscow 1945.-Ed. 

1 On the "free people's staie" see Marx, Critique of the Gotha Programme 
in Karl Marx, Selected Works, Vol. II, Moscow Hl36; and Stalin, Problems oj 
Leninism, pp. 274-75, Moscow 1945.--Ed. 
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more or less vaguely and as an ideal of the future. But it cou!.d 
only become possible, it could only become a historical necessity, 
when the actual conditions for its realization had •come into 
existence. Like every other socia•l progress, it becomes realizable 
not througl1 the perception that the existence of classes is in 
contradiction with justice, equality, ·etc., not through th~ mere 
will to abolish these classes, but through certain new econqmic 
conditions. The division of society into an exploiting and an 
exploited class, a ruling and an oppressed class, was the neces
sary outcome of the low development of production hitherto. 
So long as the sum of social labour yields a product which 
only slightly exceeds' what is necessary for the bare existence of 
all; so long, therefore, ·as all or almost all the time of the gr·eal 
majority of the members of society is absorbed in labour, society 
is necessarily divided into classes. Alongside of this great majority 
exclusively absorbed in toil there has arisen a class freed from 
direct productive labour, which manages the general business of 
society: the direction of labour, affairs of state, justice, scienee. 
art and so forth. It is therefore the law of the division of labour 
which lies at the root of the division into classes. But this does 
not mean . that this division into classes was not established hy 
violcnee and robbery, hy deception and fraud, or that the rulilllg 
class, once in the saddle, has ever failed to strengthen its domi
nation at the cost of the working class and to convert its direction 
of society into inereased exploitation of the masses. 

But if, upon this showing, division into classes has a certain 
historical jusLiiication, it has this only for a given period of time. 
for given social conditions. It was based on the insufficiency of 
production; it will be swept away by the full development of the 
modern productive forces. And in fact the abolition of social clas
ses has as its presupposition a stage of historical development at 
which the existence not merely of some particular ruling class or 
other but of any ruling class at all, that is to say, of class differ
ence itself, has become an anachronism, is out of date. It there
fore presupposes that the development of production has reached a 
level at which the appropriation of means of production and of 
products, and with these, of political supremacy, the monopoly 
of education and intellectual leadership by a special class of so
ciety, has become not only superfluous but also economically, 
politically and intellectually a hindrance to development. Thi~ 
point has now been reached. Its political and intellectual bank
ruptcy is hardly still a secret to the bourgeoisie itself, and its 
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economic bankruptcy recurs regularly every ten years. In each 
crisis society is smothered beneath the weight of its own productive 
forces and products of which it can make no use, and stands help
less in face of the absurd contradiction that the producers have 
nothing to consume because there are no consumers. The expan
sive force of the means of production bursts asunder the bonds im
posed upon tl:7-em by the capitalist mod'e of production. Their re
lease from these bonds is the sole condition necessary for an un
spoken and constantly more rapidly progressing development of 
the productive forces, and therewith of a practically limitless 
growth of production itself. Nor is this all. The appropriation by 
society of the means of production will put an end not only to the 
artificial restraints on production which ' exist today, but also 
to the positive waste and destruction of productive forces and 
products which is now the inevitable accompaniment of produc
tion and reaches its zenith in crises. Further, it sets free for so
ciety as a whole a mass of means of production· and products by 
puttlng an end to tl)e .senseless luxury and extravagance of the 
present ruling da.sses; 'and their political representatives. The pos
sibility of securing for . ·every member of society, through social 
production, an existence which is not only fully sufficient from :.1 

material standpoint and becoming richer from day to day, but 
also guarantees to them the completely free development and exer
cise of their physical· and mental ·faculties-this possibility now 
exi~ts for the first time, but it does exist.l 

The seizure of the means of production by society puts an end 
to commodity production, and therewith to the domination of the 
product over the producer. Anarchy in social production is replaced 
by conscious organization on a planned basis. The struggle for 
individual existence comes to an end. And at this point man in a 
certain sense separates finally from the imimaJ world, leaves the 

1 A few figures may :give an approximate idea of the enormous expans-ive 
power of modern means of production, even under fhe weight of capitalism. 
According to Giffen's estimates, the total wealth of Great Brita~in and Irela.nd 
was, in round figures: 

t814 £ 2,200,000,000 
1865 £ 6,100,000,000 
1875 £ 8,500,000,000 

An indication of the waste of means of production and products resultin~~: 
from crises is the estimate given at .the Second German Ind~strial Congress, 
(!Berlin, February 21, 1878) that the total ,loss to !.he German iron industry 
alone in the 'last crash amounted to 445,000.000 marks. [Note by .F. Rngels.l 
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conditions of animal existence behind · him and enters condition.s 
which are really human. The conditions of existence forming 
man's environment, which up to now have dominated man, at 
this point ·pass under the dominion and control of man, who 
now for the first time becomes the real conscious master of nature. 
because and in so far as he has become master of his own 
socialization. The laws of his own social activity, which have 

~~ . 
hitherto confronted him as extraneous laws of nature dominating 
him, will then he applied by man with complete understanding, 
and hence will be dominated by man. Men's socialization of them
~elve;;, whi~h has hitherto stood in opposition to them as fort:ed 
upon them by nature and history, will then become !he voluntary 
act of men themselves. The objective, extraneous forces which havf~ 
hitherto dominated history, will then pass under the control of mcu 
themselves. It is only from this point on that men, with full con
sciousness, will make their history themselves; it is only from this 
point on that the social causes set in motion by men will have, 
predominantly and in constantly increasing measure, the effects 
willed by men. It is humanity's leap from the realm of necessity 
into the realm of freedom. 

* * * 

In conclusion, let us briefly sum up our sketch of the course 
of development: . f 

I. Media;val Soctety--lndividual production on a small scale. 
Means of production fitted for individual use, hence primitively 
clumsy, petty, dwarfed in action. Production for immediate con
sumption, either of the producer himself or' of his feudal lord. 
Only where an excess of production over this consumption occurs 
is such excess offered for sale and enters into exchange. Production 
of commodities, therefore, only in its nascent state; but it already 
contains within itself the germ of anarchy in social praduc.tion. 

II. Capitalist Revolution-Transformation of industry, at first 
by means of simple co-operation and manufacture. Concentration 
of the means of production, hitherto scattered, into large work
shops. As a consequence, their transformation from individual into 
social means of production-a transformation which on the whole 
doe:!l not affect the form of exchange. The old forms of appropria
tion remain in force. The capitalist appears: in his quality of 
owner of the means of production he appropriates . the prod
ucts and turns them into commodities. Production has become 
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a social act; exchange and with it appropriation remain individ
ual acts, the acts of separate individuals. The social product is 
appr'opriated by the individual c'apit-a:list. Fundamental .contradic
tion, from which arise all the contradi~tions in which present
day society ·moves and which modern industry brings to light. 

a) Severance of the producer from the means of production. 
Condemnation of the worker to wage labour for life. Antagonism 
of proletariat and bourgeoisie. 

b) Growing prominence and increasing effectiveness of the laws 
governing commodity production. Unbridled competitive struggle. 
Contrfldiction between social organization in the individual factory 
and social anarchy in production as a whole 

c) On the one hand, perfecting of machinery, owing to com
petition made a compulsory commandment for ·each individual 
manufacturer, and equivalent to a continually increasing displace· 
ment of workers: industrial reserve army. On the other hand, un

limited expansion of production, likewise a compulsory law of com
petition for every manufacturer. On both sides, unheard of develop
ment of productive forces, excess of supply over demand, overpro
duction, glutting of the markets, crises every ten years, vicious 
circle: excess here of means ofproduction and products, excess there 
of workers without employment and means of existence. But th<'se 
two levers of production and of social weij.:-being are unable to 
work together, because the capitalist form d$r production does not 
permit the productive forces to work and the products to circulate, 
unless they are first turned into capital-which their very super
abundance prevents._ The contradiction has grown until it has 
become an ahsurdity. The mode of production rebels against the 
form of exchange.· The bourgeoisie is convicted of incapacity 
further to manage its own social productive forces. 

d) Partial recognition of the social character of the productive 
forces forced upon the capitalists themselves. Appropriation of the 
great institutions for production and communication, first by joint
stock companies, later by trusts, then by the state. The bourgeoisie 
proves to be a superfluous class; all its social functions are now 
performed by hired employees. 

III. Proletarian Revolution-Solution of the contradictions: The 
proletariat seizes the public power and by virtue of this power 
transforms the social means of production, slipping from the 
hands of the bourgeoisie, into public property. By this act, the 
proletariat frees the means of production fi·om the character of 
capital hitherto borne by them, and gives their social character 
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WAGE LABOUR AND CAPITAL 

INTRODUCTION BY FREDERICK ENGELS 

The following work appeared as a series of leading articles 
m the Neue Rheinische Zeitung [New ·Rhenish Gazette] 1 from 
April 4, 1849 .onwards. It is based on the lectures delivered by 
Marx in 184 7 at the ·German workers' society in Brussels. The work 
as printed remained a fragment; the words at the end of 
No. 269: "To be continued," remained unfulfilled in cons·equence 
of the events which just thelll came crowding one after 1another: 
the invasion . of Hungary by the Russians, the insurrections in · 
Dresden, lserlohn, Elberfeld, the Palatinate and Baden, which led 
to the suppression of the newspaper itself (May 19, 1849). The manu
script of the continuation was not found among Marx's papers 
after his death. 

Wage Labour and Capital has appeared in a number of edi
tions as a separate publication in pamphlet form, the last being 
in 1884, by the Swiss Co-operative Press, Hottingea-Zurich.2 The 
editions hitherto published retained the exact wording of the 
original. The present new edition, however, is to be circulated in 
not les.g than 10,000 copies as a propaganda pamphlet, and so the 
question could not but force itself upon me, whether under these 
circumstances Marx hi~self would have approved of an unaltered 
reproduction of the original. 

In the 'forties, Marx had not· yet published his critique of 
political economy. This took place only towards the end of the 
'fifties. Con.sequently, .his works whkh appeared before the first 
part of the Contributi!m to the Critique of Political Economy 
(1859) differ in some points from those written after 1859, and 
contain expressions and whole sentences which, from the point 

1 The Neue Rheinische Zeitung appeared in Cologne from June 1, 184il 
to Mav 19, 1849. Karl Marx was its elliiar-in-chief.-Ed. 

2 The German Anti-Socialist Law then in operation compelled the Sociai
Democratic Party to hav.e its literature printed abroad and smuggled into 
Germany.-Ed. 
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of view of the later works, appear unfortunate and even incorrect. 
Now, it is self-evident that in ordinary editions intended for the 
general public thi•s earlier point of view, as a part of the intel
lectual development of the author, also has its place, and that 
both author and public have .an indisputable right to the unal
tered reproduction of these older works. And I should not have 
dreamed of altering a word of them. 

It is another thing when the new edition is intended practi
cally exclusively for propaganda among workers. In such a case 
Marx would certainly have brought th<.' old presentation dating 
from 1849 'into harmony with pis new point of view. I felt certain 
of acting a•s he would have done in undertaking for tllis .edition 
the few alterations and additions which are required in order to 
attain this object in all essential respects. I therefore tell the read
er beforehand: this is not the pamphlet as Marx wrote it in 1849 
but approximately as he would have written it in 1891. The 
actual text, moreover, is circulated in so many copies that this 
will suffice un'til I am able to reprint it aga,in, unaltered, in a 
later complete edition of Marx's works. 

My alterations all turn on one point. According to the original, 
the worker sells his labour to the capitalist for wages·; according 
to the present text he sells his labour power. And fo1· this aHcra
lion 1 owe an explanation. I owe H to the workers in order 
that they may see it i•s not a case here of mere juggling with 
words, but rather of one of the most important points in the 
whole of political economy. I QWe it to the bourgeois, so that they 
can convince themselves how greatly superior the uneducated 
workers, for whom one can -easily make CQmprehensible the most 
difficult economic analyses, are to our conceited "educated people" 
to whom such intricate questi.on-s ;emain insoluble their whole 
life long. 

Classical political economy 1 took OV'er from industrial pmctice 
the current concepHon of the manufacturer, that he buys and 
pays for the labow· of his workers. This conception had been 

quite adequate for the business needs, lhe bookkeeping and price 
calculations of the manufacturer. But, naively transferred to po-

1 Marx says in Capital, Vol. I, p. 53: 
" ... By classical political economy, I understand that economy which, since 

the time of W. Petty [1623-87.-Ed.] has investigated the real relations of 
production in bourgeois society, in contradistinction to vulgar economy, which 
deals with appearances only." 

The most important representatives of classical economics in England were 
.\dam Smith {1723-90) and David Ricardo (1772-1823).-Ed. 
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Hti~al economy, it produced there really wondrous errors atld 
confusions.· 

Economics observes the fact that the prices of all commodi
ties, among them_ also the price of the commodity that it calls 
"labour," are continually changing; that they rise and fall as the 
result of the most varied circumstances, which often bear no rela
tion to the production of the commodities themselves, so that 
prices seem, as a rule, to be determined by pure chance. As soon, 
then, as political economy made its appearance as a science, 1 

one of its first tasks was to seek for the law which was concealed 
behind this chance that apparently governed the prices of 
commodities, and which, in reality, itself governed this very chance. 
Within the prices of commodities, continually fluctuating and 
oscillating, now upwards and now downwards, they sought for 
the firm central point around which these fluctuations and oscilla
tions turned. In a word, they started from the prices of commodi
ties in order to look for the value of the commodities as the law 
controlling priCes, the value by which all fluctuations in price are to 
be explained and to which finally they are all to be ascribed. 

Classical economics found then that the value of a commodity 
is determined by the labour· contained in it requisite for its pro
duction. With this explanation it contented itself. And we also 
can pause her:e for the time being. I will only remind the reader, 
in order to avoid misunderstandings, that thi5 explanation has 
nowadays become totally inadequate. Marx was the first thoroughly 
to investigate the value-creating quality of labour and he discovered 
in ISO doing that not all labour apparently, or even really, neces1• 
s,ary for the production of a commodity gives it under all ci:r
ctimstances a magnitude of value which corresponds to the quan
tity of labour expended. If therefore today we say, in short, with 
economists like Ricardo, that the value of a commodity is deter
mined by the labour necessary for its production, we always in 
so doing imply the reservations made by Marx. This suffices here; 
more is to be found in Marx's Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy, 1859, and the first volume of Capiial.2 

t "Although it first took shape in the minds of a few men of genius 
towards the end of the seventeenth century, political economy in the narrow 
sense, in its positive formulation by the physiocrats and Adam Smith, is never
theless essentially a child of the 'eighteenth century." (P. Engels,· Anti-Diihring, 
p. 172.)--Ed.. .. 

2 A popular e:x:planation of this question was given by Mar:x: himself in 
1865 iu his work, Value, Price and Profit (not published until 1898), particularly 
section VI. See p. 246, of this volume.-Ed. 

13-760 
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But as soon as the economists applied this determination of 
value by labour to the commodity "labour," they fell into on(~ 

contradiction after another. How is the value of "labour" deter
mined? By the necessary labour contained in it. But how much 
labour j.s contained in the labour of a worker for a day, a week. 
a month, a year? The labour of a day, a week, a month, a year. 
If labour is the measure of all values, then indeed we can express 
the "value of labour" only in labour. But we know absolutely 
nothing about the value .of _,an hour of labour, .if we only know 
that it is equal to an hour of la·bour. Thus, we ar·e not a hair's 
hreadlh nearer the goal thereby; we keep on moving in a circle. 

Classical ·economics, thercfoN~, tried another tack. It said: The 
value of a conunodily is equal to .its •cost of produdion. But whal 
is the cost of production of labour? In order to answer this 
question, lhc economists have to tamper a litlle wilh logic. In
stead of invcstigaling lhe cost of production of labour ilsclf, which 
unfortunately cannot be ascertained, they proceed to investigalc 
the cost of produelion of the worker. And this can he ascertained. 
ll varies aecording to time and circumstance, but i'or a given 
stale of society, a given loeality and a given branch of produc
tion, it loo is given, at least wilhin fairly narrow limils. We live 
today under !he domination of capitalist production, in which a 
large, ev(~r-increasing class of !he population can live only H iL 
works for the owners of Lhe means of production-the tuol>S, 
maehines, raw male1·ials and means of subsistence-in return for 
wages. On !he basis or this mode of production, the cosl of pro
duclion of the worker consists of that quantity of the means of 
subsistence-or !heir price in money-which, on the average, is 
necessary lo make him capable of working, k•eep him capable of 
working, and to replace him, after his departur·e by reason of old 
age, sickness or death, with a new worker-that is to say, to 
reproduce the working clas's in the necessary numbers. Let us 
assume that the money price of these means of subsistence aver
ages three marks a day. 

Our worker, therd'ore, receives a wage of three marks a day 
from the capitalist who em.ploys him. For this, the capitalist makes 
him work, say, iwelve hours a day. The capitalist calculates, rough
ly, as follows: 

Let us assume that our worker-a machinist-has to make a 
part of a machine which he can complete in one day. The raw 
material-iron and bras•s in the necessary pr·eviously prepared! 
form-costs twenty marks. The consumption of . coal by the 
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steam-engine, the wear and tear of this same engine, of the 
lathe and other tools which our worker use•s, r·epresent for one 
dav and reckoned by his share of their use, a value of one mark. 
The' wage for one day, according to our assumption, is three marks .. 
This makes twenty-four marks in all for our machine part. But 
the capitalist calculates that he will obtain, on an average, twenty
seven marks from his customers in return, or three marks moJ;t: 
than his outlay. 

Whence came the three marks pocketed by the capitalist? 
According to the assertion of classical economics, commoditie>S 
are, on the average, sold at their values, that is, at prices corres
ponding to the amount of necessary labour contained in them. 
The average price of our machine part-twenty-seven marks-
would thu•s be equal to its value, that is, equal to the labour 
embodied in it. But of these twenty-seven marks, twenty-one 
marks were values already present before our machinist began 
work. Twenty marks were contained in the raw materials, one 
mark in the coal consumed during the work, or in the machines 
and tool.s which were used in the process and which were dimin
ished in their efficiency to the value of this sum. There remain 
six marks whi·ch have ibeen added to the value of. the raw mate· 
rial. But according to the assumption of our economists them
selves, these six marks can only arise from the labour added to the 
raw material by our worker. His twelve hours' labour has thus 
created a new value of six marks. The value of his twelve hours' 
labour would, therefore, be equal to six mark>s. And thereby we 
would at last .have disc.overed what the '_'value of labour" i•s. 

"Hold on there!" cries our machinist. "Six marks'? But I have
only received three marks! My ca,pitalist swears by all that js 
holy that the value of my twelve hours' labour is only thr.ee 
mark•s, and if I demand six, he laughs at me. How does that fit?" 

If previously we got into a vicious circle with our value of 
labour, we are now properly caught in an insoluble contradiction. 
We looked for the value of labour and we have found more than 
we can us·e. For the worker, the value of the twelve hours' labour 
is three marks, for the C'apitalist it is six marks, of which he pays 
three to the worker as wages and pockets three for himself. Thus 
labour would have not one but two values and very different values 
inio ihe Larga1u! 

The contradiction becomes still more absurd as soon as 
we reduce to labour time the values expressed in money. During 
the twelve hours' labour a new value of six· :rharks :bs created. 

13* 
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Hence, in six hours three marks-the sum which the worker re
ceives for twelve hours' labour. For twelve hours' labour the worker 
receives as an equivalent value the product of six hours' labour. 
Either, therefore, labour has two values, of which one is double 
the size of the other, or twelve equals six! In both cases we get 
ptwe nonsense. 

Turn and twist as we will, we cannot get out of this con
tradiction, as long as we speak of the purchase and s,aJe of la
bour and of the value of labour. And this also happened to the 
economists. The last ofl'-shoot of classical economics, the Hicard
i,an school, was wrecked mainly by the insolubility of this con
lradidion. Classical economies had got inlo a blind alley. The 
man who found the way out of this blind alley was Karl Marx. 

WJwL Lhe ecouomisls had regarded as lhc cost of production 
of "labour" was lhe cost of production not of labour but of the 
living worker llimsclf. And what this worker sold to the capital
.ist was not his labour. "As soon as his labour actually begins" 
says Marx, "it has already ceased to belong to him; it can, there
fore, no longer be sold hy him." 1 At the most, he might sell his 
future labour, i.e., undertake to perform a certain amount of 
work in a definite lime. In so doing, however, he does not sell 
habour (which would first have to be performed) but puts his 
labour power at lhe disposal of the capitalist for a definite lime 
(in the case of time wages) or for the purposp of a definite out
put (in the case of piece wage·s) in return for a definite payment: 
lle hires out, or sells, his labour power. nut this labour power is 
amalgamated with his person and insrparable from it. lls cost of 
production, therefore, coincides with his cost of production; what 
the economists called the cost of production of labour is really 
the cost of production of the worker and therewith of his labour 
power. And so we can also go back from the cost of production 
of labour power to the value of labour power and determine the 
~mount of socially necessary labour requi>site for the production 
,of labour power of a particular quality, as Marx has done in the 
.~hapter on the buying and selling of labour power. (Capital, 
;YoL I, ehapter VI, Moore and Aveling translation.) 

Now what happens after the worker has sold his labour power 
to., the capitalist, i.e., placed it at the disposal of the latter in re
turn for a wage-day wage or piece wage-agreed upon beforc
,hand? The capitalist takes the worker into his workshop or fac-. 

: J, Clil;ital, Vol. I, p .. 547.-]i;d. 
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tory, where all the things necessary for work-raw materialsi 
auxiliary materials (coal, dyes, .etc.), tools, machines are already 
to be found. Here the worker begins to toil. His daily wage may 
be, as above, three marks-and in this connection it. do:es not 
make any difference whether .he earns it as day wage or piece 
wage. Here also we again assume that in twelve hours the worker 
by his labour adds a· new value of six marks to the raw mate
rials used, which new value the capitalist realizes on the safe. of 
the finished piece of work. Out of this he pays the worker his 
three marks; the other three marks he keeps for himself. If, now,: 
the worker creates a value of six mark·s in twelve hours, then in 
six hours he creates a value of three· marks. He has; therefore,, 
already repaid the capitalist the counter-valtfe of the, three marki'! 
contained in the wages when he has worked six hours for hiiil. 
After six hours' labour they are both quits, neither owes the other 
.a pfennig. · L 

"Hold on there!" the capitalist now cries. ''I havt> hired thq 
worker for a whole day, for twelve hours. Six hours, however\ 
are only half a day. So go on working steadily until the othew 
six hours are up-only then shall we be quits!" And, in fact, the 
worker has to comply with his contract "voluntarily" entered 
into, according to which he has pledged himself to work twelve 
hours for a labour product which costs six hours of labour. 

It is just the same with piece wages. Let us assume that our 
worker makes twelve items of a commodity in twelve hoursJ 
Each of these costs two marks in raw materials and depreciaH!ini 
and is sold at two and a half marks. Then the capitalist, on the 
same assumptions as before, will give the worker twenty-fivlll 
pfennigs per item; that makes three marks for twelve items, to 
earn which the worker needs twelve hours. The capitalist receives 
thirty marks for the twelve items; deduct twenty-four marks 
for raw materials and depreciation and there remain six marks,: 
of which he pays three marks to the worker and pockets three 
marks. It is just as above. Here, too, the worker works six hours 
for himself, i.e., for replacement of his wages (half an hom' 
in each of the twelve hours) and six hours for the capitalist. 

The difficulty on which the best economists came to ,grief, so 
long as they started out from the value of "labour," vanishes as 
soon as we start out from the value of labour power instead. In 
our present-day capitalist society, labour power is ~ commodity, 
a commodity like any other, and yet quite .a pecuUar ,commodity. 
It has, namely, the peculiar property of being a value-creating 
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power, a source of value, and, indeed, with sui!Jable treatment 
a source of more value than it itself possesses. With ':the 
present state of production, . human labour power not on:ly pro- . 
duces in one day a 1greater value than it itself possesses ~r costs; 
with every new scientific discovery, with every new technical inven
tion, this surplus of its daily product over its daily cost increaseS', 
and therefore that portion of the labour day in which H)e worker 
works to produce the replacement of his day's wage qecreases; c'on
sequently on the other hand thnl porlion of the labour day in fhich 
he has to make a present of his labour to the capitalist without heing 
paid for it increases. 

And this is the 'economic constitution of the whole of our 
present-day society: it is the working clas's alone which ])rodnces 
:Ill vallH)S. For value is only m10Lher expression for labour. that· 
~-xpressiml wher<·hy in ollr pl·csenl-day capitalist society i'l desig
nated the amount of .socially necessary labour contained in a 
particular commodity. These values produced by the workers do 
not, however, belong to the worlcers. TI1ey belong to the owner-s 
of ,the raw materials, machines, tools and the reserve funds which 
::1llow these owners lo buy the labour power of the working class. 
From the whole mass of products produced by it, the working 
dass, therefore, '•only ,receives a part for itself. And, as we have 
just seen, the other part, which the capitalist class keeps for 
itself and at most has to divide with the class of landowners, 
becomes larger with every new discovery and inv'lmlion, wl~ilc 

lhe part falling to the working class (reckoned per head) either 
increases only very slowly and1 inconsiderably or not ~lit ~all, and 
under certain circumstances may even fall. 

But these discoveries and inventions which supersede each 
other at an ever-increasing rate, this productivity of human 1nhour 
which rises day by day to an extent previously unheard of, finally 
gives rise 'to a conflict in which the present-day capitalist economy 
must rperish. On the one hand are immeasurable riches and a 
'IUIH'Tfluity of products which the purchasers cannot cope with; 
on the other hand, the great mass of society proletarianized, turned 
into wage workers, and precisely for that reason made inca
pable of appropriating for themselves this superfluity of produets. 
The .Oivi.sion of so'Cicty into a smail, excessively rich class and a 
large, propertyless class of wage workers results in a society 
suffocating from its own superfluity, while the great majority of · 
its members is scarcely, or even not at all, protected from ex
treme want. This state of affairs becomes daily more absurd and-
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1, more unnecessary. It must be abolished, it can be abolished. 
A xtew social order is possible in which the present class differ
ence's wl.ll have disappeared and in which-perhaps after a short 
transitional period of privation, but of great value m:orally-through 
the pl;uined utilization and extension of the already existing 
enormous productive forces of all members ·of society, and with 
u~iform obligation to work, the means for ,exis1tence, for ·enjoying 
life: for the development and employment of all bodily and men
tal Jl;ulties will be available for ,all, in · an equal measure, in 
ever-iilcreasing fullness. And that the workers are becoming more 
and rn~e determined to win this new social order will be demon
S'trated "on both sides of the ocean 1by May the First, tomorrow, 
and by Sunday, May 3. 

Frederick Engels 
London, April 30, 1891. 
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I~ 

From various quarters we have been reproached wilh not 
having preseuled the economic relationships which constitute the 
material foundation of the present class· struggle and national 
struggles. \Ve have designedly touched upon these relationships 
only where they directly forced themselves to the front in polit
ical conflicts. 

The point was, above all, to trace the class struggle in con
temporary hislory, and to prove empirically, by means of the 
historical material already to hand and which is ,being newly 
created daily, that, with the subjugation of the working class that 
had carried through February and March,3 its opponents were 
simultaneously conquered-the bourgeois republicans in France 
and Lhe bourgeois and peasant classes which were fighting feudal 
absolutism throughout the whole continent of Europe; that the 
victory of the "honest republic" in France was at the same time 

1 Originnlly published in the Neue Rlzeinisclze Zeitung, Nos. 2G4-67 and 2G9, 
April 5-11, 1849.-l~d. 

2 A verification of the original text in the Neue Rlzeinisclze Zeitung, and 
of a pholoslal, preserved in the Marx-Engels-Lenin lnstilUie in Moscow, of a 
copy made by 1\Iarx's friend Joseph Weydemeyer, failed to disclose any of 
the suhhendings with whit~h fo1rmer editions of this work bad bern provided •.. 

These· subheadings appear only in "a few copies" of the Netle Rlzeinisclze 
Zeitung that were published without the participation of Marx and Engels. 

These subheadings have now been embodied in the text proper, where 
they had been in the original, and the division into five sections, as in the 
original, has been restored. In the w.eydemeyer MS. referred to, Marx's work is 
entitled Ar/Jeilslolm l Wages], and Marx himself refers to it by this tille in his 
letter to \:Vcydc1ncycr dated .._'-" ... ugust 1, 1849.-Ed. 

3 This refers to the Revolution of February 23 and 24, 1848 in Paris, of 
March 13 in Vienna, and !VI arch 18 in Berlin. For further details in regard 
to these and the subsequent events, see Karl Marx, Selected Wol"lcs, Vol. II, 
Moscow 1936: The Class Struggles in France, 1848-60, Tlze Eighteenth Brumairc 
and Germany: Revolution and Counier-Revolulion.-Ed. 

·-~----·~--··--···-----------
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the downfall of the nations that had responded to the February 
Revolution by heroic wars of independence; finally, that Europe, 
with the defeat of the revolutionary workers, had relapsed into 
its old double slavery, the Anglo-Russian slavery. The June strug
gle in Paris, the fall of ·Vienna, the tragi-comedy of Berlin's 
November 1848, the desperate exertions of Poland, Italy and 
Hungary, the starvation of Ireland-these were the chief factors 
which characterized the European class struggle between bour
geoisie and working class and by means of which we proved 
that every revolutionary upheaval, however remote from the class 
struggle its goal may appear to be, must fail until the revolution
ary working class is victorious, that every social reform re1nail;ts 
a utopia until the proletarian revolution and the feudalistic coun
ter-revolution take arms against one another in a world war; 
In our presentation, as in reality,. Belgium and Switzerland were 
tragi-comic genre-pictures akin to caricature in the great histor
ical tableau, the one being the model state of the bourgeois 
monarchy, the other the model state of the bourgeois republic; 
both of them states which imagine themselves to be as independ
ent of the class struggle as of the European revolution. 

Now after our readers have seen the class struggle develop in 
colo.ssal political forms in 1848, the time has come to deal more 
closely with the economic relationships themselves on which the 
existence of the bourgeoisie. and its class rule, as well as the slavery 
of the workers, are founded. 

We shall present in three large sections: 1) the relation of 
wage labour to capital, the slavery of the worker, the domination 
of the capitalist; 2) the inevitable destruction of the middle bour
geois classes and of the so-called peasant class under the present 
s,ystem; 3) the commercial subjugation and exploitation of the 
b-Jurgeois classes of the various European nations by the despot 
of the world market-England. 

vVe shall try to make our presentation as simple and popu1ar 
as possible and shall not presuppose even the most elementary 
notions of political economy. vVe wish to be comprehensible to 
the workers. Moreover, the most remarkable ignorance and con
fusion of ideas prevails in Germany in regard to the simplest 
economic relationships, from the accredited defenders of the 
existing .state of things down to the socialist miracle-workers 1 

1 For a description of these "social quacks" see the Preface to the German 
1890 cdilion of ihe Communist i'fianifesto, pp. 103-0'1 of this volume.-Ed. 
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and the unrecognized political geniuses in which fragmented Germany 
is even richer than in sovereign princes. 

Now, therefore, for the first question: Wlzat are wages'! l-Jow 
are tlley determined? 

If workers were asked: "How much are your wages?" one 
would reply: "I gel a mark a day fron1 my employer," anolher 
"'I get two marks,," and so on. According to the different Lrl"!dP~ to 
which they belong, they would mention different sums of money 
which they receive from lheir respective ·employers for a particular 
labour Lime or .for the performance of a particular piece of work, 
e.g., weaving a yard of linen or type-selling a printed sheet. In spite. 
of the variely of their slalmnents, they would all agree on one point: 
wages are Lhe sum of mo1wy paid hy the capitalist for a particular 
l,abour l.ime or for a particular output of labour. 

The capitalist, it seems, therefore, buys their labour with 
money. They sell him their labour for money. But this is morely 
the appearance. In reality what they sell to the capitalist is their 
labour power. The capitalist buys this labour power for a day, a 
week, a month, etc. And after he has bought it, he uses it by 
having the workers work for the stipulated time. For the same 
sum with which the capitalist has bought their labour power, e.y., 
lwo marlis, he eould have bought two pounds of sugar or a def
inite amount of any other commodily. The two marks, with 
which he bought two pounds of sugar, are the price of Lhe two 
pounds of sugar. The two marks, with which he bought twelve 
hours' us·e of labour power, are the price of twelve hours' labour. 
Labour power, therefore, is a commodily, neither more nor less 
than sugar. The former is measured 1by the clock, the latter by the 
scales. 

The workers exchange their commodity, labour power, for 
the commodity of the capitalist, for money, and this exchange 
takes place in a definite ratio. So much money for so long a use 
of labour power. For twelve hours' weaving, two marks. And do 
not the two marks represent all the other commoditie•s which I 
can buy for two marks? In fact, therefore, the worker has 
exchanged his commodity, labour power, for other .commodities 
of all kinds and that in a definite ratio. By giving him two marks, 
the capitalist has given him so much meat, so m.uch clothing, so 
much fuel, light, etc., in exchange for his day's labour. Accord
ingly, the two marks express the ratio in which labour power is 
exchanged for other commodities, the exchange value of his labour 
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power. The exchange value of a commodity, reckoned in money, 
is what is called its price. Wages are only a particular name for 
the price of l,abour power, commonly called the price of labour, 
for the price of this peculiar commodity which has no other reposi
tory than human flesh and blood. 

Let us take any worker, say, a weaver. The capitalist supplies 
him with the lornn and yarn. The weaver sets to work and the 
yarn is converted into linen. The capitalist takes posses,sion of the 
linen and sells it, say, for twenty marks. Now are the wages of 
the weaver a share in the linen, in the twenty marks, in the pro
duct of his labour? By no means. Long before the linen is sold, 
perhaps long before its weaving is finished, the weaver has received 
his wage<>. The capitalist, therefore, does not pay these wages 
with the money :which he will obtain from the linen, but with 
money already in hand. Just as the loom and the yarn are not 
the product of the weaver to whom they are supplied by his em
ployer, so likewise with the commodities which the weaver re
ceives in exchang·e for his commodity, labour power. It was pos
sible that his employer found no purchaser at all for his linen. 
It was po>Ssible that he did not get even the amount .of the wages 
by its sale. It is possible that he sells it very profitably in com
parison with the weaver's wages. That has nothing to do with 
the weaver. The capitalist buys the labour power of the weaver 
with a part of his available wealth, of his capital, just as he has 
bought the raw material-the yarn-and the instrument of labour 
-the loom-with another part of his wealth. After he has made 
these purcha•ses, and these purchases include the labour power 
necessary for the production of linen, he produces only with the 
raw materials ,and instruments of labour belonging to him. For 
the latter include now, it is true, our good weaver as well, who 
has as Little share in .fhe product or the ,price of the product as 
the loom has. 

Wages are, therefore, not the worker's share in the comm.od'ity 
pr?duced by. him. Wages ,are the part of the already existing 
commodities with which the capitalist brzys for himself a definite 
amount of productive labour power. 

Labour power is, therefore, a commodity which its possessor, 
lhe wage worker, sells to ·C!apital. Why does he sell it? In order 
to live. 

But the exercise of labonr pov;er, labour, is the worker's own 
life-activity, the manifestation of his own life. And this life-activity he 
sells to another person in order to secure the necessary means of 
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subsistence. Thus his life-activity is for him only a means ta 
enable him to exist. He works in order to live. He does not .e.ven 
reckon labour as part of his life, it is rather a sacrifice of his 
life. It is a commodity which he has made over to another. 
Hence, 1also, the product of his .activity is not ,the object of his 
activity. W,hat he produces for himself is .not the silk that he 
weaves, not the gold that he draws from the mine, not the palace 
that he builds. What he produces for him.self is waues : and silk, 
gold, palace, resolve themselves for him into a definite quantity 
of the means of subsistence, perhaps inlo a collon jacket, some 
copper coins and a lodging in a cellar. And the worker whd for 
twelve hours weaves, spins, drills, turns, builds, shovels, breaks 
stones, carries loads, clc.-docs he consider this twelve hours' 
weaving, spiuniag, drilling, turning, building, shovelling, .stone· 
breaking as an expression of his life, as life? On the contrary, 
life begins for him where this aclivily ceases, at table, in the pub. 
lie house, in bed. The twelve hours' labour, on the other hand, 
has no meaning for him as weaving, spinning, drilling, etc., hut 
as earnings, which bring him to the table, to the public house, 
into lwd. H the silk worm were to spin, in order to continue its 
existence as a caterpillar, it would be a complete wage worker. 
Labour power was not always a commodity. Labour was not 
always wage labour, i.e., free labour. The slaue did not sell his 
labour power to the slave owner, any more Lhan the ox sells its 
services to the peasant. The slave, together with his labour power, 
is sold once for all to his owner. He is a commodity which can 
pass from the hand of one owner to that of another. He is himself 
a commodity, but the labour power is not l1is commodity. The 
serf sells only a part of his labour power. He does not receive a wage 
from Lhe owner of the land; rather the owner of the land receives 
a tribute from him. 

The sc.rf belongs ·to the land and turns over to the owner of 
the land the fruits tltereof. The free labourer, on the other hand, 
sells himself and, indeed, sells himself piecemeal. He sells at auc
tion, eight, ten, twelve, fifteen hours of his life, day after day, to 
the highest bidder, to the owner of the raw materials, instru· 
ments of labour and means of subsistenc·e, i.e., to the capitalist. 
The worker helungs neither to an owner nor to the land, hut 
eight, ten, twelve, fifteen hours of his daily life belong to him 
who buys them. The worker leaves the capitalist to whom he hires 
himself. whenever he likes, and the capitalist discharges him 
whenever he thinks fit, as soon as he no longer gets any profit 
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out of him, or not the anticipated profit. But the worker, whose 
sole source of livelihood is the sale of labour power, cannot leave 
the whole class of purchasers, that is, the capitalist class, without 
renouncing his existence. He belongs not to this or that capitalist 
but to the capitalist class, and, moreover, it is his business to dis
pose of himself, i.e., to find a purchaser within the capitalist class. 

Now, before going more closely into the relation between cap
ital and wage labour, we .shall present briefly the most gen
eral relations which come into consideration in the determination 
of wagf's. 

Wages, as we have seen, are the price of a definite commodity, 
of labour power. Wages are, therefore, determined by the same 
laws that determine the price of every other commodity. The 
question, therefore, is, how is the price of a commodity determined? 

II 

By what is the price of a commodity determined? 
By competition between buyers and osellers, by the relation of 

inquiry to delivery, of demand to supply. Competition, through 
which the price of a commodity is determined, is three-sided. 

The same commodity is offered by various sellers. With goods 
of the same quality, the one who sells moost cheaply is certain of 
driving the others out ·of the field and securing the greatest sale 
for himself. Thus, the sellers mutually contend among themselves 
for sales, for the market. Each of them desires to sell to sell as 
much as possible and, if possible, to sell to the ·exclu;ion of the 
other sellers. Hence, one sells cheaper than another. Consequently, 
competition takes place among tbe sell.ers, which depresses the 
price of the commodities offered by them. 

But competition also takes place among the buyers, which in 
its turn causes the commodities offered to rise in price. 

Finally, competition occurs between buyers and sellers; the 
former desire to buy as cheaply as possible, the latter desire to 
sell as dearly as possible. The result of this competition between 
buyers and sellers will depend upon how the two above-mentioned 
sides of the competition are related, that is, whether the competi
tion is stronger in the army of buyers or in the army of sellers. 
Industry leads two armies into the field against each other, each 
of which again carries on a battle within its own ranks among 
its own troops. The army among whose troops the least fighting 
takes place gains the victory over the opposing host. 
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Let us suppose there are 100 bales of cotton on the ffi<Uke! 
and at the same time buyers for 1,000 bales of cotton. In thi~ 
case, therefore, the dEmand is ,ten times ,as great as .the supply. 
Competition will be very strong among the buyers, ,each of whom 
desii'es to get one, and if possible all, of the hundred bales for 
himself. This example is no arbitrary assumption. We have ex
perienced periods of cotton crop failure in the hi,stoi'Y of the 
trade, when a few capitalis,ts in alliance hav·e tried to buy, no! 
one hundred bales, but all the cotton stocks of Lhe world. Hence, 
in the example Incnlioned, one buyer will seck to drive the other 
from the field by offering a relatively higher price for the bales 
of cotton. The cotlon sellers, who perceive that the troops of the 
enemy army arc engaged in the most violent struggle amongst 
llwm;;dves aud Lhal Lhc sale of all their hundred hales is absolute
ly ecrlain, will talw good care not to fall out amongst themsclve-;. 
and dcpn•ss the price of colton al Lhe moment whl'll their adver
saries are competing with one anolbcr to force it up. Thus, pe:H't~ 

suddenly descends on Lhe army of Lhe sellers. They sland facing 
the ]myers as one mran, fold their anns philosophically, and ther'l.' 
would be no bounds to their dPmands were it not that the o[1'ers 
of even the most persistent and eager buyers have very definite 
limits. 

lf, therefore, the supply of a commodity is weakrr !han the 
demand for il, then only slight competition, or none at all, takes 
pll1c<~ among llw sellers. In the same proportion as lh is competi
tion deere:ls<~s. com pdi lion increases muong tlw buyers. The resull 
is a more or less considerable rise in commodity prices. 

It i·s well known that the reverse case with a reven.c result 
oceurs more frcqucnlly. Considerable surplus of supply over dt~

mand; desperate competition among the sellers; lack of buyers; 
goods disposed of at ridiculously low prices. 

ilul whai: is the meaning of a rise, « fall in prices, what is the 
meaning of high price, low price? A grain of sand is high wlwn 
examined through a micros,cope, ,and a tower is low whl,n com
pared wilh a moun lain. And if ,price is determined by the relatiO<l 
between supply and demand, what determines the relation between 
supply and demand 'l 

Let us turn to the first capitalist we meet. He will not reflect for 
an instant bui, like another Alexander the Great, \Vill cut this 
metaphysical knot with the multiplication table. "If the production 
of the goods which l sell has cost 100 marks," he will tell us, 
"and if I get 110 marks from the .<mle of these 1goods, within the: 
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year of course-then that is sound, honest, reasonable profit 
But if I get in exchange 120 or 130 marks, that is a high profit; 
and if I get 200 marks, that would be an extraordinary, an enor
mous profit." vVhat, therefore, serves the capitalist as the measure of 
profit? The cost .of production of his commodity. If he receives in 
exchange for this commodity an amount of other commodities 
which has cost less to produce, then he has lost. If he receive-s 
in exchange for his commodity an amount of other commodities 
the production of which has cost more, then he has gained. And 
he calculates the rise or fall of the profit according to the degree 
in which the ·exchange value of his commodity -stands above or 
below zero-the cost of production. 

We have seen then how the changing relation of supply and 
demand causes now a rise and now a fall of prices, now high, 
now low prices. If the price of a commodity rises considembly 

through inadequate supply or exceptional increase of the de
mand, the price of some other commodity must have fallen pro
portionately, for the price of a commodity only expresses in mon
ey the ratio in which other commodities are given in exchange 
for it.· If, for example, the price of a yard of silk material rises 
from five marks to six marks, the price of silver in relation to 
silk has fallen and likewise the prices of all other commodities 
that have remained at their old pri,ces have fallen in relation to 
the silk. One has to give a larger amount of them in exchange 
to get the same amount of silk. What will be the consequence of 
the rising price of a commodity? A mass of capita,} will ibe 
thrown into that flourishing branch of industry and this influx of 
capital into the domain of the favoured industry will continue 
until it yields no more than the ordinary profits or, rather, until 
the price of its products, through overproduction, sinks below 
the cost of production. 

Conversely, if the price of a commodity falls below its cc&t of 
production, capital will be withdrawn from the production of this 
commodity. Except in the case of a branch of industry which has 
beconH' obsolete and Jnust, therefore, ,perish, the production of 
such a commodity, i.e., its supply, will go on decreasing owing 
to thi& flight of capital until it corresponds to the demand, and 
consequently its price is again on a level with the cost of pro
duction or, rather, until the supply has sunk below the demand, 
i.e., until its price rises again above the cost of production, for the 
current price of a commodity is· always either above or below its 
cost of production. 
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We see how capital 1continually mligrates in .and out, out of the 
domain of one industry into that of another. High prices bring 
too great an 1immigration and ,low prices too great an emigration. 

We could show from another point of view how not only 
supply but also demand is determined by the cost of production. 
But this would Lake us too far away from our subject. 

We have just seen how the fluctuations of supply and de
mand conlinr:wlly bring the price of a commodity back to the cost 
of production. The real price of a commodity, it is true, is olwoys 
above or below ils cost of production; but I'ise ond fall recipro
cally bufaoce each ollwr, so that within a certain period of time, 
taking the ehb and flow of the industry together, commodities 
are cxehnuged !'or one mwtltcr in accordance with Lheir cost of 
production, their price, therefore, being determined by the cost 
of produelion. 

This determination of price by cost of production is not to 
he under-stood in the seJJse of the economists. The economists say 
that the average price of commodities is equal to the cost of pro
duction; Lhat this is a law. The anarchical movement, in which 
rise is compensated by fall and fall by rise, is regarde.i by them 
as chance. vVith just as much right one could regard the fluctua
tions a-s the law and the determination by the cost of production 
as chance, as hns also been done by other economists. But it is 
solely these Iludualions, which, looJ,cd at more closely, bring 
with them the most fearful devastations and like earthquakes 
cause bourgeois society to tremble to ils foundntions~it is solely 
these fluctuations that in the.ir course determine price through the 
cost of production. The !olal movement of this disorder is its order. 
In the course of this industri,al anarchy, in this movement in a 
circle, competition compensates so to speak for one excess by 
means of another. 

\Ve see, therefore, that the price of a commodity is determined 
by its cost of production, in such manner that the periods in 
which the price of this commodity rises above its cost of pro
duction are compensated by the periods in which it sinks below 
the cost of production, and vice versa. This does not hold good, 
of course, for a particular isolated industrial product but only for 
the whole branch of industry. Consequently, it also does not hold 
good for the individual industlialist but only for the whole da,ss 
of industrialists. 

The determination of price by the cost of production is equival
ent to the determination of price by the labour time necessary 
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for the manufacture of a commodity, for the cost of production 
consists of 1) raw materials and depreciation of instruments, i.e., 
of industrial products the production of "'~hich has cost a certain 
amount of labour days and which therefore, repmsent a certain 
amount of labour time, and 2) of direct labour, the measure of 
which is likewise time. 

Now, the same general laws ;that regulate the price of com
modities in general of course also reg:ulate wages, the price of labour. 

Wages will rise and fall according to the relation of .supply 
and demand, according to the turn taken by the competition be
tween. the buyers of labour power, the capitalists, and the sellers 
of labour power, the wo~kers. The :fluctuations in wages corres
pond in general to the :fluctuations in prices of commodities. 
Within tlwse fluctuations, however, the price of labour will be de
termined by the cost of pl'Oduction, by the labour time necessary to 
produce this commodity-labour· power. 

What then lis the :cost :of production of labour power? 
It is the cost required for maintaining the worker as a worker 

and of developing him ~nto a worker. 
The le.ss the period of training, therefore, that any work re

quires the smaller is the cost of production of the worker and 
the .lower is the .price .of has labour, his wages. In ,those branches 
of industry in which hardly any period of apprenticeship is 
required and wher·e the mere bodily existence of the worker 
suffices, the cost necessary for his production is almost confined 
to the commodities necessary for keeping him alive and capable 
of working. The price of his labour will, therefore, he determined 
by the pri'ce of the. necessary meJarts of subs(stence. 

Another consideration, however, also comes in. The manufac
turer in calculating !his cost of production anld thel'eby the price 
of the products takes into account the wear and tear of the in
struments of labour. If, for example, a machine costs him 1,000 
marks and wears vut in ten years, he adds 100 marks annually 
to the 1price of the commodities so as to 1be able ,,to replace the 
worn-out machine by a new one at the end of ten years. In the 
same way, in calculating the cost of production of simple labour 
power, there must be included the ,cost of reproduction, whereby 
the race of workers is enabled to increase ,and to replace worn-out 
workers by new ones. Thus, the depreciation of the worker is taken 
into account in the same way as the depreciation of ihe machine. 

The cos<! of production of simple labour power, therefore, 
amounts to the cost of existence and reproduction of the work-

14--760 
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er. The price of this cost of ·existence and reproduction con.: 
.stitutes wages. Wages so determined are called the wage minimum! 
This wage minimum, like the determination of the price of com
modities by the cost of production in general, does not hold good 
for the single individual but for the species. Individual workers,. 
millions of workers, do not get enough to be able to exist and re
produce themselves; but the. wages of the whole working class level 
themselves out within their fluctuations to this minimum. 

Now that we have arrived at an understanding of the most 
general laws which regulate wages like the price of any other 
commodity, we can go into our •subject more ,speoifkally. 

III 

Capital consist•s of raw materials, ins•trumenls of labour and 
means of subsistence of all kinds, which are utilized in order to 
produce new raw materials, new -ins·truments of labour ~nd new 
means of subsistence. All these component parts are creations of 
labour, products of labour, accumulated labour. Accumulated 
labour which s·crves a>S a means of new production is capital. 

So say the ·rconomists. 
What is a Nf'gro slave? A man of .the black race. The on1~ 

explunn !.ion is as good as the other. 
A Negro is a Negro. ll<' only becomes a slave in certain rc

l:l Lionships. A colton-spinning jenny is a mach~01e for spinning 
·cotLon. 011ly in certain relationships does it become capital. Torn 
from these relationships it is no more capital than gold in itself 
is mo•ney or sugar the price of sugar. 

1 An analogous proposition laid down by Marx in his Poverty of 
Philosophy wns comnu•nted upon as follows by Engels in a note to the German 
edition of 1885, reproduced on page 45 of the English edition (Mos·COW 1935) 
of that book: "The thesis that the 'na1ur.al,' i.e., normal, prke of labour 
power coincides Wlillh the wage minimum, i.e., with the equivalent in 
value of the means of subsistence absolutely indispensable for the life and 
reproduction of the worlwr, was first put forward by me in Sketclles for a 
Critique of Political Economy (Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher [Franco
German. Annuals] Paris, 1844) and in The Condition of the Working Class in 
England in 1844. As seen here, Marx at that time accepted the thesis. Lassalle 
took it over from both of us. Although, however, in reality wage<; have a 
constant tendency to approach the minimum, the above thesis is nevertheless 
incol."r·cct. Th~ fact that labour is regularly and on the average paid below its 
value .cannot alter its value. In Capital, Marx has both put the above thesis 
right (Section on the Purchase and Sale of Labour Power) and also (Chapter 
25: The General Law of Capitalist AccumulaHon) r,nalysed the drcumstances 
which permit capitalist production to depress the pirice of labour power more 
and more below its value."-Ed. 
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In production, men not only act on nature but also on one 
another. They produoe only by co-operating in a certain way and 
mutually exchanging their activities. In order to produce, they 
enter into definite connections and relations with one another 
and only within these social connections and relations does their 
action on ,nature, does production, take place. 

These social relations into which the producers enter with 
one another, the conditions under which they exchange their 
activities and participate in the whole act of production, will 
naturally V"'ary according to the character of the , means of 

production. With the invention of a new instrument of war
fare, firearms, the whole internal organization of the army neces
sarily changed; the relationships within which individuals .can 
constitute an army and act as an army_ were transformed and 
the relations of different armies to one another also changed. 

Thus the social relations. within which individuals produce, 
the social relations 'Of production, change, .are transformed, with 
the change and d.!ev.elopment of the material means of production, 
the productive forces. The relations of production in their total
ity :c;on,slitu:te fWthat is oalled the so'Ci'al relartio;ns, s;ociety, and 
indeed a society at a definite stage of historical deuelopmwt, 
a society with a peculiar, distinctive character. Ancient society, feudal 
.society, bourgeois society are .such totalities of production relations, 
each of which ,at the same time denotes a spec1al stage of develop
ment in the history of mankind. 

Capital, also, is a social relaUon of production. It is a bourgeois 
production relation, a production relation of bourgeois society. 
Are not the means of subsistence, the instruments of labour, the 
raw materials, of which capital consists, produced and accumu
lated under given social conditions, in definite social relations? 
Are they not utilized for new production under given social con
ditions, in definite social relations? And is it not just this definite 
social character which makes the products serving for new pro
duction into capital? 

Capital consists not only of means of subsistence, instruments 
of labour and raw materials, not only :of ma'teriarl products; it 
consists just as much of exchange values. All the products of 
which it consists are commodities. Capital is, therefore, not only 
a sum of material products it is a sum of commodities of 
exchange values, of social ma~nitudes. ' 

Capital remains the same, whether we put cotton in place of 
wool, rice in place of wheat or steamships in place of railways, 

14* 
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'provided only that the cotlon, the rice, the steamships-the body 
of capital-have the same exchange value, the same price as the 
wool, the wheat, the railways in which it was previously incor
porated. The body of capital can change continually without the 
capital suffering the slightest alteration. 

But while all capital is a sum of comnwditles, i.e., of ex
change Yalues, not every sum of commodities, of exchange values, 
is as yet capital. 

Every sum of 1excb)ange v,alues is an exchange value. Every 
~eparate exchange value is a sum of exchange values. For 
instance, a house that is worth 1,000 marks is an exchange value 
of 1,000 marks. A pieee of paper worth a pfennig is a sum of 
exchange values of one-hundred hundredths of a pfennig. Products 
which are {~xclwngeable for others are commodt~ties. The part'icular 
proportion in which they are exchangeable constitutes their 
cxclwnae value or, expressed in money, their price. The quantity 
of these products can make no difference to their being commod
Uies or representing nn exclwnge value or having a definite price. 
Whether a tree is large or small it remains a tree. Whether we 
~~xchange iron for other products in ounces or in hundredweights, 
. does this make any difference to its character as commodity, as 
exchange value? According to the quantity it is a commod'ity of 
greater or lesser value, of higher or lower price. 

How, then, does a sum of commodit.ies, of exchange values, 
become capital? . 

By maintaining and multiplying itself as an independent soci<al 
power, i.e., as the power of o portion of societu, by means of its 
e.xclwnac lor direct, livinf! labour power. The ·existence of a cl1U1SS 

which possesses nothing hut ils capacity for labour is a necess•ary 
prerequisite of capital. 

lt is only the domination of accumulated, past, materialized 
labour over direct, living labour, which turns accumulated labour 
into capital. 

Capital does not consist in accumulated labour serving living 
labour as a means for new production. It consists in living labour 
serving accumulated labour as a means for maintaining and mul
tiplying the Exchange value of the latter. 

What takes place in the exchange between capitalist and wage 
worker? 

The worker receives meahs of subsistence in exchange for his 
labour power, but the capitalist receives in exchange for his 
means of subsistence labour, the productive activity of the work-
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er, the creative power whereby the worker not only replaces 
what he consumes but gives to the accumulated labour a greater 
value tHo:n. it previously passessed. The worker receives a part 
of the available means of subsistence from the capitalist. For 
what do these means of >Subsistence serve him? For immediate 
consumption. As soon, however, as I consume the means of sub
sistence, they are irretrievably lost to .me unl·ess I use the time 
during which I am kept alive by them in order to produce new 
means of subsistence, in order during consumption to create by my 
labour new values in place of the values which perish in being, 
consumed. But it is just this noble reproductive power which the' 
worker surrenders to the capitalist in exchange for the means of 
subs1stence received. He has, therefore, lost them for himself. 

Let us take an example: a tenant farmer gives his day labour
er five silver groschen a day. For five silver groschen the labour
er works all day on the farmer's field and thus secures him a 
return of ten silver groschen. The farmer not only gets th~ 

value replaced that he has to g'ive the day labourer; he doublt>s 
it. He has therefore employed, consumed, the five silver groschen 
that he gave to the labourer in a fruitful, productive manner. He 
has bought with the five silver groschen just tbat labour and 
power of the labourer which produces agricultural products of 
double value and makes ten silver groschen out of five. The day 
labourer, on the other hand, receives in place of hi-s productive 
power, the results of which he has bargained away to the farmer, 
five silver groschen, which he eX:changes for means of subsistence, 
and thes<> he more or less rapidly consumes. The five sHver 
groschen have, therefore, been consumed in a double way, repro-, 
ductively for capital, for they have been exchanged for labour 
power 1 which produced ten silver groschen, unproductively for 
the worker, for they hav.e been exchanged for means of subsistence 
which have disappeared forever and the value of which he can 
only recover by repeating the same exc·hange with the farmer. 
Thus capital 1pr.esupposes wage labour; ):vage labour prresupposes 
c/apit'al. They reciprocally condi'tiv.n the extstence of each other; 
tlwy reciprocally evoke eaiCh other. 

Does a worker in a cotton factory produce merely cotton textiles? 
No, he produces capital. He produces values which serve afresh tq 
command his labour and by nieans of it to create new values. 

1 ''Power" was .not added here by Engels but had been in the text Marx 
published in the Neue Rhei.nische Zeitung.-Ed. 
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Capital can only increase by exchanging itself for I~ahour pow
er, by calling wag'e labour to life. The labour power of the wage 
worker can only be exchanged for C·apital by increasing capit,aJ, by 
strengthening the power whose slave it is. Hence, inCl'ease of capi
tal is increase of the proletariat, i.e., of the working class. 

The interests of the capitalist and those of the worker are, 
therefore, one and the same, assert the bourgeois and their 
economists. They are, indeed! The work·er perishes if capital does 
not employ him. Capital perishes if it does not exploit labour 
power and in order to exploit it, it must buy it. The faster capital 
intended for production, productive capilal, increases, the more, 
therefore, industry prospers, the more the bourgeoisie ·enriches 
itself and the better business is, the more workers does the capi
talist need, the more dearly does the worker sell himself. 

The indispensable condition for a tolerable osituation of the 
worker is, tlzaefore, the fastest possible growth of productive 
c.apUal. 

But what is the growth of productive capital? Growth of the 
power of accumulated labour ·OVer 1iv1ng labour. Growth of the 
domination of ·the bourgeoisie over the working class. If wage 
labour produces the wealth of others that rules over it, the power 
that is hostile to it, capital, then the means of employment, i.e., 
the means .of subsistence, flow back to it from this hos<til·e power, 
on condition t'hat it makes' itself afresh into a part of ·capital, 
into the lever which hurls capital anew into an accelerated move
ment of growth. 

To say that tlze interests of capital and those of ·the workers. 
are \one and the same is <only to say that capi~al and1 wage labour 
are two sides of one and tlze same relationship. The one deter
mines 1tlze other, IQs usurer mzd squandaer reciprocally ~ondition 
the existence of each other. 

As long as the wage worker is a wage work,er his· lot depends 
upon capital. That is the much-vaunted community of interests 
between worker and capitalist. 

IV 

If capital grows·, the mass of wage labour grows, the number 
of wage workers grows; in a word, the domination of capital 

extends over a· greater number of individuals. And if we assume the 
most favourable c1ase, when productive capital grows, the dema,nd 
for Labour grows. Consequently, wag~s, the price of labour, goes up. 
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A house may be laDge or small; as long as the surrounding 
houses are equally small it satisfi.es all social demands for a 
dwelling. But . let ,a palace arise beside the little house, and it 
shrinks from a little house to a hut. The little house shows now 
that its owner has only v·ery sliJght or no demands to make; and · 
however high it may shoot up in the course of civilization, if the 
neighbouring palace grows to an equal or even greater extent, the 
dweller in the relatively small house will feel more and more 
uncomfortable, dissatisfied and cramped within its four walls.· 

A noticeable increase in wages presupposes a rapid growth of 
productive capital. The rapid growth of productive capital brings 
about an equally rapid growth of wealth, luxury, social needs, 
social ·enjoyments. Thus, although the enjoyments of the worker 
have ·risen, the social satisfaction that they give has fallen in 
comparison with the increased enjoyments of the capitalist, which 
are inaccessible to the worker, in comparison with the state of 
development of society in g·eneral. Our needs and enjoyments 
spring from society; we measure them, therefore, by society and 
not by the objects which serve for their satisfaction. Because they 
are of a social nature, they are of a relative nature. 

Wages are by no means determined only by the amount of 
commodities for which I can exchange them. They embody various 
relations. 

What the workers receive for their wages, in the first place, is 
a definite sum of money. Are wages determined only by this money 
price? 

In the sixteenth century, the gold and !Silver circulating in 
Europe increased as a result of the discovery of richer and more 
easily worked mines in America. Hence, the value 'of gold and sil
ver fell in relation to other commodiHes. The workers :veceived the 
same amount of coined silver for their labour power as before. The 
money price of their labour remained the same, and yet their wages 
had fallen, for in exchange for the same quantity of silver they 
I'eceived a smaller amount of other commodities in return. This 
was one of the circumstances which furthered the growth of capi
tal and the rise of the bourgeoisie in the sixteenth century. 

Let us take another case. In the winter of 184 7, as a result of 
a crop failure, the most :indispensable means of subsistence, corn, 
meat, butter, cheese, etc., rose ·considerably in price. Assume 
that the workers received the same sum of money for their labour 
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power as before. Had not their wages fallen? Of course. 
For the s'ame money they received less bread, meat, etc., in ex~ 

change. Their wages had fallen, not because the value of silver 
had diminished, but because the value of the means of subsistence 
had increased. 

Assume, finally, that the money price of labour remains the 
same while all agricultural and manufactured goods have fallen !n 
price owing to the employment of new machinery, a favourable 
season, etc. For the same money the workers can now buy more 
commodities of all kinds. Their wages, therefol'e, hav~e risen, just 
because Lhe money value of their wage's has not altered. 

Thus, the money price of labour, nominal wages, do not coin
cide with real wages, i.e., with the sum of commodities which is 
actually given in exchange for the wages. If, therefore, we spea1k 
of a rise or fall of wages, we must not only keep in mind the 
money price of labour, the nominal wages. 

But neither nominal wages, i.e., the sum of money for which 
lhe worker si:\lls himself to the capitalist, nor real wages, i.e., the 
sum of commodities which he ~can buy for this money, exhaust the 
relations contained in wages. 

Wages .are, above aU, also determined by their relation to the 
gain, to the profit of the capitalis!-comparat'ive, rclativ·e wages. 

Heal wag'cs express the price of labour in rdation to the 
price of other coimnodilies; relative wages, on the other hand, 
express the share of dirccL l·abour in the new value it has created 
in relation to the share which falls to accumulated labour, to 
capital. 

We said above, page 14:1 "\Vages are ... not the worker's share 
in the commodity produced by him. Wages are the part of the 
already existing commodities with which the capitalist buys for 
himself a definite amount of productive labour power." But the 
capitalist must replace these wages out of the price at which he 
sells the product produced by the worker, he must replace it in 
such a way that there ,remains to him, as a rule, a surplus over 
the cost of production expended by him, a profit. For the capital~ 
ist, the selling price of the commodities produced by the worker is 
divided lulo three parts: firstly, replacement of the price of the 
raw materials advanced by him together with replacement of the 
depreciation of the tools, machinery, and other means of labour 

1 See p. 203 of this volume.-Ed. 
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also advanced by him; secondly, the replacement of the wages ad
vanced by him, and thirdly, the surplus left over, the capitalist's; 
profit. While the first part only replaces pr.eviously existing values, 
it is clear that both the replacement .of the wages and also the 
surplus profit of the capitalist are, as a whole, ·taken from the 
new valu,e create1d by .the worker's labour and added to the raw 
materials. And in this sense, in order to compare them with one 
another, we can regard both wages and profit as shares in the 
product of the worker. 

Real wage•s ,may remain the same, they may t>ven rise, and 
yet relative wages fall. Let us suppose, for example, that all means 
of subsistence have gone down in price by two-thirds while wages· 
per day have only fallen by one-third, that is to say, for exam
ple, from three marks to two marks. Although the worker can 
command a greater amount of commodities with these two 
marks than he previously could with three marks, yet his wages 
have gone down in relation to the profit of the capitalist. The 
profit of the capitalist (e.g., the manufacturer) has increased by one 
maxk, i.e., for a smaller sum of exchange V·alues which he pays 
to the worker, the latter must produce a greater amount of 
exchange values than before. The share of capital l'elative to the 
share of labour has risen. The division of social wealth between 
capital and labour has become still more unequal. With the 6ame 
capital, the capitalist commands a greater quantity of labour. The 
power .of the capiialist class ov•er the working class has grown, the 
social position of the worker has deteriorated, has been depressed 
one step further below that of the capitalist. 

What then is the general law which determines the rise and 
fall of w:ages and profits in their reciprocal relation? 

They stand in inverse ratio to each other. Copital's share, prof
it, rises in the same proportion as labour's share, wages, falls, and 
vice versa. Pra{it rises .to the extent that w1ages 'fa~l; itl falls to the 
extent that wages rise. 

The objection will, perhaps, he made that the capitalist can 
profit by a favourable exchange of his products with other capi
talists, by increase of the demand for his commodities, whether as 
a result of the opening of new markets, or as a result of a mo
mentarily increased demand in the old markets, etc.; that the 
capitalist's profit can, therefore, increase by over-reaching other 
capitalists, independently of the rise and fall of wages, of the· 
exchange value of labour power; or that the capitalist's profit 
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may also rise owing to the improvement of the instruments of 
labour, a new application of natural forces, etc. 

First of all, it will have to be admitted tl1,at the result remains 
the same, although it is brought about in reverse fashion. It is 
.true the profit has not risen because wages have fallen, but wagos 
have fallen because the profit has risen. With the same amount 
of other people's labour, the capitalist has bought a greater 
.amount of exchange values, without having paid more for the 
labour on that account; that is, therefore, labour is paid less in 
proportion to the net profit which it yields the ·capitalist. 

In addition, we r.ecall that, in spite of the fluctuations in prices 
of commodities, the average price of every commodity, the ratio in 
which it is exchanged for other commodities, is deicrmined by its 
cost of prod'lzction. Hence the over-reachings within the capitalist 
class necessarily balance one another. The improvement of machin
-ery, new application of natural forces in the service of produc
tion, enable a largr.:r amount of products to be created in a given 
period of time with the same amount of labour and capital, but 
nol by any means a larger amount of exchange values. If, by 
~he use of ·the spinning jenny, I can turn out twice as much 
yarn in an hour as before its invention, e.g., one hundred pounds 
instead of fifty, then in the kmg run I will receive for these hun
dred pounds no Inore connnoditics in exchange than formerly for 
the flfty pounds, because the cost of production has fallon by one-

. half, ot· because I oan deliver double the product at the same cost. 
Finally, in whalev•er proportion the capi.lalist class, the bour

,geois'ic, whether of one country or of the whole world market, 
:shares the net profit of production within itself, the total amount 
IQf this net profit always consists only of the amount by which, 
-on the whole, accumulated labour ha•s been increased by direct 
labour. This total amount .grows, therefore, in the proportion in 
which labour augments capital, i.e., in the proportion in which 
profit rises in contrast to wages. 

We see, therefore, that 'Cven if we remain within the relation
ship of capital and wage labour, the intaests of capital and the 
interests of wage labour are diametrically opposed. 

A rapid increase of capital is equivalent to a rapid increase of 
profit. Profit can only increase rapidly if the price of labour, if 
relative wages, decrease just as rapidly. Relative wages can fall 
although real wages ris·e simultaneously with nominal 'wages, 
with the money value of labour, if they do not rise, how
ever, in the same proportion as profit. If, for instance, in times 
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when business is good, wages rise by five per cent, profit on the 
other hand py thirty per cent, then the comparative, the relative 
wages, have not inCl'efi.sed but decreased. 

Even if, therefore, · the income of the worker increases with the 
. rapid growth of capital, the social gulf that separates the worker 
from the ·capitalist .iJncreases 'at the same time, and the power of 
capital over labour, the dependence of labour on capital, likewise 
increases. 

To say that the worker has an interest in the rapid growth of 
capital is .only ~to say that the more rapidly the worker increases 
the wealth of others, the richer will be the crumbs that fall to 
him, the greater is the number of workers that can be employed 
and called into existence, the more can the mass of slaves 
dependent on capital be increased. 

We have thus seen that: 
Even the most favourable situation for the working class, the 

most rapid possible growth of capital, however much it may im
prove the material ·existence of the worker, does not remove the 
antagonism between his interests and the bourgeois interests, 
those of the capitalist. Profit and wages remain as before in 
inverse proportion. 

If capital is growing rapidly, wages may rise; the profit of 
capital rises incomparably more rapidly. The mattrial position of 
4he worker has improved, but at the cost of his social position. 
The social gulf that divides him from the capitalist has widened. 

Finally: 
To say that the most favourable condition for wage labour is 

the most rapid possible growth of productive capital, is only to 
say that the more rapidly the working class increases and 
enlarges the power that is hostile to it, the wealth that does not 
belong to it and that controls it, the more favourable will be the 
conditions under which it is allowed to labour anew at increasing 
bourgeois wealth, at ·enlarging the power of ·capital, content with 
forging for itself the golden fetters by which the bourgeoisie 
drags it in its train. 

v 

Growth . of productive capital and rise of wages, are these 
really so inseparabiy connected as the bourgeois economists· main
tain? We must not take their word for it. \Ve must not even 
believe them when they say that the fatter capital is, the better 
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will its slave be fed. The bourgeoisie is too enlightened, it calcu
lates too well, to share the prejudices of the feudal lord who 
makes a display by the brilliance of his retinue. The condition!> 
of existence of the bourgeoisie compel it to calculate. 

vVe must, rtherefore, examine more closely: 
Hou1 does the growth of productive capital <affect wages'? 
If, on the whole, the producti:vc capital of bourgeois society 

grows, a more varied accumulation of labour takes place. The 
capitals increase iu number and extent. The increase of the 
capitals increases the competition between the capitalists. The 
increasing extent of the capitals provides the means for bringing 
mo!l1e powerful }abour ar'mies with more gigantic instruments of 
warfare into tbe iwlustrial battlefield. 

One capitalist can only drive another from lhe field and 
capture his· capital by selling more d1caply. In order lo lJc able 
to sell more .cheaply without ruining himself, he must produce 
more cheaply, i.e., raise the productive power of labour as much 
as possible. But the productive power of labour iiS raised, above 
all, by a g11Ciater division of labour, by a mor·e univ,crsal intro
duction and continual improvement of machinery. The greater the 
labour army among whom labour is divided, the more gigantie 
the scale on which machinery is introduced, the more docs the 
cost of production proportionately decrease, the more fruitful is 
iahour. l-Ienee, a general rivalry arises among the capitalists to il:l
creasc m.achincry and lhe division of labour, and to exploit them 
on the greatest possible scale. 

If, now, by a .greater division of labour, by the utilization and 
improvement of new nmchincs, by more profitable and extensive 
cxploHation of natural forces, one capitalist has found the means. 
of producing with the same amount of labour ;or of accumulated 
labour a greater amount of products, of commodities, than his 
competitors, if he can for example produce a whole yard of linen 
in the same labour time in which his competitors weave half a 
yard, how will this capitalist operate? 

He could continue to sell half a yard of linen at the old market 
price; this would, however, be no means of driving his opponents 
from· the field and of enlarging his own sales. But in the same 
measure in which his production has expanded, his need to sell 
has also increased. The more.powerful and costly means of produc
tion that he has called into life enable him, indeed, to sell his com
modities more cheaply, they compel him, however, at the same time 
to sell more commodities, to conquer a much larger market for his 
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commodities; consequently our capitalist will sell his half yard of 
linen mme cheaply than his competitors. 

The capitalist will not, however, sell a whole yard as cheaply 
as )lis competitors sell half .a yard, although the production of 
the whole yard does not cost him more than the half yard costs 
the others. Otherwise he would not gain anything extra but only 
get back the cost of production by the exchange. His possibly greater 
income would .be derived, therefore, from having \Set a larger 
!Capital into motion, but not from having made more- .of his 
capital .than the others. Moreover, he attains the object he wishes 
to attain, if he puts the price of his goods only a small percent
age lower than that of his competitors. He drives them from 
the field, he w.r.ests from them at ~eaost a ,part of their sales, by 
underselling them. And, finally, it will be remembered that the 
current price always stands above or below the cost of production; 
according to whether the sale of the commodity oceurs in 
a favourable or unf,avourable industrial season. Aecording as 
the market price of the yard of Hnen stands below or above 
its hitherto customaify cost of production, the percentage will 
vary at which the capitalist who has employed new and more 
fruitful means of production sells above his real cost of pro
duction. 

However, the privilege of our capitalist is not of long duration; 
other competing capitalists introduce the same machines, the 
same division 10f labour, introduce them on the same, or on ,a 
larger, rscale, and this introduction will become so gener:al that 
the price of linen is reduced not only below its ond, but bel<Jw 
its new cost of production. 

The capitalists ,find themselves, therefore, in the same position 
I'elativt> to one another as befor'e the introduction of the new 
means of production, ~and if they are able to supply by these 
means double the production at the same price, they .are now 
forced to supply the double product below the old prke. On 
the basis of this new cost of production, the same game be
gins again. More division of labour, more machinery; enlarged 
scale of exploitation of machinery and division of labour. And 
again competition brings the .same counter-action against this 
result. 

We see how in this way the mode of production and the 
means of production are continually transformed, revolutionized, 
how the division 'pf labour is necessariJly fotlowed by greater 
division of lab•:mr, the applicraflfron of machinery by still greater 
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f1PP'liC'a'ilion .of maclzinery, work on a large Slc·ale by work on a 
'sWl larger ~cplie. 

That is the law which again andi again throws bourgeois 
production out of its old course and which compels capital to 
intensify the productiv.e forces of labour, .because it has intensi
fied it; the law which gives capital no rest and continually whis
pers in its ear: "March on! Mal'ch on!" 

This law is none other tthan that which, within the fluctua
tions of trade periods, necessarily levels out the price of a com-
modi{y to its cost of production. · 

However powerful the means of production ·which a capitalist 
brings inlo the Held, competition will make these means of pro
duction univorsal ,and, from the moment when it has made them 
universal, the only ,result of the greater fruitfulness of his capital 
is that he musl now supply for the same price ten, twenty, a 
hundred times as much as before. But, as he must sell perhaps 
a ,thousand times as much as before in order to outweigh the 
lower selling price by the greater amount of the produc\s sold, 
because .a. :more extensive sale is illOW necessary, not only in order 
to make more profit but in order to replace the cost of produc
tion-the instrument of production itself, as we have seen, be
·comes more and inorc expensive--and because this extensive sale 
becomes :a :question of .life •or td,oath not only for him )but ,also 
for his rivals, the old struggle begins again all tlte more violently 
the more fruitful the. already discovered means of production are. 
Tlze division of labour and the application of machinery, theu
fore, will go on anew on an incomparably guater scale. 

Whatever the power of the means of production employed 
may be, competition seeks to rob capital of the golden fruits of 
this power, by bringing the ,price of the commodifies back to 
the cost of production .and :therefore by making the cheaper pvo
duction, the supply of ever greater amounts of the product 
for the same sum, into an imperative law to the same extent as 
production is cheapened, ·~.e., as more is ;produced with the same 
amount of labour. Thus the capi·talist will ·have won nothing 
by his own :exertions but the oblig•ation to supply more in the 
same labour time, in a word, more difficult conditions for 
profilable use of l1is capital. While,. therefore, •competition contin
ually pursues him with its law of the cost of production and 
every weapon that he forges against his rivals recoils aga'inst 
himself, the capitalist continually tries to get the better of com
petition by Incessantly introducing ,new machines, more 'expen-
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sive, it is true, but producing more cheaply, and new division 
of labour in place of the old, and by not waiting1 until competition 
has rendered the new ones obsolete. 

If now we picture tn ourselves this feverish agitation on the 
whole w,o,rld market, it wiill he comprehensible how the ,growth, 
accumulation and concentration of capital results in an uninter
rupted division of ktbour, and m the application of new and the 
perfecting of old machinery proceeding feverishly and on an ever 
more gigantic scale. 

But ihow -do tl1e,'S1e -~ircumstances, 'which o.rre inseparable from 
the growth of p1·oductive capital, affect the determination of wages? 

The gr{'ater division of labour <enable's .orie worker to .do ;the 
work of five, ten or twenty; it therefore multiplies competition 
among the workers fivefold, .tenfold and twentyfold. The workers 
do 1not !Pnly compete ;by 10ne selling himself Fheaper than another; 
they compete by one .doing ,the work ,of five, ten, ,twenty; ,and 
the division nf labour, 'introduced ,by .capital .and continually 
increa,sed, compels the workers to ,c'ompe'te among themselve·s in 
this way. )?urther, ,in )::he 1same measure as 'the dJivi{;ion of labour 
increases, the labour itself is simplified. The special skill of the 
worker ,becomes wor'thless. 1He 'become's transformed into a 
simple, monotonous productive force that does not have to use 
intense bodily or intellectual faculties. His labour becomes a la
bour accessible to all. Hence, ·competitors cr.owd upon h'im on Jail 
sides, and besides we remind the reader that the more simple and 
easily learned the labour is, the lower ,the c()st of ·production 
needed to master it, the lower do wages sink, for, like the price 
of every other commodi'ty, they are determined by the oost ,..of 
production. 

In :the ~ame measure, ther,efore, in which i[aborur becomes 
mone unsatisfying, md,re t,epulsz've, competi'tion iTicr~ases •and 
wages decrease. The worker tries to keep up the amount of his 
wages by working more, whether ;by workin;g,Jonger hours or by 
producing mm:e in the same time. Impelled by want, therefore, 
he stHl .fur'ther ijncreaJSes .the evil effects of 'the division Qf la
bour. The result is .that the more he w·oz·ks the ·less wag.es he 
receives, ,and ,fior the· simple reason that he competes to that 
extent again•sl his fellow workers, hence make'S them !in1:o so 
many c·ompeti'tors who :offer 1:hemseJves on just ·the ~arne bad 
terms .as <he does himself, rand that, ·therefore, in the ,Jas't resort 
he compete:s qg;a;inst 'himself, again!st h1imself as a member of the 
working relass. 
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Machinery brings tihout the same results on ,a much greater 
~scale, by rep,lacing ·skilled worke.rs by unskilled, men by women, 
adults by children. It brings about r'the same results·, where it 
is newly introduced, by throwing the hand workers on to the 
streets in masses, and, where it is developed, improved and re
placed 1>y mo:~:e productive machinery, by £Hscharging small batches 
of workers. We have portrayed above, in a hasty sketch, 
the indushia,l war of the capitalists ramong themselves; this Wflr 

has the p:ecuUarity .th.at its battles 'are won less by rrect·uWng 
flhan by discharging. tile army of labour. Tile generals, tile capi-. 
talists, compete with one another as to who can discharge most 
soldiezw of induslrfJ. 

The economists lcl,l us, .it i6 true, that the workers .rendered 
·superfluous by machinery find new ;branches pf employmcnrt. 

They dare not assert i!ircctly that the same workers who arc 
discharged find places in .the new bcanches of rlabour. The facls 
cry out too loudly against this lie. They really only assert trhat 
new means .of :emp'loyment will .open up for other component 
st~c.Mons of .the working 'Clas(i;\ e.g., for the portion of the young 
generati<on of workers that -was •already standing J:eady to enter 
the branch of industry whrich lws di·ed .out. That is', of course, 

:a great consolation for the discharged workers. The worshipful 
capilalisls will never want for fresh ·exploitable flesh and blood, 
~md will let the dead bury their dead. This is a consolation which 
ihe capitalists give themselves ra~her than one which they give 
lhe work.er>S. H the ~hole ;class ,of wage workers were to be 
abolished owing •l.o machinery, how dreadful that wou,ld be for 
capital which, wi·thou'l: ,wage ,labour, ceases ,to be oapitall 

Let us suppoS'e, however, that t.l;10se directly driven ,out of 
lheir jobs by machinery, and the entire section of the new generation 
that was 1already on the watch fo-r this employment, find a new 
occupation. Does any one imagine that it will be as highly paid a~ 
that which has been lost? That would contradict all the laws of 
economics. We have seen how modern industry always brings 
with 1t the sub1stituHon of a more simple, subordinate occupation 
f·or the more complex and higher one. 

How, then, could a mass of workers who have been thrown 
out of one branch of industry owing to machineil'y find refuge 
in another unless the latter is lower and worse paid? 

The w~rkers who work on the manufacture of machinery it
self have been cited ·as an exception. As soon a's more machinery 
is demanded and used in industry, it is said, there must necessarily 
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be an increase of mach~nes, consequently of the manufacture of ma
chines,. and consequently of the employment of worktrs in the 
rriariufactur.e of machines; and the workers engaged in this. branch 
'Of industry are claimed to be skilled, even educated worke;s. 

Since the y~ar 1840 this assertion, which even before wa..s only 
half truE', has lost all semblance of truth because ever more ver
·satUe machines have. been employed in the manufacture of ma
'chinery, no more and no less than in the manufacture of cotton 
yarn, and the workers employed in the machine factories, con

'fronted by highly elaborate machines, can only play the pftrt 
of highly unelaborate machine..s. · 

But in place of the man who has been discharged owing· to the 
machine, the factory employs maybe· tl1ree children and one 
woman!. And did not the man's wages have to suffice for 
'his wife and three children? Did not the minimum of wages 
ha:ve to suffice to maintain 1and to propagate the race? What, 
thep, does this· favourite bourgeois phrase prove? Nothing more 
than that now four times a.g many workers' lives are used up in 
or·(l.er to gain a .livelihood for one worker's family. 

,Let us sum up: The .more productive capital grows, the more 
the division of labour and the application of machinery expands 
The more the division of labour and the application of machinery 
expands, the more competition among the workers expands and the 
more their wages, contract. 

In addition, the working cl:ass gains recruits from the higher 
strata of society also; a mass of petty industrialists and small 
rentiers are hurled down into its ranks and have nothing better 
to do than urgently stretch out their arms alongside thos·e of the 
workers. Thus the forest of uplifted arms demanding work becomes 
ever thicker, while the •arms themselves become ever thinner. 

That the small industrialist cannot survive in a contest one 
of the first conditions of which is to produce on an ever greater 
scale, i.e., precisely to be a large and not a small industrialist, is 
self-evident. 

That the interest on capital decreases in the same measure a<> 
capital grows, as the mass and number of capitals increase; 
that, therefore, the small rentier can no longer live on hiS> interest 
but must throw himse.lf into industry, and, con•sequently, help to 
increase the ranks of the small industrialists and therefore of can
didates ·for the proletariat-all this surely requires no further ex
position. 
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Fina~ly, in the measure that the capitalists are compelled, by 
the movement described above, to exploit the already exist'ing 
gigantic means of production on a larger scale and to set in 
motion all the mainsprings of credit to this end, in the }same 
measure do the industrial earthquakes increase, in , which the 
trading world can only maintain itself by sacrificing a part of 
wealth, prodltcts and even of productive forces to the !gods of 
the nether world-in a word, crises increase. They become more 
frequent and more violent, if only becaus:e in the same measur-e 
in which the mass of production, and consequently the need for 
extended markets, grows, the world market be<;omes more and 
more contracted, fewer and fewer new markets remain available 
for exploitation, since every preceding crisis ha-s subjected to world 
trade a market hitherto unconquered or only superficially exploit
ed. But capital not only lives on labour. A lord, at once aristocratic 
and barharous, it drags with it into the grave the corpses of its 
slaves, whole hecatombs of workers who perish in the crises. Thus 
we see: if capital grows r11>pidly, competition among the worJce,rs 
yrows incomparnblu more rapidl!J, i.e., the means of employment, 
the means of subsistence, of the working class decrease proportion
ately so much tile more, and, nevertheless, the rapid growth of 
capital is the most favourable condition for wage labour. 



Karl Marx 

VALUE, PRICE AND PROFIT1 

[PRELIMINARY] 

CITIZENS, 
Before entering into the subject matter, allow me to make ~ 

few preliminary remarks. 
There reigns now on the Continent a real epidemic of strikes, 

and a general clamour for a rise of wages. The question will turn 
up at our Congress. You, as the bead of the International Associa
tion, ought to have settled convictions upon this paramount ques
tion. For my own part, I considered it, therefore, my duty to enter 
fully into the ma~ter, even at the peril of putting your patience to 
a severe test. 

Another preliminary remark I have to make in regard to Citi
zen Weston. Jie has not only proposed to you, but has publicly 

1 The present work is an address delivered in English by Marx at two 
sessions .of the G·eneral Council of the International Working Men's Association 
(the First International), on June 20 and 27, 1865. The circumstances which 
led to this report are briefly as follows: 

At the session of the General Council on April 4, 1865, John Weston, a 
member of the General Council and an Owenist, proposed that the General 
Council should discuss the following questions: 

"(1) Can the social and material prosperity of the working classes 
generally be improved by means of higher wages?" 

"(2) Do not the efforts of Trades' Societies to secure higher wages operate 
prejudicially to the other sections of Industry?" 

Weston declared that he would uphold a negative answer to the first 
question and a positive answer to the second one. 

Weston's report was delivered and discussed at the session of the Coun
cil of May 20 and 23. In a letter to Engels of May 20, 1855, Marx refers 
to this as follows: 

''This evening," wrote Marx, "a special session of the International. A 
good old fellow, an old Owenist, Weston (carpenter) has put fmward the 
two following proposiLions, which he is continually defending in the Beehive 
[for a time the official organ of the First International which published 

1fhe reports of the sittings of the General CounciL--Ed.]: 1) that a g.eneral rise 
in the rate would be of no use to the workers; 2) that therefore, etc., the 
trade unions have a lzarmful ·effeet. 

If these two propnsitions, in which he alone in our society believes, 
were accepted, we should be turned into a joke [so waren wir Kladdera-

15* 
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defended, in the interest of the working class, as he thinks, opin
ions he knows to be most unpopular with the working class. Such 
an exhibition of moral courage all of us must highly hononr. I 
hope that, despite the unvarnished style of my paper, at its con
clusion he will find me to agree with what appears to me the just 
idea lying at the bottom of his theses, which, however, in their 
present form, I cannot but consider theoretically false and prac
tically dangerous. 

I .shall now at once proceed to the business before us. 

I. [PIWDUCTION AND WAGES] 

Citizen vVeston's argument rested, in fact, upon two premises: 
firstly, that the amount of national production is a fixed thing, a 
constant quantity or magnitude, as the mathematicians would say; 
secondly, that the amount of real woges, that is to say, of wages 
as measured by the quantity of the commodities they can buy, is 
a fixed amount, a constant magnitude. 

Now, his first assertion is evidently erroneous. Year after year, 
you will find that the value and mass of production increase, tliat 
the productive powers of the national labour increase, and that the 
amount of money necessary to circulate Lhis increasing prodnclion 
conlinuously changes. What is true at Lhe end of the year, and 
for dill'erent years compared wilh each olher, is true for every 

daltich] both on account of the trade unions here and or the infection of strikes 
whkh now prevails on the Continent . 

. . . I am, of course, expecled to supply the refutation. I ought really 
therefore to have worked out my reply fur this evening, but thou~ht it more 
important to write on at my book l Capital] and so shall have to depend on 
improvisation. 

''Of course, I know beforehand what the two main points :,rc: 1) that 
the wagl's of la/Jou£ determine the value of commodities; 2) that if the capi
talists pay five instead of four shillings today, they will sell their commod
ities for five instead of four shillings tomorrow (being ·enabled to do so by 
the increas{~d dt>ma n d). 

''Inane though this is, only attaching itself to the most superficial exter
nal appearance, it is n.evertheless not easy to explain to ignorant people all 
the economic questions which compete with one another here. You can't 
compre,.s n co11rse of political economy into one lzour. But we shall do our 
best." (Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence, pp. 202-03.) 

The present addre~s was written and ·delivered by Marx in addition to 
his remarks during the debate. · 

In connection with this address Marx wrote as follows to Engels on 
June 24: 

"I have read a paper in the Gt>ntral Council (it would make two printer's 
$beets perhaps) on the question 1bwught up by Mr. Weston as to the effect 
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average day of the year~ The amount or magnitude of national 
production changes continuously. It is not a constant but a vari~ 

able magnitude, and, apart from changes in population, it must be 
so, because of the continuous change in the accumulation of 
capital and the productive powers of lnbour. It is perfectly true 
that if a rise in the geneml rate of wages should take place today, 
that rise, whatever its ulterior effects might be, would, by itself, not 
immediately change the amount of production. It would, in the 
first instance, proceed from the existing state of things. But if 
before the rise of wages the national production was variable, and 
not fixed, it will continue to be variable and not fixed after the 
rise of wages. 

But suppose the amount of national production to be constant 
instead of variable. Even then, what our friend \Veston consider'S 
a logical conclusion would still remain a gratuitous assertion. If I 
have a given number, say €ight, the absolute limits of this number 
do not prevent its parts from changing their relative limits. If 
profits were six and wages two, wages might increase to six and 
profits decrease to two,· and still the total amount remain eight. 
Thus the fixed amount of production would by no means prove 
the fixed amount of wages. How then does our friend vVeston 
prove this fixity? By asserting it. 

·But even conceding him his assertion, it would cut both ways, 
while he presses it only in one direction. If the amount of wages 
is a constant magnitude, thrn it can be neither increased 
nor diminished. If, then, in enforcing a temporary rise of wages, 

of a general rise of wages,· etc. The first part of it was an answer to \Veston's 
nons.ense; the second, a theoretical explanation, in so far as the occasion 
was suited to lhis. Now the people want to have this printed. On the one 
hand, this might perhaps be of advantage to me, as they are connected with 
J. St. Mill, Professor Beesly, Harrison, and others. On the other, I have my 
doubts: 

1) as it is not particularly flattering to have "Mr. Weston" as your 
opponent; 

2) in the second part the thing contains, in an exhemely condrnsed hut 
relatively popular form, much that is new, taken in advance from my book 
[Capital], while at the same time it has necessarily to shu over all sorts of 
things. 

Question: is it advisable to anticipate in such matters?" (Ibid.). 
The work, however, was not published either by Marx or En~els. It was 

found among Marx's papers afler Engels' death and originally published in 
English in 1R9~. under the present title, by Marx'~ daughter, Eleanor and 
hPr husband, Eduard Aveling, who also wrote lhe firsl six suhliilt>s. In 1897.98 
it was pnhlished in the Neue Zert serially undt>r the Iitle of Lohn, Preis und 
Profit [Wages, Price and Profit}, which describes the contents of the address 
better than the English title.~Ed. 
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the workingm.en act foolishly, the capitalists, in enforcing a tem
porary fall of wages, would act not less foolishly. Our friend 
Weston does not deny that, under certain circumstances, the work
ingmen can enforce a rise of wages, but their amount being natur
ally fixed, there must follow a reaction. On the other hand, he 
knows also that 'the capitalists can enforce a fall of wages, and, 
indeed, continuou~ try to enforce it. According to the principle 
of the constancy of wages, a reaction ought to follow in this case 
not less than in the former. The workingmen, therefore, reacting 
against the attempt at, or the act of, lowering wages, would act 
rightly. They would, therefore, act rightly in enforcing a rise of 
wages, because every reaction against the lowering of wages is an ac
tion for raising wages. According to Citizen Weston's own principle 
of the constancy of wages, the workingmen ought, therefore, under 
certain circumstances, to combine and struggle for a rise of wages. 

If he denies this conclusion, he must give up the premise from 
which it flows. He must not say that the amount of wages is a 
conslant quantity, but that, although it cannot and must not rise, 
iL can and must fall, whenever capital pleases to lower it. If the 
capitalist pleases to feed you upon potatoes instead of upon meal, 
and upon oats instead of upon wheat, you must accept his will 
as a law of political economy and stibmit to it. If in one country 
the rate of wages is higher than in another, in the United States, 
for example, than in England, you must explain this difference in 
the rate of wages by a dilTerencc between the will of the American 
capitalist and the will of the English capitalist, a method which 
would certainly very much simplify_ not only the study of economic 
phenomena, but of all other phenomena. 

But even then, we might ask why the will of the American 
capitalist differs from the will of the English capitalist. And to 
answer the question you must go beyond the domain of will. A 
parson may tell me that God wills one thing in France, and an
other thing in England. If I summon him to explain to me this 
duality of will, he might have the brass to answer me that God 
wills to have one will in France and another will in England. But 
our friend Weston is certainly the last man to make an argument 
of such a compieie negation of all reasoning. 

The will of the capitalist is certainly to take as much as pos
sible. "That we have to do is not to talk about his will, but to in
quire into his power, the limits, of that power, and the character 
of those limits. 
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II [PRODUCTION, WAGES, PROFITS] 

The address Citizen 'Veston read to us might have been com
pressed into a nutshell. 

All his reasoning amounted to this: If the working class forces 
the capitalist class to pay five shillings instead of four shillings in 
the shape of money wages, the capitalist will r.eturn in the shape 
of commodities four shillings' worth instead•' of five shillings' 
worth. The working class would have to pay five shillings for 
what, before the rise of wages, they bought with four shillings. 
But why is this the case? Why does the capitalist only return 
four shillings' worth for five shilllngs? Because the amount of 
wages is fixed. But why is it fixed at four shillings' worth of com
modities? Why not at three, or two, or any other sum? If the 
limit of the amount of wages is settled by an economic law, in
dependent alike of the will of the c1a<pitalist and the will of the 
working man, the .first thing Citizen Weston had to do was to state 
that law and prove it. He ought then, moreover, to have proved 
that the amount of wages actually paid at every given moment 
always corresponds exactly to the necessary amount of wages, and. 
never deviates from it. If, on the other hand, the given limit of 
the amnunt of wages is founded on the mere will of the capitalist, 
or the limits of his avarice, it is an arbitrary limit. There is noth
ing necessary in it. It may be changed by the will of the capitalist, 
and may, therefore, be changed against his will. 

Citizen Weston illustrated his theory by telling you that 
when a bowl contains a certain quantity of soup, to be eaten 
by a certain number of persons, an increase in the broadness of 
the spoons would produce no increase in the amount of soup. He 
must allow me to find this illustration rather spoony. It reminded 
rrie somewhat of the simile employed by Menenius A,grippa. When 
the Roman plebeians struck against the Roman patricians, the pat" 
rician Agrippa told them that the patrician belly fed the plebeian 
members of the body politic. Agrippa failed to show that you feed 
the members of one man by filling the belly of another. Citizen 
·weston, on his part, has forgotten that the bowl from which the 
workmen eat is filled with the whole produce of the national 
labour, and that what prevents them fetching more out of it is 
neither the narrowness of the bowl nor the scantiness of its con
tents, but only the smallness of their spoons. 

By what contrivance is the capitalist enabled to return four 
shillings' worth for five shillings? By raising the price of the com· 
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modity he sells. Now, does a rise and, more generally, a change 
in the prices of commodities, do the prices of commodities them
selves, depend on the mere will of the capitalist? Or are, on 'the 
contrary, certain circumstances wanted to give effect to that will? 
If not, the ups and downs, the incessant ,fluctuations of market 
prices, would become an insoluble riddle. 

As we suppose that no change whatever has taken place either 
in the productive powers of labour or in the amount of capital and 
labour employed or in the value of the money wherein the values 
of products are estimated, but only a cliange in the rate of wages, 
how could that rise of wages affect the prices of commodities'! 
Only by aiTecting the actual proportion between the demand for, 
and the supply of, these commodities. 

It is perfectly true that, considered as a whole, the working 
class spends, and must spend, its income upon necessaries. A gene 
eral rise in the rate of wages would, therefore, produce a rise in 
the demand for, and consequently in the market prices of, neces
saries. The capitalists who produce these necessaries would be 
compensated fm· the risen wages by the rising market prices of 
their commodities. But how with the other capitalists, who do not 
produce necessaries? And you must not fancy them a small body. 
If you consider that two-thirds of the national produce are con
sumed hy one-fifth of the population-a member of the House of 
Commons slated it reccnlly to he but one-seventh of the popula
tion-you will understand what an inimense proportion of lhe 
national produce mnst he produced in the shape of lnxuries or 
be exchanged for luxuries, and what an immense amount of the 
necessaries themselves must he wasted upon flunkeys, horses, cats, 
and so forth, a waste we know from. experience to become always 
much limited with the rising prices of necessaries. 

WelL what would be the posilion of those capitalists who do 
not produce necessaries? For the fall in the rate of profit, conse
quent npon the general rise of wages, they could not compensate 

. themselves by a rise in the price of their commodities, because the 
demand for those commodities would not have inr.:reascd. Their 
income would have decreased; and from this decreased income 
they would have to pay more for the sanw l.'r<11onnt of highH
priced necessaries. But this would not be aiL As their income had 
diminished they would have lPss to spend upon luxuries, and there
fore tlwir r:mtual demand for their respective c,1mmodities would 
diminish. Consequent upon this diminished C!eman(l the prices of 
their commodities would fall. In these branches of industry, 
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therefore; the rate of profit would fall, not only in simple propor
tion to the general rise in the rate of wages, but in the compound 
ratio of the general rise of wages, the rise in the prices of. neces
saries, and the fall in the prices of luxuries. 

What would be the consequence of this difference in the rates 
of profit for capitals employed in the different branches of indus
try? Why, the consequence that generally obtains whenever, from 
whatever reason, the average rate of pro,fit comes to differ in the 
different spheres of production. Capital and labour would be trans
ferred from the less remunerative to the more remunerative 
branches; and this process of transfer would go on until the sup
ply in the one department of industry would have risen propor
tionately to the increased demand, and would have sunk in the 
other departments according to the decreased demand. This change 
effected, the general rate of profit would again be equalized in the 
different branches. As the whole derangement or:ginally arose 
from a mere change in the proportion of the demand for, and the 
supply of, different commodities, the cause ceasing, the effect would 
cease, and prices would return to their former level and equilib
rium. Instead of being limited to some branches of industry, the 
fall in tlze rate of profit consequent upon the rise of wages would 
have become general. According to our supposition, there would 
have taken place no change in the productive powers of labour, 
nor in the aggregate amount of production, but that given amount 
of production would have changed its form. A greater part of the 
produce would exist in the shape of necessaries, a lesser part in 
the shape of luxuries, or what comes to the same, a lesser part 
would be exchanged for foreign luxuries, and be consumed in its 
original form, or, what again comes to the same, a greater part 
of the native produce would be exchanged for foreign necessaries 
instead of for luxuries. The general rise in the rate of wages 
would, therefore, after a temporary disturbance of' market prices, 
only result in a general fall of the rate of profit without any per
manent change in the prices of commodities. 

If I am told that in the previous argument I assume the whole 
surplus wages to be spent upon necessaries, I shall answer that I 
have made the supposition most advantageous to the opinion of 
Citizen Weston. If the surplus wages were spent upon articles 
formerly not entering into the consumption of the workingmen, 
the real increase of their purchasing power would need no proof. 
Being, however, only derived from an advance of wages, that in
crease of their purchasing power must exactly correspond to the 
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decrease of the purchasing power of the capitalists. The aggregate 
demand for commodities would, therefore, not increase, but the 
.constituent parts of that demand would cltange. The increasing 
demand on the one side would be counter-balanced by the decreas
ing demand on the other side. Thus, the aggregate demand remain
ing stationary, no change whatever could take place in the market 
prices of commodities. 

You arrive, therefore, at this dilemma; Either the surplus wages 
are equally spent upon all articles of consumption-then the ex
pansion of demand on the part of the working class must be com
pensated by thP contraction of demand on the part of the capital
ist class-or the surplus wages are only spent upon some articles 
whose market prices will Lcmporarily rise. Then the consequent 
rise in the rate of profit in some, and the consequent fall in l.he 
rate of profit in other branches of industry will produce a change 
in the distribution of capital and labour, going on until the supply 
is brought up to the increased demand in the one department of 
industry, and brought down to the diminished demand in the other. 
On the one supposition there will occur no change in the prices 
.of commodities. On the other supposition, after some fluctuations 
of market prices, the exchangeable values of commodities will 
subside to the former level. On both suppositions the general rise 
in the rate of wages will ultimately result in nothing else hut a 
general fall in the rate of profit. 

To stir up your powers of imagination, Citizen Weston re
quested you to think of the difficulties which a general rise of 
English agricultural wages from nine shillings to eighteen shillings 
would produce. Think, he exclaimed, of the immense rise in the 
demand for necessaries, and the consequent fearful rise in their 
prices! Now, all of you know that the average wages of the Amer
ican agricultural labourer amount to more than double that of the 
English agricultural labourer, although the prices of agricultural 
produce are lower in the United States than in the United King
dom, although the general relations of capital and labour obtain 
in the United Slates the same as in England, and although the 
annual amount of production is much smaller in the United States 
than in England. Why, then, does our friewl ring this alarm bell? 
Simply to shift the real question before us. A sudden rise of wages 
from nine shillings to eighteen shillings would be a sudden rise to 
the amount of 100 per cent. Now, we are not at all discussing the 

, question whether the general rate of wages in England could sud
··denly be increased by 100 per cent. We have nothing at all to do 
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with the magnitude of the rise, which in every practical instance 
must depend on, and be suited to, given circumstances. \Ve have 
only to inquire how a general rise in the rate of wages, even if 
restricted to one. per cent, will act. 

Dismissing friend Weston's fancy rise of 100 per cent, I propose 
calling your attention to the real rise of wages that took place in 
Great Britain from 1849 to 1859. 

You are all aware of the Ten Hours Bill, or rather Ten and 
a Half Hours Bill, introduced since 1848. This was one of the 
greatest economic changes we have witnessed. It was a sudden 
and compulsory rise of wages, not in some local trades, but in 
the leading industrial branches by which England sways the mar
kets of the world. It was a rise of wages under circumstances sin
gularly unpropitious. Dr. Ure, Professor Senior, and all the other 
official economic mouthpieces of the middle class, proved, and I 
must say upon much stronger grounds than those of our friend 
·weston, that it would sound the death knell of English iitdustry. 
They proved that it not only amounted to a simple rise of wa5es, 
but to a rise of wages initiated by, and based upon, a diminution 
of the quantity of labour employed. They asserted that the twelfth 
hour you wanted to take from the capitalist was exactly the only 
hour from which he derived his profit. They threatened a decrease 
of accumulation, rise of prices, loss of markets, stint,ing of pro
duction, consequent reaction upon wages, ultimate ruin. In fact, 
they declared Maximilian H.obespierre's Maximum Laws 1 to be a 
small affair compared to it; and they were right in a certain 
sense. \Veil, what was the result? A rise in the money wages of 
the factory operatives, despite the curtailing of the working day, 
a great increase in the number of factory hands employed, a con
tinuous fall in the prices of their products, a marvellous development 
in the productive powers of their labour, an unheard-of progressive 
expansion of the markets for their commodities. In Manchester, at 
the meeting in 1860 of the Society for the Advancement· of 
Science, I myself heard Mr. Newman confess that he, Dr. Ure, 
Senior, and all other official propounders of economic science· had 
been wrong, while the instinct of the people had been right. I 
mention Mr. W. Newman,2 not Professor Francis Newman, because 
he occupies an eminent position in economic science, as the con-

1 Maximum Laws: Introduced ,jln 1793 by the Ja{;obin Convention. It fixed 
definite price limits for commodities and maximum wages.-Ed. 

2 Marx means the British economist W. Newmarch (1820-82), who wrote 
two volumes in continuation of Tooke's History of Prices.-Ed. 
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tributor to, and edilor of, Mr. Thomas. Tooke's History of Prices, 
that magnificent ·work which traces the history of prices fr01n 
1793 to 1850. lf our friend Weston's fixed idea of a fixed amount of 
wages, a flxed amount of production, a fixed degree of the produe, 
tive power of labour, a flxed and permanent will of the capitalists, 
and all his other fixedness and finalily were correct, Professor 
Senior's woeful forebodings would have been right, and Hobert 
Owen,1 who already in 1816 proclaimed a general limitation of the 
working day the first preparatory slep to the emancipalion of the 
working class and aclually in the teeth of the general prejudice 
inaugurated it on his own hook in his cotton factory at New La
nark, would have been wrong. 

i 11 the very sam.c period during which the introduetion of the 
Ten Hours Bill, and the rise of wages consequent upon it, occurred, 
there Look place in Great llrilain, for reasons which it would be out 
of place Lo enumerate here, a ueneral rise in agricultural waues. 

Although it is not required for my immediate purpose, in order 
not to mislead you, I shall make some preliminary remarks. 

If a man got two shillings weekly wages, and if his wages rose 
to four shillings, the mte of waucs would have risen by 100 per 
cent. This would seem a very magnificent thing if expressed as 
a rise in the rate of wages, a!Lhough Lhc actual amount of woges, 
four shillings weekly, would still remain a wretchedly sm.al\, a· 
starvation, pittance. You must not:, therefore, allow yourselves to 
he carried away by lhc high-sounding per cents in the Pate of wages. 
You must always ask: What was the original amount? 

Moreover, you will understand that if there were ten men re
ceiving each 2s. per week, five men receiving each 5s., and five 
men receiving lls. weekly, the twenty men together would receive 
100s., or £5, weekly. If then a rise, say by 20 per cent, upon the 
auuregalc sum of their weekly wages took place, there would be 
an advance from £5 to £6. Taking the average, we might say 
that the general rate of wages had risen by 20 per cent, although, 
in fact, the wages of the teri men had remained stationary, the 
wages of the one lot of five men had risen from 5s .. to os. only, 
and the wages of the other lot of five men from 55s. to 70s.2 One
half of the men would not have rmprovcd their position at all, one
quarter would have improved it in an imperceptible degree, and 

1 See pp. 159-61 of this volume.-Ed. 
2 These figures, 55s.-70s., re.fer to the total wages of the second group of 

five. The wage of each man in the group would 1iucrease from Us. to 14s.-Ed. 
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only one~quarter would have bettered it really. Still, reckoning by 
<the average, the total amount of the wages of those twenty men 
would have increased by 20 per cent, and as far as the aggregate 
<eapital that employs them, and the prices of the commodities they 
,produce, are concerned, it would be exactly the same as if all of 
them had equally shared in the average rise of wages. In the case 
-of agricultural labour, the standard of wages being very different 
in the different counties of England and Scotland, the rise affect" 
ed them very unequally. 

Lastly, during the period when that rise of wages took place, 
counteracting influences >vere at work, such as the new taxes con
sequent upon the Russian war,1 the extensive demolition of the 
dwelling houses of the agricultural labourers, and so forth. 

Having premised so much, I proceed to state that from 1849 to 
1859 there took piace a rise of about 40 per cent in the average 
rate of the agricultural wages of Great Britain. I could give you 
'ample details in proof of my assertion, but for the present purpose 
think it sufficient to refer you to the conscientious and critical 
paper read in 1860 by the late Mr. John C. Morton at the Lon
don Society of Arts on The Forces Used in Agriculture. Mr. Mor- · 
ton gives the returns, from bills and other authentic documents, 
which he had collected from about one hundred farmers, residing 
in twelve Scotch and thirty-five English counties. 

According to our friend vVeston's opinion, and taken together 
'\vith the simultaneous rise. in the wages of the factory operatives, 
there ought to have occurred a tremendous rise in the prices of 
agricultural produce during the period 1849 to 1859. But what is 
the fact? Despite the Russian war, and the consecutive unfavour
able harvests from 1854 to 1856. the average price of wheat, which 
is the leading agricultural produce of England, fell from ·about £3 
per quarter for the years 1838 to 1848 to about f2 lOs. per 
quarter for the years 1849 to 1859. Thi.s constitutes a fall in the 
price of wheat of more than 16 per cent, simultaneously with an 
average rise of agricultural wages of 40 per cent. During the same 
period, if we compare its end with its beginning, 1859 with 1849, 
there was a decrease of official pauperism from 934,419 to 860,470, 
the difference being 73,949; a very small decrease, I grant, and 
which in the following years was again lost, but still a decrease. 

It might be said that, consequent upon the abolition of the 
.Corn Laws, the import of foreign corn was more than doubled 

1 Marx refers to the Crimean War.-Ed. 
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during the period from 1849 to 1859, as compared with the period 
from 1838 to 1848. And what of that? From Citizen Weston's 
standpoint one would have expected that this sudden, immense, 
and continuously increasing demand upon foreign markets must 
have sent up the prices of agricultural produce there to a frightfu,l 
height, the effect of increased demand remaining the same, 
whether it comes from without or from within. What was the 
fact'? Apart from some -years of failing harvests, during all that 
period the ruinous fall in the price of corn formed a standing 
theme of declamation in France; the Americans were again and 
again compelled to burn their surplus produce; and Russia, if we 
are to believe Mr. Urquhart, prompted the Civil War in the United 
States because her agricultural exports were crippled by the Yankee 
competition in the markets of Europe. 

Reduced to ils abstract form, Citizen Weston's argument would 
come to this: Eve,ry rise in demand occurs always on the basis 
of a given amount of production. It can, therefore, never increase 
the supply of the articles demanded, but only enhance their money 
prices. Now the most common observation shows that an increased 
demand will, in some instances, leave the market prices of commo
dities altogether unchanged, and will, in other instances, cause a 
temporary rise of market prices followed by an increased supply, 
followed by a reduction of the prkes to their original level, and in 
many cases below their original level. Whether the rise of de
mand springs from surplus wages, or from any other cause, docs 
not at all change the conditions of the problem. From Citizen 
Weston's standpoint the general phenomenon was as difficult to 
explain as Lhe phenomenon occurring under the exceptional cir
cums,tances of a rise of wages. His argllmcnt had, therefore, no 
peculiar bearing whatever upon the subject we treat. It only ex
pressed his perplexity at accounting for the laws by which an in
crease of demand produces an increase of supply, instead of an 
ultimate rise of market prices. 

III [WAGES AND CURRENCY] 

On the second dny of !he debate our friend Weslon clothed his 
old assertion in new forms. He said: Consequent upon a general 
rise in rnuuey wages, more currency will be wanted to pay the 
same wages. The currency being fixed, how can you pay with this 
fixed currency increased money wages? First the difficulty arose 
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from the fixed amount of commodities accruing to the working 
man, despite his increase of money wages; now it arises from the 
increased money wages, despite the fixed amount of commodities. 
Of course, if you reject his original dogma, his secondary griev
.ance will disappear. 
• However, I shall show that this currency question has nothing 
at all to do with the subject before us. 

In your country the mechanism of payments is much more 
perfected than i.n any other country of Europe. Thanks to the 
extent and concentration of the banking system, much less cur
rency is wanted to circulate the same amount of values, and to 
transact the same or a greater amount of business. For instance, 
as far as wages are concerned; the English factory operative pays 
his wages weekly to the shopkeeper, who sends them weekly to 
the banker, who returns them weekly to the manufacturer, who 
again pays them away to his workingmen, and so forth. By this 
contrivance the yearly wages of an operative, say of £52, may be 
paid by one single sovereign turning round every week in the same 
circle. Even in England this mechanism is less perfect than in 
Scotland, and is not everywhere equally perfect; and, therefore, 
we find, for example, that in some agricultural districts, as com
pared to the manufacturing districts, much more currency is want
ed to circulate a much smaller amount of values. 

If you cross the Channel, you will find that the money wages 
are much lower than in England, but that they are circulated in 
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and France by a much larger amount 
of currency. The same sovereign will not be so quickly intercepted 
by the banker or returned to the industrial capitalist; and; there
fore, instead of one sovereign circulating £52 yearly, you want, 
perhaps, three sovereigns to circulate yearly wages to the amount 
of £25. Thus, by comparing Continental countries with England, 
you will see at once that low money wages may require a much 
larger currency for their circulation than high money wages, and 
that this is, in fact, a merely technical point, quite foreign to our 
subject. 

According to the best calculations I know, the yearly income 
of the working class of this country may be estimated at 
£250,000,000. This immense sum is circulated by about £3,000,000. 
Suppose a rise of wages of 50 per cent to. take place. Then in
stead of £3,000,000 of currency, £4,500,000 would be wanted. As 
a very considerable part of the workingman's daily expenses is 
laid out in silver and copper, that is to say, in mere tokens, whose 
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relative value to gold is arbitrarily fixed by law, like that of in
convertible money' paper, a rise of money wages by 50 per cent 
would, in the extreme case, require an additional circulation of 
sovereigns, say to the amount of one million .. l 10ne million, now 
dormant, in the shape of bullion or coin, in the cellars of· th~ 
Bank of England, or of private bankers, would circulate. But eveti 
the trifling expense resulting from the additional minting or the 
additional wear and tear of that million might be spared, and 
would actually be spared, if any friction should arise from the 
want of the additional currency. All of you know that the cur
~·ency of this country is divided into two great departments. One 
.sort, supplied by bank-notes of di!Terent descriptions, is used in 
Lhe transactions between dealers and dealers, and the larger pay
lluents from consumers to dealers, while another sort of currency, 
metallic coin, circulates in the retail trade. Although distinct, 
;these two sorts of currency intermix wilh each other. Thus gold 
coin, to a very great extent, circulates even in larger payments for 
all Lhe odd sums under £5. If tomorrow £4 notes, or £3 notes, or 
£2 notes were issued, the gold coin filling these channels of cir
culation would at once be driven out of them, and flow into those 
channels where they would be needed from the increase of money 
wages. Thus the additional million required by an advance of 
wages by 50 per cent would be supplied without the addition of 
•one single sovereign. The same eiTect might be produced, without 
one additional hank-note, by an additional hill circulation, as was 
the case in Lancashire for a very considerable lime. 

If a general rise in the rate of wages, for example, of 100 per 
cent, as Citizen vVcstou supposed it to take place in agricultural 
wages, would produce a great rise in the prices of necessaries, and, 
according to his views, require an additional amount of currency 
not ~n be procured, a general fall in wages must produce the same 
etfec(pn the same scale, in an opposite direction. Welll All of 
you kno\\, that the years 1858 to 1860 were the most prosperous 
years for the cotton industry, and that peculiarly the year 1860 
stands in that respect unrivalled in the annals of commerce, while 
at the satile time all other branches of industry were most flour
ishing. ':the wages of the cotton operatives and of all the other 
workingmen connected with their trade stood, in 1860, higher than 
ever before. The American crisis came, and those aggregate wages 
were suddenly reduced to about one-fourth of their former amount. 
This would have been in the opposite direction a rise of 300 per 
cent. If wages rise from five to twenty, we say that they rise by 300 
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per cent; if they faii hom twenEy to five, we say that they fall by 
"15 per cent, but the amount of rise in the one and the amount of 
fall in the other case would be the same, namely, fifteen shillings. 
This, then, was a shdden change in the rate of wages unprecedent
tic;I, and at the same time extending over a number of operatiyes 
which, if we count all the operatives not only directly engaged 

. i.n but indirectly dependent upon the cotton trade, was larger by 
one-half than the number of agricultural labourers. Did the price 
of wheat fall? It rose from the annual average of 47s. 8d. per quarter 
during the three years 1858-60 to the annual average of 55s. 10d. 
per quarter during the three years 1861-63. As to the currency, there 
were coined in the mint in 1861 £8,673,232, against £3,378,102 in 
1860. That is to say, there were coined £5,295,130 more in 1861' 
than in 1860. It is true the bank-note circulation was in 1861' less 
by £1,319,000 than in 1860. Take this off. There remains still an 
overplus of currency for the year 1861, as compared with the pros
perity year, 1860, to the amount of £3,976,130, or about £4,000,000; 
but the bullion reserve in the Bank of England had simultaneously 
decreased, not quite in the same, but in an approximating propnr
tion. 

Compare the year 1862 with 1842. Apart from the immense in
crease in the value and amount of commodities circulated, in 
1862 the capital paid in regular transactions for shares, loans, etc., 
for the railways in England and Wales amounted alone to 
£320,000,000, a sum that would have appeared fabulous in 1842. 
Still, the aggregate amounts of currency in 1862 and 1842 were 
pretty nearly equal, and generally you will find a tendency to a 
progressive diminution of currency in the face of an enormously 
increasing value, not only of commodities, but of monetary trans
actions generally. From our friend Weston's standpoint this j~~'f!n 
unsolvable riddle. . 

Looking somewhat deeper into this matter, he wo~ "'have 
found that, quite apart ·from wages, and supposing thefu to be 
fixed, the value and mass of the commodities to ·be circ'ttthted, 
and generally the amount of monetary transactions to h~ttled, 
vary daily; that the amount of bank-notes issued varies ;,daily; 
that the amount of payments realized without the intervention of 
any money, by the instrumentality of bills, cheques, book credits, 
clearing houses, varies daily; that, as far as actual metallic cur
rency is required, the proportion between the coin in circulation 
and the coin and bullion in reserve or sleeping in the cellars of 
banks varies daily; that the amount of bullion absorbed by the 

16--760 
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national circulation and the amount being sent abroad for bater
national circulation vary daily. He would have found that his 
dogma of a fixed currency is a monstrous error, incompatible with 
the everyday movement. He would have inquired into the laws 
which enable a C"urrency to adapt itself lo circumstances so C0:!-1-

tinually changing, instead of turning his misconception of the la·,•,s 
of currency into an argument against a rise of wages. 

IV [SUPPLY AND DEMAND] 

Our friend Weston accepts the Latin proverb that repetitio 
est mater studiorum, that is to say, that repetition is the mother of 
study, and consequently he repeated his original dogma again 
under the new form that the contraction of currency, resulting 
from an enhancement of wages, would produce a diminution of 
capital, and so forth. Having already discarded his currency crotch
et, 1 consider it quite useless to enter upon the imaginary con
sequences he fancies to flow from his imaginary currency mishap. 
I shall proceed at once to reduce his one and the same dogma, re
peated in so many different shapes, to its simplest theoretical ex
pression. 

The uncritical way in which he has treated his subject will 
become evident from one single remark. He pleads against a rise 
of wages or against high wages as the result of such a rise. Now, 
I ask him; What are high wages and what are low w'agcs? Why 
eonstitutc, for instance, five shillings weekly low, and twenty 
shillings weekly high wages? If five is low as compared with 
twenty, twenty is .still lower as compared with two hundred. I'f 
a man was to lecture on the thermometer, and commenced by 
declaiming on high and low degrees, he would impart no knowl
edge whatever. He must first tell me how the freezing point is 
found out, and how the boiling point, and how these standard 
points are settled by natural laws, not by the fancy of the sellers 
or makers of thermometers. Now, in regard to wages and profit'>, 
Citizen Weston has not only failed to deduce such standard points 
from economic laws, but he has not even felt the necessity to look 
after them. He satisfied himself with the acceptance of the popular 
slang terms of low and high as something having a fixed mean
ing, although it is self-evident that wages can only be said .to be 
high or low as compared with a standard by which to measure 
their magnitudes. 

He will be unable to tdl me why a certain amount of money 
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is given for a certain amount of labour. If he shoLlld answer me, 
"This was settled by the law of supply and demand," I should 
ask him, in the first instance, by what law supply and demand 
are themselves regulated. And such an answer would at once put 
him out of court. The relations between the supply and demand 
of labour undergo perpetual changes, and with them the market 
prices of labour. If the demand overshoots the supply wages rise; 
if the supply overshoots the demand wages sink, although it might 
in s1,1ch circumstances be necessary to test the real state of demand 
and supply by a strike, for example, or any other method. But if 
you accept supply and demand as the law regulating wages, it 
would be as· childish as useless to declaim against a rise of wages, 
because, according to the supreme law you appeal to, a periodical 
rise of wages is quite as necessary and legitimate as a periodical 

·fall of wages. If you do not accept supply and demand as the law 
regulating wages, I again repeat the question, why a certain 
amount of money is given for· a certain amount of labour. 

But to consider matters more broadly: You would be altogether 
mistaken in fancying that the value of labour or any other com
modity whatever is ultimately fixed by supply and dem:md. Supply 
and demand regulate nothing but the temporary flurtuations of 
market prices. They will explain to you why the market price of 
a commodity rises above or sinks below its value, but they can 
never account for that value itself. Suppose supply and demand to 
equilibrate, or, as the economists call it, to cover each other. \Vhy, 
the very moment these opposite forces become equal, they para
lyse each other, and cease to work in the one or the other direc
tion. At the moment when supply and demand equilibrate each 
other, and therefore cease to act, the market price of a commod-

,ity coincides with its real value, with the standard price, round 
which its market prices~ oscillate. In inquiring into the nature of 
that value, we have therefore nothing at all to do with the tem
!JOrary effects on market prices of supply and demand. The same 
holds true of wages as ,of the prices of all other eommodities. 

V [WAGES AND PRICES] 

Reduced to their simplest theoretical expression, all our friend's 
arguments resolve themselves into this one single dogma: ((The 
prices pf commodities are determined or regulated by wages." 

I might appeal to practical observation to bear witness against 
this antiquated and exploded fallacy. I might tell you that the 

16* 
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English factory operatives, miners, shipbuilders, and so forth, 
whose labour is relatively high-priced, undersell by the cheapness 
of their produce all other nations; while the English agricultural 
labourer, for example, whose labour is relatively low-priced, is 
undersold by almost every other nation because of the dearness of 
his produce. By comparing article with article in the same coun
try, and the commodities of different countries, I llltjlht show. 
apart from some exceptions more apparent than real, that on an 
average the high-priced labour produces the low-priced, and the 
low-priced labour produces the high-priced commodities. This, of 
course, would not prove that the high price of !abour in the one. 
and its low price in the other instance, are the respective causes 
of those diametrically opposed efl'ects, but at all events it would 
prove that the prices of commodities are not ruled by the price!'> 
of labour. However, it is quite superfluous for us to employ this 
empirical method. 

It might, perhaps, be denied that Citizen Weston has put for
ward the dogma: "The prices of commodities are determined or 
regulated by wages." In point of fact, he has never formulated it. 
He said, on the contrary, that profit and rent form also consti
tuent parts of the prices of commodities, because it is out of the 
prices of commodities that not only the workingman's Wlll!ges, but 
also the capitalist's profits and the landlord's rents must be paid~ 
But how, in his idea, are prices formed? First by wages. Then 
an additional percentage is joined to the price on behalf of the 
capitalist, and another additional percentage on: behalf of the 
landlord. Suppose the wages of the labour employed in the pro
duction of a commodity to be ten. If the rate of profit was 1 00 
per cent, to the wages advanced the capitalist would add ten,. and 
if the rate of rent was also 100 per cent upon the wages, there 
would be added ten more, and the aggregate price of the commod
ity would amount to thirty. But such a determination of prices 
would be simply their d.etermination by wages. If wages in the 
above case rose to twenty, the price of the commodity would i-ise 
to sixty, and so forth. Consequently all the superannuated writers 
on political economy who propounded the dogma that wages reg
ulate prices have tried to prove it by treating pwfit and rent 
,as mere additional percentages upon wages. None of them was, 
of course, able to reduce the limits of those percentages to any 
econom1c law. They seem, on the contrar,y, to think profits settled 
by tradition, custom, the will of the capitalist, or by some other 
equally arbitrary and inexplicable method. If they assert that they 
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quite different from the tautological method of determining the" 
values of commodities by the value of labour, or by wages. This 
point, however, will be furthe~ elucidated in the progress of our 
lnquiry. . 

In calculating the exchangeable value of a commodity we 
must add to the quantity of labour last employed the quantity of 
labour previously worked up in the raw material of the commod-. 
ity, and the labour bestowed on the implements, tools; machinery," 
and buildings, with which such labour is assisted.1 For instance" 
the value of a certain amount of cotton yarn is the crystallization 
of the quantity of labour added to the cotton during the spinning 
process, the quantity of labour previously realized in the cotton 
itself, the quantity of labour realized in the coal, oil, and other 
auxiliary matter used, the quantity of labour fixed in the steam
engine, the spindles, the factory building, and so forth. Instruments 
of production, properly so-called, such as tools, machinery, 
buildings, serve again and again for a longer or shorter period 
during repeated processes of production. If they were used up at 
once, like the raw material, thdr whole value would at once be 
transferred to the commodities they assist in producing. But as a 
spindle, for example, is but gradually used up, an average calcula
tion is made, based upon the average time it lasts, and its average 
waste of wear and tear during a certain period, say a day. In this 
way we calculate how much of the value of the spindle is trans
ferred to the yarn daily spun, and how much, therefore, of the 
total amount of labour realized in a pound of yarn, for example, 
is due to the quantity of labour previously realized in the spindle, 
For our present purpose it is not necessary to dwell any longer 
1Ipon this point. 

It might seem that if the value of a commodity is determined 
by the quantity of labour bestowed upon its production, the lazi,er 
a man, or the clumsier a man, the more valuable his commodity, 
because the greater the time of labour required for finishing the 
commodity. This, however, would be a sad mistake. You will re
collect that I used the word "social labour," and many points are 
involved in this qualification of "social." In saying that the value 
of a commodity is determined by the quantity of labour worked 
up or crystallized in it, we mean the quantity of labour necessary 
for its production in a given state of society, under certain sociat 

1 See David Ricardo: The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 
':.hap. I, section IV, Macmillan, New York 1931.-Ed. 
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average conditions of production, with a given social average in
tensity, and average skill of the labour employed. When, in Eng
land, the power-loom came to compete with the hand-loom, only 
half the former time of labour was wanted to convert a given 
amount of yarn into a yard of cotton or cloth. The poor hand
loom weaver now worked seventeen and eighteen hours daily, in
stead of the nine or ten hours he had worked before. Still the 
product of twenty hours of his labour represented now only ten 
social hours of labour or ten hours of labour socially necessary for 
the conversion of a certain amount of yarn into textile stuffs. Hi.~ 
product of twenty hours had, therefore, no more value than his 
former product of ten hours. 

If then the quantity of socially necessary labour rca.lized in 
commodities regulates their exchangeable values, every increase 
in the quantity of Jabonr wanted for the production of a com
modity must augment its value, as every diminution must lower it. 

If the respective quantities of labour necessary for the produc
tion of the respective ,commodities remained ,constant, their rcl
:.~live values also would be constant. But such is not the case. Tht> 
quantity of labour necessary for the production of a commodity 
changes continuously with the changes in the productive power~ 

of the labour employed. The greater the productive powers of 
labour, the more produce is finished in a given time of labour: 
and the smaller the productive powers of labour, the less produce 
is finished in the same time. If, for example, in the progress of 
population it should become necessary to cultivate less fertile soils. 
the same amount of produce would be only attainable by a greater 
amount of labour spent, and the value of agricultural produce 
would consequently rise. On the other hand, if with the modern 
means of production a single spinner converts into yarn, during 
one working day, many thousand times the amount of cotton 
which he could have spun during the same time with the spinning 
wheel, it is evident that every single pound of cotton will absorb 
many thousand times less of spinning labour than it did before, 
and, consequently, the value added by spinning to every single 
pound of cotton will be a thousand times less than before. The 
value of yarn will sink accordingly. 

Apart from the different natural energies and acquired work
ing ~abilities of different peoples, the productive powers of labour 
must principally depend: 

Firstly: Upon the natural conditions of labour, such as fertility 
of soil, mines, and so forth; 
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Secondly: Upon the progressive improvement of the social 
powers of labour, such as are derived from production on a grand 
scale, concentration of capital and combination of labour, subdivi
sion of labour, machinery, improved methods, appliance of chem
ical and other natural agencies, shortening of time and space by 
means of communication and transport, and every other contriv
ance by which science presses natural agencies into the service 
of labour, and by which the social or co-operative character of 
labour is developed. The greater the productive powers of labour, 
the less labour is bestowed upon a given amount of produce; hence 
the smaller the value of this produce. The smaller the productive 
powers of labour, the more labour is bestowed upon the same 
amount of produce; hence the greater its value. As a general law 
we may, therefore, set it down that: 

The values of commodities au directly as the times of labour 
employed in their production, and 1are !inversely as the productive 
powers of the :zabour employed. 

Having till now spoken only of value, I shall add a few words 
about price, which is a peculiar form assumed by value. 

Price, taken by itself, is nothing but the monetary expression of 
value. The values of all commodities of this country, for example, 
are expressed in gold prices, while on the Continent they are 
mainly expressed in silver prices. The value of gold or silver, like 
that of all other commodities, is regulated by the quantity of la
bour necessary for getting them. You exchange a certain amount 
of your national products, in which a certain amount of your na
tional labour is crystallized, for the produce of the gold and silver 
producing countries, in which a certain quantity of their labour 
is crystallized. It is in this way, in fact by barter, that you Jearn 
to express in gold and silver the values of all commodities, that 
is, the respective quantities of labour bestowed upon them. Look
ing somewhat closer into the monetary .expression of value, or 
what comes io the same, the conversion of value into price, you 
will find that it is a process by which you give to the values of 
all commodities an independent and homogeneous form, or by 
which you express them as quantities of equal social labour. So 
far as H is but the monetary expression of value, price has been 
ealled natural price by Adam Smith, prix necessaire by the French 
physiocrats. 

What then .is the relation between value and market prices, or 
between natural prices and market prices? You ail know that the 
market price is the same for aU commodities of the same k!nd. 
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however the conditions of production may differ for: t:qe individual 
producers. The m.arket prices express only the average amount o! 
social labour necessary, under the average conditions of production, 
to supply the market with a certain mass of a certain article. It 
is calculated upon the· whole lot of a commodity of ·a certain de
scription. 

So far the market price of a commodity coincides with its 
value. On the other hand, the oscillations of market prices, rising 
now over, sinking now under the value or natural price, depend 
upon the fluctuations of supply and demand. The deviations of 
market prices from values are continual, but as Adam Smith says: 
"The natural price, therefore, is, as it were, the central price, to 
which the :prices of all commodities are continually gr•avitating. 
Different accidents may sometimes keep them suspended a good 
deal above it, and sometimes force them down even somewhat 
below it. But whatever may be the obstacles which hinder them. 
from settling in this centre of repose and continuance, they are 
constantly tending towards it. " 1 

I cannot now sift this matter. It suffices to say that if supply 
and demand equilibrate each other, the market prices of com
modities will correspond with their natural prices, that is to say, 
with their values, as determined by the respective quantities of 
labour required for their production. But supply and demand must 
constantly tend to equHibrate each other, although they do so only 
by compensating one fluctuation by another, a rise by a fall, ·and 
vice versa. If instead of considering only the daily fluctuations 
you analyse the movement of market prices for longer periods, 
as Mr. Tooke, for instance, bas done in his History of Prices, you 
will find that the fluctuations of market prices, their deviations 
from values, their ups and downs, paralyse and compensate each 
other; so that, apart from the effect of monopolies and some other 
modifications I must now pass by, all descriptions of commodities 
are, on the average; sold at their respective values or natura] 
prices. The average periods during which the fluctuations of mar
ket prices compensate each other are different for different kinds 
of' commodities, because with one kind it is easier to adapt supply 
to demand than with the other. 

If theri, speaking broadly, and· embracing somewhat longer 
periods, all descriptions of commoditiPs sell at their respective 

1 Adam Smith: The Wealth of Nations, ~ook I, Chap, VII, p. 57, Mac
millan, New York 1931. 
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values, it is nonsense to suppose that profit, not in individual 
cases, but that the constant and usual profits of different trades 
spring from surcharging the prices of commodities, or sening 
them at a price over and !lbove their value. The absurdity of this 
notion becomes evident if it is generalized. What a man would 
eonstantly win as a seller he would as constantly lose as a pur
chaser. It would not do to say that there are men who are buyers 
without being sellers, or consumers without being producers. What 
these people pay to the producers, they must first get from them 
for nothing. If a man first takes your money and afterwards r,e
turns that money in buying your commodities, you will never 
enrich yourselves by selling your commodities too dear to that 
same man. This sort of trans1action might diminish a loss, but 
would never help in realizing a profit. 

To explain, therefore, the general nature of profits, you must 
start from the theorem that, on an average, commodities are sold 
rJ.t their real values, and that profits are derived from selling them 
at their values, that is, in proportion to the quantity of labour 
realized in them. If you cannot explain profit upon this supposi
tion, you cannot ·explain it at all. This seems paradoxical and 
~ontrary to everyday observation. It is also paradoxical that the 
earth moves round the sun. and that water consists of two highly 
inflammable gases. Scientific truth is always paradoxical, if judged 
by everyday experience, which catches only the delusive appear
ance of things. 

VII LABOURING POWER 1 

Having now, as far as it could be done in such a cursory man
ner, analysed the nature of value, of the value of any commodity 
whatever, we must turn our attention to the specific value of la
bour. And here, again, I must startle you by a seeming paradox. 
All of you feel sure that what they daily sell is their labour; that, 
therefore, labour has a price, and that, the price of a commodity 
being only the monetary expression of its value, there must cer
tainly exist such a thing as the value of labour. However, there 
exists no such thing as the value of labour in the common accept
ance of the word. we have seen that the amount of necessary 
labour crystallized in a' commodity constitutes its value. Now, ap
plying this notion of value, how could we define, say, the value 

1 ''Labour Power" tin the English translation of Capital.-Ed. 
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uf a ten hours' working day? How much labour is contained in 
that day? Ten hours' labour. To say that the value of a ten 
hours' working day is equal to ten hours' labour, or the quantity 
of labour. contained in it, would be a tautological and, moreover, 
a nonsensical expression. Of course, having once found out the 
true ·but hidden sense of the expression «value of labour," we 
shall be able to interpret this irrational, and seemingly impossible 
application of value, in the same way that, having once made sure 
of the real movement of the celestial bodies, we shall be able to 
explain their apparent or merely phenomenal movements. 

What the working man sells is not directly his labour, but his 
labouring power, the temporary disposal of which he makes over 
to the capitalist. This is so much the case that I do not know 
whether by the English laws, but certainly by some Continental 
laws, the maximum time is fixed for which a man is allowed to 
sell his labouring power. If allowed to do so for any period what
ever, slavery would be immediately restored. Such a sale, if it 
comprised his lifetime, for instance, would make him at once the 
lifelong slave of his employer. 

One of the oldest ·economists and most original philosophers 
of England-Thomas Hobbes-has already, in his Leviathan, in· 
stinctively hit upon this point overlooked by all his successod. 
He says: "The value or worth of a mart is, as in all other things, 
his price: that is, so mneh as would be given for the use of hi.~ 

power." 
Proceeding from Lhis basis, we shall be able to determine the 

11alue of labour as that of all other commodities. 
But before doing so, we might ask, how does this strange 

phenomenon arise, that we find on the market a set of buyers, 
possessed of land, machinery, raw material, and the means of 
life, all of them, save land in its crude state, the products of la
bour, and on the other hand, a set of sellers who have nothing to 
sell except their labouring power, their working arms and brains? 
That the one set buys continually in order to make a profit and 
enrich themselves, while the other set continually sells in order 
to earn their livelihood? The inquiry into this question would be 
an inquiry into what the economists call "Previous, or Original 
Acr11mulation," but which ought to 1be called original expropria
tion. We should find that this so-called original accumulation means 
nothing but a series of historical processes, resulting in a decom
position of the original union existing between the labouring man 
and his means of labnur. Such an inquiry, however, lies beyond 
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the pale of my present subject. The separation between the man of 
labour and the means of labour once established, such a state of 
things will maintain itself and reproduce itself upon a constantly 
increasing scale, until a new and fundamental revolution in the 
mode of production should again overturn it, and restore the orig
inal union in a new historical form. 

What, then, is the value of labouring power? 
Like that of every other commodity, its value is determined 

by the ,quantity of labour necessary to produce it. The labouring 
power of a man exists only in his living individuality. A cer!.ain 
mass of necessaries must be consumed by a man to grow up and 
maintain his life. But the man, like the machine, will wear out, 
and must be replaced by another man. Besides the mass of neces
saries required for his own maintenance, he wants another amount 
ef necessaries to bring up a certain quota of children that are to 
replace him on the labour market and to perpetuate the race of 
labourers. Moreover, to develop his labouring power, and acquire 
a ,given skill, another amount of values must be spent. For our 
purpose it suffices to consider only average labour, the costs of 
whose education and development are vanishing magnitudes. Still 
I must seize upon this occasion to state that, as the costs of pro
ducing labouring powers of different quality do diiTer, so must dif
fer the values of the labouring powers employed in different trades. 
The cry for an equality of wages rests, therefore; upon a mistake, 
is an inane wish never to be fulfilled. It is an offspring of that 
false and superficial radicalism that accepts premises and tries to 
evade conclusions. Upon the basis of the wage system the value 
of labouring power is settled like that of every other commodity; 
and as different kinds of labouring power have different values, 
or require different quantities of labour for their production, ,they 
must fetch different prices in the labour .market. To clamour for 
equal or even equitable retribution on the basis of the wage sys
tem is the same' as to clamour for freedom on the basis of the 
slavery system. What you think just or equitable is out of the 
question. The question is: what is necessary and unavoidable with 
a. given system of production? 

After what has been said, ,the value of labouring power is de
termined by the value of the necessaries required to p·roduce, de
Yelop, maintain, and perpetuate the labouring power. 
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VIII PRODUCTION OF SURPLUS VALUE 

Now suppose that the average amount of the daily necessaries 
of a labouring man ·require six hours of average labour for their 
production. Suppose, moreover, six hours of average labour to be 
also realized in a quantity of gold equal to 3s. Then 3s. would 
be the price, or the monetary expression of the daily value ot 
that man's labouring power. If he worked daily six hours, he 
would daily produce a value sufficient to buy the average amount 
of his daily necessaries, or to maintain himself as a labouring man. 

But our man is a wage labourer. He must, therefore, sell his 
labouring power to a capitalist. If he sells it at 3s. daily, or 18s. 
weekly, he sells it at its value. Suppose him to be a spinner. If he 
works six hours daily he will add to 1the cotton a value of 3.s. 
daily. This value, daily added by him, would be an exact equiva
lent for the wages, or the price of his labouring power, received 
daily. But in that case no surplus value or sw·plus produce what
ever would go to the capitalist. Here, then, we come to the rub. 

In buying the labouring power of the wor,kman, and ;paying 
..its value, the capitalist, like every other purchaser, has acquired 
the right ,to consume or usc the commodi1ty bought. You consume 
-or use the labouring power of a man by making, him work, as 
you consume or jllSe a machine .by making it _run. By paying the 
daily or weekly value of the labouring power of the workman, the 
-capitalist has, therefore, acquired the right to .use or make that 
-labouring power work during the wlwle day or week. The work-
ing day or .the working week has, ,of ·course, certain limits, but 
those we shall afterwards look more closely at. 

For the present I want to turn your attention to one decisive point. 
The value .of the labouring power •is determined by .the quantity 

:of labour necessary to maintain or reproduce it, but the use of 
: that labouring power tis only limited by the active energies and 

physic'al strengtfr"' of ~he labourer. The ,daily or weekly value of 
i:he labouring power is quite distinct !from 1the daiiy or weekly 
-exercise of that power, the same as the food a horse wants and 
the time it can carry the horseman are quite distinct. The quan
tity of labour by which the value of the workman's labouring 
power is limited forms by no means a limit to the · quantity of 
labour. ~ich his labouring power is .apt to perform. Take the 
-example <Yf our spinner. We have seen that, to daily reproduce 
hfs lab'ouring power, he must daily reproduce ·a value of three 
"ihillings, whi.c.h he will do 'by working six hours daily. But this 
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does not disable him from working ten or twelve or more hours 
a day. :But by P:aying the, daily or _weekly value of the spinner's 
labouring power, the capita'Iist has acquired the right of using 
'that labouring power during the whole day or week. He will, 
therefore, make him work daily, .say, twelve hours. Over and 
above the ,six .hours requireid to ;replace his wages, or the value 
of his labouring power, he will, therefore, have to work six other 
hours, .which I .shall .call hours of ~urplus 1labour, which surplus 
labour will realize itself in a surplus value and a surplus produce. 
If our spinner, for example, .by his daily labour of six hours, 
added three shillings' value to the cotton, a Wl•lue forming an exact 
equivalent to his wages, he will, in twelve hours, add six shillings' 
worth to the cotton, and produce a proportional surplus of yarn. 
As he has sold his labouring power to the capitalist, the whole value 
of produce created by him belongs to the capitalist, the owner 
pro tem. of his labouring power. By ,advancing three shillings, the 
capitalist will, ·~herefore, .realize a value ,of ·six shil-lings, because, 
advancing a value in which six hours of labour are crystallized, 
he will xeceive :in return a value .in which twelve hours of labour 
are crystallized. By repeating this same process daily, the capitalist 
will daily advance three shillings and daily pocket six shillings, 
one-half of which will go to pay wages anew, and the other half of 
which will form the surplus value, for which the capitalist pays no 
equivalent. It is this sort of exchange between capital and labour 
upon .which capitalisti·c production, or the wage system, is founded, 
and which must constantly result in reproducing the workingman 
as a workingman, and the ·capitalist as a capitalist. 

The rate of surplus value, ali other circumstances remaining 
the same, will dep-end .on ,the proportion between that part of 
the working day necessary to reproduce the value of the labour
ing power and the surplus .time .or surplus labour performed for 
the capitalist It will, therefOTe, depend on the ratio in which the 
working day is prolonged over and above that extent, by work" 
ing which the workingman would only reproduce the value of 
his labouring ppwer, or replace his wages. 

IX VALUE OF LABOUR 

vVe must now return to the expression, uvalue, or price of 
ldbour." 

We have seen that, in fact, it is only the value of the labour
ing power, measured by the values of commodities necessary 

17-760 
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for its maintenance. But since the workman receives his wages 
after his labour is performed, and [mows, moreover, that what 
he actually gives to the capitalist is his Jabour, the value or price 
of his labouring power necessarily appears to him as the pl'ice or 
value of his labour itself. If the price of his labouring power is 
three shillings, in which six hours of labour are realized, and if 
he works twelve hours, he necessarily considers these three shil
lings as the value or price of twelve hours of labour, although 
these twelve hours of labour realize themselves in a value of six 
shillings. A double consequence flows from this. 

Firstly: The value or pl"i1ce 'Of the labouring power talres thr 
semblance of the price or value of labour itself, although, strictly 
speaking, value .and price of labour are senseless terms. 

Secondly: Although one part only of the workman's da'ily 
labour is paid, while the other part is unpaid, and while that 
unpaid or surplus labour constitutes exactly the fund out of which 
surplus value or profit is formed, it .seems as if the aggregate 
labour was paid labour. 

This false appearance distinguishes wage labour from other 
historical forms of labour. On the basis of the wage system even 
the unpaid labour seems to be paid labour. With the slave, on 
the contrary, even that parl of his labour which is paid appears 
lo be unpaid. Of course, in order .to work the slave must live, 
and one part of his working day goes to replace thc- value of 
his own maintenance. Bul: since no b::mgain is struck between him 
and his master, and no acts of selling ,and buying arc going on 
between the two parties, all h'is labour seems to be given away 
for nothing. 

Take, on the other hand, the peasant serf, such as he, I might 
say, until yesterday existed in the whole ~ast of Europe. This 
peasant worked, for instance, three days for himself on his, own 
field or the field allotted to him, .and the three subsequent ,days 
he performed compulsory and gratuitous labour on the estate of 
his lord. Here, then, the paid and unpaid parts of labour were 
visibly separated, separated 'in time and space; and our Liberals 
overflowed with moral indignation at the preposterous notion of 
making a man work for nothing. 

In point of fact, however, whether a man \vorks three days 
of the week for himself on his own field and three days for 
nothing on the estate of his lord, or whether he works in the 
factory or the workshop six hours daily for himself and six for 
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his employer, comes to the same, {l.lthough in the latter case the 
paid and unpaid portions of labour are inseparably mixed up 
with each other, and the nature of the whole transaction is com
pletely masked by the intervention of a contrrcct and the pay 
received at the end of the week. The gratuitous labour appears 
to be voluntarily given in the one instance, and to be compulsory 
in the other. That makes, all the difference. 

In using the word "value of labour,'' l shall only use it as 
a popular slang term for "value of labouring power." 

X PROFIT IS MADE BY SELLING A COMMODITY AT 
ITS VALUE 

Suppose an average hour of labour to be realized in. a value 
equal to sixpence, or twelve average hours of labour to be realized 
in s'ix shillings. Suppos·e, further, the value of labour to be three 
shillings or the produce of six hours' labour. If, then, in the raw 
material, machinery, ~nd so forth, used up in a commodity, 
twenty-four average hours .of labour were realized, its value would 
amount to twelve shillings. If, moreover, the workman employed 
by the capitalist added twelve hours of labour to those means 
of production, these twelve hours would be realized in an addition
al value of six shillings. The total value of the product would, 
therefore, amount to thirty-six hours of realized labour, and be 
equal to ·eighteen shillings. But as the value of labour, or the 
wages paid to the workman, would be three shillings only, no 
equivalent would have been paid by the capitalist for the six 
hours of surplus labour worked by the workman, and realized 
in the value of the commodity. By selling this commodity at its 
value for eighteen shillings, the capitalist would, therefore, realize 
a value of three shillings, for which he had paid no equivalent. 
These three shillings would constitute the surplus value or profit 
pocketed by him. The capitalist would consequently realize the 
profit of three shillings, not lby selling his commodity at a price 
ove:r and above its value, but by selling it at its real value. 

The value of a commodity is detennined by l1he total quantity 
of labour contained ~n it. But part of ,that quantity of labour is 
realized in a value for which an equivalent has been paid in the 
form of wages; part of it is realized in a value for which no 
equivalent has been paid. Pmt . of the labour contained in the 
commodity is paid labour; part is unpaid labour. By selling, there
fore, ~he commodity at. its value, that is, as the crystallization of 

17* 
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the total quantity of labour bestowed ,upon it, the capitalist must 
necessarily sell it at a profit. He sells not only what has cost him 
an equivalent, but he sells also what has cost him nothing, 
although it has cost the labour of his workman. The cost of the 
commodity to the capitalist and its real cost are different things. 
I repeat, fherefore, that normal and avemge profits are made by 
selling commo;dities not above, but at tbeir real values. 

XI THE DIFFERENT PARTS INTO WHICH SUH.PLUS 
VALUE IS DECOMPOSED 

The surplus value, or that part of the total value of the com
modity ill which the surplus labour or unpaid labour of lhe wot1k
ingman is realized, I call profit. The whole of tba t profit is not 
pocketed by L1lw employing capitalist. The monopoly of land en
ables the landlord to take one .part of that surplus value, under 
the name of rent, whether the land is used for agriculture or 
buildings or railways, or for any other productive purpose. On the 
other hand, the very fact that t\he possession of the means of la
hoar enables the employing capitalist to produce a surplus value, 
or, what comes to the same, to approp1·iate to ltimself a certain 
amount of unpaid labo11r, enables the owner of the means of la
bour, which 11e lends wholly or partly to the employing capital· 
ist--enables, in one word, lhe money-lending capitalist to claim 
for himself under the nmne of interest another part of that surplus 
value, so that there remains to the employing capitalist ns such 
only what is called industrial or ,commercial profit. 
' By what laws this divisi_on of the total amount of surplus value 
amtmgst the three categories of people is regulated is a question 
quite foreign to our subject. This much, however, results from 
what has been staled. 

Rent, interest, and industrial profit are only different names for 
difJ'el'Cnt parts of the .mrplus value of the commodity, or the un
paid labozu realized in it, and they are equally derived from this 
source, and .from this source alone. They are not derived from 
land as such. nor from capital as such, but land and capital enable 
their owners to get their respective .shares out of the surplus value 
exh~acted by the employing capit!alist from the labourer. Fur the 
labourer himself it is a matter of subordinate importance whether 
that surplus value, the result of his surplus labour, or unpaid \a
hour, is altogether pocketed hy the employing capitalist, OJ~ 
whether the latter is obliged to pay portions of it, under the names 
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of rent and interest, away to third part.ies. Suppose the employing 
capitalist to use only his own capital and to be his own landlord, 
then the whole surplus value would go into his pocket. 

It is the employing capitalist who immediately extracts from 
the labourer this surplus value, whatever part of it he may ul
timately be able to keep for himself. Upon this relation, there
fore, .between the employing capitalist and the wage labourer the 
whole wage system and the whole present system of production 
hinge. Some of the citizens who took part . in our debate were, 
therefore, wrong in trying to mince mal!ters, and to treat ~his .fun
damental rel'ation between the employing ,capitalist and the .work
ingman as a secondary 

1
questio:Q., although they were right in stat

ing that, under given circumstances, a rise of prices might aiTect 
in very unequal degrees the employing capitalist, the landlord, the 
moneyed capitalist, and, if you please, the taxgatherer. 

Another consequence follows from what has been stated. 
That ,part of the value of the commodity which represents only 

the value of the raw materials, the machinery, in one wol'd, the 
value of the means of production used up, forms no revenue at 
all, but ,replaces only capital. But, apart from this, it is false that 
the other part of the value of the commodity which forms rev
enue, or may be spent in the form of wages, profits, rent, in
terest, is cons'tituted by the v•alue of wages, the value of rent, the 
value of profit, and so forth. We shall, in the first instance, dis
card wages, and .only treat industrial profits, interest, and rent. 
We have just seen that the surplus value contained in the com
modity, or that part of its value in which unpaid labour is realized, 
resolves itself into different fractions, bearing three different names. 
But it would be quite the reverse of the truth to say that its value 
is composed of, or formed by, the addition of the independent 
values of these three constituents. 

If one hour of labour realizes its.elf in a value of sixpence, if 
the working day of the labourer comprises twelve hours, if half 
of this time is unpaid labour, that surplus labour will add to the 
commodity a surplus value of three shillil).gs, that is, of value for 
which no equivalent has been paid. This surplus value of three 
shillings constitutes the whole fund which the employing capital
ist may divide, in whatever pii"opol"tions, with the landlord and 
the money-lender. The value of these three shillings constitutes 
the limit of the value they have io divide amongst them. But it is 
not the employing capitalist who adds to the value of the com
modity an arbi'trary 1value for his profit, to which another value 
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is added for !:he landlord, and so forth, so that the addition of 
these :arbitr'arily fixed values would const:itute .the total value. You 
see, 'therefore, ,the fallacy of the .popular notion, which confounds 
the decomposition of a given value into three parts with the form
ation of Lhat value by the addition of three independent values, thus 
converting lhe aggregate: value, from which rent, profit, and inter
est are derived, into an arbitrary magnitude. · 

If the total profit realized by a capitalist be equal to £100, we 
call this sum, considered as absolute magnitude, the amount of 
profit. But if we calculate the ratio which those £100 bear to the 
capital advanced we call this relative magnitude, the rote of 
profit. It is evident that this rate of profit may he expressed in a 
double way. 

Suppose £100 to be the capital advanced in wages. If the sur
plus value crealed is also £100-and this would show us that half 
the working day .of the labourer consists of unpaid labour-and 
if we measured this profit by the value of the capital .advanced in 
wages, we should say that the rate ,of profit amounted to one 
hundred per cent, because the value advanced would be one hundred 
and the value realized would be two hundred. 

If, on .the qther hand, we should not only consider the capital 
aduanced in wages, . but the total capitol advanced, say, for 
example, £500, of which £400 represented the value of raw 
materials, machinery, and so forth, we should say that the rate 
of profit amounted only to twenty per cent, because ~he profit of 
one hundred would be but the fifth part of the total . capital 
advanced. 

The first mode of expressing the rate of profit is the only one 
which shows you the real ratio between paid and unpaid :labour, 
lhe real degree of the exploitation (you must allow me this 
French .word) of labour. The 1ofher mode .of expression is that in 
common use, and is, indeed, ,approp·riate for certain purposes. At 
all events, it is very useful ,for concealing the degree in which the 
capitalist extracts gratuitous labour fi:\om the workman. 

In the remarks I have still to make I shall use the word profit 
for .the whole amount of the sltrplus value extracted by the 
capitalist without any regmd to .the division .of that surplus value 
hehveen different parties, and in using the .words mte of profit, I 
shall always measure proJHs by the value of the capital advanced 
in wages. 
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XII GENERAL R.ELA TION OF PROFITS, WAGES 
AND PRICES 

263 

Deduct from the .value of a ,COIJ.lmodity the value replacing the 
value of .the raw materials :and .other means ,of pr!bduction used 
upon it, that is to say, deduct the value representing the past 
labour cont,ained ,in it, and the .remainder of ,its value will resolve 
into the quantity of labour added by the workingman last employed. 
If that workingman works twelve hours daily, if twelve hours 
of average labour crystallize themselves in an amount of ,gold 
equal to .six shillings, this additional ,value of six shillings is the 
only value his labour will have created. This given value, deter
mined by the time of his labour, is the only fund from which 
both he and the capitalist have to draw their respective shares or 
dividends, the only .value to ,be divided into wages and profits. 
It is1 ;ev,ident that this value itself will not be altered by the variable 
proportions in which it may be divided amongst the two parties. 
There will also be nothing changed if in the place of one working
man you put the whole working population, twelve million work
ing days, for instance, instead of one. 

Since the capitalist and workman have only to divide this limit
ed value, that is, the value measured by the total labour of the 
workingman, the more the one gets the less will the other get, 
and vice versa. Whenever a quantity is given, one part of it will 
increase inversely as the other decreases. If the wages change, 
profits will change in 'an opposite direction. If wages fall, profits 
will rise; and if wages rise, profits will fall. If the workingman, 
on our former supposition, gets three shillings, equal to one half 
of the value he has created, or if his whole working day consists 
half of paid, half of unpaid labour, the rate of profit will be 100 
per cent because the capitalist would also get 'three shillings. If 
the workingman receives only two shillings or works only one
third of the whole day for himself, the capitalist will get four 
shillings, and the rate of profit will be 200 per cent. If the work
ingman receives four shillings, the capitalist will only receive two, 
and the rate of profit would sink to 50 per cent, but all these 
variations will not affect the value of the commodity. A general 
rise of wages would, therefore, result in a fall of the general rate 
of profit, but not affect values. But although the values of com
modities, which must ultimately regulate their market prices, are 
exclusively <letennined by the total quantities of labour fixed in 
them, :and not hy the .division of that quantity into paid and un-
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paid labour, it by no means follows that the values of the single 
commodities, ·or lots of dommodities, produced during twelve 
hours, for instance, will remain ·constant. The ,number or mass of 
commodities produced in a given time of labour, or by a given 
quantity of labour, depends upon the productive power of the la
bour employed, and inot upon its extent 1or length. Wi'th one de
gree of ·the productive power of spinning Ia,bour, for example, a 
working day 'of 1twelve hours may produce twelve p1ounds of yarn, 
with a lesser degree lof productive power only two :pounds. If then 
twelve hours' average labour were realized in the value of six 
shillings in the one ease, the twelve pounds of yarn would cost 
six shillings, in the ol.her case the two pounds of yarn would also 
cost six shillings. One pound of yarn would, ~herefore, cost sixpence 
in the one case, and three shillings in the pther. This difference 
of priec would result from the difference in the productive pow
ers of the labour employed. One hour of labour would he re
alized in one pound of yarn with the greater productive power, 
while with the smaller productive power, six hours of labour 
would be realized in one pound of yarn. The price of a pound 
of yarn would, in the one instance, be only sixpence, :although 
wages were relatively high and the rate of profit low; it would 
be three shillings in the otht.'T instance, although wages were l1ow 
and the rate of profit high. This would be so because the price 
of the pound of yarn is regulated by the total amount of labour 
worked up in it, and nrot hy :the prop,ortional div{sio.n of that totol 
amount into paid and unpaid labour. The fact I have before men
tioned that high-priced labour may produce cheap, and low-priced 
labour may produce dear commodities, loses, therefore, its para
doxical appearance. It is but the expression of the general law 
that the value of ra commodity is regulated by the quantity of 
labour worked up in it, but that 'the quantity of labour worked 
up in it depends altogether upon the produ'ctive power of the la
bour employed, and will, therefore, vary with every variation in 
the productivity of labour. 

XIII MAIN CASES OF ATTEMPTS AT RAISING WAGES OR 
RESISTING THEIR FALL 

Let us now seriously consider the main cases in which a rise 
of wages is attempted or a reduction of wages resisted. 

1. We have seen that the value of the labow·ing power, or in 
more popular parlance, the value of labour_, is determined by the 
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value of necessaries, or the quantity of labour required to produce 
them. If, then, in a given country the value of the daily average 
necessaries of the labourer represented six hours of labour expressed 
in three shillings, the labourer would have to work six hours 
daily to produce an equivalent for his' daily mainte~ance. If the 
whole working day w1as twelve hours, the capitalist would pay 
him the value of his labour by paying hiin three shillings. Half 
the working day would be unpaid labour, and the rate of profit 
would amount to 100 per cent. But now suppose that, consequent 
upon a decrease of productivity, more labour should be wanted 
to produce, say, the same amount of agricultural produce, so 
that the price of the average daily necessaries should rise from 
three to four shillings. In that case the value of labour would rise 
by one-third, or 331/s. per cent. Eight hours of the working day 
would be required to produce an equivalent for the daily main
tenance of the labourer, according to his old standard of living. 
The surplus labour would therefore sink from six hours to four, 
and the rate of profit from 100 to 50 per cent. But in insisting 
upon a rise of wages, the labourer would only insist upon getting 
the increased value of hi$, labour, like every other seller of a 
commodity, who, the costs of his commodities having increased, 
tries to get its increased value paid. If wages did not rise, or 
not sufficiently rise, to compensate for the increased values of 
necessaries, the price of labour wou1d sink below the value of 
labour, and the labourer's standard of life would deteriorate. 

But a change might also take place in an opposite direction. 
By virtue of the increased productivity of labour, the same amount 
of the average daily necessaries might sink from three to two 
shillings, or only .four hours out of the working day, instead of 
six, be wanted to reproduce an equivalent for the value of the 
daily necessaries. The workingman would now be able to buy 
with two shillings as many necessaries as he did before with three 
shillings. Indeed, the value of labour would have sunk, but that 
diminished value would ,command the same amount of commodi
ties as b~fore. Then profits would rise from three to four shil
lings, and the rate of profit from 100 to 200 per cent. Although 
the labourer's absolute standard of life would have remained the 
same, his relative wages, and therewith his relative social position, 
as compared with that of the capitalist, would have been .lowered. 
If the workingman should resist that reduction of relative wages, 
he would only try to get some share in the .increased productive 
powers of his own labour, and to maintain his former relative 
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position in the social scale. Thus, after the abolition of the Corn 
Laws, and in flagrant violation of the most solemn pledges given 
during the anti-Corn Law agitation, the English factory lords gener
ally reduced wages ten per cent. The resistance of the workmen 
was at first baffled, but, consequent upon circumstances I cannot 
now enter upon, the ten per cent lost were afterwards regained. 

2. The values of necessaries, and consequenHy the value ol 
labour, might remain Lhe same, but a .change might occur in their 
money prices, consequent upon a previous change in the value of 
money. 

By the discovery or more fer'tile mines and so forth, two 
ounces of gold might, for example, cost no more labour to pro
duce than one ounce did before. The value of gold would the11 
be depreciated hy one-half, or fifty per cent. As the values of all 
other commodities would then he expressed in twice their former 
money prices, so also the same with the value of labour. Twelve 
hours of labour, formerly expressed in six shillings, would now be 
expressed in twelve shillings. If the workingman's wages should 
remain three shillings, inslead of rising to six shillings, the money 
price of Ids labour would only be equal to half the value of his 
labour, and his standard of life would fearfully deteriorate. This 
would also happen in a greater ·Or lesser degree if his wages 
should rise, but not proportionately to the fall in the value of 
gold. In such a case nothing would have been changed, either in 
the productive po,•:ers of labour, or in supply and demand, or in 
values. Nothing would have been changed except the money 
names of !hose values. To say that in such a case the workman 
ought not to insist upon a proportional<~ rise of wages is to say 
that he must he content to be paid with names instead of with 
things. All past history proves that whenever such a depreciation 
of money occurs, the capitalists are on the alert to seize this 
opportunity for defrauding the workman. A very large school of 
political economists assert that, consequent upon the new discov
eries of gold lands, the better working of silver mines, and the 
cheaper supply of quicksilver, the value of precious metals has 
been again depreciated. This would explain the general and si
multaneous attempts on the· Continent at a rise of wages. 

3. We have till now supposed that the working day has given 
limits. The working day, however, has, by itself, no constant lim
its. It is the constant tendency of capital to stretch it to its 
utmost physically possible length, because in the same degree sur·
plus labour, and consequently the profit resulting therefrom, will 
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be increased. The more capital succeeds in prolonging the work
ing day, the greater the amount of other people's labour it will 
appropriate. During the seventeenth and even the first two-thirds 
of the eighteenth century a ten hours' working day was the nor
mal working day all over England. During the anti-Jacobin war,l 
which was in fact a war waged by the British barons against 
the British working masses, capital celebrated its bacchanalia, and 
prolonged the working day from ten to twelve, fourteen, eighteen 
hours. Malthus, by no meam a man whom you would suspect of 
a maudlin sentimentalism, declared in a pamphlet, published about 
1815, that if this sort of thing ·was to go on, the .life of the na
tion would be attacked at its very source. A few years before the 
general introduction of the newly-invented machinery, about 1765, 
a pamphlet appeared in England under the title: An Essay on 
Trade. The anonymous author, an avowed enemy of the working 
dasses, declaims on the necessity of expanding the limits of the 
working day. Amongst other means to this end, he proposes 
working houses, which, he says, ought to be ({Houses of Teuor." 
And what is the length of the working diay he prescribes for 
these "Houses of Terror"? Twelve hours, the very same time which 
in 1832 was declared by capitalists, political economists, and minis
ters to he not only the existing but the necessary time of labour 
for a child under twelve years. 

By selling his labouring power, and he must do so und:er the 
present system, the workingman makes over to the capitalist the 
consumption of that puwer, but within certain rational limits. 
He sells his labouring power in order to maintain it, apart from 
its natural wear and tear, but not to destroy it. In selllng his la
bouring power at its daily or weekly value, it is understood that 
in one day or one week that labouring power shall not he sub
mitted to two days' or two weeks' waste or wear and tear. Take 
a machine worth £1,000. If it is used up in ten years it will add 
to the value of the commodities in whose production it assists 
£100 yearly. If it be used up in five years it would add £200 
yearly, or the value of its annual wear and tear is in inverse 
ratio to the time in which it is consumed. But this distinguishe:; 
the workingman from the machine. Machinery does not wear out 
exactly in the same ratio in which it is used. Man, on the contrary, 

1 The Wars of lhe coalition of European powers, headed Ly England, 
against revolutionary France during the period of th·~ Great French Bourgeois 
Revolution.-Ed. 
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decays in a greater ratio than would be visible from the '·lucre 
numerical addition of work. 

In their attempts at reducing the woddng day to its former 
rational dimensions, or, where they cannot enforce a legal fixa
tion of a normal working day, at checking overwork })y~ a rise 
of wages, a rise not only in proportion to the surplus time exacted, 
but in a greater propont1on, workingmen fulfil only a duty to 
themselves and their race. They only set limits to the tyrann[cal 
usurpations of capitaL Time is the room of human d:evelopment. 
A man who has no f,ree time to dispose of, whose whole lifetime, 
apart from the mere physical interruptions by sleep, meals, and 
so forth, is absorbed by his labour for the capitalist, is less than 
a beast of burden. He is a mere machine for producing foreign 
weallh, broken in body and brutalized in miHd. Yet the whole 
history of modern industry shows that capital, if not checked, 
will recklessly and ruthlessly work to cast down the whole work
ing class to this u~most state of degradation. 

In prolonging the working day the capitalist may pay higher 
wages and still lower the value of labour, if the rise of wages 
does not correspond to the greater amount of labour extracted, 
and the quicker decay of the labouring power thus caused. This 
may be done in another way. Your middle-class statisticians will 
tell you, for instance, that the average wages of factory families 
in Lancashire have ri,sen. They forget tha't instead of the labour 
of the man, !lw head of the family, his wife, and perhaps thrc{~ 

or four childn·n, nrc now thrown under the .Juggernaut wheels of 
capital, and that the rise of the aggregate wages does not corres
p_ond to the aggregate surplus lahour extracted from the fanllily. 

Even with given limits of the working day, such as they now 
exist in all bmnches of industry subjected to the factory laws, a rise 
of wages may become necessary, if only to keep up the old st.a,nd
ard value of labour. By increasing the intensity of labour, a 
man may be made to expend as much vital force in one hour as 
he formerly did in two. This has, to a certain degree, been effect
ed in the trades, placed under the Factory Acts, by the accelera
tion of machinery, and the greater number of working machines 
which a single individual has now to superintend. If the increase 
in the intensity orf labour or the mass of labour spent in an hour 
keeps some fair proportion to the decrease in the extent of the 
worhng day, the work~ngman wJH 1still he the winner. If thi-s 
limit is overshot, he loses in one form what he has gained in 
another, and ten hours of labour may then become as ruinous as 
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twelv~ hours were before. In checking this tendency of capital, 
by struggling for a rise of wages corresponding to the rising inten
sity of labour, the workingman only resists the depreciation of 
his laJ:w,u;r and the deterioration of his race. 

4. ··~If of you know that, from reasons I have not now to 
explain, capita1istic production moves through oerttain periodical 
cycles. It moves through a state of quiescence, growing anima
tion, prosperity, overtrade, crisis, and stagnation. The market 
prices of cJ;,nunodities, and the market rates of profit, follow these 
pha:ses, now· sinking below their averages, now rising above them. 
Considering the whole cycle, you will find that one deviation of 
the market prke is being compensated by the other, and that, 
taking the average of the cycle, the market prices of commodities 
are regulated by their values. Well. During the phase of sinking 
market prices ml!d the phases of cdsis and stagnation, the work
ingman, if not thrown out of employment aJitogether, is sure to 
have hi>s wages lowered. Not to be defrauded, he musrt, even with 
such a fall of market p.rices, debate with the capitalist in what 
proportional deg~ee a fa:ll of wages has become necessary. If, 
during the phases of prosperity, when extra proflits are ma!de, he 
did not battle forr a ris·e of wages, he wou~d, taking the average 
of one industrial cycle, not even receive his average wages, or 
the value of his labour, It is the utmost height of folly to demand 
that while his wages are necessarily affected by the adverse 
pharses of the cycle, he should exclude himself from compensation 
during rthe prosperous phases of the cycle. Generally, the values 
of all commodities m·,e only realized by the compensation of the 
continuously changing market prices, springing from the continuous 
fluctuations of demand and supply. On the basis of the present 
system labour is only a commodity like others. It must, there
fore, pass thvough the same flucturutions to fetch an average price 
corresponding to its .value. It would be absurd to treat it on the 
one hand ll'S a commodity, and to want on the other hand to 
exempt it from the laws which regulate the prices of commodities. 
The slave receives a permanent and fixed amount of maintenance; 
the wage labourer does not. He must try to get a rise of wages 
in the one instance, if only to compensate for a fall of wages 
in the other. If he resi,gned himself to accept the ·will, the dictates 
of the capitalist as a permanent economic law, he wou1d share in 
all the miseries of the slave, without the security of the slave. 

5. In all the cases I have considered, and they form ninety
nine out of a hundred, you have seen that a .struggle for a rise 
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of wages follows only in the track of previous changes, and is 
the necess~uy offspring of previous changes in the amount 'Of 
production, the productive powers of labour, the value of labour, 
the value of money, the extent or the intensity of labour ex
tracted, the fluctuations of market prices, dependent uptn the 
fluctuations of demand and supply, and coexistent with the dilTcr
enl phases of the industri,al cycle; in one word, as maclions of 
labour against the previous action of capital. By treating the 
struggle for a rise of wages independently of all these circum
stances, by looking only upon the change of wages, and overlook
ing all the other changes from which they emanate, you proceed 
from a false premise in order to arrive at false conclusions. 

XlV THE STHUGGLE BETWEEN CAPITAL ANO LABOUH. AND 
ITS RESULTS 

1. Having shown that the periodical resistance on the part of 
the workingmen against a reduction of wages, and their period
ical attempts at gelling a rise of wages, are inseparable from the 
wage syslem, and dictated by lhc very fact of labour being as
simila Led lo commodities, and therefore subject to the laws rcg
ulaliug Lhe gencr:d movement. of prices; having, furthermore, 
shown lhal a general rise of wages would result in a fall in the 
general rate of profit, but not all'ect the average prices of com
modilie.'i, or their values, Lhe question now ultimately arises, how 
far, in this incessant struggle between capital and labour, the lat
ter is likely to prove successful. 

I might answer by a generalization, and say that, as with all 
other commodities, so with labour, its market price will, in the 
long run, adapl itself to its value; that, therefore, despite all the 
ups and downs, and do what he may, the workingman will, on 
an avemge, only receive the value of his labour, which resolves 
into the value of his labouring power, which is determined by the 
value of the necessaries required for its maintenance and repro
duction, which value of necessaries finally is regulated by the 
quantity of labour wanted to produce them. 

nut there arc some peculiar features which distinguish the 
value of the labow·ing power, or the value of labour, from the 
values of all other commodities. The value of the labouring power 
is formed by two elements-the one merely physical, the other 
historical or social. Its ultimate limit is determined by the phys
ical element, that is to .<;ay, to maintain and reproduce itself, to 
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perpetuate its physical existence, the working class must receive 
the necessaries absolutely indispensable for living and multiply
ing. The value of those indispensable necessaries forms, therefore, 
the ultimate limit of the value of labour. On the other hand, the 
length 'Of the working day is also limited by ultimate, although 
very elastic boundaries. Its ultimate limit is given by the physical 
force of the labouring man. If the daily exhaustion of his vital 
forces exceeds a certain degree, it cannot be exerted anew, day by 
day. However, as I said, this limit is very elastic. A quick succes
sion of unhealthy and short-lived generations will. keep the la
bour market as well supplied as a series of vigorous and long
lived generations. 

Besides this mere physical element, the value of labour is in 
every country determined by a: traditional standard of life. It is 
not mere physic;ll life, but it is the satisfaction of certain wants 
springing from the social conditions in which people are placed 
and reared up. The English standard of life may be reduced to 
the Irish standard; the standard of life of .a German peasant to 
that of a Livonian peasant. The important part which historical 
tradition and social habitude play in this respect, you may learn 
from Mr. Thornton's work on Overpopulation, where he shows 
that the average wages in different agricultural districts of England 
still nowadays differ more or less according to the more or less 
favourable circumstances under which the districts have emerged 
from the state of serfdom. 

This historical or social element, entering into the value of 
labour, may be expanded, or contracted, or altogether extinguished, 
so that nothing remains but the physical limit. During the time 
of the anti-Jacobin war, undertaken, as the incorrigible tax-eater 
and sinecurist, old George Rose, used to say, to save the comforts 
of Our Holy Re'ligion from the inroads of the French infidels, 
the honest English farmers, so tenderly handled in a former ses
sion of ours, depressed the wages of the agricultural labourers 
even beneath that mere physical minimum, but made up by Poor 
Laws the remainder necessary for the physical perpetuation of the 
race., This was a glorious \vay to convert the wage labourer into 
a slave, and Shakespeare's proud yeoman into a pauper. 

By comparing the standard wages or values of labour in dif
ferent countries, and by comparing them in different historical 
epochs of the same country, you will find lha.t: the value of labour 
itself is not a fixed but a variable magnitude, even supposing the 
values of all other commodities to remain constant. 
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A similar comparison would prove that not on11y the market 
rates of profit change, but its avemge rates. 

But as to profits, there exists no law which determjnes their 
minimum. We cannot say what is the ultimate limit of their · 
decrease. And why cannot we fix that limit? Because, although we 
can fix the minimum of wages, we cannot fix their maximum. 
We can only say that, the limits of the working day being given, 
the maximum of profit corresponds to the physical minimum of 
wages; and that wages being giv·en, the maximum oj' profit corres
ponds to such a prolongation of the working day as i.s compat
ible with the physical forces of the labourer. The maximum of 
prolH is, therefore, limited by the physical minimum of wages 
and the physical maximum of the working day. It is evident that 
between lhe Lwo limits of this nwximum rate of profit an immense 
scale of variations is possible. The fixation of its actual degree 
is only settled by the continuous struggle between capital and 
labour, the capitalist consilantly tending to reduce wages to their 
physical minimum, and to extend the working day to its physical 
maximum, while the workh1gman constmttly presses in the oppo
site direction. 

The question resolves itself into a question of the respective 
powers of the com.batants. 

2. As to llle limitation oj' the working day, in England, as in 
all olhcr countries, it has never been settled except by legislative 
interference. Without the workingmen's continuous pressure fvom 
without, that interference would never have taken place. But at 
all events, the result wns not to be a:Uained by private scttlemcnl 
between the workingmen and the capitalists. This very necessity 
of general political action aft"orrls the prD-of that in its merely eco-
nomic action eapitfd is the stronger side. 

As lo the limits of the value of labour, its actual settlement 
always depends upon supply and demand, I mean the demand 
for labour on the part of capital, and the supply of labour by the 
workingmen. In colonial countries the law of supply and demand 
favours the wor1,dngman. Hence the relaif:i¥e1y high standard of 
wages in the Dnited States. Capital may there try its utmost. 
It cannot prevent the labou1r market from bering continuously 
emptied by the continuous convexsion of wage labourers into in
dependent, self-sustaining peasants. The function of a wage la
bourer is for a very large part of the American people hut a 
probational state, which they are sure to leave wi,thin a longer 
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or shorter term.1 To mend this colonial state of things, the pater
nal British government accepted for some time what :is called the 
modern colonization theory, which consists in putting an a,rtificial 
high price upon colonial land, in order to preve1it the too quicl~ 

conversion of the wage labourer into the independent peasant. 
But let us now come to old civilized countries, in which cap

ital domineers over the whole process of production. Take, for 
instance, the rise . in England of agricultural wages from 1849 to 
1859. What was its consequence? The farmers could not, as our 
friend Weston would. have advised them, raise the value of wheat, 
nor even its market prices. They had, on the contrary, to submit 
to their fall. But during these eleven years they introduced machin
ery of all sorts, adopted more scientific methods, converted part 
of the arable 1and into pasture, increased the size of farms, and 
with it the scale of production, and by these and other processes 
diminishing the demand for labour by increasing its productive 
power, made the agricultural population again relatively redund
ant. This is the general method in which a reaction, quicker or 
slower, of capital against a rise of wages takes place in old, set
tled countries. Ricardo bas justly remarked that machinery is in 
constant competition with labour, and can often be only intro
duced when the price of labour has reached a certain height, but 
the appliance of machinery is but one of the many methods for 
increasing the productive powers of labour. This very same de
velopment which makes common labour relatively redundant 
simplifies on the other hand skilled labour, and thus depre
ciates it. 

The same law obtains in another form. With the development 
of the productive powers of labour the accumulation of capital 
will be accelerated, even despite a relatively high rate of wages. 
Hence, one might infer, as Adam Smith, In whose days modern 
industry was still in its infancy, did infer, that this accelerated 
accumulation of capital ·must turn the balance in favour of the 
workingman, by securing a growing demand for his labour, From 
this same standpoint many contemporary writers have wondered 

1 See in this connection Capital, Vol. I, Chap. XXXIII, p. 790, note 1): "We 
·treat here of I"Pal Colonies, virgin soils, colonized by free immigrants. The 
United States are, speaking economically, still only a Colony of Europe. 
Besides, to this category belong also such old plantations as those in whicb 
tile abolition of slavery has completely altered the earlier conditions.". As the 
land in colonial coimiries has gradually become private property, wage work· 
ers there have been deprived of the possibility of becoming independent 
producers.--:-Ed. 

lS-760 
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that En:gllsh capital having gt'OWn in the last twenty years so, 
much quicker than English population, wages should not have 
been more enhanced. But simultaneously with the progress of 
accumulation there takes place a progl'essive change in the com
position of capital. That pavt of the aggregate capital which con
sists of ,fixed capital, machinery, taw ma'lerials, means of ,produe
tion in all possible forms, progressively increases as compared 
with the other part of capital, which is laid out in wages or ii1 
the purchase of labour. This law has been stated in a more or 
less accurate manner by Mr. Barton, H.icardo, Sismondi, Professor 
Hichard Jones, Professor H.amsay, Chei'buliez, and others. 

lf the proportion of these two eh!ments of capital was originally 
one to one, it will, in the progress of industry, become five to 
one, and so forlh. H of a tolal cnpilal of (iOO, BOO is laid out in in
struments, raw materials, nud so forth, and 300 in wages, the total 
capital wants only Lo be doubled to C'reate a deinand for 600 
workingmen instead of for iH>O. But if of a capital of 600, 500 is 
luid out in machinery, materials, and so forth, and 1'00 only in 
wages, the same capital must increase from 600 l:o 3,600 in order 
to create a demand .for 600 workmen instead of for 300. In the 
progress of industry the demand for la'bour keeps, therefore, no 
pace with the accumulation of capital. It will still increase, but 
inn<'asc in a couslan!ly diwini.~hing ralio as compared with the 
iuerease of capital. 

These few hints will suffice to show that the very develop
ment of modern industry must progressively turn the scale in f~
vour of the capitalist against the workingman, and that conse
quently the general tendency of capitalistic production is not to 
raise, but to sink the average standard of wages, or to push the 
value of laboul' more or less to its minimum limit. Such being 
the tendency of things in this system, is this to say that the worl<
illg class ought to renounce their resistance against the encroach
ments of ,capital, and abandon their attempts at making the best 
ef the qccas.ional chances for their temporary improvement? If 
they did, they would be degraded to one level mass of broken
down wretches past salvation. I think I have shown that their 
struggles for the standard of wages are incidents inseparable from 
the whole wage system, that in 99 cases out of 100 their efforts 
at raising wages are only efforts at maintaining the given value of 
labour and that the necessity of debating their price with tlw 
capitalist is inherent in their ~ondition ' of having to sell them
selves as commodities. By cowardly giving way in their everyday 
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conflict with capital, they would certainly disqualify themselves for 
the initiating of any larger movement. , 

At the same time, and quite apart from the general servitude 
involved in the wage system,. the working class ought not to exag
gerate to themselves the ultimate working of these everyday 
struggles. They ought not to forget that they are fighting with 
effects, but not with the causes of those effects; that they are 
retarding the downward movement, but not changing its direction; 
that they are applying palliatives, not curing the malady. They 
ought, therefore, not to be exclusively absorbed in these unavoid
able guerilla fights incessantly springing up from the never-cea/i~ 

ing encroachments of capital or changes of the market. 'fhe~ 
ought to understand that, with all the miseries it imposes upon 
them, the present system. simultaneously engenders the mater.ial, 
conditions and the social forms necessary for an economic recon
struction of society. Instead of the conservative motto: "A fair 
day's wage for a fair day's work!" 1 they ought to inscribe on 
their banner the revolutionary watchword: "A .. bolition of tile wage 
system!" 

After this very long ,and, I fear, tedious exposition, which ] 
was obliged to enter into to do some justice to the subject matter, 
I shall conclude by proposing the following resolutions: 

Firstly: A general rise in the rate of wages would result in a 
fall of the general irate of profit, 1but, broadly spcaldng, not a!Teei 
the prices of commodities. 

Secondly: The general tendency of capitalist production is not. 
to mise, but to sink the averag1e standard of wages. 

Thirdly: Trades Unions work well as centres of resistance 
against the encroachments of capital. They fail partially from an 
injudicious use of their power. They fail generally from limiting 
themselves to. a guerilla war against the effects of the existing. 
system, instead of simultaneously trying to change. it, instead of 
using their organized forces as a lever for the final emancipa
tion of the working class, that is to say, the ultimate abolition of 
the wage syste,m .. 

1 See Engel~' artide in the Labour Slanrlal'd of ~lay ., 1R81 entitled: •·,'\. 
Fair Day's Wage for a F3ir ·Day's Work.""--Ed. 

18* 



l(arl Marx 

PREFACE TO THE FIRST GERMAN EDITION 
OF CAPITAV 

The work the first volume of which I now submit to the 
public, form~ the continuation of my "Zur Rritik der Politisclwn 
'(jekonomie" [A Contl'ibution to the Critique of Political Economy] 
;published in 1859. The long pause between the first part and the 
·continuation is due to an illness of many years' duration that 
.again and again interrupted my work. 

The substance of that earlier work is summarized in the first 
three chapters of this volume. This is done not merely for the 
sake of connection and completeness. The presentation of the 
Mlhjecl-maUer is improved. As far as circumstances in any way 
1permit, many points only hinted at in the earlier book are here 
worked .out more fully, whilst, conversely, points worked out fully 
there arc only touched upon in this volume. The sections on the 
hislory of the theories of value and of 1noney are now, of course, 
a.eft out allogether. The reader of the earlier work will find, 
however, in lhe notes to the first chapter additional sources of 
·reference relalive to the history of those theories. 

Every beginning is difficult, holds in all sciences. To understand 
the first chapter, especially the section that contains the analysis 
<Jf commodities, will, therefore, present ,the greatest difficulty. Tihat 
which concerns more especially the analysis of the substance of 
value and the magnitude of value, I have, as much as it was pos
sible, popularized.2 The value-form, whose fully developed shape 
is 'the money-form, is very €lementary and simple. Nevertheless, 
the human mind has for more than 2000 years sought in Vlain to 
get to the bottom of it, whilst on the other hand, to the successful 

1 Originally published in the first edition of the first volume of Capital, at 
Hamburg in 1867. 

2 This is the more necessary, as even the section of Ferdinand La.ssalle's 
worl• against Schulze-Delitzsch, in which he professes to give ''the intellectual 
quintessence" of my explanations on th.ese subjects, contains important mis
_takes. If, Ferdinand Lassalle has borrowed almost literally from my writings, 

.end without any acknowledgment, all the general theoretical propositions in 
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analysis of much more composite and complex forms, there has 
been at least an approximation. Why? Because the body, as an 
organic whole, is more easy of study than are the cells of that 
body. In the analysis of economic forms, moreover, neither microp 
scopes nor chemical reagents are of use. The force of abstractioa 
must replace both. But in bourgeois society the commodity-form of 
the product of labour-or the value-form of the commodity-is the 
economic cell-form. To the superficial observer, the analysis of 
these forms seems to turn upon minutire. It does in fact deal with 
minutire, but they are of the same order as those dealt with in 
microscopic :anatomy. 

l\Vith the exception of the section on value-form, therefore, this 
volume cannot stand accused on the score of difficulty. I presup
pose, of course, a reader who is willing to learn something new 
and therefore to think for himself. 

The physicist either observes physical phenomena where they 
occur in their most typical form and most free from disturbing 
influence, or, wherever possible, he makes experiments under condi·· 
tions that assure the occurrence of the phenomenon in its normal~ 
ity. In this work I have to examine the capitalist mode of produc
tion, and the conditions of production and exchange corresponding 
to that mode. Up to the present time, their classic ground is Eng
land. That is the reason why England is used as the chief illustra
tion i~ the development of my theoretical ideas. If, however, 
the German reader shrugs his shoulders at the condition of the 
English industrial and agricultural labourers, or in optimist fashion1 
comforts himself with the thought that in Germany things are no~ 
nearly so bad, I must plainly tell him: "De te fabula narraturl'' 
["It is of you that the story is told!") 

Intrinsically, it is not a question of the higher or lower degree 
of development of the social antagonisms that result from the 
natural laws of capit,alist production. It is a question of these 
laws themselves, of these tendencies working with iron necessity 
towards inevitable results. The country that is more developed 
industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of its 
own future. 

his economic works, e.g., those on the historical character of capital, on the 
connection between the conditions of production and the mode of production. 
&c., &c., even to ihe terminology created by me, this may perhaps be due to 
purposes of propaganda. I am here, of course, not speaking of his detailed 
working out and application of these prupositions, with which I have nothing 
to do. [Note by Karl .Marx.j 
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:But apart ·from this. Where capitalist production is fully natur
alized cilmong the Germans (for instance, in the factories proper.) 
the condition ·Of things is much worse than in England, because 
the counterpoise of the Factory Acts is wanting. In all other spheres, 
we, like aU the rest of Continental Western Europe, suffer not 
only from the development of capitalist production, but also from 
the incompleteness of that development. Alongside of modern evils, 
a· whole series of inherited evils oppress us, arising from the pas
sive survival of antiqua!cd modes of production, with their inevi-

,table train of social and political anachronisms. vVe suffer not only 
from the living, hut from the dead. Le mort saisit le vif! [The dead 
holds the living in its grasp!] 

The social statistics· of G(!rmany and the rest of Continental 
Western Europe arc, in comparison with those of England, wretch
edly compiled. But they raise the veil just enough to let us catch 
a glimpse of lhe Medusa head behind it. Vve should be appalled 
at the state of things at home, if, as in England, our governments 
~ud parliaments appointed periodically commissions of .enquiry into 
~~conomic conditions; if these commissions were armed with the 
same plenary powers to get at the truth; if it were possible lo find 
for this pupposc men as competent, as free from 1p·artisanship ,and 
respect of persons as :1rc the English factory-inspectors, her medi
cal reporters on puhlic henllh, her conunissioners of enquiry into 
UH~ cxploi!:llio11 of women and children, inlo housing and food. 
Perseus wore a magic cnp Lhat the monsters he hunted down: m.ight 
not sec him. vVe draw lhc magic cap down over eyes and cars as 
:a make-believe that there are no monsters. 

Let us riot deceive ourselves on this. As in the 18th century, 
the American \Var of Independence sounded the tocsin for the 
European n1iddle·elass, so in 1hc HHh century, the American Civil 
War sounded H for the European working class. In England the 
,progress of social disintegration is palpable. When it has reached 
.a certain point, it must react on the continent. There it will tal~e 

~a .form more hru!.al or more humane, according to the degree of 
,d,evelopment of the working class itself. Apart from higher motives, 
therrfore, their own most important interests dictate to the classes 
that are for the nonce the rnling ones, the removal of all legally 
ct'emovable hindrances to the free development of the working dass. 
For this• reason, as well ·as olhers, I have given so large a space in 

'this volume to the history, the details, and the results of English 
factory legislation. One nation .cqn and should learn from others. 
And even when a society has got upon lhe right track for the dis· 
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eovery of the natural laws of its movement-..,and it is the ulti
mate aim of this work to lay hare the economic law of motion 
of modern society-it can neither clear by bold leaps, nor remove 
by legal enactments, the obstacles offered by the successive phases 
of its normal development. But it can shorten and lessen the birth
pangs. 

To prevent possible misunderstanding, a word. I paint the cap
italist ·and the landlord in no sense c'Juleur de rose. But [here in
dividuals are dealt with only in so far as they are the personifica
tions of economic categories, embodiments of particular class-rela
tions and class-interests. My standpoint, from which the evolution 
of the economic formation of society is viewed as a process of 
natural history, can less than any other make the individual re
sponsible for relations whose creature he socially remains, however 
much he may subjectively raise himself above them. 

In the domain of Political Economy, free scientific inquiry 
meets not merely the same enemies as in all other domains. The 
peculiar nature of the material it deals with, summons as foes into 
the field of battle the most violent, mean and malignant passions 
of the human breast, the Furies of private interest. The English 
Established Church, e.g., will more readily pardon an attack on 
.:38 of its 39 •articles than on i/a9 of its income. Nowadays atheism 
itself is culpa levis [a light offense], as compared with criticism of 
existing property relations. Nevertheless, there is an unmistakable 
advance. I refer, e.g., to the blue book published within the last few 
weeks: "Correspondence with Her Majesty's Missions Abroad, re
garding Industrial Questions and Trades' Unions." The represent
:'ltives of the English Crown in foreign countries there declare in so 
many words that in Germany, in France, to be brief, in all the 
civilized states of the European continent, a radical change in the 
existing relations between capital and labour .is as evident and inevi
table as in England. At the same time, on the other side of the 
Atlantic Ocean, Mr. Wade, vice-president of the United States, de
clared in public meetings that, after the abolition of slavery, a rad
ical change of the relations of capital and of property in land is 
next upon the order of the day. These are signs of the times not 
to be hidden by purple mantels or black cassocks. They do not 
signify that tomorrow a miracle will happen. They show that, within 
the ruling classes themselves, a foreboding is dawning that the 
present society is no solid crystal, but an organism capable of 
change, and is constantly changing. 

The second volume of this work will treat of the process of the 
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circulation of capital (Book II.), and of the varied forms as,sumed 
by capital in the course of its development (Book III.); the third 
and last volume (Book IV.), the history of the theory. 

Every opinion based on scientific criticism I welcome. As to the 
prejudices of so-called public opinion, to which I have never made 
conccs<;ions, now as aforctime the maxim of the great Florentine 
is mine: · 

usegui il tuo. corso .• l! ;/ascia dir le rtenti." 

["Follow your own course, and let people talk."] 

Karl Marx 
London, July 25, 1867 



Karl Marx 

FROM THE PREFACE TO 
TilE SECOND GERMAN EDITION OF CAPITAL 

... That the method employed in Das Kapital has been little 
understood, is shown by the various conceptions, contradictory 
one 'to another, that have been formed of it. 

Thus the Paris Revue Positiviste reproaches me in that, on the 
one hand, I treat economics metaphysically, and on the other 
hand-imagine !-confine myself to the mere critical analysis of 
actual facts, instead of writing recipes (Comtist ones?) for the 
cook-shops of the future. In answer to the reproach in re meta
physics, Professor Sieber has it: "In so far as it deals with actual 
theory, the method of Marx is the deductive method of the whole 
English school, a school whose failings and virtues :are common 
to the best theoretic economists." M. Block-"Les theoriciens du 
socialisme en Allemagne, Extrait du Journal des Economistes, 
Juillet et Aout 1872"-makes the discovery that my method is 
analytic and says: "Par cet ouvrage M. Marx se classe parmi les 
esprits analytiques les plus eminents." German reviews, of course, 
shriek out at "Hegelian sophistics.'' 'Uhe European Messenger 
[Vestnik Yevropy] of St. Petersburg, in an article dealing exclu
sively with the method of Das Kapital (May number, 1872, pp. 
427-436), finds my method of inquiry severely realistic, but my meth· 
od of presentation, unfortunately, German-dialectical. It says: "At 
first sight, if the judgment is based on the external form of the 
presentation of the subject, Marx is the most ideal of ideal philos
ophers, always in the German, i.e., the bad sense of the word. 
But in point of fact he is infinitely more realistic than all his fore
runners in the work of economic criticism. He can in no sense 
be called an idealist." I cannot answer the writer better than bv 
aid of a few extracts from his own criticism, which may intere;t 
some of my readers to whom the Russian original is inaccessible. 

After a quotation from the Preface to my Criticism [Critique] of 
Political Economy, Berlin 1859, pp. IV-VII, where I dis·cuss the mate
rialistic basis of my method, the writer goes on: "The one thing which 
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is of moment to Marx, is1 to find the. law of the phenomena with 
whose investigation he is concerned; and not only is that law of 
moment rto 'him, which governs these phenomena, in so far as they 
have a definite form and mutual connection within a given histor· 
ical period. Of still greater moment. to him is the law of their 
varialion, of their development, i.e., of their transition from one 
form into another, from one series of connections into a different 
one. This law once discovered, he investigates in detail the effects 
in which it manifests itself in social life. Consequently, Marx only 
troubles himself about one thing: to show, by rigid scientific in· 
vestigaLion, the necessity of successive determinate orders of social 
conditions, and to establish, as impartially as possible, the facts 
that serve him for fundamental starting points. For this il is quite 
enough, if he proves, at the same time, lwth ,the necessity of the 
present order of things, and the necessity. of another order into 
which the first must inevitably pass over; and this all the same, 
whether men believe or do not believe it, whether they are con
scious or unconscious of it. Marx treats the social movement as a 
process of natural history, governed by laws not only independent 
of human will, consciousness and intelligence, but ralher, on :the 
contrary, determining trhat will, consciousness and intelligence .. · .. 
Jf in lhe history of civilization the conscious element plays a part 
so suhordinat(•, lhcn it is self-evident that a critical inquiry whose 
subject-mallet- is 'Civilization, can, less than anything else, have for 
ils basis :any form of, or any TCsult of, consciousness. That is to 
say, that not the idea, but the material phenomenon alone can serve 
as its starling-point. Such an inquiry will confine itself to the 
confrontation and the comparison of a fact, not with ideas, but 
with another fact. For this inquiry, the one thing of moment is 
that both facts he investigated as accurately as possible, and that 
they actually form, each with respect to the other, different mo
menta of an evolution; but most important of all is the rigid ana
lysis of the series of successions, of the sequences and concatena
tions in which the different stages of such an evolution present 
themselves. But il will be said, the general laws of economic life 
are one and the same, no matter whether they are applied to the 
present or the past. This Marx directly denies. Accordii1g to him, 
such abstract laws do not exist. On the contrary, in his opinion 
every historical period has laws of its own .... As soon as society 
had outlived a given period of development, and is passing over 
from one givBn stage to another, it begins to be subject also to 

. other laws. In ~a word, economic life offers us a phenomenon ana~ 
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·logous to the his'tory of evolution in other branches of biology. The 
old economists misunderstood the nature of economic Jaws when 
they likened them to the laws of physics and chemistry. A more 
thorough analysis of phenomena shows that social organisms differ 
among themselves as fundamentally as plants or animals. Nay, one 
and the same phenomenon fails under quite different laws in con
sequence of the different s'lructure of those organisms as a whole, 
of the variations of their individual organs, of the different condi
tions in which those organs function, etc. Marx, e.g., denies that the 
law of population is the same at all times and in all places. He 
asserts, on the contrary, that ·every stage of development has its 
own law of population .... With the varying degree of development 
of productive power, social comlitlons and ihe laws governing them 
vary too. Whilst Marx sets himself the task of following and ex
plaining from this point of view the economic system established 
'by the .sway of capital, he is only formulating, in a strictly scien
tific manner, the aim that every accurate investigation into econom
ic life must have. The scientific value of such an inquiry lies 
in the disclosing of the special laws that regulate the origin, exist
ence, development, and death of a given social organism and its 
replacement by another and higher one. And it is this value that, 
in point of fact, Marx" s book has." 

Whilst the writer pictures what he takes to he actually my 
method, in this striking and (as far as concerns my own applica
tion of it) generous way, what else is he picturing hut the dialec
tic method? 

Of course the method of presentation must differ in form from 
that of inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the material in detail, 
to analyse its different forms of development, to trace out their 
inner connection. Only after this work is done, can the actual 
movement he adequately described. If this is done successfully, if the 
life of the subject-matter is ideally reflected as in a mirror, then it 
may appear as if we had before us a mere a pi"iori construction. 

· My dialectic method is not only different from the Hegelian., hut 
is its direct opposite. To Hegel, the life process of the human brain, 
i.e., the process of thinking, which, under the name of "the Idea," 
he even transforms into an independent subject, is the demiurgos 
[creator J of the real world, and the real world is only the external, 
phenomenal form of "lhe Idea." \Vith me, on the contrary, the 
ideal is nothing else than the material world re11ected by the hu
man mind, and translated into forms of thought. 

The mystifying side of Hegelian· dialectic I criticized· nearly 
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thirty years ago, at a time when it was still the fashion. But just 
as I was working at the first volume ·Of 'Das Kapital, it was the 
good pleasure of the peevish, arrogant, mediocre EJclyo1'0t (Epi
goni] who now talk large in cultured Germany, to treat Hegel in 
the same way as· Lhe brave Moses Mendelssohn in Lessing's tim~ 
treated Spinoza, i.e., as a "dead dog." I therefore openly avowed 
myself the pupil of that mighty thinker, and even here and there, 
in the chapter on the theory of value, coquett.ed with the modes 
of expression peculiar to him. The mystWcation which dialectic 
suffers in Hegel's hands, by no means prevents him from being the 
first to present its general form of working in a comprehensive and 
conscious manner. With him it is standing on its head. It must be 
turned right side up again, if you would discover the rational ker·· 
nel within the mystical shell. 

In its mystified form, dialectic became the fashion in Germany, 
because it seemed to transfigure and to glorify the existing state of 
things. In its rational form it is a scandal and abomination to hour· 
geoisdom and its doctrinaire professors, because it includes in its 
comprehension and 'affirmative recognition of the existing state of 
things at the same time also the recognition of the negation of 
that state, of its inevitable breaking up; because it regards every 
historically developed social form as in fluid movement, and there
fore takes into account its transient nature not less than its mo· 
mentary existence; because it lets nothing impose upon it, and is 
in its essence critical and revolutionary, 

The contradictions inherent in the movement of capitalist so
ciety impress themselves upon the practical bourgeois most striking
ly in the changes of the periodic cycle, through which modern in
dustry runs, and whose crowning point is the universal crisis. That 
crisis is once again approaching, although as yet but in its prelim
inary stage; and by the universality of its theatre and the inten
sity of its action it will drum dialectics even into the heads of the 
mushroom-upstarts of the new holy Prusso-German empire.1 

/{arl Marx 
London, January 24, 1873. 

1 Marx adds the following note here in the French edition of Capital: 
"'l'hc Preface to the second edition is dated January 21, 1873, and onlv 

a short time after its publication the crisis predicted . in it broke out i:O 
Austria, the United States and Germany. Many erroneously believe that the 
general crisis exhausted its strength in these vi·orlent but partial explosions. 
Yet, on the contrary, this crisis is approaching its apogee. England will bt
the site of the main explosion, but the whole world market will feel its 
repercussions." -Ed. 
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HISTORICAL TENDENCY OF CAPITALIST 
ACCUMULATION1 

What does the primitive accumulation of capital, i.e., its histor
ical genesis, resolve itself into? In so far as it is not immediate 
transformation of slaves and serfs into wage labourers, and there
fore a mere change of form, it only means the expropriation of 
the immediate producers, i.e., the dissolution of private property 
based on the labour of its owner. Private property, as the antithe
sis to social, collective property, exists only where the means of 
labour and the external conditions of labour belong to private in
dividuals. But according as these private individuals are labourers 
or not labourers, private property has a different character. The 
numberless shades that it at first sight presents correspond to the 
intermediate stages lying between these two extremes. The private 
property of the labourer in his means of production is the founda
tion of petty industry, whether agricultural, manufacturing or both; 
petty indus'try, again, is an essential condition for the development 
of social production and of the free individuality of the labourer 
himself. Of course, this petty mode of production exists also under 
slavery, serfdom, and other states of dependence. But it flourishes, 
it lets loose its whole energy, it attains its adequate classical form, 
only where the labourer is the private owner of his own means of 
labour set in action by himself: the peasant of the land which he 

· cultivates, the artisan of the tool which he handles as a virtuoso. 
This mode of production presupposes parcelling of the soil, and 
scattering of the other means of production. As it excludes the con
centration of these means of production, so also it excludes co-

1 The present article is chapter XXXII, one of the eight chapters of Part 
VIH, entitled "The So-CaUed Primitive Accumulation;" of the first volume of 
Capital.-Ed. 
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operation, division of labour within each separate process of pro
duction, the control over, and the productive application of, the 
forces of Nature by society, and the free development of the social 
productive powers. It is compatible only with a system of produc
tion, and a society, moving within narrow and more. or less primi
tive bounds. To perpetuate it would be, as Pecqueur rightly says, 
"to decree universal mediocrity." At a certain stage of development 
it brings forth the matei'ial agencies for its own dissolution. From 
that moment new forces and new passions spring up in the bosom 
of society; but the old social organization fetters them and keeps 
them down. It must be annihilated; it is annihilated. Its annihila
tion, the transformation of the individualized and scattered means 
of production into socially concentrated ones, of the pigmy property 
of the many into the huge property of the few, the expropriation 
of the great mass of the people from the soil, from the means of 
subsistence, and from the means of labour, this fearful and 
painful expropriation of the mass of the people forms the preludt> 
to the history of capital. It comprises a series of forcible methods, 
of which we have passed in review only those that have been epoch
making as methods of the primitive accumulation of capital. The 
expropriation of the immediate producers was accomplished with 
merciless Vandalism, and under the stimulus of passions the most 
infamous, the most sordid, the pettiest, the most meanly odious. 
Self-earned private property, that is based, so to say, on the fusing 
together of the isolaled, independent labouring-individual with tlw 
condilions of his labour, is supplanted by capitalistic private prop
erty, which rests on exploitation of the nominally free lahour of 
others, i.e., on wage labonr.1 

As soon as this process of Lransformation has sufficiently de
composed the old societ.y from top to bottom, as soon as the la
bourers are turned inlo proletarians, their means of labour into 
capital, as soon as the capitalist n1.ode of production stands on its 
own feet, then the furlher socialization of labour and further 
transformation of the land and other means of production into so
cially exploited and, therefore, common means of production, Rs 

1 "We are facing a situation that is entirely new for .soeiety ..• we en·· 
rlcavour to separate evN'Y form of prop·erty from every form of labour." 
Sismouda', Nouveaux Principes de l'Econoinie Politique; Vol. U, p. 434. [Notr 
!Ju Mar:r.l 
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well as the further expropriation of private proprietors, takes a 
new form. That which is now to be ex,propriated is 'no longer the 
labourer working for himself, but the capitalist exploiting many la
bourers. This expropriation is accomplished by the action of the 
immanent laws of capitalist production itself by the centralization 
of capital. One capitalist always kills many. Hand in hand with 
.this centralization, or this expropriation of many capitalists by few, 
develop, on an ever-extending scale, the co-operative form of the 
labour-process, the com;cious technical application of science, the 
'methodical cultivation of the soil, the transformation of the instru
ments of labour into instruments of labour only usable in common. 
the economizing of all mea:ns of production by their 1use as the 
means of production of combined, socialized labour, the entangle
ment of all peoples in the net of the world market, and with this, 
the international character of the capitalist regime. Along with 
the constantly diminishing number of the magnates of capital, who 
usurp and monopolize all advantages of this process of transform
ation, grows the mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, 
exploitation; hut with this too grows the revolt of the working 
class, a class always increasing in numbers, and disciplined, united, 
organized by the very mechanism of the process of capitalist pro· 
duction itself. The monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the 
mode of production, which has sprung up and flourished along 
with and under it. Gentraliz<l!tion of the means of production and 
socialization of labour at last reach a point where they become 
incompatible with their capitalist integument. This integument is 
burst asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sounds. The 
expropriators are expropriated. 

The capitalist mode of appropriation, the result of the capitalist 
mode of production, produces capitalist private property. This is 
the first negation of individual private property, as founded on the 
labour of the proprietor. But capitalist production begets, with the 
inexorability of a law of Nature, its own negatiDh. It is the ne
gation of negation. This, does not re-establish private property 
for the producer, but gives him individual property based on 
the acquisitions of the capitalist era: i.e., on co-operation and 
the possession i:n common of the land and of the means of pro
duction. 

Tp.e tr.il~sfo!mation of scattered private property, arising from 
individual labour, ·into capitalist private property is, naturally, a 
process incomparably more protracted, violent, and diffi.cult than 
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the transformation of capitalist private property, already practi- · 
cally resting on socialized production, into socialized property. In 
the former case, we had the expropriation of the mass of the peo" 
pie by a few usurpers; in the latter, we have the expropriation of 
a few usurpers by the mass of the people.:~, 

1 The advance of industry, whose involuntary promoter is the bourgeoisie, 
replaces th.e isolation of the labourers, due to compl,tition, by their revolu· 
tionary combination, due to association. The development of modern industry, 
therefore, C1ltS from under its feet the very foundation ·on which the bourgeoi
sie produces and appropriates pmducts. \V:hat the bourgeoisie therefare pro· 
duces, abov;e all, are its own grave-d1ggers. Its fall and the victory of the 
prol'<!tariat are equally inevitable .•.. Of all the classes that stand face to face 
with the bourgeoisie to-day, the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class. 
The other classes decay and finally disappear in the face of modern industry; 
ttb.e prolet.ariat is its special anu essential product. ... The lower middle class: 
the small manufacturer, the shop-keep-er, the artisan, the peasant, all these 
f)ght against the bourgeoisie, to save· from extinction their existence as frae
tions of the middle class .• , they are reactionary, for th.ey try to roll back 
the wheel of history.' Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Manifest der Kommunisti
achen Partei, London 1847, pp. 9. and 11. [Nate bu Marx.] 



Frederick Engels 

MAHX'S CAP IT AV 

I 

As long as there have been capitalists .and worker~ on earth no 
book has appeared which is of as much importance for the work
ers as the one before us. The relation between capital and labour, 
the axis on which our entire present system of society turns, is 
here treated scientifically for the first time and with a thoroughness 
and acuity such as was possible only for a German. Valuable as 
the writings of an Owen, Saint-Simon or Fourier are and will re
main-it was reserved for a German to climb to the height from 
which the whole field of modern social relations can be seen clear
ly and in full view just as the lower mountain scenery is seen 
by an observer standing on the topmost peak. 

Political economy up to now has taught us that labour is the 
source of all wealth and the measure of all values, so that two 
objects whose production has cost the same labour time possess 
the same value and must also be exchanged for each other, since 
on the average only equal values are exchangeable for one 
another. At the same time, however, it teaches that there exists a 
kind of stored up labour, which it calls capital; that this capital, 
owing to the auxiliary sources contained in it, raises the productiv
ity of living labour a hundred and a thousand fold, and in return 
claims a certain compensation which is termed profit or gain. As 
we all know, this occurs in reality in such a way that the profits 
of stored up, dead labour become ever more massive, the capitals 
of the capitalists become ever more colossal, while the wages of 
living labour become constantly less and the mass of the workers 
living solely on wages becomes ever more numerous and poverty-

1 These two articles were written in the heginning of March 1868, and 
originally printed in the Demokratisches Wochenblatt, T.r>ipzig, of March 21 
nnd 28, 1868. They were intended to acquaint German worliers with the con
tents of the first volume of Capital, which had been published a short time 
before.-Ed. 
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stricken. How is this contradiction to be solved? How ean there 
remain a profit f.or the capitalist if the worker receives in compen
sation the full value of the labour he adds to his product? And 
this shouJd be lhe case, nevertheless, since only equal values are 
exchanged. On the other hand, how can equal values be exchanged, 
how can the worker receive the full value of his product, if,_ as is 
admitted by many economists, this product is divided between him 
and the capitalists? Economics up to now has been helpless in the 
face of the contradiction, and writes or stutters embarrassed phrases 
which say nothing. Even the previous socialist crilics of eco
nomics have not been able to do more than to emphasize the 
contradiction; no one ,resolved it, until now at last Marx has 
traced the process by which this profit arises right to its birthplace 
and has !hereby made everything clear. 

ln tracing the development of capital, Marx starts out from 
the simple, notoriously obvious fact that the capitalists turn their 
capital to account by exchange: they buy commodities for th€ir 
money and afterwards sell them for more money than they cost. 
For example, a capitalist huys cotton for 1,000 thalers1 and resells 
it for 1,100, thu.s "earning" 100 thalcrs. This excess of 100 thalers 
over the original capital Marx calls surplu.~ value. \Vhat is the ori
gin of this surplus value? According to the economist.s' assumption, 
only equal values :1rc exchanged and in the sphere of abstract 
theory this is eorn~cl. J lenee the purchase of <:otton and its subse
quent sale can just ns liLLie yield surplus value as the exchange of 
a silver lhaler l'or thirty silvor grosehen2 and the re-exchange of lhe 
small coins for a silver tha1er, a process by which one becomes 
neil her richer nor poorer. Bnt surplus value can just as little arise 
fmm sellers selling commodities above their value, or purchasers 
buying them below their value, because each one is in turn buyer 
and seller and this would therefore again balance. Just as liUle can 
it arise from buyers and sellers reciprocally overreaching each oth
er, for this would create no new or surplus value, but only divide 
the existing capital difl'erently between the capitalists. In spite of 
the fact that the capitalist buys the commodities at their value and 
sells them at their value, he ,gets more value out than he puts in. 
How does this happen? 

1 Tlwler-a silver coin worth appro:x.im.ately three shillings, which was in 
circulation in Germany and Western Europe until the end of the nineteenth 
century.-Ed. 

2 Silver groschen--a small silven coin, 1/30 of a thalcr, in circulation in 
Prussia until the seventies of the last century.-Ed. 
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The capitalist finds on the market under present social condi
tions one commodity which has the peculiar property that its use 
is a source of new value, is a creation of new value. This commod
ity is labour power. 

What is the value of labour power? The value of every com
modlty is measured by the labour required for its production. La
bour power exists in the form of the living worker who requires a 
defimte amount of means of subsistence for his existence as well 
as for the maintenance of his family, which ensures the continu
ance of labour power even after his death. The labour time neces· 
sary for producing these means of subsistence represents therefore 
the value of the labour power. The capitalist pays this value 
weekly and purchases for that the use of one week's labour of the 
worker. So far Messieurs the economists will be pretty well in 
agreement with us as to the value of labour power. 

The capitalist now sets his worker to work. In a certain period 
of time the worker will have performed as much labour as was rep
resented by his weekly wages. Supposing that the weekly wage of 
a worker represents three labour days, then if the worker begins 
on Monday, he has by Wednesday evening replaced for the capital
ist the full value of the wage paid. But does he then stop work
ing? Not at alL The capitalist has bought his week's labour and 
the worker must go on. working also during the last three days of 
the week. This surplus labour of the worker, over and above the 
time necessary to replace his wages, is the source of surplus value, 
of profit, of the continually growing accumulation of capital. 

Do not say it is an arbitrary assumption that the worker repro
duces in three days the wages he has received and works the re
maining three days for the capitalist. Whether he takes exactly 
three days to replace his wages, or two or four, is to be sure quite 
immaterial here and varies according to circumstances; the main 
point is that the capitalist, besides the labour he pays for, also 
extracts labour that he does not pay for, and this is no arbitrary 
assumption, for the day the capitalist only extracts from the work
er as much labour in the long run as he paid him in wages, on 
that day he would shut down his workshop, since indeed his 
whole profit would come to nought. 

Here we have the solution of all those contradictions. The ori
gin of surplus value (of which the capitalist's profit forms an im
porhmt part) is now quite clear and natural. The value of the 
labour power is paid for, but this value is far less than that which 
a capitalist manages to extract from the labour power, ,and it is just 

19"' 
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the .difference, the unpaid labour, which constitutes tbe share of 
the capitalist, or more accurately, of the capitalist class. For even 
the profit that the colton dealer made on his cotton in the above 
example must consist of unpaid labour, if cotton prices have not 
risen. The trader must have sold to a cotton manufacturer, who 
is able to extract a profit for himself from his product besides the 
100 lhalers, and therefore divides with him the unpaid labour he 
has pocketed. In general it is this unpaid labour which maintains 
all the non-working members of society. The slate and municipal 
taxes, as far as they aiTect the capitalist class, are paid from it, 
as also the ground rent of the landowners, etc. On it rests the 
whole existing social system. 

H would however be absurd to assume that unpaid labour arose 
only under present conditions where production is carried on by 
capitalists on the one hand and wage workers on the other. On 
the contra1·y, the oppressed class at all times has had to perform 
unpaid labour. During the whole long period when slavery was the 
prevailing form of the organization of labour, the slaves had to 
perform much more labour than was returned to them in the 
form of means of subsistence. The same was lhe case under the 
rule of serfdom and right up to the abolition of peasant corvee 
labour; here in fact the diiTerencc stands out palpably between the 
Lime during which the peasant works for his own maintenance 
and l.he surplus labour for the feudal lord, precisely because the 
lallt~r is carried out separately from the former. The form has 
now been changed, hut the substance remains and as long as "a 
part of society possesses the monopoly of the means of prodnction, 
the labourer, free or not fn~e, must add to the working time neces
sary for his own maintenance an extra working time in order to 
produce Lhc means of subsistence for the owners of the means of 
production.''1 

II 

In the previous article we saw that every worker employed by 
a capitalist performs two kinds of labour: during one part of his 
working time he replaces the wages advanced to him by the cap
italist, and this part of his labour Marx terms the necessar!J labour. 
Dui afierwanls he has to go on working! ::md during that time he 
produces surplus value for the capitalist, an important part of which 
constitutes profit. That part of the labour is called surplus labour. 

1 Capital, Vol. I, p. 218.-Ed. 
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Let us ftSSume that the worker works three days of the week 
to replace his wages and three days to produce surplus value for 
the capitalist. Putting it otherwise, it means that, with a twelve
hour working day, he works six hours daily for his wages and six 
hours for the production of surplus value. One can only get six 
days out of the week, or at most seven even by including Sunday, 
but one can extract six, eight, ten, twelve, fifteen or even more 
hours of labour out of every single day. The worker sells the 
capitalist a working day for his day's wages. But, what is a work
ing day? Eight hours or eighteen? 

· It is to the capitalist's interest to make the working day as 
long as possible. The longer it is, the more surplus value it pro
duces. The worker correctly feels that every hour of labour which 
he performs over and above the replacemenl of the wage is unjus!ly 
extorted from him; he experiences in his own person what it means 
to work excessive hours. The capitalist fights for his profit, the 
worker for his health, for a few hours of daily rest, to be able to 
occupy himself as a human being in other ways as well, besides 
working, sleeping and eating. It may be remarked in passing that 
it does not depend at all upon the good will of the individual cap
italists whether they desire to embark on this struggle or not, since 
competition compels even the most philanthropic among them to 
join with his colleagues and to make a working time as long as 
theirs the rule. 

The struggle for the fixing of the working day has lasted from 
the first historical appearance of free workers on the scene up to 
the present day. In various trades, different traditional working 
days prevail; but in reality they are seldom adhered to. Only where 
the law fixes the working day and supervises its observance can 
one really say that there exists a normal working day. And up to 
now this is the case almost solely in the factory districts of Eng· 
land. Here the ten-hour work:ng day \ten and a half hours on five 
days, seven and a haJf hours on Saturday) has been fixed for all 
women and for youths of thirteen to eighteen, and since the men 
cannot work without them, they also come under the ten-hour 
working day. This law has been won by English factory workPrs 
by years of endurance, through the mosl persistent, stubborn strug· 
gle with the factory owners, through freedom of the press, the 
right of association and assembly, as well as through adroit utiliza
tion of the divisions in the ruling class itsPlf II has become the 
palladium of the English workers, it has gradually become extend
ed to all branches of large-scale industry and last year to almost 
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all trades, at least to all those employing women and children. The 
present work contains most exhaustive material on the history 
of this legislative regulation of the working day in England. 
The next "North German Reichstag"1 will also have factory 
regulations to discuss and therefore the regulation of factory labour. 
We expect that none of the deputies elected by German workers 
will proceed to discuss this bill without previously making them
selves thoroughly conversant with Marx's book. There is much to be 
achieved I here. The divisions within the rui:ng classes are more 
favoumble to the workers than they ever were in Eng,Jand, because 
universal suffrage compels the ruling classes to court the favour 
of the workers. Under these circumstances, four or five representa
tives of the proletariat arc a powct, if they know how to usc their 
position, if above all they know what is at issue, which the hour· 
geois do not know. And fo1· this rnm·posc, .Marx's hook gives them 
all the material in ready form. 

We will pass over a number of other very fine investigation•; 
of more theoretical interest and will halt only at the final chaplet' 
[part] which deals with the accumulation of capital. Here it is first 
shown that the capitalist mode of production, i.e., that effected by 
capitalists on the mw hand and by wage workers on the other, not 
only continually produces anew the capital of the capitalist, but .also 
continually produces anew the poverty of the workers at the same 
Lime. Thereby it is ensured that there always exist anew, on the one 
hand, capitalists who arc the owners of all means of subsistence, 
raw materials and instruments or labour, and, on the other h:.wd, 
the great mass of workers who arc compelled to sell their labour 
power to these capitalists for ail amount of the means of subsistence 
which at best just suffices to maintain them in a condition capable 
of working and to hring up a uew generation of able-bodied 
proletarians. But capital docs not merely reproduce itself: it is 
continually increased unci multiplied-hence its power over tl1e 
propertyless class of workers. And just as it itself· is reproduced 
on an ever greater scale, so the modern capitalist mode of produc
tion reproduces the class of propertyless workers also on an ever 
greater scale and in ever greater numbers. " ... accumulation [of 
capital] reproduces the capi'al-relation on a progressive scale, more 
-capitalists or larger capitalists at this pole, more wage worker:s at 
thnt.. . . Accumulation of capital is, therefore, increase uf the 

1 A representative body of the ''North German Confederation,'' which came 
into exis,tence after the victory of Prussia over Austr-ia 'in 1866.-Ed. 
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proletariat."1 Since, however, owing to the progress of machinery. 
owing to improved agriculture, etc., fewer and fewer workers are 
necessary in order to produce the same quantity of products, since 
this perfecting, that is, this making the workers superfluous, 
grows more mpidly than the growing capital itself, what 
becomes of this ever-increasing number of workers? They form 
an industrial reserve army, which is paid below the value of its 
labour and is irregularly employed or comes under the care of 
public Poor Law institutions during times of bad or moderate busi
ness, but which is indispensable to the capitalist class at times 
when business is especially lively, as is palpably evident in Eng
land-but whi~h under all circumstances serves to break the pow
er of resistance of the regularly employed workers and to keep 
their wages down. "The greater the social wealth ... the greater is 
the [relative surplus popuJ!ation or]2 industrial reserve army .... But 
the greater this reserve army in proportion to the adive [regularly 
employed] labour army, the greater is the mass of a consolidated 
[permanent] surplus population [or strat!a of workers],2 whose 
misery is in inverse mtio to its torment of labour. The more extensive, 
finally, the Lazarus-layers of the working class, and the industrial 
reserve army, the greater is official pauperism. This is the absolute 
general law of capitalist accumulation."3 

These, strictly scientifically proved-and the official economists 
take great care not to make even an attempt at a refutatlon-are 
some of the chief laws of the modern, capitalist social system. But, 
does this tell the whole story? By no means. Just as sharply as he 
stresses the bad sides of capitalist production does Marx also clear
ly prove that this social form was necessary to develop the pro
ductive forces of society to a level which will make poss'ble an 
equal development worthy of human beings for all members of 
society. All earlier forms of society were too poor for this. Capital
ist production for the first time creates the wealth and the produc
tive forces necessary for this, but at the same time it also creates, in 
the numerous and oppressed workers, the social class which is more 
and more compelled to claim the utilization of this wealth and 
these productive forces for the whole of society---instead of, as 
today, for a monopolist class. 

1 Capital, Vol. I, p. 627.-Ed. 
2 insertions in br-ackets by Engels.-Ed. 
a Capital, Vol. I, pp. 659-60.-Ed. 
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FROM THE PREFACE TO MARX'S CAPITAL, 
VOLUME 111 

•.. But what did Marx say about surplus value that is new? 
How is il that Marx's theory of surplus value struck home like a 
thunderbolt out of a clear sky, and that in all modern countries, 
too, while the theories of all his socialist predecessors, including 
Rodbcrtus,2 vanished without effect? 

The history of chemistry offers an illustration which explains 
this: 

Until almost the end of last century, the phlogistic theory pre~ 
vailed, as we know. It assumed that the essence of all combustion 
consisted in the separation fmm the burning substance of another, 
hypothetical substance, an absolute combustible, named phlo
giston. This theory sufficed for the explanation of most of the 
chemical phenomena then known, although not without consider
able forcing in many cases. Rut in 1774, Priestley discovered a 
kind of air which he found Lo he so pure, or so free from phlo
giston, that common air seemed adulterated in comparison with it. 
He called it dephlogisticated ai1·. Shortly after him, Scheele obtained 
the same kind of air in Sweden, and demonstrated its presence , 
in the atmosphere. He also found that this air disappeared, whenever 
a substance was burned in it or in ordinary air, and therefore he 
called it fire-air. "From Lhese facts he drew the conclusion that the 
compound arising from the union of phlogiston with one of the 
components of the air" (that is to say, by combustion) "was nothin.g 
but fire or heat, which escaped through the glass."3 

1 Written on May 5, 1885, and originally published the same year in the 
fi.rst edition of the second volume of Capital.-Ed. 

2 Johann Karl Hodbertus-Jagetzow (1805-75): Prussian landlord; tl!eorcti· 
cian of so-called state socialism.-Ed. 

s Roscoe-Schorl·emmer: f\usfiihrliches Lehrbuch der Chemie. Braunschwei·g 
1877, I, pp. 13, 18. [Note by F. Engels.] 
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Priestley and Scheele had produced oxygen, but did not know 
what they had discovered. They "remained entangled in the" phlo~ 
gistic "categories as they found them." The element, which was. 
to upseJ the whole phlogistic concept and to revolutionize chem
istry, remained barren in their hands. But Priestley had immediate
ly communicated his discovery to Lavoisier in Paris, and Lavoi
sier, by means of this new fact, now examined all phlogistic 
chemistry. He first discovered that the new kind of air was a new 
chemical element, and that in combustion it was not a case of the 
mysterious phlogiston departing from the burning substance, but 
of this new element combining with the substance. Thus he placed 
all chemistry, which in its phlogistic form had stood on its head, 
on its feet for the first time. And although he did not produce· 
oxygen independently of the others and at the same time as they, 
as he claimed later on, he nevertheless is the real discoverer of 
oxygen as compared with the other two, who had merely produced' 
it without any suspicion of what it was they had produced. 

Marx stands in the same relation to his predecessors in the 
theory of surplus value as Lavoisier to Priestley and Scheele. The 
existence of that part of a product's value which we now call sur
plus value had been ascertained long before Marx. What it consists 
of had also been stated, more or less distinctly; viz., of the product 
of labour for which its appropriator has not paid any equivalent. 
But they got no further. Some of them-the classical bourgeois 
economists-investigated at most the proportion in which the 
product of labour is divided between the labourer and the owner 
of the means of production. Others-the socialists-found this divi
sion unjust and looked for utopian means of abolishing this injus
tice. Both remained in thrall to the economic categories as they had 

" found them. 
Thf'n Marx came forward. And he did so in direct opposition 

·to all his predecessors. Where they had seen a solution, he saw 
only a problem. He saw that here there was neither dephlogisticated 
air, nor fire-air, but oxygen, that it was not a matter of simply 
recording an economic fact or of the conflict of this fact with 
eternal justice and true morality, but concerned a fact destined' 
to revolutionize the whole of political economy and offering a 
key to the understanding of all capitalist production-to the one 
who knew how to use it. With this fact as a starting point he 
examined all the categories he found at hand, just :as Lavoisier, 
with oxygen as a starting point, had examined the categories of 
phlogistic chemistry he had found at hand. In order to know what 
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6Urplus value was, he had to find out what value was. Ricardo's 
theory of value itself had to be subjected to criticism first of all. 
Thus Marx investigated labour in regard to its value-creating qual
ity, and for the first time established what labour produces value, 
and why and how it does this, and that value is nothing but coag
ulated labour of this kind-a point which Rodbertus never grasped 
to the end of his days. Marx then examined the relation of 
commodities to money, demonstrating how and why, thanks to 
their immanent properly of value, commodities and commodity ex· 
change must produce the antagonism of commodities and money. 
His theory of money, founded on this basis, is the first exhaustive, 
and now tacitly generally accepted one. He investigated the trans
formation of money into capital, demonstrating that this transforc 
mation is based on the purchase and sale of labour power. By sub
sliluling labour power, the value-producing properly, for labour, he 
solved with one stroke one of the difHculties upon which the Ri· 
car·dian school was wrecked, viz., the impossibility of harmonizing 
lhc mutual exchange of capital and labour with the Ricardian law 

·of value determination by labour. By establishing the distinction 
between constant and vuriablc capital, he was first enabled to trace 
the real course of the process of surplus value formation in the 
utmost detail, and thus to explain H-something which none of his 
predecessors had accomplished. Thus he established a distinction 
within capital itself with which neither Hodbertus nor the bourgeois 
economists had been able to do anything, but which, neverthe
less furnished the key for Lhe solution of the most complicated eco
nom;c prohl!•ms, a-; is most slrildngly proved once again by this 
Volume II, and still more by Volume III, as will be shown. He 
analysed surplus value itself further, finding its two forms, absolute 
a•qJ rdat v:· S'lrp'us V:llue. And he showed the different but in 
each case dcdsive role that they had played in the historical devel
opment of capitalist production. On the basis of surplus value he 
developed I he fl rs,t rational theory we have of wages, and gave for 
the first time the basic fcntures of the history of capitalist accumu
lation and a portrayal of its historical tendency .... 



Karl Marx 

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRITIQUE 
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 

PREFACE1 

I examine the system of bourgeois political economy in the fol
lowing order: capital, landed property, wage labour; the state, for
eign trade, world market. Under the first three headings, I inves· 
tigate the economic conditions of life of the three great classes into 
which modern bourgeois society is divided; the interconnection of 
the three other headings is obvious at a glance. The first section 
of the first h(){)k, which deals with capital, consists of the following 
chapters: 1. Commodll.ies; 2. Money or simple circulation; 3. Capi" 
tal in general. The first two chapters form the contents of the pres
ent part. The total material lies before me in the form of mono
graphs, which were written at periods widely s,eparated one from 
another, for self-clarification, not for publication, and their elabo
ration in connected form according to the above plan will be de· 
pendent on external circumstances. 

I am omitting a general introduction which I had projected be
cause on closer reflection any anticipation of results yet to. be proved 
appears to me to be disturbing, and the reader who desires to fol· 
low me must be resolved to ascend from the particular to the gen
eral. A few indications of the course of my own politico-economic 
studies may, on the other hand, appear not out of place here. 

I was taking up law, which study, however, I only pursued 
as a subordinate subject along with ph]osophy and history. In the 
year 1842-43, as editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, I experienced 
for the first time the embarmssment of- having to tak·e part in dis
cussions on so-called material interests. The proceedings of the Rhen
ish L'lndtag on thefts of wood and parcelling of landed property, 
the official polemic which Herr von Schaper, then Oberpriisident 
of the Rhine Province, opened against the Rheinische Zcitung on 
the conditions of the Moselle peasantry, and finally debates on free 

1 This Prefa.ce was originally published in Berlin in 1859.-Ed. 
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trade and protective tariffs gave the first incentive to my occupa
tion with economic questions. On the other hand, at that time when 
the good will "to go further" frequently outweighed specialized 
knowledge, a philosophically weakly tinged echo of French so
cialism and communism made itself audible in the Rlzeinisclze Zeit
uny. 1 declared myself against this bungling, but frankly confessed 
at the same time in a controversy with the .t1llgemeine Augsburgel' 
Zeitung that my previous studies did not permit me to venture for 
myself any judgment on the content of the French tendencies. In
stead, l eagerly seized on the illusion of the managers of the Rhein
ische Zeitung, who thought thai by a weaker attitude on the part 

of the paper they could secure a remission of the death sentence 
passed upon it, lo cll'ed my withdrawal from the public stage into' 
U1e study. 

The tirsl work which I undertook for a solution of the doubts. 
which assailed me was a cr:tical review of the Hegelian philosophy 
of law, a work the introduclion to which appeared in 1844 in the 
Deutsch-Fl'anzosische Jalu'biiclzer, published in Par~s. My investi
gation led to the result that legal relations such as forms of state 
are to be grasped ne:ther from themselves nor from the so-called 
general development of the human mind, but rather have their roots 
in the material conditions of life, the sum total of which Hegel. 
following the example of the Englishmen and Frenchmen of 
the eighteenth century, combines under the name of "civil so
ciety," that ·however the anatomy of civil society is to be sought in 
polll1cal economy. The investigation of the latter, which I began 
in Paris, I continued in Brussels, whither I had emigrated in con· 
sequence of an expulsion order of M. Guizot. The general result at 
which I arrived and which, once won, served as a guiding thread 
for my studies, can be briefly formulated as follows: In the 
social production of their life, men enter into definite relations 
that are indispensable and independent of their will; these rela
tions of production correspond to a definite stage of develop
ment of their material forces of production. The sum total of these 
relations of production constitutes the economic' structure of society 
-the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political super
structure and to which correspond definite forms of social conscious
J1P"1'l. The mode of production of material life. .determines the 

''Sndal, political and Jntellectual life process in general. ItJ~._not 
!~!f~.£2~~~1:~~~~:~~-s.~.:.<?f . Il}t:[l.!h~ t. g~t.~.f"'Il!ii1>~~ .. tE,~iE .. ~.~i}!E.; ... ~!l!:c£,.,~!!1e 
contrary, their social. ~~iA~J_l;ll:l,LPo~t~rmines their consciousness. At 
a· 'C'eriaiil-Siaie. '0f't.hei; · deveiopmeili, 'ihe-·illate·aa:r"'l)l.~o<iticHve ·rorces 
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in, society come in conflict with the existing relations of pro
duction, or-what is but a legal expression for the same thing
with the property relations within which they have been at work 
before. From forms of dev~lopment of the productive forces 
these relatiOns turn into their fetters. Then begin,s an epoch of so

,ciaL :re:v:qJytion, With the change of the economic foundation the 
entire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed. 
In considering such transformations a distinction should always be 
made between the matenal transformation of the economic condi
tions of production, which can be determined wiih the precision 
of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, resthetic or 
philosophic-in short, ideological forms in which men become con~ 
scions of this conflict and fight it out. Just as our opinion of an 
individual is not based on what he thinks of himself, so can we 
not judge of such a period of transformation by its own conscious
ness; on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained rather 
from the contradictions of material life, from the existing con· 
flict between the social productive forces and the relations of 
production. No social order ever disappears before ail the produc
tive forces for which there is room in it have been developed; and 
new, higher relations of production never appear before the materi
al conditions of their existence have matured in the womb of the 
old ~oc;!eJy itself. Therefore, mankind always sets itself only such 
tasks as it can solve; since, looking at the matter more closely, we 
will always find that the task itself arises only when the material 
condit.ions necessary for its solution already exist or are at least 
in the process of formation. In broad outlines we can designate the 
Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal, and the modern bourgeois modes 
of production as so many progressive epochs in the economic 
formation of society. The bourgeois relations of production are the 
last antagonistic form of the social process of production-antago
nistic not in the sense of individual antagonism, but of one arising 
from the social conditions of life of the individuals; at the same 
time the productive forces developing in the womb of bourgeois 
society create the material conditions for the solution of that antag-' 
onism. This social formation constitutes, therefore, the closing 
chapter of the prehis'toric stage of human society. 

Frederick Engels, w;th whom, since the appearance of his bril
liant sketch on the criticism of the economic categories (in the 
Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher), I maintained a constant ex
change of ideas by correspondence, had by another road (compare 
his The Condition of the Working Class in England) arrived 
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at the same result as I, and when in the spring of 1845 he also 
settled in Brussels, we resolved to work out together the opposition 
of our view to the ideological view of German philosophy, in fact, 
to settle accounts with our previous philosophical conscience. The 
resolve was carried out in the form of a criticism of post· Hegelian 
philosophy. The manuscript, two large octavo volumes, had long 
reached its place of publication in Westphalia when we received 
the news that altered circumstances did not allow of its being print
ed. We abandoned the manuscript to the gnawing criticism of the 
mice all the more willingly since we had achieved our main pur
pose---seU-darification. Of the scattered works in whkh we put our 
views before the public at lhat time, now from one aspect, now from 
another, 1 will mention only the Manifesto of tile Communist Par
ty, jointly written by Engels and myself, and Discours sur le libre 
eclzange [Discourse Oil Free Tmde] published by me. The decisive 
points of our view were first scientifically, although only polemi
cally, imJicated in my work published in 1847 and directed against 
Proudhon: Misere de Ia Pl1ilosophie [The Poverty of. f>hilospphy], 
de. A dissertation wriltcn in German on Wage Labour, in which 
I put together my Jeclures on Lhis subject delivered in the Brussels 
Deutscher Arbcilewercin l German \Yorkers' Society], was interrupt
ed while being printed hy the February B.evolution and my conse
quent forced removal from Belgium. 

The editing of the Neue Rheinisclze Zeitung in 1848 and 1840, 
and the suhsequPnl events, interrupted my economic studies which 
eould only he resumed in the year 185() in London. The enormous 
malcrial for the history of political economy which is accumulated 
h1 the British Museum, the favourable vantage point afforded by 
London for the observation of bour~cois society, and finally the 
new stage of development into which the latter appean~d to have 
<.mJered wit.h the discovery of gold in California and Australia, de
termined me to begin afresh from the very beginning and to work 
through the new material critically. These studies led partly of 
themselves into apparently quite remote subjects on which I had to 
dwell for a shorter or longer period. Especial]y,.JwweJre.r-, .was the 
time at my disposal limited by the imperative necessity. of earning 
my living. My contributions, .. during eight .. ye:us now, .rio the first 
English-American newspaper, the New York Trifmne, compelled an 
extraordinary scattering of my studies, sinee I occupied myself 
with newspaper correspondence proper only iill exceptional cases. 
However, articles on striking economic events in England and on 
the Continent constitUited 1so considerable a part of my contribu-
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tions that I was compelled to make 
details which lie outside the sphere 
ical economy. 

This sketch of the course of my 
ical economy is intended only to. sh< 
may be .judged and. however. Httle 1 
terested prejudices of the . ruling cia~ 
tioQ.~. inve~Fga,ti<::m lasting many y 
science, as at the entrance to hell, 

Qui si convien lasciare og 
Ogni vilta convien che q 

[Here all mistrust must 1 
And here must perish ev 

London,. J~nWl.rY .1859 



Frederick Engels 

ON KARL MAUX'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRITIQUE 
OF POLITICAL ECONOMY1 

I 

ln all scientific spheres, the Germans have long since demon
strated their equality wilh, and in most of them their superiority 
over, the remaining civilized nations. Only one science was not 
aule to count on a single German name among its adepts, uiz., po
litical economy. The reason is obvious. Political economy is the 
theoretical analysis of modern bourgeois soeiety and therefore pre
supposes developed bourgeois conditions, conditions which in Ger
many, after the wars of the Reformation and the peasant wars, 
particularly after the Thirty Years' War, could not arise for cen
turies. The separation of Holland from the Empire forced Germany 
to the rear in world trade and from the outset reduced its indus
trial development to the scantiest proportions. While the Germans 
were slowly and laboriously recovering from the devastation of the 
civil wars, while they were using up all their civil energy, 
which had never been very great, in fruitless struggle against the 
customs barriers and idiotic trade regulations which every petty 
princeling and imperial baron imposed on the industry of his sub
jects, while the imperial towns with their guild mummery and 
patrician hauteur were falling into decay--Holland, England and 
France conquered the leading positions in world trade, amassed 
colony after colony and developed the manufacturing indus,try to 
the highest pitch, until finally England, owing to steam power 
which first imparted value to its coal and iron deposits, attained 
the foremost position in modern bourgeois development. So long, 
however, as a struggle had still to be waged against such ludicrous
ly antiquated relics of the Middle Ages as up to 1830 laid fetters 
on the material bourgeois development of Germany, no German 

1 This review by Engels of Marx's Contribution to tlze Critique of Polit
ical Econom!J (1859) originally appeared in London in the German periodical 
Das Volk (Tlze People), Nos. 14 and ,16 of August 6 and 20, 1859.-Ed. 
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political economy was possible. Only with the establishment of the 
Zollverein1 did the Germans arrive at a position in which they could 
at least unde1·stand political economy. From this time, in fact, 
began the importation of English and French political economy 
\or the benefit of the German bourgeoisie. Presently the learned fra
lernity and the bureaucracy seized hold of the imported material and 
worked it up in a fashion not very creditable to the "German 
spirit." From the medley of industrial barons, traders, schoolmas
ters and bureaucrats engaged in authorship there arose a German 
economic literature which in its insipidity, shallowness, lack of 
thought, verbosity and plagiarism was parallelled only by the Ger
man noYeL Among the people with practical aims, the protectionist 
school of the industrialists was the first to establish itself; and its 
authority, List, is still the best that German bourgeois-eco
nomic literature has produced, although the whole of his glori
ous work is copied from the Frenchman Ferrier, the theoretical 
originator of the Continental System.2 In opposition to this 
tendency there arose in the 'forties the free trade school of the 

merchants in the Baltic provinces, who, with childish but self
interested faith, echoed the arguments of the English free traders. 
Finally, among the schoolmasters and bureaucrats who had to 
deal with the theoretical side of the subject, there were to be 
found dried-up, uncritical herbarium collectors like Herr Rau, 
speculating wiseacres like Herr Stein, who translated foreign 
prupositions into undigested Hegelian langua~e, or literary glean
ers in the "cultural-histOTical" field, like Herr Riehl. The final 
outcome of this was cameralistics,3 a mush consisting of all sorts of 
cxtraneoi1s matter, with a spattering of eclectic-economic sauce, 
such as would be useful knowledge for a young law· school grad
uate in the employ of the state preparing for his final state board 
-examination. 

While thus the bourgeoisie, schoolmasters and bureaucracy in 
Grnnany were still labouring to learn the first elements of English
French economics :by he:1rt as unassailable dogmas and to attain 

1 Zolh•erein (Customs Union): A German customs and commercial union was 
eslal>lished on January 1, 1834. betw-een Prussia and other German states. It 
did not include Austria.-Ed. 

2 The Continental System was the policy pursued by Napoleon I of pro
hibiting the import of English goods on the Continent. Instituted in 1806 by 
imperial decree, it was adher{•d to by Spain, Naples and Holland, and later 
aJso Prussia, Denmark, Russia, Austria and other countries.-Ed. 

3 Cameralistics: The scientific subjects formerly required in Germany of 
a government administrative official.-Ed. 

~0 ---760 
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,.ome degree of elarity about tlwm, the German proletarian party 
appeared on the scene. Its wllofe theoretical existence proceeded from 
the study of political economy; and scientific, independent German 
economics dates from the momeut of its appearance. This German 
economics is based essentially upon the materiu1list conception of 
histOI"y, the basic features of which are presented hriefly ii1 the 
preface to the ahove-nwmed worik. Tlw mah1 points of this prcface1 

have already been printed in JJos \iolk, for which rt•a,son we 
referred to it Not only for eeouomics, hut for all 1historieal seienccs 
(and all sciences which arc not natural sciences ~\re historical) a 
revolutionizing di~;covcry was mail!~ with this proposition.· "!hat the 
mock of produelion of mat<•ri:tl lif1~ determines the social, political 
and intellectual life proe<•ss iu, general"; t'hnt all the soda! and 
polilieal relations, all religious and legal systems, aU lhe Uworf'fieal 
outlooks which {)merge in lht~ C!,urse of history, are ,[o he com
prehended only when the material conditions of life of the respec" 
Lively corresponding <~pochs arc understood and the former an• de
rived from these material conditions. "It is not the consciousn('ss of 
men I hat determines their being; lm! ... their social being that dPlcr· 
miw·s their conseions1wss." The proposition is so simple that it must 
be self-evident lo :wyone who 1s not bemused by idealist ddu)>ions. 
But it iuvolvl's highly n•volulionary consPqm~nces, not only for 
llwory 1hu1 also for JWaeliee. 

··'At a ecrlaiu slage of lheii· devdopmcul Hw material productive J'orn;s in 
~m:iely comP into conHiet wilh the existing relations of produelion or-----whnf: 
is but a kgal 1:xprcssiou for lhe sanw thing---with the property relation,~ within 
which they have llcen at work hdon•. Vrom forms of development uf the 
productiv,e forces these relations turn into their fetlt,r~. 'l11cn hegins an <'poeh 
of social re1wlution. With the change of the economic foundation the Plltirc 
immense superstructure is more or J.css rapidly trausformed .... The bourgeois 
relaUons of production are the lnst :mlagonislic form nf the social prorP~S of 
production-antagonistic not in the s!'ns•: of individual antagonism, hut of nnr: 
arising from the social eondilions of life of the individuals; at lht~ sanw time 
the productive forces developing 'in the womb of bourgeois soeiety create lhe 
material conditions for the solution ol' that antagonism." 

As we pursue our materialist thesis further and apply it to lhe 
present, the pcrspcdive of a tremendous revolution, indeed the most 
tremendous revolution of all time, therefore immediately unfolds 
itself before us. 

On closer consideration, it is, however, immediately evident 
that this apparently simple proposition, that ihe conscionsnpss of 

1 Sec p. 2\J9 oJ lhis volunw,-Ed. 
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men depends on their being and not t?ice versa, at once, and 1n 
its first conse'quences, runs directly counter to all idealism, even the 
most concealed. All traditional and customary outlooks on every
thing histori·cal arc negated by it. The whole traditional mode of· 
political reasoning falls to the ground; patriotic noble-mindedness 
lights indignantly against such an unprincipled conception. The 
new mode of outlook, therefore, necessarily came into conflict, not 
only with the representative1s of the bourgeoisie, but also with the 
mass of French socialists who 'Nould fain shake the world in its 
foundations hy means of the magic formula: liberte, egolite, frater
nitel But ahov~ all it aroused great wrath among the German vulgar
democratic vociferators. All the same they have by preference at
tempted to exploit the new ide<as in plagi•aristic fashion, but with rare 
misunderstanding. · 

The development of the 1naterialist conception e\-en in regard 
to a single historical example was a scientific work which would 
have demanded years of tranquil study, for it is obvious that noth
iJig can be done here ·with mere phrases, that only a mass of 
critically sifted, completely mastered historical material e~m enable 
one to solve such a task. The February Hevolution thrust our party 
on the political stage and thereby made it impossible for it to pur· 
sue purely scientific aims. Nevertheless, this basic outlook rnns like 
a red thread •throulgh an the literary productions of the party. hi 
all of them it is demonstrated in ea<ch particular case how ' every 
time the action originated from direct material impulses, not from 
the phrases that accompanied the action, and how, on the contra
ry, the political and juristic phrases were derived from the mate
rial impulses just as much as the political 'actions and their 
results. 

\¥hen, after the defeat of the Revolution of 1848-4n, a period 
' began in which it !became more and more impossible to influence 

Gerinany from without, our party surrendered the field of emigra
tional quarrels-for that remained the only possible activity--to 
vulgar democracy. \Vhile the latter indulged in intrigues to its 
heart's content, and squabbled today in order to make up the day 
after, and the day after that again washed all its dirty linen in 
view of everyone-while vulgar democracy went begging through 
the whole of America in order immediately afterwards to stage 
new scandals over the division of the few pencP garnered-our pariy 
was glad ·once again to have some leisure for study. It had tlw 
great advantage of having a new scientific outlook as its theoretical 
ha.s.is, the working out of which kept it fully oceupied; for this 
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reason alone it could never degenerate to such an extent as the 
"great nlC'n'' among thr emigrants. 

The ftrst fruit of these studies is the hook under review. 

H 

In a publication like the one before us thet·c can be no question 
of a merely dc:mllory criticism of separate chapters taken from 
political economy, of the isolated treatment of this or that disputed 
economic question. Hather it is from the outset cortstructed so H.~ 

to he a systematic summing up of the whole compl(•X of economic 
scienet', an intl·rcomweled development of tht• laws of hourgc·ois 
produeliou and bourgeois exchange. Since the Pconomisls are noth
ing but the iuterprelers of and apologists fur these laws, this de
velopmPnt is at the same time a criticism of the whole of t·eonomie 
li kratun·. 

Since Hegel's death hardly any attempt has been made to dl'
Ydop a seienee in its own imwr intcreonneclion. The official Hegel
ian school had appropriated from the dialectic of the masler only 
the manipulation of the simplest tricks, which it applied to any
thing and everything, oflen with ludicrous clumsiness. For it tlw 
whole inheritance of Hegel was limited to a mere pattern by llw 
help of which every theme could be correctly d1~visPd, ami lo 
a compilation or words and turns of .speech which now had 110 

other purpose than to he inserted at the right tinw when• thought 
and positive knowledge failed them. Thus it came ahoul: that, 
as a Donn professor said, these Hegelians understood nothing 
ahout anything, but could write about everything. This was cer
tainly the case. Meanwhile, these gentlemen were, in spite of their 
self-conceit, so conscious of their weakness thai they gave hi.g '· 
problems the widest berth possible. The old pedantic science held 
the field by its superiority in positive knowledge. And when Feuer
bach also declared speculative conceptions as untf'nabk, Hegelian
ism. quietly fell asleep; and it seemed as if the old metaphysics, 
with its fixed categories, had begun to reign anew in science. 

The thing had its natural cause. After the regime of the Hege
lian Diadochi,1 which had wound up with pure phrases, there nalu-

1 Diadoclzi: Alexander of Macedon's generals, whose internecine warfa n· 
after his death led to the disintegration of the empir!'. Engels here appli(·~ 
this term ironically to the official representatives of the Hegelian school in the 
German univcrsities.-Ei/. 
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less, of all the available logical lll<lterial, it w:as tlw only thii1g 
which could be used, at least as a starting point. lt had not been 
criticized, nor overcome. Not one 1)r the opponents of the gre~il 
dialectieian had been able to make a breach in its proud structure: 
it fell into oblivion, because the Hegelian school had not the 
slightest notion what to do with it. It was, th2refore, al•ove alt 
necessary to suhject the Hegelian method to thoroughgoing criticism. 

,\Vhal distingui!-ihed Hegel's mode of thought from that of all 
other philosopher~ was the enormous historical sense upon which 
it was based. Ahstract and idealist though it was in form, yd the 
development of his thoughts always proceeded in line with :the 
({cvelnpnwnt 4>f world history and the latler was 'reaUy meant to 
hl~ ,only the test of the former. H, therl'l>y, lhc real relation was 
i11verled aud sl.ood on its head, ueverlhcless, Uw real eonlenl en
ten~d evt~rywhcre into Lhe philosophy: .all tlw more so since Begd 
i11 eon:trasl to hi,~ disciples--did not par{lde ignorance, but was ow~ 
of the lint>sl intellects of all time. He was the first who atl(~mpted 
lo !:!how au ,evolution, an .inner coherence, in history; and \vhik 
l(){hty much in his Philosophy of History may seem peculiar lo us, 
yd the grandeur of his fundamental outlook is admirable ev<.~ll 

loday, whether Oil(• mnkcs emnparison with his JH'Cd(•C('SS(HS; or 
with anyone who, since his lime, has taken lh(' 1iherty of retlec~ing 
i" gen('ra l <~onecm iug his lory. Ew~ryw here, in his J> hcnomcnology, 
"Esthl'fics, Jlistory oj' J>l!i[osopb!], this magnifieent <~Ol1Cl~plion 01' 
history penl'lrales, and everywhere this material is h·<•alt~d histori
cally, in a dcfinile, even if abstractly invcded, inlercolllwction 
with h islm·y. 

This epoch-IH<tking conception of !history was the direet theu
retic~ll prerequisite for the new materialist outlook, and thereby 
pl'ovidcd a comwcling point for the logical method, too. Since this 
forgotten <haleeties had led l.o such results <~ven from tlw stand
point of "pure thinking," and had, in addition, so easily settled 
accounts with all preceding logic and metaphysics, there must <>t' 
necessity have been something more to it than sophistry and hair
splitting, But the criticism of this method, which all oflicially rec
ognized philosophy had fought shy of and still does, was no triflv. 

Mar.x was 1and is the only one who could undertake the work 
of exirading 'from n'lC Hegeli:m logic the kernel which comprised 
Hegel's renl discoveries in this sphere, and to construct the dialecti- · 
cal method, divested of its idealistic trappings, in the ,simple shape 
in which it becomes the only true form of development of thought. 
The working ont of the method which ,forms the foundation of 
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Marx's Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy we con
sider a result of hardly less importance than the hasi,c mst.erialist 
outlook itself . 

. The criticism of economics, even according to the method se
cured, could still be exercised in two ways: historically or logically. 
Since in history, as in its literary reflection, development as a 
whole also proceeds from the most simple to the more ::omplex rela
ticms, the historical development of the litel'ature of political econ
omy provided a natural guiding thread with which criticism could 
link up, and the economic categories as a whole would thereby 
appear in the same seqm~nce as in the logical development, This 
form apparently has the advantage of greater clearness, since in
deed it is the actual development that is followed, but as a matter 
of fact it would thereby at most become more popular. History 
often proceeds by leaps and zigzags and it would in this way 
have to :be followed everywhere, whereby not only would much 
material of minor importance have to be incorporated, but there 
would be much interi·uption ()f the chain of thought; furthermore, 
the history of economics could not be written without that of bour
geois society and this would make the task endless, since all 
preliminary work is lacking. The logical method of treatment was, 
therefore, the only appropriate one. But this, as a matter of fact, 
is nothing else but the historical method; only divested of its histor
ical form and disturbing fortuities. The chain of thought must 
begin with the same thing with which this history begins and its 
further course will be nothing else but the reflection of the historical 
course in abstract and theoretically consistent form; a corrected 
reflection but corrected !according to law,s furnished by t'he real course 
of history itself, in that ,ea,ch factor can be considered at its ripest 
point of development, in .its classic form. 

In this method we proceed rfr<)m the first and simplest relation 
that historically and in fact confronts us; here, therefore, from 
the first economic relaiion to be found. vVe analyse this relation. 
Being a 1·elation already implies that it has two sides, related to 
each otlla. Each of these sides is considered by itself; which brings 
us to the way in which they behave to ,each other, their ,interac
tion. Contradictions will result 'vhich demand a solution. But as we 
are not considt'ring here an abstract process of thought taking place 
solely in our heads, but a real process which has actually taken 
place at some particular time, or js still taking place, these contra
dictions, too, will have developed in practice and will prohahly have 
found Hlf>ir solution. \Ve shall trace the nature of this solution, 
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and shall discover that it has been brought about by the establish
ment of a new relation whose two opposite sides we shaH now 
have t.o develop, and so on. 

Political economy begins with commodities, begins from the mo
ment when products are exchanged for one anothcr~-whethcr by 
individuals or by primitive communities. The product that appears 
in exchange is a commodity. It is, however, a commodity sokly lw
cause a relatiou between two persons or eommunilies allaches 1o 
the tiling, the product, the relation Jwtwcen producer and constmwr 
who are here no longer united in !he s·ame person. Here at once 
we have an example of a peculiar fact, which runs through lhe 
whole of economics and which has caused utter confusion in the 
minds of the bourgeois economists: economics deals not with lhiugs 
bui with relations bclween JWrsons, and, in the last resort, lH~IWI'\'11 

classes; lhcse relations are, however, always a~.tncbed to tbinys :wd 
apJH'III" us thinys. This iutereonnedion, which in isolatPd e:tst•s it 
is true has dawned upon individual economists, was lirsl discovered 
by Marx as obtaining fm all political economy, whereby he made 
the most difficult questions so simple and dear that now even 1he 
bourgeois economists will be able to grasp them. 

lf now we consider commodities from their various aspects, 
commodities in their complete dcvdnpment and not as the~· first 
laboriously developed in the primitive barter between two primitive 
communities, they present themselves to us from the two points of 
view of use valtH~ and exchange value. and here we al OJH'<' t•nll'r 
the sphere of economic dispute. Anyone who would like to have a 
striking illustral.ion of the fact that lhe German dialeetic:H method 
in its present stale of elaboration .is at least ns superior to lhe old,, 
shallow, garrulous metaphysical method as the 'railway is to the 
means of transport of the Middle Ages, should read in Adam Smith 
or any other official economist of reputation wha:t a torment ex
change v~alue and use value were to these gentlemen, how diffi
cult it was for them to keep them properly apart and comprehend 
each in its peculia~ distinctness, and should then compare the 
simple, clear treatment by Marx. 

After use value and exchange value have been developed, commode 
ities are presented as the immediate unity of both, in the form 
in which they enter tile process of exclwnye. \Vhat contradictions 
result here can afterwards be rearl on pp. 20, 21. 1 'Ve orily notf.' 

1 Engels refers here to the German edition (Berlin 1859) of ~l<\ri's A 
Coiifribution to the Critique of Political Economy.-Ecl. 
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that these contradictions are not merely of abstract theoretical inter
est, but at the same time reflect the difficulties which eme11ge from 
the nature of the immediate exchange relations, of .simple barter, 
reflect the impossibilities in which this first crude form of exchange 
necessarily terminates. The solution of these impossibilities is to 
be found in the fact that the property of representing the exchange 
value of all other commodities is transferred to a special commod
ity~nwncy. Money or simple circulation is now developed in the 
second chapter, viz., 1) money as the measure of value, in whi~h 
connection the value measured in money, the price, receives its 
closer determination; 2) as means of circulation and 3) as the unity 
of both determination!:'., as real money, as the representative of all 
material bourgeois wealth. This closes the deyelopment of the first 
part, reserving the p·assing of money into capital for the second. 

It is seen that with this method the logical development is l-'.Y 
no means compelled to keep to the purely abstract sphere. On the 
contrary, this method reqi1ires historical illustrations, continual 
contact with reality. Such proofs are accordingly introduced in 
great variety, namely, references both to the actual course of ]lis
tory at different stages of social development and also to the eco
nomic literature in which the clear working out of the determina
tions of economic relations is pursued from the beginning. The 
criticism of individual more or less one·sided or confused modt's of 

conception is then 'in essence already given in the logical dne]op
ment. itself and can be briefly formulated. 

In a third article we shaH deal with the economic content of 
the book itself.1 

1l This third article ne1·er appen.r~d. and the :11S. of H has no! been 
fouml.-Ed. 



Karl 1l1m·x and Frederick Engels 

FI~Ol\'1 LETTERS ON HISTORICAL MATERIALISM1 

MAHX TO PAUL V. ANNENKOV~ 

... \Vhat is s<>eiPiy, whaleVl'r its form may he'! The prodnel ol 
nwn's reciproenl action. Are men free to choose this m· that form 
oJ' soeidy for themselves'! By uo means. Assume a particular stal.e 
of devPiopmenl in Lhe productive faculties of man and you will gel 
:1 parlieular form of eommeree and consnmplion. A':>sllnH~ pal'licu
l:u· ::~tages of developnwnt in production, con1merce and consuulp
liou aud you will h:tV\' ;1 parlicnlar form OJ' SOda! ('Onstilulion, a 
p:1rlieulnr organization of lhe family and of the soeial t>stales or 
c-bss!:s, in :1 word, n parlieular eivil society. Pno.suppose a partie
ular civil socidy and you will get pm·ticular polilioal eondilions 
\Yllieh :~n: only lhc official (•xpression nf civil society .... 

H is SUJH:rfluons to add lhal men arc not free to choose lhdr 
Jtroductiue j'orces---whieh are the hasis ol' all lhcit· hislory--··-for 
\'n·ry productive foret· is :111 aC([Uired force, the product of fonilfT 
adivily. Thus productive forces are the result of practical huma11 
t•rwrgy; hut this energy is itself eircumscribcd hy the conditions 
iu which men find themselves, hy the produelive forces aln·ady 
acquired, hy the social form whid1 exists hefon: they do, which 
they do not create, which is the product of the former genera lion. 
Because of the simple fact that every succeeding generation finds 
ltsl'lf in possession of productive forces won hy tlw pn,vious genet·-

1 Marx's description of lhe essence of historical materialism contained in 
his Prefaee to his work ,t Coull'ilJUtion to the Critique ()! Poliliwl 1\conomy 
(pp. 2\~~l-ilO;) of this volume) is supplemented here by a series of excerpts from 
tlw kth•t·s uf Marx anrt Eng'l'ls <kaling with the sanH.> '<(roup of 'lllestion>. 
Engels' lt'ltcrs hel'e rderre<l to were wrillen in reply lo various inquiries hi' 
had N'('CiVL'<l.-Er/. , 

~ This lelkr was writt.en in French. 
P. r. 1lnncnkov (1812-87): Liberal-min(kd Hnssian landP<l propril'lor '111d 

publicist with "·hom l\Iarx: C(l!T<'sponded.--Ed. 
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.:.ltion, which serve it as the raw material for new production, con
nection arises in human history, a history of humanity takes shape, 
which has become all the more a history of humanity since the 
productive forces of man and therefore his social relations have 
been extended. Hence the necessary conclusion: the social history 
of men is never anything but the history of their individual devel
opment, whether they are conscious of it or not. Their material re
lations are the 1basis of all their r·elations. These material relations 
are only the necessary forms in which their material and individ-
ual 'activity is n:'alized. · 

M. Proudhon mixes up ideas and things. Men never relinquish 
what they have won, but this does not mean that they never relin
quish the social form in which they have acquired certain produc
tive forces. On the contrary, in order that they may notbe deprived 
of the result attained, and forfeit the fruits of civilization, they are 
obliged, from the moment when the mode of their intercourse [Fr. 
commerce] no longer ~orresponds to the productive forces ac
quired, to change all their traditional social forms. 

I am using the [French] word commerce here in its widest 
sense, as we use Verkelzr in German. For example: privileges', the 
institution of guilds and corporations, the regulatory regime of the 
Middle Ages, were social relations which alone corresponded to 
the acquired productive forces and to the social condition which 
had previously existed and from which these institutions had aris·en. 
Under the protection of this regime of corporations and regula
tions, capital was accumuLated, overseas trade . was developed, 
colonies were founded. But the fruits of this would have been for
feited if men had tried to retain the forms undet whose protec
tion these fruits had ripened. Hence came two thunder claps~the 
Revolutions of 1640 an:d 1688. All the old economic forms, the 
social relations corresponding to them, the political conditions 
which were the official expression of the old civil society, were 
destroyed in England. Thus the economic forms jn which men 
pr:oduce, consmne, ex,change, are transitory and lzistoricnl. With newly 
acquired productive forces men change their mode of production and 
\Yith the mode of production they change all the economic rela
tions, which wet·e merely the necessary conditions of this particu
lar mode of production . 

. . . Monsieur Proudhon has very well grnspPd the fact that men 
produce doth, linen, .silks, and what a great merit on his part to 
have grasped this simple maHerr! vVhat Monsieur Proudhon has 
not grasped is that men, according Lo their faculties, also produee 
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the social relations amid ·which IIH'Y prepare cloth nml li1wn. Still 
less has Monsieur Proudhon understood that men, who fashion 
their social relations in accordance with their material productiv
ity, ·also fashion ideas and categories, that is to say, the abstract 
ideal expressions of these same social relations. Thus the catego
ries are no more eternal than the relations they express. They are 
historical and transitory products. For M. Proudhon, on the con
l.rary, abstr.actions and categories are the primordial cause. Accord
ing to him they, and not men, make history. The al>slracfion, the 
category taken os such, i.e., apitrt from men and their material 
activities, is of course immort:'tl, unchangeable, impassive; it is 
only an entify of pure rC'ason, which is only another way of say
ing Lhal l.he allslraetion as sueh is ahslract. An admirable trmtoloyyl 

Thus, regarded as categories, N~orwmic relal.ions are for 
M. Proudhon eternal formulm without origin or progress. 

Let us put it in another way: M. Proudhon docs not directly 
state that l>ourgeois lilc is for him an etcnwl verity; he states it 
indirectly by deifying the categories which express bourgeois rela
tions in the form of thought. He takes the products of honrgcois 
society for spontaneous, eternal entities, endowed with a life of 
their own, as soon as they present themselv~s to his mind in the 
form of categories, in the form of thought. Thus he dot>s not rise 
above the bourgeois horizon. As he is operating with bourgeois ideas, 
the eternal truth of whieh he presupposes, he seeks a synthesis, 
an equilibrium, for these ideas and does not sec that the pres('llt 
method hy which Lhey reach eqnilibriiun is the only possible one. 

Indeed he docs what all good bourgeois do. They all tell you· 
that in principle, that is, as abstract ideas, competition, monopoly, 
etc., arc the only basis of life, but that in practice they leave much 
to be desired. They all want competition without its tragic effects. 
They all want the impossible, namely, the conditions of bourgeois 
life without the necessary consequences of those conditions. None 
of them understands that the bourgeois form of production is histor
ic and transitory, just as the feudal form was. This mistake arises 
from the fact that the bourgeois man is to them the only pos
sible basis of every society; they cannot imagine a state of society 
in which men have ceased to be bourgeois. 

M. Proudhon is therefore necessarily a doctrinaire. The historic 
movement which is turning the world upside down today reduces 
itself for him to the problem of discovering the correct equilibrium, 
the synthesis, of lwo bourgeois thoughts. And so the clever fellow 
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is able by his cunning to discover the hidden thought of God, the 
unity of two isolated thoughts-which are only isolated because 
M. Proudhon has isolated them f,rom practical life, from present
day production, which is the union of the realities which they ex· 
press. In place of the great historic movement arising from the 
conflict between the productive forces already acquired by men and 
their social relations, which no longer correspond to these produc
tive forces; in place of the terrible wars which are being prepared 
between the different classes within each nation and between diff,er
ent nations; in place of the practical and violent action of the 
masses by which alone these conflicts can be resolved-in place 
of this vast, prolonged and complicated movement Nfonsieur Prou
dhon supplies the peristaltic motion of his own head. So it is 
the men of learning, the men who know how to purloin God's 
secret thoughts, who make history. The small fry have only to 
apply their revelations. You will now understand why M. Prou
dhon is the dedared enemy of every political movement. For him 
the solution of present problems does not lie in public action but 
in the dialectical contortions of his head. Since to him the cate
gories are the moving forces, it is not necessary to ~hange practi
cal life in order to change the categories. On the contrary, change 
the categories and the result will be the transformation of exist
ing society. 

In his desire to reconcile contradictions Monsieur Proudhon 
does not even ask himself if the very basis of those contradiytions 
must not be overthrown. He·is exactly like the political doctrinaire 
\vho will have it that the king, the chamber of deputies and the 
chamber of peers are integral parts of social life, eternal catego
ries. All he is looking for is a new formula by which to establish 
an equilibrium between these forces (whose equilibrium depends 
precisely~ on the present movement in which one force is now the 
conqut·ror and now the slave of the other). Thus in the eighteenth 
century a host of mediocre minds was busy finding the true form
ula which \Yould bring the social estates, king, nobility, parHament, 
etc., into equilibrium, and they woke up one morning to find that 
there was in fact no longer any king, nobility, parliament. The true 
equilibrium in this antagonism was the oyerthrow of all the social 
relations wh:ch served as a basis for these feudal institutions and 
their antagonisms. 

Because lVL Proudhon places eternal ideas, the categories of 
pure reason, oa the one side and human beings and their practical 
life, which according to hin1 is the application of these categories, 
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on the olher, one 1inds in him from lhe lwginning a dualism he
tween life and ideas, soul and body, a dualism which recurs in 
many forms. Yon can see now that !his anttagonism is nothing hnl 
!he incapacily of M. Proudhon to understand the p1·ofane origin 
mul history of the categories, whieh he deiHes .... 

:VIAHX TO .JOSEPH WEYDEl'v1E.YEH1 

London, Mnrch ;,, 1kf>2 

... Awl now :ts lo myself, no credil is due to me for diseovering 
the existPllC:<' of d:tss<'s in modi'I'll soeidy, nor yd llw struggle he
tween llwm. Lo1ig Jwfore me hourgPois historians had deserH>ed the 
hislorieal devt"lopmenl iJf this dass struggle and bourgeois econom
ists, the economie aualomy of lhc elasses. What J did that was 
new was l.o prove: l) !hat !he l'Xistence oj' classes is only hound 
up \Vilh purticul11t flistorieal plwst's in tile development oj' produc
tion; 2) !hal the dass struggle necessarily leads to the dictators/rip 
of tftc Jn·oll'luriol; B) that this dictatorship itself only constilu h~s 
lhe lrar1.~ilion lo !lw u/>olition oJ' 11/l classes and lo a ('.l:asskss 
society .. . . 2 

1 Joseph H'<•!frl<'ll"'!ff'l' (lNlN-tih): <tt•r!lwll Commwt•isl; journalist, fri•t•nd of 
:vl::t''· Emigr:!lt•d lo .\mtTica in llif>L Ftl. 

2 In his hook. 1'/w Stulc ailtl Hcuo/ulion, L<·nin, Sdcclc<l \VorJr.,, Two-Vol. 
ed., \' nl. II, trp. 1fi:1-IH, Lenin has d('\'oh•<l a sPparal!' sPdion lo tlw following 
cxpla:Jalion o\ lhis cxlrad !'rom Marx's l.dli'l': 

"In Iiles<' wonts ]l'larx s'H'<'t~edcd in <'Xpl'Pssing with striking clarity, first, 
llw t·hid and radil':d difi'<'I'I'IH'<' hl'lwt•t•n his dodrim• and !hal of llw. fon•mosl 
:t!ld mo.sl profo11nd lhink<'rs of llu• hourgeoisie; :tnd, spcoud, 1!11• <'.SSPill'<' of his 
doelrill<~ or lhe sial<'. 

"It is oft·•n said and writ.kn that the core of Marx's theory is lhe •·lass 
s·truggle; hul \his is not lniC'. And l'rom this er·ror ver~· oflpn springs llw oppot'
tnnisl. distortion of Marxism, ils falsificntion lo make it :t('ceptnhlP h:t the bour
geoisie. For the doc!rinc of the dass slrnggle was created not by Marx, hut hy 
llJC hourgt~oisie /Jeforc Marx, and ge1Wrally spcaldng it is accepta/Jll' lo llw 
bourgPoisi\~. Thos(' who rt'!'ognizt- only !he (·lnss slruggle arc not yet Marxists; 
they lllli:V he foiu1il lo he still within llw boundaries of bourgeois n~asoning ami 
bourgeois polilies. To :imit. Marxism lo the doetrine of the class struggle me:~ns 
curtaiHng MarX'i.sm, dii,s-lodi:ng. i'l, ·reduc.in•g H :to :smuet:hing which i1s acceptah1e to 
the hourgeoisil'. Only he is a Marxist who extends the al'.ceplance of the duss 
.~truggle to the acceptance of the clictatorship of the proletariat. This is wherp 
lhe profound dill'crencc lies between a ?vlaL-<bt and an ordinary petty (and evPn 
big) hourgcois. This is 1he touchstone on which the real understanding and 
acceplancc of Marxism should be tested. And it is not surprising that when the 
history ol' Europe hrought the working class face to face with this question in 
a pl'!lcfiwl way, not only all the opportunists and reformists, hut all lhc Kaut
skyitPs (people who vacillate hetween reformism and Marxism) proved to he 
miserable phiHstinPs and 1wtty-houq,\eois democrt~ts who repudiated the dida-
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MAHX TO ENGELS 

Seplc>mhcr 25, 1857 

... The history of the army brings out more cleariy ri1m1 any
thing else the correctness of our conception of th.:: connection be
tween the productive forces and social relations. In general, the 
army. is important for economic development. For instance, it was 
in the army that the ancients first developed a complete wage 
system. Similarly among the Romans the peculium costrense1 '"YDS 

the first legal form in which the right of others than fathers of 
families to moveable property was recognized. So also the guild 
system among the corporation of fabri [artisans J. Here too the first 
use of machinery on a large scale. Even the special value of met
als and their use as money appears to have been originally based 
-as soon as Grimm's stone age was passed~on their military sig
nificance. The division of labour within pne branch was also first 
carried out in ,the armies. The whole history of the forms of bour
geois society is very strikingly epitomized here. vVhen you can find 
time you must work the thing out from this point of view .... 

torship of the proletariat. Kautsky's pamphlet, The Dictatorship of the Prole
tariat, published in August 1918, i.e., long aft.er the first edilion of the present 
pamphlet, is an example of pctty~hourgcois distortion of Marxism and base 
renunciation of it in praciice, while hypocritically recognizing it in words, (See 
my pamphlet, Tile ·Proletarian Revohztion and the Renegade Kautsky, Petrograd 
and Moscow 1918.) 

"Present~day opportunism in the person of ils principal representative, the 
ex-Marxist K. Kautsky, fits in completely with Marx's characterization of the 
bourgeois position quoted above, for this opportunism limits the field of rccog~ 
nition of the class struggle to the realm of bourgeois relationships. (\Vithin this 
realm, within its framework, not a single educated liberal will refuse to rl'eog~ 

- uize the class struggle 'in principle'!) Opportunism does not carry the recogni~ 
lion of class strugg-le to the main point, to the period of transition from eapi~ 
lalism to Communism, to the period of the overthrow and complete abolition 
of the bourg<,oisie. In reality, this period inevitably becomes a period of an 
unprccedentedly violent class struggle i.n unprecedentedly acute forms and, 
consequently, during this period the stale must inevitably be a state that 'is 
democratic in a new way (for the proletariat and the propertyless in general) 
and dictatorial in a new way (against the bourgeoisie). 

''To proceed. The essence of Marx's doctrine of the state is assimilated only 
hy those who understand that the dictatorship of a single class is necesSaJ'~' not 
only for class society in general, not only for the proletraiat which has over~ 
thrown the bourgeoisie, but for the ent-ire Mstorical period which separates 
capitalism from 'classless soeiety,' from Communism. The forms of bourgeois 
slates are extremely varied, but in essence they are all the same: in one way or 
another, fn the final analysis, all these states are inevituhly the dictatorship of the 
.botn·geoisie. The transition fr.urn capitalisxn to· Connnunlsn1 \Yill certainly create a 
great variety and abundance of political forms, but their essence will incYitahly he
the same: tlze dictatorship of the proletariat.''-Ed. 

1: The separate property which the Homan soldier acquired in cnmp iao. 
di;;tinguislwd fmm family property) .-~Ed. 
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MAHX TO ENGELS 

.July 7, 18fl(i 

... h our theorv that the organi:::ution oj' labour is dcfel'miw~d 
by the means of production confirmed anywher~ more brilliantly 
llian in the human slaughter indnstry~1 It would really he worth 
\vhile for you to write something about it (I have not the neces
s.ary knowledge) which I could insert under your name ~~s an ap
pendix to my book. Think tMs over. But if it is to be dom· it 
must he done for the first volume, where I deal with this suhjecl 
ex professo [professionallyl. You will understand what great ph•a
sure il would give me if you were to appear as a direct collabo
rator also in my chid work (hitherto I have only d01w small 
!hings) insll'ad of nH·rl'l:-· through qnotalions .... 

El\GELS ·TO CONHAD SCHMIDT1 

August. ii, 18\lO 

... In general the word materialistic serves many of the youn~
<'r \\Titers in Germany as a men~ phrase with which anything and 
Pverythin~ is lahelled without further study, i.e., they stick on this 
label and !hen lhink the question dispos.ed of. But our conception 
of history is ahove nll a ~uide to study, not a lever for eouslrue
tion afil•r the nullm<'r of the Hegelians. All history must h<' studied 
afresh, I he COIHli tiollS of existence 01' 'Jlw different formations of 
society must he individually examined before the attempt is made 
to deduce from them the polilic:d, civil-legnl, ::esthetic, philosophic, 
religious, etc., notions corresponding to them. Up to now but little 
has been done here because only a few people have got down to 
it seriously. In this field we can utilize heaps of help, it is immense
ly hig, and anyone who will work seriously can achieve a lot 
and distinguish himself. Hnt instead of this only too many of 
the younger Germans simply make use .or the phra.se historical 
materialism (and everything can he turned into a phrase) in order 
to get their own relatively scanty historical knowledge (for econom
ic history is still in Hs cradle!) constructed into a ne::~t systf'm 
as quickly as possible and they then think themselves something 
,·cry tremendous. . . . · 

You, who have really done something, must have noticed your-

1 Comad Schmidt (1863-1932): Germtm So('ial-Democrat.--Ed. 
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self how few of the young literary men who fasten themselves on 
to the Party give themselves the trouble to study economics, the 
history oJf economics, the history of trade, of industry, of agricul
ture, of the formations of society. How many know anything 
of Maurer1 except his name! The conceit of the journalist must 
accomplish everything here, and the result corresponds. It often 
seems 'as if these gentlemen think anything is good enough for the 
workers. If these gentlemen only knew how Marx thought his best 

·things were still not good enough for the worker's and how he regarded 
if as a crime to off·er the workers anything less than the very 
best! ... 

ENGELS TO JOSEPH BLOCH 

London, September 21, 1890 

... According to the materialist conception of history the determin
ing element in history is. ultimately the production and reproduction of 
real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted. If 
therefore ·somebody twists this into the statement that the economic 
element is the only determining one, he transforms it into a mean
ingless, abstract and absurd phrase. The economic situation is the 
basis, but the various elements of the superstructure~political 

forms of the class struggle and its consequences, to wit, constitutions 
established by the victorious class !after a successful battle, etc., jurid
ical forms, and then even the reflexes of all these actual struggles 
in the brains of the participants: political, juristic, philosophical 
theories, religious views and their further development into systems 
of dogmas, also exercise their influence upon the course of the his
torical struggles and in many cases preponderate in determining 
their form. There is an interaction of all th~se elements in which, 
amid all the endless host of accidents (i.e., of things and events, 
whose inner connection is so remote or so impossible to prove 
that we regard it as absent and can neglect it) the economic move
ment finally asserts itself as necessary. Otherwise ,the application 
of the theory to any period of history one chose would be easier 
than the solution of a simple equation of the first degree. 

We make our history ourselves, but in the first place under very 

1 Georg Ludwig uon Maurer {1790-1872): German historian who investigated 
the social system of ancient and medi::eval Germany. See also pp. 110-11 of this 
volume, note 13.-Ed. · 
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definite presuppositions and conditions. Among these the economic 
ones are ultimately decisive. But the political ones, etc., and indeed 
even the traditions which haunt human minds also play a part; 
although not the decisive one. The Prussian state also arose and 
developed from historical, ultimately from economic causes. But it 
could scarcely be maintained without pedantry that among the 
many small states of North Germany, Brandenburg was specifi
cally determined by economic necessity to become the great pow
er embodying the economic, linguistic and, after the Reformation, 
also the religious difference between North and South-by econo
mic necessity and not by other elements as well (above all by its 
entanglement with Poland, owing to the possession of Prussia, 
and hence with international political relations-which were indeed 
also decisive in the formation of the Austrian dynastic power). 
Without making oneself ridiculous it would he a difficult thing to 
explain in terms of economics the existence of every small slate in 
Germany, past and present, or the origin of the High German 
consonant permutations, which the geographical wall of partition 
formed by the mountains from the Sudetic range to the Taunus 
widened to form a regular fissure across all Germany. 

In the second place, however, history is made in such a way 
that the final result always arises from conflicts between many in
dividual wills, of which each again has been made what it is by 
a host of particular conditions of life. Thus there are innumerable 
intersecting forces, an infinite series of parallelograms of forces 
which give rise to one resultant-the historical event. This again 
may itself he viewed as the product of a power which works as a 
whole, unconsciously and without volition. For what each indivi
dual wills is obstructed by everyone else, and what emerges is 
something that no one willed. Thus past history proceeds in the 
manner of a natural process and is also essentially subject to the 
same laws of motion. But from the fact that individual wills
of which each desires what he is impelled to by his physical con
stitution and external, in the last resort economic, circumstances 
(either his own personal circumstances or those of society in gener
al)-do not attain what they want, but are merged into a collec
tive mean, a common resultant, it must not be concluded that their 
value=O. On the contrary, each contributes to the resultant and is 
to this degree involved in it. 

I would furthermore ask you to study this theory from its ori
ginal sources and not at second-hand; it is really much easier. 
Marx hardly wrote anything in which it did not play a part. But 
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especially The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte is a most 
excellent example of its application. There are also many allusions. 
in Capital. Then may I also direct you to my writings: Herr Eugen 
Diihring's Revolution i-n Science and Ludwig Feuerbach cmd the 
Outcome of Classical German Philosophy, in which I have given 
the most detailed account of historical materialism which, so far 
as I know, exists. 

Marx and I are ourselves partly to blame for the fact that 
younger writers sometimes lay more stress on the economic side 
than is due to it. We had to emphasize this main principle in op
position to our adversaries, who denied it, and we had not always 
the time, the place or the opportunity to allow the other elements 
involved in the interaction to come into their rights. But when it 
was a case of presenting a section. of history, that is, of a practical 
application, the thing was different and there no error was possible. 
Unfortunately, however, it happens only too often that people think 
they have fully understood a new theory and can apply it without 
more ado from the moment they have mastered its main princi
ples, and even those not always correctly. And I cannot exempt 
many of the more recent "Marxists" from this reproach, for the 
most amazing rubbish has been produced from this quarter too. 

ENGELS TO CONRAD SCHMIDT 

October 27, 1890 

... The thing1 is easiest to grasp from the point of view of the 
division of labour. Society gives rise to certain common functions 
which it cannot dispense with. The persons selected for these func
tions form a new branch of the division of labour within society. 
This gives them particular interests, distinct too from the interests 
of those who gave them their office; they make themselves inde
pendent of the latter and-the state is in being. And now the de
velopment is the. same as it was with commodity trade and later 
with money trade: the new independent power, while having in 
the main to follow the movement of production, reacts, owing to its 
inherent independence, i.e., the relative independence originally 
transferred to it and gradually further developed, in its turn upon 
the conditions and course of production. It is the interaction of two 

1 The preceding part of the letter deals with the relations between the 
money market, trade and production.-Ed. 
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unequal; forces: on the one hand the economic movement, on the 
pther the new political power, which strives for as much independ
ence as possible, and which, having once been established., is also 
endowed with a movement of its own. On the whole, the economic 
movement gets its way, but it has also to suffer reactions from the 
.political movement which it itself established and endowed with 
relative independence, from the movement of the state power on 
the one hand and of the opposition simultaneously engendered on 
.the other. Just as the movement of the industrial market is, in 
the main and with the reservations already indicated, reflected in 
.the money market and, of course, in inverted form, so the struggle 
.between .the classes already existing and already in conflict with 
on\! another is reflected in the struggle between government and 
!Opposition, but also in inverted form, no longer directly but indi
,rectly, not as a class .struggle but as a fight for political principles, 
and so distorted that it has taken us thousands of years to get be
hind it again. 

The reaction of the state power upon economic development can 
be one of three kinds: it can run in the same direction, and rthen 

.development is more rapid; it can oppose the line of development, 
in which case nowadays state power in every great nation will go 
to pieces in Lhe long run; or it can cut off the economic develop
ment from certain paths, and prescribe certain other.s. This case 
ultimately reduces itself to one of the two previous ones. But it 
is obvious that in eases two and three the political power can do 
great damage to the economic development and result in the squan
dering of grcal masses of croergy and material. 

Then there is also the case of the conquest and brutal destruc
tion of economic resources, by which, in certain circumstances, a 
whole local or naUonal economic development could formerly be 
ruined. Nowadays such a case usually :has the opposite effect, at 
least among great nations: in the long. run the vanquished often 
gains more economically, politically and morally than the victor. 

It is similar with law. As soon as the new division of labour 
which creates professional lawyers becomes necessary, another new 
and independent sphere is opened up which, for all its general de
pendence on production and trade, still has its own capacity for 
reacting upon these spheres as well. In a modern state, law must 
not only correspond to the general economic position and be its 
expression, but must :also be an expression which is consi:c:tent in 
itself, ,and which does not, owing to inner contradictions, bite off 
its own nose. And in order to achieve this, the faithful reflection 
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of economic conditions suffers increasingly. All the more so the 
more rarely it happens that a code of law is the blunt, unmiti'gat
ed, unadulterated expression of the domination of a dass-,--.-this in 
itself would offend the "conception of justice." Even in the Code 
Napoleon the pure, consistent conception of justice held by the 
revolutionary bourgeoisie of 1792-96 is already adulterated in 
many ways, and, in so far as it is embodied there, has daily t? 
undergo all sorts of attenuations owing to the rising power of the 
proletariat. Which does not prevent the Code Napol&m from being 
the statute book which serves as a basis for every new code of 
law in every part of the world. Thus to a great e.xtent the course 
of the "development of law" only consists, first, in the attempt 
to do away with the contradictions arising from the direct trans-· 
lation of economic relations into legal _principles, and to establish 
a harmonious system of law, and then in the repeated breaches 
made in this system by the influence and pressure of further eco~ 
nomic development, which involves it in further contradictions. (I 
am only speaking here of civil law for the moment.) 

The reflection of economic relations as legal principles is neces
sarily also a topsy-turvy one: it happens without the person whc1 
is acting being conscious of it; the jurist imagines he is operating; 
with a priori principles, whereas they are really only economic 
reflexes; so everything is upside down. And it seems to me obviom: 
that this inversion, which, so long as it remains unrecognized, 
forms what we call ideological conception, reacts in its turn upon 
the economic basis and may, within certain limits, modify it. The 
basis of the law of inheritance-assuming that the stages reached 
in the development of the family are equal-is an economic one. 
But it would be difficult to prove, for instance, that the absolute 
liberty of the testator in England and the severe restrictions im
posed upon him in France are only due in every detail to economic 
causes. Both react back, however, on the economic sphere to a very 
considerable extent, bec,ause they influence the distribution of property .. 

As to the realms of ideology which soar still higher in the air, 
religion, philosophy, etc., these have a prehistoric stock, found al
ready in existence and taken over in the historic period, of what 
we should today call bunk. These various false conceptions of na~ 
ture, of man's own being, of spirits, magic forces, ·etc., have for 
the most part only a negative economic basis; but the low econom
ic development of the prehistoric period is supplemented and also 
partially conditioned and even caused by the false conceptions of 
nature. And even though economic necessity was the main driving 
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force of th.e progressive knowledge of nature and becomes ever more 
so, it would surely be pedantic to try and find economic causes for 
all this primitive nonsense. The history of science is the history 
of the gradual clearing away of this nonsense or of its replacement 
by fresh hut always less absurd nonsens·e. The people who deal with 
this belong in their turn to special spheres in the division of labour 
and appear to themselves to be working in an independent field. 
And in so far as they form an independent group within the so
cial division of labour, in so far do their productions, including 
their errors, react baek as an influence upon the whole develop
ment of society, even on its economic development. But all the 
same they themselves are again under the dominating influence of 
economic development. In philosophy, for instance, this can be 
most readily proved in the bourgeois period. Hobbes was the first 
modern materialist (in the dghtcenth century sense) but he was an 
absolutist in a period when absolute monarchy was at its height 
throughout the whole of Europe and when the fight of ahso~ 
lute monarchy versus the people was beginning in England. Locke, 
both in religion and politics, was the child of the class compromise 
of 1688. The English deists and their more consistent successors, 
the French materialists, were the true philosophers of the bourgeoi
sie, the French even of the bourgeois revolution. The German philis
tine runs through German philosophy from Kant to Hegel, some
times positively and sometimes negatively. But the philosophy of 
every epoch, since it is a definite sphere in the division of labour, 
has as its presupposition certain definite intellectual material hand
ed down to it by its predecessors, froni which it talws its start. 
And that is why economically backward countries can still play 
first fiddle in philosophy: France in the eighteenth century com
pared with England, on whose philosophy the French based them
selves, and later Germany in comparison with both. But in 
France as well as Germany philosophy and the general blossoming 
of literature at that time were also the result of a rising economic 
development. I consider the ultimate supremacy of economic devel
opment established in these spheres too, but it comes to pass with
in conditions imposed by the particular sphere itself: in philos
ophy, for instance, through the operation of economic influences 
(which again generally only act under political, etc., disguises) 
upon the existing philosophic material handed down by predeces
sors. Here ·economy creates nothing a novo [absolutely new), but 
it determines the way in which the existing material of thought is 
altered and further developed, and that too for the most part 
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indirectly, for it is the political, legal and moral reflexes which 
exercise the greatest direct influence upon philosophy. 

About religion I have said the most necessary things in the last 
section on Feuerbach. 

If therefore Barth supposes that we deny any and every reaction 
of the political, etc., reflexes of the economic movement upon the 
movement itself, he is simply tilting at windmills. He has only 
got to look at Marx's Eighteenth Brumaire, which deals almost 
exclusively with the particular part played by political struggles 
and events; of course, within their general dependence upon eco
nomic conditions. Or Capital, the section on the working day, for 
instance, where legislation, which is surely a political act, has 
such a trenchant effect. Or the section on the history of the bour
geoisie. (Chapter XXIV.) Or why do we fight for the political dic
tatorship of the proletariat if political power is economically impo
tent? Force (that is, state power) is also an economic power. 

But I have no time to criticize the book1 now. I must first get 
Volume III out and besides I think that Bernstein, for instance, 
could deal with it quite effectively. 

What these gentlemen all lack is dialectic. They never see any~ 
thing hut here cause and there effect. That this is a hollow abstrac
tion, that such metaphysical polar opposites exist in the real world 
only during crises, while the whole vast process proceeds in the form 
of interaction (though of very unequal forces, the economic move
ment being by far the strongest, most elemental and most decisive) 
and that here everything is relative and nothing is absolute-this 
they never begin to see. Hegel has never existed for them .... 

ENGELS TO FRANZ MEHRING2 

July 14, 1893 

... Ideology is a process accomplished by the so-called thinker 
consciously, it is true, but with a false consciousness. The real mo
tives impelling him remain unknown to him, otherwise it would not 

1 The book referred to is Die Geschichtsphilosoplzie Hegels und der He
gelianer bis auf Marx und Hartmann [Tbe Philosophy of History of Hegel 
and the Hegelians, down to Marx and Hartmann] by the ideaList, Prof. Paul 
Barth.-Ed. 

2 Franz Melzring (1846-1919): a leader of the left wing Of the German Social
Democratic Party and its historian. 

The occasion for this letter was Mehring's a,rficle "On Historical Material
ism" published as an appendix to his book, Die Lessinglegende. In this article, 
Mehring mentions the work of Barth referred to in note 1.-Ed. 
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be an ideological process at all. lJence he imagines false or appa~ 
rent motives, 

Because it is a process of thought he [Barth] derives both its 
form and its content from pure thought, either his own or that 
of his predecessors. He works with mere thought materi·al which 
he accepts without examination as the product of thought, and does 
not investigate fm·ther for a more remote process independent of 
thought; indeed this is a matter of course to him, because, as all 
action is produced through the medium of thought, it also appears 
to him to be ultimately based upon thought. 

The ideologist who deals with history (history is here simply 
meant to qomprise all the spheres-political, juridical, philosophi~ 

cal, theological-belonging to society and not only to nature), the 
ideologist dealing with history, then, possesses in every sphere of 
science material which has formed iLself independently out of the 
thougltt of previous generalions and has gone through an independ
ent series of developments in the brains of these successive gener
ations. True, external facts bel.onging to its own or other spheres 
may have exercised a co-determining influence on this develop
ment, but the tacit presupposition is that these facts themselves arc 
also only the fruits of a process of thought, and so we still remain 
within that realm of mere pure thought which has successfully 
digested the hardest facts. 

It is above all this appearance of an independent history of 
state constituUons, of systems of law, of ideological conceptions in 
every separate domain, which dazzles most people. 

If Luther and Calvin "overcome" the official Catholic religion 
or Hegel "overcomes" Fichte and Kant or if the constitutio~al 
Montesquieu is indirectly "overcome" by Rousseau with his "So
cial Contract," each of these events remains within the sphere of 
theology, philosophy or political science, represents a stage in the 
history of these particular spheres of thought and never passes 
outside the sphere of thought. And since the bourgeois illusion of 
the eternity and the finality of capitalist production has been add
ed as well, even the victory of the physiocrats and Ada:n Smith 
over the mercantilists is accounted as a sheer victory of thought; 
not as the reflection in thought of changed economic facts but as 
the finally achieved correct understanding of actual conditions silb
sisting ahvays and everywhere-in fad, if Richard C~ur-de-Lion 
and Philip Augustus had introduced free trade instead of getting 
mixed up in the crusades we should have been spared five hun
dred years of misery and stupidity. 
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This side of the matter, which I can orily indicate here, we 
have ali, I think, neglected more than it deserves. It is the old 
story; form is always neglected at first for content. As I say, I have 
done that too and the mistake has always struck me only later. 

So I am not only far from reproaching you with this in any way, 
but as the older of the guilty parties I have no right to do so; on the 
contrary. But I would like all the same to draw your attention to this 
point for the future. 

Hanging together ,with this is the fatuous notion of the ideol
ogists that because we deny an independent historical develop
ment to the various ideological spheres which play a part in his
tory we also deny them any effect upon history. The basis of this 
is the common undialectical conception of cause and effect as 
rigidly opposite poles, the total disregarding of interaction; these 
gentlemen often quite deliberately forget that once a historic ele
ment has been brought into the world by other elements, ultimately 
by economic facts, it also reacts and may react on its environ
ment and even on the causes that have given rise lo it. E.g., Barth 
on the priesthood and religion on your page 475.1 

ENGELS TO HEINZ STARKENBURG 

London, January 25, 1894 

1. What we understand by the economic relations, which we 
regard •as the determining basis of the history of society, is the 
method by which human beings in a given society produce their 

1 In the section of the article to which Engels refers, Mehring gives an 
extract from Barth's work, The Philosophy of History of Hegel and the Hege
lians, down to Marx and Hartmann, as follows: 

"In the East there was created everywhere by religion a specially priv
ileged priesthood which was freed from physical labour and set apart for 
spiritual activity by the obligation of tribute laid on the other orders. 

"While in Greek and Roman civilization the actiYity of the priests was 
seldom relegated to special organs, Christianity returned to the oriental 
differentiation, created a special order of priests which it equipped abun
dantly and thus set apart a part of the economic wealth as the material 
substrate for religious activity which quickly became a general mental 
activity." 
This is the idealist view of the relation between economy and religion. 
Then, hy way of counterpoise, Mehring quotes a passage from Marx's 

Capital which reveals the material bases and the cause of the prominent role 
of the priests in ancient Egypiian economy: "The necessity for predicting the 
rise and fall of the Nile created Egyptian astronomy, and with rilt the dominion 
of the priests, as directors of agriculture." (Capital, Vol. !., p. 523.)-Ed. 
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means of subsistenGe and exchange the products among themselves 
(in so far as division of labour exists). Thus the entire technique 
of production and transport is here included. According to our 
conception this technique also determines the method of exchange 
and, further, ·the. division of products and with it, after the disso
lution of tribal society, also the division into classes, and hence 
the relations of lordship and servitude and with them the state, 
politics, law, etc. Further included in economic relations are the 
geographical basis1 on which they operate and those remnants 
of earlier stages of economic development which have actually 
been transmitted and have survived-often only through tradition 
or vis interlia:; also of course the external milieu which surrounds 
lhis form of society. 

If, us you say, technique largely depends on the state of science, 
science depends far more still on the state and the requirements 
of technique. If society has a technical need, that helps science 
forward more than ten universities. The whole of hydrostatics 
(Tonicelli, de.) was called forth by the necessity for regulating 
the mountain streams of Italy in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. We have only known anything reasonable about electric
ity since its technical applicability was discovered. But unfortunate
ly it has become the custom in Germany to write the history of 
the sciences as if they had fallen from the sldes. 

2. We regard economic conditions as the factor which ulti
mately determines historical development. But race is itself an 

• economic factor. Here, however, two points must not be over
looked: 

a) Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary, artistic, 
etc., development is based on economic development. But all these 
react upon one another and also upon the economic base. It is 
not that the economic position is the cause and alone active, while 
ev.erything else only has a passive effect. There is, rather, inter
action on the basis of economic necessity, which ultimately always 
asserts itself. The state, for instance, exercises an influence by 
protective tariffs, free trade, good or bad fiscal system; and even 
the deadly inanition and impotence of the German philistine, 

1 By. economic r·elations ·Engels here means, in substance, the entire comp
lex of "tlze conditions of material life" of people, as is said with greater pre
cision antl concreteness lin "Dialectical and Historical Materialism" by J. Stalin, 
p. 81 of this volume. According to Marxism-Leninism, economic relations, strictly 
.construed, mean· only the relations between people in the process of production, 
i.e., relations of production.-Ed. 
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ansmg from the miserable economic position of Germany from 
1648 to 1830 and expressing itself at first in pietism, then in 
sentimentality and cringing servility to princes and nobles, was 
not without economic effect. It was one of the greatest hindrances 
to recovery and was not shaken until the revolutionary and 
Napoleonic wars made the chronic misery an acute one. So it is 
not, as people try here and there conveniently to imagine, that 
,the economic position produces an automatic efl'ect. No. Men make 
their history themselves only in a given environment which condi
tions it and on the basis of actual relations already existing, among 
which the economic relations, however much they may be in
fluenced by the other-political and ideological-ones, are still ulti
mately the decisive ones, forming the red thread which runs 
through them and alone leads to understanding. 

b) Men make their history themselves, but not as yet with a 
collective will according to a collective plan or even in a defi
nitely delimited given society. Their efforts clash, and for that very 
1·eason all such societies are governed by necessity, which is sup
plemented by and appears under the forms of accident. The neces
sity which here asserts itself by means of accident is again ultimate
ly economic necessity. This is where the so-called great men come 
in for treatment. That such and such a man and precisely that 
man arises at a particular time in a particular country is of course 
pure accident. But cut him out and there will be a demand 
for a substitute, and this substitute will be found, good or bad, 
but in the long run he will be found. That Napoleon, just that 
particular Corsican, should have been the military dictator whom 
the French Republic, exhausted ·by its own war, had rendered 
necessary, was an accident; but that, if a Napoleon had been 
Iaeking; another would have filled the place, is proved by the 
fact that the man has always been found as soon as he became 
necessary: Coosar, Augustus, Cromwell, etc. While Marx discovered 
the materialist conception of history, Thierry, Mignet, Guizot, and 
all the English historians up to 1850 are the proof that it was 
being striven for and the discovery of the same conception by 
Morgan1 proves that the time was ripe for it and that it simply 
had to be discovered. 

So with all the other accidents, and apparent accidents, of his
tory. The further the particular sphere which we are investigating 

1 The wo,rk of the American savant, Lewis H. Morgan, Ancient Society, 
or Researclws in the Lines of Human Progress, from Savagery, through Bar
barism, to Civilization, appeared in 1877. Engels says in his Preface to The 
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is removed from the economic sphere and approaches that of pure 
abstract ideology the more shall we find it exhibiting accidents in 
its development, 'the more will its curve run in a zigzag. But if · 
you plot the average axis of the curv<', you will find that the axis 
of this curve will run more and more nearly parallel to the ax.is of 
the curve of economic development the longer the period considered 
and the wider the field dealt with. 

In Germany the greatest hindrance to correct understanding is the 
ilr:r:esponsible neglect by literature of economic history. It is so 
hard, not only to disaccustom oneself of the ideas of history drilled 
into one at school, but still more to rake up· the necessary mate
rial for doing so. Who, for instance, has read old G. von Giilich, 
whose dry collection of material nevertheless contains so much 
stuff for the ·clarification of innumerable political facts! 

For the rest, the fine example which Marx has given in The 
Eighteenth Brmnaire should, I thin~i, provide you fairly well with 
information on your questions, just because it is a practical ex,ample. 
I have also, I believe, ·already touched on most of the points in 
Anti-Diihring I, Chapters 9-11, and II, 2-4, as well as in IIJ, 1, or 
Introduction, and also in the last section of Feuel'bach. 

Please do. not weigh each word in the above too carefully, but 
keep the connection in mind; I regret that I have not the time to 
word what I am writing to you ,as exactly as I should be obliged to 
do for publication. 

Origin of Uw Family, Private Property and the State, [Eng. ed., Moscow, 1940, 
p. 6.]: "Morgan's great merit lies in having discovered and reconstructed this 
prehistoric foundation of our written history in its main features, and in 
having found in the groups based on sex: of the North American. Indians the 
key to the most important, hitherto insoluble, riddles of the earliest Greek, 
Roman and German history." But the scientific, economic substantiation of this 
discovery, from the point of view of dialectical and historical materialism, 
was supplied by Marx and Engels.-Ed. 



Frederick Engels 

ON HISTORICAL MATERIALISM1 

I am perfectly aware that the contents of this work will meet 
with objection from a considerable portion of the British public. 
But if we Continentals had taken the slightest notice of the prej
udices of British "respectability," we should be even worse off than 
we are. This book defends what we call "historical materialism," 
and the word materialism grates upon the ears of the immense 
majority of British readers. "Agnosticism"2 might be tolerated, but 

.. ~Uaterialism is utterly inadmissible. 
;\ An.d.x~t..Jlle .. o,t:igl~aLh.QDl.e.Qt <;J.U.. :rn,qdern I1laterialism, fr·om the 

seve11t.~~J.ltb .. ~.~Ht!!I.'.X ... QAWc!l:nb, .. ~§ .. ~ngl;md. 
"Materialism .ls_ the J;latur.al-boru son of Gr{}:;;.t ~ritain. Already 

the British schoolman, Duns Scotus, asked, 'whether it was impos
sible for matter to think?' 

"In order to effect this miracle, he took refuge in God's omni
potence, i.e., he made theology preach materialism. Moreover, he 

was a nominalist. Nominalism,3 the first form of materialism, 
is chiefly found among the English schoolmen. 

1 Thi_s ::u:.ti.J;;)J.: .J;U,J.;;,g,g~~;. --~rLt,t~n..)~L &naU~~)~ Jtl~~'" is .. ft.,,Jl!J,r:t pf his In tro· 
duction to th~ English ~tion of his pamphlet, Soci(l.[ism: .. Utopi£1n and Sci_entific. 
Tl)!;Ll!e&inJJ,4J.g .Q,L~his Introduction is ~t9 h,(;l found on p, 146 of f4is volume and 
the immediate continuation and remaining part appears here. It is given 
as a separate article with the title as ahove because it was published as such 
by Engels himself in the German organ, the Neue Zeit, 1892-93. V-ol. I. See 

also p. 149, note 1. 
Originally printed in London, in 1892, in the Introduction to Socialism: 

Utopian and Scientific. The same year the author's own German translation 
was published in 'the Neue Zeit, Jg. XI, Bd. I, Heft 1 and 2.-Ed. 

2 Agnosticism is derived from the Greek prefix a=not, and gnosis=lmowing. 
This philosophic trend asserts that things (the objective world) are unknow
able.-Ed. 

3 N omiilalism ,is derived from the Latin zwmen=namc and is a school 
,of medireval philosophy whose adherents maintained that concepts are only 
, names of analogous things, that ideas, concepts, had no independent existence. 
In contrast to this first expression of materialism, another school-that of 
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''The ,.xeaL .PIQ{{~!!!.!9E,.2.t .J~p,gliab..JUa!&rl.al~rn.~!§.\.!3.!il~on. To him 
natural philosophy is the only true philosophy, and physics based 
upon the experience of the senses is the chiefest part of natural 
philosophy. Anaxagoras and his homreomerire, DemocritL'S and his 
atoms, he often quotes as his authorities. According to him the 
senses are infallible and the source of all lmowledge. All science 
is based on experience, and consists in subjecting the data fur
nished by the senses to a rational method of inv.estigation. Induc
tion, analysis, comparison, observation, experiment, are the prin
cipal forms of such a rational method. Among the qualities inher
ent in matter, motion is the first and foremost, not only in the 
form of mechanical and mathematical motion, but chiefly in the 
form of an impulse, a vital rpirit, a tension-or a 'qual,' to use a 
term of Jacob Bohme's1-of matter. 

"In Bacon, its first creator, l),Utterialism s~ill occludes :within it
self the germs of . .a many-sided qevelopment. On the one hand. 
matter, surrounded by a sensuous, poetic glamour, seems to attract 
man's whole entity by winning smiles. On the other, the aphoristi
cally formulated doctrine pullulates with inconsistencies imported 
!'rom theology. 

"In ils further evolution, materialism becomes one-sided. Hobbes 
is the man who systematizes Baconian materialism. Knowledge 
based upon the senses loses its poetic blossom, it passes into the 
abstract experience of the mathematician; geometry is proclaimed 
as the queen of sciences. Materialism lakes to misanthropy. If it is 
to overcome its opponent, misanthropic, flcshlcss spiritualism, and 
that on the latter's own ground, materialism has to chastise its 
own flesh and turn ascetic. Thus, from a sensual, it passes into an 
intellectual entity; but thus, too, it evolves all the consistency, re
gardless of consequences, characteristic of the intellect. 

"Hobbes, .. as Bacon'.s continuato.r,, .. arguC::s."Jhu,s: •. iL all .human 
lmowledge. is .. t:ux:nisl;~.ed.,.Qy: .. ,,tAt;,.s,f;!J,l~e~ .. t.b.Jzllw9P.~.,so.J:l;~.~.P.t.s.~!.1g,. ideas 
are but the phantoms, divested of their sensual forms, of the real 

Realism~took up the point of view that concepts are "real," i.e., exist not 
only as reflections of the real world in the minds of men but even outside of 
their minds, independent of the world of things and before things. Consequently, 
medireval "Realism" expressed the standvoint of idealism.-Ed; 

1 "Qual" is a philosophical play upon words. Qual literally means torture, 
a pain which drives to action of some kind; at the same time the mystic Bohme 
puts into the German word something of the meaning of the Latin qualitas; 
his "qual" was the activating principle arising from, and promoting in its turn, 
rthe spontaneous development of the thing, relation, or person subject to 
it, in contradistinction to a pain inflided from without. [Note by F. Engels to 
tile English edition.] 
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world. Philosophy can but give names to these phantoms. One 
name may be applied to more than one of them. There may even 
be names of names. It would imply a contradiction if, on the one 
hand, we maintained that all ideas had their origin in the world 
of sensation, and, on the other, that a word was more than a 
word; that besides the beings known to us by our senses, beings 
which are one and all individuals, there existed also beings of a 
general, not individual, nature. An unbodily substance is the same 
absurdity as an unbodily body. Body, being, substance, are but 
different terms for the same reality. It is impossible to separate 
tlwught from matter tlwt thinks. This matter is the substratum of 
all changes going on in he world. The world infinite is meaningless, 
unless it states that our mind is capable of performing an endless 
process of addition. Only material things being perceptible .to us, 
we cannot know anything about the existence of God. My own 
existence alone is certain. Every human passion is a mechanical 
movement which has a beginning and an end. The objects of im
pulse are what we call good. Man. is .. sub.j.e.ct to ... th.e ..• same"laws as 
n~t!Jh:-~t•c,l!Q:W,~J.,,;;tJJ9'*"'U;~~~.l.ilJJ.l..,~J;""!~!!U£!ll. 

"Hobbes had systematized Bacon, without, however, furnishing 
a proof for Bacon's fundamentalprinciple, the origin of all human 
knowledge from the world of sensation. It .was ... L.Q£~.e }YQg,in his 
Essay on the Human Understanding, supplied this proof. 

-.. ·•-cF.{(-;))1t'·•·"·•·'f!':'' ·;t··'""'i!:'"'-'1'>:'*'"'' "c'f'"'ti'O-' -.,,, •··i"'· -:.-!·11':"'• 'f'"••r··--··'7!"_·-·a•: "_~_:n.c_''-·_""'_ -•''f''·R_ .. _- n-. • . . -
o . - es •. ,..t.l.i;I..(.4.SJ--.tauCJ:ey_.-!Al..~.J,JJ.(USUC .. p:cejV, l<;es_ .. {) .. +¥~c~Ql.;Ull..l,l.,.IX!.Il 

f~!:inlism; Collins, Dodwall, Coward, Hartley, J2.ri.estley similarly 
shattered the last theological bars that still hemmed in Locke's 
sensationalism. At all events, for practical materialists, Dei£m2 is 
hut_.-~A.~1l~Y::S:~!:g_~--.}Y~;¥.,~f~-~UJQg ... x,W..,,qf";q~~igion.''3 

Thus Karl Marx wrote about the British origin of modern ma
terialism. If Englishmen nowadays do not exactly relish the -com
pliment he paid their ancestors, more's the pity. It is none the less 

1 Theistic: pertaining to theism, a Peligious philosophy in which the exist
ence of a personal dehy, a creator of the universe, is recognized.-Ed. 

2 IJ.fis.m: A philosophical trend which is hostile to positive religions with 
their cult of a personal deity hut does not wholly reject the idea of a godhead: 
God remains the Prime Cause of ev-erything, the force which gave the First 
Impulse. Unlike consistent mate:r:ialists, who in fact are atheists, deists. do not 

• finally hre;tk with the idea of God. The God ofthe deist~, who.in their. opin-
/\JQp., j$ Jht; .. CJ:e~iQr ... of,Nature, is circumscribed by her laws a11d cannot act 

arbitrarily or peff.OI:m miracl-es in contrayen[iOJ:l.Of t_hem. Deism has thus made 
it possible to recognize the conclusions of materialism in concealed and in· 
coll§.is.t~nL fqrrn.-Ed. 

3 Marx and Engels, Die Heilige Familie, Frankfort a. M. 1845, pp. 201-04. 
[Note by F. Engels.] 
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undeniable that Bacon, Hobbes and Locke are the fathers of that 
brilliant school of French materialists which made the eighteenth 
century, in spite of all battles on land and sea won over French
men by Gennans and Englishmen, a pre-eminently French ,century, 
even before that crowning French Revolution, the results of which 
we outsiders, in England as well as in Germany, are still trying 
to acclimatize. 

There is no denying it. About the middle of this century, what 
strucl>. every cultivated foreigner who set up his residence in Eng
land, was what he was then bound to consider the religious big
otry and stupidity of the English respectable middle class. We, at 
that time, were all materialists, or, at least, very advanced free
thinkers, and to us it appeared inconceivable that almost all educated 
people in England should believe in all sorts of impossible miracles 
and that even geologists like Buckland and Mantell should contort 
the facts of their science so as not to clash loo much with the 
myths of the hook of Genesis; while, in order to find people who 
dared to use their own intellectual faculties with regard to religious 
matters, you had to go amongst the uneducated, the "great un
washed," as they were then called, the working people, especially 
the Owenitc socialists. 

But England has been "civiJiz,ed" since then. The exhibition of 
18511 sounded the knell of English insular exclusiveness. England 
became gradually internationalized, in diet, in manners, in ideas; 
so much so that I begin to wish that some English manners and 
customs had made as much headway on the Continent as other 
Continental habits have made here. Anyhow, the introduction and 
spread of salad oil (before 1851 known only to the aristocracy) has 
been accompanied by a fatal spread of Continental scepticism in 
matters religious, and it has come t.o this, that agnosticism, though 
not yet considered "the thing" quite as much a~ the Church of 
England, is yet very nearly on a par, as far BS respectability goes, 
with Baptism, and decidedly ranks above the Salvation Army. And 
I cannot help believing that under these circumstances it will be 
consoling to many who sincerely regret and condemn this pro
gress of infidelity to learn that these "new-fangled notions" are 
not of foreign origin, arc not "made in Germany," like so many 
other articles of daily use, hut ar.e undoubtedly Old English, and 
that their British originators two hundred years ago went a good 
deal further than their descendants now dare to venture. 

1 In 1851 the first world's fair was held in London.-Ed. 
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What, indeed, is agnosticism bq.t, to use an expressive Lanca
shire term, "shamefaced" materialism? The agnostic's ·conception of 
Nature is materialistic throughout. The fntire natural world is 
governed by law, and absolutely excludes the intervention of action 
from without. But, ihe adds, we have no means either of ascer
taining or of disproving the existence of some Supreme Being be
yond the known universe. Now, this might hold good at the time 
when Laplace, to Napoleon's question, why in the great astronom
er's Mecanique celeste the Creator was not even mentioned, proudly 
replied: "Je n'avais pas besoin de cette hypothese." But nowadays, 
in our ·evolutionary conception of the universe, there is absolutely 
no room for either a Creator or a Ruler; and to talk of a supreme 

Being shut out from the whole existing world, implies a contradic-
tion in terms, and, as it seems to me, a gratuitous insult to the 
feelings of religious people. 

Again, our agnostic admits that all our knowledge is based 
upon the information imparted to us by our senses. But, he adds, 

·bow do we know that our senses give us correct representations 
of the objects we perceive through them? And he proceeds to in~ 
form us that, whenever he speaks of objects or their qualities, he 
does ii:l. reality not mean these objects and qualities, of which ·he 
cannot know anything for certain, but merely the impressions 
which they have produced on his senses. Now, this line of reason
ing seems !lndoubtedly hard to beat by mere argumentation. But 
before there was argument:;ttion there was action. lm Anfang war 
die Tat.1 And human action had solved the difficulty long before 
human ingenuity invented it. The proof of the pudding is in the 
eating. From the moment we turn to our own use these objects, 
according to the qualities we perceive in them, we put to an in
fallible test the correctness or otherwise of our sense-perceptions. 
If these perceptions have been wrong, then our estimate of the 
use to which an object can be turned must also be wrong, and 
our attempt must fail. But if we succeed in accomplishing our aim, 
if we find that the object does agree with our idea of it, and does 
answer the purpose we intended it for, then that is positive. proof 
that our perceptions of it and of its qualities, so far, agree with 
reality outside ourselves. And whenever we find ourselves face to 
face with a failure, then we generally are not long in making oul 
the cause that made us fail; we find that the perception upon which 
we acted was either incomplete and superficial, or combined with 

1 From Goethe's Faust, Part J.___,.Ed. 

22-760 
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the results of bther perceptions in a way not warranted by them
what we call defective reasoning. So long as we take care to train 
and to use oursenscs properly, a111d to keep our action within the 
limits prescribed by perceptions properly made and properly used, 
so long we shall fmd that the result of our action proves the cbn
formity of our perceptions with the objective nature of the things 
perceived. Not in one single instance, so fat, have we been led to the 
conclusion that our sense-perceptions, scientifically C·ontro!led, induce 
in our minds ideas respecting the outer world that are, by their very 
nature, at vmiance wilh reality, or that there is an inherent incom
patibility between the outer world and our sense-perceptions of it. 

"But then come the Neo-Kantian agnostics and say: We may 
correclly perceive the qualities of a thing, but we cannot by any 
sensible or mental process grasp the thing-in-itself. This "thing-, 
in-itself" is beyond our ken. To this Hegel, long since, has 
replied: II you know all the qualities of a thing, you know the 
thing itself; nothing remains but the fact that the said thing exists 
without us; and when your senses have taught you that fact, you 
have grasped the last remnant of the thing-in-itself, Kant's celebrat
ed unknowable Ding an sicll. To which it may be added that in 
Kant's time our knowledgP of natural objects was indeed so frag
mentary thal he might well suspect, behind the little we lmew 
about each of them, a mysterious "thing-in-itself." But one after 
another these ungraspable things have been grasped, aiJ,alysed, and, 
what is more, reproduced by the giant progress of science; and 
what we can produce, we certainly cannot consider as unknowable. 
To the chemistry of Lhe first half of this century organic substances 
were such mysterious objects; now we learn to build them up 
one after another from their chemical elements without the aid 
of organic processes. Modern chemists declare that as soon as the 
ehcmical· constitution of no matter what body is known, it can he 
built up from its clements. vV e are still far from knowing the con
stitution of th~ highest organic substances, the albuminous bodies; 
but there is no reason why we should not, if only after centuries, 
arrive at that knowledge and, armed with it, produce artificial 
albumen. But if we arrive at that, we shall at the same time have 
produced organic life, for life, from its lowest to its highest forms, 
is but the normal mode of existence of albuminous bodies. 
• As soon, however, as our agnostic has made these formal mental 
reservations, he talks and acts as the rank materialist he at bot
tom is;· He may say that, as far as we know, matter and motion, 
or as it is now called, .energy, can neither be created nor destroyed, 
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but that we have no proof of .their not having been created at 
some time or other. But if you try to use this admission against 
him in any particular case, he will quickly put you out of court. 
If he admits the possibility of spiri:tualism in abstracto, he will 
have none of it in concreto. As far as we know and can know, he 
will tell you there is no Creator and no Ruler of the miiverse; as far 
as we are· concerned, matter and energy can neither be created nor 
annihilated; for us, mind is a mode of energy, a: function of the 
brain; all we know is that the material world is g()verned by im
mutable laws, and so forth. Thus, as far as he is a scientific man, 
as far as he knows anything, he is a materialist; outside.his 
science, in spheres about which he knows nothing, he translates 
his ignorance into Greek and calls it agnosticism. 

At all events, one thing seems clear: even if I were an agnostic, 
it .is evident that I could not describe the conception of history 
sketched,: out in this little book as "historical agnosticism." Reli
gious people would laugh at me, agnostics would indignantly ask, 
was I gping to make fun of them? And thus I hope even British 
respectability will not be overshocked if I use, in English as well 
as in so many other languages, the term "historical materialism," 
to designate that view of the course of history which seeks the 
ultimate cause and the great moving power of all important his
toric events in the economic development of society, in the changes 
in the modes of production and exchange, in the conse"quent divi
sion of society. into distinct classes, and in the struggles of these 
clas·ses against one another. 

This indulgence will perhaps be accorded to me all the sooner 
if I show that historical materialism may be of advantage· even to 
British respectability. I have mentioned the fact that, about forty 
or fifty years ago, any cultivated foreigner settling in England was 
struck by what he was then bound to consider the religious bigotry 
and stupidity of the English respectable middle class. I am now 
going to prove that the respectable English middle class of that 
time was not quite as stupid as it looked to the intelligent foreign
er. Its religious leanings can be explained. 

When Europe emerged from the Middle Ages, the rising mi.ddle 
class of the towns constituted its revolutionary ·element. It had 
conquered a recognized position within medireval feudal organiza
tion, but this position, also, had become too narrow for its expan
sive power. The development of the middle class, the bourgeoisie; 
became incompatible with the JTiaintenance of the feudal system; 
the feudal system, therefore, had to fall. 

22* 
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But the great international centre of feudalism was the Roman 
Catholic Church. It united the whole of feudalized Western Europe, 
in spite of all internal wars, into one grand political system, 
opposed as much to the schismatic Greeks as to the ·Mohammedan 
countries. It surrounded feudal institutions with the halo of divine 
consecration. It had organized its own hierarchy on the feudal 
model, and, lastly, it was itself by far the most powerful feudal 
lord, holding, as it did, fully one-third of the soil of the Catholic 
world. Before profane feudalism could be successfully attacked in 
each country and in detail, this, its sacred central organization, 

. had to be destroyed. 
Moreover, parallel . with the rise of the .middle. class ... :went on 

the great rev~val of scien~e; astronomy,. mechanics, physics, anato
my, physiology, were again cultivated. And the bourgeo~~ie~ for the 
deve.lopmeul of lis lnduslrial production, required a science which 
ascertained the physical properties of natural objects and the modes 
of action of the forces ;of Nature. Now up to then science had but 
been the humble handmaid of the Church, had not been allowed to 
overstep the limits set by faith, and for that reason had ·been no 
science at all. Science rebelled against the Church; the bourgeoisie 
could nol do without science, and, therefore, had Lo join in the re
bellion. 

Tht:> above, though touching but two of the points where the 
rising middle class was bound to come into collision with the es
tablished religion, will be sufficient to show, first, that ilhe dass 

mosl dircd.ly inlcrcslcd in lhc struggle against the pretensions of 
the Homan Church was the bourgeoisie;. and second, that every 
struggle against feudalism, at Lhat tim<:', had to take on a religious 
disguise, had to be directed against the Church in the first instance. 
But if the universities and the traders of the cities started the 
cry, it was sure to find, and did find, a strong echo in the masses 
of the country people, the peasants, who everywhere had to strug
gle for their very exislC'nce with their feudal lords, spiritual and 
temporal. 

1:bJi,J.IJ.UJ6.J!,gll! .J;t[" .• \l.tt:,,J,J,gl;lxg~.Q!.§1e .. against feudalism Cl!lll1ina ted 
iJ.:\.-.tb.:~:.~,~~ .. J~J;~~.t .. ,d.~t~i*}.~~ ... llo~tqes. 

The fir,st.1Ya,§ wl1at. is calleq. the Pr,()~~§ta.I1tJ~~fpp1J,?Jion ~11 ·Ger-
tl1f!I1Y· r~~~.~.~t:HY :raiseQ.. against.Jh~ .. C.hvrc)?. by, L11JP.~.r ... »:~s re
sponded to by two insurrections of a political nature: first, that 
of the lower nobility under Franz von Sickingen (1523}, then the 
great Peasants' War, 1525. Both were defeated, chiefly in conse
(}Uence of the indecision of the parties most interested, the burgh-
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ers of the towns-an indecision into the causes of which we 
cannot here enter. From that moment the struggle degenerated 
into a fight between the local princes and the central power, and 
ended by blotting out Germany, for two hundred years, from the 
politically active nations of Europe. The Lutheran Reformation 
ptoduced' a new creed indeed, a religion adapted to absolute mon
archy. No sooner were the peasants of Northeast Germany con
verted to Lutheranism than they were from freemen reduced to 
serfs. 

RJ.J.L.wb.ere.Luthe:r: f!lilef}, CaJ:v:iu won.".the,. day, . Cf.MY.i.AA.:./i., •• Gt:<;ed 
w~~·~QJJ.e .. ~Jlt .foz; •.... t,he, .. ,.holdest, .o:f .. th,.e .. ,Pp;:4f.gl;)pis.i,~,Qf .. J.J,is .. time. His 
predestination doctrine was the religious expression of the fact 
that in the commercial world of competition success or failure 
does not depend upon a man's activity or cleverness, bat. upon 
circtop:tls~a:nces unconti:ollableJ:l.y: .him. It is not of him that willeth 

~or of him that runneth, but .. of, th,e .... DJ~tc~ ... Q;f.,JJ,nkJ+owiJ, ,sy,,perior 
x ~~PJ;l~~~.,,,,J;t\?,~~,:t:§; . and this.. was especially. true .at .a .. period of 
' ".£~~2!¥l~.~,!~Y£>1'!tti5~P· when all .old. cRA11lle!'<;h~L rqvtes. aE~ .. ~entres 

w.e;~:e.~~ed,hy,,,n,e,;w~J;lne~ •. ,;w,il~:n .. l:P.QJ~.J.tU:Ii.-.AW!?J:Jc.::t ... w.f1r:e.Qpened 
to the world, and when even the most sacred economic articles of 
faith-the value of gold and silver-began to totter and to break 
down. Calvin'.s. church •.. constitutio:rt .. w.a,s .. thprq:ugWx .. <:l~,Inqp:~.tic and 
rf:m:thU~!!P.i ... !l1l2- :"'B:~r.e ~ht. ,k,ingdo.J? .. 9f .. Gosl.,~as n~pu}?Uc~mized, 
could the kingdoms of this world rewai,n . ~J,lpj~.C:t t(). Df()n::trchs, 
h!~~,.a,_W,i,Jp,rds? While German Lutheranism became a wining 
tool in the hands of princes, Calyi.n,ism found~.d. a in 
HoJ~.l!;l!l:i .~n~cl.~s.tb~.~ ... n:~,pub,Jclc~n. P.~r~ies .i:ll.EJ.t1g;l~~:·~1 and, abcwe 
ScgJ~a,nd. 

In. Calvi.ni$111,. the .second .. great bourgeois p.p.P,ea.v:a,l f.~:tlnd its 
d<;!.~lriu~ .. .:re~qy .<tllt .. !,1!1:9- gried.. 'fl}i.s qpheav.al ,tqq}). .. pli!!t.y .. Jn.Eng· 
Land. The middl.e ..• class. of.the .. J().W!Js .• b,;~::gngl~J. if...p.IJrJ·•JlJ:IJd,.. the 
yeomanry of the country districts fought it out. Curiously enough, 
in all tile three great bourgeois risings, the peasantry furnishes 
the army that has to do the fighting; and ·the peasantry h just 
the class that, the victory once gained, is most surely ruined by 
the economic consequences of that victory. A hundred years after 
Cromwell, the yeomanry of England had almost disappeared. 
Anyhow, had it not been for that yeomanry and for the plebeian 
element in the towns, the"JJQ;m::s€oisie .alQU£' ... ;\yQ.~'~d,:qf;!y~.r h;,tve 
foliSPt.!..Q.~.,ilH~Jty£.91-lJ )9 ...• ~1J,e,pi!Jer.cend., .~}1cl .. );!<?.~!g ... .IJ.~:~.~;£ ... };ave 
bJ:O..t!Sht~J.I.~fl~.s .. ~Jp,J};!..~."'~S~f!,g!c,!; .. ,lu. order to secure even those 
conquests of the bourgeoisie that were ripe for gathering at the 
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time, the revolution had to be carried considerably further
exactly as in 1793 in France and l848 in Germany. This seems, 
in fact, to be one of the laws of evolution of bourgE-ois society. 

Well, upon this excess of revolutionary activity there necessar
ily followed the inevitable reaction which in its turn went beyond 
the point where it might have maintained itself. After a series of 
oscillations, the new centre of gravity was at last attained and 
hccame a new starting point. Tl1e grand.p.et~od .. .J::U .•.. E~"hJstory, 
kno.w.u .. to xespectabHity un.der the.name.of ~.'.the . .G.t::eat ..•• Reb . .eUion," 

. and the struggles succeeding it, were brought to a close by the 
C\~!!l.I!.~Ie.id.Y£1.Y ..•• QhU!,Y,, . e.\;'~Pt ... ~!,1tj!lec,l, ,, b,y . Liberal historians "the 
Glorious Hevolution." 

'!'he riew siar\ing P9,il1~ . Wic\S .. a .. CQJ2l.JH'H~i,s;~ .£SJ)Y;~\~Xt., ... JJH~ }'ising 
middle cl;:t~.L J!:Q<J Jhe. , f.~~X euctD:l. J[tn<JqV\'PC:~~~~· · The · latter, though 
calierl, as now, the aristocracy, had been long since on the way 
whkh led them to become what Louis Philippe in France became 
at a much later period, "the first bourgeois of the kingdom." 
Fortunately for England, the old feudaL barons. had killed. one 
another during the ·wars of the Rose.s .. Their success()rs, though 
mostly scions of the old families, had been so much out Df the 
direct line of descent that they constituted quite a new body, with 
habits and tendencies far more bourgeois than feudaL They fully 
understood the value of money, and at once began to incrf.>ase 
Hwir rents by turning hundreds of small farmers out and replac
ing them by sheep. Henry .Vlll,,.while squ~ndcriu,g tll.e.".Ghurch 
lands,. created fresh bourgeois landlords by .wholesale.;.Jhe innu
m(:r~plc . .G.o..nflscations of .. cslates, regJ.·anteq to ap~olult .o;r,, rel;:ttive 
upstarts, and continued during the whole of the seventceQth cen
tury, had the sam.e result. Consequently, ever since Henry VII, the 
English "nristocracy," far from counteracting the development of 
industrial production, had, on the contrary, sought to indirecfly 
profit thereby; and there had always been a section of the great 
landowners willing, from economical or political reasons, to co-

r~~ operate with the leading men of the financial and industrial 
"'..;;bourgeoisie. 1'he .... ~nmpJ:Q)J.l~I?§ ... Qf . .1§.~.~ .. ~.I!~,, .. ,~)J!:,r.~;;Kgr~,,~g~Hy accom

.,p1J.~.h~c!.: .. ~Ilu; ... J?c9hiti~.a.I ,.SP,QU,s ,·,Of, ~:pelf AP,<,t,pla~e·:F··· \y~J:,~.Jrtt ,JP .. .t~1e 
grea,t.J~p:dPW!liJlg, f,a111jlie ~.1. J?:t:9Yi,(;lt;4 .. ~b:~, .~P!,JJ).pw,\c, ... U~:t~:r~~!~ .. ,.Qf the 
fl~1ancioJ, manufacturing and commercial middle .. class were suf
fi<;ie!ltly ... attended ,tp. And these economic interests were at tha.t 
time powerful enough to determine the general policy of the na
tion. There might be squabbles about matters of detail, but, on 
the whole, th11 ,[lr!~.to<;r~.t~s. ?JiS.a,JQlJ..x~J~P.~W:.wtq9 )X.~U .. ,,tb~,,.,.U§.,Jl~n 
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economic prosperity."w;a:. . .irretrieyably bound up .:wJth .that of the 
industrial ang commercial. m..i.ddlf .... ~lass. 
~~-:F;~~· . 'f.h;t ti~~' ·-tp~·:h9~rg~qi$:.i~ ... was a humble, but still a 

recognized component of the ruling· classes of England. '\\7ith the 
rest of them, it...~d . .a ... £oiPJJl,.t;ln.)nt~r~st.in .. ¥~~pi:gg. .. in. I$Ubj~.ction 
th,~."gx~~J.,~Pr~iJJ.K. wa~s ()f tbe Il::ttion. The merchant or manu
facturer himself stood in the position of master, or, as it was 
until lately called, of "natural superior" to his clerks, his work
people, his domestic servants. His interest was to get as much 
and as good work out of them as he could; for this end they had 
to· be trained to proper submission. He was himself religious; his 
religion had supplied the standard under which he had fought the 
king and the lords; he was not long in discovering the oppor· 
tunities this same religion offered him for working upon the 
minds of his. natural inferiors, and making them submissive to 

_.,.the behests of the masters it had pleased God to place over them; 
~Jil. .. c~bo!:t~.Jh~~l;:J!gJJ§.b. .. bour•geoisie. now .. had to. take. a part· in 
· ·keepin,g;,,.d()WIJ, the '.'lower orders," the great producing mass of the 

n.attmJ, __ .!!QQ one of the means employed for that purpose was Hie 
in,fi.u.~,p,c~. gf, reJigion. 

There was another fact that contributed to. strengthen the reli· 
g1!1U§ .. J.~.;ull,p,g§,.oL.~]l!;:.,.,,J;?,pp:rgepisie. Tbat was. the. rise. of. m.:lterial
i,§tQ. •. iD-.. l:;!l.S.lP.nd. This new doctrine not only shocked the pious 
feelings of the middle class; it announced itself as a philosophy 
only fit for scholars and cultivated men of the world, in c~:mtrast 

to religion, which was good enough for the uneducated masses, 
including the bourgeoisie. With Hobbes it stepped on the stage as 
a defender of royal prerogative and omnipotence; it called upon 
absolute monarchy to keep down that puer z·obustus sed mali
tioszzs,, to wit, the people. Similarly, with the successors of Hobbes, 

with .. Bolingbroke, Shaftesbury, etc., the new deistic form of ma-
te:rialiSJ.!L.I:~m~in~~cl .. JlJl .. aristocratic, esqteric .doctrine, . and •... there
fore, .. hateful to the middle class both for its religious heresy 
and for Hs anti-bourgeois political connections. Accordingly, in 
opposition to the materialism and deism of the aristocracy, those 
Protestant sects which had furnished the flag and the fighting 
contingent against the Stuarts continued to furnish the main 
~trength of the progressive middle class, and form even today t1w 
backbone of "the Great Liberal Party." 

In the meantime materialism .passed from England to.Fr3t!<'e, 
where it met and coalesced with another materialistic school of 
philosophers, a branch of C~.§l;mism. In France, too, it re-
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mained .. at first an exclusively aristocratic. doctrine. . But. soo.:n its 
revolution:J.rY cP:\!r::t~tgr. ~sserted itself. The French.e.I.Uate.riaJ,.~sts did 
not Jimit their criticism to matters of religious belief; they extend
ed it to whatever scientific tradition or political institution they 
met with; and to prove the claim of their doctrine to universal 
application, they took the shortest cut, and boldly applied it to 
all subjects of knowledge in the giant work after which they were 
named-the .. Ency_c}Qpedie. Thus,. ju .. one or , the .. other .. J:>J ils . two 
forms~avowed I;naterial.ism or .deism-it became the cree<:l. of the 
whole cultured youth of France; so much so that, when the Great 
Revolution broke out, the doctrine hatched by English Royalists 
gave a Lheorelical flag to French Republicans and Terrorists, and 
Jqrnished the text for the Declaration of the Right~ of Man. The 
Great French Revolution was the third uprising of the bourgeoi
sie, but the first that had entirely cast off the religious cloak and 
was fought out on undisguised political lines; it was the first, 
too, that was really fought out . up Jo J:h.e.,.,J,.l.~sJrl,ISJtqn",gf, gne of' 
!Jl~~- CQ,!IJ.hil.tqnfs,.the. arh;tocracy, al)d th,e comp,l~l(;\trip~£-~4,<;>.f_ thl' 
~!.l].~~~.Jb~i:.J?.9.1JJ;g~,gi§!s, In England the continuity of pre-revolution
ary and post-revolutionary institutions, and the compromise be
tween 'landlords and capitalists, found its expression in the conti
nuity of judicial precedents and iri the religious preservation of 

-;:;the feudal forms of the law_ In fran~e. JP:1..; .l;l~v.qlp.lJgp, SS!,~A>tituted 
;( a complete breach with lhe traditions of the past; it .cle~red out 

''the very last vestiges of feudalism., .. and. crca.ted in .. Ul.e,,d.9dC,:Civi/ 
a masterly adaptation of lhe old Homan law-that almost perfect 
expression of the juridical relations corresponding to the econom
ic stage called by Marx the production of commodities-to 
modern capitalistic conditions; so masterly that this French revo
lutionary code still serves as a model for reforms of the law of 
properly in all other countries, not excepting England. Let us, 
however, not forget Lhat if English law continues to express the 
economic relations of capitalistic society in that barbarous feudal 
language which corresponds to the thing expressed, just as English 
spelling corresponds to English pronunciation-vous ecrivez 
Londres, et vout prononcez Constantinople, said a Frenchman--that 
same English law is the only one which has preserved through 
ages, atld transmitted to America and the Colonies the best part 
of that old Germanic personal freedom, local self-government and 
independence from all interference but that of the law courts, 
which on the Continent has been lost during the period of abso,
lute monarchy, and has nowhere been as yet fully recovf'l'ed. 
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To,,,J;£t'!J.XJJ.,,4,Q"'""'Q~~JJ,-b;Q.J,tJ:.g~ois. The French Revolution 
gave him a splendid opportunity, with the help of the Conti
nental monarchies, to destroy French maritime commerce, to· 
annex French colonies, and to crush the last French pretensions. 
to maritime rivalry. That was one reason why he fought it. 
Another was that the ways of this revolution went very much 
against his grain. Not only its "execrable" terrorism, but the very 
attempt to carry bourgeois rule to extremes. What should the 
British bourgeois do without his aristocracy, that taught him 
manners, such as they were, and invented fashions for him
that furnished officers for the army, which kept order at home,. 
and the navy, which conquered colonial possessions and new 
markets abroad? There was indeed a.pi:O.gressiv.e.,minorit:y,, of the 
bQtlrc8:~.!Ji.~i£."tU=iiJ+m.inpri,ty ... wJH?~R> ,int§J:~§.t.,;;. "w~~g,~21 ... §.Q"".~dL1;!.!t~rld
ed,J.Q.Jllld~"JJle ... compromise; this section, compose9, cbie:fly of the 
le~s.".')l;e.aith~··"middJ.e ... cia,ss,. <lid s.ympathize with Jhe revolution., but 
it""'~~·,R,flr1¥~~~$", .. J.~.,,,JaJitklia'!llent. 

Thu~ •. jL:m;:tterJ::llism .hec~file the creed .of tP.e J<'rRnch .B.evolu
ti?.!h .. JQ~ 9()4~fe:::~,riJ:lK English ~:urgeois held all the faster to his 
reli<gion. Had not the reign of terror in Paris proved what was 
the upshot, .if the religious instincts of the masses were lost? The 
more materialism spread from France to neighbouring countries, 
and was reinforced by similar doctrinal currents, notably by 
German philosophy, the more, in fact, materialism and free
thought generally became, on the Continent, the necessary qualifica
tions of a ·cultivated man, the more.stu];Jb,pr:qly,,tl;l~ t:PgF~h :rpi.ddle 
c.I!!~!l ... ",§!M~~ .. ,Jo .. )tll .. ma:o:itold . religiQ:t;ts. cre,eds. These creeds might 
differ from one another, but they were, all of them, distinctly 
. religious, Christian creeds. 

/"'?"' While .nu~ reYolqtion ensured the political triumph of the, ~ol1r
l geoisie_.i.E:.J:r~.:Q~~,jp. England '\Y::J.tt, .Arkwright, (;m::twright, and 

·I' \. of!t~-ii.li!~t~!! ~ll .indgstda.I . reyQl:U,tio:p., which completely ,-shifted 
tlJ.~ ... ~.,.u,f,.,,.g;r.a,vi,J:y,.pL .ec.ono:mk power. The wealth of the hour-. 
geoisie increased considerably faster than that of the landed aris
tocracy. Within the bourgeoisie itself, the financial aristocracy, 
the bankers, etc., were more and more pushed into the background 
by the manufacturers. The compromise. oL 1.689,. . .even .. after 
t:Ue, ... gr:aduaLchan.ges it had undergone in favour of the l:wurgeoi
si~,.,_.JJQ, Jo:Pger corresp.onded to .. the relative position qf the parties 
tQ..jt. The character of these parties, too, had changed; the bour
geoisie .of 1830 was very different from that of the preceding 

century. The political power still left to the aristocracy, and usedi 
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by them to resist the pretensions of the new industrial bourgeoi
sie, became incompatible with the new economic interests. A fresh 
struggle with the aristocracy was necessary; it could ... eJliL,Q.ujy in 
~~Y!.~::toxy,gfJ,b.f: h!l\3,:\Y .•. ~.~()Jli.Vni.~ ... p,Q)Y.~J,'. .. ,".Fir~t, the .Jleform ...A.cLwas 
pu~!}!\4JhiPlll6.ll,,.),ll !?Pjtl'\. of .all .resistan!!~··· u:p.d,er. tP-ejmpulse of 
the French Revolvtio~ of t83!).lt gave to the b.our,gepl,~i~. JL.rec
ognil!ieQ, 9-r!!J. J?!?W.~.r.fv.t. P~%e,, i,q. :P~lli4JUent. Then .,.the..,~~al of 
the .. CQt]l,"L*W!'i· 1 which settled, once for all, the sup.remacy of 
ihC-.ho~.~S,l~.§ie, and especially of its most active portion, the 
manufacturers, over the landed aristocracy. This :wa~"4~~ .. ;yeate:<t 
vlcLQ.1,][".2L!!:.!l?.?E!Jle?i~~~,;)t was, however, also the last it gained 
in its own exclusive interest. Whatever triumphs it obtained later 
on, it had to share with a new social power, first its ally, but 
soon its rival. 

The industrial revolution had created a class of large manu· 
factming capitalists, bu~ also-a class~al~Q .a. far. more ,J,l.lJJ,l).~roU!> 

one--:-of manufacturi11g ... w,-or~::I?.S~P,}.e,. This class gradually increased 
in numbers, in proportion· as the industrial revolution seized 
upon one branch of manufacture after another, and in the same 
proportion it increased in power. This power iLp.ro~.,a.15 early 
as 1824, by forcing a reluctant Parliament to repeal the acts for· 
bidding .combinations of workmen. During the B.eform ... agitation, 
the W(1rkingmen constituted the Radical wing of .. thaltefotm. Par· 
ly; the Act of 1832 having excluded them from the suffrage, they 
formulated their d(•mands in the People'& Charter, and constHntf'd 
themselves, iu opposition to the great bourgeois. A:oti-Corn Law 
party, into an independent party, the Chartists, tb,e fir~LYY:QI~ing
m~g',s parly of modern times. 

Then came tho Continental revolutions of February 1and ,March 
1848, in which the working people played s11ch .a _pro.mjJ;:L~gt part, 
and, at least in Paris, put forward demands which were certainly_ 
inadinissible from the point of view of capitalist society. And then 
came the general reaction. First the defeat of the Chartists on the 
lOth April, 1848, then the crushing of the Paris workingmen's 

insurrection in .June of the same year, then the disasters of 1849 
.in Italy, Hungary, South. Germany, and at .last. nu~ .. ,,v;}Q.to.r:y of 
1.m!1L :§?n.~P:,tt~~ .JJver. paris, 2.nci l)e,cc(Ipper, J~~J .. For a tillle, at 
leJtst. ... the, .. ,b.ugl>.eat ... oL .. W~.J:l~5I'lg::-<;;las;~".,p;r:R~~,n.siQDs ... ):Y:'.W ... ··c.P.JJ.! ,,,,Qg~n, 
but t!.! .. YYl.~e,!.,"~.Q,iitJ If the British bourgeois had been convinced 

. 1 Com Laws: Grain tariff. In 1842· the rates were reduced. In 1846 grain 
import restrictions were removed, and in 1849 grain tariffs were entirely 
nbolished.-Ed. 
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before of the necessity of maintaining the common peo~le in a 
religious mood, how much more must he feel that necessity after 
all these experiences? Regardless of the sneers of his Continental 
compeers, he continued to spend thousands .and tens of Jh,Qusand">, 
Yf'aJ.:. a!l~""Y,:.t;6ll.: .. ,gp.Q.p. "th~ , ~y9,p,g~Jizati,gn . of . Ul.~ ...... l.Q:W~r , .Q+;g~,~:.~; not 
content with his own native religious machinery, he appealrd to 
Brother Jonathan/ the greatest organizer in existence of religion 
as a trade, and imported fi'om America revivalism, Moody and 
Sankey, and the like; and, finally, he accepJed ... the daugerQlJ.&. aid 

. oLJhe,.Salv~t,iop;. ArPJ.y, . which .. f:eYiv:es .f:.be ... prppaga~J.da . ,.of .. early 
Clu:ist.ia.nity, ..•. .appea:l,g .ta 4he· pool' as·. the .. elect, .. fights ·«aPHalis,nl.in 
a religious . .way,. and thus fosters an element of early Christian 
class antagonism, which one day may become troublesome to the 
well-to-do people who now find the ready money for it. 

It seems a law of historical development that the bourgeoisie 
can: in no European country get hold of political power-at least 
for any length of time---iin the same exclusive way in which the 
feudal aristocracy kept hold of it during the Middle Ages. Eyen 

~n £;r:a,9.~~'·' where fel1<l::tlliun was CoJ:llpletely e;til}g}l}sh.ed,, the 
.~ 'b5!Yf~.i§~...a..-gA, .. a,."'"\11:b9~~ •• h~4L .. ,f.uU"'DJ!.Si.§.e-5§jgn, ,,Q,l'"'''tllg.,"g,Q.Ytrn-

(@~f~i~~·~if~~~~r~;·~~~··tl~e~r~~~~:~:~t;·~~~~~P~~~···r~t~;~ 
<l.il}ll; by. far the larger part were. e.xGJu.defi.,J.F<O.ro· .. the.~.su:ff,rage," by 
th~~_ab,~'~'~tkUfJl.g9P:· l,Jnder the. Seeendc~~.ubJ.ic, ,J&;l;.§dH, the 
wh()le Jinw.geoi'iie .. ;r:-gl~.Q~ ,,J{.IJl: ... foJ; three. yea.r,s,, . .qnly; their .. incapa
city brought.on tl)e.,.S~c;;QJJ;Q..,,~IPPire. It is only now, in the Third 
Republic, that the bourgeoisie as a whole has kept possession of 
the helm for more than twenty years; and it is already showing 

· lively signs of decadence. A durable reign of the bourgeoisie has 
been possible only in countries like America, where feudalism was 
unknown, and society at the very beginning sbarted from a bour
geois basis. And even in F'rEJ.nce and .;\n1erica, , the .. s!lc(:y§S.SJ.fS. of the 
h()1J.rg~o~ie,Jbe working .. P,~<?Ple, .. ~:re .. gl,ready, ~.JJPSt.l<:!n.K .~.t.Jhe. door. 

In England, the bourgeoisie never held undivided sway. Even 
the victory of 1832 left the landed aristocracy in almost exclusive 
possession of all the leading government offices. The meekness 
with which the wealthy middle class submitted to this remained 
inconceivable to me until the great Liberal manufacturer, Mr. 
'W. A. Forster, in a public speech implored the young men of 
Bradford to learn French, as a means to get on in the world, 
.and quoted from his own experience how sheepish he looked 

1 Brother Jonathan: Earlier equivalent of Unc1e Sam.-Ed. 
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when, as a Cabinet Minister, he had to move in society where 
French was, at least, as necessary. as English l The_l.!!£L~!:l!i.•. the 
EngU~b n-t~ddle.cla~.~ gf tl1I~L!!':ll~ w-~re, as .a rHJ.t3L. ~m~.t.e l.lP.~ducat
ed. upstarts, .. aJ;ld .. S()~~?.,.~()t .. ·l\el,p ... leay~ng .tq ,JlJ;~.--~l;~.s,tq~a,~,l:.,,,Jl;lose 
sul!~J.:i.QJ:,. _g_ox~.J.:I.!m.~.!!:L . .R!.~.~.£~ ... ~}1~E-~";<:Jlh~r qualifications were re
quired than mere insular narrowness and insular conceit, seasoned 
by business sharpness.1 Even now the endless newspaper debates 
about middle-class education show that the English middle class 
does not yet consider itself good enough for the 1best education, 
and looks to something more modest. Thus, even a(ter the repeal 

of the Corn Laws, it appeared a matter of course that the men 
who had carried the day, the Cobdens, Brights·, Forsters, etc., 
should remain excluded from a share in the official government 
of the country, until .twenty:.ye.aJ.:s .... .af.tc.r.w.aJ:d,s JL.A!=!W. Reform Act 
opene? to them th~ door of the Cabinet. The English bourgeoisie 
iS::ui) .fo~~.tii.i:J?:r~~~nt ... 9ay, .so ... de.eply. p.ep.e.t;cat~d •.• b~.,,a," ·SceP.-;;if! .... ?! ... its 
SQ,.If1~t,,i,~e.t;.iAciiy ,. .. U)a,t . .i.L~.e.~p~ ... up, .at. its . own, .. expense .an.d. Jh!l t of 
the:..~Q.u,.,...au,.,m.~enJ.a.l .... ~a~te. o( dr()~l~ ... }H,.f.~PE~§.t~!.Jh£ .J!,ation 
worth1~y at all state functions; and it COI).SlJ;l~~s .. }t~elf htghly 
honoured whenever one of itself is found worthy of'admission into 
this select and privileged body, manufactured, after ·all, by itself. 

The industrial and commercial middle class had, therefore, 
not yet succeeded in driving the landed aristocracy completely 
from po!Hical power when another competitor, the working class, 
appeared on the stage. The reaction after the Chartist movement 
and the Continental revolutions, as well as the unparalleled exten-

1 And even in business matters, the conceit of national chauvinism is 
but a sorry adviser. Up to quite recently, the average English manufacturer 
considered it derogatory for an Englishman to speak any language but his 
own, and felt rather proud than otherwise of the fact that "poor devils" of 
foreigners settled in England and took ofl" his hands the trouble of dispos
ing of his products abroad. He never noticed that these foreigners, mostly 
Germans, thus got command of a very large part of British foreign trade, im
ports and exports, and that the direct foreign trade of Englishmen became lim
ited, almost entirely, to the colonies, China, the United States and South 
America. Nor did he noti-ce that these •Germans traded with other Germans 
abroad, who gradually organized a complete network of commercial colonies 
all over the world. Tint when Germany, about forty years ago, s-eriously 
began manufacturing £or exp-ort, this network served her admirably in her 
transformation, in so short a time, from a corn exporting into a first-rate 
manufacturing oountry. Then, about ten years ago, the British manufacturer 
got frightened, and asked his ambassadors and oonsuls how it was that he 
could no longer keep his customers together. The unanimous answer was: 
1) You don't learn your cust,omer's language but -e•xpect him to speak your 
own; 2) You don't even try to •suit your custom-er's wants, habits, and ta;stes, 
but expect him to conform to your English ones. [Note by F. Engels.} 
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sion of English trade from 1848-66 {ascribed vulgarly to Free 
Trade alone, but due far more to the colossal development of rail
ways, ocean steamers and means of intercourse generally), had again 
driven the working class into the dependency of the Liberal party, 

-~f which they formed, as in pre-Chartist times, the radical wing. 
/"":'l{b.cir .. cla.itns.~.m.~the. fra.o.chise" b:a.we:v:er._ .. graduaHy ]Je~a:m~ jrresist

i~,Jll,\.;.~J;Y.Jlig.¥lea.d~ .of .. Ule Libe!'als :'f:tii1ked,': .. Disraeli 
shu.»:~ed,bis superiority by making the Tories seize the favourable 
mm;pept. and introduc.e Jw]-l.s?;t!plq ... su,tl'rage .j.p.. tht:l pqrqnghs, along 
.Y~!Jl:~,~~t{~~~-,~;.,.,S~~····· Thtm""fo1lo:we4, ... ~l;J.~ .. &~llot; then in 
18B.4 .. Jh~., .. ~~teJ;l.sio11 ... gJ holJsell,QlP ... suffrage . to .the coupties and a 
fresh redistribution of seats by which electoral districts were to 
some extent equalized. All these measures considerably increased 
the :electoral power of the working class, so much so that in at 
least 150 to 200 constituencies that class now furnishes the major
ity of voters. But parliamentary government is a capital school 
for teaching respect for tradition; if the middle class look with 
awe and veneration upon what Lord John Manners playfully called 
"our old nobility," the mass of the working people then looked 
up with respect and deference to what used to be designated as 
"their betters," the middle ·class. Indeed, the British workman, 
some fifteen years ago, was the model workman, whose respectful 
regard for the position of his master, and whose self-restraining 
modesty in claiming rights for himself, consoled our German 
economists of the Katlwder-Socialisfl school for the incurable 
communistic and revolutionary tendencies of their own working 
men at home. 
R~t,:~,.mi,Qdle . .class-good men of business as they 

are-saw farther than the German professors. They l:lad sll.ared 
tbe.iJ:.",po:w,er . bu.t .relu~.tantl>r .. ~.}yl!h • .!Jf~ W:9;t:kiiJ,g .. ell'\§~~, .}hey had 
learnt, during the Chartist · years, what that puer robustus sed 
malitiosus, the people, is capable of. And since that time, they 
had been compelled to incorporate the better part of the People's 
Charter in the Statutes of the United Kingdom. Now, if ever, the 
people must be kept in order by moral means, and the first and 
foremost of all moral means of action upon the masses is and 
remains-religion. Hence the parsons' majorities on the School 
Boards, hence the increasing self-taxation of the bourgeoisie for 
the support of all sorts of revivalism, from ritualism to the Sal
vation Army. 

1 ProJ1essorial Socialist.-Bd. 
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And now .came the triumpl:!. .Qf)JI:i.ti$h"re.jipectabUHy .. Qyer .the 
free-thought and religious laJcity of .the .. Coutin,cnJal bourgeois. 
The workmel) of France and .Germany had. become :rf.!b.ellio:us. 
They were thoroughly infected with socialism, and, for very. good 
reasons, were not at all particular as. to the legality of the means 
by which to secure their own :1.scendency. The puer J'obustus, 
here, turned from day lo day more malitiosus. Nothing remained 
to the French and German bourgeoisie as a last resource but 
to silently drop their freccthought, as a youngster, when sea
si(',kness creeps upon him, quietly drops the burning cigar he 
brought swaggeringly on board; one by one, the scoffers turned 
pious in outward behaviour, spoke with respect of the Church, 
its dogmas and riles, and even conformed with the latter a:s far 
as could not he helped. French bourgeois dined maigre on Fri
days, and German ones sat out long Protestant sermons in their 
pews on Sundays. They had come to grief with materialism. 
"Die Religion muss dtm Volke erhalten werden,"-religion must 
be kept alive for the people-that was the only and the last 
means to save society from utter ruin. Unfortunately for th.em
selves, they did not find this out until they had done their level 
best to break up religion for ever. And now it was the turn. of 
lhe British bourgeois to sneer and to say: "Why, you fools, I 
eould have told you that lwo hundred years ago!" 

However, I am afraid neither the. religious stolidity,~ .. of. the 
British, J~()r :tbe p.ost[estum conver.sion .of thl;' Cox~t\lleP..iAl .bour
g~gi~ .. '':~11_ .st91q .the ris~ng .Proletarian tide. Tra.diJig,I1 ... J.s .. <, • .J:\ .. great 
ret.~r:~b~lfL!'2.S£~,. js Jl1c ... v.ts iw;rt~w ()f .:Q~story,, 21lh,)?~ing.,,m~rely 
passive, is sure to be broken down; and thus religiql;l .wm be no 
lasting safeguard to capitrdist society. If our juridical, philosoph
ical and religious ideas are the more or less remote offshoots 
of the economicol relations prevailing in a given society, such ideas 
cannot, in the long run, withstand the effects of a complete change 
in these relations. And,. unles~ ... :w.e ... b.eUe.~~.Jn .• .sJ,W.~~!JJ.Wc'*~¥e~ation, 
we must admit that no religious tenets :will. ~:Vcl\.suffic!'!.,.t,p,p~Q,P up a 
tottexh~g,.~Qci.eJY. 

In fact, in England too, the working people have begun to 
move again. Th~.Y_.J!J:~ ... I!!.L.JiQ.UJ?.!""'''''~~ll.a.~,l,)l~g .. ,J?x,.,,!,]:,f},Qi\i9l}~~., •• 2L yare 
i<:J!!Ll<l~q,~,\,,J~g~[~~ .. ?.i~ .. tra.<Ji~io~~'· ~.¥£h,.,,f!.~,,,,.t~S',,,,,~.\£1,~sl?:r:9::t<l . belief 
tl~ll.t . ther~ ... ~ap,,, .l;l~ .. b:qJ,. J'W9 .. ,. par:t;i~s, .... .C.QIJ~ervll.t~ye~ <;;tPAcc·,,k,\B~r!lls, 
and that the working class must work out its salvation by and 
through the great Liberal Party. Workingmen's traditions, inher
ited from their first tentative efforts at independent action, such 
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as the exclusion, from ever so many old trade unions, of all appli
cants who have not gone through a regular apprenticeship; which 
means the breeding, by every such union, of its own blacklegs. 
~lJt .... fnr .. [!ltJbat.,ille. .. ~nglis}l.wo:x;kin.g .,class. Al> moy~J!g, as even 
Professor Brentano ~as sorrowfully had to report to his brother 

:(?Katheder-Socialists. It moves, like ... alL.ibings .in England, with a 
\siQ\V .?HP: m~.as11r,ed step,. \Vjth hesHation ... ]Jer~, .with ... mqr:e. pr less 
l;u;U;ruiUm •. ient<!tive attem,ptl'i there; it .move§ Jlow and tl;len with 
an over~cautious mistrust· of the. n!lme. of spcialisro, while ,it gra
dua~."'.ahso:~;,Ps •.. fb,e ..• suP,stance; and the movemenL ... sp:ceads .. and 
seik~~ .. ,P.n~.Ja.Yc~:t: .. Q( tQ.e .. :;w:Q,r~.s,,ca,fte.r,.another. It has now shaken 
out of their torpor the unskilled labourers of the East End of 
London, and we all know what a splendid impulse these fresh 
forces have given jt in return. And if the pace of the movement 
is not up to the impatience of some people, let them not forget 
that it is the working class which keeps alive the finest qualities 

. of the English character, and that, if a step in advance is once 
. gained in England, it is, as a rule, never lost afterwards. If the-
sons of the old Chartists, for reasons explained above, were not 
quite up . to the mark, the grandsons bid fair to be worthy of 
their forefathers. 

But the triumph of the European working class does not de
pend upon England alone. It can only he secured by the co
operation of, at least, England, France and Germany. In, . both 
the latter count:~;ies ·U'le··working-dass.· .. ·mo¥-eJAA:p.t i&.)¥~ll,,,aJ;J;eAd of 
Elllgland.· In· Germany· it. is ... even within .. measur.a.bledlista,J:l.G.e. of 

SQ0088S, The progress it has there made during the last twenty
five years is unparalleled. It advances with ever-increasing velo
city. If the German middle class has shown itself lamentably 
deficient in political capacity, discipline, courage, energy and 
perseverance, the ..... G.ennan .... w.orking .. class ... has .giNen . .,.ample ..... proof 
oLaU.,.Jb.e~~ ... g;ua,l~U.e~ •. '".Eggr. hUJ:tdreq, .Y.'f~!;~ .... ~.~R~rG:~.rW.f!!VtY.· .... 'Yas the 
st.!!JJJng ... poini. of, tl:tf'. first upheav!ll of tl;le Evropea,n .widdJe. class; 
as things are now, is it outside the limits of possibility that .Ger-

/(~!t"ei*~lp~~I:t~iai~~l}~, too, of t9.~ first gf(~at vic:tory of'~the 
"'~ · ~- ~l:l4..-~·~~~··>~c<1;1M~h><>··,·· 

April 20, 1892 
•.;r.;;;_~,W'W~0'~'.>'),>.1~!.:..~ 

F. Engels 



Karl Marx 

THESES ON I<'EUERBACH1 

(Jqttcd down in BruJ;s.e]s_in t]Je sp.rJngof 1845) 

I 

The chief defect of all hitherto existing materialism-that of 
Feuerbach included-is that the thing [Gegenstand], reality, sen
suousness, is conceived only in the form. of the object [ Objekt] 
or of contemplation [ Ansclwuung] but not as human sensuous 
activity, practice, not subjectively. Hence it happened that the 
active side, in contradistinction to materialism, was developed by 
idealism-but only abstractly, since, of course, idealism does not 
know real, sensuous activity as such. Feuerbach wants sensuous 
objects, really diff.crent.iated from the thought-objects, but he does 
not conceive human activity itself as objectiue [gegenstiindliche] 
activity. Hence, in the Essence of Christianity, he regards the 
theoretical altilude as the only genuinely human attitude, while 
practice is conceived and ilxed only in its dirty-Jew form of ap
pearance. Hence he docs not grasp the signilicance of "revolutioll
ary," of practical-critieal, activity. 

II 

The question whether objective [gegenstandliche] truth can be 
attributed to human thinking is not a question of theory but ts a 
practical question. In practice man must prove the truth, i.e., the 
reality and power, the this-sidedness [Diesseitigkeit] of his think
ing. The dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking which 
is isolated from practice is a purely schohistic question. 

1 The text of these theses is that given by Engels in 1888 in the appendix 
to his Ludwig Feuerbach and the Ouicome of Classical German Philosophy. It 
contains certain editorial changes introduced by him 1ilnto Marx's original German 
text published in the Mara.:-Engels Archiv, Bd. I, S. 448, Frankfurt am Main, 
1926.-Ed, 
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III 

The materialist doctrine that men are products of circumstances 
and upbringing, and that, therefore, changed men are products 
of other circumstances and changed upbringing, forgets that it is 
men that change circumstances and that the educator must him~ 
self be educated. Hence this doctrine ·necessarily arrives at divid~ 
ing society into two parts, of which one is superior to society (in 
Robert Owen, for example). 

The coincidence of the changing of· circumstances and of hu
man activity can be conceived and rationally understood only as 
revolutionizing practice. 

IV 

Feuerbach starts out from the fact of religious self-alienation, 
the duplication of the world into a religious, preconceived world 
and 8 real one. His work consists in the dissolution of the religious 
world into its secular basis. He overlooks the fact that after com
pleting this work, the chief thing still remains to be done. For 
the fact that the secular foundation lifts itself above itself and 
establishes itself in the douds as an independent realm is really 
only to be explained by the self-cleavage and self-contradictoriness 
of this secular basis. The latter must itself, therefore, first he 
understood in its contradiction and then, by the removal of the 
contradiction, revolutionized in practice. Thus, for instance, once 
the earthly family is discovered to be the secret of the holy family, 
the former must then itself be C'riticized in theory and revolutio
nized in practice. 

v 
Feuerbach, not satisfied with abstract thinking, appeals to sen

suous contemplation; but he does not conceive sensuousness as 
practical, human-sensuous activity. 

VI 

Ft:uerbach resolves the religious essence into the human essence. 
But the human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single 
individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the soeia1 relations" 

Feuerbach, who does not .enter upon a criticism of this real 
essence, is consequently compelled: 

1. To abstract from the historical process and to fix the reli--

23-760 
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gious sentiment as something for itself and to presuppose an 
abstract-isolated-human individual. 

2. The human essence, therefore, can with him be comprehended 
only as "genus," as an internal, dumb generality which merely 
naturally unites the many individuals. 

VII 

Feuerbach, consequently, does not see that the "religious sen
timent" is itself a social product, and that the abstract · individ
ual whom he analyses helongs in reality to a particular form of 
society. 

VIII 

Social life is essentially practical. All mysteries which mislead 
theory l.o mysticism find their rational solution in human prac
tice and in the comprehension of this practice. 

IX 

The highest point attained by contemplatiue materialism, i.e.~ 
materialism which dot's not uncler.~tand sensuousness as practicai 
activity, is lhe contemplation of single individuals in "civil society."~ 

X 

The sl:mdpoinl of lhc old materialism 1s aciuW' society; the 
standpoint of the new IS humon society, or socialized humanity."'· 

XI 

The philosophers have . only interpf"lj~"·c·~~~~~~aWlUS 
ways; the point however is to change it. c c • •• · • · • 

' " ""''"" -~·<· •'"< '''"'"''" J' ' ,,, •" "''~' • '.·' •:'• '' :,. ' .' \ :~~ ' .- o'_ • , ·I· ·' l'- '. '_,"'"t'~· :. , ;•.'· ,.;. '.11:•-d<<,~ .. ·>'~'-· \o' ,.. 

1 For the term "civil society," see p. 300 of this volume.-Ei 



Frederick Engels 

.LUDWIG FEUERBACH AND THE OUTCOME 
OF CLASSICAL GERMAN PHILOSOPHY1 

FOREWORD 

In the Preface to the Critique of Political Economy, published 
in Berlin, 1859, Karl Marx relates 2 how the two of us in Brussels 
in the year 1845 set about working out in common "the opposi
tion of our view"-the materialist conception of history which 
was worked out especially by Mar:x-"to the ideological view of 
German philosophy, in fact to settle accounts with our previous 
philosophical conscience. The resolve was carried out in the form 

· of a criticism of post-Hegelian philosophy. The manuscript, two 
large octavo volumes, had long reached ii:s place of pubiication in 
\Vestphalia when we received the news that altered circumstances 
did not allow of its being printed. We abandoned the manuscript 
to the gnawing criticism of the mice all the more willingly since 
we had achieved our main purpose-c-self-clarification." 

Since then more than forty years have elapsed and Marx died 
without either of us having had an opportunity of returning to the 
~\tbject. We have expressed ourselves in various places regarding 
our relation to Hegel, but nowhere in a comprehensive, connected 
account. To Feuerbach, who after all in many respects form<> an 
intermedi?:t!(Ji!ll\,.:Qetween Hegelian philosophy and our conception, 
we riev~?~f~tw?fi'ed'~"······.·· ,£,. 

In the meantime the Marxist world outlook has found rep
resentatives far beyond the boundaries of Germany and Europe 
and in all the languages of the civilized world. On the other 
hand, classical German philosophy is experiencing a kind of re
birth abroad, especially in England and Scandinavia, and even in 
Germany itself people appear to be getting tired of the pauper's 
broth of eclecticism which is ladled out in the universities there 
under the name of philosophy. 

1 vVri\ten in lRRf> and first published the same year in Nos. 4 and 5 of the 
Neue Zeit. As a separate publication it first appeared in 1888 in Stuttgart.--Bd. 

~ See p. 302 of this volume.-Ed. 

23* 
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In these circumstances a short, connected account of our re~ 
lation to the Hegelian philosophy, of how we pnJ.ceeded from as well 
as of how we separated from it, appeared to me to be required 
tnore and more. Equally, a full aoknowledgement of the influence 
which Feuerbach, more than any other post-Hegelian philosopher, 
had upo[l us during our period of storm and shress, app>eared to 
tne to be an undischarged debt of honour. I therefore willingly 
seized the opportunity when the editors of the Nelle Zeit asked me 
for a ,critical review of Starcke's book on Feucrhach. My contri
bution was published in that journal in the fourth and fifth num
bers of 1886 and appears here in revised form as a separate pub
lication. 

Before sending these lines to press I have once again ferreted 
out and looked over the old manuscript of 1845--16.1 The sec
tion dealing with Fcucrbach is incomplete. The completed portion 
consists of an exposition of the materialist conception of history 
which proves only how incomplete our knowledge of economic 
history still was at that time. It contains no criticism of Fcuer
bach's doctrine itself; for the present purpose, therefore, it was un
usable. On the other hand, in an old notebook of Marx's I have 
found the eleven theses on F'euerhach, printed here as an appen
dix. These are ,notes hurriedly scribbled down for later elaboration, 
absolutely not intended for publication, but they arc invaluable as 
the first document ,in which is deposited the brilliant germ of the 
new world oullook. 

Fredericlc Engels 
London, February 21, 1888 

1 This ~S- ha.~ now been publ<i<shed in fu!! (with the exception of a few 
chapters which have been lost) by the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institut-e Moscow 
unde.r th~ title:. Die ,deutsclte Ideologic in 1\farx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe, Bd. 5.' 
Enghsh translahon:-The German ldeology-(Parts I & III) International Pub-
~ishers, New York 1939.-Ed. ' 



LUDWIG FEUERBACH AND THE OUTCOME 

OF CLASSICAL GERMAN PHILOSOPHY 

I 

The volume1 before us carries us back to a· period which, al~ 
though in time no more .than a full generation behind us, .has be~ 
come as foreign to the present generation in Germany as if it 
were already a hundred years old. Yet it was the period of Ger" 
many's preparation for the Revolution of 1848, and all that has 
happened since then in our country has been merely the continua
tion of 1848, merely the execution of the last will and testament 
of the revolution. 

Just as in France in the eighteenth century, so in Germany in 
the nineteenth, a philosophical revolution ushered in the political 
colJapse. But how different the two appeared! The French were in 
open combat against all official science, against the Church and 
often also against the state; their writings were printed across the 
frontier, in England or Hoiland, while they themselves were often 
in jeopardy of imprisonment in the Bastille. On the other hand, 
the Germans were professors, state-appointed instructors of youth; 
their writings were recognized textbooks, and the terminating sys
tem of the whole development-the Hegelian system-was even 
raised, in some degree, to the rank of a royal Prussian philosophy 

of state! Was it possible that a revolution could hide behind these 
professors, behind their obscure, pedantic phrases, their weari
some, ponderous sentences? Were not precisely those people who 
were then 1·egarded as the representatives of the revolution, the 

liberals, the bitterest opponents of this brain-confusing philosophy? 
But what neither the government nor the liberals were able to 
see was seen by at least one man as early as 1833, and this man 
was indeed none other than Heinrich Heine.2 

1 Ludwig Feuerbach, by C. N. Starcke, Ph.D., Stuttgart, Ferd. Enke, 
1885. [Note by F. Engels.] 

2 Engels most likely refers to the articles On Germany written by the 
fatuous German poet Heine in which he expounded the history of religion and 
philosophy in Germany.-Ed. 
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Let us take an example. No philosophical proposition has 
earned more gratitude from narrow-minded governments and wrath 
from equally narrow-minded liberals than Hegel's famous state
ment: "All that is real is rational; and all Uiat is rational is real." 
That was tangibly a sanctification of things that be, a philosophi
cal benediction bestowed upon despotism, police-government, Star 
Chamber proceedings and censorship. That is how Frederick Wil
liam III and his subjects understood it. But according to Hegel 
certainly not everything that exists is also real, without further 
qualification. For Hegel the attribute of reality belongs only to 
that which at the same time is necessary: "In the course of its 
development reality proves to be necessily ." A particular govern· 
mental acl-Hegel himself 'Cites the example of "a certain tax 
regulation"-is therefore for him by no means real without 
qualilication. That which is necessary, however, proves itself in 
the last resort to be also rational; and, applied to the Prussian 
state of that time, the Hegelian proposition therefore merely 
means: this state is rational, corresponds to reason, in so far as 
it is necessary; and if it nevertheless appears to us to be evil, but 
still, in spite of its evil character, continues to exist, then the evil 
character of the government is justified and explained by tile cor
responding evil character of ils subjeels. The Prussians of that 
day had Lhe government that they deserved. 

Now, according to Hegel, reality is, however, in no way an 
attribute predicable of any given slate of afl'airs, social or political, 
in all eircumstanecs and at all limes. On the contrary. The Homan 
Hepublic was real, but so was the Homan Empire, which super
seded it. In 17 89 the French monarchy had become so unreal, 
that is to say, so robbed of all necessity, so irrational, that it had 
to be destroyed by the Great Revolution~of which Hegel always 
speaks with the greatest enthusiasm. In this case the n1onarchy was 
the unreal and the revolution was the real. And so, in the course 
of development, all that was previously real becomes unreal loses 
its necessity, its right of existence, its rationality. And in the place 
of moribund reality comes a new, viable reality-peacefully if the old 
has enough intelligence to go to its death without a struggle; forcibly 
if it resists this necessity. Thus the Hegelian proposition turns into 
its opposite through Hegelian dia1edics itself: All that is real in 
the sphere of human history becomes irrational in the process of 
time, is therefore irrational already by its destination, is tainted 
beforehand with irrationality; and everything which is rational in 
~he minds of men is destined to become real, however much it may 
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contradict the apparent.reality of existing conditions. In accordance 
with arl the rules of the Hegelian method of thought, the proposi· 
tion of the rationality of everything which is real resolves itself 
into the other proposition: All that exists deserves to perish.1 

But precisely here lay the true significance and the revolu
tionary character of the Hegelian philosophy (to which, as the 
close of the whole movement since Kant, we must here confine 
ourselves), that it once and for all dealt the deathblow to the 
finality of all products of hnman thought and action. Truth, the 
cognition of which is the business of philosophy, became in the 
hands of Hegel no longer an aggregate of finished dogmatic state
ments, which, once discovered, had merely to be learned by heart. 
Truth lay now in the process of cognition itself, in the long histor
ical development of science, which mounts from lower to ever 
higher levels of knowledge without ever reaching, by discovering 
so-called absolute truth,2 a point at which it can proceed no fur
ther and where it would have nothing more to do than to fold its 
hands and admire the absolute truth to which it had attained. 
And what holds good for the realm of philosophic knowledge 
holds good also for that of every other kind of knowledge and 
also for practical affairs. Just as knowledge is unable to reach a 
perfected termination in a perfect, ideal condition of humanity, 
so is history unable to do so; a perfect society, a perfect "state," 
are things which can only exist in imagination. On the contrary, 
all successive historical situations are only transitory stages in the 
endless course of deveJopment of human society from the lower 
to the higher. Each stage is necessary, and therefore justified for 
the time and conditions to which it owes its origin. But in the 
newer and higher conditions which gradually develop in its own 
bosom, each loses its validity and justification. It must give way 
to a higher stage which will also in its turn decay and perish. 
Just as the bourgeoisie by large-scale industry, competition and 
the world market dissolves in practice all stable, time-honoured 
institutions, so this dialectical philosophy dissolves all conceptions 
of final, absolute truth ,and of absolute states of humanity corres
ponding to it. For it [dialectical philosophy] nothing is final, absolute, 
sacred. It reveals the transitory character of everything and in 

1 Adapted from Goethe's Faust (Part I, Scene 3) .-Ed. 
2 Engeis here has in view the metaphysi,cal conception of absolute truth 

as completed, exhaustive knowledge, immutable for all time. See also Lenin, 
Materialism and Empirio-CI·iticism, Chap. II, Sec. 5: Absolute and Relativa 
Truth.-Ed. 
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everything; nothing can endure before it ex.cept the uninterrupted 
process of becoming and of passing away, of endless ·ascendeney 
from the lower to the higher. And dialectical philosophy itself i.~ 

nothing more than the mere reflection of this process 'in· the think
ing brain. It has, of course, also a conserv,ative side: it recognizes 
that definite stages of knowledge and society are justified for their 
time and circumstances; hut only so far. The conservatism of 
this mode of outlook is relative; its revolutionary character is ab
solute-the only absolute dialectical philosophy admits. 

It is not necessary, here, to go into the question of whether 
this mode of outlook is thoroughly in accord with the present 
position of natural .science, which predicts a possible end fot• the 
earth, and for its habilability a fairly certain one; which there
fore recognizes that for the history of humanity also there is not 
only an aseending but also a deseending hraneh. At >ttny rate we 
slil1 find unrse!vcs a considerable distance from lhe turning point 
at which the historical course of society becomes one of descent, 
and we cannot expect Hegelian philosophy to be concerned with a 
subject which natural science, in its time, had not at all placed 
upon Lhc agenda as yet! 

But what must, in fact, be said here is this: that in Hegel the 
views developed above are not so sharply delineated. It is a 
necessary eondusion from his 1ndhod, hut one which he himselt 
never drew with sueh l'Xplicilness. And Lhis, indeed, for the simple 
reason Lhat he was compelled to make a system ·and, in accord· 
anec wilh all lhe Lradilional reqniremcnts, a system of philos· 
ophy must conclude wilh some sort of absolute truth. Therefore, 
however much Hegel, especially in his Logic, emphasized that this 
eternal truth is nothing but the logical, i.e., the historical, process 
iLsclf, he nevertheless finds himself compelled to supply this pro
cess with an end, just because he has to bring his system to a ter
mination at .smne point or other. In his Logic he can make this 

end a beginning ·again, since here the point of conclusion, the ab
solute idea--which is only absolute in so far as he has absolutely 
nothing to say about it-"alienates," i.e., transforms, itself into 
nature and comes to itself again later in the mind, i.e., in thought 
and in history. But at the end of the whole phi1o.sophy a similar 
return to the beginning is possible only in one way, namely, by 
putting as the end of all history the arrival of mankind at the 
cognition of this self-same absolute idea, and by explaining that 
this cognition of the absolute idea is reached in Hegelian philos
ophy. In this way, however, the whole dogmatic content of the 
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Hegelian system is declared to be absolute truth; in contradiction, 
to his dialectical method, which dissolves all dogmatism. Thus the 
revolutionary. side becomes smothered beneath the overgrowth of 
the conservative side. And whai applies to philosophical cognition 
applies also to historical practice. Mankind, which, in the person 
of Hegel, has reached the point of working out the absolute idea, 
must also in practice have gotten ~so far that it can carry out 
this absolute idea in reality. Hence the practical political demands 
of the absolute idea on contemporaries may not be stretchefl too 
far. And so we find ·at the conclusion of the Philosophy of Law, 
that the absolute idea is to be realized in that monarchy based 
on estates which Frederick William III so persistently but vainly 
promised to his subjects, i.e., in a limited, moderate, indirect rule 
of the possessing classes suited to the· petty-bourgeois German con
ditions of that time. Herewith also the necessity of the nobility is 
demonstrated to us in a speculative fashion. 

The inner necessities of the system are therefore of themselves 
sufficient to explain why a thoroughly r·evolutionary method of 
thinking produced an extremely tame political conclusion. As a 
matter of fact the specific form of this conclusion springs from 
this, that Hegel was a German, and like his contemporary Goethe 
had a bit of the philistine's queue dangling behind. Each of them 
was an Olympian Zeus in hi.s own sphere, yet neither of them ever 
quite freed himself from German philistinism. 

But all this did not prevent the Hegelian system from covering 
an incomparably greater domain than any earlier system, nor 
from developing in this domain a wealth of thought which is. 
astounding £ven today. The phenomenology of mind (which one 
may call a parallel of the embryology and palmontology of the 
mind, a development of individual consciousness through its 
different stages, couched in the form of an abbreviated recapitula
tion of the stages through which the consciousness of man has 
passed in the course of history), logic, natural philosophy, philos
ophy of mind, and the latter worked out in its separate, histor
ical sub-divisions: philosophy of history, of law, of religion, history 
of philosophy, :esthetics, etc.-in all these different historical fields 
Hegel laboured to discover and demonstrate the pervading thread 
of development. And as he was not only a creative genius but also 
a man of encyclopmdic erudition, he played an epoch-making role 
in every sphere. It is self-evident that owing to the needs of the 
"system" he very often had to resort to those forced constructions. 
about which his pigmy opponents make such a terrible fuss even 
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today. But these constructions are only the frame and scaffolding 
of his work. If one does not loiter here qeedlessly, but presses on 
farther into the immense building, one finds innumerable treasures 
which today still possess undiminished value. With all philosophers 
it is precisely the "system" which is perishable; and for the simple 
reason that it springs from an imperishable need of the human 
mind-the need to overcome all contradictions. But if all contra
dictions are once and for all disposed of, we shall have arrived 
at so-called absolute truth: world history will be at an end. And 
yet it has to continue, although there is nothing left for it to do 
-a new, insoluble contradiction. As .soon as we have once realized 
-and in the long run no one has helped us to realize it more than 
H·egel himself-that f:he task of philosophy thus stated means 
nothing hut the task that a single philosopher should accomplish 
:that whi~h can only 1be accomplished by the entire human race in 
its progressive development-as soon as we realize t·hat, there is 
an end of all philosophy in the hitherto accepted sense of the 
word. One leaves alone "absolute truth," which is unattainable 
along this path or by any single individual; instead, one pursue.s 
attainable relative truths along the path of the positive sciences, 
and the summation of their results by means of dialeelical think" 
ing. At any rate, wilh Hegel philosophy comes to an end: on the 
one hand, heonuse in his system he comprehended its whole de
velopment in the most splendid fashion; and on the other hand, 
because, even if unconsciously, he showed us the way out of the 
labyrinth of systems to real positive knowledge of the world. 

One can imagine what a tremendous effect this Hegelian sys
tem must have produced in the p hilosoplly-tinged atmosphere of 
Germany. l t was a triumphal procession which lasted for decades 
and which by no means came to a standstill on the death of 
Hegel. On the contrary, it was precisely from .1830 to 1840 that 
Hegelianism reigned most exclusively, and to a greater or lesser 

·extent infected even its opponents. It was precisely in this period 
that Hegelian views, consciously or unconsciously, most extensive-
ly permeated the most diversified sciences and leavened even 
popular literature •and the daily press, from which the 1a1Ver

.age "educated consciousness" derived its mental pabulum. But 
this victory along the whole front was only the prelude to an in, 
ternai strug.gie. 

As we have seen, the doctrine of Hegel, taken as a whole, left 
plenty of room for giving shelter to the most diverse practical 
party views. And in the theoretical Germany of that time, two 
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things above all were practical: religion and politics. \Vhoever 
placed the chief emphas.is on the Hegelian system could be fairly 
conservative in both spheres; whoever regarded the dialectical 
method as the main thing could belong to the most extreme oppo
sition, both in politics and religion. Hegel himself, despite the fair
ly frequent outbursts of revolutionary wrath in his works, seemed 
on the whole to be more inclined to the conservative side. Indeed, 
his system had cost him much more "hard mental plugging" than 
. his method. Towards the end of the 'thirties, the cleavage in the 
school became more and more apparent. The Left wing, the so
called Young Hegelians; in their fight with the pietist orthodox and 
the feudal reactionaries, abandoned bit by bit that philosophical
aristocratic reserve in regard to the burning questions of the day 
which up to that time had secured state toleration and even pro
tection for their teachings. And when, in 1840, orthodox pietism 
and absolutist feudal reaction ascended the throne with Frederick 
William IV, open partisanship became unavoidable. The fight was 
still carried on with philosophical weapons, but no longer for ab
stract philosophical aims. It turned directly on the destruction of 
traditional religion and of the existing state. And while in the 
Deutsche Jahrbiicher1 the practical ends were still predominantly 
put forward in philosophical disguise, in the Rheiniscl!e Zeitung 
of 1842 the Young Hegelian school revealed itself directly as the 

. philosophy of the aspiring radical bourgeoisie and still used the 
meagre cloak of philosophy only to deceive the censorship. 

At that time, however, politics was a very thorny field, and 
hence the main fight came to be directed against religion; this fight, 
particularly since 1840, was indirectly also political. Strauss' Lif'e 
of Jesus, published in 1835, had provided the first impulse. The 
theory therein developed of the formation of the gospel myths was 
combated later by Bruno Bauer with proof that a whole series 
of evangelical stories had been fabricated by the authors them
selves. The controversy between these two was carried out in the 
philosophical disguise of a battle between "self-consciousness" and 
"substance." The question whether the miracle stories of the 
gospels came into being through an unconscious-traditional myth· 
creation within the bosom of the community or whether they were 
fabricated by the evangelists themselves was magnified into ·· the 
question whether, in world history, "substance" or "self-conscious
ness" was the decisiv·e operative force. Finally ·came Stirner, the 

1 The Deutsche Jahrbiicher were magazines published by the Left Hegelic 
ans A. Huge and T. Echtermeyer in 1838-43.-Ed. 
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prophet of contemporary anarchism-llakunin has taken a great 
deal from him-and capped the sover·eign "self-consciousness" by 
his sovereign "ego."1 

We will not go further into this side of the decomposition 
process of the Hegelian school. More important for us is the follow· 
ing: the main body of the most determined Young Hegelians was, 
by the practical necessities of its fight against positive religion, driven 
hack to Anglo-French matcrialism.2 This brought them into con" 
flict with their school system. While materialism conceives nature 
as the sole reality, nature in the Hegelian system represents merely 
the "alienation" of the absolute idea, so to say, a degradation of 
the idea. At all events, thinking and its thought-product, the idea, 
is here the primary, nature the derived element, which only exists 
at all by the condescension of lhe idea. And in this contradiction 
l.hey floundered as well or as ill as they could. 

Then came Feuerbach's Essence of Chl'istianity. vVith one blow 
it pulverized the contradiction, in that without circumlocutions it 
placed materia1lsm on the throne again. Nature exists independently 
of all philosophy. It is the foundation upon which we human 
beings, ourselves products of nature, have grown up. Nothing exists 
outside nature and man, and the higher beings our reHgious fan
tasies have created are only the fantastic reflection of our own 
essence. The spell was broken; the "system" was exploded and cast 
aside, and llw eonlradielion, <:;hown to ,exist only in our imagina
tion, was dissolved. One must himself have experienced the liberat
ing effect of this hook lo get an idea of it. Enthusiasm was >gener
al; we all became aL once Feuerhachians. How enthusiastically 
Marx greeled !he new con!:Pplion and how much---in spite of all 
crit:cal rescrvations,-hc was inHuenced by it, one may read in 
The Holy Familg. 3 

1 Engels refers ·lo Max Stirner's (pseudonym for Kaspar Sduni.dl) Der Ein" 
zigc und sein Eigenium [The Ego and His Own], which appeared in 1845. 
Marx and Engels criticized it in their German ldeology.-Ed. 

" In the seventeenth century in Great Britain and in the eighteenth century 
in France, !1atural science and materialistic philosophy developed greatly irl 
connection with tlw dev-elopment of the bourg·eois method <Jf production in 
these countries. (Bacon, Hobbes, Locke and others were representatives of 
English materialism.) In France the materialist philosophers of the eighteenth 
century (Diderot, Helvetius, Holbaeh, elc.)-representatives of the revolu
tionary bourgeoisie--conducted a releulles:; struggl-e a~ainst ~.f·,·ffl.om in insti
lutions and ideas. making use of the lessons of the English H.-evolution while 
being disciples and continuers of English materialism in philosophy.-Ed. 

3 The full title of this book of Marx and Enge's is: The Holy Family or 
a Criticism of Critical Criticism. Against Bruno Bauer and Co. "The Holy 
Family is a facetious nliickname for the Bauer brothers, philosophers, and their 
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Even the shortcomings of the book contributed to its immediate 
.effec'L Its literary, sometimes even hightlown, style secured for it 
a large public and was at any rate refreshing after long years of 
abstract and abstruse Hegelianizing. The same is true of its ex
travagant deifioation of love, which, coming after the now intoler
able sovereign rule of "pure reason," had its excuse, if not justi
fication. But what we must not forget is that it was precisely these 
two weaknesses of Feuerbach that "true socialism," which had 
been spreading like a plague in "educated" Germany since 1844, 
took as its .starting point, putting literary phrases in the place of 
scientific knowledge, the liberation of mankind by means of "love" in 
place of the emancipation of the proletariat through the economic 
transformation of production-in short, losing itself in the nauseous 
fine writing and ecstacies of love typified by Herr Karl Griin.1 

Another thing we must not forget is this: the Hegelian school 
was broken up, but Hegelian philosophy was not overcome through 
criticism; Strauss and Bauer each took one of its sides and 
set it polemically against the other. Feuerbach broke through the 
system and simply discarded it. But a philosophy is not disposed 
of by the mere assertion that it is false. And so powerful a work 
as Hegelian philosophy-which had exercised so enormous an in
fluence on the intellectual development of the nation-could not be 
disposed of by sh:nply being ignored. It had to be "sublated" in its 
own sense, that is, in the sense that while its form had to be an
nihilated through criticism, the new content which had been won 
through it had to be saved. How this was brought about we shall 
see below. 

But in the meantime the Revolution of 1848 thrust the whole 
of philosophy aside as unceremoniously as Feuerhach had himself 
thrust aside Hegel. And in the process Feuerbach himself was also 
pushed into the background. 

followers. These gentlemen preached a criticism which stood above all reality, 
which stood above parties and politics, whkh rejected all practical activity, 
and which only 'critically' contemplated the surrounding world and the events 
going on within it. These gentlemen, the Bauers, superciliously regarded the 
proletariat as an uncritical mass. :VIarx and Engels vigorously opposed this 
absurd and harmful trend. On behalf of a real human personality-the worker, 
trampled down by the ruling classes and the state-they demanded, not con
templation; but a struggle for a better order of society. They, of course, regard
ed the proletariat as the power that was capable of waging this struggle 
and that was interesterl in it." (Len;n, Morx-Engels-.1!arxism, "Frederkk 
Engels," p. 54, Moscow 1937.)-Ed. 

1 For a characterization of German "true socJalism," see the Communist 
Manifesto, pp. 134-38 of this volume.-Ed. 
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II 

The great basic question of all philosophy, especially of modern 
philosophy, is that concerning the relation of thinking and being. 
From the very early times when men, still completely ignorant of 
the structure of their own bodies, under the stimulus of dream ap~ 
paritions1 came to believe that their thinking and sensation were 
not activities of their bodies, but of a distinct soul which inhabits 
tlw body and leaves it at deabhr-from thi1s time men have been 
driven to reflect about the relation between this soul and the out
side world. If upon death it took leave of the body and lived on; 
there was no occasion to invent yet another distinct death for it. 
Thus arose the idea of its immor·lality, which at that stage of de>· 
velopment appeared not at all as a consolation but as a fate 
against which it was no use fighting, and often enough, as among 
the Greeks, as a positive misfortune. Not religious desire for con
solation, hut the quandary arising from the common universal igno
rance of what to do with this soul (once its existence had heen 
accepted) after the dealh of lhe body-led in a general way to 
1he tedious notion of personal immortality. In an exac!ly similar 
manner the lirst gods arose through the personification of natural 
forces. And these gods in the fmther development of religions 
assumed more and more an exlra-mundanP form, until finally by 
a process of abstraclion, I might almost say of distillation, occur. 
riug naturally in the course of man's intellectual development, out 
of Lhe many more or less limited and mutually limiting gods there 
arose in the miwb of men the idea of the one exclusive god of the 
monotheistic religions. 

Thus the question of the rclnt.ion of thinking to being, the re~ 
Ia lion of spirit to nature-the paramount question of the whole 
of philosophy--has, no ](~ss than all religion, its roots in the nar
row-minded and ignorant notions of savagery. nut this questiori 
could for the first time he put forward in its whole acuteness. c-ould 
achieve its full significance, only after European society had awak
ened from the long hibernation of the Christian Middle Ages, The 
question of the position of thinking in relation to being, a question 
which, by the way, had played a great part also in the scholasti~. 

I 
1 Among savages and lower ·barbarians the idea is stiii universal that the 

hnman forms which nppear in dreams are souls which have temporarily left 
their bodies; the real mnn ios therefor·e held r·espons.ible for aets committed 
by his dreom apparition against the rlreamer. Thus Imthurn found tbis 
belief current, for example, among the Indians of Guiana in 1884. [Note by 
F. Engels.] 
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.exhaustive cognition, of the world. To them, among the moderns, 
belong Hume and Kant, and they have played a very important 
role in philosophical development. What is decisive in the refuta
tion of this view has already been said by Hegel-in so far as 
.this was possible from an idealist standpoint. The materialistic 
additions made by Feuerbach are more ingenious than pro
found. The most telling refutation of this as of all other philosoph
lical crotchets is practice, viz., experiment and industry. If we are 
able to prove the correctness of our conception of a natural proeess 
by making it ourselves, bringing it into being out of its conditions 
,and making it serve our own purposes into the bargain, then there 
.is an end of the Kantian incomprehensible 1 ''thing-in-itself." The 
ehemical substances produced in the bodies of plants and animals 
'remained such "things-in-themselvos" until organic chemistr·y began 
to produce them otw after another, whereupon the "thing-in-itself"' 

Lbecame a thing for us, as, for instance, alizarin, the colouring mat
•ter of the madder, which we no longer trouble to ,grow in the 
madder roots iu the field, but produce much more cheaply and 
simply from coal tar. For three hundred years the Copernican solar 
system was a hypothesis with a hundred, a thousand or ten thou
sand chances, to one in its favour, hut still always a hypothesis. 
But when Leverrier, by means of the data provided by this sys
tem, not only deduced I he necessity of the existence of an unknown 
;plnuet, but also calculated the position in the heavens which this 
(planet must necessarily occupy, and when Galle really found this 
,planct,2 lhe Copernican system was proved. If, nevertheless, the 
Neo-Kantians are attempting to resurreet the Kantian conception 
in Germany a~d the agnostics that of Hume in England (where in 

1fact it never became extinct), this is--in view of their theo
retical and practical refutation accomplished long ago-scientifi
•cally a regression and practically n1Crely a shamefaced way of 
surreptitiously :cwcepting materialism, while denying it before the 
world.3 

1 Or ungntspable (zznfassbaren). See L<min, 1"/aterialism and Empirio-Critic
ism, Selected Works, Eng. eel., Vol. XI, p. 165.-Ed. 

2 The planet referred to is Neptune.-Ed. 
a ''The prJncipal feature of Kant's philosophy," wrote Lenin, "i,s •the 

i'econciliation of materialism with idealism, a compromise between the 
two, the combination within one system of heterogeneous and contrary philosoph
ical trends. When Kant assumes that somethimg outside us, a thing-in-itself, 
corresponds to our ideas, he is a materialist. When he dedarcs this thing-in
itself to be unknowable, transcendental, other-sided, he is an idealist. Recogniz
ing experience, sensations, as the only source of our au10wkdge, Kant is di
a·ecting his philosophy towards sensationalism, and via sensationalism, under 
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But during this long ·period from Descartes to Hegel and from 
Hobbes to Feuerbach, the philosophers were by no means impelled, 
as they thought they were,. solely by the force of pure reason. 
On the contrary, what really pushed them forward was the pow
erful and ever more rapidly . onrushing progress of natural science 
a.nd industry. Among the materialists this was plain on the sur
face, but the idealist systems also filled themselves rr.wre and more 
with a materialist content and attempted pantheis!ically1 to rec
oncile the antithesis between mind and matter. Thus, ultimately, 
the Hegelian system represents merely a materialism idealistically 
turned upside down in method .and content. 

It is, therefore, comprehensible that Starcke in his characteriza
tion of Feuerbach first of all investigates the latter's position in 
regard to this fundamental question of the relation of thinking and 
being. After a short introduction, in which the views of the preced
ing philosophers, particularly since Kant, are described in unnec
e,<;sarily ponderous philosophical language, and in which Hegel, 
by an all too formalistic adherence to certain passages of his works, 
gets far less than his due, there follows a detailed description of 
the course of development of Feuerbach's "metaphysics" itself, 
as this course was reconstructed out of the sequence of those writ
ings of this philosopher which have a bearing here. This descrip
tion is industriously and lucidly elaborated, only, like the whole 
book, it is loaded with a ballast of philosophical phraseology by no 
means everywhere unavoidable, which is the more disturbing in 
its effect the 'less the author keeps to the manner of expression 
of one and the same school, or even of Feuerbach himself, and the 
more he interjects expressions of very different tendencies-especial1y 
of the tendencies now rampant 'and calling themselves philosophical. 

The course of evolution of Feuerbach is that of a Hegelian-a 
never quite orthodox Hegelian, it is true-into a materialist; an 
evolution: which at a definite stage necessitates a complete rupture 
with the idealist system of his predecessor. With irresistible force 
Feuerbach is finally forced to the realization that the Hegelian pre-

~ertain conditions, towards materialism. Recognizing the apriority of space, time, 
causality, etc., Kant is directing his philosophy towards idealism. Both con
sistent materialists and consistent idealists (as well as the "pure" agnostics, 
the Humeans) have m'ercilessly criticized Kant for this inconsistency." (Lenin, 
"Materialism and · Empirio-Criticism," Selected Work.~. Eng. ed., Vol. XI, 
pp. 257-5R) 

See also supra, Engels, On Historical Materialism, pp. 333-51 of this 
volume.-Ed. 1 

1 Pantheism: 'Voc1d outlo<>k which identifies God with nature.-Ed. 

24-760 
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tnlihdah.e existence of the "absolute idea," the "pre-existence of lhe 
logical categories"1 before the world existed, is nothing i:nore than 
the fantastic survival of the belief in the existence of an extra
mundane creator; that lhc material, sensuously perceptible world_ 
to which we ourselves belong is the only reality; and that our 
consciousness and thinking, however supra-sensuous they may 
seem, are the product of a materi·al, bodily organ, the hr:ain. Matter 
is not a product of mind, hut mind itself is merely the highest 
produet of matter. This is, of course, pure materialism. But, having 
got so far, Feuerbach stops short He cannot overcome the custom
ary philosophical prejudice, prejudice not against the thing but 
against the name materialism. He says: "To me materialism is the 
foundation of the edifice of human essence and knowledge, but to 
me it is not whal it is to the physiologist, to the natural seienlisl 
in the narrower sense, for example, Moleschott, and necessarily 
so indeed from lheir standpoint and profession, the building 
itself. Backwards I fully agree with Lhe materialists; but not for
wards." 

Here Feuerhaeh lumps together the materialism that is a general 
world outlook resting upon a definite conception of the relation 
between matter and mind, and the special form in which this, 
world oullook was expressed at a ddinile stage of historical devel
opment, viz., in Lhe eighlecnlh century. More , than that, he 
confuses it with the shallow and vulgarized form in which ttw 
materialism of the eighteenth century continues Lo exist today in 
I he minds of naturalists and physicians, the form which was 
preached on their tours in the 'fifties by Biichner, Vogl and 
MolcschoU. But just as idealism underwcnl a series of stages of 
development, so also did materialism. With each ·epoch-making 
discovery even in the sphere of natural science it has to change 
its form; and after history also was subjected to materialistic 
treatment, here also a new avenue of development has opened. 

The materialism of the last century was predominaritly 
mechanical, because Ht that time, of ,an natural sciences, only 
mechanics and indeed only the mechanics of solid bodies-celestial 
and terrestrial-in short, the mechanics of gravity, had come to any 
definite close. Chemistry at that time existed only in its infantile, 
phlogistic form. 2 Biology still lay in swaddling clothes; vegeta-

1 In his LO'gic, Hegel classifies the J>rincipal abstract conceptions as fol
lows: being, becoming, quality, quantity, measure, essence, appearance, possi
bility, accident, necessity, reality, etc. These conceptions are called "logical 
<"ategories.'',-Ed. ' 

2 See Engels, Prt'face to Capital, Volume II, pp. 296-97 of this volume.-Ed. 
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ble and animal organisms had been only roughly examined and 
were explained as the result of purely mechanical causes. As the 
animal was to Descartes, so was man a mach]ne to the material
ists of the eighteenth century. This exclusive application of the 
standards of mechanics to processes of a chemical and organic 
nature-i.n which processes, it is true, the laws of mechanics are 
also valid, but are pushed into the background by other and 
higher laws-constitutes the Iirst specific hut at that lime inevitable 
limitation of classical French materialism. 

The second specific limitation of this materialism lay in its 
.inability to comprehend the universe as a process-as matter 
developing in a historical process. This was in accordance with 
the level of the natural science of that time, and with the meta
physical, i.e., anti-dialectical manner of philosophizing connected 
with it. Nature, it was known, was in eternal n:wtion, But accord
ing to the ideas of that time, this motion turned, also eternally, in 
a circle and therefore never moved from the spot; it produced 
the same results over and over again. This conception was at 
that time inevitable. The Kantian theory of the origin ·of the 
solar system1 had been put forward but recently and was still re
garded merely as a curiosity. The history of the development of the 
earth,. geology, was still -totally unknown, and the conception that 
the animate natural beings of today are the result of a long se
quence of development from the simple to the complex could not 
at that time scientifically be put forward at all. The unhisioricn 
view ·Of nature was therdore inevitable. vVe have the less reason 
io reproach the philosophers of the eighteenth eenlury on this 
account since the same thing is found in Hegel. According to 
him, nature, as a mere "alienation" of the idea, is incapable of 
development in time-capable only of extending its manifo!dness 
in space, so that it displays simultaneously and alongside of one 
another all the stages of development comprised in it, and is 
condemned to an eternal repetition of the same process. This 
absurdity of a development in space, hut outside of time-the 
fundamental condition of all development-Hegel imposes upon 
nature just at the very time when geology, embryology, the phys· 
iology of plants and animals, and organic chemistry were being 
built up, and when everywhere on the basis of these new sciences 
brilliant foreshadowings of lhe later theory of evolution were 
appearing (e.g., Goethe and Lamarck), But the system demanded 

1 The theory which holds that the sun and the planets originatecl frnu 
incandescent roh~ling nebulous masses.-Bd. 
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it; hence the method, for the sake of the system, had to become 
untrue to itself. 

This same unhistorical conception prevailed also in the domain 
of history. Here rl:he struggle against the remnants of the Middle 
Ages blurred the view. The Middle Ages were regarded as a mere 
interruption of history 'by a thousand years of universal barbar
ism. The great progress made in the Middle Ages-the extension 
of the area of European culture, the bringing inlo existence then~ 
next to each other of great nations, capable of survival, and 
finally the enormous technical pr01gress of the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries-all this was not seen. Consequently a rational 
insight into the great historical interconnections was made im
possible, and history served at best as a collection of examples 
and illuslralions for the use of philosophers. 

The vulgarizing pedlars, who in Germany in the 'fifties busied 
themselves with materialism, by no means overcame this limita
tion of their teachers. All the advances of natural science which 
had been made in the meantime served them only as new proofs 
:1gainst the existence of a creator of the world; and, in truth, it 
was (JUilc outside their scope to develop lhe 1heory any further. 
Though idealism was at the end of its tether and was dealt a 
Jeathblow by the Revolution of 1848, it had the satisfaction of 
sPeing lh:ll m:lterialism bad for the moment fallen lower still. 
Feuerbach was unquestionably right when he refused to take 
responsibility for this materialism; only he should not have con
founded the doctrines of these itinerant preachers with materialism 
in gen<*!·al. 

Here, however, there are two things to be pointed out. 
First, even during Feuerbach's lifetime, natural science was 
slill involved in a process of violent fermentation-which only 
during the last fifteen years has reached a clarifying, relative con
clusion. New scientific data were acquired to a hitherto unheard-or 
l~xt.ent, but the establishing of interrelations, and thereby the 
bringing of order into this chaos of discoveries following closely 
upon each other's heels, has only quite recently become possible. 
It is true that Feuerbach had lived to .see all three of the decisive 
discoveries-that of the cell, the transformation of energy aud 
the theory of evolution named after Darwin. But how could the 
lonely philosopher, living in rural solitude, be able sufficiently to 
follow scientific developments in order to appreciate at their full 
value discoveries which scientists themselves at that time either 
cont.e£ted or did not adequately know how to make use of? The 
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blame. for this falls solely upon the wretched conditions in Ger
many, in consequence of which cobweb-spinning eclectic flea·· 
crackers had taken possession of the chairs of philosophy, while 
Feuerbach, who towered above them all, had to rusticate and 
grow sour in a little village. It is therefore not Feuerbach·s fault 
that the historical ·conception of nature, which had now become 
possible and which removed all the one-sidedness of French ma
terialism, remained inaccessible to him. 

Secondly, Feuerbach is quite correct in asserting that exclu
sively natural-scientific materialism is indeed "the foundation 
of the ·edifice of human k11owledge, but not the building itself." 
For we live not only in nature but also in human spciety, 
and this also no less than nature has its history of develop
ment and its science. It was therefore ,a question of bringing 
the science of society (i.e., the sum total of the so-called historical 
and philosophical sciences) into harmony with the materialist 
foundation, and of reconstructing it thereupon. But it did not fdl 
to Feuerbach's lot to do this. In spite of the "foundation," he 
remained here bound by the traditional idealist fetters, a fact 
which he recognizes in these words: "Backwards I agree with 
the materialists; but not forwards!" But it was Feuerbach himself 
who· did not go "forward" here, in the social domain, who did 
not get beyond his standpoint of 1840 or 1844. And this indeed 
was again chiefly due to this reclusion which compelled him, 
who, of all philosophers, was the most inclined to social inter
course, to produce thoughts out of his solitary head instead of in 
amicable and hostile encounters with other men of his own cal
ibre. Later we shaH see in detail how much he remained an ideal
ist in this sphere. 

H need only be added here that Starcke looks for Feuerbach's 
idealism in the wrong place. "Feuerbach is an idealist; he believes 
in the progress of mankind." (P. 19.) ''The foundation, the 
substructure of the whole, remains nevertheless idealism. Realism 
for us is nothing more than a protection against wrong paths, 
while we follow our ideal trends. Are not compassion, love and 
enthusiasm for trut!1 and justice ideal forces?" (P. VIII.) 

In the first place, idealism hete means nothing hut 1he pursuit 
of ideal aims. But these !llecessarily have to do at the most with 
Kantlan idealism nnd ils "categoricfll imperative" ;1 however Kant 

1 Categorical imperative (!iterally~unconditional command): In Kanti:m 
philosophy this term designates th~ highest moral law, .formulaled as follows: 
--"Aet only on sueh a maxim as you can will ihat it should become a univc1·sal 
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himself called his philosophy "Lranscendental idealism," by uo 
means because he dealt therein also with moral ideals, but for 
qui le other reasons, as Starcke will remember. The superstilion 
Hut philosophical idealism is pivoted round a belief in moral, 
i.e., social, ideals arose outside philosophy, among the German 
philistines who learn.ed by heart from Schiller's poems the few 
morsels of philosophical culture they needed. No one has criticized 
more severely the impotent "categorical imperative" of Kant
impotent because it demands the impossible, and therefore 
never altains to any reality-no one has more cruelly derided the 

philistine sen Lim ental enthusiasm for unrealizable ideals purveyed 
by Schiller than lhe complete idealist Hegd. (Sec, for example, 
hi~ PlLenomenoloyy.) 

In lhc secoml pl:,ce, we cannot get away from ll1e faet lllat 
everything lhat sets men acting must find its way through their 
brains---even <~ating and drinking, which begins as a consequence 
or \he sensation or hunger or thirst lrnnsmillcd through the br:lin, 
and ends as a result of the sensation of satisfaction likewise 
lnmsmilled through the brain. The influences of the external 
world upon man express themselves in his brain, arc refl.ee!Nl 
lherei11 as feelings, G1oughts, instincts, volilions-in short, as 
"ideal tendencies," imd in this form hecome "ideal powers." If, 
then, a man is to he deemed an idealist because he follows "ideal 
tendeneie~" and admils lhaL "ideal powers" have [Ill influence 
onr him---·lhcn ewry person who is at all normally developed is 
a horn idealist and how, in that case, can there still he any 
m :.ilt~ri al isis? 

In Lhe third place, the conviction that humanity, at least at 
the present moment, moves on the whole in a progressive direction 
has absolutely nothing to do with the antithesis between malerial
ism and ide::~lism. The French materialists equally with the rleisls 
Vol! a ire nnd Rousseau held this conviction to an almost fauaticn 1 
degree, and oflen made the greatest personal sacrifices for it. If 
ever anybody dedicated his whole life to the "enthusiasm for 
trulh and justiee"-using this phrase in the good sense-it was 
Diderol. If, therefore, Starcke declares all this to be idealism, 
this merely proves that the word materialism has lost all meaning 

hw." This "eternal," "immutable" mor.al law is derived, according to Kant, 
nol from experience but before all experience and independently of it, 
o prinri-by "pure reason." In reality this "eternal law" was merely an expres
sion of bourgeois class moralily a!. a definite stage of historical development.-Etl.. 
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for him here-as has also the whole antithesis between the two 
stand points. 

The fact is that Starcke, although perhaps unconsciously, in 
this makes an unpardonable concession to the traditional philis
tine prejudice against the word materialism resulting from its 
long-continued defamation by the priests. By the word material· 
ism the philistine understands gluttony, drunkenness, lust of the 
eye, lust of the flesh, arrogance, cupidity, avarice, miserliness, 
profit-hunting and stock-exchange swindling-in short, all the 
filthy vices in which he himself indulges in private. By the word 

idealism he understands the belief in virtue, universal philanthropy 
and in a general way a "better world," of which he boasts before 

others but in which he himself at the utmost believes only so 
long 'as he is having the blues or is going through the bankruptcy 
consequent upon his customary "materialist" excesses. It is then 
that he sings his favourite song, "vVhat is man ?-Half beast! Half 
angel!" 

For the rest, Starcke take.s great pains to defend Feuerbach 
against the attacks and doctrines of the vociferous lecturers who 
today go by the name of philosophers in Germany. For people 
who are interested in this afterbirth of German classical philosophy 
this is a matter of importance; for Starcke himself it may have 
appeared necessary. We, however. will spare the reader this. 

III 

The real idealism of Feuerbach becomes evident as soon as 
we come to his philosophy of religion and ethics. He by no means 
wishes to abolish religion: he wants to perfect it. Philosophy it
sdf must be absorbed in religion. "The periods of humanity are 
distinguished only by religious changes. A historical movement is 
fundamental only when it is rooted in the h€arts of men. The 
heart is not a form of religion, so that the latter should exist 
also in the heart; the heart is the essence of religion." (Quoted 
by Starcke, p. 168.) According t~ Feuerbach, religion is the relation 
between human beings based on the affections, the relation based 
on the heart, which until now has sought its truth in a fantastic 
image of reality-in the mediation of one or many gods, the fan
tastic images of human qualities--but now finds it directly and 
without any intermediary in the love between the "I" and the 
"Thou." Thus. finally, with Feuerbach sex love becomes one of the 
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highest forms, if not the highest form, of the practice of his new reli
gion. 

Now relations between man and man, based on affection, an.d 
especially _between the sexes, have existed as long as mankind 
has. Sex love in particular has ll!ldcr.gone a development and won 
a place during the last eight hundred years which has made it 
a compulsory pivotal point of all poetry during this period. The 
existing positive religions have limited themselves to the bestowal 
of a higher consecration upon state-regulated sex love (i.e., upon 
the marriage laws) and they could all disappear tomorrow wilhout 
changing in the slightest the practice of love and friendship. The 
Christian religion in France was, as a matter of fact, so completely 
swept away in the years 1793-98 that even Napoleon could not 
re-introduce it without opposition and difliculty; and this without 
any need for a substitute, in Feuerbach's sense, making itself felt 
in the interval. 

Feuerbach's idealism consists here in th1s; he does not simply 
accept mutual relations based on reciprocal inclination between 
human beings, such as sex love, friendship, compassion, self
sacrifice, etc., as what they are in themselves-without associating 
them with any particular religion which to him, too, belongs to 
the past; but instead he asserts that they will come to their full 
realization for the first time as soon as they are consecrated by 
the name of religion. The chief thing for him is not that these 
purely human relations exist, but that they shall be conceived of 
as lhe new, true religion. i They arc to have full value only nftPr 
they have been marked with a religious stamp. Religion is de
rived from religare and meant originally "a bond." Thereforl', 
every bond between- two men is a religion. Such etymological tricks 
are the last resort of idealist philosophy. Not what ihe word 
has meant according to the historical development of its acb:al 
use, but what it ought to mean according to its derivation is 
what counts. And so sex love and the intercourse between the 
sexes is apotheosized to a "religion," merely in order that the 
word religion, which is so dear to idealistic memories, may not 
disappear from the language. The 'Parisian reformers of the Louis 
B!anc1 trend used to speak in precisely the same way in the 
'forties. They likewise could conceive of a man without religion 
only as a monster, and used to say: "Done, l'atheisme c'est votre 
religion!" ["Well, then, atheism is your religion I"] If Feuer bach 
wishes to establish a true religion upon the bastis of an essentially 

1 See p. 141 of this volume. note 1, by Engels.-Ed. 
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materialist conception of nature, that is the same as regarding 
modern chemistry as true alchemy. If religion can exist without 
its god, alchemy ·can exist without its philosopher's stone. By >the 
way, there exists a very close connection between alChemy and 
religion. The philosopher's stone has many god-like properties and 
the Egyptian-Greek alchemists of the first two centuries of our era 
had a hand in the development of Christian doctrines, as the data 
given by Kopp and Berthelot have proved. 

Feuerbach's assertion that "the periods of humanity are distin
gwished only by religious changes" is decidedly false. Great histor
ical turning· points have been accompanied by religious changes 

·only so far as the three . world religions which have existed up to 
the present-Buddhism, Christianity and Islam-are concerned. The 
old tribal and national religions, which arose spontaneously, did not 
proselytize and lost all their power of resistance as soon as the 
independence of the tribe or people was lost. For the Germans it 
was sufficient to have simple contact with the decaying Roman 
Empire and with its newly adopted Christian world religion which 
fitted its economic, political and ideological conditions. Only with 
these world religions, arisen more or less artificially, particularly 
Christianity and Islam, do we find that general historical move
ments acquire a religious imprint. Even in regard to Christianity 
the religious stamp in revolutions of really universal significance 
is res.tricted to the first stages of the struggle for the emancipation 
gf the bourgeois.ie-from the thirteenth to the seventeenth century 
-and is to be accounted for not as Feuerbach thinks by the 
hearts of men and their religious needs but by the entire previous 
history of the Middle Ages, which knew no other form of ideology 
than precisely religion and theology. But when the bourgeoisie of 
the eighteenth century was strengthened enough likewise to possess 
an ideology of its own, suited to its own class standpoint, it made 
its great and conclusive revolution, the French, appealing exclu
sively to juristic and political ideas, and troubling itself with reli
gion only in so far as this stood in its way. But it never occurred 
to it to put a new religion in place of the old. Everyone knows 
how Robespierre failed in his attempt.1 

The possibility of purely human sentiments in our intercourse 
with other human beings has nowadays been sufficiently curtailed 
by the society in which we must live, which is based upon class 

1 The reference is 'to Robespierrc's attempt to set up a religion of the 
'ihighesl beinf'f'-Reason.-Ed. 
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antagonism and class rule. vVe have therefore no reason to curtail 
it still more by exalting these sentiments to a religion. And similar
ly the understanding ·Of the great historical class struggles has al
ready been sufficiently obscured by current historiography, partic
ularly in Germany, so that there is also no need for us to make 
such an understanding totally impossible by transforming the his
tory of these strugg'Ies into a mere appendix of ecclesiastical history. 
Already here it becomes evident how far today we have moved 
beyond Feuerbach. His "finest passages" in glorification of his 
uew religion of love are totally unreadable today. 

The only religion which Feuerbach examines seriously is 
Christianity, the world religion of the Occident based upon mono
l hcism. lie proves !hat lhc Christian god is only a fantastic rellec
tion, a mirror-image, of man. Now, this god is, however, himself 
l he produel of :t tedious proeess of ahslraclion, lhe coucenlraled 
qHinlcssencl~ of Lhe numerous earlier tribal and national gods. 
And man, whose image this god is, is therefore also nol a real 
ma11, but likewise the quintessence of the numerous real men, 
man in the abstract, therefore himself . again a mental image. 
Feuerbaeh who, on every page, prcaclws sensumtsncs:s, absorption 
in lhe concrete, iu actuality, hecmnes thoroughly abstract as soon 
as he hegins to talk of any other ihan mere sex relations helwecn 
human beings. 

Of Lhese rela!.ions only one aspect appeals to him: morality. 
And here Feuerhach's astonishing poverty when compared with 
Hegel again becomes striking. The latter's ethics, or doctrine of 
moral conduct, is the philosophy of law 1a:nd embraces: 1) abstract 
right; 2) morality; 3) moral conduct, under which 1again are 
comprised: the family, civil society and the state. Here the 
content is as realistic as the form is idealistic. Besides morality 
the whole sphere of law, economy, politics is here included. With 
Feuerbach it is just the reverse. In form he is realis:tic since he 
takes his start from man; but there is absolutely no mention of 
the world in which this man lives; hence this man remains 
always the same abstract man who occupied the field in· the 
philosophy of religion. For this man is not born of woman; he 
issues, as from a chrysalis, from the god of the monotheistic reli
gions. He therefore does r.ot live in a real world historically 
created and historically determined. It is true, he has intercourse 

with other men; however each one of them is just as much an 
abstraction as he himself is. In his philosophy of religion we still 
:had men and women, but in his ethics even this 1ast distinction 
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disappears altogether. Feuerbach, io be sure, at long intervals 
makes such statements as: "Man thinks differently in a palace 
and in a hut." "If because of hunger, of misery, you have no 

stuff in your body, you likewise have no stuff for morality in your 
head, in your mind or heart." ''Politics must become our religion," 
etc. But Feuerbach is absolutely incapable of achieving anything 
with these maxims. They remain mere phrases and even Starcke 
has to admit that for Feuerbach politics constituted an impassable 

frontier and the "scienee of society, sociology, was terra incognita 
to him." 

He appears just as superficial, in comparison with Hegel, in 
his treatment of the antithesis of good and evil. "One believes one 
is saying something great," Hegel remarks, "if one says that 'man 
is naturally good.' But one forgets that one says something far 
greater when one says 'man is naturally evil.'" According to 
Hegel, evil is the form in which the motive force of historical 
development presents itself. This, indeed, contains the twofold 
significance that while, on the one hand, each new advance neces
sarily appears as a sacrilege against things hallowed, as a rebel
lion against conditions which, however old and moribund, have 
still been sanctified by custom; on the other hand, it is precisely 
the wicked passions of man-greed and lmt for power-which, 
since the emergence of class antagonisms, serve as levers of 
historical development-a fact of which the history of feudalism 
and of the bourgeoisie, for example, constitutes a single continual 
proof. But it does not occur to Feuerbach to il1vestigate the 
historical role of moral evil. To him history is altogether an un
canny domain in which he feels ill at ease. Even his dictum: "Man 
as he sprang originally from nature was only a mere creature of 
nature, not a man. Man is a product of men, of culture, of his
tory"-with him even this dictum remains absolutely sterile. 

What Feuerbach has to tell us about morals can, therefore, 
only be extremely meagre. The urge towards happiness is innate 
in man, and must therefore form the basis of all morals. But the 
urge towards happiness is subject to a double correction. First, 
by the natural consequences of our actions: after the debauch 
come the "blues," and habitual excess is followed by illness. 
Secondly, by its social consequences: if we do not respect the 
similar urge of other people towards happiness they will defend 

themselves, and so interfere with our· own urge towards happiness. 
Consequently, in order to satisfy our urge, we must be in a 
position to appreciate rightly the results of our conduct and must 
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likewise allow others an equal right to seek happiness. Rational 
self-restraint with regard to ourselves, and love--'agaip and again 
love!-in our intercourse with others-these· are the basic laws of 
Feuerbach's morality; from them all others are derived. And 
neither the most spirited utterances of Feuerbach nor the strong
est eulogies of Starcke can hide the tenuity and banality of these 
few propositions. 

Only very exceptionally, and by no means to his and other peo
ple's profit, can an individual satisfy his urge towards happiness 
by preoccupation with himself. Rather it requires preoccupation 
with the outside world, means to satisfy his needs, that is to say, 
means of subsistence, an individual of the opposite sex, books, 
conversation, argument, activities, objects for use and working up. 
Feuerbach's morality either presupposes that these means and 
objects of satisfaction arc given to every individual as a matter 
of course, or else it offers only inappLicable good advice and is 
therefore not worth a brass farthing to people who are w:thout 
these means. And Fcucrhach himself states this in plrain terms: 
"Man thinks differently in a palace and in a hut. If because of 
hunger, of misery, yon have no stu!T in your body you likewise 
have no stufl' for morality in your head, in your mind or heart.'' 

Do matters f.ue any hclter in regard to the equal right of 
others to satisfy Lheir urge towards happiness? Feuerbach posed 
this claim as absolul!\ as holding good for all times and circum
stances. But since when has it been valid? Was there ever in anti
qni!y between slaves and masters, or in the Middle Ages betwcrn 
serfs and barons, any talk about an equal right to the pursuit of 
happiness? Was not the urge towards happiness of the oppressed 
class sacrificed ruthlessly and "by right of law" to that of the 
ruling class? Yes, that was indeed immoral; nowadays, how
ever, equality of rights is recognized-recognized in words. 
since the bourgeoisie, in its fight against feudalism and in th<~ 
development of capitalist production, was compelled to abolish all 
privileges of estate, i.e., personal privileges, and to introduce the 
equality of all individuals before the law, first in the sphere of 
private law, then gradually also in the sphere of public law. But 
the urge towards happiness thrives only to a trivial extent on 
ideal rights. To the greatest extent of all it thrives on material 
means; and capitalist production takes care to ensure that the great 
majority of those with equar rights shall get only what is essen~ 
tial for bare existence. Capitalist production has therefore little' 
more respect, if indeed any more, for the equal right to lhe 
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In short, the Feuerbachian theory of morals fares like aU its 
predecessors. It is designed to suit all periods, all peoples and all 
conditions, and precisely for that reason it is never and nuwhcn• 
applicable. It remains, as regards the real world, as powerless as 
Kant's categorical imperative. · In reality every class, even every 
profession, has its own morality, and even this it violates when
ever it can do so with impunity. And love, which is to unite all, 
manifests itself in wars, altercations, lawsuits, domestic broils, di
vorces and every possible exploitation of one by another. 

Now how was it possible that the powerful impetus given by 
Feuerbach turned out to be so unfruitful for himself? For the 
simple reason that Fcuerhach himself never contrives to eseape 
fi:om the realm of abstraction--for which he has a deadly hatred 
into that of living reality. He clings fiercely lo nalurc and man; hut 
ualurc and man remain men~ words with him. He is iueapahlt• 
of telling us anything definite either ahont real nature o1· real nwn, 
But from the abstract man of Feuerbach one arrives at real living 
men only when one considers them as participants in history. And 
that is what Fenerbach resisted, and therefore the year 1848, which 
he dicl uol understand, signified for him merely the final hreak 
with lhe real world, retirement into solitude. The blame for this 
again chiefly falls on the cowlitions lheu obtaining in G<~rmany, 

which condemned him to rot away miserably. 
But the step which Feuerhach did not lake had nevertheless 

to be taken. The cult of abstract man, which formed the kernel of 
Feuerbach's new religion, had to lw replaced by the science o!' 
real men and of their historical development. This further develop
ment of Feuerbach's standpoint beyond Feuerbach himself was 
inr~ngnratcd by Marx in 1845 in The Holy Family. 

IV 

Strauss, Bauer, Stirner, Feuerbach-these were the oiTshooLs 
of Hegeli:m philosophy, in so far as they did not abandon the field 
of philosophy. Strauss, after his Life of Jesus and Dogmatics. 
produced only literary studies in philosophy and ecclesiastical his
tory after the fashion of Renan. Bauer only achieved something 
in the field of the history of the origin of Christianity, though what 
he did here was important. Stirner remained a ~uriosity, even after 
Bakunin blended him with Proudhon and labelled the blend 
"anarchism." Feuerbach alone was of significance as a philosopher 
But not only did philosophy~daimed to soar above all specia! 
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sciences and to be the science of sciences cOililectlng them-re· 
main for him an impassable barrier, an inviolable holy thing, but 
as a philosopher, too, he stopped halfway; the lower half of him 
was materialist, the upper half idealist. He was in~apable of dis
posing of Hegel through criticism; he simply threw him aside as 
useless, while he himself, compared with the encyclopa:>dic wealth 
of the Hegelian system, achieved nothing positive beyond a grand~ 
iloquent religion of love and a meagre, impotent system of morals.-

Out of the dissolation of the Hegelian school, however, there 
developed still another tendency, the only one which has borne real 
fruit. And this tendency is essentially connected with the name of 
Marx.1 

The separation from Hegelian philosophy was here also the 
result of a return to the materialist standpoint. That means it 
was resolved to comprehend the real world----nature and history
just as it presents itself to everyone who approaches it free from 
pre-conceived idealist fancies. It was decided relentlessly to sacri
fice every idealist fancy which could not be brought into harmony 
with the facts conceived in their own and not in a fantastic con. 
nection. And materialism means nothing more than this. But here 
the materialistic world outlook was taken really seriously for the 
first time and was carried through consistently-at least in its basic 
features-in all domains of knowledge concerned. 

Hegel was not simply put aside. On the contrary, one started 
out from his revolutionary side, described 1above, from the dialecti
cal method. But in its Hegelian form this method was unusable. 
According to Hegel, dialectics is the self-development of the con
cept. The absolute concept does not only exist-unknown where
from eternity, it is also the actual living soul of the whole existing 
world. It develops into itself through all the preliminary stages 
which are treated at length in the Logic and which are all includ-

1 Here I may be permitted to make a personal explanation. Lately repeatcil 
reference has been made to my share in this theory, and so I can hardly 
avoid saying a few words here to settle this point. I cannot deny thai
both before and during my forty years' collaboration with Marx I had a 
certain independent share in laying the foundations of the theory, and more 
particularly in its elaboration. But the greater part of its leading bask principles, 
especially in the realm of economics and history, and, above all, their final 
clear formulation, belong to Marx. What I contributed-at any rate with the 
exception of a few special studies-Marx could very well have done without 
me, What Marx accomplished I would not have achiev<'{t Marx stood i1igher, 
saw fartll·er, and took a wider and quicker view than all the rest of us. Marx 
was a genius; we others were at best talented. vVithout him the the•wy would 
not be by far what it is today. It therefore rightly benrs his name. [Note bn · 
F. Engels.] 
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ed in it. Then it "alienates" itself by changing into nature, where, 
without consciousness of itself, disguised as the necessity of nature, 
it goes through a new development and finally comes again to self
consciousness in man. This self-consciousness then elaborates itself 
again in history from the crude form until finally the absolute 
concept again comes to itself completely in the Hegelian philosophy. 
According to Hegel, therefore, the dialectical development apparent 
in nature and history, i.e., the causal interconnection of the pro
gressive movement from the lower to the higher, which asserts 
itself through .an zigzag. movements and temporary retrogressions, 
is only a miserable copy of the self-movement of the ·concept going 
on from eternity, no one knows where, but at all events 
indcpendcn tly of any thinking human brain. This ideological re
versal had to be done away with. We comprehended the concepts 
in our heads once more materialistically-as images of real things 
instead of regarding the real things as images of this or that stage 
of development of the absolute concept. Thus dialectics reduced 
itself to the science of the general laws of motion-both of the ex
ternal world and of human thought-two sets of laws which are 
identical in substance, but dilfer in their expression in so far as 
the human mind can apply them consciously, while in nature and 
also up to now for the most part in human history, these laws 
assert themselves unconsciously in the form of external necessity 
in the midst of an endless series of seeming accidents. Thereby the 
dialectic of the concept itself became merely the conscious reflex 
of the dialectical motion of the real world and thus the dialectic of 
Hegel was placed upon its head; or rather, turned off its head, on 
which it was standing before, and placed up'on its feet. And this 
materialist dialectic, which for years has been our best working 
tool and our sharpest weapon, was, remarkably enough, discovered 
not only by us but also, independently of us and even of Hegel, 
by a German worker, .Joseph Dietzgen.1 

In this way, however, the revolutionary side of Hegelian phi
losophy was again taken up and at the same time freed from the 
idealist trimmings which had prevented its consistent execution 
by Hegel. The great basic thought that the world is not to be 
comprehended as a complex of ready-made filings, but as a com
plex of processes, in which the things apparenlly stable no 

1 See Da.~ W esen der menschliclzen Kopfarbeit, da.·gestellt von einem 
Handarbeiter [Tile Natur·e of Human Brainwork, Described by an Artisan]. 
Another critique of pure and pra~.ti-cal reason. Hainburg, Mei,ssner, 1869. [Note 
bu F. Enge/8.] 
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less than their mind-images in our heads, the concepts, go through 
an uninterrupted change of coming into being and passing away, 
in which, in spite of all seeming accidentality and of all temporary 
retrogression, a progressive development asserts itself in the end
this great fundamental thought has, especially since the time of 
Hegel, so thoroughly permeated ordinary consciousness that in this 
generality it is now scarcely ever contradicted. But to acknowledge 
this fundamental thought in words and to apply it in reality in de
tail to each domain of investigation are two different things. If, how
ever, investigation always proceeds from this standpoint, the de
mand for final solutions and eternal truths ceases once for all; 
one is always conscious of the necessary limitation of all acquired 
knowledge, of the fact that it is conditioned by the circumstances 
in which it was acquired. On the other hand, one no longer per
mits oneself to be imposed upon by the antitheses, insuperable for 
the still common old metaphysics, between true and false, good 
and bad, identical and different, necessary and accidental. One 
knows that these antitheses have only a relative validity; that that 
which is n~cognized now as true has also its latent false side whirh 
will?later manifest itself, just as that which is now regarded as 
false has also its true side by virtue of wh'ich it could previously 
be regarded as true. One knows that what is maintained to be 
necessary is composed of sheer accidents and that the so-called ac
cidental is the form behind which necessity hides itself-and so on. 

The old method of investigation and thought which Hegel calls 
"metaphysical," which preferred to investigate things as given, as 
fixed and stable, a method the relics of which still strongly haunt 
people's minds, had a good deal of historical justification in its 
day. It was necessary first to examine things !before it was possible 
to examine processes. One had first to know what a particular 
thing was befor·e one could observe the changes it was undergoing. 
And such was the case with natural science. The old metaphysics, 
which accepted things as finished objects, arose from a natural 
science which investigated dead and living things as finished ob
jects. But when this investigation had progressed so far that it be
came possible to take the decisive step forward of transition to the 
systematic investigation of the changes which these things undergo 
in nature itself, then the last hour of the old metaphysics struck 
in the realm of philosophy also. And in fact, while natural science 
up to the end of the last century was predominantly a collecting 
science, a science of finished things, in our century it is essentially 
a classifying science, a science of the processes, of the origin and 

25-760 
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development of these things and of the interconnection which binds. 
all these natural processes into one great whole. Physiology, which 
investigates the processes occurring in plant and animal organisms; 
embryology, which deals with the development of individual organ
isms from germ to maturity; geology, which investigates the ~grad
ual formation of the ~earth's surfac·e-all these are the oil'spring of 
our century. 

But, above all, there are thxee great discoveries which have 
enabled our knowledge of the interconnection of natural pro
cesses to advance by leaps and bounds: first, the discovery of the 
cell as the unit from whose multiplication and differentiation the 
whole plant and animal body develops-so that not only is the 
development and growth of all higher organisms recognized to 
proceed according Lo a single general law, but also, in the capacity 
of Lhe cell to change, the way is pointed out by which organisms 
can change their species and thus go through a more than in
dividual development. Second, the transformation of energy, which 
has demonstrated to us that all the so-called forces operative in the 
first instance in inorganic nature-mechanical force and its com
plement, so-called potential energy, heat, radiation (light or radiant 
heat), electricity, magnetism and chemical energy-are different 
forms of manifestation of universal motion, which pass into one 
anolhcr in definite proportions so that in place of a certain quan
tily of the one which disappears, a certain quantity of another 
makes its appearance and thus the whole motion of nature is re
duced to this incessant process of transformation from one form 
into another. Finally, the proof which Darwin first developed in 
connected form that the stock of organic products of nature en
vironing us today, including mankind, is the result of a long pro
cess of evolution from a few originally unicellular germs, and that 
these again have arisen from protoplasm or albumen, which came 
into existence by chemical means. 

Thanks to these three great discoveries and the other immense 
advances in natural science, we have now arrived at the point 
where we can demonstrate as a whole the interconnection between 
the processes in nature not only in particular spheres but also 
the interconnection of these particular spheres themselves, and 
so can present in an approximately systematic form a comprehen
sive view of the interconnection in nature by means of the facts. 
provided by empirical natural science itself. To furnish this com
prehensive view was formerly the task of so-called natural phi
losophy. It could do this only by putting in place of the real but 
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as yet unknown interconnections ideal, imaginary ones, filling out 
the missing facts by figments of the Piind and bridging the actual 
gaps merely in imagination. In the course of this procedure it 
conceived many brilliant ideas and foreshadowed many later dis
coveries, but it also produced a considerable amount of nonsense, 
which indeed could not have been otherwise. Today, when one 
needs to comprehend the results of natural scientific investigation 
only dialectically, i.e., in the sense of their own interconnection, 
in order to arrive at a "system of nature" sufficient for our time; 
when the dialectical character of this interconnection is forcing 
itself against their will even into the metaphysically-trained minds 
of the natural scientists, today this natural philosophy is finally 
disposed of. Every attempt at resurrecting it would be not only 
superfluous but a step backwards. 

But what is true of nature, which is hereby recognized also as 
a historical process of development, is also true of the history of 
society in all its branches and of the totality of all sciences which 
occupy themselves with thinrgs human (and divine). Hei'e, too, the 
philosophy of history, of law, of religion, etc., has consisted in the 
substitution of an interconnection fabricated in the mind of the 
philosopher for the actual interconnection to be demonstrated in 
the events; and in the comprehension of history as a whole as 
well as in its separate parts, ras the gradual realization of ideas
and, indeed, naturally always the pet ideas of the philosopher him
self. According to this, history worked unconsciously but of ne· 
cessity towards a certain ideal goal set in advance-as, for ex
ample, according to Hegel, towards the realization of his absolute 
idea-and the unalterable trend towards this absolute idea formed 
the inner interconnection in the events of history. A new mysteri
ous providence-unconscious or gradually coming into conscious
ness-was thus put in the place of the real, still unknown inter
connection. Here, therefore, just as in the realm of nature, it was 
necessary to do away with these fabricated, artificial interconnec
tions by the discovery of the real ones-a task which ultimately 
amounts to the discovery of the general laws of motion which 
assert themselves as the ruling ones in the history of human so
ciety. 

In one point, however, the history of the development of so
ciety proves to be essentially different from that of nature. In 
nature-in so far as we ignore man's reaction upon nature-there 
are only blind unconscious agencies acting upon one another 
out of whose interplay the general law comes into operation. 

25* 
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Nothing of all that happens-whether in the innumerable apparent 
accidents observable upon the surface of things, or in the ultimate 
results which confirm the regularity inherent in these accidents
is attained as a consciously desired aim. In the history of society, 
on the other hand, the actors are all endowed with consciousness, 
,are men acting with deliberation or passion, working towards 
,definite goals; nothing happens without a conscious purpose, without 
an intended aim. But this distinction, important as it is for historical 
investigation, particularly of single epochs and events, cannot .alter 
the fact that the course of history is governed by inner general 
laws. For here, also, on the whole, in spite of the consciously de
sired aims of all individuals, accident apparently reigns on the 
surface. That which is willed happens but rarely; in the majority 
of instances the mm1erous desired ends cross and conflict with 
one another, or these ends themselves are from the outset incapable 
of realization or the means of attaining them are insufficient. Thus 
the conflict of innumerable individual wills and individual actions 
in the domain of history produces a state of affairs entirely anal
(ngous to that in the realm of unconscious nature. The ends of 
Lhe actions arc intended, but the results which actually follow from 
1hese actions arc not intended; or when they do seem to con·e
spond lo the end intended, they ultimately have consequences quite 
other than those intended. Historical events thus appear on the 
whole to he likewise governed by chance. But where on the sur
face accident holds sway, there actually it is always governed by 
inner, hidden laws and it is only a matter of discovering these 
laws. 

Men ma·ke their own history, whatever its outcome may be, in 
that each person follows his own consciously desired end, and it 
is precisely the resultant of these many wills operating in differ·ent 
directions and of their manifold effects upon the outer world that 
constitutes history. Thus it is also a question of what the many 
.individuals desire. The will is determined by passion or delibera
tion. But the levers which ;immediately determine passion or de
liberation are of very different kinds. Partly they may be external 
objects, partly ideal motives, ambition, "enthusiasm for truth and 
Justice," personal hatred or even purely individual whims of all 
kinds. But, on the one hand, we have seen that the many in
dividual wills active in history for the most part produce results 
quite other than those they intended-often quite the opposite; 
that their motives therefore in relation to the total result are like· 
wise of only secondary importance. On the other hand, the further 
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question arises: What driving forces in turn stand behind these· 
motives? What are the historical causes which transform them
selves into these motives in the brains of the actors? 

The old materialism never put this question to itself. Its con
ception of history, in so far as it has one at all, is. therefore ,es
sentially pragmatic; it judges everything according to the motives 
of the action; it divides men in their historical activity into noble 
and ignoble and then finds that as a rule the noble are defraud
ed and the ignoble are victorious. Hence it follows for the old 
materialism that nothing very edifying is. to be .got from the study 
of history, and for us that in the realm of history the old material
ism becomes untrue to itself because it takes the ideal driving 
forces which operate there as ultimate causes, instead of investigat
ing what is behind them, what are the driving forces of these 
driving forces. The inconsistency does not lie in the fact that ideal 
driving forces are recognized, but in the investigation not being 
carried further back behind these into their motive causes. On the 
other hand, the philosophy of history, particularly .as represented 
by Hegel, recognizes that the ostensible and also the really operat
ing motives of men wih10 figme in history are by no means the 
ultimate causes of historical events; that behind these motives are 
other motive forces, which have to be discovered. But it does not 

seek these forces in history itself, it imports them rather from 
outside, from out of philosophical ideology, into history. Hegel, 
for example, instead of explaining the history of ancient Greece out 
of its own inner interconnections, simply maintains that it is noth· 
ing more than the wurking out of "types of beautiful individual
ity," the realization of a "worik of art" as such. He says much in 
this connection about the old Greeks that is fine and profound but 
that does not prevent us today from refusing to be put off with 
such an explanation, which is a mere manner of speech. 

When, therefore, it is a question of investigating the driving 
forces which-consciously or unconsciously, and indeed very often 
unconsciously-He behind the motives of men in their historical 
actions and which constitute the real ultimate driving forces of 
history, then it is not a question so much of the motives of single 
individuals, however eminent, as of those motives which set in 
motio!l1 great masses, whole peoples, and again whole classes of the 
people in each people; and this, too, not momentarily, for the 
transient flaring up of a straw-fire which quickly dies down, but 
for a lasti111g action resulting in a greai hisiorical transformation. 
To ascertain the driving causes which here in the minds of acting 
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masses and their leaders-the so-called great men-are reflected as 
conscious motives, clearly or unclearly, directly or in ideological, 
even ·glorified form-that i.s the only path which can put us on the 
track of the laws holding sway both in history as a whole, and 
at particular periods and in particular lands. Everything which sets 
men in motion must go through their minds; but what form it will 
take in the mind will depend very much upon the circumstances. 
The workers have by no means become reconciled to capitalist 
machine industry, even though they no longer simply break the 
machines to pieces as they still did in 1848 on the Rhine. 

But while in all earlier periods the investigation of these driv
ing causes of history was almost impossible-on account of the 
(~omplicated and concealed interconnections between them and 
Lheir dl'ects-our present period has so far simplilied these inter
connections that the riddle could be solved. Since the establishment 
of large-scale industry, i.e., al least since the European peace of 
1815, it has been no longer a secret to any man in England that 
the whole political struggle there has turned on the claims to 
supremacy of two classes: the landed aristocracy and the middle 
class. In France, with the return of the Bourbons, the same fact 
was perceived; the historians of the Restoration period, from · 
Thierry to Guizot, Mignet and Thiers, speak· of it everywhere as 
the key to the understanding of all French history since the 
Middle Ages. And since 1830 the working class, the proletariat, 
has been recognized in both countries as a third competitor for 
power. Conditions had become so simplified that one would have had 
to close one's eyes deliberately not to sec in the fight of these three 
great classes and in the conflict of their interests the driving. force 
of modern history-at least in· the two most advanced countries. 

But how did these classes come into existence? If it was pos
sible at first glance still to ascribe the origin of the great, formerly 
feudal landed property-at least in the first instance-to politic'al 
causes, to taking possession by force, this could no longer be done 
in regard to the bourgeoisie and .the proletariat. Here the origin and 
development of two great classes ~as seen to lie clearly and palpa
bly in purely economic causes. And it was just as clear that in 
the struggle between landed property and the bourgeoisie, no less 
than in the struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, it 
was · a question, first and foremost, of economic interests, to the 
furtherance of which political power was intended to serve merely 
as a means. Bourgeoisie and proletariat both arose in consequence 
:of a transformation of the economic conditions, more precisely, of 
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the mode of production. The transition, first from guild handicrafts 
to manufacture, and then from manufacture to large-scale industry, 
with steam and mechanical power, had caused the development of 
these two dasses. At a certain stage the new forces of produc
tion set in motion by the bourgeoisie-in the first place the divi
sion of labour and the combination of many detail labourers 
[Teilarbeiter] in one general manufactory-and the conditions 

and requirements of exchange, developed through these produc
tive forces, became incompatible with the existin,g: order of 
production historically established and sanctified by law, that is 
to say, incompatible with the privileges of the guild and the nu
merous other personal and local privileges (which were only so 
many fetters to the unprivileged) of the feudal order of society. 
The forces of production represented by the bourgeoisie rebelled 
against the order of production represented by the feudal land
lords and the guildmasters. The result is known: the feudal fetters 
were smashed, gradually in England, at one blow in France. In 
Germany the process is not yet finished. But just as, at a definite 
stage of its development, manufacture came into conflict with the 
feudal order of production, so no\v big industry has already come 
into conflict with the bourgeois order of production established in 
its place. Tied down by this order, by the narrow limits of the 
capitalist mode of production, big industry produces on the one 
hand an ever-increasing proletarianization of the great mass of the 
people, and on the other hand an ever greater mass of unsale
able products. Overproduction and mass misery, each the cause 
of the other-that is the absurd contradiction which is its out
come, and which of necessity calls for the liberation of the pro
ductive forces by means of a change in the mode of production. 

In modern history at least it is therefore proved that all polit
ical struggles are class struggles, and all class struggles for eman
Cipation in the last resort, despite their necessarily political 
form-for every class struggle is a political struggle-turn ulti
mately on the question of economic em:mcipation. Therefore, here 
at least, the state-the political order~is the subordinate, and civil 
society-the realm of economic relations-the decisive element. The 
traditional conception, to which Hegel, too, pays homage, saw in 
the state the determining element, and in civil society the element 
determined by it. Appearances correspond to this. As all the driv
ing forces of the actions of any individual person must pass 
through his brain, and transform themselves into motives of his 
will in order to set him into action, so also all the needs of civil 
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society-no matter which class happens to be the ruling one
must pass through the will of the state in order to secure general 
validity in the form of laws. That is the formal aspect of the mat
ter-the one which is self-evident. The question arises, however, 
what is the content of this merely formal will-of the individual 
as well as of the state-and whence is this content derived? Why 
is just this willed and not something else? If we inquire into 
this we discover that in modern history the will of the state is, 
on the whole, determined by the changing needs of civil society, by 
the supremacy of this or that class, in the last resort, by the de
velopment of the productive forces and relations of exchange. 

But if even in our modern era, with its gigantic means of 
production and communication, the state is not an independent 
dmnain wilh an independent development, but one whose stock as 
welL as development is to be explained in the last resort by the 
economic conditions of life of society, then this must be still 
more true of all earlier times when lhe production of the material 
life of man was not yet carried on with these abundant auxiliary 
means, and when, therefore, the necessity of such production must 
have exercised a still greater mastery over men. If the state even 
today, in the era of big industry and of railways, is on the whole 
only a reHex, in comprehensive form, of the economic needs of 
the class controlling production, then this must have been much 
mor·e so in an epoch when each generation of men was forced to 
spend a far greater part of its aggregate lifetime in satisfying ma
terial needs, and was therefore much m.ore dependent on them 
than we are today. An examination of the history of earlier per• 
iods, as soon as it is seriously undertaken from this angle, most 
abundantly confirms this. But, of course, this cannot be gone into 
here. 

If the state and public law are determined by economic rela
tions, so, too, of course is private law, which indeed in essence 
only sanctions the existing economic relations between individuals 
which are normal in the given circumstances. The form in which 
this happens can, however, vary considerably. It is possible, as 
happened in England, in harmony with the whole national devel
opment, to retain in the main the forms of the old feudal laws 
while giving them a bourgeois content; in fact, directly giwing a 
bourgeois meaning to the old feudal name. But, also, as happened 
in western continental Europe, Roman Law, the first world law of 
'a commodity-producing society, with its unsurpassably fine elal)
mation of all the essential legal relations of simple commodity 
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owners (of buyers and sellers, debtors and creditors, contracts, ob
ligations, etc.) can be taken as the foundation. In which case, for 
the benefit of a still petty-bourgeois and semi-feudal society, it can 
be reduced to the level of such a society either simply through 
judicial practice (the common 1aw) or, Vi:Hh the help of allegedly 
enlightened, moralizing jurists a special law code can 'be worked 
out from it to correspond with such social level-a code which in 
these circumstances will be a bad one also from the legal stand
point (e.g., the Prussian Landucllt). In which case, however, after 
a great bourgeois revolution, it is also possible for such a classic law 
code of hourgeiois society as the French Code Civil1 to be worked out 
upon the basis of this same Roman Law. If, therefore, bourgeois 
legal regulations merely express the economic life-conditions of 
society in legal form, then they can do so well or ill according to 
circumstances. 

The state presents itself to us as the first ideological power 
over mankind. Society creates for itself an organ for the safeguard
ing of its general interests against internal and external attacks. 
This organ is the state power. Hardly come into being, this organ 
makes itself independent in regard to society; and, indeed, the 
more so, the more it becomes the organ of a particular class, the 
more it directly enforces the supremacy of that class. The fight 
of the oppressed class ag:ainst the ruling class becomes necessarily 
a political fight, a fight first of all against the political dominance 
of this class. The consciousness of the interconnection between this 
political struggle and its economic roots becomes dulled and can 
be lost altogether. While this is not wholly the case with the par
ticipants, it almost always happens with the historians. Of the an
cient sources on the struggles within the Roman Republic only 
Appian tells us clearly and distinctly what was at issue in the 
last resort-namely, landed property. 

But once the state has become an· independent power in regard 
to society, it produces forthwith a further ideology. It is indeed 
among professionai politicians, theorists of public law and jurists 
of private law that the connection with economic facts gets com
pletely lost. Since in each particular case the economic facts 
must assume the form of juristic motives in order to receive legal 
sanction; and since, in so doing, consideration of course has to 
be given to the whole legal system already in operation, the conse
quence is' that the juristic form is made everything and the eco-

1 Code Civil: Thil civil law code issued under Napoleon I, which became 
a model for legislation in other countnies.-Ed. 
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nomic content nothing. Public law and private law are treated as 
independent spheres, each having its own independent historical 
development, each being capable of and needing a systematic 
pr·esentaiion by the consistent elimination of all inner contra
·dictions. 

Still higher ideologies, that is, such as are still further removed 
from the material, economic basis, take the form of philosophy 
and religion. Here the interconnection between the ideas and their 
material condition of existence becomes more and more com
plicated, more and more obscured by intermediate links. But the 
interconnection exists. Just as the whole Renaissance period, from 
the middle of the fifteenth century, was an essential product of the 
towns and therefore of the burghers, so also was the subse
.quently newly awakened philosophy. Its content was in essence 
only the philosophical expression of the thoughts corresponding to 
the development of the &mall and middle bourgeoisie into a big 
.bourgeoisie. Among last century's Englishmen and Frenchmen who 
in many cases were just as much political economists as phi
losophers, this is clearly evident; and we have proved it above in 
.regard to the Hegelian school. 

We will now in addition deal only briefly with religion, since 
the latter stands furthest away from material life and seems to be 
nwst alien to it. Religion arose in very primitive times from erro· 
neous, primitive ideas of men about their own nature and that of 
the external world surrounding: them. Every ideology, however, 
·once it has arisen, develops in connection with the given concept
material, and develops this material further.; otherwise it would 
not be an ideology, that is, occupation with thoughts as with in
·dependent entities, developing independently and subject only to 
their own laws. That the material life conditions of the persons 
inside whose heads this thought process goes on in the last re.sort 
·determine the course of this process remains of necessity unknown 
lo these persons, for otherwise there would be an end to all ideo
logy. These original religious notions, therefore, which in the main 
are common to each group of kindred peoples, develop, after the 
separation of the group, in a manner peculiar to each people, ac
cording to the conditions of life falling: to their lot. For a number 
'{)f groups of peoples, and particularly for the Aryans (so-called 
Indo-Europeans) this process has been shown in detail by com
parative mythology. The gods thus fashioned within each people 
were national gods, whose domain extended no farther than the 
national territory which they were to protect; on the other side of 
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its boundaries other gods held undisputed sway. They could con
tinue to exist, in imagination, only as long as the nation existed; 
they fell with its fall. The Roman world empire, the economic 
conditions of whose origin we do not need to examine here, 
brought about this downfall of the old nationalities. The old na
tional gods decayed, even those of the Romans, which themselves 
also were patterned to suit only the narrow confines of the city of 
Rome. The need to complement the world empire by means of a 
world religion wa.s clearly revealed in the attempts made to pro
vide in Rome recognition and altars for all the foreign gods to the 
slightest degree respectable alongside of the indigenous ones. But 
a new world religion is not to be made in this fashion, by imperial 
decree. The new world religion, Christianity, had already quietly 
come into being, out of a mixture of generalized Oriental, partic
ularly Jewish, theology and vulgarized Greek, particularly Stoic, 
philosophy. What it originally looked like has to be first laborious
ly di.scovered a1gain, since its official form, as it has been handed 
down to us, is merely that in which it became a state religion, to 
which purpose it was adapted by the Council of Nicrea. The fact 
that already after 250 years it became the state religion suffices to 
show that it was the religion in correspondence with the conditions 
of the time. In the Middle Ages, in the same measure as feudalism 
developed, Christianity grew into the religious counterpart to it, 
with a corresponding feudal hierarchy. And when the burghers 
began to thrive, there developed, in opposition to feudal Catholi
cism, the Protestalllt heresy, which first appeared in Southern 
France, among the Albigenses,1 at the time the cities there reached 
the highest point of their florescence. The Middle Ages had attached 
to theology all the other forms of ideology-philosophy, politics, 
jurispmdence-and made them sub-divisions of theology. It 
thereby constrained every social and political movement to take 
bn a theological form. The minds of the masses were fed with reli
gion to the exclusion of all else; it was therefor,e necessary to put for
ward their own interests in a religious guise in order to produce 
an impetuous movement. And just as the burghers from the beginning 
brought into being an appendage of propertyless urban plebeians, 
day-labourers and servants of all kinds, belonging to no recognized 
social estate, precursors of the laler proletariat, so likewise heresy 
soon became divided into a burgher-moderate heresy and a ple-

1 Albigenses: A religious sect which during the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries directed a movement aga·inst the Roman C3tholic church. The name 
is derived from the town of Albi, in the south of France.-Ed. 
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beian~revolutionary one, the latter an abomination lo lhe bourgeois 
heretics themselves. 

The ineradicability of the Protestant heresy corresponded to 
the invincibility of the rising bourgeoisie. 'V'hen this bourgeoisie 
had become sufficiently strengthened, its struggle against the feudal 
nobility, which till then had been predominantly local, began to 
assume national dimensions. The first great action occurred in 
Germany-the so-called Reformation. The bourgeoisie was neither 
powerful enough nor suffici~ntly developed to be able to unite 
under its banner the rest of the rebellious estates-the plebeians of 
the towns, the lower nobility and the peasants on the land. At 
first the nobles were defeated; the peasants rose in a revolt which 
forms the peak of the whole revolutionary struggle; the cities left 
them in the lurch, and thus the revolution succumbed to the ar
mies of the secular princes who reaped the whole profit.1 Thcn!;e
forward Germany disappears for three centuries from the ranks 
of countries playing an independent active part in history. But he
side the German Luther appeared the Frenchman Calvin. vVith true 
l<'reneh acuity he put the bourgeois character of the Reformation in 
the forefront, republieanized and democratized the church. While 
!.he Lutheran reformation in Germany degenerated and reduced the 
counlry to rack and ruin, the Calvinist reformation served as a 
banner for the republicans in Geneva, in Holland and in Scotland, 
freed Holland from Spain and from the German empire and pro
vided the ideological eostnmc for Lhc second act of the bourgeois 
revolution which was taking place in England. Here Calvinism jus
Lified itself as lhe true religious disguise of the ~nterests of the bour
geoisie of that time, and on this account did not reach full accept
ance when the revolution ended in 1680 in a compromise between 
one part of the nobility and the bourgeoisie. The English state 
chureh was re-established; but not in its earlier form of a Cathol
ieism which had the king for its pope, being, instead, strongly 
Calvinized. The old state church had celebrated the merry Catholic 
Sunday and had fought against the dull Calvinist one. The new 
bourgeois church introduced the latter, which adorns England to 
this day. 

In France, the Calvinist minority was suppressed in 1685 and 
eith€r Catholicized or driven out of the country. But what was the 
good? Already at that tim€ the free-thinker Pierre Bayle was at 
work, and in 1694 Voltaire was born. The forcible measures of 

1 See Eng~ls, Tl1e Peasant War in Gamany.-Ed. 
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Louis XIV only made it easier for the French bourgeoisie to carry 
through its revolution in the irreligious and exclusively political 
form which alone was suited to a developed bourgeoisie. Instead 
of Protestants, free-thinkers took their seats in the national as
semblies. Thereby Christianity entered into its final stage. It had 
become incapable for the future of serving any progressive class 
as the ideological garb of its aspirations. It became more and more 
the exclusive possession of the ruling classes and these apply it as 
a mere means of government, to keep the lower dass·es within 
bounds. Moreover, each of the different classes uses its own appro
priate -religion: the landed nobility-Catholic Jesuitism or Protest
ant orthodoxy; the liberal and radical bourgeoisie--rationalism; and 
it makes little differooce whether these gentlemen themselves be
lieve in their respective religions or not. 

\Ve see, therefore: religion, once formed, always contains tradi
tional material, just as in all ideological domains tradition forms 
a 1great conservative force. But the transformations which this 
material undergoes spring from class relations, that is to say, out 
of the economic relations of the persons who execute these trans
formations. And here that is sufficient. 

In the above it could only be a question of giving a general 
sketch of the Marxist conception of history, at most with a few 
illustrations as well. The proof must be derived from history itself; 
and in this regard I may be permitted to say that it has been suf
ficiently furnished in other writings. This conception, however, 
puts an end to philosophy in the realm of history, just as the 
dialectical conception of nature made all natural philosophy both 
unnecessary and impossible. It is no longer a question anywhere 
of inventing interconnections from out of our brains, but of dis
covering them in the facts. For philosophy, which has been ex
pelled from nature and history, there remains only the realm of 
pure thought, so far as it is left: the theory of the laws of the 
thought process itself, logic and dialectics. 

* * * 
With the Revolution of 1848, "educated" Germany said fare

well to theory and went over to the field of practice. Small pro
duction and manufacture, based upon manual labour, were super
seded by really large-scale industry. Germany again appeared on 
il1e "rorlU 111arl{et. The 11ew little Gern1an cn1_pire1 abolished at 

1 This term is appLioed to the German empire (without Austria) that arose 
in 1871 under Prussia's hegemony.-Ed. 
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least the most crying of the abuses with which this development 
had been obstructed by the system of petty states, the relics of feu:. 
dalism, and bureaucratic economy. But to the same degree, 
that speculation abandoned the philosopher's study in order to set 
up its temple in the Stock Exchange, educated Germany lost the·· 
great aptitude for theory which had been the glory of Germa· 
ny in the days of its deepest political humiliation-the aptitude 
for purely scientific investigation, irrespective of whether the result 
obtained was practically applicable or not, whether likely to meet~ 
with the approval or disapproval of the police authorities; Official 
German natural science, it is true, maintained its position in the 
front rank, particularly in the field of specialized research. But 
already the American journal Science r.emarks with truth that the 
decisive advances in the sphere of the comprehensive correlation. 
of particular facts and their generalization into laws are now be
ing made much more in England, instead of, as formerly, in Ger
many. And in the sphere of the historical sciences, philosophy in
cluded, the old fearless zeal for theory has now disappeared 
completely, along with classical philosophy, Inane eclecticism and 
an anxious concern for career and income, descending to the 
most vulgar place-hunting, occupy its place. The official repre
sentatives of these sciences have become the undisguised ideolo
gists of the bourgeoisie and the existing state-but at a time when 
both stand in open antagonism to the working class. 

Only among the working class does the German aptitude for 
theory remain unimpaired. Here it cannot be exterminated. Here 
there is no concern for careers, for profit-making, or for gracious 
patronage from above. On the contrary, the more ruthlessly and 
disinterestedly science proceeds the more it finds itself in harmony 
wtth the interest.,; and aspirations of the workers. The new tendency, 
which recognized that the k.ey to the understanding of the whole 
history of society lies in the history of the development of labour, 
from the outset addressed itself by preference to the working class 
and here found the response which it neither sought nor expected 
from officially recognized science. The German working-class move
ment is the inheritor of German classical philosophy. 
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Paul Lafargue1 

REl\IINISCENCES. OF MARX2 

1 

"Th€ first time I ever saw Karl 1\:larx was in February 1865. 
· The International had been founded on September 28, 1864, at a 
llleeting in St. Martin's Hall. I came from Paris to bring him 
news of th~ progress made there by the young organization. Mon-

. sieur Tolain, now a senator of the bourgeois republic and one of · 
its representatives at the Berlin Conference, had given me a letter 
of introduction. 

I was twenty-:four years old. Never in my life shall I forget 
~e impression made on me by that first visit, Marx was in poor 
tilealth at the time, and was hard at work upon the first volume · 
of Capital (:published only two years later, in 186.7). He was afraid 
he might be unable to finish it, and he gladly received young people, 
·"for," he used to say, "I must train men who will continue the 
c0mmJmist propaganda after I am gone." 

Karl Marx was one of those rare men who are fitted for the 
front rank both in science and in public life. So intimately did he 
combine these two fields that we shall never understand him un
less we regard him simultaneously as man of science and as so
~ialist fighter. "rhile he was of opinion that every science must 
be cultivated for its own sake and that when we undertake scien
tific research we should not trouble ourselves about the possible 
consequences, nevertheless, he held that the man of learning, if 
he .does not wish to degrade himself, must never cease to parti
cipate in public affairs-must not be content to shut himself up 
in his study or his laboratory, like a maggot in a cheese, without 
mixing in the life and. the social and political struggles of his con
temporaries. 

/~ P,_a~'!l!:C:/P!JJ}}.e _ (1~4?.~! 9Jl) : French Socialist leader; one of the founders of 
the }<'rench So~::i~li~t.J?:;;,rty.:.:.:.,Ed. 

ll These reminiscences were first published in German in tb-" Neue Zeit, 
1890-91, 1st pad, from which text the presetl.t translation was made.-Ed. 
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"Science must not be a selfish pleasure. Those who an~ so· 
lucky as to be able to devote themselves to scientific pursuits 
should be the first to put their knowledge at the s,ervice of man
kind." One of his favourite sayings was, "Work for the world." 

Though he deeply sympathized with the suffering of the work
ing class, what had led him to the communist standpoint was not 
any sentimental consideration, but the study of history and polit
ical economy. He maintained that ·every unprejudiced mind, unin
fluenced by private interests and not blinded by class prejudi
ces, must perforce come to the same conclusion. But if he 
studied the economic and political development of human society ' 
wilhout any preconceived notions, he wrote only with the definite 
inlentwn of spreading the resulls of his studies, and with the Hnn 
determination to provide a scientific foundation for the socialist 
movement, which down to his day had been lost in utopian mists. 
As far as public activity was concerned, he took part in this only 
in order to work on behalf of the triumph of the working class, 
whose historic mission it is to establish communism as soon as. 
it has attained to the political and economic leadership of society .. 
In like manner the mission of the bourgeoisie as soon as it rose to~; 
power was to break the feudal bonds which hampered the deveJ...: 
opment of agriculture and industry; to inaugurate free intercourse 
for commodities and human beings, and free contract between 
employers and workers; to centralize the means of production and 
exchange; and thus, wilhout being aware of it, to prepare the ma-
terial and intellectual clements of the future communist society. 

Marx did not restrict his activities to the -land of his birth. "I 
am a cilizen of the world," he would say, "and exercise my activ-· 
ity wherever I may be." In actual fact, he playred a prominent part 
in the revolulionary movcmellll:s that developed in the countries 
(France, Belgium, England) to which events and political perse
cutions drove him. 

But at my first visit, when I saw him in his study in Mait
land Park Road, he appeared before me, not as the indefatigable· 
and unequalled socialist agitator, h11t a~ tpe , ma11 . o(.Jearning. 
From all parts of the civilized world, party comrades flocked to 
that room in order to consult the master_ of sq9ialist. thought. It 
has since become historical. Anyone who wants to realize the in
timate aspects of Marx's intellectual life must. become acquainted 
with it. It was situated on the first floor, well lighted by a broad 
window overlooking the park. Along the walls, on both sides of 
the fireplace and opposite the window, were crowded bookcases, 
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on the .top of which packets of newspapers and manuscripts were 
piled up to the ceiling. Facing fhe fireplace, on one side of the 
window, stood two tables, likewise loaded with miscellaneous pa
pers, newspapers, and books. In the middle of the room, where the 

light was best, was a small and plain writing table, three feet by 
two, and a wooden armchair. Between this chair and one of the 
bookcases, facing the window, was a leather-covered sofa on which 
Marx would occasionally lie down to rest. On the mantelpiece were 
more books, interspersed with cigars, matches, tobacco jars, paper~ 
weights, and photogmphs of his daughters, his wife, Wilhelm Wolff 
and Frederick Engels. Marx was a heavy smok,er .. "Capital 
~iU not bring in enough money to pay for the cigars J smoked 
when l.was. writing it,'' he told me. But he was still more spend
thrift in ;his use of matc'hes. So often did he forget his pipe or 
his cigar that he had constantly to be relighting it, and would use 
up a box of matches in an incredibly short time. 

He would never allow anyone to arrange (really, to disar
range) his books and papers. The prevailing disorder was only 

·:l'"aP.parent. In actual fact, everything was in its proper place, and 
····without searching he could put his hand on any book or manu

script he wanted. Even when conversing, he would often stop to 
show a relevant passage or figure in the book itself. He was at 
one with his study, where the books and papers were as obedient 
to his will as were his own limbs. 

He took no account of externaL symmetry when arranging his 
book.s. Quarto and ,octavo volumes . and pamphlets were placed 
side by side; he arranged his books not according to size but 
according to contents. To him books were intellectual tools, not 
luxuries. "They are my slaves," he would say, "and must serve 
my will." He had scant respect for their format, their binding, the 
beauty of paper or printing; he would turn dowill the corners of 
the pages, underline passages, and cover the margins with pencil 
marks. He did not make notes in his books, but could not re
frain from a question mark or a note of exclamation when an 
author kicked over the traces. His systen;:t. oL underlillling_ enabled 
him."iQ,,.fJ~::O..n~:L.'Yitb,. gr~at e;:J.se any desired passage. He had the 
habit, at intervals of some yea~s, of re~reading his 'Ootebooks anti 
the marked passages in the books he had read, in order to refresh 

/ his memory-w}'tich was extraordina!·ily vigorous and accurate. 
From early youth he had trained it in accordance with Hegel's 
advice of memorizing verses in an unfamiliar tongue. 

I!~~til!e't.Ji~LB.~ a . .zl!!~,·~R.~J]I.~~kX. J:l:eart, and would often quote 

26* 
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the.m. in conversation. He read. tbe poets constantly, selecting 
them frpm all the Europea.n literatures. Year after year he 
wo1,1ld n~~d 1\.el;;chylus again in the origjnal (ireel~, regarcUng this 
a~thor anti Shakes.peare ;ts the two gteatest dramatic geniuses 
the world has ever ~no~n. He had. made an exhaustive study of 
Shakespeare, for whom: he had an unhounded admiration, and 
whose most insignificant characters even were familiar to him. 
T{lere was a veritable Shakespeare cult in the Marx family, and 
the three daughters knew much. of Shakespeare by heart. Shortly 
after 1848, when Marx wished to perfect his knowledge of English 
(which, he could already read well), he sought out and classified 
all of Shakespeare's characteristic expressions; an~ he did the same 
with some of the polemical writings of Wnliam Cobbet, for whom 
he had a great t:stecm. Dante and Burns were among his favour
d.c poets, and it was always a delight to him to hear his daughters 

' recite the satirical poems or sing the love songs o( the Scotch poet. 
Cuvler, an indefatigable worker and one of the great masters 

0f science, when director of the Paris Museum, had a number of 
workrooms installed for his personal use. Each of these rooms 
was devoted to a particular branch of study, and for this purpose 
was equipped with the necessary hooks, instruments, anatomicu l 
:1ccessories, etc. When wearied by some particular occupation, 
Cuvier would move on to the next room, finding .that a change of 
mental work was just as good as a rest. Marx was just as untir
ing a worker as Cnvier, but he had not, like him, the means for 
the provision of several workrooms. He rested himself by pacing 
up and down the room, so that between door and window the 
carpet had been worn threadbare along a track as sharply defined 
as a footpath through a meadow. Sometimes he would lie down 
on the sofa and read a novel; he often had two or three novels 
going at the same time, reading them by turns-for, like Darwin, 
he was a great novel-reader. He had a preference for eighteenth
century novels, and was especially fond of Fielding's Tom Jones. 
The modern novelists who pleased him best were Paul de Kock, 
Charles Lever, the elder Dumas and vValter Scott, whose Old 
Mortality he considered a masterpiece. He had a predilection for 
tales of adventure and humorous stories. The greatest masters of 
romance were for him Cervantes and Balzac. He considered Don 
Quixote the epic of the decay of chivalry, whose virtues in the 
newly rising bourgeois world became absurdities and follies. His 
admiration for Balzac was so profound that he had planned to 
write a criticism of La Comedic llumaine as soon as he should have 
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finished his economic studies. ~arx looked upon Balzac not 
merely as the historian of the society of his time, but as a pro
phetic creator of character types which still existt:;d only in em
bryo during the reign of Louis Philippe, and which on}y reached 
full development under Napoleon III, after Balzac's death. 

Marx couHI read all the leading European languages, and could 
wdt.e in three (Germ:;m, French and Englisb.) in a way that aroused 
the admiration of all who were well acquainted with these 
tongues; he was fond of saying, "A foreign language is a weapon ln 
the struggle of life." He had a great talent for languages, and 
this was inherited by his daughters. He was already fifty years 
old when he began to learn Russian. Although the dead and liv
ing languages already known to him had alo close etymological 
relation to Russian, he had made such progress in six months as 
to be able to enjoy reading in the original . the works of the Rus" 
sian poets and authors whom he especially prized: Pushkin, Gogol 
and Schedrin. His reason for learning Russian was that he might 
be able to read the reports of certain official investigations which 
the government had suppressed because the revelations they con
tained were so appalling. Some devoted friends had managed to 
procure . copies for Marx, who was certainly the only economist 
of Western Europe who had cognizance of them. 

Besides the reading of poetry and novels, Matx had recourse 
to another and very remarkable means of mental relaxation, viz .. 
mathematics, of which he was exceedingly fond. Algebra even gave 
him moral consolation; and he would take refuge in it during the 
most painful moments of a storm-tossed life. In the days of his 
wife's last illness, he found it impossible to go on in the wmai way 
with his scientific work, and his only escape from the thought of 
her sufferings was to immerse himself in mathematics. At this 
period of spiritual agony he wrote an essay upon infinitesimal cal
culus, which, according to the reports Gf mathematicians who 
know it, is of the first importance, and is to be published in his 
collected works. In higher mathematics he could trace the dialec
tical movement in its most logical and at the same time in its 
simplest form. According to his way oJ thinking, a science was 

only really developed when it had reached a point where it could 
make use of mathematics. 

Marx's library, comprising more. than a thousand volumes la
boriously collected in the course of a lifetime of research, was 
insufficient for his needs; and for many years he was a regular 
attendant at the British Museum Reading Room, whose catalogue 
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he greatly prized. Even his opponents are compelled to admit that 
he was a man of profound and wide erudition; and this not mere
ly in his own speciality of economics, but also in the history, 
philosophy and literature of all countries. 

Although he invariably went to bed very late, he was always 
afoot between eight and nine in the morning. Having drunk a 
cup of black coffee and read his newspapers, he would go to his 
study and work there till two or three next morning-breaking 
off only for meals, and, the weather permitting, for a walk on 
Hampstead Heath. In the ·course of the day he slept for an hour 
or lwo on t'he sofa. As a young man, he had had the habit of spend
ing whole nights at work. For Marx, work had become a pas
sion, and one so absorbing that it .was apt to malw him forget 
his meals. Not infrequently he had to be summoned again and 
again before he would come down to the dining room; and hardly 
had he finished Lhe last mouthful before he was on his way back 
to his desk. lie was a poor cater, and even suffered from lack of 
appetite, which he tried Lo combat by the stimulus of highly sea
soned food, such as ham, smoked fish, caviar and pickles. His 
slomach had Lo pay for the colossal activity of his brain, to which, 
indeed, all his body was sacrificed. Thinking was his supreme 
enjoyment. I have often heard him quote from Hegel, the master 
of the philosophy of his youthful days, the saying: "Even the crim
inal thought of a scoundrel is grander and more sub1ime than 
the wonders of the heavens." 

He must undoubtedly have had a very strong constitution, for 
otherwise he. could never have endured so -q,nusual a .way of liv
ing or such exhausting intellectual labours .. He was, in fact, very 
powerfully built. A man above the average height, he had broad 
shoulders and a deep chest, and his limbs were well proportioned 
on the whole, though his legs were rather too short for his body 
(as is often the case among members of the Jewish race). If he 
had practised gymnastics in his youth, he would have become an 
extremely powerful man. The only physical exercise he took regu
larly was walking. He could walk for hours, and even climb hills, 
talking and smoking the whole time, without showing a sign of 
fatigue. It may be said that he did his work while walking in his 
study. Only for short intervals would he sit down at his desk in 
order to commit to paper what he had thought out while pacing 
the floor. He was fond, too, of conversing while thus engaged in 
walking, only pausing in his walk from time to time, when the 
discussion. became lively or the conversation especially important. 
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For years it was my custom to join him in his evening strolls 
on Hampstead Heath, and it was during these walks through the 
fields that I acquired through him my education in economics. 
"Without noticing it himself, he developed in these talks with me 
the whole of the first volume of Capital, little. by little, as he was 
writing it at the time. As soon as I got home I would, to the best 
of my ability, jot down the substance of what I had heard, but 
at first I found it very difficult to follow Marx's profound and 
complicated thought-process. Unfortunately I lost these invaluable 
notes, for after the Commune my papers in Paris and Bordeaux 
were seized and burnt by the police. Especially do I regret the 
loss of tlie notes made one evening when Marx, with a character
istic abundance of proofs and reflections, had been expounding 

his brilliant theory of the development of human society. It was 
as if a veil had been lifted from my eyes. For the first time I clearly 
grasped the logic of universal history, and became able to refer 
to their material causes the phenomena of the evolution of society 
and ideas-phenomena which to outward appearance are so contra
dictory. I was dazzled by it, and this impression lasted for years. 
The theory had the same effect upon the Madrid socialists when 
I expounded it to the best of my poor abilities. It is the greatest 
of all Marx's theories, and unquestionably one of the greatest ever 
formulated by the human mind. 

Marx's brain was armed. with an. incredible number of facts 
from . history and natural science and philosophical theories, and 
he was amazingly skilled in making use of all this knowledge and 
observation which h,e had gathered during lengthy intellectual la
bour. At any time, and upon any conceivable topic, he could supply 
the most adequate answer anyone could possibly desire to any in
quiry, an answer always accompanied by philosophical reflections 
of 1general significance. His brain resembled a warship which lies 
in harbour under full steam, being ready at a moment's notice to 
set forth into any of the seas of thought. Indubitably, Capital dis
closes to us a mind remarkable for its energy and rich in knowl
edge. But for me, as for all who have known Marx well, neither 
Capital nor any of his other writings exhibit the full extent of his 
knowledge or the full grandeur of his genius. The man towered 
high above his writings. 

I worked with Marx. I was nothing more than the writer to 
whom he dictated, but this gave me the opportunity of observing 
how he thought and wrote. For him, work was at once easy and 
difficult. It was easy because, whatever the theme, the apposite 
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facts and reflections surged up in his mind in abundance at the 
flrst impulse; but this very abundance made the complete exposi
tion of his ideas laborious and difficult. 

Vico wrote: "Only for God, who knows all, is the thing a sub· 
stance; for man, who knows externals merely, it is nothing more 
than a surface." Marx grasped things after the manner of the God 
of Vico; he did not see the surface only, but penetrated· into the 
depths, examining all :the constituent parts . in their mutual inter" 
actions, isolating each of these parts and tracing the history of 
its development. Then he passed on from the thing to its environ. 
ment, watching the effect of each upon the' other. He went back 
to the origin of the object of study, considering the transforma
tions, the evolutions and revolutions through which it had passed, 
and tracing finaUy even the remotest of ill" effects. He never saw 
a thing as a thing by itself and for itself, not connected with its 
setting, but saw an extremely complicated world in constant motion. 
His aim was to expound all the life of this world, in its manifold 
and incessantly changing actions · and reactions. The writers of 
the school of Flaubert and De Goncourt complain of the difficulty 
of giving an accurate account of what we sec; and yet that which. 
they wish to describe is nothing more than the surface of which 
Vico spoke, nothing more than the impression they receive. Their 
literary task is child's play compared with that undertaken by 
Marx. He needed quite exceptional powers of thought to com
prehend the reality; and not less exceptional talent for exposition. 
if he was to make intelligible to others what he saw and wanted 
them to see. He was never content with what he wrote, altering 
it again and again, and he always felt that the presentation re
mained inadequate to the idea. One of Balzac's psychological 
studies, Le chef d'amvre inconnu [Tlle Unknown Masterpiece], which 
has been pitifully plagiarized by Zola, made a deep impression on 
him because it was in part a description of his own feelings. A tal
ented painter is so tortured by the urge to reproduce exactly the 
picture which has formed its·elf in his brain that he touches and 
retouches his canvas incessantly, to produce at last nothing more 
than a .shapeless mass of colours, which nevertheless to his prej
udiced eye seems a perfect reproduction of reality. 

Marx united both the qualities essential to a brilliant thinker. 
He was incomparable in his power of nissecting :m object into its 
constituent parts; and he was a master in the art of reconstituting 
this object, in all its details and in its various forms of develop
ment, and also in the art of discovering its inner connections. His 
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method of demonstration did not consist in playing with abstrac~ 

tions as he ihas been aocused of doing by economists who are in
capable of thinking; he did not employ the device ·of the geo
metricians who, after taking their definitions from the surround
ing world, go on to deduce conclusions in utter disregard of real
ity. w·c do not find in Capital a unique definition, or a unique 
formula; what we find is a series of highly subtle analyses which 
bring out the most fleeting nuances and the finest distinctions. 
He starts out by establishing the obvious fad that the wealth of 
societies in which the capitalist mode of production prevails con
sists of an enormous accumulation of commodities; commodities, 
concrete objects and not mathematical abstractions, are the ele
ments, or cells, out of which capitalist wealth is built up. Marx 
now takes finJ;l hold of the commodity, twists it in every direction, 
turns it inside out, and elicits its secrets from it one after another 
-secrets of which the official economists have never had an ink
ling, and which are none the less more numerous and more pro
found than the mysteries of the Catholic faith. Having studied the 
commodity from every angle, he goes on to consider its relation
ships to other commodities, as shown in exchange; then he passes 
to its production, and to the historical prerequisites of its produc
tion. He contemplates the forms of appearance of the commodity, 
and shows how it passes from one form into another, how one 
form necessarily gives rise to another. The logical sequence of 
development of the phenomena is displayed ·with such consummate 
art that we might imagine Marx to have invented it; and yet it 
issues from reality, and is a reproduction of the actual dialectic of 
the commodity. 

Marx always worked with extreme conscientiousness. He never 
g:ave facts or figures which he could not substantiate by the best 
authorities. In this matter he was not content with second-hand 
sou:rces, but went always to the fountain head, however much 
trouble it might entail. Even for the verification of some subsi
diary item he would pay a special visit to the British Museum. 
That is why his critics have never been able to convict him of 
inadvertence or to supply proof that any of his demonstrations 
were based on facts which could not stand severe examination. 
His habit of consulting original sources led him to read the least 
known authors, who were quoted only by him. Capital contains 
such a number of quotations from unknown writers that it 
might be supposed they were introduced to make a parade of 
learning. But Marx was moved by a very different impulse. He 
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said: "I mete out historical justice, and render to each man his 
due." He considered it his duty to n::une the author, however in
significant and obscure, who had first expressed a thought, or 
had expressed it more precisely than any one else. 

His literary conscience was no less strict than his scientific 
conscience. Not merely would he never rely on a fact about which 
he was not quite sure, but he would not speak on a topic at all 
unless he had made a thorough study of it. He would not publish 
anything until he had worked over it again and again, until what 
he had written obtained a satisfactory form. He could not bear the 

' thought of appearing before the public in incomplete form. It would 
have been most distressing to him to show one of his manuscripts 
before he had put the finishing touches to it. This feeling was 
so strong in him that he said to me one day he would rather burn 
his manuscripts than leave them behind unfinished. His melhod 
of work often involved him in tasks the magnitude of which is 
hardly to be conceived by the readers of his books. For instance, 
in order to write the twenty-odd pages of Capital dealing with 
English factory legislation he had worked through a whole library 
of blue-books containing the reports of special commissions of 
enquiry and of the English and Scotch factory inspectors. As the 
numerous pencil marks show, he read them from cover to cover. 
He regarded these reports as among the most important and signifi
cant of the documents available for the study of the capitalist 
mode of production; and he had so high an opinion of the men 
who had made them that he doubted whether it would he possible 
to find in any other E'uropean nation "men ~s competent, as un
biased, and as free from respect of persons as are the English 
factory inspectors." This remarkable tribute will be found in the 
Preface to the first volume of Capital. 

Marx drew an abundance of facts from these blue-books-
which many of the members of the House of Commons and the 
House of Lords. (among whom they were circulated) used only 
as targets in order to ascertain the power of their weapons by 
counting the number of pages the bullds would penetrate. Others 
sold them by weight as waste paper. That was the best use they 
could make of them, for it enabled Marx to get his copies cheap 
from a wastepaper dealer in Long Acre to whom he went occa
sionally to rummage among his waste books and papers. Accord
ing to Professor Beesly, Marx was the man who made the best 
use of these English official enquiries, and was indeed the man 
who had made them. known to the world. But Beesly did not know 
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that as long ago as 1845 Engels had taken many extracts from the 
British blue-books for his treatise on The Condition of the Work
.ing Class in England in 1844 .. 

2 

Those who would know the man's heart and love it, that 
heart which beat so warmly beneath the outer wrappings of the 
scholar, had to see Marx when his books and manuscripts had 
been thrust aside-in the bosom of his family, and on Sunday 
evenings in the circle of his. friends. At such times he was a 
most delightful companion, sparkling with wit and bubbling over 
with humour, one who enjoyed a hearty laugh. His dark eyes 
would twinkle merrily beneath. his bushy eyebrows when he lis
tened to some bright sally or apt rejoinder. 

He was a gentle, tender and considerate father. A favourite 
phrase of his was: "Children must educate their parents." His 
daughters loved him ardently, and in the relationship between 
him and them there was never a trace of paternal authority. He 
never ordered them about, being content to ask them to do him 
a favour, or to beg them not to do something which he would 
:rather they left undone. Yet seldom was a father's counsel more 
listened to than his. His daughters looked on him as their friend 
and behaved to him as to a playmate. They did not address him 
as "Father," but as "Moor"-a nickname which had been given 
him because of his dark complexion and his ebony locks and 
beard. On the other hand even before 1848, when he was not 
yet thirty, to his fel1ow members of the Communist League he 
was "Father Marx." 

He would spend hours playing with his children. They re
member to this day the sea-fights and burning of whole fleets of 
paper boats, which he made for them and which he would then 
-amid jubilation-set fire to in a large bucket of water; On Sun
days the girls would not allow him to work; he was theirs for the 

whole day. When the weather was fine, the whole family would 
go for a walk in the country, stopping at a wayside inn for a 
modest luncheon of bread and cheese with ginger beer. When the 
girls were still quite small, he would shorten the miles for them · 
by telling them stories without end, fantastic fairy tales invented 
as he went along and spun out to fit the length of the walk, so 
that his hearers forgot their fatigue. Marx had an incomparably 
:rich poetic imagination; his first literary efforts had been poems. 
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His wife treasured these youthful verses, but would not let anyone 
sec them. Marx's parents had intended their son to become a 
man of letters qr a university professor. In their view he degrad
ed himself by devoting himself to socialist agitation and by occu
pying himself with the study of politicaJ economy (a subject then 
little esteemed in Germany). 

Marx once promised his daughters that he would write them 
a play about the Gracchl. Unfortunately this scheme never rip
ened. It would have been interesting to see what "the knight of 
the class war," as he was called, would have made of the theme 
-a terrible and splendid episode in the class , struggles of the 
ancient world. This was but one of many plans that were never 
carried out. For instance, he intended to write a work on logic, 
and anolher on the history of philosophy, the latter !having been 
his favourite study in his youth. He would have needed to liv,e to 
a hundred to hav,o a chance of writing all the books he had planned, 
and of presenting to the world a portion of the wealth with which 
his mind was ,slored. 

Throughout his whole life, his wife was a companion in the 
truest, fullest sense of the word. They had known one anothe1· 
in childhood, and had grown up together. Marx was only seven
teen when they were betrothed. They had to wait nine years be· 
fore they m;uried, in 1843, but thenceforward they were never 
separated unlil Frau Marx died, not long before her husband. 
AHhough born and brought up in a noble German family, no one 
could have had a more lively sense of equality than she. For 
her, social differences and distinctions did not exist. In her house, 
at her table, workmen in their working clothes were welcomed 
with as much politeness ,and cordiality as dukes or princes would 
have been. Many workers from all lands enjoyed her hospitality, 

·and I am sure that none of those whom she received with such 
simple and unfeigned kindliness ever dreamed that their hostess 
was descended in the female line from 'the Dukes of Argyll, or 
tha.t her brother had been Minister of State to the king of Prus· 
sia. Nor were these things of any moment to her. She had left 
all that to follow her Karl; and she never regretted what she had 
done, not even in the days of their 'greatest want. 

She had a serene and cheerful temperament. Her letters to 
her friends, effortless outpourings of her facile pen, were the 
masterly productions of a lively and original mind. Her 
correspondents regarded the days on which these letters arrived 
as days of rejoicing. Johann Philipp Becker has published a 
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number of them. Heine, the ruthless satirist, dreaded Marx's 
nwckery, but he had a great admiration for the keen and sen
sitive intelligence of Frau Marx. 'When the pair stayed in Paris, 
he was a constant guest at their house. Marx: had so much re
spect for his wife's intelligence and critical sense that (as he told 
me in_ 1866) he submitted all his manuscripts to her, and greatly 
vaiued her judgment. She made the copy of his writings that was 
sent to press. 

Fxau Marx had many children. Three of them died quite young, 
during the phase of privation through which the family passed 
after the Revolution of 1848, when they were refugees ~n London 
living in two small rooms in Dean Street, Soho Square. I got to 
know only the three daughters of the family. 'When, in 1865, I 
was introduced to Marx, the youngest (now Mrs. Aveling) was a 
delightful child, rome like a boy than a girl. Marx was wont to 
say that his wife had made a blunder about the sex when she 
gave Eleanor to the world. The two other daughters formed the 
most channing and harmonious contrast that can be conceived. 
The elder (now Madame Longuet) was of a swarthy complexion 
like her father, with dark eyes and raven locks; the younger (now 
Madame Lafargue) took after her mother, having a fair skin, rosy 
cheeks, and a wealth of curly hair, with a golden sheen, as if it 
concealed the setting sun.. 

In addition to those already named, there was another im
portant m~mber of the Marx family, Fraulein Helene Demuth. Of 
peasant birth, she had become a servant wh:en quite young, almost 
a child, to Jflnny v~n Westphalen long before the latter married 
Karl Marx. VVben the marriage took place, Helene would not part 
from Frau Marx, but followed the fortunes of the Marx family with 
the most self-sacrificing devotion. She accompanied Marx and his 
wife in all their wanderings through Europe, and shared their various 
expulsions. The practical spirit of the household, she knew how to 
make the best of the most difficult situations. It was thanks to her 
orderliness, th1·ift and mother-wit that the family never had to endure 
the worst extremity of destitution. A mistr,ess of all domestic arts, she 
acted as cook and housemaid, she dressed the children and also cut 
out the chidren's clothes, stitching them with Frau Marx's help. 
She was simultaneously housekeeper and major-domo. The child
r.en loved her like a mother; and she, returning their love, wielded 
a moiher's influence over them. Both Marx and his wife regard
ed her as a dear friend. Marx played chess with her, and fre
quently got the worst of the encounter. Helene's love for the Marx 
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family was uncritical; everything they did was right, and could 
not be anything but good; anyone who criticized Marx had to 
reckon with her. All who were drawn into intimate relations with 
the family she took under her motherly protection; she had, sf' 
to say, adopted the whole family. Having survived Marx and his 
wife, she has now transferred her attentive care to Engels' house
hold. She had made Engels' acquaintance in youth, and was a.s 
fond of him as of the Marx family. · 

Besides, Engels was, so to say, also a member of the Marx 
family. The girls spoke of him as their second father. He was 
Marx's alter ego. In Germany for many years their names were 
invariably coupled together, and history will always record their 
names togethe1· in its pages. In our modern age, Marx and En
gels realized the ideal of friendship portrayed by the writers of 
classical antiquity. They had become acquainted in youth, had 
undergone a parallel development, had lived in the most intimate 
eummunity of thought and feeling, had participated in the same 
revolutionary agitation, and had worked side by side as long as 
!hey could remain together. Presumably they would have done 
so throughout life, had not circumstances forced them apart for 
twenty years. After lhe defeat of the Revolution of 1848, Engels 
had to go lo Manchester, while Marx was compelled to stay in 
London. None the less Lhcy continued to share their intellectual 
life hy means of nn exchange of letters. Almost daily they wrote 
lo one another ahout political and scientific happenings, and about the 
work on which they were engaged. As soon .as Engels could free 
himself from his work in Manchester, he hastened to set up house 
in London, only ten minutes' walk from his beloved Marx. From 
1870 Lill Marx's death in 1883, hardly a day passed on whicl1 they 
did not see one another, either at the one house or the other. 

Thew was always great rejoicing in the Marx household when 
Engels announced his intention of coming over from Manchester. 
The coming visit was a topic of conversation for days in advance 
and on the day of his arrival Marx was so impatient that he could 
not work. At length came the hour of reunion, and then the two 
friends would spend the whole night together, smoking and drinl{
ing, and talking of all that had happened since their last meeting. 

Marx valued Engels' opinion more than that of anyone else. 
Engels was the man he deemed capable of being his collaborator. 
In fact, Engels was for him a whole public. To convince Engels, 
to win Engels over to an idea, no labour seemed to Marx exces
sive. For instance, I have known him to re-read entire volumes in 
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search of facts required to change Engels' opmiOtn concerning 
some minor detail (I cannot now recall what it was) in the polit
ical and religious war of the Albigenses. To win Engels over to 
his point of view was a triumph for him. 

Marx was proud of Engels. He recounted to me with pleasure 
all his friend's moral and intellectual merits; and he made a 
special journey to Manchester in order to show Engels to me. 
He admired the remarkable versatility of Engels' scientific knowl
edge; and he was uneasy at the possibility of any accident that 
might befall him. "I am always terrified lest he should be thrown 
on one of his mad cross-country gallops," said Marx to me one day. 

Marx was as good a friend as he was a loving husband and 
father. His wife, his daughters, Helene Demuth and Frederick 
Engels were beings worthy of the love of such a man as himself. 

3 

Marx, who had begun as one of the leaders of the radical 
bourgeoisie, found himself forsaken by his associates when his 
opposition became too sharply defined, and treated as an enemy 
as soon as he became a socialist. A hue and cry was raised 
against him, he was vilified and calumniated, and then was driv
en out of Germany; ther·eafter a conspiracy of silence was orga
nized against him and his works. His Eighteenth Brumaire of 
Louis Bonaparte-which showed that of all the historians and 
men of politics of th.e year 1848 Marx was the only one who under
stood the true nature of the causes and effects of the coup d'etat 
of December 2, 1851, and the only one who elucidated ihem--was 
completely ignored. Not a single bourgeois journal made any men
tion of the work, despite its timeliness. The Poverty of Philosophy 
(an answer to Proudhon's The Philosophy of Pouaty) and A 
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy were likewise 
ignored. Only the foundation of the Internationsl \Vorking Men's 
Association and the publication of the· first volume of Capital 
broke this conspiracy of silence which had lasted some fifteen 
years. Marx could no longer be ignored; the International grew, 
and filled the world with the fame of its deeds. Although Marx: 
kept himself in the background and let others appear as the chief 
actors, the identity of the stage director was soon discovered. In 
Germany, the Social-Democratic Party was founded, and became a 
power which Bismarck courted before he attacked it. Schweitzer, 
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a follower of Lassalle, published a series of articles (Marx thought 
them worthy of note) which made Capital known to working

class readers. The Congress of the International adopted a reso
lution moved by Johann· Philipp Becker recommending the boo]( 
to international socialists as the bible of the working class. 

After the rising of March 18, 1871, which it was claimed was the 
handiwork of the International, and after the defeat of the Com
mune (which the General Council of the International defended 
against the onslaughts of the bourgeois press of all lands), the 
name of Marx became world famous. He was now universally 
recognized as the invincible theoretician of scientific Socialism, and 
as the organizer of the first international labour movement. Capi
tal was now the textbook of socialists in every country; all social
ist and lalJour journals popularized his theories; and during a 
great slrikc in New York extracts from this work were published 
in America as leaflets in order to inspire the workers to hold firm 
and to prove to them the justice of their demands. Capital was 
translated from the German into the other principal Euro
pean languages, viz., Hussian, French and English. Extracts from 
the book appeared in German, Italian, French; Spanish and Dutch. 
\Vhenever, in Europe or America, opponents have tried to refute 
Marx's theories, socialist economists have been able to ·find an 
dTeclivc answer. Today, in very truth, Capital is what the abov.e
mentioned congress of the International declared it to be, the bible 
of the working class. 

But Marx's active participation in the international" socialist 
movement left him too little time foe his seientific work; and 

further fatal blows were struck at this work by the death of his 
wife and that of his eldest daughter, Madame Longuet. · 

Marx and his wife were greally attached to each other. Her 
beauty had been his joy and his pride; her gentleness a1nd her 
devotion had made it· far easier for him to bear the misery in
separable from his troubled life as a revolutionary socialist. The 
sufferings which brought Frau Marx to the grave were destined 
also to shorten the life of her husband. During her long and pain
ful illness, Marx was worn out-mentally by distress, and physi
cally by sleeplessness and by lack of fresh air and exercise. These 
weve predisposing causes of the pneumonia he contraCted, which 
almost made an end of l1im. 

On December 2, 1881, Frau Marx died as she had lived, a 
communist and materialist. Death had no terrors for her. When 
she felt that it was close at hand, she said: ·"Karl, my strength 
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is hroken." These were her last articulate words. On December 5, 
she was buried in unconsecrated .ground in Highgate cemetery. 
In accordance with her lifelong sentiments and those of her hus
band, the funeral was kept as private as possible, and only a few 
intimate friends accompanied the body to its last resting place. At 
the graveside Frederick Engels spoke as follows: 

"My friends! The high-minded woman whom we are burying 
here was born at Salzwedel, in the year 1814. Soon afterwards 
her father, Baron von Westphalen, was tralllsferred to Treves as 
Councillor of State, and there became an intimate friend of the 
Marx family. The children grew up together. The two, so highly
gifted by nature, found one another. When Marx entered the uni
versity, they had already made up their minds to join their lives. 

"They were married in 1843, after the suppression of the first 
Rheinische Zeitung, which Marx had edited for a time. Ever 
since, Jenny Marx has not merely shared. the fortunes, the labours 
and the struggle of her husband, but has taken part in them with 
the fullest understanding and the most glowing enthusiasm. 

"The young couple went to Paris, for an exile which was at 
first voluntary, but only too soon became a real one. The Prus
sian government extended its persecution of Marx even there. 
\Vith regret I have to add that no less a man than Alexander 
von Humboldt lent himself to being active in the procurement of 
H~:e expulsion order against Marx. The family was driven to Brus
sels. Then came the February Revolution. During the ensuing! dis
turbances that also broke out in Brussels the Belgian goven:ment 
was not content wit~ arr,esting Marx, but thought fit, without 
rime or reason, to throw his wife into prison as well. 

"The revolutionary advance, begun in 1848, collapsed already 
in the following year. Further exile ensued, at first in Paris, and 
then, owing to a renewed interv·ention of the French government, 
in London. This time for Jenny Marx it was indeed exile with all 
its terrors. Nevertheless she bore up against the material difficul
ties, owing to which she saw her two boys and her baby girl sink 
into the grave. But it was a terrible blow to her that the govern
ment and the bourgeois opposition, from the vulgar-liberals to the 
democrat~, .made common cause in a great conspiracy against her 
husband; that they bespattered him :with the most mean, most detest
able calumnies; fhat· the whole press closed is columns against him, 
so that for the tin1e being he stood defenceless against the onslaught 
of foes whom he and his wife could not but despise. And this state 
of affairs lasted very long. 
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"But it did not last forever. The European proletariat once 
more secured conditions of existence in which a certain amount 
of independent mobility became possible. The International was 
founded. The class struggle of the workers spread from land to 
land, and Karl Marx, her husband, fought as the foremost of the 
foremost. Now began a period in which she received compensation 
for many of the grievous troubles of the past. She saw the. ealum·· 
nies which had been showered on Marx scattered like chatf before 
the wind; she saw his doctrines, which the reactionaries of all 
shades of opinion, from the feudalists to the democrats, had so 
much exerted themselves to suppress, being preached from the 
housetops in all civilized countries and in all literary languages. She 
saw the proletarian movement, which lo her was bone of her 
hone and flesh of her flesh, shaking lhe foundations of the old 
world, from Hussia to America, and pressing forward ever more 
certain of victory despile the most strenuous opposition. One of 
her last joys was to note the striking proof of inexhaustible energy 
recently given by our German workers in lhc last elections to the 
Heichstag. 

"What such a woman, with so keen and critical an under
standing, wilh so much political tact, so much energy and pas
sion, with so mueh devotion for her comrades-in-arms in the la
bour movement, has done during the last forty years has not 
become public knowledge, has not been recorded in the annals of the 
contemporary press. It is known only to those who have lived 
through it all. But this much I am sure of, that the wives of the 
refugees from lhc Commune will often thir~k of her, and that 
many of us will sadly miss her bold and clever advice-bold but 
never boastful, clever· but never dishonourable. 

"I need not speak of her personal qualities. Her friends know 
them, and will not forget them. If there was ever a woman whose 
supreme delight it was to make others happy, it was she." 

After his wife's death, Marx's life was nolhing more than a 
sequence of stoically endured physical and moral sufferings, 
which were intensified when a year later his eldest daughter, 
Madame Longuet, died suddenly. He was broken, and never recov
ered. The end came on_ March 14, 1883, in his sixty-fifth year, 
when he f~ll asleep, sitting at his work tabJe. 
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1" FIRST MEETING WITH MARX 

Our friendship-with Marx's two oldest daughters, one six 
and the other seven at that time~began a few days after I had 
arrived in London in lhe summer of 1850 from Switzerland, and, 
in fact, from one of the prisons of "Free Switzerland," having 
been shipped through France with a deportation ticket. I met the 
Marx family at a summer outing of the Kommunistische A.rbeiter
bildungsverein somewhere near London, I don't remember whether 
in Greenwich or Hampton Court "Peu Marx," whom I saw for 
the first time, immediately undertook a severe examination of me, 
looked me sharply jn the ,eyes and scrutinized my head fairly 
closely-an operation to which I was already accustomed from 
friend Gustav Struve, who, because he obstinately persisted in 
doubting my "moral backbone," especially liked to make me the 
victim of his phrenological studies. However, the examination 
passed off successfully; I withstood the look of the lion's head 
with the coal-black lion's mane; the examination turned into live
ly cheerful conversation. Soon we were in the midst of unrestrained 
merry-making-Marx one of the most unrestrained of all-and 
I at once became acquainted with Frau Marx, wifh Lenchen, the 
family's faithful help around the house ever since she was a girl, 
and with the children. 

From that day I was at home in Marx's house and I never 
missed a day with the family, which at that time lived in Dean 
Street: one of the streets off Oxford Street, while I took up my 

,t Wilhelm Liebknec.ht 11826-1900): One of the founders and leaders of the 
German Social-Democratic Party.-Ed. · 

~ We reprint here excerpts from his reminiscences of Marx, which were origi
nally published in Nuremberg in a separate edition in 1896. The titles of !.he 
excerpts here given follow the Russdan edition.-Ed. 
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quarters in nearhy Church Street. f am 1irmly convinced Uwt my 
intercourse with this family saved me from goinf( lmdcr in the 
wretched life l<~cl by us fugitives. 

2. I<"'RST CONVEilSATiON 

.'Vl_y lirs! more lcugthy conversation 'Wilh J\Jarx look ph1e<· th<~ 

day after our encounler at the above-mentioned country outing o[ 
llw Commllnisl \Vork!'rs' Educalioual Union. Then there had llal
urally been no opportunity for any detailed talk and Marx had in
vited me lo eom1~ the following day to U11: meeting place of the 
Union, al wltieh Engd.;, would prohah!y a'lso he present. I came a 

JiLL!e lJcforc Ll1e appointed liUJe; Marx was not yl't tlH'I'f', hut I 
found sev<·r:d old :tcqtt;titli:lllt:<~s and was in llw midst oi' :t liv(•ly 
conversation when Marx clapped me on the shoulder in very 
friendly gn·c!ing. Engels, he said, w:1s downstairs in llw "private 
parlour," wliere we would he more alone. I did not know what a 
"private parlour" was, nnd l h:1d an inkling that I was now lo 
L·1cc llH~ "big'' cxmnin:dion; however, I follO\ved him trustingly. 
Marx, vdw made lhc same sy1npaLiwti,~ impression on me as the 
day bdore, possessed the quality of inspiring confidence. lle tool.;: 
nw hy ll!e ann and. led me into the priYatc parlour, i.e,. the pri
vate room of the landlord--or wns il. a 1andhldy?----wllere Engels, 
who h:Hl already provided himself with a JWwter pot Jull {Jf dark 
hr<(lWil stoul, imlltediatdy received me wilh some nwrry jest. In 

a moment we had ordered some "slull'" to ('at :md drink from 
Amy (or "Emma" as she had he\~11 rcchristeiH~d in German hy the 
refugees, on account of the similarity of sonnd), the nimble wail" 
ress,-among us refugees the stomach question played an impor
tant role. In a moment the beer arrived and we sat down, I on 
one side of the table, Marx and Engels opposile me. vVith the mns
sive mahogany table, the .shining pewter mugs, the foaming stout, 
the prospect of a genuine English beefsteak and trimmings, the 
long clay pipes which begged to be smoked-it was all so comfort
able that I was vividly reminded of a picture in the English illust
rations to "Boz." But all the same it was an examination! But 
why shouldn't it turn out all right? The conversation cmnc more 
and more into swing. I soon noticed that n1y examiners had al
ready made inquiries about me. A rather big essay on the June 
Battle, which I had written in the summer of 1848 when the im
pression left by the tragedy that im.plied a turn in world •history 
was still fresh, had been read by Marx and Engels and had rlrawn 
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their attention to me, I had not had any personal contact with 
them before my meeting ·with Engels in Geneva the year befote. 
Of Marx, I knew only the articles in the Paris Julll'biicher and 
The Poverty of Philosophy; of Engels, The Condition of the Work
ing Class in England. I, who had beert a Communist since 1846, 
had been able to procure the Communist 11/anifesto only shortly 
before my meeting with Engels after the campaign for a Reich 
Constitution, although I had naturally heard of it before and knew 
the contents; the Neue Rheinische Zeitung I only very rarely got 
a sight of, for during the eleven months of its appearance I was 
either abroad or in prison or in the chaotic life of storm and stress 
led by the volunteers. 

Both of my examiners suspected me of. petty-bourgeois "de
mocracy" and of 'being a "South German sentimental dreamer," 
and many judgments which I pronounced on men and things met 
with very sharp criticism. . . . On the whole, the examination 
passed off not unfavourably and the conversation gradually as· 
sumed a wider scope. Soon \Ve were in the sphere of natural 
science, and Marx made fun of the victorious reaction in Europe, 
which imagined that it had stifled the revolution and did not suspect 
that natural science was preparing a new revolution. King Steam, 
who had revolutionized the world in the previous century, \Yas 
coming to the end of his reign, and another, incomparably 
greater, revolutionist would take his place, the electric spark. And 
then Marx related to me, full of 1lre and enthusiasm, that for 
the last few days a model of an electric machine which pulled a 
railway train has heen exhibited in Regent Street. "N9w the prob
lem has been solved-the consequences· are unpredictable. The 
economic revolution musl 'be followed by a political one, for the 
latter is only the expression of the former." :\1arx's conception 
of the world, and especially what later came to be termed the mate
rialist conception of history, was so clearly expressed in the manner 
in which he discussed this progress of science and mechanics that 
certain doubts which I had hitherto entertained melted away like 
snow in the sunshine of spring. That evening I never \vent home 
at all-we spoke and joked and drank until late the next morning, 
and the sun was already high in the heavens \Vhen I went to bed. 
But not for long; I could not sleep. My head was too full of 
everything that I bad heard. My thoughts, roving hither and 
lhither, drove me out again and I hurried to Regent Street in order 
to see the model, t11is nwdern Trojan horse, which bourgeois 
society in suicidal fascination had i,ntroduced with rejoicing into 
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their Ilion, as once the Trojan men and won1.en had done with theirs, 
and which would bring about their certain destruction. 

A dense crowd indicated the show window behind which the 
model was exhibited. I elbowed my way through and, true enough, 
there was the locomotive and the train--and both of them. were 
running merrily around. 

That was in the year 1850, at the beginning of July .... 

3. MAB.X AS TEACHER AND EDUCATOR OF REVOLUTIONISTS 

"Moor" (Marx), with his advantage of five or six years over 
us "young fellows," was conscious of the whole superiority of his 
ripened manhood, and took every opportunity of testing us, and 
especially me. \Vilh hi<> colossal reading and marvellous memory 
he could easily make il hot for us. How he rejoiced when he 
enticed a "fresher" into difficult waters and proved to him "in 
corpore vili" ["in his own base pcrson"J the miserable character 
o[ our universities and of academic education in general. 

But he educated ·also, in regular fashion. I can say of him in 
a double respect, in the wider and the narrower sense of the words, 
that lze was my teacilcl'. And one had to follow him in euCl'y 
sphere. I will say nothing of economics. In the Pope'1s1 \palace one 
docs not speak of the Pope. l will say somclhi.ng later about the 
lectures on economies in Lhe Communist League. Marx was at home 
in both modern and ancient languages. I was a philologist nnd 
it gave him :1 childish pleasure when he could put before me some 
difficult passage from Aristotle or Aeschylus .which 1 could not 
ilrmnedialcly undcrstnnd. How he ~=woldcd me one day because I 
did not know-Spanish! ln a moment he had pulled out Don 
-Quixote from a heap of hooks aw] proceeded at once to give me 
a lesson. From Diez' comparative grammar of the romance lan
guages I nlready lmew the basic features of the grammar and word 
construction and so ] got on quite well under Moor's excellent 
guidance and his careful assistance when I faltered or came to 
a standstill. And how patient he was in teaching, he who other
wise was so stormily impatient! Only the entrance of a visitor 
put an end to the lesson. Every day I was examined and had 
to translate from Don Qnixote or some other Spanish book--until 
my ability appeared sufficiently proven. 

Marx was an excellent linguist; true, more of the modern 
than of the ancient languages. He had the closest knowledge of 
Grimm's German grammar, and he was more familiar with the 
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German dictionary of the brothers Grimm-as much of it as had 
appeared--than I, the philologist, was. He wrote English and 
French like an Englishman or Frenchman, though it is true he 

was not quite up to par in speaking. His articles for the New York 
Tribune1 are in classical English, his Poverty of Philosophy, written 
in reply to P1·oudhon's Plzilosophy of Poverty, is in classical French 
-the French friend whom he got to read through the manuscript 
for the press found very little to correct. 

Since Marx knew the essence of language, and had busied 
himself with its origin, development and structure, he did not 

·find it hard to learn languages. In London, he also learned Rus
sian, and during the Crimean War he even had the intention of 
learning Arabic and Turkish, hut this idea was not carried out.. 
Like anyone who really desires to master a language, he laid 
chief stress on reading. One who has a good memory-and Marx 
had a rare memory which never let anything go-quickly acquires 
by much reading the vocabulary and phraseology of a language. 
Its. practical use is then easily learned. 

In 1850 and 1851, Marx gave a Course of Lectures on Econom
ics .. He decided on it reluctantly; it was only after he had given 
a few private lessons to a .small circle of friends that he a'llowed 
himself after all to he persuaded by us to give instruction to a 
larger circle. In this course, which was a great pleasure for all 
who had the good fortune to take part in it, Marx already com
pletely unfolded the basic features of his system as it is ;to be 
found in Capital. In a crowded hall of the Communist League, 
or the "Communist Workers' Educational Union," which was t-hen 
still situated in Great Windmill Street-in the same hall where two 
and a half years before the Communist Manifesto had been de-
cided on--Marx denionstrated his remarkable talent for popular
ization. Nobody hated vulgarization more than he did, 'that is to 
say, the falsification of science, depriving it of profundity and spi
rit. No one, however, possessed in a higher degree the capacity of 
expressing himself clearly. Clarity of speech is the fruit of clarity 
of thought; clear thinking necessarily results in a clear form of 
expression. 

Marx proceeded methodically. He stated a proposition, as 
briefly as possible, and then explained it in a rather long exposi
tion, taking the greatest care not to use any expression which 
would not be understood by the workers. Then he called for ques· 

' The New York Daily Tribune.-Ed. 
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tions. If none were put he began to question lhe audience and 
did this with such pedagogical skill that not a single gap or mis
understanding escaped his notice. I learned, on t~xpres:-;ing my 
admiration of his skill, that Marx had already delivered lectures 
on political economy in the Workers' Society at Brussels. In any C'ase 
he had the makings of an excellent teacher. In teaching he used 
to use a blackboard on which he would write out the formulre--
including those familiar to all of U6 from the beginning of Capital. 

It was a great pity lhnt lhe enurse only lasted half a year, 
or even less. Elements that Marx did not like filtered into the 
Communist League. After the flood of emigration had subsided, 
the League dwindl!•d and took on a rather sectarian character---the 
old followers of \Veil.ling and Cahet began lo come lo the fore again 
and Marx, for whom such a small sphere of activily was inadequate 
:md who had more important things to do than lo sweep nw:.~y old 
cohwehs, kept nway from the Communist J.,eague .... 

4. MARX'S STYLE 

Marx i.~ said lo have had JJo "slyle," or a very bad one. That 
is said by !hose who do not know whal style is---smooth·tongnt•d 
orators and phrasemongers who have not understood :Marx and 
are incapable of understanding him, incapable of following lhe 
flights or his intellect. to the highest peaks of science an!l pns.-,illll 
and to lhe profoundest depths of human suJfering aud hulllan 
depravity. H Bnn·on's phrase, "lhe sly1e is the man." holrls good 
of anyo111e, it holds good of Ma~·x--Marx's st{Jle is klorx himself. 
A man who was so thoroughly h'ulhfnl as he wns, who knew no 
other cult than that of truth, who unhesitatingly would jettison 
propositions. however laboriously arrived at and dearly cherished, 
as soon as he was convinced that they were incorrect, could not 
but show himself in his writings as he wa.s. lncnpable of hypoc
risy, incapable of pretence or pose, he always was himself in his 
writings as in his life. It is true that the style of a person of so 
many-sided. so comprehensive and varied a nature cannot be so 
uniform, unvaried or even monotone as in the case of persons of 
less composite, of less comprehensive nature. The Marx of Capital, 
the Marx of Tile 1?-'ighteenth Brumaire and the Marx of Herr Vogt 
are three diiTerent persons, and yet with all their diversity they 
are one and the .same Marx-in their trinity still a unity-the uni
ty of a great personality which expresses itseJf differenHy in dif
ferent spheres nnd yet always remains the same. To be sure, the 
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style of Capital is difficult-but can it be said that the subject 
dealt with is easy? The style is not merely the man, it is also the 
matter, it must adapt itself to the matter. There is no royal road 
to science, each must laboriously strug,gl,e and climb even if he 
has the best of guides. To complain of difficult, abstruse or even 
ponderous style in Capital is merely to ackno\vledge one's own 
mentru1 laziness or incapacity to think. 

Is The Eighteenth Brumaire incomprehensible? Is the arrow 
incomprehensible which fljes straight to its goal and buries itself 
in the flesh? Is the spear incomprehensible which, flung with a 
sure hand, strikes the enemy right in the heart? The words of 
The Eighteenth Bnzmaire are arrows, are spears-it is a style 
which brands and kills. If hatred, if contempt, if glowing love of 
freedom have ever been expressed in burning, destroying, elevat
ing words it is in The Eighteenth Brunwire, 'vhich combines the 
indignation and severity of a Tacitus with the deadly satire of a 
Juvenal and the holy wrath of a Dante. The style is here what 
it originally was in the hands of the Romans, a stilus, a sharp 
steel implement for writing and for stabbing. The style is a dag
ger employed for striking with certainty to the heart. 

And in Herr l'ogt-the sparkling humour-the joy, reminisceJit 
of Shakespeare, at having discovered a Falstaff and in hi~ an 
inexhaustible mine for furnishing an arsenal of mockery! 

However, I \Yill not speak further here of Marx·s style. Marx's 
style is indeed Marx. He has been reproached with having at
tempted to compress the greatest possible content in the smallest 
possible space, but• that is precisely ,Mm·x. 

Marx attached extraordinary value to pure, correct expression 
and had picked Goethe, Lessing, Shakespeare, Dante and Cervantes, 
whom he read almost every day, as the greatest masters. He 
showed the most painstaking conscientiousness in regard to purity 
and correctness of speech. I remember how once, · during my 
early days in London, he gave me a lecture because I had said in 

one of my writings: "die stattgehabte I' CI'sammlzmg."1 I pleaded 
current ustage in excuse, which only drew Marx's wrath: "Those 
mis,erable German Gymnasien," he burst forth, "where you don"t 
learn any German, those miserable Gernmn universities,'" etc. I 
defended myself as best I could, quoting even examples from das
sics, however--I never again spoke of a «stattgelwbte'' or "stattge
fundene" event and dissuaded many from this habit. 

1 "The meeting ·which took place"; according to correct German, he should 
lwve used a relatiYe clause insleacl of the past participle.-Ed. 
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Marx was a severe purist...,-he often searched long and labori
ously for the correct ex11res~.ion. He haLed superfluous foreign 
words and if, nevertheless·, he frequently used foreign words him
self-where the subject did, not require it-his long stay abroad, 
especially in Engl'-uld, ·must be borne in mind; also-and this is 
highly cssential--th~ kinship between German and English, which 
easily leads to confusion. Thus, for instance, in Capital (German 
cd.) Marx speaks of "zusammengehudelten" people, having in 
mind the English "huddled together," which has nothing in com
mon with our "hudeln" except in etymology and means "thrown 
together" higgledy-piggledy. But what an infinite wealth of ori
ginal, genuine German word forrnations and word constructions 

we find in Marx who, in spite of the fact that two-thirds of his 
life was spcul abroad, performed great service for our German • 
language, alHl belongs to its most eminent masters and creators .... 

Marx's attitude as a leoclzcr toward us "young fellows," also 
expressed itself in another way. He demanded .muclt. As soon 
as he discovered a gap in our knowledge, he insisted strongly 
that it be filled, suggesting the necessary measures for that purpose. 
If one was alone with him, one weul through a regular examina
tion. And his examinations were no joke. Marx was not to be 
deceived inlo taking a sheep for a goat. And. if h.e noticed that it 
all bore no fruit, then his friendship also· came to an end. It was 
an lzonour for us to he "sclwolmaslercd" by him. I was never with 
him without learning; and it was thanks to Marx and his family 
that I did not go to the dogs in this bard struggle for existence, 
for bare physical life, or, rather, against starving to death, since in 
London people led a life of starvation for years-it was thanks to 
them that I did not succumb in this desparate contest for a piece 
of bread or a few potatoes. 

At that time it was only a tiny minority in the working class 
that had risen to socialism; and among the Socialists themselves 
those who were Socialists in the scientific sense of Marx-in the 
sense of the Communist Manifesto-were only a minority. The 
mass of the workers, in so far as they had at all awakened to 
political life, floundered in the fog of sentimental democratic wishes 
and phrases, such as characterized the movement of 4:8 and its 
prelude and afterpiece. To Marx the applause of the multitude, 
popularity, was proof that one was on the wrong path, and his fa
vourite quotation was the proud verse of Dante: 

"Segui il tuo cor so, e lascia dir le genti." 
["Follow your own course, and let people talk."] 
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How often he quoted this ,verse. to us, which also comes at 
'the conclusion of the Preface to Capita,i . ... 

If he hated populaTity, he felt ,a hply wrath against popularity· 
seeking. Honey-tongued speakers wer~ . .;:tn abomination to him 

and woe to those who indul,ged in phrasemongering. Then he was 
inexorable. "Phraseur" ("phrasemonger"] was i:n.Jiis mouth the most 
severe reproach possible, and once he had someone down as a 
phraseur he was through with him. Logical thinking and clear 
expression of our thoughts was what he instilled into us "young 
fellows" on every occasion, and he compelled us to study. 

At about that time the magnificent Reading Room of the Brit
ish Museum, with its inexhaustible book treasures, was com
pleted, and to this place, where he used to spend every day, Marx 
would drive us. Learn! Learn! That was the categorical imperative 
which he often enough shouted at us, and which was also evident 
from his example, and indeed from the mere sight of this ever 
powerfuHy working· intellect. 

While other refugees made plans for the overthrow of the 
world and day by day and evening after evening intoxicated 
themselves with the hashish draught of thinking that "tomorrow 
it will begin," we, the "incendiaries," the "bandits," the "scum 
of lmmanity,"1 sat in the British Museum and endeavoured to 
educate ourselves and to prepare arms and ammunition for the 
future struggles. 

Frequently we had nothing to eat, but that did not prevt~nt 

us from going to the Museum-there at any rate we had com
fortable chairs to siJ: on and pleasant warmth in winter-which 
was lackillig at home, if we had anything that could be called a 
home. 

Marx was a stern teacher; he not only forced us to learn but 
he also satisfied himself as to whether we had learned .... 

As a teacher, Marx had the rare quality of being strict with
out being discouraging. 

And Marx had still another excellent quality as a teacher; 
he compelled us to exercise self-crilicism and did not tolerate that 
one should rest satisfied with what had been achieved .. With the 
whip of his mockery he cruelly lashed the easy-going flesh of con
templative speculation .... 

~ Such were the expressions us·ed by Karl Vogt, an agent of Napoleon UI. 
iin describing Marx and adherents of Marxism.-Ed. · 
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5 .. MAH.X AS POLITJCIA.N, SCIENTIST AND MAN 

For Marx politics was a study. Empty political talk and talk
ers he hated like poison. And in Ltcl, can one imagine anything 
mon' stupid? History is the product of all the forces acting in 
mankind and in nature, Llw produet ul' lnnuan thought, of hnman 
passions, of human needs. Politics however is, theouticully, the 
knowledge of these millions and hiJli.ons of factors working at the 
"loom of lime," and, pmclicolly, the uction determined by this 
knowledge. Polities is therefore a science and an applied science at that. 

How furious Marx could become when he spoke of Lhc empty
heads who sdlle maHers with a few stereotyped phrases and who, 
taking thci r mon~ or Jess eon fust~d desires and no lions for fads, 
dcelllt: the falc of the worl(l at lhc cafe table, in newspapers, or 
publie mectiugs and parliamculs! It is fortunate lhat the world 
docs not take any notice of them. The "mnpty-lwads" included at 
lime.~ milch famed "celebrities." 

In Lhis matter Marx not only criticized hut himself s·ervcd as 
a model. Especially in his writings on recent developments in 
France. m\d 011 lhe COIIJI cl'aut or Napoleon, and in his letkr~ to 

the New York Tribune, he has provided elassieal examples or !he 
writing of political history. 

Here is a comparison which forees itself upon me. The coup 
d'Ctnt ol' Bollap:trlc, which Marx clcalt with in hi.~ Eiulzlenlill 
Bntmoirc, was also mad\' llH' suhjed ol" a f:nnons piece of wril.ing 
by Victor 11!lf!O, Lbc greatest of the FrPneh romantics and artists 
in phraseology. Wlmt a contrast hetween these two works and 
these two me11! On the one hand, the monstrous phrase and the 
monstpr of phrases; on the other hand, the facts, methodically 
arranged-the cool deliberate man of science and the angry man of 
polities, rangry hut never disturbed in his judgment by his anger. 

On the orvc hand, !leel.ing, shimmering foam, outbreaks of pathetic 
rhetoric, ·grotesque caricatures; on the other hand, every word 
a well-aimed arrow, every sentence a stunning impeachment, 
bristling with facts, the naked truth convincing by its very naked
ness-no indignation, hut the establishment· and branding of 
what is. Victor Hugo"s Napoleon le Petit passed rapidly through 
ten editions and is today forgotten. And Marx's Eiglzteentlt Bm
nwire will still be read with admiration thousands of years heneP. 
Vietor Hugo's Napoleon lc Petit was a lampoon; Marx's Eight-
eentli Brumaire is a work of history which for the future historian 
of civilization-and the future will know no other world history 
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than the history of civilization-will be as indispensable as Thu
cydides' history of the P·eloponnesian \Var is for us. 

As I have already explained on another occasion, only in 
England could Marx become what he did become. In an econom
ically so undeveloped a country as Germany was until the mid
dle of this century, Marx could not have arrived at his critique 
of bourgeois economy and at a knowledge of capitalist produc
tion any more than this economic:c~lly undeveloped Germany could 
have had the political institutions of economicaily developed Eng

land. Marx was as much dependent on his environment and the con-
ditions in which he lived as any other human being, and without this 

environnient and without these conditions he 'vould not have become 
what he is. No one has proved that better than he ha.s himself. 

To observe such a mind while conditj.on:s operate upon it and 
while it penetrates deeper and deeper into nature and society
that in itself is a great intellectual enjoyment, and I can never 
congratulate myself ihdghly enough on the 1good fortune which led 
me as an inexperienced young fellow, thirsting for knowledge, to 
Marx and brought me under his influence and schooling. 

And in view of the many-sidedness, indeed one could say all
sidedness of this universal mind~that is, a mind embracing the 
universe, penetrating into all essential particulars, despising noth
ing as unessential and insignificant--this schooling was neces
sarily also a many-sided one. 

•Marx was one of the first to grasp the signifkance of Darwin's 
investigations. Already prior to 1859, the year of the publication 
of the Origin of the· Species-by a remarkable coincidenee also of 
Marx's Critique of Political Economu-Marx had recognized the 
epoch-making significance of Darwin who, far removed from the 
noise and bustle of the big city, was preparing on his peaceful country 
estate a revolution similar to the one Marx himself was preparing in 
the stormswept centre of the world-only that the lever was applied 
at another point. 

Particularly in the sphere of natural science-including phys
ics and chemistry-and of history, Marx f·ollowed every new phe
nomenon, noted every progress; and Moleschott, Liebig, Huxley-
whose "popular lectures" we conscientiously attended-were 
names as often occurring in our circle as Ricardo, Adam Smith, 
MacCulloch and the Scottish and Italian political economists. And 
wlwn Dnrwin drew the conclusions of his investigations and made 
them public, we talked for months of nothing else hut Dar\v!n flnd 
the revolutionizing power of his scientific achievements. 
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1 lay stress on this because certain "radical" enemies have 
spread the story that Marx out of jealousy recognized . the merits 
of Darwin only very reluctantly and to a very limited extent. 

Marx was the 'biggest-hearted and most just of men, where 
it was a question of appreciating the merits of others. He was too 
big for envy and jealousy as he was for vanity. But for false great
ness and artificial renown, rife with incapacity and meanness, he 
had a deadly hatred-as for everything false and falsified. 

Marx was one of the few men among the big, little and medi
ocre personalities known to me who was not vain. He was too 
big for Lhal, and too strong--and perhaps also too proud. He nev
er posed and was always himself. He was as incapable as any 
child of wearing a mask or disguising himself. Except where it 
was necessary for social or political reasons, he expressed his 
thoughts and feelings in full and wilhout reservations, and they 
were to be seen in his face. And if it was necessary to keep any-· 
thing back, he exhibited what I might almost call a childish awk
wardness which often 'amused his fricmds. 

There never was a more truthful person than Marx-he was 
the very embodiment of lrulh. One glance at him showed one al 

once where one stood. In our "civilized" society with ils permanent 
state of war one cannot of course always tell the truth-that 
would mean to deliver oneself into the hands of the enemy or 
to become a so(;inl oul law----hut if one often cannot tell th~ trul:h 
one need nol for that n'ason LeU an untruth. I cannot always say 
in words what 1 am feeling and thinking, but. lhat does not m~an 
that 1 musl or should say whal I do not feel 'ami think. The om~ 
is wisdom, the other is hypocrisy. And Marx was never hypocrit
ical. He was simply incapable of it-exactly like an unspoiled 
child. Indeed, his wife often called him "my big child." And no 
one has understood him and known him better than she-not 
even Engels. H is a fad that when he happened to be in "so
ciety"-in quotation marks-where great attention was paid to ex
ternals and one had to exercise restraint, our "Moor" was in fact 
a big child and he could become embarrassed and red like a little child. 

Persons who acted were an abomination to him. I still remem
ber how he laughingly related to us his first encounter with Louis 
Blanc. It happened when he was still in Dean Street, in the little 
apartment which really consisted of only two rooms, the front 
room, the parlour, serving as a room for visitors, and for work, 
while the rear one served for everything else. Louis Blanc had 
announced himself to Lenchen, who led him into the front room 
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while Marx hastily dressed in the other; the connecting door, how
ever, was ajar and through the crack a farcical play was to be 
seen. The great historian and politician was a very little man, 
hardly taller than an eight-year-old boy, but nevertheless terribly 
vain. After a glance around in the proletarian drawing room, he 
discovered in one corner the extremely primitive mirror, before 
which· he immediately took up his position. He threw himself 
into an attitude, drawing up his dwarfish stature to the fullest 
possible extent-he wore shoes with the highest he€ls I have ever 
seen-and, regarding himself self-complacently, :Pegan to posture 
Iilie a March hare in love and to rehearse as imposing an attitude 
as possible. Frau Marx, who was also a witness to the comic 
.scene, could hardly keep from bursting out laughing. Vlhen his 
toilet was finished, Marx announced his arrival with a powerful 
cough, so that this fop of a people's tribune could take a step 
back from the mirror and meet the incomer with a stylish bow. 
Certainly with Marx nothing was lo be gained by posing and 
acting. And so "small Louis"-as he was called try the Paris 
workers, to distinguish him from Louis Bonaparte---was soon be· 
having as naturally as he could .... 

To see that most people are actors requires no Jong study in 
physiognomy. One needs merely to examine their photographs .... 

I know of no bad photograph of Marx. They all portrav him 
naturally because he always behaved naturally. Of conrse. the 
photographs nre not an of the same value. The features tha!: char~ 
acterize Marx the man are not always equally pronounced. Phys· 
ical or mental discbmfort or indisposition, or the predominance 
of some particular thought or emotion may introduce alien traits 
into one's facial expression. vVhile all pictures of Marx are good, 
the best, in my judgment, is the one published in this volume----an 
excellent reproduction. 

6. MARX AT WORK 

"Genius is an infinite capacity for taking pains," as someone 
has said, and while this is perhaps not quite correct it is certainly 
so .at least to a very great extent. 

There is no genius without extraordinary capacity for work 
and extraordinary performance of work. The so-called genius 
who knows nothing of either is only an irridescent soap bubble 
or a bill of exchange drawn on castles in the air. But where 
above-average capacity for work and performance of work ls to 
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be found, tlu;re we have genius. J have met many who wet·e 
considered, by themselves and sometimes also by others, to he 
geniuses, but who had no capacity for work..,-thcy were rnere 
dawdlers with the gift of the gah and much talent for self-adyer
tisement. All lhe really eminent men I have known were extreme
ly diligent and worked very hard. This holds good of Marx to 
the fullest extent. He worked like a Trojm1, and since he was 
often prevented from wor·king during I he day--especially during 
his first period as a refugee---he had recourse to working at 
night. \Vhen we came hon<e late in the evening from a session 
or meeting, he n~gularly sat down to work for a few hours. Bu1 
llw f1:w hour.'> kng1htoTJed more :mel more, and in tlw end he 
•,vnrkcd almost Ill(' who!<- nigh! through aud slept in the moru
iHg. lli" wife ~criously rcnwnslr;tl!~d, hut he declared laughingly 
!hal his eonstil.nlion TI'(IUired i!. l mysdf had heen accustomed 
~·vcn al the !Jlfllltwsiwn Lo do Lhe more difiicult work late in the 
tYening or durillg tltc uighl, "vlwn my mind was ke('Uest, and there
lure ! did 11ol regard llw matter in the same light as Frau Marx.· 
nu: :;lw wa.\ riglil. In spilc o[ his llllllSltnlly powerful eonstilu
!ioll,, M:u·x ;;I !lw Plld or the 'iiflics ;llre:tdy began Lo complain of 
:dl SDl'i', or di:,turh:\ll('('S in his bodily functions. A doetor harl 
lo lw consulted. The result w:1s a categorical ban on night work; 
,;h() Jlli!Cll pilysi\':ll ;·xcrei.'>c, w;llks and rides were prescribed. At 
i.h:il linl\' I us;·d to w ilk a good d('al wilh M:trx in the ndghhnur· 
ilood ol· L<nldon. ('.'!H'<:i:lll~· on !he llilh lo !he north. ITP I'!'COY

i'it'd Vi'! 1 qiiiddy, for in fact h(' had a constitution I hat was 
('xedlcnlly !it for great ex('r!io11. How<:ver, hardly did he feel 
himscU well ngain hcfon: he gr.:!dually slipped once more into 
!IH· hahil of working al night, until another crisis took place, forc
ing him lo adopt a more reasonable mode of life-but always 
only .so long fl.~ lhat \vas dictnl.ed h~r JwcessiJy. The crises became 
more vio!Pnl --:1 livi•r c.ompbint rlevdoped and n1alignant ulcers 
maclc !heir appearance. Gradually his iron constitution was un
dermined. I am convinced, nnd this was also lhe verdict of the 
doctors who treated him at the end, that if Marx could have made 
up his mind to lead a natural _.ife, that is, one corresponding 
to the requirements of his body, or, we may say, in accordance 
with the rules of hy::;iene, he would still be living today. Only in 
his last years--when it was already too late-did he refrain from 
working at 11ight, and then he worked so much the more during 
lhe day. He worked whenever it was at all possible. Even when 
1w went for a walk he had his notebook with him and made 
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entries every moment. And his work \vas never superHciaL There 
is work and work. He always worked intensively, thoroughly. His 
claughter Eleanor gave me a history table which he had drawn 
up for himself to be used in connection with some note of minor 
importance. Certainly to Marx nothing was of minor importance, and 
this table for his own immediate practical use was drawn up with 
as much diligence and ·care as if it were intended for publication. 

Marx worked with an endurance which often filled me with 
astonishment. He did not know what fatigue was. He had to col
lapse, and even then he did not betray any signs of exhaustion. 

If the value of a man is to ·be reckoned by the work he per
forms-as the value of things is by the amount of labour embod
ied in them-then, even from this standpoint, Marx is of so high 
a value that only a few among the giants of the intellect can be 
put on an even plane with him. 

And what has bourgeois society given hhn in remuneration of 
this enormous total of work? On Capital he worked for forty 
years-and hmv he worked! He worked as_ only a Marx could 
work. And I do not exaggerate when I say that the worst paid 
day labourer in Germany has received more in wages during 
the forty years than Marx received a.s "honorariuin"-literally, a 
payment of honour-for one of the two greatest scientific crea
tions of this century, the other being the works of Darwin. 

Science has no market value. And could one really expect 
hour1geois society to pay a respectable price for drawing up its 
own death warrant? 

7. MARX AND CHILDREN 

Marx, like all persons of a strong and healthy nature. was 
extraordinarily fond of children. He was not merely the most 
tender of fathers, who could be a child vvi:th his ohildren for 
hours together; he also felt himself magnetically drawn to strange 
children he came across, especially suoh as were poor and help· 
less. Hundreds of times, when wandering through poverty-stricken 
districts, he would suddenly tear himself away from us i.n 
order to stroke the hair and press a penny or halfpenny into the 
little hand of some child sitting in rags at a doorway. He was 
suspicious of rbeggars, for in London begging has become a regu
lar trade-and indeed one lined with gold, although its income 
is only in copper. Accordingly he did not allow himself lo he~ 

humbugged for long hy mendicants, men or vv'omen, to ,:.,tlwm in 
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the beginning he never used to refuse a gift---as long as he had 
something to give. He was even furious with those who had 
levied toll on him by their artful exhibition of some make-believe 
disease and poverty, because he regarded lhe exploitation of lw-
man sympathy as particularly mean and as robbing the poor. Bul 
if a beggar approached Marx with a whimpering child he was 
irretrievably lost, were rascality depicted ever so plainly on the 
beggar's face. He could never resist lhe beseeching eyes of n_ child. 

Bodily weakness and helplessness always aroused his- sympathy. 
A man who beat his wife-and wife-beating was then very 
much the fashion in London-he would gladly have had .flogged 
to lhe point of death. Owing to his impulsive nature, on such 
occasions he not infrequently got both himself and us into 
trouble. One evening I was riding with him on u1.e lop of an omni
bus, towards Hampstead Boad when in front of a gin palace at a 
halting plaee we noLiced a crowd out of which came the piercing 
sound of a woman's voice shrieking: "Murder! Murder!" Quick 

as lightning, Marx sprang down and I after him. I wanted lo 
hold him back-I might as wen have tried to stop a bullet with 
my bare hand. In a moment we were in the midst of the throng; 
and !.he wave of human beings dosed behind us. "What is the 
maller?" What the maller was became appar~nt soon Pnough. A 
drunken woman had had a quarrel with her husband, the latter 

wanted to geL her home, she resisted and raised an outcry like one 
possessed. So far, so good. There was no reason for our interven
tion---that we saw. But thai the quarrelling pair also saw. They 
immediately made peace and turned on us, while the crowd round 
about us drew closer and closer and took up a threatening atti
tude against "llwsc damned foreigners." The woman especially 
made a furious onslaught o11 Marx, ~li-ming at his magnificent glossy 
black heard. I tried to calm the storm---in vain. And if two sturdy 
constables had not opportunely appeared on the scene of baltic we 
would have had to pay dear for our philanthropic attempt at inter
vention. We were glad to come out of it with a whole skin and to 
be seated once more on an omnibus taking us home. Thereafter Marx 
was somewhat more cautious in such attempts at intervention. 

One had to see Marx with his children in order to get a com· 
plete idea of the emotional depth and the childlike nature of this 
hero of science. In his minutes of leisure or on walks, he lugged 
them about, played the maddest, merriest games with them-in 
brief, was a child among children. On Hampstead Heath we some
times played "cavalry.'' I would take one of the little daughters on 
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uenevolenl relative, the "uncle'1 with the three brass halls. And 
always she was cheerful, smiling, ready to help. Yet she could 
also he angry, and "MGor's" enemies she hated with a fierce hatred. 

1f Frau .Marx was not well, Lenchen acted as mother-and 
also on other occasions she was a second mother to the children. 
She had a will of her own too--a strong, firm will. ·\Vhatever 
she de<mwd necessary wns' done. 

Lcnchcn f'xcrcised, as I have said, a sort of dietalorship--··lo 
formulate the relationship precisely, I might say: Lcnchen was 
I he dictator in the house, Frau Marx the ruler. And Marx suh
mitiPd like a lamb. to lhi~ dictatorship. It has been said that no 
one is a gn~at m:in in tb1c eyes of his valet. Marx was eerlainly 
1101 one in Lc11ehcn's eyes. She would have sacrificed herself for 
him, sh!~ would have given lwr life for him and Frau Marx all(l 
any of the children a hundred limes over. if it had hecu neces
sary or pos~ihk-she did indeecl ,give het· life--but Marx could 
nol impress her. She km•w him with all his moods and weakness
<'s and slw twisted him round her little finger. However irritable 
his mood, however much lw stormed and raged so that everyone 

else w:1s oHiy !oo glad lo steer clc•nr of him, Lenchen boldly beard
ed lhe lion in his den, and if he growled she rend him such a 
l\·clure thai the linn lwcmne :1s tame as a lamb. 

\J. WALKS WITH MABX 

Our I rip-; lo ll,;nnp.~IPad I h·:ll'h! \V;•n· I lo live to he a thou
sand, I would n<'VlT forge•! them. Hampstead "Heath" lies hcyond 
Primrose llill and, likP it, is well know11 16 the world outside 
London through Dickens' Pickwick Poprrs. His today still very largely 
lwalih, thai is lo say, hilly eountry, uot built upon, with prickly 

gorse hushes and clumps of trees. It has minia lure mountains 
and valley.~ where evPryonc om roam and sport at will without 
fcnr of lre.~p:lssing, i.e., of entering without authorization upon 
private property, of heing slopped by some guardian of the holy 
property and made lD pay a fine. Hampstead Heath is still :1 fa
vourite place for lhe Londoners' excursions, and on a Hne Sunday 
it is black with men's :md gay with wmnen's apparel. The ladies 
1·:1kf' snpri:1l il>'lio'lll· in m1ltin£t lhe nalience of the. in anv case 

.l - ,_; .l. v .L ' "{ 

very 'patient, donkc:vs and hack horses to the tesL Forty years 
ago, Hampstead Healh was very much larger and more natural, 
morf' primordial than it is today. A Sunday on Hampstead Heath 
w:1s one of our greatest pleasures. The children would talk of it 
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the whole week beforehand and we grown-np.s, old and young, 
would also eagerly look forward to it. The very journey there was 
a festival. The girls were excellent walkers, lissom and untiring as 
cats. From Dean Street where the Marxes lived-a few doors 
away from Church Street v.ilere I had made my anchorage-it 
was a good hour and a quarter, and as a rule we started out by 
eleven o'clock in the morning. True, we often started later, for 
early rising is not the custom in London and it always took some 
time before everything was ~·eady, the children looked after and 
the basket properly packed. 

That basket! It stands, or rather ,hangs, before my mind's eye 
as really, as vividly, as alluringly, as appetizingly as if I had seen 
it on Lenchen's arm only yesterday. 

For the: basket was our ,provision store, and when one has I! 

strong and heaHhy stomach and very often not the necessary 
small change in one's pocket (big money was at that time entire
ly out of the question), the food problem plays a very outstand
ing role. And our good Lenchen, who kept a .sympathetic heart 
in he:r breast for us starving and therefore ever-hungry guests, 
knew :!his very well. A mighty roast of veal was the traditions] 
piece de resistance for a Sunday on Hampstead Heath. A basket 
of unusual dimensions for London, :rescued by Lenchen from thf 
old days at Treves, served as a receptacle, as a sort of 
for the holy of holies. Along with the roast there 
sugar, and occasionally some fruit Bread and cheese ·we woulri 
buy on the HeaUi, where, as in Berlin coffee gardens, crockery 
and boiling water and milk could be obtained and everyone, ac
cording to his desire and means, could-and bread_ 
cheese, butter and beer, together with the shrimps, watercress and 
periwinkles featured by the place. 

The trek itself was usually accomplished in the following or
der. I went in front as vanguard accompanied by the two girls
sometimes relating ,stories, and sometimes doing :free gymnastic 
exercises or hunting for wild flowers, which at that time were not 
so rare as they are now. Behind us came some friends. Then 
came the main body of the army: Marx with his· wife and perhaps 
some Sunday visitors who claimed a certain amount of attention. 
A.nd behind these came Lenchen with the hungriest of the gucsis, 
·who helped her i:o carry the basket. If there was more company 
present it was distributed among the various columns of the army. 
I need hardly say that the order of march or battle array could be 
varied ~1ccording to mood o:r needs. 
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Arrived at the Heath, we would first of all look for a spot 
where we could pitch camp, taking into account the prospects of 
obtaining tea and beer. 

After they had refreshed themselves with food and drink, the 
picnickers sought out the. most <comfortable place for sitting and. 
camping, and-provided a nap was not given the preference-the 
Sunday newspapers bought on the way were fished out of our 
pockets: and we would begin to read and talk politics-while the 
children, who quickly found playmates, played hide-and-seek 
among the gorse bushes. 

But we had Lo <introduce some variety ·into our life of case and 
so races wd·e held, and sonwlimes there was wrestling, aiming 
\Vil.h stones or other sports. 011c Sunday we discovered a horst~

cheslnut tree with ripe fruit near our camping place. "Let's see 
who can JJring down the most," someone shouted and with shout;;; 
of hurrah we set to work. "Moor" was like a madman, and certainly 
bringing down chestnuts was not his strong point. But he was in
defatigable---a~; \Ve ,all ·were. The homhardment only ceased when 
!he last chcslnu! h~-:.d hcen sceured :nnid wild cries of triumph. Marx 
r:qHld not usc his right :u·m for eight days afterwards, and l was 
i;J no heUcr tShapc. 

T!11• pTa!t·st '·irrat'' of :dl was a ride for all on lhe donkeys. 
\\'lwt uproarious laughter :md nwrry-making there was! And 'vvhat 
<'oluica! S(:enes! U ow l\'1:1 rx. :mlllSPd hi mself-mHl us t lie amused us 
in lwo vwys: ho!h. hy his more than prim.itivc equestrian skill and 
also hy !he fanaiiei,;m wilh whkh he asserted liis virtuosity in this 
art. His virtuosity consisted in 1he fact lhat as a student he had 
once !aken riding lcssons-Engels asserted that he had never taken 
more rthan lhree-and that once in a blue 'lnoon: when he visited 
Manchester, he went out riding with Engels on a venerable Hosi
nante that was probably a great-grandchild of the gentle, lamhlike 
mare which Old Fritz1 once presented to the worthy Gellert. 

Our return home from Hampstead Heath was always very jolly, 
although pleasure in retrospect does not evoke such joyful thoughts 
as in anticipation. We were saved from melancholy-although we 
certainly had only too good grounds for it-by our sardonic 
humour. The woes of the refugee did uoi: exist for us-·if anyone 
began to complain he was reminded in the most emphatic fashion 
of his social obligations. 

The order of march on th!' way hack was different from that 

1 Fr<:>derkk H of Prnssia.---Ec!. 
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on the way out. The children, tired out from runn1ng about, formed 
the rearguard together with Lenchen who, being lighter of foot and 
load since the basket was emptied, was now able to take charge of 
them. Usually we struck up a song, only rarely political songs, 
mainly folk songs, especially sentimental songs and-this is no fable 
-"patriotic" songs from the "Fatherland," such as "0 Strassburg, 
0 Strassburg, du wunderschone Stadt!" which was a great favourite. 
Or the children would sing Negro songs to us, and even dance if 
their legs had recovered somewhat from their fatigue. During the 
march, it was as taboo to talk politics as it was to mention our woes 
as refugees. On the other hand, we spoke much of literature and 
art, and then Marx had an opportunity of showing his extraordinary 
memory. He would recite long passages from the Divine Comedy, 
of which he knew almost the whole by heart, and scenes from 
Shakespeare, in which case his wife, who also had an excellent 
knowledge of Shakespeare, would often take turns with him .... 

From the end of the 'fifties we lived in the north of London, 
in Kentish Town and Haverstock Hill, and then our favourite walks 
were on the hills and fields between and behind Hampstead and 
Highgate. Here we could look for flowers and identify plants, a 
special treat for town children, in whom the cold seething ocean 
of stones of the great city produces a passionate hunger for the 
greenery of nature. What a joy it was for us when in the 
course of our wanderings we discovered a little pond overshad
owed by trees and I was able to point out to the children their first 
living "wild" forget-me-nots'. Our joy was still greater when we 
came to a luxuriant, dark-green velvet meadow, on which we ven
tured after carefully reconnoitring the ground, in defiance of warn
ings against "trespassing," and discovered some wild hyacinths 
among other spring flowers in a wind-protected spot. ... 

10. MXRX'S ILLNESS AND DEATH1 

About Moor's stay in Mustapha (Algiers) I cannot say much 
more than that the weather was awful, that Moor found there a 
very clever and amiable doctor and that everyone in the hotel was 
attentive and friendly to him. 

During the autumn and winter of 1881-82, Moor was at first 
with Jenny in Argenteuil, near Paris. There we met and remained 
together for a few weeks. Then he travelled to the south of France 

1 A letter from Tussy (Marx's youngest daughter. Eleanor) ,-Ed. 
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and to Algiers, but came back very ill. He pa~~ed the autumn and 
winter of 1882-83 in Ventnor (on the Isle of Wight), relumin.g in 
January 1883, after Jenny's death----January 8. 

Now about J(Ql'lsbad. vVe visited it fot the first time in 1874. 
Moor had been sent there on account of 1a liver_ complaint and in
somnia. In the following year, 1875, his Hrst stay having done him 
a great deal of good, he went there alone. The next year, i.e.,, 
1876, I accompanied him again because he said that he had missed 
me very much the year before. In Karlsbad he took his cure with 
great conscientiousness· and did exactly what was prescribed for 
him. We made many friends there. As a travelling companion, 
Moor was delightfuL Always in good spirits, he was ever ready 
to enjoy anything, whether it was beautiful scenery or a glass oi 
heer. Aud thanks !o his extensive knowledge of history he was able 
lo make every place we came to even mon• alive in the past !han H 
aelually was in the present. 

I believe that various things have already been writlen about 
Moor's slay in Karlsbad. Among olhor things I heard of a longish 
article, I cannot remember now in which paper it appeared; per
haps M.O. in D. could tell you something. more about it. He spoke 
lo me aLoul a very good article. 

In 1874 we saw you iu Leipzig. Then on our way home 
we made a detour to Bingen, which Moor wanted to show me ht·
eause he had been there on his honeymoon with my mother. Be
sides that we also went to Dresden, Berlin, Prague, Hambm·g and 
Nuremberg during these lwo journeys. 

In 1877, Moor should have gone back to ·Karlsbad. However, 
it was reported to us that the German and Austrian government:> 
intended to deport him, and since the journey was too long and 
expensive lo let it come lo a deportation, he did not go to Karlsbad 
any morc---whieh was anythin[.!; hut lo his benefit, for he always 
felt rejuvenated after the cure. 

vVe went to Berlin ehieily in order to visit ·a faithful friend of my 
father's, my dear uncle Edgar von \Vestphalen. We stayed only a 
couple of days. To Moor's joy we heard later that on the third day--
exaclly an hour after we had left--the police paid a visit to our hoteL 

In the autumn of 1880-when our dear mother was already so 
ill that she could only rarely rise from her sickbed-Moor had a 
serious attack of pleurisy. His condition had become· so dangerous 
because he had always been neglecting his illness. The doctor (our 
excellent friend Donkin) regarded the case as almost hopeless. It 
was a terrible time. In the large front room lay our molher, in the 
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little room behind was Moor. And the two of them, who were so 
used to one another, so close to .one another, could not be together 
in the same room. 

Our good old Lenchen (you know what she was to us) and I 
had to look after-both of them. The doctor said that our care saved 
Moor's life. Be that as it may, I only know that neither Helen 
(Lenchen) nor I ever went to bed for three weeks. \Ve were up 

and about day and night, and when we were absolutely exhausted, 
we took turns in resting for an hour. 

Moor once more got the better of his illness. I shall never for
get the morning when he felt himself strong enough to go into 
mother's room. They were young again together--she a loving maid 
and he a loving youth, both starting out in life together-and not 
an old man devastated by illness and an old, dying woman, taking 
leave of one another for life. 

Moor got better and, though he was not yet strong, sUB he 
appeared to be getting .strong. 

Then mother died-on December 2. 1881; her last words--re
markably enough, in English-were addressed to :her ·'Kart" 
When our dear General (Engels) came, he said--and at the time 
his words almost moved me to anger-"Moor is olso dead:' 

And it actually was so. 
With mother's life that of Moor went too. He struggled hard 

to keep going, for he was a fighter to the last--but he was a 
broken man. His general state of health became worse and worse. 
If he had been more selfish he would have let things take their 
course. However for him there was something which stood above 
everything else-that was his dewJiion to the cause. He wanted to 
complete his guat work and therefore he agreed to undertake anoth
er voyage of recovery. 

In the spring of 1882 he went to Paris and Argenteuil,1 where 
I met him, and we ·passed some really happy day:s1 together with 
Jenny and her children. Moor then travelled to the south of France 
and finally to Algiers. 

During this whole stay in Algiers, Nice and Cannes he was 
dogged by bad weather. He wrote me long letters from Algiers. 
Many of them, I have lost, because at his request I sent them on to 
Jenny and she gave me very few of them back. 

When Moor finally carne horne again he was very ill; and 

1 This is tht jmlnJty spok'Pn of at the beginning of this letter. [Note 
by \-F. Lieblmecht.] 
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now we began to fear the worst. On the advice of his doctor he 
spent the aulurnn and winter at V,enlnor, on the Isle of Wight. 
I must mention here that at that time, at Moor's request, I spent 
three months in Italy with Jenny's eldest son, Jean (Johnny). 
ln the spring of 1883 I went to Moor and took Johnny with 
me-his special favourite among his grandchildren. I had to go 
baek because I had to give my lessons. 

And now came the last dreadful blow: the news of Jenny's 
death. Jenny, the first born, Moor's favourite daughter, died sud
denly (on January 8). We had received letters from Moor--I have 
them now before me-in which he wrote that Jenny's health 
was hctter and we (Helen and I) did not need to be anxious. 
We received lh(' telegram announcing her death an hour later 
Uwu the letter in which Moor wrote the above. I went imme
diately to Vonlnor. I have gone tbrough many sad hours in my 
life, hut none was so sad as this. I felt that I was bringing my 
f:ll.iler his dcnlh warraut. On the long anxious journey, I racked 
my brains thinking how to impart the news to him. I did not 
!W<~d lo imparl i!, my face bdraycd nw-Moor said at once, "Our 
.!cHI>..Y i.~ dead!" ;tnd then he asked me io g;o immediatdy to Pa·ris 
and hdp with the children. I wanted to· remain with him-hut 
lle would not sull'cr a uy eonlradictiotl. I had hardly been half 
all hour iu Ventnor when I was already on my sad return trip 
lo London in order to scl out innncdiately for Paris. I did what 
Moor wished on aceount or the children. 

I will not speal~:. of wy journey home; I cp.n only recall that 
time with a shudder-such mental agony, .such torture-but no 
more of that. Sufiioe it to say-I came back and Moor returned 
home-to die. 

And now a word about our mother. She was dying for months 
and suffered all the terrible tortures whicll cancer brings with 
it. Yet her good spirits, her inexhaustible wit, which you know 
very well, never deserted her for an instant. She inquired as 
impatiently as a child for the results of the elections then being 
helJ in Germany (1881), and how she rejoiced at our victories! 
She remained cheerful up to her death and tried to r-elieve our 
anxiety about her by joking. Yes, in spite of her frightful suffer· 
ing, she joked--she laughed-she laughed at the dodor and all 
of us because we were so serious. She remained fully conscious 
until almost the last moment, and when she could not speak 
any more-her last words were addressed to "Karl"-she pressed 
our hands-and tried to smile. 
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As far as Moor is concerned, you know that he went from 
his bedroom into his study, in Maitland P,ark, sat in his armchair 
and tranquilly went to sleep. 

This armchair the "General" kept until his death and I have 
it now. 

If you write about Moor, don't forget Lenchen. I know you 
will not forget mother-Helen was to a certain extent the axis 
around which everything in the house turned. The best, truest friend .. 
Therefore be sure not to forget Helen, if you write about Mom. 

* * * 
Now, since you wish it, a little more about Moor's stay in the 

south. vVe-he and I-spent a few weeks at the beginning of 
1882 with Jenny in Argenteuil. In March and April, Moor was 
in Algiers, in May in Monte Carlo, Nice and Cannes. Towards 
:the end of June and during the whole of July he was again 
with Jenny, and Lenchen was also in Argenteuil at the time. 
From Argenteuil Moor went with Laura to Switzerland, Vevey, etc. 
Towards the end of September or at the beginning of October he 
returned to England and immediately went to Ventnor where 
Johnny 'and I visited him. 

And now a few notes on your questions. Our little Edgar 
(Musch) was born in 1847-but I am not quite sure-and he died 
at the end of 1855. "Little Fawkes"1 (Foxchen) Heinrich was born 
on November 5, 1849, and died when about two years old. My little 
sister Francisca, born in 1851, died while still a baby, about eleven 
months old. 

And now as to your question about our good Helen, or 
.. Nymy," as we calloo her in the end, because Johnny Longuet 
called her that, I don't know why, when he was still a baby. 
Lenchen came to my grandmother von Westphalen .as a little 
child of about eight or nine years old, and she grew up with 
Moor, mother and Edgar von vVestphalen. Helen always remained 
very tenderly attached to the old 'Westphalens. And Moor also. 
He never tired of telling us of the old Baron von Westphalen, 
of his wonderful knowledge of Shakespeare and Homer. He 
could repeat whole rhapsodies of Homer wor,d for word, from 

1 He got the name Fawkes from the h€ro of the "Gunpowder plot,"--Guido 
(Guy) Fawkes, whose anniversary, November 5, 'is still noisily celebrated or, 
more corredly, eltecrated in England every year·. [Not'! by W. Lieblmecht.i 
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beginning lo end, and he knew most of Shakespeare's plays by 
heart, both in English and German. Moor's father, on .the other 
hand---whom Moor greatly aqmired--wa-s a real "Ii'renchman" 
of the eighteenth century. He k:qew his Voltaire and Rousseau by .. ,, 

heart, as old \Vestphalen knew his Homer and Shakespeare. And 
Moor undoubtedly owed his rema1·kable versatility ·to n. large extent 
to these "hereditary" influences. 

But to return to Helen. Whether she came to rr1y' parents 
before or afler they went to Paris-(which occurred very soon after 
their marriage) I cannot say. I only know .that my grandmother 
sent the young girl to our mother "as the best that she could send 
her--faithful, dear Lcnchcn." And faithful, dear Lenchen stayed 
with my parents, and her younger sister Mar.ianne also came later 
on. You will hardly recall l!a heeanse it was after your time .... 

11. WANT AND PRIVATION 

Innumerable lies have been spread about Marx--including lhe 
false statement that he lived in riotous luxury while the comxnon. 
herd of refugees aroL[nd him went hungry and starved. I do not 
consider myself justified in entering here .into details, but I can 
say this much: what these diariPs have oi1cc again brought Jreshly 
and vividly before my ,eyes was no isolated cn-;e of nec•d snch 
as eould happen to anyone, cspceial.ly in a foreign country wherr: 
persons o:r places to turn to for aid are lacking; Marx a:nd his 
family experienced for years lhe misery of the life of refugees in 
its most acute form. There can have heen but few refugees who 
suffered more than Marx and his family. And even later on, when 
the income was larger and more regular, tJle Marx family was no! 
spared worries over their daily bread. During whole years---anti 
the worst was then already over-the poun<i sterling which Marx 
was paid each week for his articles to the New York Tribune wa:-. 
his only certain sotwce of income .... 

12. MARX'S GRAVE 

Marx's family grave, it should more correctly be eaHed. H i1o 
situated in Hi<thaate Cemdcr'', in the .nndh :of l 1QJ](jon, on a hill 
which ove~:J(;(;1f~··f1"h~'"'~fia.'iit ~ify .·' ''"'''' ··''·''' '·'~·'''"!''':·' ·~· .' ..... . 

Marx did not want a "memmial." To have desired to put up· 
any other memorial to the creator of the Communigl Mmtijesio 
and of Capital than that which he had built l1imself would lwvc 
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heen an insult to the gr~t.at dead. ln the n)inds and hearts of mi!
liom of workers, who have "united" at his call, he not only has 
erected to himself a memorial more lasting than brorize, but has also 
created. the living soil in whi·ch what he taught and dbired will 
become-and in part has already become:--a consummated deed. 

\Ve SociaFDemQ(~rats h:=rve 'no saints q_nd no. saints' tombs; 
but millions· think with gratitude and veneration of the man who 
rests in this cemetery in the north of London. And thousands of 
years hence, when the savagery and narrow-mindedness which the 
efforts of the working class for its emancipation encounter today 
'have become a scarcely credible tale of the past, free and noble men 
vvill still.stand at this graveside and with bared heads whisper to their 
children: 

"Here lies Karl Marx!" 

Here lies Karl Marx and his family. A simple marble slab, 
bordered with ivy, lies like a pillmv at the head of the grave, 
which is enclosed by marble blocks; and on the slab the in~ 

scription_: 

&om 

./ enny von TVestplwlf.n 

The beloved >vifc of 
Karl Marx 

Born 12th February 1814 

Died 2nd December 1881 

and Karl Marx 
5 1818; died March 

and Harry Longuet 
Their grandson 

1883 

Born July 4, 18i8; died March 20, 188?, 

* and Helene Demuth 
Born January 1, 18>2:3; died November 1, 189{), 

The family grave does not contain the whole family: that is, 
in respect to the memher.s no longer alive. The three children 
who died in London are buried in other London cemeteries-one 
of them, Edgar ("Musch"), for certain, the other two probably 
in the cemetery of \V'hitfield Chapel in Tottenham Court Road. 
,\~-;..rl T ... ~I .. __ 1\11"~---- .--. (> •• "I -,;. • ~ ~ • ·-

'"""" oJtHHJ n.l<tL\., tne 1avourne uaugnrer, rests 111 Argenteuii, near 
Paris, where death snatched her frm:n her h3ppy family. 
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Bul if not all of the dead children and grandchildren have 
found a place in the family grave, still it holds one who belonged 
to the family, although not by bonds of blood: "faithful Lenchen,''" 
Helene Demuth 

That she should rest in the family grave had been decided 
already by Frau Marx, and after her by Marx. And Engels, the 
faithful Eckhart, faithful as Lenchen herself, carried out this 
duty together wilh the surviving children, as he would have (\onr: 
just the same on his own initiative. 

What Marx's children thought of Lenchen, how tenderly tl~ey 
were allached to her, how deeply they revered her memory, can 
b(' seen from the letters of Marx's yo•mgest daughter published 
eiscwhcrc. 1 

And when on my way home via Paris, after my las! visil lr<> 
London, [ was revelling in old London reminisceneC's will1 
"Lorchen" at Draveil, wlwre Lafargue and his wife Laur:b Marx 
had fashioned ihemsdves :m ·enviah!e country home, and I spo,(c 
of my intention of writing 1his memorial booklet, she also said 
to me, just as Tussy had done in the letter reproduced abov~~ and 
afterwards also hy word of mouth: "Don't you forget Lenchen!"'' 

Well, l have no! forgotten Lenchcn and shall not forget her. 
Was she not indeed a lriend to me for forty years? vVas she nol 
indeed in my London refugee period often also my "providence?"' 
How oflen she helped me out wilh sixpence when my poekeh 
were empty and there was not too low a lide in Marx's house-
for if the tide was low there, there was nothing to ht• got from 
Lenchen! And how often, when my skill as a tailor did not suffie<·, 
did she artistically repair some indispeusnhle 'article of clollting, 
which-on financial grounds-could not he replaced within any 
foreseeable period of time, so as to ma]H' it wearable ngain for some 
weeks! 

When I saw Lenchen for the first time, she was twenty-sc\'en 
years old and, while no beauty, she was prNty, shapely and had 
very attractive features. She had no lack of admirers :md had 
repeated opportunities of mald~g a good match. Nevertheless, with
out having made an:y vow, this faithful soul considered it a matter 
of course that she should remain with "Moor" and "Frau l\L1rx'' 
and the children. 

She remained-and the years o~' her youth passed away. She 
:remained during want and privation, in good fortune and in had. 

1 For ontc of f,hcse ]etters see above, sect<i1on 10, p. 439.--Ed. 
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Her first rest came when death had mown down both the woman 
and the man to whom she had linked her fate. She found rest 
with Engels, and while staying with him she died-forgetful of 
self to the last. And now she rests. in the family grave. 

* * * 
Friend Motteler, the ';Red Postmaster," who now lives in 

Hampstead, not far from Highgate, gives the following descrip
tion of the grave: 

"Marx's grave is set round with white marble; the small slab 
with names and dates in black lettering is of the same material. 
Spanish grass, wood ivy, which I brought back from Switzerland 
on one occasion, and a few small rose bushes form its simple 
adornment, mostly overgrown by wild grasses, as is usual here 
in bordered graves. My way usually takes me twice. a week 
through Highgate Cemetery by Marx's grave; then I remove the 
grass if the overgrowth is €Xcessive. A good deal' gets withered 
during hot summers, as the two last have been (this year, when 
it rained so much on the Continent, there was a drought in 
England the like of which no one remembers, and in the parks 
too the grass is completely withered). Even with Lessner's help, 
it was not possible for me to protect the grave from the effects 
of the burning sun and so we had after all, of course in agree
ment with the Avelings, who on account of the enormous distance 
can only seldom come here, to entrust it to the regular care of the 
cemetery gardener." 


